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III.—OUR UNIVERSITY.

O. S. MUNSELL, D. D.

A Priori prophecies in reference

the future development of any
institution or element of human
progress are almost certain to in-

volve fallacies more or less distinc-

tive; yet, in the evolution of the

American University, a few vital

principles and elements are so clear-

ly foreshadowed, that it would seem
safe to assume them as fundamental.

In the outset, it is obvious that it

must be eclectic in its character ; that

is, it must, to a certain extent, com-
bine the social excellences and pe-
culiarities of all the various Euro-

pean universities, and specially of
the English and (German, in virtue

of the patent fact that our national
life is more largely made up of these

two elements than of all others com-
bined

; approximating, however,
more nearly to the English type in

the fact that in the American uni-

versity the college of literature and
the arts will ever, as at Oxford and

Cambridge, remain the centre and
the life of the whole complex move-
ment. On the other hand, it must

approximate to the German type, in

the aggregation into its complex
unity, not only of true past gradu-

ate courses, but also of the special
schools of law, medicine, theology,
etc., etc. It, however, already man-
ifests a true idiosyncratic tendency
to a new evolution, in the incorjjo-
ration into itself, of manifold par-
ticular schools of science, technolo-

gy, etc., etc.; devoted to specialties
of characters as diverse and varied

as the multiform developments of

modern thought and modern civili-

zation. There is here evolved what,
in the end, must be the distinguish-

ing characteristics of American ed-

ucation, namely: freedom and flex-

ibility. I use these terms in their

broadest meaning and as true co-

ordinates. He is a heedless observ-

er of American education who has

not observed a persistent tendency
to revolt against any and all crystal-
ized forms of culture or established

ciiriciiles of study. Not that it re-

jects, or proposes to reject, wholly,

any form of culture which past ex-

perience has proved desirable or val-

uable, but that recognizing, as hu-

manity has never before done, the

individuality of man, and the per-
sonal and social worth of the man
as a man, it demands, in its modes
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of education and in the instrumen-

talities of its typical university, a

freedom co-extensive with that per-

sonaHty ; and a flexibility adequate
to the ever-varying wants of stu-

dents.

The age of enc\clopedical learn-

ing has passed away to return no

mc^re. The time was in the not dis-

tant past, when the indivitlual might

aspire to master the whole range of

the arts and sciences and, to a lim-

ited extent, to excel in them all ;

but this is no longer possible. Su-

periority, to-day, is practicable on-

ly to the specialist who devotes the

labors and energies of a life to a

comparatively narrow held of study
and research. Hence, the origin
and the absolute necessit}' of the

sjjecial schools of science of which
we have already spoken. Yet such

special schools necessarily pre-sup-

pose, and root themselves in, the

true college of literature and the arts

which alone, ordinarily, supplies the

foundation of general education and

culture, without which these special
schools cannot be successfully main-

tained. Thus, in fact, the Lawrence
and Sheffield scientific schools pre-

suppose and root themselves in Har-
vard and Yale, and would be com-

paratively effete and worthless with-

out such foundations. But he sadly
misconceives the spirit of the age
and the relation of things, who im-

agines that the special can ever su-

persede and set aside the genera/, or

that the scientific school, however

]jerfect its development, can ever

take the place of the college proper.
The truth is, the aims and func-

tions of the two are as radically
different as are those of the college
and the schools of law, medicine or

theology. The one is designed
specifically to provide that general
mental discipline and culture which
are equally necessary to the develop-
ment of true manhood, irrespective
of the ulterior aims or purposes of

the student ; the other is specific and

dependent upon, and determined

by, the actual life ]jurposes of the

student. In the general substratum

of education the wants of the law-

yer do not differ from those of the

physician, the minister or the man
of business. It is only when this

common work is done, and well

done, that either is prepared, prop-

erly, to enter the special .school de-

signed to fit him for his life work.

Precisely at this jjoint, practically,
is found the weakest point of our
American educational system. Our

young men under the strong and

_persistent pressure of business life

and activity around them, are prone
to pass directly from the district

school to the technical school of

law, medicine, theology, &c., &c.,
without that broad foundation of

general education and thorough cul-

ture so essential to the truest man-
hood and the highest success, just
as men are equall)- prone when build-

ing a house, to set it up on a row of

pine blocks, rather than to await

the slower and more costly, yet the

more rational process of laying an

adecjuate foundation. The thought,
in the one case as in the other, is,

that this acknowledged defect can
be supplied hereafter; yet in neither

case is this even approximately true.

The house inevitably settles out of

shape and is irreparably injured even
if the sure foundation is afterward

supplied, and the mind is equally
liable to permanent distortion:
while in any case there is little prob-

ability that the lawyer, the minister

or the active man of business will

either^f;/^/ or laA'e tivie to repair the

breach and supply the missing links

in the chain of culture. This dan-

ger, always great, is, it should be

remembered, intensified and exag-

gerated by the tendency of modern
times to a strict and far-reaching
division of labor in all departments
of life, and by the corresponding
necessity laid upon e\ery man who
would excel in any department to

devote himself exclusively to that.

The original defect, therefore, is
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practically multiplied by the actual

necessities of life; to postpone,
therefore, any part of this prelimi-

nary work of education till after the

special is achieved, is to imitate the

folly of the ship-builder, who, in or-

der to hasten the time of launching
his vessel, left a part of the hull

unfinished, proposing to finish tliat,

after the vessel was afloat. Had he

finished the hull before launching
out on his voyage and left the rig-

ging unfinished, the latter might
readily have been completed, l)ut

the former, sunk beneath the waters,

is beyond his reacli. The student

who postpones the work of general
culture till after he has entered upon
life's active duties, will rarely, if

ever, complete his work; but will

remain a narrow and incomplete
man, howe\'er successful he may be

in achieving wealth. But it is high
time that Americans should realize

the true meaning of their own im-

mortal Declaration of Independence
and recognize the fact that niauliood

is of more value than wealth, polit-

ical power, or that notoriety mis-

called fame. I repeat, that I may
emphasize the thought ; to the in-

telligent American, as to the earnest

Christian, manhood is the true end
and aim of life; manhood, pure,
broad and generous, that makes the

peasant the peer of the king, the

day-laborer the ecpial of senators

and judges ; and at last lifts him to

a crown and a throne, a co-heir with

the King of kings
—with Christ, his

elder brother.

In the American imiversity,

therefore, the college should be more
and more the gateway to the special
and technical schools which are be-

coming such marked features and,
in fact, characteristics, of its organ-
ization. The idea of special edu-

cation, independent of the general,
or as a substitute for it, is to the

last degree unphilosophical and

should be discarded by every earnest

student. Kindred to this error is

another that will be noted in the

setpiel, namely: the attempt to ex-

clude from the regular college curri-

culum every study whose bearings

upon what are denominated the

practical interests of life, are not

immediate and direct. This error,

like the preceding, is based upon t!ie

false assumption that the chief end
of education is learning and not

culture, useful information and not

mental development. The aim of the

true American uni\-ersity is, there-

fore, ^x'Al general, namely: a broad,

generous and thorough culture,

involving a complete and ecpiable

development of the whole man ; and

secondly, special, namely : an accu-

rate and complete mastery, in all its

varied details of that definite field

of effort, whatsoever that may be,

to which the energies of the life

are to be devoted.

It is obvious, if this conception
of the nature and office of the true

American university is correct, that

it has scarcely yet entered upon its

proper formative stage. Time was,

when we heard only of what were

technically called professional
schools, devoted to theology, law,

medicine and military affairs; after

that came special schools of science,

then of commerce, of music, draw-

ing and painting. Now we hear of

schools of agriculture, of design, of

manufactures, etc., and our faith is

strong that the hour comes when

every useful art will have its own

appropriate school, where the high-
est culture and the most perfect sci-

ence will be brought to bear upon
its practical problems and lighten
the burdens of the toiling millions,

who, in the sweat of their brows,

must eat bread. Short of this the

ever-recurring battle between capital
and labor must go on in grief and
weariness and woe.
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MOUNTAINS.

BY DR. E. DUIS,

Prof, of German in tiir Blooinington Pn/'/ic ScJioo/s.

Thf. whole surface of the earth

gives striking evidence of design,

and of design contemplating the

service of man. But one of the

most remarkal)le evidences of that

design is given in a mountain map
of the globe. Variety of tempera-

ture, the supply of water and the

change of level are essential to vari-

ety of production, to fertility of

soil, and to the vigor and health of

the human frame. The expedient
to meet all these is provided in the

mountain districts of the great con-

tinents. A mountain chain girdles
the whole of the mass of land from

the Atlantic to the .sea ofKamschatka.

Minor chains, some parallel, some

branching from the great northern

chain, and .some branches of those

branches intersect every region of

the cflobe. The whole bears a re-

markable resemblance to the posi-
tion of the si)ine in the human
frame, with its collateral muscular

and venous connection with the

human body; and an outline view

of the mountains of our hemisphere
would be strikingly like a sketch of

the human anatomy.
The direction of mountain ranges

usually accords with that of the

greatest extension of land, in all

regions where they occur, whether
of large or small dimensions; their

length is, therefore, generally very

great in proportion to their width.

It rarely happens that l)oth sides of

mountain ranges present a similar

character, one declivity being usu-

ally much steeper and more abrupt
than the other, a circumstance which
has considerable influence upon the

temperature on the opposite sides of

mountains. The declivities are gen-
erally steepest where great depres-

sions occur ; and accordingly, when
mountains abut on the sea we find

their steepest slopes are most fre-

quently presented to that side. Thus
the ridges of the Scandinavian

Mountains, and those of Greenland,
both present their boldest escarp-
ments to the North Atlantic Ocean,
and the lofty ridge of the Atlas

gradually declines towards the Sa-

hara or Great Desert, but is very

abrupt on the other side, where—
" Mauritaria's giant shadows frown
From mountain cliff to coast descending

sombre down."

Isolated or detached mountains are

usually of volcanic origin. In some
instances these obtain a great eleva-

tion, of which, ^-Etna, Ararat, the

Peak of Teneriffe and Maun a Loa
form examples; but the loftiest sum-
mits generally form parts of exten-

sive mountain ranges. Of the

countries of Europe, Spain is a

countrv of mountains, or rather a

vast table-land intersected by six

ranges of lofty, rugged and barren

hills. The Pyrenees form a chain

of nearly three hundred miles long
and upwards of fifty broad—a prov-
ince of mountains intersected by
valleys of romantic beauty and ex-

uberant fertility. The Apennines,
another remarkable chain beginning
at the Gulf of Genoa, strike direct

through the heart of Italy and end
in Calabria, a line of eight hundred
miles. But the Alps, from their

position between two of the most
brilliant nations of the continent—
France and Italy

—and from the

extraordinary scenes of memorable
events of which they have been the

theatre, since the earliest periods of

European history, are the most cel-

ebrated range of mountains in the
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world. The higher Alps, beginning
at the Gulf of Genoa, and extend-

ing north and east through the Gri-

sons and the Tyrol, stretch between

four and five hundred miles. They
then divide into two branches, one

of which reaches even to the Euxine.

The breadth of this vast range is, on

the average, a hundred and fifty

miles. The last great European
range of mountains is the Dofrafeld

chain, which traverses the whole of

the western side of Sweeden, Norway
and Lapland, from north to south,

extending for nearly a thousand
miles. It exhibits many bold and

lofty summits, covered with per-

petual snow, the most elevated of

which is Sneehatta, rather more than

eight thousand feet above the level

of the sea.

The two most remarkable ranges of

Asia are the Caucasus, extending sev-

en hundred miles from west to east

with branches shooting north and

south, and the Himalaya, a mountain
chain of nearly three thousand miles

in length, uniting with the Hindoo
Koosh and the mountains of Assam.
This range is probably the loftiest

on the globe, averaging eighteen
thousand feet, several of the peaks

exceeding twenty-six thousand feet

in height. Many of the passes are

above the summit of Mont Blanc,
and the whole constitutes a scene of

indescribable grandeur, a throne of

the solitary majesty of nature.

The whole northern portion of Af-

rica, with the exception of the east-

ern extremity, is occupied by the

extensive range of the Atlas moun-
tains and their various branches.

Other ranges are those ofSamen and

Taranta, which are prolonged in the

Donga mountains, or mountains of

the Moon, which extend far into

the interior, forming a succession of

elevated terraces and table-lands

throughout Abyssinia and the adja-
cent country. The central part of

Africa is very little known. In the

eastern portion occur the Nieuveldt

Vrous and Cedar mountains, and in

Western Africa the peak of Cam-
eroon rears its head to the height of

thirteen thousand feet above the
level of the sea.

In North America, the Rocky
Mountains running parallel to the

shores of the Pacific, extend from
the Isthmus of Panama to the bord-

ers of the Arctic Ocean ;
and the

Alleghany or Apalachian Mountains
stretch from Alabama and the north-

ern confines of Georgia nearly to

the banks of the Saint Lawrence
River. In South America the Andes
or Cordilleras present a mighty un-

broken range of elevated summits,

rising like a vast wall on the wes-

tern side of the continent, and ex-

tending from the dreary regions of

Terra del Fuego to the most north-

ern boundaries of South America.

This range, which almost equals the

Himalaya chain in extent and alti-

tude, contains, among other peaks
of immense height, those of Chim-

barazo, which rises 21 ,440 feet above

the level of the sea
; Illimani, which

rises 24,300 feet ; and the Nevada
de Torata 25,250 feet above the sea,

the highest known mountain in the

New World.
A very essential use of the moun-

tain chains is their supply of water,
the fluid most necessary to the ex-

istence of the animal and vegetable

world, and this is done by an expe-
dient the most simple, but the most

admirable. If the surcharge of the

clouds, dashing against the moun-
tain pinnacles, were to be poured
down at once, it must descend with

the rapidity of a torrent and deluge
the plains, but those surcharges first

take a form by which their deposit
is rendered gradual and safe, and

then assume a second form by which

their transmission to the plains be-

comes gradual and un intermitting.

They descend on the summits in

snow, and are retained on the sides

in ice. The snow feeds the glacier,

the glacier feeds the rivers. It is

calculated that, without reckoning
the glaciers of the Grisons, there are
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fifteen hundred s(iuare miles of gla-

crer in the Alps alone, from a hun-

dred to six hundred feet deep. The

glacier is constantly melting, from

the mere temperature of the earth :

hut, as if this process were too slow

for its use, it is constantly moving
downwards at a certain number of

feet each _\'ear,
and thus bringing

the great body of ice more within

the limit of licpiefaction. All the

chief rivers of Euroi)e and Asia have

theirri.se in the deposits of the
mountain glaciers.

In addition to all these important
uses, the mountains assist in form-

ing the character of man. The
mountaineer is generally free from
the vices of the ])lain. He is hardy
and adventurous, yet attached to

home ; wild, and yet simple ; inde-

])endent, and yet unambitious of the

wealth or the distinctions of man-
kind. Whether shepherd or hun-

ter, he generally dies as he lived ;

and, though daring in defence of

his native hills, he has seldom strayed

beyond them for the disturbance of

mankind. The Swiss may form an

exception, but their hireling war-

fare is not ambition, but trade,
'i'heir nation is pacific, though indi-

\iduals let themselves out to kill or

be killed. The trade is infamous

and irreligious, offensive to human
feelinu, and contrarv to human du-

tv : but it has no more reference to

the habits of the mountaineer, than

emigration to California ha.s to the

habits of the farmer of Ma.ssachus-

setts ; the stimulant only is the
same—the love of gold.

I have adverted to the mountain

system of the globe as giving a re-

markable illustration of the Divine

expediency. We judge of power
by the magnitude of its effects, and
of wisdom l)y the simplicity of its

mSans. In this instance the whole
of the results seem to arise from the

single and simple act of raising por-
tions of the earth's surface above
the general level. Yet from this one
act what a multitude of the most

important conditions follow I

—va-

riety of climate, variety of produc-
tion, the irrigation of the globe,
health to man and the inferior ani-

mals, the defence of nations, and the

actual enlargement of the habitable

spaces of the earth by the elevated

surface of the hills—not to mention
the beauty and sublimity of the land-

scape, which depend greatly on the

colors, the forms, and the diversity
of mountains.

—In the seventeenth century a law

was in force in England that all wo-
men of whatever age, rank, jirofes-

sion, or degree, whether, virgins,

wives, or widows, that should im-

pose upon, seduce, and betrav into

matrimon y any of h i s m a
j
e s t y

'

s

male subjects l:)y scents, paints, cos-

metics, washes, artificial teeth, false

hair, Spanish wool, iron stays, hoops,
high-heeled shoes or bolstered hips,

should incur the penalty of the law,

and that the marriage should stand
null and void.—Joitr. of Chem.

[We insert the above simply as

an item of interest to the curious,
not as intimating at all that the same
should be in force in this country
in the nineteenth century.]—One establishment in New York

City is turning out nine hundred
thousand letter envelopes daily.
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BEIJ.ES LETTRES SOCIETY DEPARTMENT.
C. H. LONG, Editor.

Society Or(;anized Octohkr 19, 1859.

Veritas, ct Jiistifia Sniipcr ] 'incent.

MRS. STERLING'S TESTIMONIAL.

BY KATE W. HAMILTON.

" Don' r believe in Fair Restora-

tives? I do. I tried one once that

worked like a charm !" said merry
little Mrs. Sterling, turning sudden-

ly around on the piano-stool, and

facing the gay group of girls at the

fire, with a twinkle of fun in her

brown eyes.
' ' Whose ? Were you bald ? Where

did you get it?" chorussed the
frizzed maidens.

"
No, not bald, but niy hair was

short, and I had suffered martyrdom
because of it. Everybody said,
' How childish it does make you
look I' and when I ventured into a

strange store I was sure to be greet-
ed with,

'

Well, sissy, what do you
want?' until I could stand it no

longer. We were to have a Christ-

mas festival in the church—a splen-
did affair, intended to surpass any-

thing of the kind attempted before—
and some kind hearted individual

(green be his memory ! ) had sug-

gested that we improve the occasion

by presenting old Deacon PJowen
with a gold-headed cane. The la-

dies were in favor of it—they're al-

ways delighted with the idea of pre-

senting anything to anybody, you
know—and they all voted that I

should make the presentation.
Was'nt I upon a pinacle of glory?
I did'nt intend that mv brilliant ef-

fort should be ascribed to any little

girl, though, so I bought a new set

of water-fall curls the first thing ;

they had just come into style then,
and were wonderfully l)ecoming.
After that I turned my attention to

the address."
" Yes

;
but the recipe

—can't )'ou

give us the recipe ?'
'

interposed rath-

er impatiently, the owner of a few

pale, thin ringlets.
' ' Of the speech ? R e a 1 1 y , m y

dear, I can't remember it. About
the usual cpiantity of 'respects,'
'happy occasion,' 'gratitude' and
'

your noble labors,' I suppose, well

mixed together. I don't believe it

was anything marvelous, though I

rather thought it was at the time.

We trimmed the old church up
beautifully with evergreens, in

wreaths, crosses and mottoes
;
and I

worked so late that I had barel)'
time to run home and dress for the

ev'ening's ceremony. You know
just how things go when one is in a

hurry. Sleeve-buttons were mis-

sing, bows and handkerchiefs spirit-

ed away, and when I looked for a

black ribbon to fasten my short
locks, there was none to be found ;

so I caught up a piece of white tape
instead, and tied my hair up in a

little knot at the back of my head.

Those l)lessed waterfall curls covered
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all deficiencies, however, and I se-

cretly congratulateed myself upon
my very respectablf ajjpearance.
The church was brillianll)- lighted,

and crowded with people, when 1

arrived ;
and T lingered in the ves-

tibule, ])eei)ing in and admiring,
until m\- turn for action came. Then
I sailed u]) the broad aisle as majes-

tically as i)()ssible, faced the jilat-

forni where the old deacon was stand-

ing, made my most sweeping cour-

tesy, and began
—" Honored sir."

Some one twitched my dress. I did

wish people would'nt be so awkward;
it put me out. I began again,

' Hon-
ored friend, in the name of— But

just then my dress received another
and harder pull, and some one be-

hind me whispered :

' For pity's
sake sit down 1'

1 was so frightened that I fairly

jjitched the cane at the deacon, and
sank into a seat.

'What on earth is the matter
with vour hair?' whisi)ered the
voice again.

Matter with it ? 1 put \\\) my hand

mechanically, and lo I there was

nothing but a little brush of short

hair, the ends sticking straight out,

and tied with a white string by way
of a flag of truce. That was the heatl

exhibited to that audience. 'Oh

what a fall was there, my country-
men!'"

''
^^'at-er-fall !" echoed the saucy

Nell.
" Miserable child ! don't pun on

such a subject ! It was fearful, the

way in whi< h that room whirled
around and the lights danced, for a

few minutes. I did'nt hear a word
of the deacon's rei)ly, if he made

any, though, indeed, I'd given him

nothing to reply to. After a time
I recovered my senses sufficiently to

remove the tape, and let my hair

fall about mv neck. Then I reflected

that b must have lost my curls in

the vestibule, and beckoning a small

boy to me, I sent him in pursuit.
He came back presently, triumph-
ant

;
but somebody stopped his jjro-

gress just before he reached me, and
he called out loud enough to be heard
for several yards around,

' Here's

yer wig mum ; give us the dime I'

I obeyed with alacrity, and slipped
the cau.se of all my tribulation into

my pocket. But I've always main-

tained, since then, that the urchin

was the best hair restorer on record,
cost only ten cents, one single ap-

plication, and curls a quarter of a

yard long produced in five min-
utes!"

NOTES.

—In accordance with jjrevious an-

noimcement, the first Literary En-
tertainment given exclusively by the

ladies of the Belles Lettres Society,
took place Dec. 6th, in Amie Cha])el,
and was well received by a large and

appreciative audience. It was a de-

cided success, surpassing the expec-
tation of the most ardent and hope-
ful friends and sustaining the repu-
tation of the society. Presided over

by Mrs. J. M. Hamilton, it was

ojjened by a fine instrumental duet

by the Misses Morrison, followed by
the Lord's Prayer, repeated in con-
cert by the ladies with unusual so-

lenmity and effect. This was fol-

lowed with a vocal solo, "Wait-

ing," by Miss Hughes, succeeded

by an address,
"
Floating or Row-

ing," delivered in an excellent man-
ner by Miss Ross, in which she por-

trayed the present contlition of wo-
men in an unenviable light, and
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called upon her sex to no longer

float, but to seize and ])ly the oars

with vigor and skill in life's opi)os-

ing currents. Miss Round followed

with an essay,
" Sunshine and Shad-

ow," which was marked with rare

grace and beauty. A duet,
" Swal-

lows," by Misses Hughes and Mor-

rison, was followed by
" Wound-

ed," a recitation by Miss Estes, ren-

dered, according to our judgment,
in faultless style.

" Mrs. Sterling's

Testimonial," read by Miss Read,

we take pleasure in presenting in

this number of the Journal. An
instrumental solo by Miss White,
was followed by the " Belles Lettres

Ciazette," edited by Misses Brown
and Stubblefield, containing more
than the usual number of instruc-

tive and amusing items. This was

succeeded by a recitation,
" Count

Candespina's Banner," given by
Miss White with much force ;

and
a quartette, "Angel Chorus," clo.sed

the exercises of the evening.

—The regular election of officers

for the winter term was held Dec.

13th, resulting in the election of

the following : Pres't, C. H. Long ;

Vice Pres.
,
Alice Brown

j Sec'y, R.

H. Bosworth
;
Treas.

,
I. S. Linds-

ly ; Librarian, Angie Morrison;
Atty., M. L. Crum

; Marshal, H.
F. Tyler ; Court, W. F. Palmer, F.

W. Adams and M. P. Lackland.

—The following officers have
been elected by the class of '75, for

the year '73. Pres't, C. Rayburn ;

Vice Pres't, R. McCay ; Recording
Sec'y, H. F. Tyler ; Corresponding
Sec'y, Dwight M. Crum.

—
Friday evening, Nov. 29th, the

Munsellian and Belles Lettres So-

cieties held a joint session in the

Munsellian Hall, which passed off

very pleasantly.

—A Young Men's Christian As-

sociation has been ora:anized in the

L^niversity, which will take the place
of the old "Society of Inquiry," and,
it is hoped, that this more thorough—2

organization will continue the good
work with greater effect.

—How much trouble might be

saved if people would alwa\'s bear

in mind that insults ore like coun-

terfeit money ; we cannot hinder

their being offered, but we are not

compelled to take them.

—Recitations this term : Seniors

recite Psychology, Philosophy of

History and International Law, to

Dr. Munsell ; Geology and Miner-

ology, to Prof. Potter. Juniors re-

cite Greek and German, to Prof.

Jaques ; Latin, to Prof. Crow ; Mo-
lecular Physics, to Prof. Potter

;
Sur-

veying, to Prof. DeMotte ; General

History and Elocution, to Prof.
Hamill. Sophomores recite : Hor-
ace and Prose Composition, to Prof.

Crow
;
Homer and German, to Prof.

Jaques ; Trigonometry, to Prof. De-

Motte
; Botany and Zoology, to

Profs. Potter and White.

—When the lady, who instructs

her servant to say to all callers that

she is not at home, approaches God's

mansion, rings the bell, sends in

her card, and receives the reply,
"

I

know you not," she will begin to

appreciate her own folly.

—C. B. Reynolds, who left '72,

end of the Sophomore j^ear, is teach-

ing at Versailles.

—R. B. Welch, of '75, is princi-

pal of the graded schools, and Su-

perintendent of the M. E. Sabbath

School of Abingdon.

—Our old friend and active mem-
ber, j. W. Edwards, has lately re-

turned from Kansas, and is occa-

sionally seen in our hall.

—W. T. Smith, formerly of '72,

and one of our old pillars, is teach-

ing at Macon.

—
J. J. Brown is teaching at Ha-

gerstown.

—
J. B. Rick, of '75, is studying

law with success at Taylorsville.
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—I. V. Park, of '76, is local edi-

tor of the Decatur Magnet.

—Miss E. J. Greenlee, of '76, is

out tliis term teaching near Lexing-
ton.

—Prof. Hamill spent his e v e -

nings last term in giving ''Read-

ings
' '

at various places, among
which we note those at Carlinville,

Shelbyville. Linden, cS:c. We un-

derstand he has quite a number of

engagements for reading to fulfill

this term.

—Freshmen study
" Bain's Rhe-

toric," instead of "Hart's," this
term.

—The history of failures is never

written. Be ye comforted, oh ! ye
disconsolate young orators and es-

sayists.

—Sixteen ladies expect to gradu-
ate from the Medical Department
of Ann Arbor, next spring.

—It is said that the great Eras-

mus and Sir Thomas Moore met,
unknown to each other, at a public
dinner. A dispute arising on some

theological points, Erasmus r i d i
-

culed the doctrine of transubstan-

tiation, and Moore answering him
with great keenness of wit, he ex-

claimed,
" Aiit tu Moms, alit nul-

lus.
' ' To which Moore replied,

" Aiit tu es Erasmus, aut diabolus.
' '

Moore's wit here prevailed, but soon

after he was more than answered.

Moore had lent Erasmus a horse

which he had taken over to Holland
with him. Instead of returning it

he sent the following epigram, in-

tending it as an answer to his for-

mer arguments on transubstantia-

tion :

" Of Christ's body you have said

Believe that 'tis bread

And bread it surely will be,

Thus to you I write back
Believe me that your hack
Is with you, and with you he is."

"Oh love, how thou art tired out with

rhyme !

Thou art a tree whereon all poets climb
;

And from thy branches every one takes

some
Of thy sweet fruit which fancy feeds upon,
But now thy tree is left so bare and poor,
That they can hardly gather one plum

more.

THE LITTLE PEOPLE.

A dreary place would be this earth,

Were there no little people in it
;

The song of life would lose its mirth,
Were there no children to begin it ;

No little forms, like buds to grow,
And make the admiring heart surrender

;

No little hands on breast and brow.
To keep the thrilling love-chords tender.

The sterner souls would grow more stern,

Unfeeling nature more inhuman ;

And man to stoic coldness turn.
And woman would be less than woman.

Life's song, indeed, would lose its charm,
Were there no babies to begin it

;

A doleful place this world would be.

Were there no little people in it.— Whittier.
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MUNSELLIAN SOCIETY DEPARTMENT.
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Officers :

G. E. ScRiMGER, Pres.; W. C. Gilbreath, Sec; Belle Sterling, Asst.

Sec; A. Y. Morris, Treas.; Lottie Short, Librarian
; J. H. Scott, Chap-

lain; S. T. Fullenwider, C. S. Ludlam, S. Van Pelt, Court.

THE MISSION OF PEACE.

a. h. davies.

In the language of inspiration, we brought pealing anthems in response
are told that many years ago a band from the balconies on high, and
of shepherds were watching their made every corner of the universe

flocks by night upon some- grassy re-echo and resound, with the glo-

plain, far within the confines of the rious proclamation of the mission

classic Orient. While they were of the son of Mary, "Peace on

thus engaged, a light, far exceeding earth; good will toward men."—
the brightness of the noon-day sun, Aye, it was a glorious theme, wor-

appeared in the heavens, causing the thy of being sung in the harmonies

shepherds to gaze in silent wonder of heaven, for thus in the ears of

at the singular ///^/;w//^//iW. Imme- astonished humanity was proclaim-

diately following the appearance of ed the mission of a God. Com-
the light, strains of the sweetest mu- mencing at Bethlehem in a halo of

sic were heard, which, proceeding light, the personal agency of the

from a heavenly orchestra, made all Messiah ended amid the woes and

space resound with the melody of darkness of Calvary. Yet the dy-
their vibrations. Now upon their ing agonies of the Redeemer cast a

astonished vision appeared myriad brighter luster upon the spirit of ^is

host of angels marshalled by Ga- mission, and it lived and yet lives,

briel, the sweet messenger of heaven, a bright, active, glorious principle,

Suddenly, at the command of the lives to complete its work, and will

leader, the grand chorus ceased, and live until that be accomplished,
when the last gentle murmur had The spirit of Peace is the vital,

died away upon the still air of night, energizing principle of Christianity,

pausing near the fear stricken shep- giving form and potency to all other

herds, he made known his message. virtues. It is the central sun in the

In terse and nervous language he al- solar system of Christianity from

layed their fears and announced the which all others receive their light

good tidings which were to all peo- and vitality. Peace has a mission

pie, the birth of the infant Imman- to accomplish. Weighty problems
uel. Scarcely had he finished speak- in the economy of human relations

ing, when the angel host united in are yet to be solved,
—

problems
one prolonged shout of praise, which upon whose correct solution await
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the destiny of nations and the ha\)-

piness of humanity. To solve these

problems and to elucidate them on
the canvass of practical experience
is the mission of Peace.

At first we see that the proclama-
tion of peace followed the appear-
ance of the light, but in after times

we find that peace is the light itself—the forerunner of civilization, af-

ter whose enthronement and during
who.se supremacy comes all the en-

chantment of the arts and sciences.

Wisdom and learning seem to catch

fresh impetus iti times of peace and
increase -and develop as long as the

peace continues. But when the

pestilence of war, with bloody hands

strikes the unhappy people, then,

"These polished arts that have humanized

mankind,
Soften'd the rude and cahn'd the boister-

ous mind,"

retrogade, and so long as the death

cloud of war envelopes the fair land

so much more intense becomes the

ignorance and depravity of the peo-

ple. Sometimes it appears that wars

have so corrupted the fountains of

virtue and infected the pure at-

mosphere, that the pestilential breath

of the Inferno hath not been more

deadly than the contaminated mor-
als of the degenerated people.

—
What a terrible object is this frater-

nal butchery personified, this slaugh-

tering of brothers. The heart sick-

ens and the brain reels in its attempt
to comprehend the huge dimensions

of this vampire, this offspring of

human depravity. It arises before

us in fancy's habiliments, a demon
of fabulous proportions. Crouch-

ing in all the sul)tlety of its hellish

nature, its malignant eyes seem pro-

truding from their sockets with dire

anxiety for some new victim with

which to gorge its infernal maw ;

whilst from its capacious throat it is

constantly belching up the blood

and bones of former victims. It

crawls on lurking hideously around

to find some innocent sacrifice to

its insatiate and insatiable appetite.

As it goes it leaves a pathway mark-

ed with gore and mangled bodies.

It is the pathway of tears, of ruin

and of blood. Since the time that

jMOus Abel fell beneath the hand of

murderous Cain, we read of its

atrocities in all the annals of time

and never once lose sight of its

black and bloody tracks. It has

crowded every jail, penitentiary and

poor-house with inmates, sent forth

beggary and wretchedness into every
street and flooded every city with

bestiality and crime. It has shed

blood sufficient to color the billows

of every sea, expended treasures

enough to impoverish the mines of

California or the fabled diamond

plains of Arizona and wrung out

lamentations enough to make a cho-

rus ecjual to the wailings of the lost

in /le//.

But above and beyond all the

smoke and roar o-f carnage, above
the shrieks of anguish and moaning
of the broken hearts, in calm and

holy majesty, shines the spirit of

peace. Peace hath her limit, and
when her precepts shall be univer-

sal in their observance and obliga-

tory in their influence, then the na-

tions shall forget war and break

their swords into plow shares and
their spears into pruning hooks.—
Then indeed, shall the wilderness

and the solitary place be made glad
and the desert shall rejoice and blos-

som as the rose.

What a glorious mission is this and
how happy are those whose efforts

hasten its fulfillment ! And how
speedily it may be realized if there

be but a "union of hearts and a

union of hands."
Here then in this golden era of

civilization, in the early springtime
of our manhood, let us unite our ef-

forts in laying the corner-stone to

the temple of universal peace, whose
dome shall be as lofty as the firma-

ment and whose foundation shall be
as comprehensive as the world itself.

And when the nations of earth shall

be gathered as one familv within the
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common sanctuary, then will all

voices imite in this anthem of praise
to the Author and Finisher of their

happiness :

"O, peace, thuii bource and soul of social life.

Beneath whose calm inspiring influence

Science her view enlarges, art refines.

And swelling commerce opens all her ports ;

Blest be the man divine, who gave us thee.

THE NEGLECTED LUXURY OF SPELLING.

Dickens in our "Our Mutual

Friend," when describing the num-
ber and variety of begging letters

which, upon coming into his fortune,
the owner ofBoffin 's Bower received,
remarks with one of his inimitable

strokes of hunior : "Among the

correspondents were several daugh-
ters of general officers long accus-

tomed to every luxury of life except

spelling." Now, I fear that the sar-

casm with which our English author

demolishes at a blow the false pre-
tences of these young ladies would
not by any means secure the like

conviction in our country, for I have
known bona fide daughters of gen-
eral officers in America, who, if

their title to the position depended
upon correct spelling, would dis-

grace it every time they took pen in

hand.

This was not so in the old time
before us. Our grandmothers knew
how to spell. Among their school

exercises, besides the ordinary daily
lessons, there were what might be
called field days for the practice of
the then honored art. The scholars

dividing into two parties ("choosing
sides," as itwascalled), were ranged
in lines facing each other. The
words were then given out, and the

lively contest of "spelling down"
began. Each one who missed a

word was obliged to fall out of line

and take his seat, until by degrees
only a few champions remained on

eitherside; the high honor of stand-

ing alone occasionally falling to a

single individual. Of course the

match was won by the side which
exhibited the greater number left

standing when the lesson was fin-

ished. This was only one of several

devices to secure attention to this

humble and elementary, yet most

important branch of education.

But now, alas ! in the matter of

orthography we have fallen upon
evil days. The good practices above
described exist to some extent still,

in a few country schools, perhaps,
but in general they are falling more
and more into neglect. Much of

our modern culture is merely for

show, and under the thin tinsel of

supposed acquirement in other lan-

guages lie strange deficiencies in the

knowledge of our own.
In our schools, generally, too lit-

tle importance is attached to the

study of orthography. No pains
are taken to secure its being taught ;

and, in fact, one would think, to

examine the programme of studies,

that now-a-days children had grown
so clever that what used to take time
and labor to teach would come to

them by a sort of instinct.

In support of the assertion that

attention to spelling is wofully neg-
lected in these days, I will cite the

following fact : Within a week I

have received two letters, the one
from a middle-aged countrywoman,
living at an obscure place called

Bean's Corner, in the State of
Maine. She has probably but the

slightest pretension to what in these
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days is called education, and yet
her letter has not a single mis-spell-
ed word in it. The second letter

rlluded to, is from a descendant of

one of the best families in America,
a lady of many accomplishments
and high culture, and yet her letter

exhibits several gross mistakes in the

spelling of words of common every-

day use.

Apropos of this subject, a friend

tells me that he knew a young man
of excellent family and social stand-

ing, who was engaged a short time

since as a book-keeper in a retail

grocery. His penmanship was ad-

mirable, his arithmetic adequate to

the position, and yet "eggs" were

transformed by him into "edges,"

"pails" into "pales," "pepper" into

"peaper," with many other equally
atrocious perversions oforthography,
until the end of the first week

brought the notice that his services

would not be required for a "spell."
The same friend informs me that

he once attended a course of les-

sons in penmanship by one of the

foremost teachers in this country,
whose copies were so often mis-

spelled that they furnished a fruit-

ful subject of ridicule on the part of

the pupils.

Perhaps the following Lament,
found in the portfolio of a maiden

aunt, may amuse your readers, and
serve as an appropriate ending to

this "scold" about the wretched

spelling of these degenerate days :

My dear nephews have all passed through

college,
And their sisters of school honors tell,

But, alas ! amid all their fine knowledge,
There's not one of them knows how to

spell.

You would think Jim as learned as a Rabbi,
His collection of books could you see,

Yet he writes home from France that an

'"Abbey"
Is teaching him French " a Parree."

Pretty Fan, who has gone on to Venice,
Into raptures at everything flies,

But especially glowing her pen is

When describing the famed "
bridge of

size."

With Donald and Duncan, twin darlings.

Spelling fares no whit better I fear ;

For they write me that soon at McParlins,

They will enter a " buisness carreer."

Yet these are all children of mothers,
Who in days that are gone would sur-

pass,
In the triumphs of spelling, all others,

Standing oft'nest the head of the class.

—
yotinial of Eiliication.

BE TRUE.

Thou must 1)6 true thyself,
If thou the truth would'st teach ;

Thy soul must overflow, if thou

Another's soul would'st reach ;

It needs the overflow of hearts

To give thy lips full speech.

Think truly and thy thoughts
Shall the world's famine feed ;

Speak truly, and each word of thine

Shall be a fruitful seed ;

Live truly, and thy life shall lie

A great and noble creed.
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ALUMNI JOURNAL.

With this number the Alumni

Journal enters upon its third vol-

ume. Its history has been some-
what varying and peculiar, hence a

few words in reference to its past
and present condition and its future

hopes and aims may not be inap-

propriate.
Whatever may be said of college

journalism, the time has come in the

history of the American education-

al system when a college publica-
tion of some kind seems to be an
inevitable necessity in every institu-

tion of learning that would merit its

share of public patronage and estab-

lish its claims as a college or univer-

sity. In this felt want at the insti-

tution which it represents, the Alum-
ni Journal had its origin and to

the same necessity it owes its exist-

ence to-day. Those who have read

its pages from the beginning need
no further explanation or .sketch of
the history of the first number, is-

sued in June, 1870. At that time it

was published by a committee ap-

pointed by the Alumni Association,
and it was the design of those hav-

ing the matter more immediately in

charge to make the Journal a quar-
terly, if not a monthly, during the

collegiate year. But after the fes-

tivities of commencement week the

publishing committee separated to

their various fields of labor and the

energy and zeal necessary to secure

success in such an enterprise was di-

rected into the more natural chan-
nels of their own special work, so

that at the annual meeting of the
Alumni Society in 1871, the Jour-
nal was supposed to be dead and
buried beyond the power of resur-

rection. But the need of some pub-
lication in which the interests of the

college might be especially and ap-

propriately represented and in which
the more meritorious literary pro-

ductions of the students should be

given greater publicity, and a more

permanent form, thus serving as a
kind of stimulant or incentive in

their literary efforts, was felt to be
a serious and growing want, and in

the fall of '71 the present publish-
ers undertook the whole financial

and editorial responsibility of issu-

ing the Journal as a monthly.
—

Accordingly the first number of the

second volume was given to the

public in January, 1872.
The work of editing, and caring

for the financial interests of the

Journal has been performed during
the year without release from any
of the regular duties incumbent up-
on its editors, as members of the fac-

ulty of the university.
Those friendly to the enterprise

have kindly lent a helping hand and
the work has been prosecuted with
but little financial embarrassment.
As to the literary merits of the

publication we leave others to judge.
With our inexperienced eye an oc-

casional typographical error has es-

caped detection and we thus at times
have been made to say strange things

by means of these provoking blun-

ders. Still, viewing the whole year's

work, we do not feel uncomfortable
as regards the result of our labor.

In continuing the publication of
the Journal another year we con-

fidently look for hearty support,
—

(i) To the alumni of the uni-

versity. Every true son should not

only be 2i paying subscriber but an
active agent. For the success of
the Journal only assists ^in crown-

ing his ahna mater with fresh lau-

rels. If each would do during the

coming year as one earnest hearted

brother did during the last, we might
realize a paying subscription list of

one thousand ere the close of the

third volume.
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(2.) ^Ve think we mav justly

claim the hearty co-operation and

sui)i)ort of the patrons of the uni-

versity. Those families, whose sons

and daughters share the benefits and

])rivileges of the Illinois Wesleyan
University, surely should feel, and

we are happy to l^elieve, do feel a

lively interest in the success of the

Journal; andthoscsonsand daugh-
ters themselves, who compose the

members of the classes now in the

university, without doubt will labor

for the success of the enterprise.
—

Let one thousand names lie the least

number upon the subscription list

that will satisfy any of our friends

for 1873.

(3.) We look especially, to the

ministers of the patronizing confer-

ences for sympathy and aid in this

work. During the past year many
of them have received the Journal
free,

—an arrangement which we will

gladly make with all who will use

their influence to increase our circu-

lation in their various charges. We
would that every family friendly to

the cause of education might be in-

duced to subscribe for the Journal,

not so much because of its intrinsic

value, but because by so doing they
aid in establishing, strengthening
and perfecting the university, whose
interests the Journal represents.

—
Ksjjecially are we anxious that this

publication may reach those fami-

lies whose sons and daughters are

growing up to manhood and woman-
hood and who need the helps of a

thorough education to prepare them
for their life work.

The Journal will naturally call

their attention to the privileges and

opportunities offered at the Illinois

Wesleyan University, and thus pos-

sibly induce them to enter upon
that course of mental training with-

out which no one is thoroughly fur-

nished for his mission in the world.

Will not all the friends of the uni-

versity in particular, and the friends

of the cause of education in gener-
al unite in their efforts to place' the

Alumni Journal upon a permanent
basis by placing a copy in the hands

of every young man and woman
within the bounds of the patroniz-

ing territory of the Illinois Wesley-
an University.

PROF. HAMILL'S ELOCUTION.

prof. J. R. JAQUES.

While elocution, like music, can

never be fully learned through a

mere text-book, it can scarcely be

learn without a text-book. Much
of the matter of a text-book is

meaningless Avithout the interpreta-
tion of the living teacher's voice,

and it is equally true that much of

the oral instruction of the teacher,

without the fixed forms and scienti-

fic methods of the text-book, will

fade from the memory, or become

vague and fragmentary. The true

text-book represents the final results

of the maturest thought of the age
on the subject discussed, in a form

the most scientific, in generalizations
the most accurate and in a space
the most brief. It seems to be a

settled principle of didactics, that

the text-book, rightly used, is a ne-

cessity in our schools.

Prof. Hamill's text-book on elo-

cution does all that a text-book can
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do in unfolding the science, from
its' simplest to its more complex
principles. By a method neither

bewilderingly complex, like that of

Mandeville, nor superficially simple,
like that of some of our "

Readers,"
the author unfolds the subjects of

"Articulation," "Respiration,"
"Voice" and "Action," ending
with certain "Deductions."
The method presented in this

text-book as a science, and presented
in the recitation as an art, has had
the doul)le approval of the public
in the popularity of the Professor's

teaching and the popularity of his

book. The notices of the press are

certainly complimentary to the work
and augur well for its future success.

The "Selections," for reading
and speaking,

—
occupying nearly

half the book—are not only in near-

ly every instance unobjectionable,
but, as a whole, constitute a casket

of gems well worth the price of the

book. Our educators, ministers,

lawyers and others wishing to train

themselves in reading and speaking,
will find a prize in this book.

ICONOCLASM.

The prevalence of iconoclasm in

this age of ours is terrible to think

of. Decimation is going on among
the heroes of our childhood. We
stand as shocked before the general
hollowness and vanity of things, as

does the young miss when she first

discovers that her doll is filled with

saw-dust. Think of it ! The Swiss

Historical Society has come to the

conclusion that there never was a

William Tell ! No refusal to lift a

hat, no firing at an apple on his

son's head, no cross. bow, no cross-

ing Lake Luzerne in a tempest, no

shooting of Gessler—all imagina-
tion. Next we hear of the Poca-

hontas scene^Captain Smith cap-

tured, head on log, club ready to

descend, beautiful girl to the rescue,

old chief relents—an oasis of ro-

mance in the desert of historical

common-place, must also be given

\\\>
—no evidence; made out of

whole cloth. The famous Maelstrom,
which we particularly loved to shud-

der over, which furnished our com-

position books with thrilling illus-

trations of the gradual descent into

—3

crime; that deep' vortex, that awful

gurgle of waters, that poor ship, and
the shrieking sailors, all gammon.
An English tourist writing of it from

Norway, says :

"
Every year, hun-

dreds of our countrymen row over

it, even bathe in it
; except at certain

periods of wind and tide, it is utter-

ly harmless!" And now comes a

history of New York actually tak-

ing the decorations off from Robert
Fulton ! We protest, we point to

the .street named in his honor, and
the ferry

—an actual statue on the

Brooklyn side. No difference, in

they lug the documents, and poor
Fulton falls like the pierced Caesar,
a mere sub—a factotum—n o t h i n 2:

more. It is coming Christmas time,
and the little boy at our house is

making the usual inquiries about the

chimney, and St. Nicholas, and the

reindeer; "Whoever hauls Santa
Claus down from that boy's belief

shoot him on the spot," say we ; alas,

who is to preserve our own pet sto-

ries and myths from ruthless Grad-

grinds and statisticians?— Union
Advocate.
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STOMACH AND BRAINS.

If it be true—and we suppose it

is—that the stomach and the brain

are so inter-related that the condi-

tion of one organ defines the state

of the other, then the man who
teaches us the proper laws of cook-

ery must be regarded as a benefactor

of his species. One of our leading

literary journals recently declared

that more good food is worse wasted

in this country than anywhere else

on earth, and the fact is admitted

by all who have had the opportunity
to break bread at European tables.

It is a proverbial saying that a

Frenchman will get three courses

out of a bone, and the economies

of the German are almost equally
famous. The dense populations,
the low wages and the distinctions

of classes in Europe compel the peo-

ple to make the most of what they

possess. There is very little waste.

and hardly any trace of the tendency
to dyspepsia which is so peculiar to

Americans
;
and human life is longer

aad happier in consequence. Our

people, bent upon getting through
the world in a hurry, and generally
careless of their diet, might learn

something from the Englishman,
the Frenchman and the German,
and even from the stolid Indian of

the Far West. Better methods of

cocrking, less haste in eating, and

smaller consumption of unwhole-

some articles of food, would not

only lengthen the average term of

life in this country, but also, by

giving the American stomach better

treatment than it now receives, im-

prove the quality of the American
brain. We therefore welcome the

anti-dyspeptic cook as one of the

most aseful of our public instruct-

ors.—N". V. SchoolJournal.

YOUR EVENINGS, YOUNG MEN.

The historian Milliard has said :

—"To a young man away from

home, friendless and forlorn, in a

great city, the hours of peril are

those between sunset and bed-time,"
and we have no doubt many a yoimg
man will respond to the sentiment.

It is then that the theatre throws

open its doors, the drinking saloon

tempts by its glitter of lights and

glasses ;
then the strange woman

stalks abroad ; then it is that your

companions, tired of the day's la-

bors, and seeking recreation, step

beyond the line of rectitude, and

cordially invite you with them.—
^Vhat must \'ou do ? Avoid temp-
tation ;

but that is easier said than

done. How do you do when you

wish to avoid thoughts that trouble

and unsettle you ? You think of

something else, and while you are

reflecting upon other things, you are

not thinking of your troubles.

Your duty then is plainly to do

something
—something that will put

you out of the way of these temp-
tations.

If you are happy enough to have

a home, be found there as much as

possible, and feel that you are bound
to do something for the comfort and
.social life of that home. If you are

in the city, boarding, then see
that every evening is well occupied.
Pass part of this leisure in reading
or study, at your room, when it is

possible. What fields of knowledge
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you may survey, and what acquain-
tance with the past you may make,

by one or two evenings spent in this

way every week ! When you go

out, as you certainly need to do, go
to some lecture ;

visit some refined

home, where woman's influence will

soften you ;
connect yourself with

some class of society where im-

provement is the motive. If you
wish amusement, go where refine-

ment will surround you, and where

conscience will not reprove you ;

unite yourself with a Christian As-

sociation, and enter into its work,
and be at the prayer meetings. But

do not feel that you can do without

God's grace in your heart. All that

we have mentioned is only seconda-

ry. Here is your d.x\\\ox.—Associa-

tion Montfilv.

EDUCATION IN ARTS AND TRADES.

It is a misfortune that the old-
fashioned habit of subjecting lads to

the training of apprenticeship has

been suffered to die out. The lack

of systematic education in the prac-
tice of the industrial arts has already

produced serious effects upon many
of our trades in which skilled labor

is needed, and there are loud com-

plaints from all classes of our em-

ployers against the imperfect meth-

ods of work which have unfortunate-

ly become the rule rather than the

exception. The younger generation
of Americans seem to have forgotten
that their fathers won the honors
and rewards of life through diligent

labor, careful study and the skillful

adaptation of means to ends. Prac-

tical education has given place to a

sort of happy-go-lucky scramble, in

which the quickest is the luckiest.

Young men plunge headlong into

avocations for which they are totally

unsuited by nature or by education ;

the useful life of the artisan is too

often regarded with undisguised
contempt by those who prefer to

starve in clerkships rather than to

live comfortable lives through the

gains of labor
; country lads come

to the city with no degree of fitness

for city work, and frequently fall

into evil ways ;
and the ranks of the

skilled workmen, which must be

kept full in order to preserve our

industries from decay, are chiefly

recruited from abroad. Ask the
owner of any one of our large print-

ing offices, who gives employment
to many men, if the printer is as

well trained for his work as he should

be, and the answer is the negative
—

and why ? Because the custom of

apprenticing boys to that trade has

fallen into disuse, chiefly through
the operations of the trade-uni on

system. Inquire of any machinist,
who has hundreds of good workmen
under pay, what proportion of
Americans find their way to his shop
among the throng of applicants for

places, and his reply will be that

the foreign element is largely in

excess of the native. The same
reason is given in explanation

—the

foreign workman is trained from

boyhood to the avocation he selects

to follow, and the American work-
man is untrained. The statistics of

our manufacturing industries for the

past ten years show that this condi-

tion of affairs has gradually grown
worse, and the problem of the best

method of reforming the evil is one
which demands attention.
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Recent discussions of the subject
of technical education have there-

fore assumed an important aspect.
We need schools for instruction in

the industrial arts, open to all com-

ers, and capable of imparting a

practical knowledge of essential pro-
cesses

;
but more than all else, we

need a better education of the young
in the lessons of industry and duty.
The rising generation of American

youth should be so tutored that they
will regard honest labor as an obli-

gation incumbent upon them, rather

than as a punishment inflicted for

their sins. It is not given to every
man-child to walk in the way of the

statesman, the orator, or the author.

nor, for that matter, to become pro-
ficient as clerk or merchant ; nature

hascreated Arkwrights, and Brunels,
and Stephensons for the practical
work of the world, and but for this

practical element the professions
would speedily find themselves
without clients or audiences. Let

our boys be urged to select their

own line of business, and when their

choice is made, require them to ap-

ply all their energies to the mastery
of its principles and its details, and
we shall then have begun to purge
the body corporate of some of the

unAyholesome humors which now re-

tard its growth and restrict its en-

ergies'.
—N. V. SchoolJournal.

THE GREELEY MEMORL\L VOLUMES.

It will be remembered that short-

ly after the death of Mr. Cireeley,
Mr. Ezra Cornell requested all pub-
lishers who gave notices of the ser-

vices, death or funeral of the great

journalist, to forward copies of the

papers containg the same to him,
to be preserved in the University
that bears his name. Some days
since Mr. Cornell wrote to the N.
Y. Tribune about the enterprise as

follows: " The papers I have thus

far received in response to my invi-

tation to the press of America for

the materials for memorial volumes
of Horace Greeley for the Cornell

University Library are as follows,

represented by States and numbers:
New York, 158; Ohio, 112

;
Penn-

sylvania, 55 ; Virginia, 45 ; Iowa,

41 ; Missouri, 34; Indiana, 33 : Ill-

inois, 29; Michigan, 25; North
Carolina, 22

; Georgia, 20 ; Kansas,

19; Massachusetts, 16; Maine, 16;

Kentucky, 15; New Jersey, 15;

Tennessee, 12; Wisconsin, 15; Ne-

braska, 14; California, 10; Alabama

10; Connecticut, 10; Canada, 9;

Maryland, 9 ; South Carolina, 8 ;

Arkansas, 7 ; Texas, 6
; Louisiana,

6
; Mississippi, 5 ; Minnesota, 5 ;

New Hampshire, 5 ; District Col-

umbia, 4; New Brunswick, 4; West

Virginia, 3 ; Vermont, 3 ; Colorado,

3 ; L^tah, 2
; Florida, i

; Delaware,
I

;
Rhode Island, i

; Montana, i ;

Nevada, i. Thus, you observe, I

have already 810 different papers,
of many of which there are several

copies of difterent dates. There are

probably as many as 2,000 papers,
which will make several volumes.

These volumes will make a grand
memorial for the press of America
as well as of our .departed f r i e n d

(rreeley. Papers are still coming,
and I presume the number will reach

at least one thousand.—Prairie Far-

mer.
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SCIENTIFIC.

—In education, science is invaluable as

a means of training ami invigorating the

intellect.

—All three of the Atlantic cables are

now in working order. The great source

of danger to them is the icebergs passing
over them.

—Bismuth is said to occur in Utah, 200

miles south of Salt Lake City. The lode

is said to be seven feet in thickness, and

to have been traced for twelve hundred

feet.

—Dr. Blake has found fifty species of

diatoms in a spring in Nevada, the tem-

perature of which was 163° F. In a Cali-

fornia Geyser, of 198° F., two kinds of

confervae and in other hot springs confer-

vae and diatoms have been found.

—Dr. Virchon has found, after a long
series of carefully conducted researches,

that coal gas, when diffused in the soil, is

an active poison to vegetation, trees, shrubs

and ornamental plants, being killed by it

when it is allowed to permeate the soil

about their roots.

—Mr. J. R. Hind, the astronomer, shows

that there is a high probability that a planet
circulates between Mercury- and the sun,

having a period of revolution of about

nineteen days. Mr. Hind suggests that,

on March 24, next, the sun's disk should

be watched, as a conjunction of this hypo-
thetical planet with the sun will occur

about 10 A. M. on that day.

—The President's message within fort}-

five minutes of the time it reached the

office, the shortest time ever attained with

so long a document, was transmitted to

New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore.

There were 1 1 ,339 words in the message.
Twelve wires were used, and the weather

was favorable for working purposes. With-

in four hours after leaving Washington, it

was published in full in the evening pa,-

pers of New York City, and sold about

the streets.

—Since the opening of the copper mines

of the Lake Superior region in 1S45. the

total product, up to October last, was 160,-

529 tons of ingot copper, the proceeds of

the sale of which have been 568,528,600.
The dividends of the companies, however,
have as yet only amounted to about one-

half the invested capital. Since the open-

ing of the iron mines of the same region,
in 1856, the Lake furnaces have produced

290,385 tons of pig iron valueil at i>})1.-

813,249.—Botani-sts are endeavoring to intro-

duce and acclimate in Europe a plant of

New Grenada, which will be a valuable ac-

quisition to manufactories of ink. The

juice or sap which it yields is at first of a

reddish tint, but in a few hours becomes

intensely black. It may be used without

any preparation, corrodes steel pens less

than ordinary ink, and better resists the

action of time and chemical agents. It is

said that during the Spanish domination,
all public documents were required to be
written with this ink ; written otherwise

they were liable to damage by sea water.

—The Superintendent of the Royal
Deaf and Dumb Institution of Copenha-
gen, has invented a machine designed for

rapid writing, which is also capable of being
used by the blind. The result is obtained

by a series of keys moved by the fingers.
It is claimed that with a little practice the

operator may take down an average of

twelve letters per second, and an expert

manipulator can considerably exceed this.

In ordinar}- speaking from nine to ten, and
in rapid speech from fifteen to twentj- let-

ters are uttered per second ; so this would
seem to be a new rival in the field of

stenography. The instrument is in use in

London, and its performances are said to

be very satisfactory.

—The Spectator, in its notice of M. Fou-
chet's work,

" The Universe," says: "Man
generally flatters himself that his anatomy
is about the highest effort of Divine skill

;

yet that of the insect is far more complica-
ted. No p>ortion of our organism can

compare with the proboscis of the com-
mon fly. Man can boast of 270 muscles;

Lyonet, who spent his whole life in watch-

ing a single species of caterpillar, discov-

ered in it 4,000. The common fly has

S,ooo eyes, and certain butterflies 25,000.
M. Fouchet treats it as an established fact,

that so fine are the sensorj' organs of ants,
that they converse by means of their anten-

nae. Consequently the strength and ac-

tivity of insects far surpass, ours in propor-
tion. In the whole field of natural science

there is nothing more astounding than the

number of times a fly can flap its wings in

a second. It must in that point of time vi-

brate its wings five or six hundred times ;

but in rapid flight we are required to be-

lieve that 3,600 is a moderate estimate."
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—It is claimed that Liebig's process of

obtaining meat extract is found to yield

only 14 per cent, of the dry, solid material

of the meat. The remaining eighty-six

parts are the really nutritive constituents

of meat, and the fourteen contained in the

Liebig extract are merely stimulative, not

nutritive. This is, with ingenuous candor,

admitted by Liebig himself. An English-
man claims to have invented a process of

obtaining in concentrated soluble form, all

the constituents of the meat. This is at-

tained by the use of artificial gastric juice,

Inil this artificial digestion always gives to

the product a strong hitter taste. " In or-

der to remove this Idtter taste, I have
made," says the patentee, "very many ex-

perimental researches, and at length have
discovered that the purpose is completely
and satisfactorily effected by the addition,
in a certain part of the process, of a small

portion of fresh pancreas." The fluid

meat as prepared is entirely free from any
bitter flavor. One ounce is the equivalent
of 20 ounces of meat.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

—S(ril)iier''s Monthly is a charming
magazine, and no "well regulated" family
should be without it. Only $4.00 per year.
Address Scribner & Co., 654 Broadway,
New York.

—Every Alumnus of the University
should have the bound Vols. I. and II. of

the Alumni Journal.— In our last number we instructed our

friends who desire Peter'' s Musical Month-

ly, to address J. L. Peters. This might
seem .somewhat indefinite, but then every-

body knows that the address of J. L.

Peters is New York.

—O. T. Reeves, Esq., gave the fourth

lecture of the law course on Tuesday
evening, Deceml)er 15th. Mr. Reeves is

a pleasant speaker, both in style and de-

livei7, and his lecture was one of the most

popular thus far given.—Vols. I. and II. neatly bound, and the

Journal for 1873, will be sent to any ad-

dress for $2.50.

—We trust we may be pardoned for

modestly suggesting that our list of paying
subscribers should number 1,000 the com-

ing year. Will not all our friends assist

us in realizing that number. To any one

sending us the names of five subscribers

and five dollars, we will send the Jour-
nal for i873,ym'.
—We will be glad to receive orders for

the Journal for 1873, f™'" every student
and friend of tlfe University.

—Hon. R. M. Benjamin will deliver the
fifth Lecture of the Law Course, Jan. 2d.

His theme is "The Constitution of the
State of Illinois in its general feature."

As Mr. Benjamin was a prominent mem-
ber of the late constitutional convention

we anticipate a very instructive and enter-

taining lecture upon that occasion.

—G. W. Strope has recently opened his
" Palace of Music" in one of the elegant
and commodious rooms of the " Davis

Block," where he can be found ready to

furnish the people of Bloomington and

vicinity the very best organs and pianos in

the market at the lowest prices. Churches

wishing organs of superior power and

quality of tone, will find it to their inter-

est to call and examine instruments and

prices before purchasing elsewhere.

—We will furnish the Journal the com-

ing year to clubs at the following rates :

6 copies for, . . . #5 00

13
" "

. . . . 10 op
20 " "

. .

•
. 15 00

In order to secure the above rates it is

not necessary that the names of the club

shall all be sent at the same time, or have
the same postoffice address. Persons wish-

ing to solicit for clubs will receive sample
copies y;-dr by addressing Alumni Jour-
nal, Bloomington, Ills.

—For ;?i.75 we will send the Journal
for one year, and the thirteen numbers of

Vols. I. and II.

—The First M. Y.. Church of this city
is seriously contemplating the erection of a

new and more commodious house of wor-

ship. This is a want which has been

keenly felt for years, and we sincerely
trust that under the skillful generalship of

Rev. R. M. Barns, their pastor, the enter-

prise may be at once imdertaken and vig-

orously pushed to a speedy completion.
The erection of some more commodious
and attractive houses of worship in our

city, we regard as a " consummation most

devoutly to be wished."
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—We will send the Journal for 1873,

and Vols. I. and II. neatly bound to any
one sending us the names of ten subscri-

bers and $10.

—The Sunday-School Hand-Book for

1873, by L. H. Dowling, is a neat little

volume of 78 pages, in flexible covers, de-

signed as a manual for all Sunday-school
workers. It contains useful hints and sug-

gestions upon the organization of schools,

teaching, general exercises, concert exer-

cises, etc., and is a good book to place in

the hands of every officer and teacher in

the Sunday-school work. It is furnished

at the low price of 25 cents per copy, or

$2.25 per dozen. All orders will be

promptly filled by addressing Dowling &

Taylor, Publishers, 1 16 Centre St., Bloom-

ington, Ills.

—One dollar will bring the Alumni

Journal as a monthly visitor to your fire-

side for 1873.

—The first lecture of the Medical course

before the students of the University was
delivered by Prof. J. L. White, M. D.,
Dec. 1 2th. We clip the following from

the Daily Leader:
The lecture in Amie Chapel last night,

by Dr. White, concerning the " Mind and
its Relations to the body," as one of the

many public gatherings, had its full share

of attendance; in fact,.many more were

present than under the circumstances could

have been expected. Not only was the

lecture highly instructive, but it was re-

ceived with general interest. If the sub-

jects announced are any indication of what
is to be the subject matter of the lectures

to follow in this course, we shall be dis-

appointed if they do not become decidedly

popular, not only with the students and
immediate friends of the University, but

with the community in general. We ad-

vise all to attend. Though free, these lec-

tures will undoubtedly be just as valuable

as if dearly paid for.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

THE ETYMOLOGICAL READER; by
Sargent & May. Published by E. H.
Butler & Co., Philadelphia.

It has long been a settled conviction in

our mind that more time should be devo-

ted to the analytical study of the English

language, after the mOre rigid methods

pursued in the classics. We see no rea-

son why the child should not be taught to

"hunt down " the words, so to speak, and
arrive at their primary meaning in the study
of the English, just as he is required to do
in pursuing the study of the Latin or Greek.

The above Reader is intended to encour-

age the method suggested. The principles
of elocution are but briefly and imperfectly
set forth, a discussion of that science not

being fairly within the design and scope of

the work; but the etymological introduc-

tion is a very interesting and valuable fea-

ture, while the alphabetical list of roots,

prefixes and suffixes subjoined, forms a use-

ful table for reference. The authors are

fortunate in the selection of reading mat-

ter, having embodied in their work very
much that is not only pleasing and inter-

esting, but instructive. The select etymolo-

gies accompanying each selection affiard

excellent drill in the study of words, while

the index to words and authors, at the close,

forms another valuable feature of the M'ork.

As a text-book for our common and

high schools, we have examined none
which seem so satisfactory as the Ameri-
can Etymological Reader.

THE INDEPENDENT CHILD'S
SPELLER; by J. M.A.DISON Watson.
Published by A. S. Barnes cS: Co., New
York and Chicago.

This little volume is novel in design and
attractive in appearance. Without having
actually tested its merits in the school-

room, we cannot testify positively as to its

success, but it certainly makes a favorable

impression upon first acquaintance. The
entire work is printed in beautiful script

letters, and is especially designed to aid in

modern methods, of teaching, where a large

proportion of the exercises in spelling are

to be written. The child is thus taught
the script letters at the very beginning of

its education. The work is intended to

precede all other spelling books, and serve

as an introduction to orthography, pen-

manship and English composition.
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IV.—OUR UNIVERSITY

O. S. MUNSELL, D. D.

The American university is com-

prehensible only in its proper rela-

tions to the whole educational in-

terests of the country. The com-
mon or district school has been
called, somewhat aptly, the poor
man's college, and yet the phrase is

after all a misnomer, since it implies
that there is and must be a difference

between the culture of the rich and
the poor, defacto ; a theory equally

antagonistic to the genius of our

government, and of our university

system. No theory of universal ed-

ucation can be maintained which
does not place the highest advan-

tages of its best institutions within

the reach of the humblest student

whose soul thirsts for knowledge.
Hence originated the grand thought
of free schools, supported by the

state, and open to all, irrespective
of wealth, social position, or other

adventitious circumstances
;
but the

thought is a fruitful one
;
and it was

soon discovered that the free acad-

emy and college were apparently
but simple corollaries of the free
school. Here, however, the prob-
lem becomes more complex. High-
er education involves moral and re-

ligious elements which are not prac-

—4

ticallv involved in the ordinarv free

school. A teacher can readily in-

struct a group of children in read-

ing, writing, arithmetic, grammar,
geography, etc., etc., without in-

vading the sanctuary of religious
faith and character; but in the

higher spheres of science and litera-

ture, it is not so
;
the points of con-

tact between natural science, meta-

physics and theology, are so numer-
ous and so important that the pro-
fessor of natural science can not

avoid, if he would, influencing
more or less directly the students'

religious opinions.
At this point /v?////^- are facts, real

and significant, whose influence can

not readily be estimated or measur-

ed ; and which are far more potent
than men are wont to imagine in

their influence upon the minds of

earnest students thirsting for knowl-

edge. No man can hide the out-

breathings of an earnest faith in that

which he deems to be truth
;
and

least of all can the successful teacher

do this, whose daily vocation it is to

impart instruction to the youthful
mind. It is idle to say, as some
do, that the professor of natural
science has nothing to do with re-
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ligion as such, and that his peculiar

views, if such he have, cannot affect

questions of ordinary morality ;

—
neither half of this assertion is

true. The points of contact be-
tween natural science and Christiani-

ty are very numerous and very im-

portant, if the Psalmist did not err

when he said :

" The heavens de-

clare the glory of God, and the
firmament sheweth his handiwork";
and the teachings of any professor of

natural science will vary very wide-

ly in proportion as he hokis to the

faith of the Psalmist, or to that of

the modern infidel scientist, who
declared :

' ' That the heavens de-

clare the glory (not of God") but of

Newton and La Place.
' ' The teach-

ings of men holding faiths so di-
verse as these could not but produce
very different moral and religious
results. There is a moral and spir-

itual atmosphere surrounding every

positive man. born of his spirit and

life, which he cannot long conceal,
if he would, and whose subtle in-

fluence is most powerful when and
where its presence is least suspected.
It is this element which complicates
and perplexes the question of edu-

cation in general and higher edu-

cation in particular, in its relations

to the state. Parents are rightfully

jealous of the moral and religious
culture of their children

;
but the

state cannot and ought not to make
a man's religious faith a test of his

fitness or unfitness for a professor-

ship in a state school. It may and
should demand that every teacher

should be a man of correct morals

and of pure life
;
but it may not

impose upon him any test of relig-
ious or non-religious faith. Herein
do we find the practical impossibil-

ity of supplying all the demands of

community for higher education, by
state universities alone. In them,
of necessity, the professors must be

selected, utterly irrespective of the

personal religious faith or unbelief

of the candidate ; with a practical

advantage, as a matter of fact, in

favor of the unbeliever, as the man
of loose religious faith, self-styled

a liberal Christian ; from the strange
delusion current in society that such

men are less fanatical, less aggressive
and more tolerant than orthodox
evangelical Christians. Such men
in state universities may, as did a

distinguished professor last summer
in a public lecture, proclaim that he

had neither knowledge of, nor faith

in, the existence of a God, the im-

mortality of the soul, or a future

state of existence ;
and no objection

is made nor alarm taken ;
but had a

brother professor ventured to pro-
claim with equal directness his Bap-
tist, or Presbyterian, or Methodist

theology, it is safe to say a storm
would have resulted at once. The

only .special remark it seemed to ex-

cite was :

"
Oh, you can't expect

anything better in a state universi-

ty." If we cannot, it is obvious

that state universities can never

supply the demand of the country
for higher education

;
for there are

many parents, thank God, who will

not educate their children inteUec-

tually at the cost of their religious

faith. It is idle to say that such
avowals of doubt and unbelief do no
harm to the faith of the student.
No man is fit to teach ivhose words

offaith or doubt have no power over

his studefits.

I must not, however, be misun-

derstood here; I do not oppose
state universities, nor would I crip-

ple them if I could, in their appro-

priate work; but I do desire to point
out clearly and sharply the fact that

there is a wide field open to the de-

nominational university, which the

state university does not and cannot

fill. The two have independent but.

co-ordinate spheres of activity and

usefulness, and mutually re-act upon
each other for good. The state

university tends to broaden and lib-

eralize the denominational institu-

tion with which it comes in compe-
tition

;
and thus to exorcise the

narrow spirit of sectarianism that
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sometimes intrudes even into
classic halls; while on the other
hand the distinctively christian uni-

versity, vital with the spirit, the

power and the unction of the gospel
of the Lord Jesus Christ, exerts a

conservative, purifying, sanctifying

power over the state university which
does much to redeem it from the

evils to which we have alluded. In

a christian land like our own, no
other agency, not even the formal

interference of the state, (^were it

lawful for it to interv.ene), could be

as effective as this, which is utterly

unobjectionable in form as well as

in fact, since it depends for its ex-

istence and perpetuation upon the

voluntary activity of the church or

community that calls it into being,
and sustains it.

The field is wide, and there is at

once abundant room for every true

laborer, and abundant wealth in the

hands of the state, on the one hand,
and of the churches on the other,
to accomplish all that God and hu-

manity demand at our hands. Nor
must we delude ourselves with the
idea that there is little to do, or that

so much has been done that com-

paratively little remains to be done.
The work is but begun, albeit in the

language of the Master,
" The fields

are white already unto the harvest.
' '

The true university, whether state

or denominational, is the key-stone
in the arch of the grand educational

structure of which the free common
school is the broad and enduring
foundation, and the structure is

fatally incomplete, wanting either.

It is sometimes said, even by intel-

ligent men, "Perfect your common
school system first, and let your uni-

versities wait till they are needed,
and then they will grow up spon-

taneously.
' '

Such an opinion, how-

ever, is at war with all human ex-

perience, and ignores the real phil-

osophy of educational development ;

the true college is the center and the

life of the whole movement, and
can no more be dispensed with than

the mainspring of a watch. It is

perfectly safe to say that without
Harvard and Yale and their com-

peers, the common school system
which to-day is the pride of New
England, would be, if indeed it ex-

isted at all, comparatively weak and

powerless. Nothing less than the

broad, generous and thorough cul-

ture of the true college can give that

depth, energy and enthusiasm which
shall so vitalize the district, school

as to make it, in fact as in name,
the people's college. The fatal de-

fect in our normal schools, I will

not call them by the absurd mis-

nomer, universities, is that their

courses of study are too narrow, too

superficial and too incomplete, and

serve, but too often, only to verify
the poet's words,

" A little learning
is a dangerous thing.

" U n fo r t u -

nately their tendency is, ordinarily,
not to stimulate the minds of their

students to a broad, generous, thor-

ough culture, which considers noth-

ing done while anything remains

to be done, but rather to mould
them all into one formal pattern,

duly bound up in the red tape of the

so-called normal methods, and then

send them forth to reproduce minia-

ture schools all modeled after one

pattern, like the trees in a Chinese

picture. The simple and obvious

blunder involved in the whole sys-

tem as at present developed among
.us, is, that it attempts to create a

special, technical or professional
school whose sole office is to teach

the merest and barest rudiments of

an English education, ignoring the

fact that the office of a teacher de-

mands a preliminary culture and
mental discipline, as broad, as gen-
erous and as thorough as is needed

by the candidate, for the medical,
the law or the theological school.

In other words, our normal schools

are almost wholly occupied with do-

ing the work of a respectable com-
mon school, with narrower and less

complete courses of study than can

frequently be f6und in our city high
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schools, so that the former cannot etc., in the bosom of the true Anier-

at times supply the latter with ican university ; and Time which

necessary teachers. T h e normal rights all things will eventually re-

place of the true normal school is store it to its true position in the

along side of the schools of law, grand educational movement,

medicine, theology, science, etc.,

THE DEATH ROLL—NECROLOGY FOR 1872.

The year just closed has been re-

markable over most of its immedi-
ate predecessors for the number of

persons who have died in it who
were of unusual prominence before

the world. A review of the death
roll of 1872 would be interesting at

this time. It would certainly recall

many mournful thoughts inspired

during the year, by the sudden tak-

ing off of this or that conspicuous

public character, and which in the

hurry and whirl of our busy lives
were necessarily transitory. The

great names which naturally occur

to us at the moment we begin to

think of death's doings for the past
twelve months are those of Greeley,
Seward and Morse. These were our
own countrymen, and it is worthv of

notice that the old world had no
losses of equal value and distinction.

It is a curious coincidence that the

founders of three leading metropol-
itan journals should die within five

months of each other—Greeley of

the 'Tribune ; Bennett of the Herald,
and Spalding of the World. A
celebrated French journalist,
Adolph Guerault, editor of the Paris

Natiotiale, and a well known Amer-
ican editor, Edward A. Pollard,
formerly of the Richmond Exam-
iner, also passed away. Among the

distinguished soldiers who passed
away were Major Generals Meade
and Halleck, of the regular army,
both of them very conspicuous, com-
manders in the war; Lieutenant
Generals Ewell and Patten Ander-

son, of the Confederate army ;
Mar-

shal Forey, of the French army, the

man who beat the Austrians at Mon-
tebello ; Field Marshal Sir George
Pollock, K. C. B., constable of the

Tower, a veteran of the Indian wars,

and General Pennefather, another

British soldier of renown. Among
American statesmen were Seward,
ex-Postmaster General Randall, ex-

Minister to Russia Ingersoll ;
Hum-

phrey Marshall, the rotund and

jovial Kentucky congressman ;
ex-

Senators Wall, of New Jersey;
Grimes, of Iowa

; Walker, of Wis-

consin ; Bragg, of North Carolina ;

Van Winkle, of West Virginia, and

Senator Garrett Davis, of Kentucky,
over whom eulogies were pro-
nounced last week in the senate.

On the roll of foreign statesmen
were Juarez, the President of Mexi-

co ; Earl Mayo,Governor General of

India, who was assassinated by a na-

tive religious fanatic in that country ;

Joseph Mazzini, the famous Italian

agitator, who was planning another

revolution when death quieted his

restless brain
;
the duke of Persigny,

the Third Napoleon's favorite and

right-hand man ;
Sir Henry Bulwer,

formerly British minister at Wash-

ington, and recently created Baron

Dalling, and Bulwer, brother of the

novelist
;
Lord Lonsdale, late Post-

master General, and the Duke of

Bedford. Royalty suffered in the

loss of King Charles XV. of Sweden,
a wise and industrious monarch ;

the

Archduke Albrecht of Austria,
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known in history as " The Victor

of Cusbozza
"

; the Duke of Guise,

one of the younger members of the

Orleans family, and Don Angel Itu-

birde, the son of the first emperor of

Mexico. Among the noted writers of

of Books were Charles Lever,
author of " Charles O" M a 1 1 e y ,

' '

and a host of other Irish novels

which have given delight to millions

of readers in both hemispheres ;

D'Aubigne,the famous author of the
'•
History of the Reformation :"

Theophile Gautier, the popular Par-

isian feuilletonist; Professor Halley,
of Yale, the Greek and Oriental

scholar ;
Sir John Bowring, who

wrote on reform; "Fanny Fern"
Parton ; Norman McLeod, the the-

ological author, and Fullom, and
Horace Mayhew, the English nov-

elists. In the departments of science

and philosophy deaths have been of

the illustrious Prof. Morse, inventor

of the magnetic telegraph ; Feuer-

bach, the German philosopher : Bab-

inet, the French scientist, and Dr.

Francis Lieber, of our own coun-

try. Divinity has parted with the

Roman Catholic prelates. Cardinal

Amat, Archbishop Spalding, of

Baltimore, and Bishop McGill, of

Richmond
;

the Episcopal, D r .

Francis Vinton, rector of Trinity

church, and the eccentric Metho-

dist, Peter Cartwright. Among the

actors who have died are Forrest,
the "Nestor" of the American

stage ; Hackett, the greatest o f

Falstaffs; Miss O'Neil, the greatest

tragic actress in England fifty years

ago, who died Lady Wrixon Beech-
er ;

Eliza Logan, McKean Buchan-
an and William H. ( Sedley ) Smith.

Two eminent German tragedians,

Bogumil Dawison and Emil Devri-

ent, died in Dresden during the

year ;
the former visited this coun-

try in 1869. Among the artists

were Westmacott, the English sculp-
tor : Kensett, Sully. Ames and T.
Buchanan Reed, who was also cele-

brated as a poet. The dead law-

yers were David Paul Brown, o f

Philadelphia ; Gen. Howard, author
of " Howard's United States Su-

preme Court Reports ;" and James
R. Whiting, Robert James Dillon,
and John H. McCunn. The com-

posers of music were Lowell Mason
and Henry G. Chorley. The mil-

lionaires and speculators, Jas. Fisk.

Jr., Samuel N. Pike, Erastus Corn-

ing, John A. Griswold, and Joseph
H. Scranton, the founder of Scran-

ton, Pa. Last and not least among
the useful members of society were
two great hotel proprietors

—Paran
Stevens and Simeon Leland.—^.v-

change.

GR.\DATIM.

Heaven is not reached by a single bound.
But we build the ladder hy which we rise,

From the lowly earth to the vaulted >kies,
And we mount to its summit round hy round.

I count this thing lo be grandly true ;

That a noble deed is a step toward God—
Lifting the soul from the common clod

To a purer air and a broader view,-

We rise to things that are under feet ;

By what we have mastered of good and gain

By the pride deposed and the passions slain,

And the vanquished ills that we hourly meet.
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We hope, we aspire, we resolve, we trust,

When the morning calls us to life and light.

But our hearts grow weary, and ere the night
Our lives are trailing the sordid dust.

We hope, we desire, we resolve, we pray,
And we think that we mount the air on wings,

Beyond the recall of sensual things,
While our feet still cling to the heavy clay.

Wings for the angels, but feet for men I

We may borrow the wings to find the way—
We may hope, and resolve, and aspire, and pray.
But our feet must rise or we fall again.

Only in dreams is a ladder thrown
From the weary earth to the sapphire walls

;

But the dreams depart, and the vision falls,

And the sleeper wakes on his, pillow of stone.

Heaven is not reached by a single bound.
But we build the ladder liy which we rise

From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies,

And we mount to its summit round by round.

—Holland.

VELOCIPEDES SINK INTO OBLIVION.

Only a few years ago $50, $100,
and often a much larger sum, was

paid for a velocipede. Schools
were established for teaching balanc-

ing and riding them, and prizes
were offered at many of our agri-
cultural fairs for the best velocipede
rider. The world went crazy on
the subject of the little two-wheeled

carriage. The manufactories could

not make them fast enough to sup-

ply the demand. Men were con-

tent to pay their money in advance
for the promise of getting a veloci-

pede at an uncertain day. They
were excellent for recreation, be-

sides being very economical. They
would go faster than horses, d i d
not run away, and besides they did
not require shoes and oats. They
saved time, steps and money. They
were genteel, and a fashionable

young man could ride on one in

making New Year's calls. But the

velocipede has had its day, and a

brief one at that. During the prev-
alence of the horse disease in New
York city, when people called oxen

and mules into requisition, to draw

carriages ;
when parcels were carried

in wheelbarrows or in hand carts,

it is said there was not a single ve-

locipede to be seen on the streets.

Men walked to their business in the

morning, and to their homes a t

night, often a distance of several

miles, or bought a passage in a car"

drawn by man power, but no one

thought of bringing out the veloci-

pede that was bought at a high
figure a few years before, and which

it was so good sport to ride.—Prai-

rie Farmer.
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MUNSELLIAN SOCIETY DEPARTMENT.

A. H. DAVIES, Editor.

MYSTERIES OF NATURE.

The earth teems with animation.

Varied and peculiar forms of ani-

mal life crowd every part and por-
tion of the physical domain. The

miry bog breeds multitudes of pes-

tilential insects, that swarmed in

clouds above their loathsome birth-

place. The earth heaves with the

vital activity immured within its sub-

terraneous cells, where the penetrat-

ing sunbeam can scarcely find its

way. The delicate floweret, that is

shaken and torn by the morning
breezes, pulsates with the vitality of

invisible inhabitants. Enshrined

within the darksome recesses ot the

solid rocks, life, mysterious and in-

explicable, is found.

The sparkling streamlet, dancing
in the sunlight along its pebbly bed,
but re-echoes in its murmurings the

voices of the nameless nations im-

prisoned within its crystal chambers.
The atmosphere, appearing as a void
and vacant transparency, is dense
with myriads of evanescent beings,
that seem useless, as they buoyantly
float about in space, yet are impor-
tant actors in the Creator's infinite

designs.

ONE GOLDEN HOUR.

w. MARQUIS.

In highest heaven an hour-glass stands,
Whose ever falling golden sands

Have measured time through ages past
For all God's universe so vast,

And still, as turned by angel power,
It measures off each golden hour,

For God e'en time doth bend the knees
;

He saw the past, the future sees,

With him an hour, a day, a year.
Is as one moment with us here;
Yet God,—eternity in power,—
Doth prize and use each golden hour.

But man, that creature of a day,
Whom God hath made of common clay,
This man, the time in mercy given,
To gain a home in endless heaven,
Doth waste it—wastes the precious dower,
And counts as naught one golden hour.
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And this he (If)th, thouj^h from (iods hand
He hath received the sharp command,
" Go thou and work while it is day,
The ni^ht that comes drives work away,"
lie revels on in Pleasure's Ixjwers,
And squanflers still these golden hours.

( )h 1 man I ( )h, man, take heed I beware
That thou fall not in Satan's snare

;

Remember, man, that thou must die;
( )n that dread day in vain thy cry,
" Oh, Death I C)h, Death, relax thy power.
And grant me one, one golden hour!"

A SMOKIN(; CHIMNEY VS. A SCOLDING WIFE.

The following speech was deliv-

ered at a jubilee of the Society giv-
en on the last Friday evening of

the fall term :

Debate—Question : Is a smok-

ing chimney preferable to a scold-

ing wife ?

Before commencing the discus-

sion of this stupendous question, I

would indelibly enstamp on every

intellectuality its unparalleled sig-

nificance, its superlative intrinsicali-

ty. Two enormous magnitudes are

brought into juxtaposition,
—on one

hand, the greatest of all domestic

blessings, the surest insurer of the

most consummate felicity
—a smoTz-

ing chimney,
—on the other hand,

an ever-to-be shunned female wo-

man, the upsetter of all matri-
monial beatitude—a scolding ivife.

What mind, stretching away into

the Byronic fields of immagination,
can even conceive, in his poetic
flights, of a sublimer thing than a

smoking chimney : or a more inimi-

cal specimen of the genus homo, than

a scolding ivife ?

Now, honorable judges, I do not

intend to be sycophantical, but I

propose to demonstrate to your logi-
cal minds, by syllogistic reasoning,
that a smoking chimney is not only

preferable to a scolding wife, but

that it is to be desired above all

things, and desperately hankered
after.

I am exhilarated, because the

question reads, a smoking chimney.
Why, its the business of a chimney
to smoke. That's what it's fabri-

cated for. In fact, a chimney that

wouldn't smoke would be one of the

most intolerable nuisances on all

this mundane sphere, and ought to

be flopped over with great rapidity.
The very fact that the chimney
smokes is one of the most irrefuta-

ble arguments in favor of its desira-

bleness. The very idea is big with

grandeur ! Oh, it's mellifluous !

Who can stand enaniored, and

gazefully gawk at the winding smoke
as it emits from its bricky conduc-

tor, and rises in its crooked majesty
toward the universe, and not ex-

claim, as a sense of the beautiful

grabs him,
"
Spring is the most de-

lightful season of the year, but as

for me, give me a smoking chim-

ney." We will notice some of the

impropitiousness resulting from an

/(-//smoking chimney. In the course

of human events, fire must confla-

grate, and the gases, let loose by
such combustion, must find an out-

come somewhere
;
and if this out-

come is not get-at-able in the chim-
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ney, the smoke is sure to get away
through the stove and stove-pipe,
and the result is, that carbonic acid

gas becomes completely diffused

throughout the apartment, which

diffusion results very deleteriously
to our ocular organs ; because, in

its action upon the lachrymal gland
it causes its secretion to exude in

such prodigious (quantities that the

drainage power of the lachrymal
duct is inadecjuate to perform such

a magnitudinous task, and conse-

quently the liquidous fluid gushes

profusely out of the eye-sockets
—

or, in other words, we '* bust
"

into

tears.

On the other hand, the very idea

of a scolding wife being preferable
to a smoking chimney, is unsublime-

ly ridiculous, and prei)osterously in-

consistent.

Who would take unto liimself a

"rib" in whom this despicab le

propensity inhered? Perhai)s the

gentleman of the negative will be

very unvociferous in liis \-indication

of such a character, after having
suffered martyrdom by committing
matrimony.
What is a better personification of

repulsiveness, of .•nvfulness,of dread-

fulness, of terribleness, of nefari-

ousncss, than a scolding wife? The

ver}' thought presents reminiscenses
of what might have been. The ver\'

thought makes me wriggle in indc-

.scribable discomfortableness. The

very thought makes the projection of
our hair encasenients stick straight

out, and stand at right angles with

our (-raniums. The very thought
makes us utter briny tears.

"TVRO."

"CRUMBS SW^EPT UP."

—" Matches are made in heaven."
Brimstone matches, hey ?

—"Solitude is the action of the

soul, without an object and without

a product."
—If you wish to appear learned

in society, talk of "protoxide of

hyt^rogen ;" it sounds larger than
to say

" ice."

—Our washerAvoman tells us that

the sure rule for trying indigo is to

put it in water, and it will sink or

swim, she don't know which.

—A senior at a Wisconsin univer-

sity made 52 calls on New Year's

day, and took refreshments at every
place.

' ' He still lives.
' '

—It is said that the author of

"Home, Sweet Home," John
Howard Payne, was a homeless wan-

derer, and never knew what it was
to have a home.

—5

—-The following is an extract from
a tragic poem on the " Death of a

June Bug," as it appeared in the

classic columns of the Harvard Ad-
vocate :

"The gruh-worm viewed his fallen foe.
As mashed he did appear,
Then turning round with haughty mien,

//<• 'Malkcd off oil /lis far." Next.

—One more senior taken into the

fold this term. W. H. Wylder re-

sumes his place amongst us. The
class now numbers seven—one more
than the class of '72. Whereat the

said senior class exuberantly dis-

ports itself.

—The officers of the society for the

present term are as follows, viz.,

president, A. Y. Morris
; secretary,

W. H. Booth ; assistant secretary,
Clara Erwin ; treasurer, D. W.
Crum ; librarian, Lillie Lyon; Chap-
lain, J. O. Wilson; judiciary,
Messrs. Hubbard, Ingham, and Mc-

Cay.
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—A certain devout Junior, during
a recitation, ])e(:ame so absorbed in

the reminiscence of the past even-

ing, that when called upon to recite,

he resi)onded, "I pass." The
professor jironiptlv

" ordered him

up."
—As the flower in ripening casts

its generating pollen upon other
flowers, causing a reproduction of

kind, so the vital principle of

thought cast upon the breezes of

literature produces, strengthens and
vivifies other thoughts.

—We are informed that our

genial friend, Charlie Wright, who
now pedagogeth in Dixie, is carry-

ing his studies, and will return soon,
in order to graduate with his class

next year. And thus one more will

be added to the gallant band of
Munsellians in the present junior
class.

—Love only can unlock the door
of that futuritv where the isles of
the blessed lie like stars. Affection

is the stepping stone to God. The
heart is our only measure of infini-

tude. The mind tires with great-
ness, the heart never. Thought is

worried and weakened in its flight

through the immensity of space ;

but Love soars around the throne of

the Highest, with added blessing
and strength.

—Reveries of a Bach-
elor.

—.\n exchange alleges the follow-

ing to have been a proposition for

debate in a literary society of the

Iowa State University :

Re.wh'ed, M'hat the erection of a

chain of stupendous protuberances
of the earth's cuticle, in the north-

ern frontier of the western conti-

nent is necessary to the perpetuity
of the elongated existence of the

indigenous inhabitants of the cau-

dal extremities of the Andes.
Will some conijjetent individual

that sojourns in the classic halls of

the institution above mentioned,
please

"
rise and explain

"
?

—
^.V sunbeam j)asses through pol-

lution unpolluted.— It is said of Alexander Hamil-
ton that he once remarked t o a

friend : "Men give me credit for

genius. .^.11 the genius I have lies

just in this—when I have a subject
in hand I study it profoundly. Day
and night it is before me. I explore
it in all its bearings. My mind be-

comes pervaded with it. Then the

effort which I make the people are

pleased to call the fruit of genius.
It is the fruit of labor and thought."
Go thou and do likewise.

^—On Monday evening, January
20, the Rev. W. H. Milburn, the

blind orator, delivered his popular
lecture upon the life and character
of Aaron Burr, in the Opera House,
under the auspices of the Munsellian

society. Although the proceeds
from the same were not sufficient

to swell the treasury of the society

beyond its usual plethoric dimen-
sions, yet we are confident the socie-

ty was intellectually compensated,
if not financially.

—" Give me," said a sweet toned

voice,
"
give me the money that has

been spent in rum, and I will pur-
chase every foot of land on the
globe. I will clothe every man,
woman and child in an attire that

kings and queens might be proud
of. I will build a school house upon
every hill-side, and in every valley
over the whole earth. I will supply
that school house with a competent
teacher. I will build an academy
in every state, and fill it with able

professors. I will crown every hill

with a church, consecrated to the

promulgation of the gospel of peace,
and place in fts pulpit an able teacher
of righteousness, so that on every
Sabbath morning the chime on one
hill will answer the chime on an-
other around the earth's broad cir-

cimiference, and the voice of prayer
and song of praise shall ascend as

one universal offering to heaven.
' '—

Exchange.
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A POET IN LIMBO.

Report of Detec

Some weeks before the close of

the laht school year the following no-

tice was brought to my attention :

"$500 REWARD!
A genuine, sentimental poet of the

anacreontic school is known to be

at large in this vicinity. His in-

fatuation borders upon lunacy. He
ruminates in the moonlight, weeps

by the limpid brook, (Sugar creek,

I suppose), raves in the majestic

forest, and has annoyed the com-

munity not a little by treading down
the peas and cabbage in back yards

during his midnight gloatings.
Anyone who will detect and capture
this moon-struck youth will receive

$500 reward by calling at the head-

ijuarters of the Propriety Club, and

will, in addition, deserve the thanks

of all good citizens.

Bv THE Committee."

Here was an opening. I had
long felt that the business of a de-

tective was congenial to my nature.

An opportunity to test my efficiency
in my faxorite calling had now come

unsought. And, then, to think of

receiving five hundred dollars re-

ward ! There was a terrific ecstacy
about that which destroyed all self-

command. But after all, money
was not to be my chief reward. An

incendiary was abroad profaning the

sanctuary of learning, and trying to

iive Dra^gtetoe.

beguile the minds of the innocent

from wholesome and fitting contem-

plations. A brand might any da) be

expected to drop into the powder of

Wesleyan' society. What was mone\-

(
mere base lucre ) under such circum-

stances? I knew the prayers of many
an anxious mother would go with

me in my search for this sentimental

villain. I knew, too, that my suc-

cess would crown me with the bless-

ings of a grateful community ; and,

to me, the gratitude of my fellows

is a consideration more precious
than fine gold. (To give credence

for this last statement, I may remark

that 1 have not been dunned by ni)'

washerwoman for about a week. )

1 immediately called upon the

Propriety Club, a very staid body of

jjersonages, and expressed my de-

termination to undertake the poet's

capture. The club seemed jjleased

with my offer, but could gi\e but

little information calculated to fur-

nish a clue to the rhyming maniac.

Some sentimental doggerel, written

in a dainty hand, upon tinted paper,
had been picked up on the college

campus and elsewhere, which it was

thought would furnish an index to the

mental and emotional character of

my poet ;
for you must observe that

my undertaking involved a psycho-

logical conundrum which, indeed,

promised to be its most interesting
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phase. Among" the scraps referred

to was the following very character-

istic little piece which the author

had set to music :

OH! FOR A COT!
Oh ! for a cot among the hills,

'Mid flow'ry banks and niurniuring rills—
A place where holy rajjtuies dwell,
For me anil lovely Clarihel.

There through the woodland we would

rove,
And tune our fervent hearts to love,

W hile every whispering leaf should tell

The lo\e 1 hear to Clarihel.

A sweet content shoidd then he mine.
Ami tniild, within our cot, a shrine ;

The joy, let tongues celestial tell.

Of one short hour with Clarihel.

This was spooney enough, and

showed that its author ought to be

taken into custody ;
but it contained

nothing to give me a definite clue.

True, here was a name, Claribel :

an\'one would naturally suppose the

poet was enamored of Claribel.
But who was Claribel ? That name
was evidently a fiction. Sentiment

and truth do not mix well. What

poet ever rhymed about his sweet-

heart by her true name ? 1 1 i s

always Claribel, or Genivieve, or

Dulcinea, or some such sugar-coated

mendacity. Just let some .senti-

mental high-stepper attempt to cele-

brate, in verse, the plain home-spun
virtues of Matilda Jane Dobbins, or

jerusha Ann Stringfield, with a strict

adherence to truth, and see how
soon he will find himself driveling
a bad quality of back-broken prose.

T'ruth finds expression in prose ;

falsehood, in rhyme. Hence the

term "
poetic license," which sim-

]jly
means license to lie about every

subject the poet touches ; and it

may here be remarked in parenthe-

sis, that it was partly in ^iew of the

fact, that universities are staid and

proper institutions, which can coun-

tenance no kind of lying, that this

o-laring luminary of Parnassus was

to be suppressed.
The verses, then, I say, gave me

no reliable name to work upon.

They did, however, give me some
idea of the poet's character. 1 be-

gan to draw- a mental picture of hini.

I said to myself, "This youth is

evidentlv of an ethereal nature,
looks pale, carries a rat an cane,

sports a bouquette in his button-

hole, and chews gmii, when he can

muster money enough to buy a stick.

He wears rings on his little fingers,

perfumes copiously with Jockey
Club, and lives exclusively upon a

diet of rice and sweetmeats. He is

striving after that pure, ethereal

condition which will enable him to

float away on some gentle evening

zephyr." This was the character

which the verses indicated to my
mind. But imagine my confusion,

when, on looking about for some
one who would answer the descrip-

tion, I found myself surrounded by
a large number of individuals whose
characteristics I had exactly por-

trayed. It was evident I m u s t

abandon the a priori method, and

•'lay" for the gentle Troubadour
in some of his midnight serenades.

He was an inveterate serenader, and

always sang his own ballads to the

horrid strumming of an old guitar.
He w^as painfully original in both

words and music. His voice was

represented by those who had heard

it as an unhappy combination of the

chatter of a monkey and the cry of

a screech-ow'l. To hear him at a

distance of three hundred yards
would produce chilling sensations

and make the hair stand erect, and
it was generally estimated that to

sit through the performance of his

three favorite airs was a torture
equivalent to being skinned alive.

I found sympathy and co-opera-
tion everywhere. Several young
ladies whose rest had been disturbed

had reported the fact to me,and were

impatient for the poet's capture.
But he was ubiquitous. I never
could conjecture truly where he

would turn up next. It struck me
that he must appear drowsy and

haggard from loss of so much sleep :
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but so (iid a great many other per-
sons of noctural proclivities, and

the fact availed me nothing.

Spring wore away ; commence-
ment came

;
and the Troubadour

was still at large.
I at once began to arrange my

jjlans for the autumn campaign. In

the sweet, balmy evenings of that

season of the year I knew his ser-

aphic soul would labor with poetic

rhapsodies, and I determined t o

spring upon him in some unguarded
moment, when the spirit of song-
was strong upon him.

The fall term came, so did the

poet. His muse had been out to

pasture, and was now more prolific

than ever. He at once

"Poured along the town a flood of rhyme."

Almost every handsome girl in north

Bloomington (and they are many)
was bombarded with the most exe-

crable bosh that had ever disgraced

foolscap.

Space is wanting in which to re-

late all or even half the vicissitudes

of my poet-hunting. I cannot stop
to tell how every time my plans were
laid to "bag" him in a serenade,

my calculations would miss fire, and
next day I would hear of the poet
in a new quarter ;

how 1 violently
arrested a dreamy looking creature

that I found at the south beer garden,

reciting poetry, and waltzing with a

bouncing Teutonic maiden, and
how three of the dreamy disciple's
stalwart friends came angrily upon
me and convinced me, by the most

potent methods, that I had captured
the wrong man

;
and then, how I

went home with a swollen but wiser

head, musing what a sweet fool I had
been to suppose that a poet, even

though a lunatic, would by any pos-
sible contingency be found at a beer

garden. I could furnish the reader

with a much longer detailed state-

ment of these things ;
but I forbear,

and hasten to the sequel.
After two months of failure, 1

changed mv tactics. Several new

lady students had entered the uni-

versity, and the poet was systematic-

cally falling in love with them by
turns. I learned from scientific ob-

servation that when he had been
once "

struck," he immediately sent

the accustomed amount of doggerel,
and soon after, invariably, serenad-

ed the fair one. After the first favor

she was transferred to his stock list,

and might at any time receive verses,

or a serenade
;
but he was never

systematic after the first attack.
I made good use of this observation,
as the sequel will show. One come-

ly young lady had, as yet, received

nothing from the poet. It was mor-

rally certain her time would soon
come

;
and she kindly promised to

furnish me v.-ith the first evidences

of his passion. I now paid no at-

tention to his other abberrations,

but patiently awaited the ripening
of my scheme. In three days the

young lady delivered me seventeen

verses of electrified slush. I give a

few specimen lines, and leave the

reader to order more at his option.
This is the way it struck out :

TO THE EVER-TO-BE ADORED
LAVINIA.

Lavinia, dearest, sweetest name,
Pronounced by saints above

;

Thy lieauty sets my breast aflame.

Thy meekness shames the dove.

To thee, when sorrow chills my Ijieast,

< )r cares my bosom wring,
I'll fly, as swallows to the nest.

On ever-trusting wing.

F^ifteen more, and signed,
"

I'lie

Punctured Heart!" The impudent
liar ! The girl's name wasn't La-

vinia at all. She was a friend of

mine—pretty, too—and I was im-

patient to exterminate this insinu-

ating viper who had thus addressed

her. I knew he would keep his

word and "fly" to her soon
;
and

I determined to fly thither also. At
nine that night I was concealed be-

hind some grapevines adjacent to >

the ladv's window. It was a mel-
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low, moonlight evening in Novem-

ber, and a rare time for poets. I

.staid till three in the morning, and
no poet came. Next night I took

the same stand. It was half-past

eleven, I think, when I heard a

noise. A rather delicate, hungry-

looking person climbed over the

pickets, and took his stand under

the lady's window. It was the ver-

itable poet, for he carried a guitar
to identify him. My heart stood

still. After a brief preliminary

strumming, he began to wheeze
forth an excruciating ballad. I ap-

proached stealthily while he sang :

" And must 1 shrink to tell the flame

That burns my aching heart ?

Must I suppress the sainted name
That rends my lijjs apart ?

Is there no balm "

I let down my thumb and finger

upon his left ear like a vice, and

said,
" We will 'suppress' not only

the ' sainted name,' but this whole
business

; and, as for '

balm,' I have

a vial of turpentine, down street,

which will no doubt answer the pur-

pose. C o m e along I

"
He, of

course, swooned at my rudeness ;

but 1 stayed with him. I took him
home with me. 1 have him yet. I

keep him in a band-box ; and unless

those persons who have been shriek-

ing aljout
"
propriety

"
immediate-

ly pay over my hard-earned reward,

they will have to chase their own

poets hereafter. If this fellow stays
in my possession, I shall exhibit

him publicly soon, of which further

notice will be duly given.
Permit me to add, by way of ad-

vertisement, that I have by me nine

gunny bags full of doggerel, which
I s^ved during the campaign, and
which I propose to sell to the sigh-

ing brigade. It is all
"

original
"

poetry, and has never seen print.

It may, therefore, be appropriated
without incurring the charge of

plagiarism. I will sell it at twenty-
five cents per bushel, as it runs

;
or

ten cents per quire, choice. It is

believed no such opportunities have

ever before been offered anywhere.
Come all yt who languish, and se-

cure your rhymes before the rush.

Fid EI, IS Drag(;i.etoe.

NOTES.

—Hon. L. H. Kerrick is spend-

ing the winter in New Orleans.

—The law firm of 1. N. Phillips
and R. J. Brooks has been dissolved.

Mr. Phillips entering into partner-

ship with J. W. Fifer, and Mr.
Brooks with E. M. Prince, Esq.
—Dr. Munsell's new work on

Psychology was adopted by the last

General Conference as a text-book
in the conference course of study of
the M. E. Church. This is a rare

compliment.

—A prominent member of a sis-

ter society solicited attendance to

the late lecture by trading tickets

for black walnuts.

—C. B. Rayhill, at last accounts, .

was at home (Pana) reading Shake-

speare and Croldsmith, and playing
checkers.

—
J. B. Ricks, of the class of '75,

tired of a life of single blessedness,

and not content with his financial

abilities, took unto himself a goKl-

maker, ( Celtmai'her), Dec. 23, '72.
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FROM THK PAHRIA TO KANAB.

^VE reached the Pahria at three

o'clock in the afternoon. The day
was excessively warm, and after half

a fortnight spent in the saddle, we
felt somewhat fatigued. The sur-

roundings were not calculated to

add very much to the comfort of

one just at the end of a long and

wearisome journey. We had left

the last watering place at noon, and

reckoning the distance to the Col-

orado only fifteen miles, I deemed
it scarcely necessary to replenish my
canteen. The i;oad was sandy, and

the bright sunlight, reflected from

the surrounding plain, soon seemed
to va])orize all moisture in our per-
sons. I felt as charred and crisp as

if I had been long pent up in some

patent hot air dry-house, and my
thirst began to be exceedingly an-

noying. Still I found comfort in

the thought that soon the roaring
waters of the Colorado would furnish

an inexhaustible supply, however

great the demand might be. My
disappointment can better be imag-
ined than described, when, by wind-

ing around a projecting cliff and
down a tortuous ravine, we sudden-

ly came upon the brink of the river,

only to find its seething waters tur-

bid and uninviting, red as t.he

sandstone cliffs that shut them in. I

was assured, however, that the waters

of the Pahria were clear as crystal,

and, without so much as tasting the

forbidding beverage, we pushed for-

ward up the western bank a few

hundred yards, in search of camp
and the Pahria.

There had been a freshet, and the

swollen stream had made large de-

posits near its mouth. We found
the ground exceedingly treacher-

ous, and some places quite impassa-
ble. Still, by perseverance, I suc-

ceeded, partly on a horse and then
on foot, in reaching the bank of

the Pahria. If my disappointment

was great in first viewing the Col-

orado, imagine my utter discom-
feiture when I found the fanciful
Pahria, with its crystal waters gur-

gling in rippling rivulets over a stony
bed, in reality Xo be a little, muddy,
sluggish stream, whose waters, re-

sembling, both in consistency and

color, dirty soap-suds, fairly slid

upon their slippery bed. To drink

was out of the question. I might
possibly have sliced and eaten a

portion. Making my way back to

the Colorado through the tangled
willows which grew in profusion in

the canyon, I imagined that some
wondrous magic had wrought its

waters into an inviting draught. I

drank freely of the potion, and
found it pure and sweet and palata-
ble. Of all places, the mouth of
the Pahria excels as an "out of the

place." How any one ever dis-

covered it I know not, and how he
ever returned to make known the

sad tale of his discovery, I do not

profess to understand. Possibly, if

visited when the low lands along its

banks were not all covered with a

deposit of clay shale, closely re-

sembling home-made soap, and the

water of the stream the "dripping"
of the same, one might be more
enamored with the place. And yet,
for all this, the scenery was not
devoid of interest, and I found
much to admire.

x\fter a refreshing rest, slacking
our thirst at intervals again and
again with the murky waters of the

Colorado, we were invited to join
in a boat ride. Jack Jones and
Fred formed our crew, while Mrs.

T., Lyman and myself embarked as

passengers. We rowed against the

current for nearly a mile, and left

our foot-prints on the sands of the

opposite shore. To ascend had
been a laborious voyage ;

to re-

turn to camp was delightful, free
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from labor. 'I'he boat glided along
in the midst of the tnrbulent cur-

rent, full of eddying whirlpools,
which marked the monstrous bowld-

ers that lav beneath the waves, and

yet we floated safely, for Jones, our

trust)' pilot, wa.s at the helm.

While here, we shared the hospi-
talitv of John 1). Lee, a strange ec-

centric character, whose true biogra-

ph\- would record man\- thrilling

ad\entures and hair-breadth escapes,
and i)ossibly throw light on many
mysterious passages of Mormon his-

tory. This peculiar man, generally
considered an outlaw, even by his

own people, gave us a cordial wel-

come to his home, and served us to

the best his larder could supjjly ; and
to us, who for eight days had been

traversing hill and dale and sandy

plain, climbing cliffs and making
long descents over rocky slopes, the

fare was sumptuous. That evening
we sat down to feast upon green
corn and squash, and bread and
nice sweet butter, coffee with delici-

ous flavor, rendered more inviting
bv the addition of rich cream, and
chicken a la mode. I would that I

could picture the surroundings.
—

The house of logs, and innocent of

floor, whose foundations were not
laid with square and compass, stood

with gable pointing toward the south

of east
; along one side a shade,

composed of leafy boughs,, served

well the purpose of \erandah, from

the outer edge of which sus})ended
blankets hid the sun's rays from the

morning meal. We ate, and joked,
and passed the hour in social mer-

riment, and then re-crossed the

murky little Pahria, plunging in

mud and water half way to the knee

to reach the opposite bank. The

Major, more thoughtful than the

rest, pulled off his shoes and crossed

the stream dry shod. The merry-
hearted Jack had framed a generous
bed of willow twigs for the Major,
which, upon invitation, without an\

urgent entreaty, I shared. Though
the day had been excessively warm.

the night was cool and pleasant, and

weary nature soon yielded to the

sweet enchantment of a (}uiet sleej).

'I'he morning of the 14th dawned

bright and beautiful. The boys
were busy in their preparation for

the coming voyage, while Ben was
sent to bring the stock from the

neighboring ranch. The Major,
knowing my aversion to an inacti\'e

life, with his accustomed fore-

thought had planned a morning
ramble, in which 1 was to figure as

principal and sole character. The
thickness of some strata plainly ex-

posed to view, some two miles dis-

tant, he desired to verify. So armed
with an aneroid barometer, I was
was dispatched to take the altitude.

.\t 9 o'clock I filled my canteen and
started at a liberal pace to scale the

rocky redoubt in the distance.

Reaching the foot of the cliff with-

out difficulty, I climbed and rested,

rested and climbed again ; sipping
the water from mv canteen sparing-

ly, and wondering where the s])ort

of climbing cliffs comes in. At

length, after much weariness to the

flesh, the desired altitude was

reached, and proved to be 1500
above the level of the plain. The
descent was much easier, and at 3
o'clock I reached the camp, where

thoughtful Andy had my lunch
in readiness. The horses had been

brought by Ben, the boats were
loaded for the voyage, and George
and Lyman were transporting sur-

plus baggage across the Pahria pre-

paratory to an early start upon the

morrow. That afternoon the boats

loosed their moorings, and dropped
down below the Pahria about a mile,

dancing among the breakers in the

rapids which they passed like a thing
of life. Nightfall found our party

sejjarated ;
those who were to con-

tinue the exploration of the canyon,
in cam]^ below the rapids ; and tho.se

who were to return to Kanab, above,
with things in readiness for an early
start.

No one can fully appreciate the
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blessedness of sleep until, after

trudging for hours over the burning

sand, climbing with difficulty rocky
cliffs, weary and foot-sore, he

wraps his blanket around him, and

beneath the bright blue sky, be-

strewed with sparkling gems of

light, he lays him down and loses

consciousness in sweet repose.

Just as the gray dawn was stealing

over the eastern mountains, I rose and

went to bathe ni)- countenance once

more in the friendly Colorado.
While performing my morning ab-

lutions I heard a splashing noise,

and, glancing in the direction from

whence it proceeded, I discovered

"Old Utah" floundering in the

edge of the river, a few rods above

me. George and Lyman were soon

summoned to the scene, and Ben

dispatched to bear the news to Prof.

T. (Utah was Prof. 's pet charg-

er.) A hasty survey of the situa-

tion revealed the fact that Utah,
while endeavoring to take on a sup-_

ply of water, had grounded on a

sand-bar. It was no time for being
fastidious

; so, untrammeled by our

lower garments, we began the work
of "

getting the bark afloat." After

three hours of faithful labor we suc-

ceeded in literally digging the un-

lucky horse out, limb after limb,
and then dragging him bodily out to

solid land.

Through the kindness of Mrs.

Lee, a good warm breakfast was in

waiting for us. On account of the

delay occasioned by this little

episode, we did not leave until the

afternoon. At three, however, our

train was put in motion. George
and Lyman each drove double
teams, and Fennimore, who, from

protracted illness was barely able to

retain his seat, rode by the side of

George, while Mrs. T., myself and

Ben, each mounted on a charger,

followed, with a relief of four loose

horses. Thus our train consisted

of Mrs. T., George, Lyman, Ben
and self, six mules and nine horses,

two wagons, and last but not least

esteemed "Fuz." This "Fuz" was a

cute little fellow
;
he was Mrs. T. 's

constant companion, walking, chas-

ing the timid hare, or mounting be-

hind his mistress, and riding like a

lieutenant at a muster, at his pleas--
ure.

" Fuz
"

was certainly a very

intelligent, well-behaved dog. Oc-

casionally, however, he met with a

mishap, though not always entirely
his own fault. I now remember
one which occurred, while riding

along in true Indian style. I was
somewhat in advance of Mrs. T.,
who had halted to allow her petto
mount to his accustomed place. To
insure his safety, she had tied one
of the lashing strings of the saddle

about his neck. I heard Mrs. T.,
in a somewhat earnest voice, speak-

ing to "Julia," and "Fuz," in

true dog lamentation, bewailing his

situation. Reining
"

Billv
"

to a
"
right-about," I saw "

Julia
"

in a

2:40 gate approaching, with Mrs. T.

vainly endeavoring to bring her to

a halt, while poor "Fuz" was
dangling about the frightened
horse's heels. Fortunately for all

concerned, and especially for
"
Fuz,

"
the string parted and he land-

ed safe from harm on solid ground,
while "Julia," freed from her
unusual "pack," ceased her flight,

and again became obedient to her

rider. In crossing a little ravine
" Fuz

"
had, unfortunately, become

unstable, and slipped off behind
;

and thus held dangling at the horse's

heels, both dog and horse were
frightened, the rider, however, be
it said to her praise, all the time re-

taining her accustomed coolness and

self-possession.

Spread out before us over a liot

and sandy plain were fifteen miles

to be traversed before we could

reach a watering place. The "good-
bye

"
being said, we moved along

at measured pace, urging our ani-

mals as much as was judged pru-
dent

;
and sometime after the set-

ting sun had disappeared behind
the cliffs which near our right rose
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vertical some fifteen hundred feet

above the surrounding plain, we
reached, and camped at, Willow
Creek.

Fortune favored us the following

morning. Our stock had not wan-

dered, so our train was soon in mo-
tion. Leaving Ben to care for the

loose animals, Mrs. T. and myself
rode in advance, and by taking the

Indian trail, we shortened the ride

somewhat, to "Jacob's Pools," the

point at which we were to dine.

Here lived another family of the

notorious John D. Lee, and hither

he had preceded us the previous day.
.\s at the Pahria, here again we
shared his generous hospitality.
And here, too, hid away among the

hills, was another home of this

strange man. Far up the cliffs were

the "Pools," little springs of water,

one of which was rudely walled
with stones, and which afforded a

su])ply of excellent water. The
house—would I were an artist that I

might paint it true to life !
—was

constructed by setttng poles up-

right, and interweaving willow

boughs horizontally. The walls thus

formed were possibly eight feet high,
and for a roof the same material had
been brought into requisition. Time
had wrought upon this "fairy cas-

tle," and on most sides the willow

twigs had fallen from the upright

standards, until the broken walls
were scarcely three feet high. In

this rude tenement which they called

home a wife and those who called

her mother, lived—lived alone for

weeks, the husband of this wife, the

fiither of these children, often being

gone to care for other families, which
had an equal claim upon his presence
and his purse.
Our course had been along the line

of cliffs, first southward some twen-

ty miles, then veering toward the

west. At points along the way were

strange unshapen heaps of stone,

huge bowlders, which had tumbled
from the cliff and lodged in all con-

ceivable shapes. Occasionally a

cubic ma.ss some fifty feet in all

dimensions, far out upon the plain,
would be poised upon a pedestal
not more than ten feet in diameter,
and often it would seem that the

merest breath o'f wind would be

sufficient to topple these fantastic

forms from their unstable ba.se. An-
other point of interest to the ob-

server is the petrified wood which is

found in such abundance in this

region. Sometimes the entire out-

line of whole trees can be traced in

the solid rock, root, trunk and
branches, being represented quite

peffectly. Along the road we passed

directly over one of these mummies
of some primeval forest, almost
buried in the sand, whose outline

was readily traceable for several feet.

As we approached the ' ' Pools
' ' we

saw u])on the crest of an outlying
sand hill, some hundred feet above
the level of the plain, an Indian,
with bow and cjuiver, wildly waving
his hand, and gesticulating in the

most vehement manner. It proved
to be Quah, the guide, who parted

company with us on our way to the

river, and whose joy at our safe re-

turn found fit expression in these

lofty gestures.
Refreshments served, we again

resumed our journey, Mrs. T. and
self following the trail which wound

along the foot of the cliff, while

George and Lyman, with the guides,
took the longer route, necessary for

the wagons. Our evening camp
was pre-determined by the location

of the nearest watering place some
twelve miles distant. This point
we reached before our train. Here,

gushing from the solid rock, a lim-

pid little stream makes its way for

several rods, and then sinks beneath
the sarrdy surface. From " House
Rock Spring," the nearest way to

Kanab, some forty miles away, lay
over the Kaibab, along an Indian

trail, while by a circuitous course

our wagons must travel at least fif-

teen farther. Fennimore having
become somewhat stronger, it was
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determined that Mrs. T., himself

and I, should try the trail, while the

train and guides should pass the

longer way.
It was Saturday the 17th, and a

day's ride must bring us to Kanab,
for we would find no water on the

way at which to camp. We started

early from our camp at House Rock.

George, Lyman, Ben and Quah,
with the train, proceeded to the
north to find the wagon way, and
Mrs. T., Fennimore and I, followed

the Indian trail. The foot of the

Kaibab was reached without much

difficulty. The trail, however,
grew dim, and finally disapi)eared

altogether as we began the ascent.

We picked our way as best we could

in climbing up the rocky slope,
sometimes on horse and then on

foot, until we reached the summit.

Taking a circuitous route, I fortun-

ately discovered the trail, and on
we rode without serious molestation.

Occasionally in crossing some rocky
ravine or climbing some ascending
slope, the trail would become so in-

distinct as to bafi^e all attempt to

follow it. However, by continuing
our course, the trail again would be

discovered. We reached the west-

ern slope of the plateau about the

hour of twelve. Our horses were
turned loose to pick the dried and
stunted grass, while we prepared our

frugal meal. Our coffee ready, we

dispatched our lunch with a keen
relish. At one we mounted and

pursued our way. Descending the

slope of the Kaibab, we came upon
a sandy plain covered with a rank

growth of sage and cactus. Along

the western horizon we could trace

the line of cliffs, at the base of which

lay Kanab. Fleecy clouds were

drifting northward, and an occasion-

al shower of rain passed far in ad-

vance of us. Our steeds were now
becoming thirsty, having had no
water since the morning. We, too,

began to "long for the cooling

draught," for our supply had been
exhausted at the dinner hour. At
last we came upon some little pud-
dles of water, red as the sandy
scallops which enclosed them. I

dismounted, and with my cup suc-

ceeded in dipping, sip by sip, a

scanty supply, which served to ren-

der our thirst more bearable. Mrs.

T., especially, relished this bever-

age, offering the consoling remark
that the water having just fallen
from the clouds, we knew it to be

pure, being mixed with nothing but

clean dirt and gravel. I assented,
of course, and drank again. On,
we rode, all three in tandem in the

trail. The Eight Mile Spring we
reached at five o'clock, where the

recent shower had left deposited in

. a little basin four or five gallons of

water. The spring itself had failetl.

We shared this bounteous gift of na-

ture with our faithfiil chargers, and
then pursued our journey. Soon after

the sun had sunk behind the western

range, and the full orbed moon had

climbed the distant hills over which

our morning ride had brought us,

•'Utah," "Julia" and "Bay^Billy"

safely landed us at our desired

haven, while " Fuz
" went frisking

to his tent, as cheery a dog as ever

wagged a tail.

" Think not because the eye is bright.
And smiles are laughing there,

The heart that beats within is light,

And free from pain and care ;

A blush may tinge the darkest cloud

Ere Sol's last rays depart,
And underneath the sunniest smile

May lurk the saddest heart."
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PREVENTIVE FOR SEA-SICKNESS.

People who go "down to the sea

in ships," particularly those who
cross the ocean for pleasure, will be

glad to know that a preventive for

sea-sickness has been found out.

The great mind of the distinguished

inventor, Henry Bessemer, has

planned a ship cabin in which it is

said to be impossible to have the

sea-sickness. The cabin is suspend-
ed in such a way, by i)o\verful hy-
draulic apparatus, that it will keej)

its exact horizontal position, no
matter how much the vessel rolls or

pitches. Mr. Bessemer is now fit-

ting up a vessel of his own, in which
he will make a sea-voyage, to dem-
onstrate the entire success of his in-

\ention. This steam vessel will be

350 feet long, and will contain a

suspended saloon, which will ac-

commodate cjuite a number of ladies

and gentlemen. In case any of the

party wish to leave a berth, in which

he can sleep as soundly as in a bed

at home, he can walk to the deck

u]) a staircase, which is suspended
like the saloon, so that it remains

steady, no matter how rough the sea

may be. Although Mr. Bessemer

has ,made a princely fortune from

his steel discovery, he is said to be

one of the busiest men in the world,

employing his time, talents and

money in making new inventions.

In this work he has secured the ser-

vices of some of the best scientific

and mechanical minds of Europe.—Prairie Farmer.

A BEAUTIFUL PASSAGE.

The following is from the "Rev-
eries of a Bachelor," by Ike Mar-
vel :

A poor man without some sort of

religion is at best but a poor repro-

bate, the foot-ball of destiny, with

no tie linking him to infinity and
the wondrous eternity that is even

worse—a flame without heat— a

rainbow without color, a flower
without perfume. A man may, in

some sort, tie his hope and his honor
to this shifting ground tackle, to his

business or the world, but a woman
without that anchor, called faith, is

a drift and a wreck ! A man may
be in some sort of moral responsi-

bility out of relation to mankind,
but a woman, in her comparatively
isolated sphere, where affection and

not purpose is the controlling mo-

tive, can find no basis in any other

system or right action but that of

faith. A man may craze his thoughts
to trustfulness, in such harborage as

fame or reputation may stretch be-

fore him, but a woman—where can

she put her hopes if not in heaven
and that sweet trustfulness—that

abiding love—that enduring hope
mellowing every page and scene in

life—lighting them with a radiance,
when the world's storms break like

an army with cannon ? Who can

bestow its all, but a holy soul, tied

to what is stronger than an army
with cannon ? Who has enjoyed
the love of a Christian mother, but

will echo the thought with energy,
and hallow it with tears?
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APPEARANCE OF THE SUN AT THE NORTH POLE.

To A PERSON standing at the
North Pole, the sun in summer ap-

pears to sweep horizontally around

the sky every twenty-four hours with-

out any perceptible variation during
its circuit in its distance from the

horizon—a little more than o n e -

fourth the distance to the zenith,

the highest point that it ever reaches.

From this altitude it slowly de-

scends, its track being represented

by a spiral or screw with a very fine

thread, and in the course of three

months it worms its way down to

the horizon, which it reaches on the

23d of September. On this cfay it

slowly sweeps around the sky, with

its face half hidden below the icy
sea. It still continues to descend,
and after it has entirely disappeared
it is still so near the horizon that it

carries a bright twilight around the

heavens in its daily circuit.

As the sun sinks lower and lower,
this twilight grows gradually fainter

and fainter, till it flides away. On
the 1 6th of December the sun is 23

degrees 28 minutes below the hori-

zon, and this is the midnight of the

dark winter of the Pole. From this

date the sun begins to ascend, and
after a time his return is heralded

by a faint dawn, which circles

slowly around the horizon, com-

pleting its circuit every 24 hours.

This dawn grows gradually brighter;
and on the 20th of March the peaks
of ice are gilded with the first level

rays of the six-months' day. The

bringer of this long day continues

to wind its spiral way upward, till,

on the 23d day of June, he reaches

his highest place, and his annual

course is completed. Such is one
of the most wonderful works of

God.—Scientific American.

QUERIES.
BV MRS. ANNIE E. FISHER.

Will it matter in a hundred years to come
What our fortunes may be to-day ?

Will it matter if our lace be not as pure
As madam's across the way ?

Will it matter if our bank stock be not as large
As that of our right hand neighbor ?

Will it matter if our hands are soft and white,
Or hard and soiled with labor ?

Will it matter if we drive our carriage and pair.
Or walk as God intended ?

Will it matter if our clothes be the finest and best.
Or often soiled and mended ?

Will it matter if our mansion rises proud and fair,

Or in a cottage lowly and poor ?

Will we sleep more peacefully in our graves
Because iveallli is carved on our door ?

Will heaven open wider for the rich ?

Will it shut out the ]50or and lowly ?

Old Time will grind the difference out;

Though
" the mills of the gods grind slowly."
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SCIENTIFIC.

—The tooth of a mastodon is reported
to have been found in Clay county, Ind.,

which weijjhs ninety-two pounds. With
an ordinary row of teeth, the lower jaw of

the animal must have weij^hed at least fif-

teen hundred pounds.

—The Gardner's Clirouicle gives a re-

markable instance of the luminosity of

fungi. The spawn of some unknown
species of fungus, growing on a trunk of

spruce or larch, was found to give a per-

fect blaze of white light along the track

where the trunk had been dragged. The

lii^ht was enou<jh to read the face of a

watch, and it continued for three days.

—An important scientific expedition is

being sent out by the enlightened liberali-

ty of the British Government, for a scien-

tific voyage around the globe. The direc-

tor is Professor Wyville Thompson, which
alone is sufficient to warrant the expecta-
tion of important results. The voyage is

expected to take between three and four

years.

—Colonel Weitzel, of the Brussels Con-

gress, tells of a village on piles, still in-

habited, on the island of Noessa Kimban-

gan, off" the south coast of Java. Its in-

habitants live by fishing. On being asked

by Colonel Weitzel why the village was
built out into the water, one of the inhabi-

tants said that it was in order to be secure

against the attacks of tigers.

—Prof. Mayer, of Hoboken, X. [..pur-

poses to measure the intense heat of fur-

naces with an accuracy equal to twenty-
five degrees centigrade or even less, by
means of the effect of sound waves upon
a gas jet. It would seem to be a strange
means to employ, but still it is said to be

perfectly availalile for that purpose.

—American opticians seem to be excel-

ling all others in the production of first-

class objectives for the microscope. Mr.

J. J. Woodward, of Washington, D. C,
recognized as a leading microscopist of the

times, says of an objective manufactured

by Tolles of Boston :
" It separates the

lines of Nobert's plate y)-o;« the lowest to the

highest hand more satisfactorily than any
objective I have hitherto tried. I must al-

so give its performance on amphileura
pelhicida (another test object), by lamp-
light, the preference over any similar work
I have done or witnessed."

—The newly discovered Colorado sil-

ver ledge is reported to be sixty-three feet

in width and five miles long, and produces

$5,000 to the tun, more or less.

—The deepest well in the world is saiil

to be that at Sperenberg, near Berlin,

which was excavated in the attempt to ob-

tain a supply of rock salt. This was
reached at a depth of 280 from the surface

and the boring was continued ti) a depth
of 4,*94 feet, the stratum of salt having
been followed to a depth of 3,914 feet

without being pierced through, and the

boring then discontinued in consequence
of the mechanical difficulties of the opera-
lion. •

Nothing New Under the Sun.—
Humboldt, in his "Cosmos," states that

the Chinese had magnetic carriages with

which to guitle themselves across the great

plains of Tartary, one thousand years be-

fore our era, on the principle of the com-

pass. The prototype of the steam engine
has been traced to the eolipyle of Hiero of

Alexandria. The Romans used mooable

types to mark their pottery and indorse

their books. Mr. Layard found in Nine-

vah a magnifying lens of rock-crystal,
which Sir D. Brewster considers a true

optical lens, and the origin of the micro-

scope. The principle of the stereoscope,
invented by I'rof. Wheatstone, was known
to Euclid, described by Galen fifteen hun-

dred years ago, and more fully in 1599 A.

1)., in the works of Baptista Porta. The
riiames Tunnel, though such a novelty,
was anticipated by that under the Euph-
rates at Babylon ;

and the ancient Egypt-
ians had a Suez Canal. Such examples
might be indefinitely multiplied, but we
turn to iihotograjjliy. M. Jobard, in his

"Nou\'elles Inventions aux Expositions
Universelles," 1857, says a translation
from German was discovered in Russia,
three hundred years old, which contains a

clear explanation of photography. The
old alchemists understood the properties
of chloride of silver in relation to light,

and its photographic action is explained

by Fabricius in " De Rebus Metallicis,"

1 566. The daguerreotype process was an-

ticipated by De la Roche in the "Giphan-
tie." 1760, though it was only the state-

ment of a dreamer.—Pop. .Sci. A/onth/y
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EDITORIAL NOTES.
- —Bound volumes of the Journal for

1870-2 will be sent to any address /t^i-Z/rt/V/

upon the receipt of $1.50.

—Every Alumnus of the University
should send us a club of ten subscribers

for the JoLRNAL for 1873. Send in the

names at once.

—The winter term of the University

opens with flattering prospects. The at-

tendance is unusually large, and both
teachers and pupils are endeavoring to

make the work of the present an improve-

ment, both in quantity and quality, upon

any preceding term.

—Hon. R. M. Benjamin gave a veiy in-

teresting and instructive lecture, January

2d, at the University, upon "The Constitu-

tion of Illinois in its General Features."

The night was very inclement, and though
a respectable number of our citizens
braved the storm and showed their interest

by their presence, we regret that a larger

audience was not present to hear Mr. Ben-

jamin's masterly discussion of that im-

portant theme.

—The second lecture of the Medical

course was delivered in the University

chapel January 9th, by Dr. T. F. Worrell,

subject," "(reneral Physiolog}'." The Doc-

tor, by his usually humorous style, highly

delighted his audience, and at the same

time gave some vei-j'
valuable instruction

in regard to the laws of health and habit.

The real value of this series of popular
lectures on anatomy, physiology and hy-

giene, arranged by Prof. J. L. White, and

given by the members of the medical pro-

fession of our city, cannot be too highly
estimated. Thus far, both the law and

medical courses have been deservedly

popular.

— The following classes, twenty-eight in

number, were taught during the last term

in the University by six professors. P^vi-

dences of Christianity, Civil Government :

Arithmetic "A," Arithmetic "B," Algebra
"A," Algebra "B," Geometry, Astronomy,
Greek, Grammar, Greek Prose Composi-
tion, Herodotus, German, Anabasis, Me-

chanics, Physiology, Natural Philosophy

"A," Natural Philosophy "B," Mineralo-

gy, English Literature, Analysis, English
Grammar, Elocution, Rhetoric, Geogra-

phy, Cfesar, Cicero, and Latin Grammar.
The faculty find their only consolation in

Poor Richard's sayings
—"

It is better to

wear out than to rust out."

—The types jnit strange language into

Dr. Munsell's article in the January' num-
ber of the JoURXAL. Suffice it to say that

the Dr.'s Latin in the "copy" was fault-

less.

—Any person or association wishing a

new cabinet organ, of elegant finish and

superior quality of tone, may save money
by communicating with the editors of the

Journal before purchasing.
—The experiment of beginning the

winter term before the new year did not

prove very successful. Though December

31st was announced as the first day of the

term, only about sixty students found it

possible to resist the temptation to stay at

home and make or receive calls on New
Year. In view of such a state of facts,

the first session was followed by a for-

mal adjournment for the following day,
and the labors of the term practically be-

gan lanuaiy 2d.

—The irregularity with which the Jour-
nal has been issued has been the subject
of mild and just criticism on the part of

some of our exchanges. The absence of

both editors during the summer vacation,
and the unusual press of business in the job
room the following months, form the basis

of our apolog)'. We stand corrected how-

ever, and hereafter will attempt to be more

prompt.—The "local" of the Leader recently

presented to the museum of the University a

fine specimen of coal from Colorado, for

which we are duly thankful. By the way,
cannot others of our many friends furnish

contributions to our museum? Remem-
ber that it is by such means that it is made
to increase and present greater attractions.

It is already pronounced good; but, friends,

you can make it much better. Send in

your contributions, and they will be ac-

knowledged and appropriately labeled with

name of donor.

—A friend writing from Coon Raptds,

Iowa, makes the following complimentary
statement in reference to J. W. Boggess,
M. D., of '66, now located at that jilace :

" Since his graduation at the Illinois

Wesleyan University he has taken the de-

gree of M. D. at the Chicago Medical

College, where he was regarded as one of

the most thorough students in his class.

He has the best medical practice in this

section of the State."

We are glad to hear such flattering tes-

timonials,especially where they express the

honest truth, as in the present case.
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OUR BOOK tablp:

A COMI'LETK ALGEBRA FOR
SCHOOLS AND COLLECES; by A.

SciIUVl.KR, M. A. Published by Wll.-

SDN, HlNKi.E, (S: Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

We have subjected the above work to

the test of the recitation room, and arc

hij^dily gratified with the result. While it

does not jirofess to be an exhaustive trea-

tise upon the subject, it contains all those

principles of the science which are usually

taught in our best high schools and col-

leges ; and at the same time it is sufficient-

ly elementary to enable the efficient teach-

er to Use it to advantage as a text-iiook in

the first lessons in Algebra. The author's

methods are rigidly mathematical, and his

manner of indicating the successive steps
in his exjilanatory examples, problems and

demonstrations by algebraic symbols has a

tendency to lead the pu]5il to a clear con-

ception of the principles involved, and to

concise and convenient forms in all nec-

cessary transformations in the practical ap-

application of those principles, in any special
case. Theorems and factoring receive

especial attention, and, being discussed in

connection with each other, the student is

constantly called upon to practically apply
the principles at the same time that he is

l)usy with their mastery. The author's

discussion of special cases in quadratics is

([uite ingenious, and highly satisfactory,

and the work is so well adapted to the rec-

itation room that any one might know,

simply by an examination of its pages, that

it is the work of a practical teacher. We
heartily commend Schuyler's Algebra
to those wishing a satisfactory text-book

in this branch of mathematical science.

KRUSrS DRAWING; Iiy Herman
Kri'SI. Published by D. Arpi.ETON &
Co., New York.

" This system of drawing consists of

four distinct series, each with an inven-

tive and an applied course. The inven-

tive course of each is contained in a man-
ual for teachers ; and the applied course

consists of several Drawing books with a

a progre!isive series of copies commencing
with the simplest forms and outlines, and

extending to complex combinations, and
into every department of nature and art.."

We have just received Part L The syn-
thetic series, designed for the primary de-

l^artments of schools. It deals only with

outlines, and is well calculated to stimu-

late the powers of observation. This

series consist of four numbers in the form

of drawing books, in which are copies, be-

ginning with lines and angles, and passing

by easy gradation to the various forms

with which the child is familiar; No. 4

closing with exercises in free drawing
from the simpler forms in nature, such as

the leaf, flower, fruit, insect, Hsh, etc. The
whole series is admirably arranged, and is

just what is needed in all our primary
schools. There is no better way of teach-

ing the child the utility of the knowledge
he daily ac([uires than by recpiiring him,
so far as is i^racticable, to apply that knowl-

edge in such exercises as are found in

A'riisi's System of J)ra7i.'iiii^\.

BOOK ABOUT BOOKS; published by

Janson, McClurc; & Co. 12 mo. Si. 25.

A work displaying unusual care and

taste, both in mechanical execution and
matter combined. Part first, over two
hundred pages, is devoted to hints on se-

lection of books, formation of libraries,

pulilic and private, courses and methods of

reading. In a classified list of modern

intblications, under some four hundred
different topics, are carefully quoted, such

books on each subject as are best known
and most surely acceptable, either in Amer-
ican or English editions. In part second,
the hints on selection of books, formation of

libraries, and courses of reading, are worth

the consideration of every reader, and al-

though a strict adherence to these rules

may not suit, or even be the best for all,

yet they will, we are sure, form an outline

or general rule by which all should be

governed in the selection of books and
methods of reading. The first eight books
selected and recommended as indispensa-
ble to a library, are certainly such as no
one could object to. The same may be
said of the course of readino; recommend-
ed. This course may to some appear short,

yet It is, we know, vastly more than the

majority of American readers ever pursue.
Ever reader and student has felt the neces-

sity for a carefully classified bibliography.
This work meets the demand, anil is

l)rought within the reach of all.

It recommends itself to every reader,
whether he desires general or special in-

formation ; and we cheerfully recommend
it to all readers, young and old, but es-

]iecially to the young, as a most carefully
classified, reliable and valuable Biblio-

graphy for easy reference.
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No DISCUSSION of the American

university can be approximately

satisfactory which does not consider

the question of courses of study and

college honors; and accordingly
we find these themes ever recurring
in educational circles. The essen-

tial elements involved in the con-

ception of adequate courses of study
have already been considered
in these papers, but will, from their

intrinsic and relative importance,
bear reannouncement here. Every
philosophically arranged college
curriculum obviously looks and
must look primarily to the two fun-

damental objects of develop>iir)it

and instruction ; or of culture and

Icarnin^^. The child is a bundle of

undeveloped capacities,//n'j7(;77/and
mental ; the man is something more
than a developed child ; he is that

plus an indefinite amount of ac-

(/uired kno7vledge which possesses an

intrinsic value apart from the physi-
cal and mental power evolved in

the process of acquisition. Natural-

ly, therefore,two diverse but comple-

mentary theories of education have

been evolved, namely : the one
bases the theory of education upon

7

the process of development or cul-

ture, relatively ignoring learning or

instruction ;
and the other makes

instruction or learning its central

idea and aim, neglecting de-

velopment and culture,
—both par-

ties, however, recognizing with
more or less distinctiveness that de-

velopment is not possible without

learning, nor vice versa, learning
without development. The distinc-

tion would, therefore, at the first

glance, seem to be unim]jortant ;

but. in fact, it is not so ; the ordi-

narily proposed and accepted cur-

ricula of study in our various col-

leges, vary very widely jn their
power of subserving these two func-

tions which, however closely related,

are not identical. Take any well

arranged college catalogue you
please, and analyze its courses of

study, critically, and you will find

studies there, on the one hand, that

contribute but little com]jaratively to
the average student's store of useful

knowledge, while they conduce in

a very high degree to his mental de-

velopment and culture ; so, on the

other hand, you will find a corres-

])onding range of studies which con-
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tribute but little to development
and culture, but are rich in the

stores of useful information which

they supply. To the former class,

with reference to the average stu-

dent, belong the classic languages,
the higher mathematics, rhetoric,

logic, etc., etc. ; to the latter class

belong modern languages, the lower

mathematics, the natural sciences,

etc., etc. To the pertinent (|ues-

tion, sometimes asked at this point,
as between these two which ought
we to choose, if both are not practi-

cable, I answer unhesitatingly, the

former, for mental culture and ])0w-
er are of more worth than an y
amount, however great, of mere

learning without culture. The man
of mental culture and power will

not long lack learning, just as the

skilful mechanic will not long want
or wait for tools

;
but the mind of

man may readily be crammed with

any conceivable amount of mere
learning, for which the unlucky pos-
sessor has no more use than the

Irish peasant has for the delicate

tools of the fancy jeweler. Precise-

ly at this point do we find the cause

of the tenacity with which the clas-

sics maintain their prominence in

the courses of study in our best and
most progressive universities. It is

true that they contribute their quo-
tum to man's stock of useful knowl-

edge, but that proportion is not
commensurate with the amount
of time and labor appropriated to

them; but long experience has

demonstrated that they have no
rivals as instruments of culture and
mental development. Here we may
fitly turn aside to note a popular

objection to college education;
namely, that it occupies too much
time. This would l)e true, if culture

and development did not demand
time as an integral element of their

])roper existence; and if money
was the only legitimate object of

desire. The fact is, however, that

in their haste to enter upon life's

sterner struggles. American youth

are unwilling to devote sufficient

time to the work of preparation to

insure success. The value of time

as an element of education is or-

dinarily wholly ignored ; yet the

fact is fundamental, that not more

surely does leaven recpiire contact

with the meal, for a continuous
period of time, in order that the

whole lump may be leavened, than
does the mind require persistent and

rei)eated contact with the elements
of culture, in order to the evolution

of that mental power which should
be the indispensable end ox sine qua
nou^ of all educational effort. We
usually ascribe this fact, for want of

a better reason, to the laws of habit ;

but whatever be the philosophy of

the thing, the fact itself is indisDuta-

ble
;
and no man ever did, or ever

can, suddenly ac(|uire the results

and benefits of thorough culture.

The only choices possible to the

student are, on the one hand, pa-

tiently, to work and wait, or to bor-

row a figure, patiently to tarry at

Jerusalem until endowed with the

needful power; or, on the other

hand, to enter half prepared upon
life's stern battle-field and fight,

ever after, at a fearful and foolish

disadvantage. He were but a shift-

less farmer who would hurry his

servants to the harvest field with

tools but half sharpened and pre-

pared, in order to save time, and he
is still more foolish as a father who
hurries his son or daughter into ac-

tive life half educated, because of

the cost in time or money of thor-

ough preparation.
That curriculum of study is best

and most philosophical which most

thoroughly and systematically com-
bines the two complementary ele-

'

ments of culture and learning ;
and

the experience of years proves that

the regular classical courses of study
in our American universities ap-

proximate very closely to this ideal

standard. The prominence given
to the classics in them is fully justi-

fied, on the one hand, in' their per-
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feet adaptation to the work of true

culture and mental development ;

and, on the other, by their almost

priceless value arising out of the

almost absolute command which an

accurate knowledge of the classic

languages gives us of our own noble

mother tongue, as well as of other

modern languages, if a knowledge
of others be desiral)le. Perfect

mastery of our English speech is

exceedingly rare in any person who
is ignorant of the Latin and the

Greek. He who is ready to com-

plain that our universities spend too

much time on languages, should

stop and remember that hiii^j^itage

underlies or conditions a// thougJit,

all science, and all civilization, and

is not merely the corner-stone ;
but

more than that, is the sole founda-

tion of all education. He who has

language at his command need not

remain ignorant of anything else he

needs or desires to know
;
but he

who is ignorant of language cannot

master any science as he should.

The classical student holds the sim-

ple English student, of equal natural

ability and industry, at a fatal dis-

advantage. The writer is convinced,
after a personal experience and ob-

servation of many years, that no

part of the time devoted to college
life is more profitably spent by the

average student than that devoted

to the study of languages ;
and haz-

ardous as may seem to be the asser-

tion, he is prepared to go further,

and declare this to be his opinion,
even on the extreme supposition,
that the student never reads a page
of Latin or Greek after he leaves

the halls of his alma mater.

Second in value only to the lan-

guages is mathematics, and then in

their order come all the grand circle

of the sciences w^hich it were idle for

me to enumerate here. Time was,
when the natural sciences, one after

another, were compelled to fight
their way to scholastic as well as to

popular recognition ;
but that battle

is fought and won, and natural

sciences which but a decade or two
of years ago, had not secured uni-

versal recognition, even in the cur-

ricula of our colleges, have now
been introduced by law into the

common schools of Illinois. The

only ])ractica] difficulty resulting
from this, has been the necessary

crowtling of the course of study,
until it threatens to become unman-

ageable by virtue of its excessive de-

mands upon the time and strength
of the .student. If it were ever

true, that a student could idle away
his time as a gentleman of leisure

and graduate creditably, at a re-

spectable American university, that

time has passed away to return no
more forever. This practical diffi-

culty has given rise to various new
and shorter courses of study, .some

including Latin and excluding
Greek, others excluding both, and

substituting some of the special
sciences, or the modern languages
in their place. In the outset, the

chief aim of these special and partial
courses seemed to be to shorten the

term of college life, and, in many
cases, students were graduated in

two or three years time after leav-

ing an ordinary district school
; but

the immediate and direct result was,
not only to cheapen, but to discredit

collegiate culture, so that wise edu-

cators, taking the alarm, began at

once to lengthen and strengthen
these partial and special courses,
until now in our best universities

they approximate very nearly in

length and amount of labor re-

quired to the regular course.
It requires no special prophetical
acumen, in the light of the past, to

foresee that this new movement will

ultimate in these new courses ot

study being brought to a state of
absolute equality with the regular
course in point of time, and as nearly
as possible, to a like equality in point
of labor required ; leaving them

severally to stand or fall by the test of
their actual adaptation to the wants
of the community. The genius of
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the American mind demands free-

dom and flexibility in its education-

al instrumentalities, as well as in all

its other instrumentalities, and that

university which takes the lead in as-

suring full alternative elective courses

of study to its students, will win the

jirize of popular appreciation and

patronage. The educator who
shrinks from subjecting the regular
classical course to such a test, onlv

betrays his own lurking skepticism
in reference to the superiority which
he claims for it. As it is, with the

strong tendency of American stu-

dents to leave college prematurely
for active life, these shorter special
courses hold the time-honored regu-
lar course at a fatal disadvantage,

especially in the West. True wis-

dom, it would seem, therefore, im-

peratively demands the equalization
of these rival courses of study, in

time, in labor and in honor, and then

it will be safe to leave their relative

claims and value to be determined

by the sober second thought of com-

munity in the light of experience.

A SUGGESTION TO SCIENTISTS.

With all the fearlessness of per-
fect faith, Christianity has ever in-

vited her opponents to accompany
her into the courts of reason ; and
he is but partially informed in the

history of the long war that unbe-

lievers in Divine revelation have

waged against the believers therein,
who is not aware that not in a single

controversy of all the past has the

truth of revealed religion suffered

discomfiture or permanent damage.
If we abstract from the Christian re-

ligion every element of the super-

natural, there is nothing on earth or

in history so wonderful or so sub-

lime as the calm, majestic power
and greatness with which Bible truth

arose in our world, overcame the

hoary prejudices of ages, put to

flight and contemjjt all opposing er-

rors and systems, won its way to the

heart and confidence of the most
exalted under the highest forms of

civilization, towered in the wonder
and admiration of the colossal in-

tellects of the race, administered in-

expressible consolations to the heart

of suffering humanity, marched from

nation to nation, and from age
to age, as a victorious conquer-

or, and is still moving onward in

all the freshness and strength o f

youth, with an eye undimmed by
time, to universal dominion and an
endless reign. In all these contro-

verted facts, deny superhuman
agency, and you inaugurate a mira-

cle which no human ingenuity can

explain
—a miracle greater, more

difficult to comprehend or to ac-

count for, than any recorded i n

Scripture, and against which human
reason has struggled so persistently
and heroically.
The felt necessities of the human

intellect and heart are too many and
too great, willingly or lightly to sur-

render that which has proved, by
long and varied experience, to be an

unspeakable blessing. The writer

would not only lay down his life,

but would march to the stake in

sight of fire and fagot, rather than

deny his faith in the Gospel of the

grace of God, or lose his trust in

the merits of his Redeemer for the

pardon of his sins, the purification
of his spirit, and the hope of end-
less felicity. And there are multi-

plied millions who this moment
think and feel, and would act, in a
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manner precisely similar. The great
scientific iconoclasts can never in-

duce one of this countless and ever-

increasing blood-washed throng to

break that glorious image, in which

they "see the light of the knowl-

edge of the glory of God." And,
until they can present to us a visage,

a character, a teacher and leader

greater than we have found the Cap-
tain of our salvation to be, they

may as well despair first as last to

persuade any one of us to forsake

following in his hallowed footsteps.

But the friends of Jesus are not

opposed to science. They love

science, and recognize in her one

of the truest and most e ffi c i e n t

friends to revealed religion. Neither

are we the foes of scientists ; we
cheer them, and will ever cheer

them in all their scientific labors.

We would breathe into their ears

the heartiest "Godspeed" in all

their anxious, intricate, and oft-de-

feated researches.

But while we esteem and honor
them for their contributions to

science ; while we recognize how

greatly civilization, and the arts of

life, and the material well-being of

human society are all indebted to

them for positive benefits actually

conferred, we tell them we must be

as loyal and as heroic in the realm

of the spiritual as they are in the

realms of the natural.

None know better than they that

the intellectual eye which scans the

narrowest, penetrates the deepest,
and sweeps the widest, can only take

in but a very limited portion of the

universal. One of the greatest of

all the law-givers in physics once
said that there is no Avay to enter

the kingdom of science but to enter

it as we must the kingdom of heav-

en, "as a little child."

If there are any qualities that be-

come or mark the truly great, they
are internal modesty and external

simplicity. It was a very modest man-
tle the great apostle of .science wore
when he was comparing all he knew

with what he did not know, as but a

few pebbles in comi)arison with the

exhaustless treasures of an ocean un-

fathomed and shoreless, which
stretched out before him. That
modest mantle, as he ascended in a

chariot of glory, he flung upon all

the high priests of nature and stu-

dents of her mysteries, who are

worthy to be called by his name, or

revered as benefactors of the race.

Much as our scientists have done
for the improvement of mankind, it

will be very hard for them to make
the world believe that they love the

human family more, or more earn-

estly desire or more patiently labor

for its elevation and happiness, than

the great students in the depart-
ments of psychology, ethics, states-

manship, public economy, and
theology. All such welcome scien-

tists as co-workers
;

for there is

w^ork enough for all to do to benefit

the race. They are more than will-

ing to submit their discussions and
instructions to the searching scrutiny
of their scientific brethren. And
if a process that is illogical, a state-

ment that is erroneous, a teaching
that has been deleterious, or a prin-

ciple that is at war with the welfare

of society, can be pointed out, they

pledge themselves to abandon and

suppress it. Their aim, primarily,
is to lift humanity upward. And to

effect this, truth is indispensable.

They seek truth as the lever by which
to roll humanity forward. To .seek

truth, to proclaim truth, to contend
for truth in the interest of vanity or

personal cclat, we have no time for,

even if it were not indicative of a

littleness, and a narrowness wholly
unbecoming in those working to re-

deem a world from error. All stu-

dents in all departments ;
all intel-

lectual workers in all fields, who are

worthy to meet the greetings and
welcomes from their fellow men,

'

and of a place on the bright rolls of

fame, never aim to blight, but al-

ways to bless mankind.

Why is it settled by all enlight-
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ened statesmen, that the liberties of

a people demand two departments
in the legislative branch of govern-
ment ? It is in order that the mea-

sures, jjolicies, statements, and rea-

sonings of one class of minds, sur-

rounded with one set of influences,

may be carefully reviewed by anoth-

er class of minds surrounded by an-

other set of influences. And we
would now most resi)ectfully call

upon our scientific brethren, fellow-

workers in the fields of civilization

and philanthropy, to adopt this

principle of political science. We
propose that scientists submit their

captivating works, their new views,

interesting facts, and brilliant dis-

coveries in the realms of develop-
ment and of natural and correlated

forces, to the criticism of a class of

minds disciplined in a way entirely
different. Let minds accustomed to

contemplate the moral, the spiritual,

and the supernatural part of human
nature—accustomed to consider and
estimate the religious capacities and
necesities of the soul, and those

great objects which alone can satis-

fy and properly develop them—
carefully review those new truths,

propositions, expositions and theo-

ries, which scientific men are about

to lay before the republic of letters.

The past is full of illustrations, of

the gigantic evils such a suggestion
would undoubtedly have prevented.
The sensational system of psycholo-

gy, as taught by Locke, deeply im-

pressed the world. It wrought won-
ders in philosophical thinking,
paved the way through David Hume
for Emmanuel Kant and all his fol-

lowers, and for what Cousin pro-
nounces the wretched metaphysics
of Germany. But had he submit-

ted that system to the criticism of a

mind endowed and disciplined to

such penetration and carefulness of

observation as is that of Mr. Dar-

win, he would, I must think, have

pointed out to the great metaphysi-
cian that fatal error which had es-

caped his trenchant intellect, in all

its profound meditations ; he would
have shown to him that he did not

distinguish between the source of

ideas and the occasion of ideas, and
that confounding things so distinct

and different would, must inaugur-
ate unnumbered errors and evils,

and be the occasion of undermining
principles essential to soimd philoso-

phy, and blighting hopes dearer
than life, even to the author. And,
on the other hand, had Mr. Huxley
submitted his brilliant ])apers, con-

taining so much that is truly invalu-

able, to the searching logical power
of a mind gifted and cultured like

that of Dr. M'Cosh ; and had he,

with candid simplicity, eliminated

therefrom all that has since been
shown to be so vulnerable to criti-

cism, unreliable in statement, vis-

i o n a r y in theory, deleterious to

science and the well-being of socie-

ty, how grand and how permanent
woifld have been his fame to-day !

Few names in all the literature of

the age would have shone with a

purer, steadier light, or from out a

higher eminence. A splendid sci-

entific light seemed to have dawned

upon him, while awaiting responses
to his anxious inquiries into the

facts and causes of material phe-
nomena. His great soul was elec-

trified, and on he rushed in its pur-

suit, with all the ardor of a lover.

On, on he went, with breakneck

speed, through processes the most

illogical, assumptions the most un-

founded, statements n e V e r to be
verified, and conclusions the most

damaging to necessary convictions

and universal consciousness.

In metaphysics, he evinces but

little acuteness and less learning.
His education has been one-sided,
and in logic sadly neglected.
He is bold, positive, brilliant, but

sophistical, even to self-entangle-
ment. And yet, with internal mod-

esty and a teachable spirit, he might
have done lasting service to his

country, race, and age. As it is,

while working manfully for lower,
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he has done much harm to higher
and better, interests. But more
than all, he has harmed himself, his

work, his fame, his usefulness, and
his immortality. His fame has al-

ready culminated, and its star is

hastening toward the horizon, be-

neath which it will soon completely

disappear,
—Prof. McCabe in If. C.

Advocate.

WHAT THE LEAF DOES.

through

It pumps water from the ground
the thousands of tubes in

the stem of the tree, and sends it

into the atmosphere in the form of

miseen mist, to be condensed and
fall in showers ;

the very water, that

were it not for the leaf, would sink

in the earth and find its way, per-

chance, through subterranean chan-

nels to the sea. And thus it is that

we see it works to give us the "ear-

ly and the latter rain." It works

to send the rills and streams, like

lines of silver, down the mountain
and across the plain. It works to

pour down the larger brooks which
turn the wheels that energize the

machinery which gives employment
to millions—commerce stimulated,
wealth accumulated and intelligence
disseminated through the agency of

this wealth. The leaf does it all.

It has been demonstrated that every

square inch of leaf lifts .0035 of an

ounce every twenty-four hours.
Now, a large forest tree has about

five acres of foliage, or 6,272,640

square inches. This being multi-

plied by .0035 (the amount pumped
by every inch,) gives us the result—
21,954 ounces, or 13,722 pints, or

6,861 t|uarts, or 55 barrels. The trees

on an acre give 800 barrels in twenty-
four hours. An acre of grass, or

clover, or grain, would yield about

the same result. The leaf is a work-

er, too, in another field of labor,

where we seldom look—w here it

works for the good of man in the

most wonderful manner. It carries

immense quantities of electricity
from the earth to the clouds, and
from the clouds to the earth. Rath-

er dangerous business transporting

lightning; but it is particularly^ fit-

ted for this work. Did you ever

see a leaf entire as to its edges?
It is always pointed, and these
points, whether they be large or

small, are just fitted to handle this

dangerous agent. These tiny fing-
ers seize upon and carry it away
with ease and wonderful dispatch.
There must be no delay ;

it is
" time

freight." True, sometimes it gath-
ers up more than the trunk can car-

ry, and in the attempt to c r o w^ d
and pack the baggage the trunk

gets terribly shattered, and we say
that lightning struck the tree. But
it had been struck a thousand times

before. This time it was over-
worked .

—American Entomologist.

Go abroad

Upon the paths of nature, and, when all

Its voices whisper, and its silent things
Are breathing the deep beauty of the world,
Kneel at its simple altar.

—a: r. Willis.
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SUNSHINE AND SHADOW
MAY ROUND.

In a dark room we sometimes see

a single ray of light, darting through
an opening, and forming a bright

spot upon the wall, while all around

is gloomy and forbidding. So,
within the recesses of the soul of

the most depraved, there is a little

spot bright with native virtue, though
to the outside world no ray of moral

sunshine may fringe the dark por-
tentous clouds of evil. Many of

the unfortunates of earth are what

they are because they think no one

discerns the faint flickering of good
w^hich they, at times, feel welling

up within, indicating that the pure

light of conscience has not been

wholly eclipsed by their evil deeds.

See that wretched being, reeling

along the street, apparently lost to

every sense of honor. Once his

dreams of life were as bright as

yours; but he was weak, and in

an evil hour yielded to the tempter's
voice. Down, down, he has been

led, until his name is now cast out

as evil, and his conscience is seared

by guilt. Conscious of his wicked-

ness, he jjossibly may make an un-

successful effort to reform
;
and tlo

you question why he fails? The
good, the happy, the honest, shun

him and feeling that he cannot live

alone, he expels the little spot of

brightness from his heart, and seeks

the utter darkness of the haunts of

Instead of scorn and

contempt, he deserves help and
pity; no Good Samaritan takes
him by the hand and whispers words
of encouragement. You may say,
"he has brought his misfortune upon
himself, and is unworthy of any
effort on my part to cause the sun-

shine of happiness to shine again
within the gloomy cavern of his

soul." If God .should withhold His

blessing from the best of us when-
ever we are undeserving, faint in-

deed would be the light of heaven

upon our pathway.
There is a miser dreaming over

his gold. Does he dream of the

power he has of lifting the shadow
iVom the heart of that mother, as

with a deep sigh she lays the last

stick on the dying embers, or gives
the last morsel to her star\ing little

ones, not knowing from whence the

next shall come? Does he dream
of the sunshine which he might send

into the life of that little child, who
with a faltering voice begs from the

jjassers-by a penny "to buy some
l)read for ma" ? If he would Init

listen to the cries of suffering hu-

manity, what a glorious work might
he accomplish. How many hearts,

from which the last ray of hope has

vanished, could be filled with joy
and gladness. But, to all these
cries, he bars the sunshine from his
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heart, and makes his gohl his idol.

But gold is not the only means of

dispelling the gloom from the deso-

late heart or home. Sometimes we
see persons who have all the neces-

saries of life
;
but they have no one

to speak a kind word to them
;
no

one to help them to live for any-

thing better than the present world.

There is a soul starving, and no one
to point 'it to the sun of righteous-
ness. Multitudes there are who say
" If I were rich I would relieve the

wants and woes of those distressed,
but I am poor

—I can do nothing ;"

and thus the little which they might
do is left undone for pining over

the great deeds which they can-
not accomplish. We can all do

something to make the lives of oth-

ers happier and brighter.

"I have known one word to hang starlike

O'er a dreary waste of years;
And it only shone the brighter
Looked at through a mist of tears ;

While a weary wanderer gathered

Hope and heart on life's dark way,

By its faithful promise shining
Clearer day by day.

"
I have known a word, more gentle
Than the breath of summer air ;

In a listening heart it nestled,

And it lived forever there.

Not the beating of its prison
Stirred it ever night or day.

Only with the heart's last throlibing
Could it fade away."

Kind words are "bright angels

crowding around us with heaven's

light upon their wings.
"

They cost

us nothing. Why not give them

freely ?

By little acts of kindness we may
send rays of sunlight into sorne heart

o'ershadowed with care. They may
cost us some self-sacrifice ; but if

they are the means of making others

happy, we will he amply paid for

all the self-denial they may cost.

There are some who seem to cast a
shadow wherever they go. By their

complaining or fault-finding they
are not only expelling the simshine
from their own lives, but are eclips-

ing the rays of happiness which
otherwise would shed their hallowing
influences in the hearts of all around
them. But the world is not wholly
composed of such as those. There
are many who, by their very pres-

ence, seem to shed a halo of glad-
ness about them. They seem to ex-

ist only to make others happy. It

is as impossible for one to feel

gloomy in their presence as for rain

to fall from a cloudless sky. For
such no sacrifice is too great, if it

will but brighten a gloomy spirit
—

no task too hard, if it will but relieve

a weary fellow-traveler. In such the

veriest wretch will always find a

friend. We might have more sun-

shine in our lives if we were not so

ready to gaze upon the shadows of

life's picture, forgetting that they
serve only to give the coloring and
make more prominent the brighter

points. Life would all be sunshine,
could we but see aright.

Every good act is a deposit of

wealth for the fiiture ; and its total

value will depend upon the number
of deposits made. So, if we ex-

pect to be happy reapers of the

harvest of a well-spent life, let us

strive more gladly to fulfill our little

part ; for, as the minutest particles
of gold dust glitter in the sun, so

shall our little acts of kindness
shine forth at the scrutiny of a still

greater Power.

Of all God's works which do this world adore,
There is no one more fair and excellent

Than is man's body, both for power and form,
"While it is kept in sober government ;

But none than it more foul and indecent,

Distempered through misrule and passions base ;

It grows a monster and incontinent, or immediately
Doth lose his dignity and native grace.— The Faerie Queen.
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CANADIAN SPORTS.

Edifor of th^ B. L. S. Depart-
ment :

Sir, while looking over the Jour-
nal, which, through some means
or other, has found its way to this

nook of creation, it occurred tome
that a line or two concerning some
of the scenes so novel to us, and so

exciting and interesting to all, might
not be uninteresting to the readers

of the Journal. As there are so

many things that might be noted,
were I capable of giving them a cor-

rect and impartial consideration, I

shall attempt to note only a thing or

two that more particularly interests

us boys.
It undoubtedly would seem

strange to you if you should wake

up some morning and find five or

six feet of snow on the level, and
drifted in places to twice that hight,
and still more strange to be com-

pelled to dig the snow away from

doors and windows to let yourself

out, and light and air in. Well,
such is Canada. Some idea of the

depth of the snow may be had
from the fact that where the walks

have been cleaned off persons on
the opposite sides of the street can

hardly see each other. It would

appear that locomotion is greatly
hindered by so much snow, taut e'en

fai/t, it is greatly facilitated by it in

one sense, for then on a pair of
snow shoes you can march anywhere,
across fields, over fences, up hill,

down hill, and across rivers, with

nothing to stop you, unless it be a

house and a nice warm fire, the ther-

mometer standing thirty below zero

outside.

Alter en raquette ; or, in English,
to go snow-shoeing may appear to

be very dull amusement to those

who have not known the pleasure
and excitement of it, but it is some-

thing that you become weary with

only as you become fatigued with

walking. The only thing I can
compare it with is walking on water
with small boats attached to the

feet—supposing such a thing possi-
ble—and sometimes a very danger-
ous thing when one is alone, for

when the snow is very deep and
soft, should he have the misfortune

to fall, he is left quite helpless, and
the piore he endeavors to free him-

self, the worse his situation. To one
in such a "fix," the best advice
that could probably be given

—tak-

ing thirty below zero for granted
—

is, to make square with the world
as soon as possible.

But we leave snow-shoeing for the

more exciting, and what is consider-

ed here the champion of winter
sports, viz., tobogganing

— or, in

French, tram savage. It is a sport
borrowed from the Indians, and
nearly all of the toboggans, and
snow-shoes also, that are used here,
are manufactured by them.
A more appropriate name for to-

bogganing, and one that I think

conveys a better idea of it, is tele-

graphing down hill, yourself being
the message ; or, in other words, it

is sliding down hill
; but as these

words are simply meaningless, and

convey no idea whatever of it, I

shall attempt to explain it, though I

cannot do the subject justice. A
toboggan is a board about a quarter
of an inch thick, the largest gen-

erally eight or ten feet in length,
and from one and a half to two in

in breadth, rounded up in front, and

carrying six or eight persons. Be-

ing so very light and smooth, the

bottom being polished, it goes down
an icy hill with almost lightning

rapidity ; or, as Mark Twain says,

making a crack in the air. It is

estimated, on a good hill, to go at

the rate of eighty or ninety miles
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an hour. The best hill hereabouts

is a short distance from the college,

going down the river bluff, across

the river, a quarter of a mile or

more, and up a little liill on the

opposite side. Going back down
this von receive impetus enough to

carry you across the river again.
The hill is made and used mostly by
the boys at the college. I say made,
for they clean off the snow and pour
water on it, allowing it to freeze, till

it is like a sheet of glass from the

top of the bluff to the hill on the

other side.

Thursday afternoon is the only
time the students are allowed to go
out, and they generally go to the

hill, large and small, and always a

number of the professors ; some-

times eight or ten may be seen with

the boys on the hill. Seating six or

eight of the smaller boys on a tobog-

gan, one of them will take the last

place, and with a lit-tle piece of iron

in each hand, steer it down hill. As
it is quite a nice thing to do, re-

cjuiring a good deal of presence of

mind, and courage also, it is not

everyone that can do it.

It is almost impossible to convey
a correct idea of it, for it is not

what it seems. The sensation one

experiences can hardly be likened

to anything, unless you enter the

field of imagination.
It is a royal sport, no doubt

;

healthy, innocent and exciting, and
not confined to young peojrle, either,

for the old folks not only enjoy, but

actually participate in it, the ladies

as much as the gentlemen.
.\t the Falls of Montmorenci, a

short distance from Quebec, the

water freezes as it falls into a large
cone, a solid ice hill, which is a

great resort for tobogganing parties.
Whether it was Yankee or Canadian

ingenuity that led some enterprising

parties to cut a suite of rooms out

of, or rather into, the cone, where
one finds nearly all the accommoda-
tions of a hotel, I am sure I cannot
tell

; but, as the French say, a

f oetwre on commit i' homnic, the gen-
eral presumption is that it was
" Yankee."

Well, well, were I to speak of

sleigh riding, hare hunting, fishing
under the ice, etc., etc., that come
under the head of Canadian sports,
1 would take more of your valuable

space than would be nice, so I will

sto)). Yours, etc., W.

NOTES.

—
J. T. Price is teaching this term

near Farmer City.

—The first tragedy written in

America was the "Prince of Par-

thia," by Thomas Godfrey, who
died in 1763.

—The Congressional library now
contains 246,345 volumes, and 45,-
000 pamphlets. At the present rate

of increase, in less than thirty years
it will number 7,000,000 volumes.

—The officers of the class of '73
are as follows : President, C. H.

Long; Vice President, G. W.
Crum

; Recording Secretary, W.H.
Booth

; Corresponding Secretary,
W. H. Wylder; Treasurer, J. E.

Scott. For class day. Orators, A.
H. Davies, W. H. Booth ; Prophet,

J. W. Holder; Historian, J. E.

Scott; Presentation, C. A. Hasen-
winkle ;

Farewell Address, C. H.

Long.
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IMKMPERANC'K

Dl.lVKR WILSON.

Bkvond the sea tliere are coun-

tries whose inhabitants are frequent-

ly visited by the Simoon, a poison-
ous wind which, sweeping over the

land, carries in its breath devasta-

tion and death alike to man and
beast. I'he great deserts that stretch

away from these countries like silent

peaceful oceans are white with the

bones of the traveler, the work of

this great destroyer, and will con-

tinue whitening until that day when
the sandy sea shall forever unbind
its victims. But far more dangerous
and infinitely more destructive, is

the great Simoon of alco h o 1 i c

poison which to-day is sweeping over

our own great and beautiful land.

One has truly said :

" The mon-
ster intemperance has ' the world

'

for a home,
' the flesh' for a mother,

and 'the devil,' for a father. He
stands erect, a monster of fabulous

proportions. He has no head, and
He has no heart, and
He has no eyes, and
He has no ears, and
He has only an in-

stinct by w'hich to plan, a passion

by which to allure, a coil by which
to bind, a fang with which to pois-

on, and an infinite maw in which to

consume his victims."

And so ivc, standing in the light
of the nineteenth century and look-

ing out upon the great ocean of

time, heaving and surging with the

desolation and ruin he has wrought,

pronounce him a monster whose
tvranical swa\" has been most des-

cannot think,

cannot feel,

cannot see.

cannot hear.

tructi\e and despotic, antl which

knows no parallel in the long cata-

logue of evils over which humanity
stumbles into degrada t i o n and
shame.

L'nlike other kings his reign is a

continuous one, not over a single

race or nation, but over all king-

doms, republics and empires. He
stretches out his mighty arm and

the good, the bad, the wise, the ig-

norant, the great, the humble, the

rich, the poor, the Ijeautiful, alike

bow beneath his sceptre. The great
evil of war sweeps over a nation

shaking it from center to circumfer-

ence, with the clash of arms and

the roar of cannon, until the rivers

and the seas run crimson with the

blood of the fallen : but behind the

dark cloud of war is ever the hand

of peace. Intemperance with one

great grasp takes in the entire world,

wrapping around it a mantle more
terrible and ruinous than war, and

binding with chains more galling
than eternal slavery.

Coequal with the continuance of

this monster is his activity. Day
and night, with sagacity unparallel-

ed, he is leading thousands of young
feet astray that, otherwise, might
walk the paths of virtue. Week
after week, with cunning almost in-

finite, he presses untiringly the work
of destruction, unnerving the arm
of the strong man and turning him
from honest, manly industry, to

idleness, drunkenness and the gut-
ter. Month bv month he numbers
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his victims by the thousand—not

only in the prisons and almshouses,

but'also in the halls of congress and

the palaces of kings
—for remember,

intemperance is no respecter of per-

sons. The gifted, the wealthy, the

man of brilliant genius and polished

wits, profound logicians, ablest

lawyers and distinguished statesmen,

whose burning words of eloquence,

learning, ability and pure patriotism
have thrown a bright and lasting

halo of glory around the institutions

of America—all have been assailed

by this bewitching destroyer. The

syren songs of bacchanalian revelry
have been sufficiently seductive to

allure our ablest and best men from

the paths of rectitude and honor

while the heart of the nation has

mourned at the grave of f a 1 1 e n

greatness.

Through long and gloomy centu-

ries intemperance has rolled its dark

and forbidding waves over a sin-

stricken world, claiming and carry-

ing off its victims to that bourn

from whence no traveler returns.

And man who was created in the

image and likeness of God, with all

his vaunted reason and wisdom sank

beneath that liquid wave while the

wild winds of heaven sang a funeral

dirge over a drunkard's grave.
Under the influence of this dread

evil, empires
—that once stood in

majestic, defiant power
—have drift-

ed loose from their moo rings.
Kingdoms—that rose like the rocket,

leaving behind them a long, bright
train of conquest, victory and
greatness, at which surrounding na-

tions might look and admire—have

tottered and fallen. Principalities—in comparison with whose grand-
eur our own beautiful America is

but the grain of sand to the glitter-

ing diamond, have forever faded

from view and been blotted out from

the map of the world.

The history of the world confirms

the conclusion that inebriation and
luxurious ease, tend to the degen-

eracy of man's former natural

strength and beauty. Egypt, once

at the head of nations, has, under

the weight of her own effeminacy,

gone down to the dust. The vic-

tories of Greece let in upon her the

lu.xuries of the east, and covered her

glory with a night of ages. And
Rome, whose iron foot trod the na-

tions and shook the earth, witnessed

in her latter days faintness of heart

and the shield of the mighty vilely
cast away. Thus, if the foundation

of our nation be undermined, we

may expect the towering edifices,

now rearing their heads in majestic

columns, to tumble down, with all

their resplendent glory, and be for-

ever gone. With the sad history of

the past before us, and the estab-

lished fact that the use of alchohol

not only impairs the physical force,

but also destroys the mental powers,
should we not fear to fold our arms
in fancied security longer? Is it

not time that the progress of intem-

perance be stopped ? What will be-

come of the nation if its physical
and intelligent power be devoured

by the ravenous appetite of effem-

inacy and luxury ? Can the star of

our glory, the star of our liberty,
that now shines with such resplen-
dent luster and radiant brilliancy,
continue long in its glittering
blaze ?

This king of evil, this generator
of all strife and discord, this de-

stroyer of domestic happiness and
national peace and greatness, this

tyrant of destitution, devastation,
desolation and destruction, has

reigned long enough, and I impeach
him. I impeach him in the name
of the one million drunkards stag-

gering in shame and stumbling into

darkness. I impeach him in the
name of the sixty thousand poor un-

fortunates that annually fall into
drunkards' graves. I impeach him
in the name of the two million more
than orphan children clad in rags
and dying of a<-tual starvation. I

impeach him in the name of the two
hundred thousand orphans annuallv
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thrown upon the cold charities of

the world. I impeach him in the

name of the two million children of

which he robs the public school. 1

impeach him in the name of the
three million poor women with ten-

der, broken hearts and blasted

hopes. I impeach him in the name
of the two hundred thousand annu-

ally sent to the poor-house. I im-

peach him in the name of the four

hundred and fifty suicides that are

the result of alchohol. I impeach

him in the name of the two hundred
thousand convicts annually sent to

prison. I impeach him in the name
of tlie seven hundred murders that

.sadden and terrify the year. 1 im-

]jeach him in the name of the twelve

thousand lunatics, the work of his

fiery hands. I impeach him in the

name of suffering humanity, the
widow of the orphan, the fatherless,

the friendless and the homeless. I

impeach him in the name of the

slaughtered millions of the earth.

CARLYLE'S STUDY.

A contributor to the Independent

gives the following sketchy account
of Thomas Carlyle's study:

" En-

tering his study, you find nothing
in the place where you expected it;

'Don Quixote,' with all his wind-

mills, mixed up with Doctor Dick
on the '

Sacraments,' Mark Twain's

'Jumping Frog,' and Carnoch on
the 'Attributes.' Passing across
the room, you stumble against the

manuscript of his last lecture, or put

your foot in a piece of pie that has

fallen off the end of the writing-ta-
ble. You mistake his essay on the
'

Copernican System
'

for blotting-

paper. Many of his best books are

bereft of the binding, and in at-

tempting to replace the covers
' Hudibras

'

gets the cover that be-

longs to Barnes on ' The Acts of
the Apostles.' An earthcjuake in

the room would be more apt to im-

prove than unsettle. There are
marks where the inkstand became
unstable and made a handwriting
on the wall that even Daniel could
not have interpreted. If, some fa-

tal day, the wife or housekeeper
comes in while the occupant is ab-

sent, to ' clear up,' a damage is

done that takes weeks to repair.

For many days the question is :

' Where are my pens? Who has the

concordance ? What on earth has

become of the dictionary? Where
is the paper-cutter?' Work is im-

peded, patience is lost, engage-
ments are broken, because it was
not understood that ' the study

'

is

a part of the student's life, and that

you might as well try to change the

knuckles to the inside of the hand,
or set the eyes in the middle of the

forehead, as to make the man of
whom we speak keep his pen on the

rack, or his books off the floor, or

the blotting-paper straight in the

portfolio.
" The studio is a part of the men-

tal development. Do not blame a

man for the style of his literary
apartments, any more than y o u

would for "the color of his hair or

the shape of his nose. If Hobbes
carries his study with him, and his"

pen and his ink-horn in the top of
his cane, so let him carry them.
If Lamartine can Ijest compose while

walking his park, paper and pencil
in hand, so let him ramble. If

Robert Hall thinks easiest when ly-

ing flat on his back, let him be pros-
trate. If Salmasius writes best sur-
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rounded by his children, let loose on
him the whole nursery. Do not
criticise Charles Dickens because he
threw all his study Avindows wide

open and the shades up. It may
fade the carpets, but it will pour
sunshine into the hearts of a million

readers. If Thomas Carlyle chose

to call around an ink-spattered ta-

ble Goethe and Schiller and Jean
Paul Freidrich Richter, and dissect

the shams of the world with a plain

goose-quill, so be it. The horns on
an ox's head are not more certainly

part of the ox than Thomas Car-

lyle's study and all its appoint-
ments are a part of Thomas Carlyle.
The gazelle will have soft fur, and
the lion a shaggy hide, and the
sanctum sanctorum is the student's

cuticle."

CRUMBS SWEPT UP."

—Mrs. Partington says she gets

up every morning at the shrill car-

rion of the chandelier.

—The arrows of calamity, barbed
with anguish, are often fixed deep
in our choicest comforts. The fiery
darts of temptation, shot from the

hand of hell, are always flying in
showers around our integrity.—1\ you are a wise man, you will

treat the world as the moon does ;

show it only one side of yourself;
seldom show yourself too much at

once, and let what you show be
calm, cool, and polished. But look
at every side of the world.—Ex.
—" How dismal you look !" said

a bucket to his companion as they
were going to the well. "Ah!"
replied the other,

"
I was reflecting

on the uselessness of our being filled;

for, let us go away ever so full, we
always come back empty."

" Dear
me ! How strange to look at it in

that way," said the other bucket.
"Now i enjoy the thought that,
however empty we come, we always
go away full. Only look at it in

that light, and you'll be as cheerful

as I am."
—Many a rich man is without

money. Thousands of men w i t h

nothing in their pocket
—are rich.

A man born with a sound constitu-

tion, a good stomach, good heart,

good limbs, and a pretty good head-

piece, is rich. Good bones are
better than gold, good muscles than

silver, and nerves that flash fire and

carry energy to every function are

better than houses and land. It is

better than an estate, to have the

right of a father and mother. Good
breeds and bad breeds exist among
men as really as among herds and
horses.

—Dr. Hall makes the following
sensible remarks: "It is unrea-
sonable to expect ministers to be al-

ways at home to receive callers and

ahvays
'

running among their peo-
ple ;

'

or to expect them to be con-

stantly employed in these ways, and
at the same time to bring into the

pulpit things new and old in a state

of elaborate preparation. Unin-
spired men require to read, write
and think, if they are to teach con-

tinuously any body of people ; and
the more teaching and explanation
the people require; or the more
simple the tonic is to be made, the
more study is demanded for it. An
absurd idea prevails among some

unthinking persons that ministers
who speak, and are distinguished
from those who read, do not need
to make preparation."
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THK JORDAN.AND 'I'HE DEAD SEA.

UN' DK. K. nris.

Professor of Gei'iiian in (he Bloomiui^ton Piildic Sc/ioo/s

What is it that invests this river

with so thrilling an interest, and
causes it to inspire such deep emo-
tions in the Christian's heart, lead-

ing him to look upon its waters

with less of superstition, indeed,
but far deeper and purer reverence

than is rendered by the devotee of

India or of Egyj)t, to the Ganges
or the Nile ? It is not the alternate

beauty and grandeur of the scenery
of the Jordan; it is not the singular
and diversified aspects of life, pre-
sented by the scattered tribes who
dwell upon its banks; no, it is the

memory of the divine burden its

waters once bore, and the mighty
works enacted o f old upon its

shores.

The sacred traditions of the Jor-
dan refer to the upper regions
around the Lake of Gennesareth,
and the lower portion in the neigh-
borhood of the Dead Sea. G e n -

nesareth is a large and beautiful
sheet of water (^twelve miles long by
six or seven broad), and its borders

were the' scene of most of our Sav-

ior's miracles, and of the leading
incidents of His ministry. The
traveler, sailing on its bosom, can

seethe snowy summit of Mount
Herman, and, hanging o ve r the
sea, the city of Safed, to which he

can fancy the Savior pointed when
he said : "Ye are as a city set up-
on a hill, which cannot be hid."

In another direction his eye rests

on the top of Tal)or, on which our

Lord is supposed to have been trans-

figured, and the Mount of Beati-

tudes, where Jesus taught. On its

shores are the ruins of Bethsaida,

Capernaum and Chorazin, the fated

cities upon which Jesus gazed as he

uttered the doom :

" Wo unto thee,
Chorazin 1 Wo unto thee, Beth-
saida ! For if the mighty works
which have been done in you had
been done in Tyre and Sidon, they
would have remained unto this

day."
Such are some of the absorbing

associations connected with G e n -

nessareth, and such the memorials
of the Son of God, upon which the

traveler may yet look. The shore
on which he stands, Jesus once trod;
the waters on w^hich he sails, once
bore him on their bosom

;
the moun-

tains which surround him were con-
secrated by the mysteries of his his-

tory, and echos the \d\ce of h i s

pleadings; whilst the cities, now
desolate and in ruins, were the ob-

jects from which he drcAv the les-

sons of warning and his illustrations

of wisdom.

Following the course of the river

for nearly two hundred miles (the
distance is less than sixty miles on
a straight line), the traveler finds

the valley of the Jordan opening
upon the plain of Jericho, with the

mountains of Moab on the left, the

desert of Judea on the right, and
the Dead Sea before him. Here,
too, are scenes of deep historic in-

terest. In those mountains of Moab
the hosts of Israel journeyed under
the guidance of Moses and Joshua,
more than three thousand years ago.
Here Moses stood looking on the

promised land, when Jehovah said

to him :

" This is the land which
I sware unto Abraham, unto Isaac,
and unto Jacob, saying : I will give
it imto thy seed

;
I have caused thee

to see it with thine eyes, but thou
shalt not go over thither ;" and the
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great lawgiver, seeing his people

encam])e(l on the ' '

plains of Moab,

lay down and died. And there, at

the foot of that mountain range,
and along the banks of that river,

for thirty days, there was weeping
and moaning. But the people of

(rod had reached the gate of their

promised home after long wear)

years of wandering and j)rivation,

and the host at last prepared to "go
in and take possession." They
press towards the border o f t h e

stream, or rather the flood, for it is

the season of the "
swellings of the

Jordan," and the waters of the

river have overflowed their banks ;

foremost are the priests bearing the

sacred burden of the ark, whilst

Joshua stands pointing, with the
" rod of God," to the spot where

they are to venture in. With a firm

tread, persuaded of the presence
and power of the God of miracles,

they step in, and at once the wa-

ters roll back and stand like a wall

above them, whilst below, the side

rolling away, leaves dry ground for

the hosts to pass over. When all

had crossed and stood with dry feet

on the opposite side, the ark was

brought up and the river resumed
its natural course. Then, amid
the hills of Palestine, there resound-

ed the loud, long shouts of praise
and triumph, whose echoes fell up-
on the affrighted ears of the neigh-

boring city of Jericho.
On this same spot where Israel

had passed over, there stood, a thou-

sand years after, a man of austere ap-

pearance. His life had been spent in

the wilderness—lying there, on the

right
—where locusts and wild honey

had formed his food, and the hair

of the camel his covering. H i s

words are those of reproof and
warning. The people, whose God
did such wonderful works for their

fathers, and made them walk on

dry ground to the land of promise,
have gone astray from his service,

and corrupted his worship ;
and

John (for it is he) calls them to "
re-

—9

pent, for the Kingdom of Heaven
is at hand." Drawn by his earnest
and commanding words, all Jerusa-
lem went out after him to receive

ba])tism, as an emblem of the cleans-

ing power of the new dispensation
whose advent he proclaimed. But
in the midst of his sacred work he

pauses, his e)e rests on the form of
one who is approaching him, a man
of mi Id and heavenly speech;

" For-
l)id him," exclaimed the baptist,

saying: "1 have need to be bap-
tised of thee, and comest thou to
me?" And Jesus said :

"
Suffer it

to be so now, for thus it becometh
us to fulfil all righteousness." And
the Savior was baptised with water,
" the Spirit of God, descending in

shape like a dove, lighting upon
him.

' '

As he ascended from the riv-

er, a voice from Heaven proclaimed :

** This is my beloved son, in whom
I am well pleased. Hear ye him."
The noxious waters of the Dead

Sea, which lies before the eye of the

traveler as he stands at the mouth
of the Jordan, roll over the ill-fated
" Cities of the Plain," Sodom and

Gomorrah, which were consumed

by "brimstone and fire," and
1)uried beneath the boiling flood of

Jehovah's wrath.

But from these sacred associa-
tions, which render the valley of
the Jordan, its banks, its streams,
and the mountains which encom-

pass it, in the loftiest sense of the

expression, classic ground, let us
turn to a brief examination of the

present aspect of this interesting re-

gion.
In the year 1S48, the government

of the United States of America fit-'

ted out an expedition, under the
command of Captain Lynch, of the

naval service, to explore the Jordan
and the Dead Sea

; and it is to the

report published by that gentleman
that we are chiefly indebted for the

particulars which follow.

The Jordan rises in Mount Her-

man, whose snow-streams collect in

the little Lake Hulch (the Mecrom
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of Scripture), and running thence

for a distance of seven miles, ex-

pand into the beautiful sea of Gali-

lee, or Lake Gennesareth. From
this spot the river pursues a tortu-

ous course of at least two hundred

miles, until it reaches the Dead Sea.

Its channel lies in a deep and fertile

valley, once thickly peopled, and
still abounding in ruined m o n u -

ments of by-gone times. Its banks

arfe sometimes sloping to the water,

and covered with thickets, rising
above a dense undergrowth of grass-
es and flowers. In issuing from Lake

Gennesareth, the river speedily con-

tracts, and in its subsequent course

varies from forty to two hundred

yards in width.

The American expedition passed
from the Sea of Galilee into the

Jordan on the loth of April, 1849,
in two small boats, and found them-

selves sailing on a clear stream of

some eight or ten feet in depth. They
were soon surprised by the roar of

a cataract, and during the seven

davs they spent upon the river, their

progress was interrupted by no less

than twenty-seven of these danger-
ous obstacles, some of which they
descended—the waters rushing and

leaping headlong around them—
whilst others they were obliged to

avoid by the laborious process of

cutting out side canals, through
which they floated their boats. In

the wider portions of the stream are

numerous little islands, many of
which are covered with shrubs and
wild flowers. These and the thick-

ets on the banks, are filled with
birds of varied and beautiful plu-
mage, and with wild beasts, among
which were found the tiger and the

boar. With two exceptions, and
these inconsiderable (

the Yarwatch
and the Zabok), the Jordan has no

tributaries, but some occasional rivu-

lets descending from the nearer and

steeper mountains. The present in-

habitants on either bank are Bedou-

in Arabs, but they are not numer-

ous. They live in tents covered

with hair or skin, and are described

as fierce and savage in character,

unscrupulously i)lundering each oth-

er, and making excursions into the

more cultivated portions of Pales-

tine. They are warlike in habit,
and look with contempt upon the

arts of agriculture. Their social
condition is, of course, very low—
the women being the drudges of

the cam]), in common with the

donkeys and the camels. A lively

picture of their manners is present-
ed in the following extract from

Cajjtain Lynch's narrative :
—

"We were amused this evening
at witnessing an Arab kitchen in

full operation. The burning em-
bers of a watch-fire were scraped

aside, and the heated ground
scooped in a hollow, to the depth
of six or eight inches, and about

two feet in diameter. Within this

hole was laid, with scrupulous exact-

ness of fit and accommodation to

its concave surface, a mass of half

kneaded dough, made of flour and
water. The coals were again raked

over it, and the fire replenished.
A huge pot of rice was then placed

upon the fire, into which, from
time to time, a quantity of liquid
batter was poured, and the com-
pound stirred with the stout branch

of a tree, not entirely denuded of

its leaves. When the mess was suf-

ficiently cooked, the p o t was re-

moved from the fire, the coals again

withdrawn, and the bread taken
from its primitive oven, besmeared
with dirt and ashes, and dotted
with cinders, it bore few evidences

of being an article of food. In

consistency, as well as in outward

appearance, it resembled a long-
used blacksmith's apron, rounded
off at the corners. The dirtiest ash-

pone of the northern negro would
have been a luxury compared to it.

The whole party gathered round
the pot in the open air, and each

one tearing off a portion of the

leather bread, worked it into a

scoop or spoon, and diving pell
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mell into the pilau, made a vorac-

ious meal, treating their spoons as

the Argonauts served their tables—
eating them for desert. With a

wash in the Jordan, they were im-

mediately ready for sleep, and in

half an hour were as motionless as

the heaps of baggage around them.
' '

When nearing the mouth of the

river, the travelers came to the Pil-

grim's Ford, and were witnesses of

a scene which occurs annually in

April. It is the bathing in the con-

secrated waters, of a host of Chris-

tian pilgrims. This ceremony is

conducted with as much outward

pomp as enthusiasm. A vast mul-

titude of devotees, of both sexes

and all ages, and from all parts of

the world, assemble in Jerusalem,

whence, headed by the Mohamme-
dan Governor, and an imposing
military escort, they may be seen

issuing from the Damascus gates, as

the morning of the appointed day
dawns on Mount Olivet. Some are

on foot, and others mounted on hor-

ses, camels, or donkeys, whilst the

aged and infirm, the women and
children are carried on panniers
slung over the backs of camels. By
evening they have pitched their
tents on the plains of Jericho, and

by dawn of the following day are

moving to the river side, to the spot
where tradition affirms that Jesus
was baptized. The young leap bold-

ly into the sacred waters, whilst the

timid and the old let themselves
down by the branches of the over-

hanging trees, or by the assistance

of the rest. And having thus bathed
in Jordan's flood, the cherished pur-

pose of long and toilsome pilgrim-

age, the multitude retrace their
steps, bearing on high, branches of

willow or acacia, which they have

dipped in the stream, and may be
seen picturestjuely gliding a m o n g
the mountains of Judea.

Having .struck their tents, t h e

members of the expedition hastened
to explore that awful and m)steri-
ous gulf, the Dead Sea. On a])-

proaching this, the Jordan gradually

widens, while at its mouth it is a

hundred and eighty yards in breadth.

Its banks are here low and marshy,
and issuing from between them, the

boats were soon sailing in the treach-

erous waters, of which it has become
a proverb amongst the Arabs, that
' ' no man can venture on that sea

and live.
' ' The unhappy fate of

more than one exploring party has

served to deepen the gloom natur-

ally associated with it. The curse

of God seems to rest on it yet, as

on the cities over whose ruins it

swept. Captain Lynch says :
—

" At times it seemed as if the
dread Almighty frowned upon our

efforts to navigate a sea, the creation

of his wrath. =i= * * * * g^t

although the sea had assumed such

a threatening aspect, and the fret-

ted mountains, sharp and incinerat-

ed, loomed terrific on either side,

and salt and ashes mingled with its

sands, and fetid, sulphurous springs
trickled down its ravines, we did

not despair. Awe-struck, but not
terrified; fearing the worst, yet hop-

ing for the best
;
we proposed to

spend a weary night upon the drear-

iest waste we had ever seen." But

suddenly the wind abated, and the

sea as rapidly fell, and within twen-

ty minutes from the time they al-

most expected to be engulphed,

they were "
pulling away at a rapid

rate over a placid sheet of water

that scarcely rippled beneath them.
' '

Of another excursion, when cross-

ing the Gulf, for the purjjose of vis-

iting Kerok, the Kir Moab (or capi-
tal of Moab) of Scripture, a voyage
of only eleven miles, the narrative

says :
—

' ' The fierce angel of disease
seemed hovering over them (the
men), and I read the forerunner of

his presence in their flushed a n d
feverish sleep. Some with their thin

bodies bent, and arms dangling
over their abandoned oars, their
hands excoriated with acrid water,

slept profoundly; others, with heads
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thrown back, and lips cracked and

sore, with a scarlet flush on either

cheek, seemed overpo^\•ered by heat

and weariness, even in sleep, whilst

some, upon whose faces shone the

reflected light from the water,
looked ghastly, and dozed with a

nervous twitching of the limbs, and
now and then, starting from their

sleep, drank deeply from a beaker,
and sank back again to lethargy."
The Dead Sea stretches from the

Jordan, a distance of forty miles,

nearly due south, and is of a nearly
uniform breadth of between eight
and nine miles. The shores are

gloomy and sterile, whilst its thick,

heavy waters send forth fetid exha-

lations and spray surcharged with

greasy, bitter salt.

In exploring this strange monu-
ment of the wrath of (rod, various

discoveries were made of a nature

to confirm the truth of the narra-

tive of Mo.ses respecting the destruc-

tion of the Cities of the Plain. The
nature of the soundings convinced
the party that they were sailing
T.bovea''plain, sunk and over-

whelmed "
by some '*

extraordinary
convulsion, produced by an erup-
tion of fire, and a general conflagra-
tion of the bitumen which abounded
in the plains.

' '

Upon ourselves the

result is a decided one. We entered

upon this sea with conflicting opin-
ions. One of the party was scepti-

cal, and another, I think, a pro-
fessed unbeliever of the Mosaical

account. After twenty-two days of

close investigation, if I am not mis-

taken, we were unanimous. in the

conviction of the truth of the Scrip-
tural account."

It is supposed by the learned, that

the Cities of the Plain formerly stood

on the site of the southern portion
of the Dead Sea. We know that

they occupied a plea.sant and fertile

valley watered by the Jordan. The
catastrophe which involved their de-

struction was evidently attended by
volcanic eruption and conflagration.

Indeed, the entire region presents
to \.\\G eye of the geologist abundant
traces of this phenomena.
We ha\ e spoken of C a p t a i n

Lynch's visit to Kerok, the ancient

capital of Moab. From his narra-

tive it appears that there is here a

Christian settlement. Of a popula-
tion of about three hundred fami-

lies, three-fourths are of our faith.

Their church is a *'
low, dark, \ault-

ed room, containing a picture of

St. George fighting the dragon, two
half columns of red granite from
the ruins of the castle, and a well ot

cool water in the centre." The
number of this isolated body
amounts to about a thousand. They
are said to be imposed upon in eve-

ry way by the more powerful Mos-
lems. They have commenced build-

ing a better church, as a means ot

keeping together, and as a refuge
for the women and children in time
of trouble.

We wot not ne\cr what thinj^ we yvw foi- lu'ii-,

We fare as lie that iliunk is, a^ a mouse,
\ drunken man wol well he haiii, a house,
Hut he M i)t not which i.s ihe right way ihilher,

.\n(l to a drunken man the way is >ii'ihei'.

Antl eertes in this worKI so fare we.
We sceke fast after felieit),
Hut we go wrong full often iruelv.— 'J7ir Cdillrrliiirv 7'ii/,s.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

Rev. Edward Payson Hammond
was l)orn in Ellington, a quiet town
in the valley of the Connecticut, on

the 1st of September, 1831, and
passed his boyhood and youth in

Vernon, Conn. His parents were

pious people, and the boy was early
consecrated to God, and especially
was he nurtured with holy fidelity

under the wing of maternal love,

and to-day Mr. Hammond does not

hesitate to attribute much of his suc-

cess as an evangelist to the prayers
and teachings of a pious mother.

At the age of seventeen he at-

tended school at Southington, where
there had been a powerful revival

of religion including in its influence

nearly all the youth of the place.
In 1854, he entered Williams Col-

lege, where, without neglecting his

studies, as his instructors testify, he

labored most earnestly and success-

fully for the conversion of his class-

mates. In 1855 he was appointed

missionary by the American Sun-

day School Union, and went among
the Alleghany mountains and there

planted a number of Sunday-schools,

during his vacations, which schools,
in some instances, became the nu-

cleus of churches. In 1859 he en-

tered Union Theological Seminary,
New York, where he became at once
an earnest and unflagging laborer in

the home missionary work, among
the poor and destitute of that great

city.

After finishing his studies in New
York, he went to Europe, where he
resumed his studies in the E r e e

Church College, or Seminary, in

Edinburgh, Scotland. Here, too, he
at once engaged in the missionary
work, and with great success, par-

ticularly at Musselburgh, for of his

labors at that place. Dr. Alexander
wrote to the British Herald .

—
"Especially to Mr. Hammond,

whose labors have been most abund-

ant, and to whose zeal, tact, ])erse-

vereance and great self-denial, the

whole that has been accomplished,
is, under God, mainly due. He
came among us an unknown stranger
from a distant land, though bring-

ing with him credentials of the
most satisfactory kind. He will re-

turn to his own land, when his work
is finished, bearing with him the

love and confidence of all who have
made his acquaintance, and leaving
his name embalmed in the grateful
recollections of many who shall

praise God through eternity that
ever his feet were directed to the

shores of Scotland.
' '

At Haddington, six churches and
five ministers united in an invita-

tion for a series of meetings to be
held in the different churches, and
the old cathedral, where Dr. John
Brown and John Knox preached,

seating 1,500, was crowdecl at all the

meetings, and large numbers were
converted under his ministrations.

During Mr. Hammond's labors

in Scotland, he held large and suc-

cessful meetings in Huntley. Dun-

fermline, Annan, D u m f r i e s and
Glasgow.
Mr. Hammond returned to Ameri-

ca in the Great Eastern, and, on
the voyage, labored successfully
among the British troops, 2,200 of

whom were on their way to Canada.
After his return to America, in

1 86 1, he labored almost incessantly,

holding meetings in Boston, Port-

land and many other large cities.

At Rochester, in 1862, as the result

of his labors, over 1,000 from the

Sabbath schools alone joined the

various churches.

In 1866, his incessant labors had
so worn upon him that he found it

necessary to seek rest and recujjera-

tion, and, in company with his wife,
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sailed for Palestine. While visiting
the places of interest in the Holy
Land, he wrote an interesting book
called '' Sketches of Palestine."

On his return he preached in

England, Scotland and Ireland for

two years, during which time he
held a series of meetings in Spur-

geon's Tabernacle, where night af-

ter night 6,000 people crowded to

hear him.

Of his labors in this country since

his return it is not necessary to

speak in detail
;
but those who have

known most of his labors in this

country, state that there is reason to

believe that not less than fifty thous-

and have—as the result of Mr. Ham-
mond's labors—been received into

the various branches of the Chris-

tian church.

Whatever views or opinions may
exist among the people as to the

cause of the results that follow the

labors of this man, none can deny
that as an evangelist, he has been

pre-eminently successful. The
meeting now progressing in this

city, to which thousands flock day
after day, and night after night, are

an evidence that cannot be contro-

verted, that there is something in

the labors and the ministry of this

man that marks him as a success.

Without the magical power of the

orator, yet thousands hang upon
his ministry, and under his plain
and simple preaching many are con-

vinced of their sins, and led to pro-
fess having experienced the power
of conversion. As we have said be-

fore, we do not pretend to account
for the secret of the influence that

he exerts. We only state what is

patent to all who have attended his

meetings, and leave the cause to

the judgment and decision of each
one for himself It has been said
" that the best proof of success is to

succeed," and measured by this

rule, the subject of this sketch is

most certainly a success in the pe-
culiar field in which he labors.

Mr. Hammond is still a young
man, just in the prime of life, and
if his life is spared to fill the allot-

ted time of three score and ten, un-
numbered thousands will yet be
gathered into the churches under
the influence of his labors.—Daily
Leader, Feb. \st.

SCIENTIFIC.

—The little republic of Switzerland has

appropriated 400,000 francs, or $80,000,
for the expenses of her exhibitors in the

Vienna "Exposition;" and, moreover,
adds 50,000 frances, or $10,000, to what-

ever the Cantons may contribute towards

sending Swiss artisans to the exhiliition.

Mr. E. L. Berthoud, in the proceedings
of the Philadelphia Academy of Science,
for 1872, reports the discovery of ancient

fire-places, rude stone monuments and im-

plements of stone in great numbers and

variety in several places along Crow Creek,
in Colorado, and also on several other riv-

ers in the vicinity. These fire-places in-

dicate several ancient sites of an unknown

race, diflerent entirely from the mound
builders and the present Indians, while

the shells and other fossils fountl with the

remains, make it quite certain that the de-

posit, in which the ancient sites are found,
is as old as the Pliocene and perhaps as the

Miocene.

—It is now proposed to utilize for other

purposes, the common hedge plant, Ma-
dura aitrantica, familiarly known as osage
orange. A decoction of the wood is said

to yield a beautiful and very permanent
yellow dye. The decoction, carefully

evaporated forms a bright yellow extract,
called aurantitie, which may be used in

imparting its color to fabrics. In addition
to this coloring matter, the wood of the

osage orange is rich in tannin. Experi-
ments made in Texas represent that hides
are tanned quicker with the wood of this

tree than with oak bark. The seeds yield
a bland, limpid oil, resembling olive oil,

and which may, in general use, besulisti-

tuted for it.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

— K. E. McClelland, of '71, called up-
on us recently. He has just returned from

Chicago where he has been attending lec-

tures at the Chicago Medical College.

—We take pleasure in calling the at-

tention of all lovers of music, to the new
advertisement of Theo. J. Elmore & Co.,

Chicago. Persons desiring musical mer-

chandise of any description, will do well

to consult the above firm before purchas-

ing. All orders will receive prompt atten-

tion.

—The University librai-y has just re-

ceived nine volumes of Public Documents

through the kindness of Gen. John A. Lo-

gan. Among these are three volumes con-

taining the report of the transactions of

the late Peace Congress at Geneva. These
records aside from being intrinsically val-

uable will, in the years to come, be of

especial historic interest.

—
J. S. Millikin, of '63, whose wherea-

bouts and occupation we have not been

able to determine for some years, writes

us from Fairfield, Ills. He bears M. D.

now, having graduated in New York City
after completing his collegiate labors. His
certificate of marriage of five years' stand-

ing is in excellent health. It is a boy.
—

We are not informed as to the number of

renewals.

—A recent letter from Salt Lake City
informs us that F. M. Bishop, of '70, is

now one of the Professors in the University
of Deseret, located in that city. That in-

stitution is under the control of the Mor-

mons, and the above fact indicates that the

prejudice heretofore existing between the

Mormons and Gentiles is being overcome,
or that the Capt. is degenerating from his

former orthodoxy,
—the latter however we

have reason to believe is not the case.

—E. O. Beaman, formerly artist of the

Powell Expedition, spent a few days in

our city not long since. He was en route

for New York City where he will supply
the trade with stereoscopic views of the

Colorado region and the Moquis Palilos of

Arizona. He has views of some of the

grandest and most magnificent sceneiy on
the face of the globe, and is probably the

only man who has visited and taken pho-
tographs of the old Aztec cities of Arizona.

—M. W. Packard, Esq., delivered the

sixth lecture of the law course Jan. i6th,
to a large audience. His theme, "The
Origin, History and General Principles of

International Law," because of its magni-
tude, compelled him to occupy more time

than his predecessors had done, and yet
he succeeded in liringing together in a

compact form much useful information in

regard to the subject discussed, and the

lecture was one of the most valuable of

the course thus far given.

—The editors of the Journal have se-

cured from Mr. Beaman a number of

transparencies which, by the aid of the

calcium or magnesium light, beautifully
illustrate the wild and picturesque region
of the Colorado, as well as the peculiar
location and architecture of the old historic

cities of Arizona. They have also re-

ceived several dozen transparencies from
Salt Lake City which graphically represent
some of the grand natural scenery along
the U. P. R. R., and in the vicinity of

Great Salt Lake and .Southern Utah.
Parties desiring to arrange for an exhibi-

tion of these views should address "Al-
umni Journal," Bloomington, Ills.

—Married, at 12 o'clock noon, on the

13th inst., at the residence of the bride's

father, by Rev. S. M. Connor, pastor of

the Christian church, Mr. A. G. .Scott, of

Lincoln, Nebraska, to Miss Mary S. Max-
well, of this city. No cards. They left

on the afternoon train for Chicago, and
return to their future home in Lincoln,
Nebraska, where the groom has a large
and lucrative practice. Mr. Scott is a

young and promising lawyer, and was a

graduate of the Wesleyan University in

187 1. We congratulate friend Scott, in

capturing one of Bloomington's fairest

and most interesting daughters. May their

voyage in life be long and happy, and
their union of hearts and of hands prove
sincere and lasting.

—Daily Leader.

—The Illitiois Teacher and the CAicas^o
.Sihoobiiaster have been united under the
name of The Illinois Sehoohnaster. Here-
after "Their hopes, their fears, their aims
are one, their comforts and their cares."

Without attempting logically to explain
the mental process by which our judgment
is formed we conclude that they henceforth
fall into the hands of the same "devil,"
are "

wrapped" in the same oblivious folds

and "posted" from the same point of ob-
servation. We therefore discover no reason

why they may not find the consummated
union entirely harmonious. An examina-
tion of the February number leads us to

believe that no former patron of either

magazine will regret the consolidation.
The price of the new publication is ^1.50
per annum.
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— Ill ,1 recent ciicular i)f Joliiison Col-

lege, located at Macon, Mo., we find the
name of \V. D. H. Young, H. D., of '65,
in the roster of the faculty as Vice-Presi-
dent and Prof, of Natural .Science and
Greek.

—One of the iiovs cheei's i.uir heai'ts hv

renewing his sul)scri]5tion and indulging
in the following com]-)limentarv note: "I
ajipreciate the JoiiRNAi, not only for its

intrinsic interest hut for the volumes of

happy recollections it calls up, and the
whole galleries "of pleasant ])iclures ii

iirings hack out of my college life."

OUR BOOK TABLE.

rm: srrDiixi's pi..\ni- record,
by .\. P. Mi)K(;a.\. Published by A. S.

H.\RNKS & Co., N. York and Chicago.

Every teacher of Botany has undo\dii"

edly felt the necessity of securing by some
means, a uniformity of plan among his pu-

pils in analysis of jilants, and has resorted

to various methods for accomplishing it.

The careless pupil with nothing of the
kind to stimulate, and to give direction to

his woik, fails to become interested in this

fascinating study (Systematic Botany), and

consequently works to little purpose.
We mistake greatly if this "book of

forms
"

just published, does not remove

many of the difficulties heretofore encoun-
tered and meet with a hearty welcome
from both teacher and pupil as a trulv

valuable aid in their labors.

"It is designed for recording : P'irst,
such of the leading botanical characters

as are necessary to be known in order to

a successful analysis of the plant.

Second, the result of that analysis. The
advantages of the former record are es-

sential. It directs the attention of the
learner to the proper points of inquiry, and
then in their proper order. It also affords

to the teacher, or to any e.xaminer the evi-

dence, generally the only evidence, for the

verification of the analysis."
No teacher, whether of primary or ad-

vanced classes, in Botany, should fail to

examine this valuable aid.

OUR WORLD—NO. II. A Seccmd se-

ries of Lessons in Geograjihy; by Mary
L. Ham.. Published by (iixx Bros.,
Boston.

This series is designed by the author for

advanced students in geography. The
plan of the work is to unite the studv of

geography with a brief history of the coun-

tries and short sketches describing scenery,
climate and the distribution over the earth

of plant and animal life. The plan adopt-
ed is adhered to throughout, and we give
the work the credit of being the best effort

on that plan of any that has fallen under

our notice. .\s to whelhei' oi- not, this is

tl^e most successful method of teaching
geography, is another question, and one
which can be proven by trial. There is

no more question as to the close connec-
tion of histoiy and geography than there
is as to the connection of arithmetic and

astronomy; yet it would be a questionable
plan to incorporate both in a work enti-

tled arithmetic. The author has merit in

discarding long lists of names of unimpor-
tant towns, rivers, bays, capes, "f/ cefei-a" :

also in plates showing the relations of the
earth to the sun's rays at the different sea-

sons of the year. If, these in plates, the
sun had been made to occupy its proper
place with relation to the earth's orbit, the

illustration would be more truthful, and an

intelligent answer furnished to that ques-
tion so often asked by students of geogra-
phy, and so seldom answered by teachers,

namely :
" Which has the longer winter,

the northern or southern hemisphere ? We
are sorry that separate maps are not given
for the states and territories west of the
Missouri river, as those east; and also,
that each has not its de.scriptive part sep-
arate instead of by grouping. These ter-

ritories and western states are now attract-

ing more attention than any other part of
the United States, and any geography that

claims to be up with the "spirit of the
world we live in," cannot make good its

claim until it gives these divisions at least

an equal notice with the older states. This,
however, can be applied as a criticism, to

nearly all our geographies. The publish-
ers in this, as in all their publications, of

text-books, have done their work admira-

bly. The paper, plates, type and arrange-
ment are of such a character as to call
forth our hearty commendation. This mer-
it, taken with the excellent character of the
historic and descriptive matter furnished

by the author, makes it a work wonderfully
attractive and instructive to the reader.
In view of all these excellencies, it can

safely be classed as one of the very best

geographies published.
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I.—EVENINGS WITH THE MICROSCOPE.

"To him who in the love of Nature holds

Communion with her visible forms, she

speaks
A various language."

If this be true when the observer

goes forth with his natural vision

unaided, how much more is it true

when science and art combine to

extend the field of observation and

speculation toward infinity, an in-

finity reaching not only to the in-

finitely large but to the infinitely

small. In this regard we occupy
only a sort of middle ground. If,

on the one hand, the telescope
enables us to look beyond this earth

to find that vast unknown studded
with system after system, ever mul-

tiplying as we farther reach, till we
find them occupying all visible

space ; so, on the other hand, the

microscope brings us into more in-

timate relations with things immedi-

ately about us, opens our eyes to

beauties before undreamed and gives
us a knowledge of the infinity of

little things, truly surprising.
The examination of any organic-

tissue, whether animal or vegetable,
or even almost any inorganic sub-

stance, when we bring to our aid

the modern microscope, reveals such
a world of beauty and furnishes so

much material for wonder and ad-

miration, that the novice is extreme-

ly puzzled for awhile, to know what
to observe and what to pass by un-

noticed.

After procuring my instrument,
like all tyros in miscroscopy, I must
have my turn at diatomizing ; that

is, studying those minute and ex-

ceedingly beautiful forms, every-
where abundant, called diatoms, a

class of objects exceedingly unfor-

tunate in their structure, in that

they exist so near the confines of
the two great kingdoms of organic
bodies that they have scarcely been

given an abiding place,
—

being now
called animal and now vegetable,

—
now cuffed about in this kingdom
and now sent to that ; though, suffice

it to say, that after this repeated toss-

ing from one kingdom to the other,

they are now, together with their

cousins, the desmids, almost uni-

versally admitted into the domain
of the botanist and can really have

nothing to claim the attention of
the student of exclusively animal
structures.
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I will first mention these because

they were my first acquaintances. I

received from a friend one of those

little miniature bottles which a cer-

tain school of physicians fill with

miniature sugar pills, touched with

miniature medication to be dealt

out in miniature doses. But instead

of the conscience-easing medicine,
it \vas about half-filled with a clear

liquid and labelled,
"
Department of

the Navy, -Diatoms from Charleston

Bar,"—a half-teaspoonful of appa-

rently clear liquid furnished by this

powerful nation ! I thought it lit-

tle work but proceeded to exam-
ine my prize. I took a single drop,
and almost doubtingly focussed up-
on it with a moderately magnifying
power, looking at not more than a

hundredth part of the single drop
and what was to be seen ? Wonder
of wonders, enchanted ground,

—a

curiosity shop,
—a jew^eler's show-

case, pleading for admiration!
Here a disc-shaped object, not un-

like the back of a plain watch-case

with its peculiar markings, produced

by concentric rings just over-lap-

ping each other; and right near to

this, another object, closely resem-

bling an elegantly chased bracelet

laid off in squares ornamented wqth

beautiful carvings ;
and just to the

left, another object resembling a

beaded ring set with garnets, also a

necklace of beautiful design. But
I must not stop to enumerate. As
I moved the successive parts of the

drop under the glass, new objects
would be brought out ; in short,

there were in that single drop ob-

jects sufficient for hours of study,

yes, daxs of downright study. This

was from "Charleston Bar." I af-

terwards examined others from

Georgia, from Richmond, Va.
,

from Cuba, and from other places,
and in each there were new forms not

found in -the others, some of which
were beautiful in the extreme.
These however you will have noticed

were all from the sea shore. But

books informed mc that s i m i 1 a r

forms might be found in the sedi-

ment of fresh water, in the mud at

the b(jttom of permanent ponds.
This 1 tested and found to be true.

While the outlines and some of the

peculiar markings were different*

yet many of the general character-

istics showed their unmistakable re-

lationship.
Now the question arises, what are

these objec-ts? The earth from which

they are taken is termed "infuso-

rial earth," and the forms or ob-

jects themselves are termed "fossil

infusoria." They are found in all

jjacts of the world and play an im-

portant part in most of the recent

geological formations. So exceed-

ingly minute are they that this

seems impossible yet it is neverthe-

less true. What they lack in size

they more than make up in num-
bers. The city of Richmond, Va.,
rests upon a bed of this "infusorial

earth" twenty feet in thickness, one
cubic inch of wdiich has been shown
to contain many millions of these

forms. This would furnish us wath

an absolutely inconceivable number.

But all along the Pacific coast are

fcjund beds far surpassing this in

extent. One along the Columbia
river in Oregon, discovered by Gen.

Fremont, surpasses all other known

deposits, extending over the coun-

try for miles and being not less than

five hundredfeet in thickness. The
so-called Tripoli stone, a scouring
stone of California, is largely made

up of these bodies, in fact all the

.substances in general use for the

finer polishing purposes contain
the.se

"
fossils

"
in abundance and

from them derive their polishing

properties.
But what are they ? Let us see

if we can determine. If I take a

small bit of animal or vegetable
substance and treat it with acids

and alkalies I can cause the organic
matter to disappear as such

;
but if

I take bits of quartz or grains of

sand w^hich are all composed of Si-

lica, the same treatment will pro-
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(luce no change. Nqw if I boil

this iiihisorial earth in acid and
tlicu carcfuU)- wash the product, I

have remaining these beautiful

forms, and they are silica or quartz,

the same in substance as the rock

crystal or California diamonds, and

all beautifully carved by God's own
hand. If I take a piece of the

scouring rush or a portion of the

leaf of the sword grass and subject

it to the same process I find remain-

ing a complicated net-work of this

same rock material. This quartz

then, does find its way into vegeta-
ble substance.

You may have noticed upon the

pools of standing water along the

streets in early autumn, a dull l>rown

scum, not unlike in color the sear

leaf nipped by the early frosts.

The microscope shows this to be

made up of myriads upon myriads
of minute forms moving about freely,

but which the spectroscope has dem-
onstrated to be made up of vegeta-
ble substance so far as the coloring
matter and softer parts are concern-

ed. Now if you take a little of this

scum and subject it to the same pro-
cess as was pursued with the infuso-

rial earth you will be not a little

surprised to find it made up of forms

closely resembling those before men-
tioned. This scum then, lives and

dies, and in dying helps to form
"infusorial earth," and the process
has continued so long that we now
have the immense beds or deposits
on the Atlantic and Pacific coast, to

say nothing of their being constitu-

ents of various rock formations.

Can we not now begin to under-

stand that there is an infinity of

creation of things terrestial as of

objects celestial? and remember
that these constitute only one class

of infusoria and comparatively sim-

ple in their organization. There
are scores of others, animal as well

as vegetable, more complex in their

structure and if possible more beau-

tiful in their forms, to the under-

standini;- of which such men as

Ehrenberg, Ralfs, and others have
devoted a life-time of study. In all

earths and in nearl)' all rocks may
be found traces of these organisms.

Surely the poet was not very far

from the truth when he said :

" The dust we walk updn was once alive."

These little organisms have been

so carefully observed that they have
been arranged into groups and fam-

ilies as accurately as have the high-
er orders of animals. The known

species now number several hun-
dreds

;
and one of the most won-

derful feats of microscopical science

is the placing of these in groups of
a hundred each on a glass slide for

the purpose of study, arranged side

by side according to their relation-

ships and the whole row of a hun-
dred with ample spaceshQiweQn them

occupying a space less than three-

sixteenths of an inch in length.
Each improvement in the tele-

scope reveals to us new worlds and
new systems with every prospect of

still others beyond. So each im-

provement in the microscope reveals

objects unseen before and still the

end is not yet. A moment's reflec-

tion is sufficient to convince any
one that plants alone convert min-
eral matter into organized .substance.

No animal can derive sustenance

from unorganized matter. Indeed
the grand physical utility of the

vegetable kingdom in the wonderful

economy of nature seems to be the

conversion of purely mineral sub-

stance into organized matter so
that it may become food for animals.

If you will take a single drop of

water in midsummer, from a pool
in an exposed position, and place it

under a high magnifying power,
while to the naked eye it may ap-

pear perfectly clear and pure, yet
under the glass it will seem to be a

grand zoological garden,
—or rather,

as the Psalmist would say, "a great
and wide sea, wherein are things

creeping, innumerable, both small

and great beasts." In this minia-
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ture sea as in the great deep, we
find animals that feed upon vegeta-
ble substance alone, and those also

that feed upon other animals; and
if vou will watch their movements
for a short time, you will see an

even greater activity than is mani-

fested among higher orders.

We judge of the muscular power
and activity of animals by compar-

ing their movements with their size.

The boy who will jump twice his

length performs a wonderful feat,

but the cricket or the flea does vastly
more. The fleetest race-horse moves
its limbs very slowly when compar-
ed with the little bird that in run-

ning moves its little limbs so rap-

idly that they become almost invis-

ible. So here in this drop of water

these little acquaintances of ours

perform their movements with a

wonderful alacrity and variety. The

huge Brachionus moves to his meals

with a becoming degree of dignity,
while the smaller rotifers will dart

across the field in a twinkling, now

moving airily and smoothly along,
and now performing somersaults and
evolutions that would put to blush

the most accomplished athlete and
scenic vaulter, and still others will

dart from their hiding places upon
their unsuspecting victims with an

alacrity rivaling that of the trout in

his mountain home as he seizes up-
on the unfortunate fly or worm that

comes within his reach.

You will better understand the

force of the expression, "the end
is not yet," if 1 describe to you one
of these little fellows while feeding.

Suppose we select the little Vorti-

cella, an animal that fastens itself

to any fixed object by a thread-like

appendage, and very closely resem-

bles in general outline, a full-

blown tulip and its flower stalk, seen

a little distance away. Around the

mouth of this animal, indicated in

position by the outer border of the

tulip flower, there are numberless
little cilia or hair-like appendages,
by the rapid movement of which it

produces a strong current in the wa-

ter, causing it to flow towards its

mouth. When at rest, these cilia

are all drawn in and the body be-

comes globe-shape d , while the
thread-like appendage by means of

which it is attached, is drawn up
into a coil like a wire spring. When
about to feed, it darts out with

lightning rapidity to the farthest

linjit of its uncoiled attachment, its

cilia are unfolded, a vortex pro-
duced, and woe to the luckless ani-

malcule that falls within its influ-

ence, for it is to it a whirlpool, a

maelstrom more fearful and surely

fatal, than ever was such to ocean
wanderer. Under a glass that will

magnify five hundred diameters,
that is, that will make a line appear
to be five hundred times as long as

it really is, or a surface 250,000
times as large as it really is, this

miniature whirlpool will be found
to contain myriads of specks which
find their way to the mouth of the

animal as food. Under a much
higher magnifying power these

specks are found to be organized
bodies that must have the power of

assimilating food by means of a cir-

culating fluid, and that fluid con-

taining particles for nutriment, or-

ganized bodies with parts necessary
for the circulation of nutritive fluids,"

which, though made to appear 250,-
000 times larger than they really are,

yet seem as mere specks ! Surely if

the imagination wearies in its at-

tempts to fathom the space occupied
by the heavenly bodies, must it

not be equally as greatly burdened
in its fruitless attempts to people
the air, the water and the earth with

their ever active and epquisitely
formed organisms?
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COMPULSORY EDUCATION.

The day is not far distant when
the subject of compulsory attend-

ance at school will be so presented
to the people of this State, that ac-

tion in reference to it cannot be ig-
nored. Several States are moving
on the subject already, and the pub-
lic mind is moving in that direc-

tion. This is a subject that strikes

most persons unfavorably upon
slight reflection ; but it cannot be

lightly disposed of—it will not down
at bidding.

There is one consideration that

has an important bearing upon this

question, and one which we have
not seen developed. The subject
of reform schools is attracting much
of the attention which it deserves.

But it seems to us there is a fatal

error in what has hitherto been done
in that direction. It may be illus-

trated by referring to our reform
school at Pontiac.

It is well known that candidates
to enter that institution must have
been tried and convicted of actual

crime—making them freshmen to

enter in advance, at some future

time, at the higher institutions at

Joliet. The misfortune is that the

reforming influence of that institu-

tion, if it has any, comes in at too
late a day in the history of its un-

happy inmates—after they have be-

come criminals.

All experience, and the voice of

reason, say that the influences of re-

form schools should be brousrht to

bear upon these hard cases before

they are so far advanced in the road
to ruin. Common sense teaches us
to hope for favorable results in em-

ploying restraining influences o n

youthful delinquents in proportion
to the earliness of their application.
In all diseases that are difficult to

treat, the honest physician always
recommends prompt treatment

when the first symptoms make their

appearance. So it is in treating
moral diseases.

But the difficulty has been, and
it still is, that the law cannot take

hold of these hard cases until they
shall have committed crimes recog-
nizable by the criminal laws of the

State, and punishable as such. It

can not step in and prevent these

incipient criminals from filling u])

the measure of their course.

Here comes in the absolute ne-

cessity of a law compelling attend-

ance at school on the part of all the

children in the country, because

thus, and thus only, can reforma-

tory influences be legally employed
to prevent the criminality which
seems so very generally to follow

from idleness and ignorance. All

reflecting persons can see, and they
must regret the fact, that the little

vagabonds about the streets of towns
and cities are being educated
daily in the school of vice, and that

the fruits of such education are as

inevitable as those that result from
other schools.

No one can successfully maintain
that society has not the right to

protect itself against approaching
evils by preventing them. The
evils resulting from idleness and ig-

norance are as palpable as any oth-

er
;
and society has the right to

protect itself from their effects as

well as those from any other pros-

pective evils. But as things now
stand, the law cannot touch these

incipient criminals, and must wait

for the vicious crop to come to ma-

turity.

Hence the necessity of a law com-

pt;lling attendance at school, so that

these incipient scamps can be ar-

rested in the early stage of their un-

fortunate course. The attendance
would not be necessaril\- at the pub-
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lie schools, but at some school dur-

ing a certain portion of each year,
the advice of any good practising

])hysician being sufficient, for defin-

ite reasons, to excuse particular in-

dividuals.

That good, practical results mav
be secured, the school officers must
be clothed with sufficient power to

enable them to establish, as neces-

sity shall dictate, separate schools

to which they may assign such
.scholars as shall exhibit propensi-
ties of too vicious a character to be
tolerated in the common schools.

vSuch scholars, in those special
schools, will have special influences

thrown around them there, with a

view to their reformation.

The basis being laid by a law en-

abling the school officers to con-
trol the subject in reference to at-

tendance at school, there would be
need of much executive ability to

make the sv^stem so work as to se-

cure the turbulent elements now al-

lowed to run loose outside, and put
them in their proper positions,
where they could be so trained as

to be prepared to sustain to society
the relations of good citizens in-

stead of ripening into outcasts and
criminals.

But the results of experience
would soon make the system work

harmoniously. It would be vastly

cheaper to take the little vagabonds
out of the streets, and put them to

school, and, if necessary, even to

feed and clothe them, teaching
them the ways and the sentiments
of decent people, and laboring to

impress upon them the important
idea that if they expect society to

treat them kindly, they must be

pre]jaring to tuifill the duties of

good citizens, instead of growing
up like little heathen, learning, like

wild beasts, to prey upon their fel-

low creatures, indulging in every

wayward and vicious appetite.
If the millions that are now

s(]uandered in palatial structures,

<alled school-houses, capable of ac-

commodating about two-thirds of

the children, and dangerous to the

lives of those even, and piling debt

upon the public, were employed in

erecting comfortable buildings con-

veniently accommodating all, sur-

rounded with ample grounds, shade
and fruit trees, and the many other

ai)])liances necessary to render them
useful and attractive, and in es-

pecial schools adapted to the

necessities of those who need to be

plucked as brands from the moral

burnings that await them, then
might the public expect results com-
mensurate with the means employed.
The public has a right to protect

itself from moral pestilence, and it

will neglect this subject at its peril.

Daily, almost hourly, the columns
of our public journals are filled with

the details of crimes that cease to

startle us only on account of their

frequency. Our courts of justice
are full of business, our jails and

penitentiaries are crowded, and still

the work goes on. It is time to ar-

rest this course of events by com-

mencing with'the elements.—Daily
Lt'iide?-.

Yes ! let the rich deiitle, the jiioud disclaiii

These simple blessinj^s of the lowly train ;

To one more dear, congenial to my heart,

One native charm, than all the gloss of art.

— Goldsmith^ s Dt'serted l'illag^<\
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IN THE HUNDREDS.

A LIST OK AMERICANS WHO HAVE OUTLIVED THE ALLOTTED TLME.

The number of American cen-

tenarians who in 1872 left the world

they had known so long is large,
and yet the list is very imperfect,
as we have heard of a number of

such cases without being able to get
the names. Thus, we saw it stated

that five such persons had died in

Philadelphia, but no names were

given. It is probable, too, that

many died of whom we never heard.

On \.\\G /^laci' aiix dames principle,
we give precedence to the old wo-

men, who, as usual, are in the ma-

jority. Indeed, they are in the ma-

jority in every sense, judging from
the manner in which human affairs

are conducted. We find these in-

stances of very long endurance of

life in the more enduring sex : Mar-

garet Hawkins, colored, 112, Wash-

ington, D. C; Mrs. Candace Bar-

ton, Belchertown, Ma.ss.
,
102 years

and 7 days; Catharine Mulbrine,
Newark, N. J., 105 years and 10

months ; Catharine O'Brien, Hol-

yoke, Mass., no; Mrs. Mary Gates,

Lancaster, Mass., 100 years
—died

in the almshouse; Mrs. Temperance
Jewett, Barnstead, N. H., 100 years
and 7 months

;
Aunt Phillis, in

New Jersey, 105, had been a spy
in the Revolution (and a very young
spy she must have been,) and was
burned to death, after all, an end
not worth living for; Mrs. Experi-
ence Plant, North Killingly, Conn.,
106 years, 6 months and 22 days;
Mrs. Mary Richmond, New York,
106 years; Mrs. Mary Coleman, (of
elsewhere) 106; Miss Sail} Fales,

Holden, Mass., in her looth year ;

Mrs. Mary Brockway, Washington,
N. H., loi years and 11 months;
Mrs. Mehitable Piper, Acton, Mass.,
loi years and 2 months

; Miss Folly

Perry, Rhode Island, in her looth

year ;
Mrs. Mary Smith, near Mor-

ristown, N. J., loi years and 7

months; "Aunt Judy Smith," Mil-

ford, Mass., 104 years, i month
and 1 7 days ;

Mrs. Goddard,
North Littleton, N. H., 101 years,

5 months and 26 days ;
Miss Shee-

ham, Wyoming, Pa., 107; Mrs.

Polly Goodwin, New bury port,
Mass., in her looth year; Mrs.

Lamson, Fayston, Vt., 106—died

in the almshouse ;
Mrs. Emma

Stuart, Portland, Me., 105 ;
Miss

Betsy Baker, Ashland, N. H., in

her 1 00th year
—not the lady of the

name renowned in song ;

" Aunt

Margaret," Philadelphia, 115
—col-

ored
;
Anne Campbell, Canada,

131 ;
Mrs. Nancy Willis Pixley,

Syracuse, N. Y., 100 years, 2 months
and 14 days ;

and Madame Laco-

quinaire, Philadelphia, 107. Of
masculine centenarians, in the roll

there are William George, Roches-

ter, 111., 103
—hanged himself;

Thomas Boyle, 103, New Bedford ;

Edward P. Vollum, 105, Beverly,
N. J.; John Lamb, no, Hawkins

County, Term.; John Custeel, 112,
at Ed Justice's, Kentucky—survived

seven marriages ;
Elisha Wadleigh,

104, Parsonsfield, Me.; John Hutch-

inson, 107, Brooklyn,N.Y.; Michael

Hillman, 104, Iowa; Alexander
Robinson, 100, Chief of the Potta-

watomies
;
Frances Carroll, New

Haven, 104 ; John McNeil, 107,
Nova Scotia—was born at Moidart,
Old Scotland

; Stephen Curry, 102,

Grahamville, S. C.—was born at

Tarr) town, and saw Major Andre
as a prisoner in 1780 ;

Pierre Ten-

aglio, 106 years, 6 months 5 days—a native of Palermo, and had

served under Napoleon I, died at

Chambly, Canada
; Harvey Thach-

er, said to have been 128, and a
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son-in-law of Daniel Boone—in Cal-

ifornia
;
Paul Syms, no, Mobile

Count)-, Ala.; John Cheever, loo

years and 3 months, North Saugus,
Mass.—had served in the legislature
and in other public posts ; John
Derringer, 107, Indiana; Samuel
R. Motts, 115, Syracuse, N. Y.—
father lived to 129; Jack Grouts,

113 Portland, Me.—colored; Elias

Thomas, 100 years, 6 months and
22 days, Portland, Me.: Francis

Carpenter, 100 years and 9 months,

Waterbury, Vt.; Jeremiah Baker,

loi, Northfield, Staten Island, N.

Y.; McCarty, South Wilbra-

ham, 108
;

Parker Cushman, 100

years and 9 months, Littleton, N.

H.; and the Rev. Father James

McEvoy, III, Fitchburg, Mass.,
born in County Meath, Ireland.

And on the nth of January died

Mr. James Rogers, aged 102 years,

5 months and 1 1 days. There nev-

er was any reason for supposing
that Mr. Rogers gave the date of

his birth incorrectly, either wilfully

or through ignorance. He remem-
bered events that occurred before

the Declaration of Independence,
which leading event happened just

before the completion of his sev-

enth year. Mrs. Nancy Dicks—or

some .such name—said to have been

of Portland, died in Boston, aged
100 years and 3 months ;

and Cath-

arine McDonald, loi years, 7

months and 29 days
—said to have

died from the great fire of Novem-
ber 9 and 10.

Father Cleveland, concerning
whose great age no Bostonian can

entertain any doubt, died here, just

before the completion of that cen-

tury of life which he desired to

make. He was born on the 21st of

June, 1772, the same year in which

the late Josiah Quincy and Ford

Lyndhurst were born
;
and he died

on the 5th of last June, being then

but sixteen days short of one hun-

dred years. His history conclu-

siyely refutes the arguments of those

writers who will not admit that a

century of life is possible for any
human being, though the fact that

many centenarians have lived and
died is better established than are

nine-tenths of what are known as

"the facts of history," which sel-

dom are called in question. If one

man could live down all but to the

close of his hundredth year, it is

not presumptuous to suppose that a

few men and women have lived be-

yond a century of years
—a few, we

mean, in comparison with the en-

tire human race, for it is probable
that the whole number of centena-

rians, antediluvians apart, exceeds

a myriad. There is such a thing as

overdoing even incredulity.
—Bos-

ton Traveler.

LIFE.

'I"o live js not to live, if we hut fhvcll

Voiceless and soulless, passionless and low,

The first among mere beings. 'Tis one part
To love more nobly in this bright free world

Which God has built lis. He has formed us so,

For pure enjoyment and for calm content,

To love his works, each other, and Himself.

What beauty, strength, perfection, here for man,
For man, for frail humanity, for me I

Then 1 must live, not linger on the earth ;

Must stand erect, as God has placed me here;

Must love to praise him, worship, glorify ;

And living, dying, help to swell the song
Which hails him monarch, God of endless love.

— Willia III CkII.ii Hrvanf.
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WIT AND HUMOR.

BY W. A. SMITH.

These terms, in their common
acceptation, are employed to ex-

press the comical and ludicrous in

conversation and literature. Ideas

associated with laughable impossi-
bilities and grotesque absurdities ;

ideas that have no practical exist-

ence and dwell only in the imagin-
ative vision of fancy ;

ideas that,

like ignited powder, flash instantly
and spontaneously from the mind,
ladened with hilarity and merriment,
are denominated wit and humor.
Under this head, also, come

ideas, very common-place in them-

selves, but clothed in such ludicrous

language and far-fetched words, as

lo render them burlesque and laugh-
able in theextreme. Comically com-
bined character, and curiously con-

trived caricatures, calculated by
their capital comicalities to conquer
churlishness, create cheerfulness,
and convulse all classes with clan-

gorous clamorousness, come under
this class, and consequently are

commonly and correctly called wit

and humor.
These words are not synonymous

in meaning, as is generally supposed,
but there is a marked difference be-

tween them. Wit is a sudden jerk
of the imagination, resulting unex-

pectedly in the conjunction of ideas

that lie widely apart ;
humor is the

imitation of the absurd and ridicu-

lous in such a combination. Wit is

the imagination and fancy turned

upside down, and has its highest
consummation in adding littleness

to littleness, and in making the lu-

dicrous appear more insignificant.
Humor looks mischievously on the

products of wit, and indulges in

unrestrained laughter. Wit gives
an instantaneous flash, and all is

over ; humor is radiant, but less

sparkling, and shines with a more
constant and mellow light.

Mirth, which finds its expression
in wit and humor, is an innate

principle of man's nature, and he

who is destitute of this essential

faculty, is necessarily deficient. To
him existence is a burden, a joyless

duration, an incessant succession of

wearisome occurrences. On him
the world bestows no smiles of glad-

ness, and scatters no flowers about

his pathway to cheer his heart. But
he whose imagination is replete with

genuine wit, and whose soul revels

in a sea of humor, enjoys a contin-

ual feast, and is a dispenser of true

happiness. Hence, we say that wit

and humor are indispensable aux-

iliaries in fulfilling life's true pur-

poses. They give man buoyancy of

spirits, vividness of imagination,

genialness of disposition, and sweet-

ness of temper. When men's hearts

are stricken with deepest sorrow,
and quailing beneath the withering
touch of woe, they soothe the agi-
tated spirit into quietude and for-

getfulness. How they sweeten the

bitter cup of life's disappointments,
and gladden the inmost recesses of

the heart. They are, in short,
nature's great regulators and health
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restorers. Hence, the adage,
"laugh and grow fat," is more true

tlian terse. Wit is divisible into

several kinds, the most prominent
among which are, wit in the ex-

pression and wit in the thought.
Wit in the expression is com-

monly called a play upon words, of

which numerous examples could be

produced. I believe it was Tom
Hood, who, while rambling in a

public cemetery, pointed to the

graves at his feet and exclaimed,
•'Here lie the dead," and then

jjointing to the tombstones upon
which were inscribed exaggerated

epitaphs of the departed, he con-

tinued, "and there the living lie.'''

This is a little irreverent, as well as

satirical, but nevertheless conveys a

great truth. Walpole, desiring to

advance a very original idea, said,

"There is nothing new under the

sun." "No," replied Sellwyn, "nor
under the ^ra/;ir/son, either."

Wit in the thought, however, is

the more common kind of wit, of

which I will furnish several exam-

ples. Jones and Brown were run-

ning in opposite directions
; they

turned a corner and came violently

together ;

" O how my head rings,
' '

said Jones. "That's a sign it's hol-

low," said Browi\. •• Didn't yours

ring to," asked the former,
"
No,"

replied the latter; "Then," said

Jones, "That's a sign it's cracked."
Two United States senators once

got into a dispute. One of them,—Alexander H. Stevens,—was very
small in stature. J'he larger one,

thinking to ridicule liim, remarked
that he could put a little salad oil

on him and swallow him whole.
"

If you should,'" retorted the di-

minutive senator,
"
you would have

more brains in your stomach than

vou ever had in vour head."
The comic Burton was sailing up

the Hudson river. He stopped at

a hotel to dine. The waiter brought
him a ver\- small piece of meat.

He took it
\\\)

on his fork, surveyed
it carefully, and regarding it as only
a sample, remarked,

"
Yes, that's

it; bring me some." But we do,

by no means, endorse wit and hu-

mor in all their different phases.
To do this would be to sanction

what is base and reprehensible.
As soon as facetiousness descends

into boorish slang and uncouth vul-

garism, it becomes decidedly de-

generating in its character and cor-

rupting in its influence, and should

be studioush avoided.

BELSHAZZAR.

J. W. COULTAS.

'Die ruler, flushed with wine and pride, his revehy did hold,

Surrounded by a thousand lords and knights adorned with gold.
The sparkling cup is passed around, al! drink and praise their ho>i ;

"
Long live the King," ciy all the guests, as of his deeds they boast.

Helshazzar, drunken with hi.^ wine and frenzied with their ])raise.

Amid their joys and banquetings in boastful accent says,
"Go bring those holy vessels from the temple of the Lord,
And fill them to the brim with wine, and place them on the board."

Then pass them 'round and drink from them and mock the(jod of hosts

Ha, ha ! ha, ha ! who cares for him ? Not L I make my boasts

That he cannot destroy my power, for I'm as great as he.
And ne'er again before his throne vvill liow with bended knee."
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And now they fall heunc the gods of silver, wood and stone ;

The Kintr with all the rest is seen to worship at their throne
;

And as he raises up his head he sees, (J thrilling sight ;

He sees a hand upon the wall in fiery letters write.

"What means this ?" shrieked the King in piercing tones that thrilled them al

"Those hngers there which move along and write upon the wall ;

'Tis not a vision, hut 'tis real,— I see it move away,
And those mysterious words it writes; ye gods, pray, what mean they?"

"Chaldeans and astrologers, interpret for the King;
Unfold to me the meaning of this dark and wondrous thing,
And whoso'er the meaning tells shall tlress in rich attire.

And he shall rule, third from the King, and all shall him admire."

And so the wise and learned were called who dwelt thi-oughout the land.
But all in vain ; for none could tell what meant this living hand ;

'Twas then the queen brought Daniel in, the heaven-anointed one,
Who eyed the King with plaintive look and in sad tone began,

"O, King, I care not for thy gifts, nor for thy proffered throne,

Yet I'll unveil those words to thee and what they mean make known.
For thou hast followed on the way in which thy father trod.

And plunged in sin and stained thy soul by disobeying God."

"And thou against the Lord of heaven thyself hast lifted up,
And so of his avenging wrath prepare to drink the cup.
That writing there is sent from him, and do thou now give heed
And fear and tremble as to thee thy awful doom I read."

"The kingdom which thou rulest o'er is taken from thy hand ;

'Tis finished ; and the Medes and Persians shall possess thy land ;

Thy doom is sealed, forever sealed ; for thou by crimes art bound.
And in the balaTices art weighed and wanting, -wanting found."

Belshazzar drops his head,—a fiendish look comes o'er his brow,
A sudden and mysterious gloom seems to possess him now,
His countenance is changed as he with sharp, soul-rending pain
Vields to his awful fate. On this same night the King is slain.

CRUMBS SWEPT UP."

— ^^ Esse qiiam Videri,'" is the

motto adopted by the Society.

—M. V. Crumbaker, of '74, i.s

teaching near Lexington.

—The Mtinsellian Society has

this term sixty-five active members.

—
J. V. Willis, of '71, visits the

Society frequently. It is .said that

this is not the only attraction that

Bloomington has for him.

—
Josh Billings says: "Young

man when yu sarch Webster's Dick-

shionary tew find words big enough
tew convey your meaning, yu kan
make up yer mind that ye don't

mean much."
—Our old Munsellian support,

A. C. Byerly, now and then gives
us a call. He is preaching this year
at Covel and Twin Grove, and has

been very successful in a series of

meetings which he has conducted.
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—As the date tree is hard to

climb, though having at its top de-

licious fruit, so the way to learning
is often difficult, yet its rewards are

pleasing and profitable.

—There is a sort of economy in

Providence that one shall excel
where another is defective, in order
to make, men more useful to each

other, and to mix them in society.

—Sir Walter Scott was the first man
who encouraged the finding of Liv-

ingstone. He wrote "
On, Stanly,

on !" and Stanly went as soon as he
could.

—Some mischievous wags one

night pulled down a turner's sign
and put it over a lawyer's door

;
in

the morning it read : "All kinds of

turning and twisting done here."

—Doctrines are of use only as

they are practiced. Men go to

perdition with their hearts full of

truth. To hold the truth and fight
for it is one thing ; to be sacrificed

throught it is another.

—We had the pleasure of meet-

ing, recently, W. E. Barns, of '72.
He is now "local" of the Decatur

Republican. Ed. is the same jovial
fellow as in days of yore. He in-

forms us that he is greatly delighted
with his position.

—The regular election of officers

for the ensuing term occurred Feb.

28th, which resulted very satisfacto-

rily in the election of the following :

Pres. A. H. Davies
; Secretary, S.

T. FuUinwider
;

Ass't Sec'y, Ida
Howe

; Treasurer, G. K. Ingham ;

Librarian, C. A. Hasenwinkle;
Chaplain, J. H. Scott

; Court, J.

E. Scott, W. H. Booth and W. H.

Wylder.
—The Munsellian Society, at the

urgent request of a number of its

friends residing at Lexington, de-

cided to give an exhibition at that

place March 7th. Owing to the

rain and mud, and the fact that

there were four religious meetings
in progress, the audience was de-

cidedly select. But those who were
in attendance seemed to appreciate
the exercises and extended a cordial

invitation to the Society to come

again at some more favorable time.

It is but justice to the performers to

say that they all acquitted themselves

nobly. The programme presented
on that occasion was one of the best

the Society has ever placed before

the public.
Domestic Experi ence.—Putting

a hoop on the family flour barrel is

an operation that will hardly bear

an encore. The woman generally

att-empts it before the man comes
home to dinner. She sets the hoop
up on the ends of the staves, takes

a deliberate aim with the rolling-

pin, and then shutting both eyes,

brings the pin down with all the

force of one arm, while the other

instinctively shields her face. Then
she makes a dive for the camphor
and unbleached muslin, and when
the man comes home she is sitting

back of the stove and thinking of

St. Stephen and the other martyrs,
while a burnt dinner and camphor
are struggling heroically for the

mastery. He says if she had not

lost her temper she would not have

got hurt. And he visits the barrel

himself, and puts the hoop on very

carefully, and adjusts it very nicely
to the top of every stave, so that only
a few smart knocks apparentl}' are

needed to bring it down all right,

then he laughed to himself to think

what a fuss his wife kicked up over

a simple matter that only needed a

little patience to adjust itself, and

then he gets a hammer, and fetches

the hoop a smart rap on one side

and the other side flies up, and

catches him on the bridge of the

nose, filling his soul with wrath and

his eyes with tears, and the next in-

stant that barrel is flying across

the room accompanied by the ham-

mer, and another candidate for

camphor and rag is enrolled in the

great army that is unceas i n g 1 y

marching toward the grave.
— Da7i-

/>urv NfU's.
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BRAVE OPPOSITION AND DARE TO BE TRUE.

oration by r. h. bosworth.

He, who would accomplish the

j^reat mission of life in our world
oi conflicting forces, needs neces-

sarily to expect earnest labor and

trying opposition, which must be

endured in order to ultimate suc-

cess.

See yonder marble shaft inscri-

bed with the names of those "fallen

but not forgotten" heroes who gave
their lives for our country.

Memory's sentinel it stands, un-
moved through summer heats and
winter storms, a perpetual monitor
of noble deeds. How like old

Galileo, who, when forced by Papal
power to forswear the grand truth

which he had discovered and pro-
claimed, that the earth revolves

around the sun, rose from his knees
and in the spirit of true manhood
declared : "It does move for all

that."

So long as truth is assailed by
error and the progress of civiliza-

tion is impeded by opposition, so

long will the world need men, heroic

men, who will act in accordance
with their convictions of the right

regardless of the results; men, who
t-onfide in their own self-conscious

powers, and fear not to exhibit and
maintain the truth in the presence
of combined opposition and scorn.

Toward sucii men the goddess Dutv
bends api)rovingly that she may

place a wreath of laurel upon their

brows, interwoven with the words :

Tniiependentself-reliance
—the crow7i-

ing element of human character.
The one desirous of attaining true

greatness, needs not only to co7n-

p7-ehend the great duties and possi-
bilities of his manhood but he re-

quires also a fearless energy that

will stir the very depths of the

soul
;
nerve him to face all opposi-

tion and to plant his standard on
the outer wall.

The worthiest characters do not

necessarily glitter conspicuously in

the gilded constellation of modern

society. True excellence may be

found in obscure life, the possession
of men comparatively unknown,
but wherever found it will be asso-

ciated with a distinct individuality

composed of sterling character,
modest originality and a noble in-

dependence.
The " Palace Beautiful," whither

so many easy-going, self-seeking

men, who owe their chief recom-
mendation to the skill of their
tailors and barbers, desire to enter,

is only accessible to energy, faith

and a fearless self-reliance. The

greatest blessings that have ever been
conferred upon society, have been

wrought out by the efforts of men,
who, unmoved by public opinion,

regardless of self-glory and intent
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only upon truth and right, liave

ventured all and l)t)rne all for God
and humanity.

Such was the spirit that actuated

the " Benevolent Howard "
during

the dreary years of privation, neg-
lect and bitter trials in which he

prosecuted his tour of mercy,
through famine, pestilence and
plague, for the amelioration of the

suffering of earth.

Horace Greeley has laid aside his

dauntless pen forever ; but the les-

son of independent self-reliance

contained in his life will continue

to ennoble and inspire the Ameri-

can mind for the ages to come. If

he possessed an idea he feared not

to express it
;

if he discovered dan-

gerous errors in society he hesitated

not to correct them ;
and if he was

conscious of political corruption in

his own or an opposing party he

scrupled not to expose it, although

incurring thereby the criticism, that

he was too honest for a politician.

He who dares to trust himself,

compels the trust and respect of

others and ever proves a pioneer in

every onward movement. To such

men are we indebted for discover-

ies, reforms, improvements, and

for every new current of thought

leading society out from the time-

worn channels pursued by the mass-

es. Believing that every individual

is the best judge of his own abili-

ties, they falter not because they
are told that inevitable failure awaits

them, but boldly storm the gates of

opportunity which give way at their

approach and reveal the extended

fields beyond, wherein labor is

crowned with an abundant reward.

The chief glory of our republic

is the independent, self-reliant spirit

which originated it and which has

been ever since the life-giving cur-

rent of its noble institutions. And
for the preservation of our national

standard and the maintenance of

the heaven-born thought of self-

government, strong-hearted, self-

reliant men are indispensable ;
men

who will not permit tiieir opinions
t(j be drowned by popular clamor
or fury, or reduced by popular ap-

plause ; men who are not for sale
;

and who will dare to do right,

though the heavens totter and earth

threatens dissolution.

Men of such nobility of soul will,

it is true, be too liberal for certain

limits and too self-willed for certain

rings, but they will iKjt waver nor
be discouraged in the performance
of duty until the tide of inicpiity is

turned andjudgment and righteous-
ness are established in the earth.

It is better to fall bravely in the

conflict than to fly basely from the

field. If opposition arise hesitate

not to meet it, having the eye
fixed on the radiant bow of free-

dom which God has ordained as

the token of the golden future
awaiting His faithful co-laborers.

We stand to-day on the very verge
of a new and grander upward move-
ment than earth has known since

the advent of the gospel of peace.
God and humanity are marshalling
their forces for a new Pentecost

;

and the battle cry is now ringing in

the ears and thrilling the soul ol"

every man and woman to whom life

means more than "What shall I eat,

or wherewithal shall I be clothed."

To you, ladies, especially does
the call come, clarion-toned, bid-

ding you assume your true position
of peers with your brothers in the

stern conflict of life. Resent the

insinuation that "man is the oak
and woman the clinging vine," for

oaks may totter and fall,
—then

what will become of the clinging
vine ! Not that you need to con-

temn the relations which you sus-

tain to the race, or seek for a hear-

ing in political altercations, but

assert your womanhood regardless of

public opinion, and listen only to

the voice of the Son of God calling

you by name and vindicating your

right to equality with man, as a

joint heir with him of immortality.
The requirement of God rests upon
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every being animated with His
breath to engage earnestly with Him
in the maintainance of truth in this,

its hour of terrible trial.

The spirit of undaunted self-reli-

ant effort which has been its defense

in the past, is the urgent demand
of the present hour.

"Then haste, O man ! to do
Whatever must he done ;

Thou hast no time to lose in sloth,

The day will soon be gone."

"Then haste, O man, to live !

Thy time is almost o'er ;

O, sleep not ! dream not ! hut arise !

Thy judge is at the door.

Make haste, () man, to live I

NOTES.

—.\. North is farming near Ro-

chester.

—The Freshmen class at Harvard
numbers 197.

—The address of W. H. Flint is

Kewanee, Ills.

—Miss Cay Gould a.ssisted in the

music for the exhibition.

—
Jacob Bird is farming near

Mechanicsburg, Sangamon Co.

—H. Chapell, an ex-member,
died during the last summer at

(irove City.
—

'Sixty dollars netted by the Ex-

hibition tends to <heer the hearts

of the Belles Lettres.

—C. L. Frazer has forsaken the

recitation room and entered into

business in Wilmington.
—F. E. Munsell drilled in elo-

cution the performers on the litera-

ry programme of the exhibition.

—Oberlin College is 39 years old,

has 1,200 living Alumni
;
and by

the last catalogue has 1,200 students.

—"Excellence established upon
the uninterrupted success of honor-

eible designs is not subject to dimin-

ution."

—The beautiful tableaux presnted
in our recent exhibition were de-

signed and arranged by Mrs. Horace
Smith.

—"Men occupying high stations

in life should be more distinguished
for virtue than their brothers of

low degree."—The Joint Board of Trustees

and Visitors held their sessions on

the 19th and 20th inst., in the

Belles Lettres hall.

The new Constitution, adopted
at the last .session of the .Society,

abolishes the offices of Asst. Sec'y.

Chaplain and Court.

—Bloomington is becoming no-

ted as a resort of law students. J.

A. Kelly, an ex-Belles Lettres, has

recently returned to study this pro-
fession.

—The recent revival in Bloom-

ington has robbed the law of at least

two of its students, A. H. Davies

and F. E. Munsell, who have turn-

ed their attention to the Chri-stian

ministry.

— ' '

Many French factory hands,
' '

says Lord Brabrazon, "never have

anything better for breakfast than a

large slice of common sour bread,
rubbed over vvith an onion so as to

give it flavor."

—Officers of the Junior Class :

Pres't. W. C. Gilbreath
;
Rec. Sec,

J. T. Ayers ;
Cor. Sec, C. S. Lud-

1am; Treas., Kate B. Ross; Tri-

bunal, M. L. Crum, A. Y. Morris
and J. M. Blazer.
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—It is claimed that the Wesleyan

University is the cheapest college
in New England, considering the

advantages it offers. $400 a year
is thought to be enough to cover all

expenses, including clothing and

traveling.
—Ex.

—Officers of the Society for

Spring Term are: Pres't, J. W.

Holder; Vice Pres't, May Round;
Sec'y, Frank Poorman ; Att'y, H.
F. Tyler; Treas., Wm. Cutting;
Librarian, MoUie Hughes: Mar-
shal, W. H. Ayers.

"Hospitality is one of the first

Christian duties. The beast retires

to its shelter, and the bird flies to

its nest ;
but a helpless man can

only find a refuge from his fellow-

creature. The greatest stranger in

this world, was he that came to

save it."

—Pres't White, of Cornell Uni-

versity, ascertained, while "visiting
the colleges in which ladies were

educated with the gentlemen, that

at Oberlin the best reading of Taci-

tus was by a lady ;
at Michigan

University a lady carried off the

mathematical honors, and that the

girls stood higher in the botany
class; at Antioch College they
ranked higher in German classes."

—" Of the newspapers on file in

the British Museum the oldest is da-

ted 1 60 1, seven years before John
Milton's birth." The Museum con-

tains an agreement written and

signed by John Milton, in which he

disposes of "Paradise Lost
' '

^April,

1667,; to Samuel Simmons, the
terms of the sale being five pounds
down, five pounds when thirteen

hundred copies were sold, and five

pounds additional for each thirteen

hundred sold. Samuel Rogers
bought this document for one hun-
dred guineas and presented it to the

Museum.

—In the summer of 1 798, when
war with France seemed inevitable.

Judge Joseph Hopkinson wrote
"Hail Columbia." A young man
connected with one of the Phila-

delphia theatres asked the judge to

write a patriotic song for him to

sing the following Monday night,

stating that the poets connected
with the theatre had repeatedly
failed. The judge engaged to have

the song finished by the next after-

noon. At the appointed time the

song was sung to a full house, and so

well did it meet the demands for

something purely patriotic that at

once it was added to the list of na-

tional songs. "The object of the

author was to arouse an American

spirit, which should be independent
of, and above the interests, passions
and policy of both belligerents ;

and look and feel exclusively for

our honor and rights."

—The Society presented the fol-

lowing programme in their Exhibi-

tion at Durley Hall, on March 17 :

Part First.—Prayer, Rev. J. G. Little.

Music—"
Wedding March," Mendelssohn :

Misses White, Ross, A. and E. Morrison.

Proem—C. H. Long. Essay—Possessing,

yet Aspiring ; Miss Allie Wheeler. Mu-
sic—Chorus, "Once upon my cheek," Cat-

cott. Debate— Resolved, That Universal

Sutitrage is indispensable to the perpetuity
of our institutions

;
Affirmativ e

, J . T .

Ayers ; Negative, J. N. Hughes. Music

—Chorus, "Hail to Thee, Liberty," Ros-

sini.

Part Second.—Tablea u—" Milton's
Paradise Lost;" "This greeting on thy

impious crest receive;" Mrs. W. K. Dod-
son. Miss Mamie Dodson, and Messrs.

Cropper, Carmichnel and Dr. Dyson. Dec-
lamation—"The Dying Alchemist ;" R.

A. Dumars. Oration—"It does move for

all that"; R. H. Bosworth. Music—"On
the Sea," Mendelssohn; Misses Hughes
and Morrison, Messrs. Gumming and Cut-

ting. Essay—The Prince of Darkness a

Gentleman ; C. Rayburn. Recitation—
"The Gambler's Wife;" Miss Hattie Es-

tes. Tableau—"The Shower of Gold;"
Misses Millie R. Clarke, A. and E. Morri-

son. Music—Chorus, "Mighty Jehovah."
Bellini.
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THE GREAT REVIVAL IN BLOOMINGTON.

The great tide of religious influ-

ence which is at present sweeping
over the country may make it inter-

esting to some of our readers to

know something of the recent revi-

val in Bloomington. The work

began with the week of prayer in a

series of union meetings, which
were continued for nearly a month.
In the meantime the pastors of the

city were in correspondence with

Rev. E. P. Hammond, the evangel-
ist, who was then engaged in a

wonderful revival in Keokuk. Sat-

isfactory arrangements were made
and Mr. Hammond held his first

meeting in our city at the First M.
E. Church, on Saturday evening,

Jan. 25th. The house was filled to

overflowing, hundreds not being able
to find even standing room. Durley
Hall had been secured for the ser-

vices on Sabbath afternoon, at 3

o'clock, at which time the first

childrens' meeting was held. That

large and beautiful hall was densely
crowded from parquette to gallery.
Tne number present was variously
estimated at from 2,500 to 3,000.

1,292 were counted on the first

floor. The meeting was a grand
success religiously as well as in num-

bers, and scores, indeed it is safe ot

say, hundreds of children and youth
found peace and pardon in believ-

ing, that afternoon.

Mr. Hammond remained two
weeks, during which time he labor-

ed very earnestly and successfully.

Certainly the Lord was with him in

his work to crown his endeavors
with signal and glorious results, and
the ministers and Christian people
of Bloomington and Normal, by
uniting heartily with him in the

work, experienced a gracious visi-

tation of the Divine presence.

Durley Hall was secured by the

general committee for the meetings.

as no church in the city would ac-

commodate any considerable por-
tion of the people who eagerly
flocked to these gatherings. A t

every coming together, morning
and evening, an immense throng
crowded every available part of that

beautiful and commodious audience

room; and during the inquiry meet-

ing, at each service, all over that

vast congregation, in the midst of
that sea of heads, were Christians

earnestly endeavoring to pursuade
the careless to thoughtfully consider
their immortal interest, and with
hearts full ofsx'mpathy and Christian

love, pointing the burdened and re-

turning prodigal to his father's
house. At the time Mr. Hammond
closed his labors here, about 800
had signed the covenant, expressing
a hope that they were pardoned and
a determination to live the life of
the Christian, the remainder of their

days, while there were many others
in the city and surrounding country
whose names were not secured. It

was feared by some that when this

leader, around whom the various
churches had so unitedly and har-

moniously rallied, should depart
that the work would suffer, if not

entirely cease. But the earnest ef-

forts of the resident pastors and the
faithful labors of christian people,
were crowned with continued suc-

cess.

At the present writing it is esti-

mated that not less than 1,000 per-
sons are numbered among the happy
converts. Large numb e r s have
publicly declared their faith and
united with some branch of the
Christian church. The Methodist
churches of the city have been
strengthened by the addition of
over 300 members as the result of
these union efforts, and the other

evangelical churches have received
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proportionately as many. Thus far,

be it said to the credit of the gen-
uine spirit of union among all Chris-

tians, without regard to denomina-

tion, in sharing the spoils, as it is

sometimes unfortunately called,
great freedom of choice has been

granted the young converts, and a

felicitous Christian propriety has
marked the conduct of both pastors
and people.
The University shared largely the

blessed influences of these meetings.
The work among the students began
in the student's prayer meeting,
Friday, the 31st of January. At
that meeting a member of the Senior

class was happily and earnestly con-

verted. On the evening of the fol-

lowing day a prayer meeting was
held in the University Chapel, the

room being well filled, mostly with

students. After a season of prayer

opportunity was given for those
anxious about their souls to rise. It

seemed as if almost every uncon-
verted person stood, and the power
of the Holy One fell upon all pres-
ent. For an hour all over that old

consecrated hall were anxious seek-

ers surrounded by praying friends,
and ere the meeting closed, many
who came unblessed, were happy in

the joy of conscious pardon. So

great was the religious interest man-
ifested by the students that the fol-

lowing week was given entirely to

the gracious work of soul-saving.
Not a single recitation being heard

during that time, save the recita-

tions of happy Christian experience
by those who had found peace and

pardon in believing.
I close this cursory sketch by call-

ing attention to some of the pecu-
liar features of these revival meetings
and noting some of the character-

istic elements of Mr. Hammond's
methods. No one can enter heartily
into his plans and give himself to

the work without becoming thor-

oughly in sympathy and love, not

only with the man, but the meth-
ods. Humanly speaking, his secret

of success lies in a number of par-

ticulars, first of which, both in time

and importance, is organization. In

beginning his labors in any place,
he at once proceeds to determine

the strength of the forces which he

is to marshal. He desires to know
his men and to have each under-

stand his place and the work re-

quired of him. His working force

is thoroughly organized under the

direction of leaders, and a i)art of

the audience assigned each com-

jmny as a field of labor. All this

is necessary in order to secure the

second element of success in his

methods,—personal effort. Mr.
Hammond depends for success more

upon the personal efforts of the
Christian people among whom he

labors than upon his own. His in-

quiry meetings are peculiarly and

emphatically hand to hand fights

with the enemy of souls. Imagine
three or four hundred zealous, warm
hearted Christians turned loose up-
on a hall crowded with unbelievers,
and passing along tier after tier

speaking personally to each about

the soul's eternal interest. Not many
of the worldly minded, nor even

skeptical, can long withstand such

a charge as this. Thus have we wit-

nessed the work day after day, and

night after night, in our midst.

Another agency of peculiar pow-
er, of which Mr. Hammond avails

himself, is singing. Led by a choir

of from fifty to one hundred sing-

ers, the vast audience tells the simple

story of the cross in pathetic and

soul-stirring strains of music
;
and

many stout hearts upon whom the

most earnest appeals from the pulpit
fall powerless, are thus moved and
melted into submission. Many have

testified, during the progress of
these meetings, that they were

wholly indifferent to all appeals and

personal entreaties until by the per-
suasive power of song they were
constrained to yield.

Among the other elements which
enter into the methods of this re-
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markable evangelist, are brevity,

simplicity, earnestness and direct-

ness. What he wants he asks for

in prayer, so simple, so direct that

all are impressed with his unwaver-

ing faith, and many who for years
have thought there was no place for

them in all the public services of-

the sanctuary, are made to feel, by
this very simplicity that they too

may even publicly address a throne

of grace, or witness for the Master.

He seems to walk and talk with

God, not simply to be on speaking
terms with him, but to claim him
as an intimate and ever trustful

friend. His addresses are full of

anecdotes and incidents. Simple
Bible truth, as well as the most pro-
found doctrines therein taught, is

made plain and forcibly presented

by appropriate illustrations drawn
from his apparently exhaustless store.

But above all, the seal of God is

upon his ministry. Whatever may
be said of this peculiar man his la-

bors are signally blessed in the sal-

vation of hundreds and thousands

of souls, and in the "Golden here-

after" many will shine as stars for-

ever and ever who were plucked
from a life of endless misery and

woe, by his untiring efforts.

[For the Journal.

DO WE LOVE?
W. N. RUTLEDGE, '66.

Some persons, whose better feel-

ings have all been destroyed by
cares, disappointments and sins,
claim that there is no pure love in

this "selfish world;" that love is

all a delusion.

Oh, I am glad that I do not see

and feel as these cold-hearted per-
sons do ! I believe in love, and if

it is a delusion I thank God for it,

because it makes the heart happy
and life joyful. I look around me
and see love exhibited continually.
The little blades of grass, as they

entwine together and point to heav-
en

;
the flowers, as they kiss each

other
;
the vine, as it clings with its

tendrils to the stout tree for sup-

port, and the trees, as they wave
their lofty tops at each other, all

speak the language of love.

The little brooklets, as they
come rippling and murmuring
down the sides of the mountains,
joining with each other and ming-

ling with the rivers until they empty
into the ocean, commence the song
of love with the sweet, soft "tenor,"
and increase until in the ocean they
reach the deep, pure "base." The
birds, as they gather material for

their nests, as they feed and protect
their "little ones," show love.

Little children, as they play or

attend school together, love each

other, and their bright little faces,

covered with smiles, are pictures o f

love.

Watch that domestic circle, where

peace, quietude and happiness reign,
and prove to me, if you can, that

love does not exist. See how kind
the father is to the mother

;
how

affectionate the wife is to the hus-

band. Watch the father as he in-

structs his son, or the mother as she

caresses her little girl. Now tell me
what chord binds these souls in

such sweet communion, if it is not
love ?
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We not only love our friends, but
we look out upon nature and love
all that we see useful and beautiful.

We -love the mountains and the val-

leys, the prairies and the groves, the

rivers and the cataracts, the lakes

and the oceans.

We love our country and the laws
which give us "life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness." How dear
to us is

" the cottage by the brook,
' '

"the old wooden bucket," or "the
little brown church of the vale."

Remember the bravery of the
Swiss, and tell me that they do not
love their mountain homes !

Look back over the suffering and
heroism of brave women and men
during the different wars in this

country, especially the last, and you
will see love of country displayed
in the most exalted manner. See
the young wife. She leans her head

upon the shoulder of her husband,
then wipes the tears from her eyes,
and with a smile of love and bravery
upon her face bids him go fight for

his country and his home, his life

and his principles, and asks God's

blessings to go with him. Watch
the aged father and mother as thev

part with their darling boy, the pet
of the family and the hope of their

old age. Remember Forts Henry,
Donelson and Pillow

; Shiloh, Cor-

inth, Vicksburg, Port Hudson,
Chattanooga Valley, Lookout Moun-
tain, Missionary Ridge, Gettysburg^
the Wilderness and Richmond. Re-
member the old naval officer that

lashed himself to the mast amid the

storm of battle, and tell me wheth-
er all this suffering was endured

from selfish motives or from love

of principle and country ?

We all know that we love our

friends, our home, our country and
our principles. Shall we love all

these, and not love God, who gives
all blessings, with life and health to

enjoy them? The true Christian's

heart is filled with love and grati-
tude. Yes, pure unselfish love does

exist, and it should be the ruling

power of every person. Love is the

strongest, purest, best affection of

the human heart. It leads to obe-

dience to law, divine and human.
It-works no evil, but universal, ev-

erlasting good. It is the balance

wheel which regulates the subordi-

nate affections and passions. It is

the motive power that moves the

soul onward and upward in the

bright pathway of usefulness here,
and to a glorious immortality here-

after. It is the chord which binds
the universe to its Creator, and man
to his fellow-man. It binds hus-

band and wife, parent and child,
brother and sister, and friends to-

gether. It binds us to our country
in sunshine or in storm. It is su-

perior to knowledge, eloquence and

alms-giving. It is more enduring
than faith or hope, for love is the

language of heaven, and prompts
the songs of praise and shouts of

joy that roll along the plains of

Eden.

"In peace love tunes the shepherd's reed;
In war he mounts the warrior's steed.

In halls in gay attire is seen;
In hamlet's dances on the green.
Love rules the court, tne camp, the grove.
And men below and saints above.
For love is heaven and heaven is love."

The darkest night must meet the day.
So Doubt shall turn to Trust alway.

In God's good land above ;

The eternal years that He controls

Shall wrap in peace all fearful souls;
Immortal shall be love! —Graham.
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PAGANINI'S VIOLINS.

By the time he had reached sev-

enteen, Paganini was a confirmed

gambler. He had little left but his

Stradiuarius violin, and this he was

on the point of selling to a certain

prince, who had offered him j[,'&o,

a large sum at the beginning of this

cenrury, even for a Stradiuarius.

Times have changed, and in these

latter days we think nothing of giv-

ing ;^3oo for a genuine instrument

of the first class. But the reckless

youth determined to make a last

stand for his violin. "Jewelry,
watch, rings, brooches," to use his

own words, "I had disposed of all—my 30 francs were reduced to 3.

With this small remains of my cap-
ital I played, and won 160 francs !

This amount saved my violin, and
restored my affairs. From that

time," he adds, "I abjured game-
ing, to which I had sacrificed apart
of my youth, convinced that agam-
ster is an object of contempt to all

well-regulated minds."
The violin he narrowly missed

losing was given to him by Pasini,

the painter, who, on one occasion.

brought him a concerto of extraor-

dinary difficulty to read at sight
and placing a fine Stradiuarius in

his hands, said : "This instrument

shall be yours if you can play that

concerto at first sight in a masterly
manner." "If that is the case,"

replied Paganini, "you may bid

adieu to it," and playing it off at

once, he retained the violin. Easy
come—easy go. Some years later,

at Leghorn, being again in great

straits, he was obliged to part, for

a time at least, with the same Stra-

diuarius ;
but this disaster was only

the means of procuring him the fa-

vorite Guarnerius, upon which he

ever afterwards played.
In his need, Monsieur Livron, a

distinguished amateur, lent him
this splendid instrument, and was

so enraptured by his playing that he

exclaimed :

" Never shall I profane
the strings that your fingers have

touched. It is to you that my vio-

lin belongs."
This violin is still shown at Ge-

noa under a glass case.—Good
Words.

CONTAGIONS SPREAD BY FLIES.

A curious and perhaps important

discovery is stated to have been
made recently by M. Kletzinsky,
Viennese professor. Noticing that

persons sick with the small pox were
often visited by flies, he placed near

an open window of the hospital a

saucer filled with glycerin. Soon the

flies gathered and were caught like

birds with glue. In their endeavors
to free themselves, all the foreign
matter which had adhered to them

was left in the glycerin, which was

at once submitted to observation

with the microscope. It was found

that the glycerin, which was chem-

ically pure when offered to the flies,

was full of strange cells, very simi-

lar to those seen on persons attacked

by small pox, but never on flies—a

discovery which proves conclusively
that these insects are not only filthy,

but can be a very dangerous means
of spreading contagious diseases.

'
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SCIENTIFIC.

—Noherts lines have been reproduced

l)y photography.

—Tlie height of thunder clouds has

been observed in India to be from three

to five miles.

—During the cold weather of January
the mercurial thermometer at .Sparta, Wis.,

became useless by freezing, while the al-

cohol thermometer indicated 45 deg. be-

low zero.

—Four new mammoth snow plows have

been constructed for the Union Pacific

Railroad, weighing from 35 to 50 tons,

and costing an average of $3,000 each.

—It is stated by Sir Henry Stisted, who
had a command in India during the Sepoy
rebellion, in 1857, that some of the ele-

phants employed by him had inscriptions

upon their trunks, showing their capture

by the British forces at the celebrated bat-

tle of Plassey, nearly one hundred years

previous. Pliny quotes Aristole to the

effect that elephants live from 200 to 300

years. Their longevity is very considera-

ble, though, in all probability, falls very
much short of the ancient estimate.

—The Medical and Surgical Reporter
states that "the amount of nutriment con-

tained in beer, is generally over-estimated.

Liebig asserts that in 1,460 quarts of the

best Bavarian beer, there is scarcely the

nourishment of an ordinary two-and-a-half

pound loaf of bread. This beer is about

on a par with our best American beer.

Instead of being a condensation of the nu-

triment contained in the grain, in just so

far as the liquid has undergone fermenta-

tion the nourishment has disappeared."

—A society has been formed in Eng-
land under the title of the National Health

Society, which is to have for its object, to

help every man and woman, rich and

poor, to know for himself, and to carry out

practically around him the best conditions

of healthy living. The steps at present

proposed are the holding of monthly meet-

ings for the reading of papers ;
the estab-

lishing of classes for instruction in vari-

ous branches of sanitary science ; the de-

liver)' of free popular lectures ;
and the

formation of a reference library and an

information office.

—In 1870, M. Collas, in an article in

Les Mo7ides, attributed the blue color of

Lake Geneva and other waters to the

quantity of silex held in solution, which

is brought down by the tributary streams

from the strata through which they pass.
Numerous observations since have induced
liim to believe that the blue color of all

the water of the globe is due to the same
cause. The air everywhere always cqn-
tains more or less of moisture due to evap-
oration from the water of the earth ; the

water thus evaporated always contains a

greater or less quantity of extremely fine

insoluble particles. Silex, says M. Collas,
is one of the most common insoluble sub-

stances in nature, and, through evapora-
tion, performs the same function in the

blue sky that he believes it does in the

blue waters of the earth. He believes his

theory is confirmed by the intense blue of

southern skies, where evaporation is so

much greater than in the colder north.

—Some of the substitutes proposed for

India-rubber exhil)it the.aptness of inven-

tive ingenuity in a striking degree. One
of these conssits of a compound of oil,

chloride of sulphur, and collodion, and

may be used both as India-rubber and

gutta-percha ;
in its plastic state it is easily

pressed into molds, and, when set, becomes
hard and durable. It may be produced
of any color, and also made to imitate

ivory. Another substitute for India-rubber

is formed by the oxidization of linseed-oil.

Plates of glass are dipped into linseed oil

and allowed to dry ;
the plates are again

dipped and dried until a sufficient film has

accumulated, and then it is removed. It

was found that by crushing the solid oxi-

dized oil obtained in sheets, and working
it thoroughly in hot mixing rolls, a sub-

stitute was produced which required only
the cohesive nature which exist so strongly
in India-rubber. The addition of a small

quantity of shellac soon gave the desired

property
—the result being a material sing-

ularly like caoutchouc when worked in-

to dough, and capable of being rolled on
to fabrics in the same manner and with

equal facility. It may also be combined
with fibre for floor-cloths, or worked with

pigment and vulcanized exactly as India-

rubber, forming a hard compound like

vulcanite, excepting that the sulphur is not

necessarj'.
—-A'. C. Advocate.

—A hailstorm of salt, which lasted five

minutes, fell on the mountain of .St. Got-

hard on the 20th of August last. The

pieces of salt were round in form, and
similar in character to those which are

found in Northern Africa.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

—Back numbers of the Journal for the

present year will be sent to all new sub-

scribers.

—Si. 50 pays for a bound copy of the

Al.UMNl JofRN.^L for 1870-72, a neat

volume^of 320 pages.

—The address of the popular music

dealers, Theo. J. Elmore & Co., will here-

after be 78 State St., Chicago. See ad-

vertisement.

—Those wishing pure drugs, oils, paints

or anything in that line, will do well to

call at Ira Lackey's, south side of the Pub-

lic .Square.

—Rev. J. C. Hartzell, of '68, recently

of Ames' Chapel, New Orleans, is now

presiding elder on the New Orleans Dis-

trict.

—Rev. W. N. Rutledge, of '66, now
stationed at Greenfield, kindly remembers
us in a substantial way by placing on our

table two very acceptable articles for the

columns of the Journal.

—Norris & Howard, the popular cloth-

iers, are unusually busy this spring. Stu-

dents will find it especially advantageous
to call and examine goods and learn prices
l)efore purchasing elsewhere.

—Every friend land patron of the Illi-

nois Wesleyan University should be a/r/j-

/;/;• subscriber to the Alumni Journal.
Address the publishers at once, inclosing

Si.00

—One of our ministerial friends makes
favorable mention of us in the following :

" I always welcome the Alumni Journal
to my study. Its reading matter, original
and selected, is worthy the attention of all.

May success attend the enterprise."

—Inadvertently the card of Richter &
Harris was set aside and did not appear in

our last number. We again introduce these

well tried architects to the public with the

assurance that they can and will give per-

fect satisfaction to all who may engage
their services.

—Since our last note in regard to law

and medical lectures delivered before the

students of the University, the following

subjects have been discussed : "The Phi-

losophy of Diseases and their Cure," by
Dr. W. J. Ballard; "Nutrition," by Dr.

E. W. Gray; "The Circulation of the

Blood," by Dr. H. C. Crist, and "The
Practice of Medicine," by Dr. R. G.

Laughlin.

—The Winter Term closed pleasantly
March 20th, after twelve weeks of some-

what interrupted labor. Twenty -eight
classes were examined. The members of

the Joint Board of Trustees and Visitors

were present at the close, and by a few

cheering words from some of their num-

ber, greatly encouraged both faculty and
students in their labors.

—Rev. Hiram Buck, D. D., Presiding
Elder on the Bloomington District, met
with a serious accident recently. While

riding in a buggy with a friend he was
thrown from the seat by some unevenness
of the ground and received several severe

bruises and contusions about the face, and
a serious strain in the left wrist. We are

glad that the accident did not result more

seriously.

—The Spring Term of the University

opens with flattering prospects. Most of

the students present during the past term

have returned and are now in their places,
while an unusual number of new faces

may be seen at our daily chapel exercise.

At the present writing, the beginning of

the second week, the attendance is larger
than at the same time in any previous

spring term.

—At a called meeting of the Joint Board
of Trustees and Visitors of the Illinois

Wesleyan University, held March 20th,

the resignation of Rev. O. S. Munsell, as

President of that institution, was tendered

and accepted. Dr. Munsell has held the

position as President of the above univer-

sity nearly sixteen years, during which
time he has labored unceasingly in its in-

terests, bestowing unsparingly both mate-

rial means and mental power to aid in its

rapid growth.

—In our last issue we called attention

to the fact that Capt. M. F. Bishop, of '70,

now fills a professor's chair in the Univer-

sity of Deseret, located at Salt Lake City.
A letter of more recent date informs us

that the Capt. has really joined himself to

one of the citizens of that country. The

person with whom this partnership has

been effected is none other than a daughter
of Orson Pratt, a prominent Mormon El-

der, and one of the Twelve. She is, how-

ever, bitterly opposed to Mormonism, so

says our informant, and he ought to know.
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OUR BOOK TABLE.
A PROGRESSIVE GRAMMAR OF
THE ENGLISH TONGUE. By Prof.
William Swinton, A. M. Published

by Harper Bros., New York.

The title of the above work in some de-

gree indicates the author's aim. He at-

tempts to break away from the old, and in

many cases, useless grammatical forms and

methods, and present to the student of

grammar a progressive, practical discus-

sion of the subject, shorn of all extrane-

ous and unnecessary matter which only
tends to confuse and bewilder the learner.

Upon opening the book our eyes first rested

on the following note for teachers :
"

It is

not intended that this grammar should be

uniformly got by rote. Some parts, of

course, must be so learnt, l)ut grammar in

general, is to be learnt by mind.'''' This
note at once impressed us with the idea

that, whatever merit the work might have,
the author was possessed of sufficient in-

dividuality to say what he wished to ex-

press in just such words as he thought the

most forcible, regardless of criticism.
Further examination fully confirmed the

conclusion thus hastily drawn. In the

preface the author says, "The treatment

of syntax in this text-book is probably
what will most challenge attention. In

this division of the subject a marked de-

parture from the old methods was found

absolutely indispensable. The time hon-
ored twenty-six rules of Murray's gram-
mar are an incongruous assemblage of
mixed definitions and abstractions, imi-

tated from Latin syntax, and having as

their chief end to teach grammatical /rtrj--

ing, which is simply grammar run to seed."
We will not at present attempt a review
of the work, but we recommend those
who wish to see the old methods handled
without gloves X.O examine Swinton's gram-
mar.

TEXT-BOOK OF ZOOLOGY, FOR
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, by H.
A. Nicholson. Published by D. Ap-
PLETON & Co., N. Y.

For the true student of natural history
this work will be found a pleasing and val-

uable assistant. The methods followed
and the arrangement of the material are

radically different from most works upon
this subject, and are such as will tend to

augment the increasing popularity of this

department of study.
So far as we have been able to examine,

the subject seems to be presented in a
clear and forcible manner and in a scien-
tific spirit, no attempt having been made
to render the work unduly attractive by
means of peculiarities of style, quaint il-

lustrations, etc. The popularity of the
work is left to depend alone upon the in-

herent charms and beauties of a strictly
scientific description.
The author claims to be "one of those

who believe that the time is now approach-
ing, if it be not already here, when the
natural sciences will take their true place
in school education as second to no other
branch of knowledge, either as -regards
their intrinsic value and interest, or re-

garded merely as a means of developing
the mental powers," and he has treated
his subject accordingly. Illinois teachers,

especially, will find it to their advantage
to. freely consult this work. Address P.

B. Hulse, Chicago, general western agent
for the publishers.

GETTING ON IN THE WORLD, by
William Mathews, LL. D. Professor
of Rhetoric and English Literature in

the University of Chicago. Published

by S. C. Griggs & Co., 333 Wabash
Ave.

Under twenty-one topics the author has
discussed his subject in a style marked for

its clearness, vigor, brevity and attractive-

ness. Horace, in his "Art of Poetry," rec-

ommends to writers if instead of framing
new words they skilfully employ old ones
so as to give them a new air, they will

meet with greater praise. This wise say-
ing of the poet seems to be a ruling max-
im of the author, throughout ;

and it is

applied to the treatment of themes as well
as to the use of words

; since the topics,

though old, are rendered new by the skil-

ful and attractive manner in which they
are presented. The quotations made are
so judiciously selected that one feels, while

reading, that he is placed under tribute to

him who performs wisely a part so difficult.

It is, moreover, refreshing in these days
of so much writing to see a work written
out in style, sharp, clear and terse, instead
of being written around in much dullness,

fog and verbosity. Criticism could be

made, but let those who are without fault

cast the first stone
;
since we do not feel

called on to magnify slight failures or dif-

ferences ol taste in such a way as to de-
tract Irom a work containing for all, counsels
so wholesome and wise, clothed in a style
so charming, and adorned with such ample
and elegant learning. The work is just
what it claims, namely, a book that will

interest and profit all who read it. And
we most cheerfully recommend it to all,

but especially to the young, whatsoever be
the vocation m which they are called to

labor.
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II.—EVENINGS WITH THE MICROSCOPE.

So FAR I have spoken only of or-

ganic matter and of organized
bodies ;

but the mineral world pre-
sents to us forms quite as pleasing.

Beauty is not confined to the "lilies

of the field," or to the many vari-

ed forms organized by vitality to be

seen everN'Avhere about us. Each

particle of mineral matter by which
we are surrounded, if studied aright,

possesses wonderful attr actions.
The naked eye does not fail to rec-

ognize beauty of form, color, etc.,

in the diamond, the sapphire, the

nib\', and a host of other precious
stones. But to the microscopist,
forms fully as varied, colors equally
as brilliant and gems ijuite as at-

tractive, abound almost everywhere.
The little pebble at his feet, that to

the naked eye seems rough and un-

sightly, may, under his glass, pre-
sent gem-bestudded grottoes and
caves as beautiful and romantic as

ever figured in the imagination of

Oriental dreamer.

All have undoubtedl)' observed
and never failed to admire the beau-

tiful pencilingsand carvings wrought
upon window panes by the frost.

The little snow flakes that float so— i^

lazily in the quiet air on a cold

frosty morning, are each a thing of

beauty. While the frost upon the

vvindow panes, b\- the crowding to-

gether of its particles, has formed
into graceful curves, in the snow-
flake these frost particles have ar-

ranged themselves into beautiful

hexagonal stars : but while adhering
with unerring fidelitv to the angles
of the- typical star, "the six-leaved

blossoms assume the most wt)nder-

ful variety of form
;

their tracery is

of the finest frozen gauze, and
'round about their corners other

rosettes of smaller dimensions often

cling. Beauty is r^uperposed upon
beauty as if Nature, once commit-
ted to her task, took delight in

showing, even within the narrowest

limits, the wealth of her resources."

Tyndall, from whom we have

quoted above, in his researches pre-

paratory to the lectures upon heat,

performed many interesting experi-
ments upon the structure of ice, and
demonstrated that it is but a collec-

tion of these same hexagonal crys-
tals crowded together into a trans-

parent mass. He says: "The ice

appears to resolve itself into stars,
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each one possessing six rays,
—each

one resembling a flower of six

petals,
—and as I shift my lens to

and fro, I bring new stars into view;
and as the action continues the

edges of the petals become serrated

and spread themselves out like fern

leaves.
" "

Probably few are aware.
' '

he continues "of the beauty latent

in a block of common ice. And
only think of lavish nature's ope-

rating thus throughout the world.

Every atom of the solid ice which
sheets the frozen lakes of the North
has been fixed according to this

law. Nature lays her beams in mu-

sic, and it is the function of science

to purify our organs so as to enable

us to hear the strains."

But this wonderful "variety in

unity
' '

is by no means confined to

water in its solid forms. All solid-

ification is a process of crystaliza-

tion, and in all cases where we can

so regulate the formation of these

crystals, that they will not jostle

and crowd each other, we may wit-,

ness the workings of nature as a

geometrician, forming her perfect

cubes, octahedra and dodecahedra,
her rhombic, rhomboidal and hexa-

gonal solids, and forming them with

a delicacy and perfection that the

artisan must strive in vain to rival.

These varied forms are exceedingly

interesting and should be more fa-

miliar than they are, since they are

seen to best advantage with a low

magnifying power, and do not re-

quire the more expensive glasses.

The actual process of crystal forma-

tion may be witnessed with the great-
est facility. If we place upon the

strip of glass, technically called a

slide, previously warmed, a drop of

the saturated solution of almost any
of the salts, and, as the liquid evap-

orates, watch through a magnifier the

changes that take place we will be

abundantly repaid for the trouble

experienced in preparing for the

view. Under the necessary condi-

tions, the apparently inactive liquid
seems instinct with life. If we take

a solution of common salt there will

be seen springing into existence in

every direction little cubes, perfect
in form, whatever their size may be,

every angle just precisely like every
other angle, every edge just pre-

cisely like every other edge;- in

short, no haggling of any kind.

In case it so happens that two or

more attempt to spring up together

they do not quarrel and disfigure
each other, but join in such a man-
ner that wherever an angle or an

edge is exposed it is a perfect angle
and a perfect edge.
""Each substance has its own par-

ticular mode or form of crystaliza-

tion and clings to it tenaciously, so

by using a variety of substances, we

may become familiar with the vari-

ous forms of crystals, all of them
beautiful either in their simplicit}
or their complexity ; simple in the

fundamental forms, complex in the

modified and compound forms. If

instead of a solution of common
salt, as above, we take some of the

oxalates and examine as before, we
will find beautiful compound forms

in great variety, but in whatever

position the\' may have united they
will ever have each the angles and

edges peculiar to itself.

Again, if we take a solution of

silver or of zinc, we may have, in-

stead of the regular forms of distinct

crystals, beautiful dendritic growths,
bushes and trees of silver, sending
out their branches, budding and

growing as effectively as do the

shrubs in our yards under the com-
bined influence of spring showers

and the genial sunshine.

These various crystals of which
we have been s])eaking, viewed un-

der a magnifier, we have admired

simply for the beauty of their forms.

If now, in connection with the mi-

croscope, we use a suitable polariz-

ing apparatus, these forms may be

made to assume all the colors of the

rainbow, touched and re-touched,
shaded and blended in such a man-
ner as to challenge the unbounded
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admiration of the severest art critic.

But it is not merely as a source of

recreation and amusement, that the

microscope most commends itself.

FJvery improvement made in its

structure, every advance step made
towards its perfection marks an epoch
in the progress ofhuman knowledge.
It is often made the arbiter in

every department of science, and

even human life is made to depend
uDon its decision^. To it the anat-

omist, whether of animal or of veg-
etable structures, owes almost all

the wonderful advancement made
in his department during the pres-

ent century, Indeed, it is the in-

strument with which, in a great de-

gree, is now being fought the battle

raging between the leading schools

of scientists. So constant is nature

in all of her works, that, by its aid

fossil biology in all its departments,
becomes almost as strictly scientific

as is the study of living organisms.

Carpenter cites an instance in which

the form of a fossil bone, viewed by
the naked eye, indicated almost be-

yond a doubt, the existence of a

bird allied to the albatross in the

reptilian age; but the microscope,

by displaying its internal structure,

decided that it had belonged to a

reptile before unknown, and later

discoveries triumphantly confirmed

the microscope test. Under its pow-
er the smallest drop of blood is

made to tell the tale of its origin,
and the smallest hair to tell to whom
it formerly belonged. Gosse tells

us that not many years ago an emi-

nent microscopist received a com-
munication inquiring whether, if a

minute portion of dried skin were

submitted to him, he could deter-

mine it to be human or not. He
replied that he thought he could.

Accordingly, a very minute frag-

ment was forwarded to him somewhat

resembling what might be torn from
the surface of an old trunk with all

the hair rubbed off. The professor

brought his microscope to bear up-

on it, and presently found some fine

hairs scattered over the surface; af-
^

ter carefully examining which, he

pronounced with confidence that

they were human hair, and sucli as

grew on the naked parts of the body;
and still further, that the person
who had owned them was of a fair

complexion.
This was a very interesting deci-

sion, because the fragment of skin

was taken from the door of an old

church in Yorkshire, in the vicinity
of which a tradition is preserved,
that about a thousand years ago a

Danish robber had violated the

church, and having been taken, was

condemned to be flayed and his

skin nailed to the c'uirch-door as a

terror to all evil-doers. The action

of the weather and other causes had

long before removed all traces of

the stretched and dried skin, ex-

cept that, from under the edges of

the broad-headed nails with which

the door was studded, fragments still

peeped out. It was one of these

atoms, obtained by drawing one of

the old nails, that was subjected to

microscopical scrutiny, and it was

interesting to find that the micro-

scope had confirmed the tradition,

not simply by deciding that the bit

of skin was tliat of a human being,
but also that it belonged to one with

fair complexion and light hair, such

as the Danes are all known to pos-
sess.

Many interesting instances might
be cited of facts determined and
hidden mysteries unearthed by the

use of this wonderful instrument.

It commends itself as of practical

value to every department of human

industry and investigation, but es-

pecially to it, is the scientist indebt-

ed. It has done much toward lead-

inghim into those mysterious regions
where the philosopher has ever been

groping his way. The dark abodes

of unseen life are lighted up for his

contemplation. Organizations of

transcendent beauty appeal to his
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wonder; new aspects of life, new-

forms of being, new laws of re-pro-

duction, new functions in exercise.

reward the genius of the theoretical

and practical optician and the skill

and toil of the naturalist. The earth,

the ocean and the air, times past and

times present now surrender their

secrets to tlie microscope. "Yet
what we know at present, even of

things the most new and familiar to

us, is so little in comparison with

what we know not. that there re-

mains an illimitable scope for our

inquiries and discoveries; and every

stej) we take serves to enlarge our

ca])acities and gives us still more no-

ble and just ideas of the power, wis-

dom and goodness of the Creator.

This marvelous universe is so full of

wonders, so teeming with objects of

latent beauty, that perhaps eternity
alone will open up and develop suffi-

cient opportunities to enable us to

survey and admire and appreciate
them'all."

[For llu' Alumni .Tduni.-tl.

THE UNKNOWN.

. N. RUTLEDGE, '66.

Upon the battle-field of Chal-

mette is a national cemetery. From
the swamps and plains of the south

have been gathered there the re-

mains of 12,000 soldiers who fell

in our war for liberty and union.

Upon the headboards that mark

4,000 of these graves we read the

same name, a strange name,
"

6>/-

knowny Shall we cover the graves
of these unknown soldiers with
flowers ? Shall we weep for them ?

Can it be that there is anything

good, anything worthy of our at-

tention or love in the unknown ?

Some would sa}' we cannot walk

among the graves of these unknown

soldiers, for we dare not seek the

good and true where mystery is

found. .A.11 who reason tridy know
that the unknown soldiers may have

been the bravest of the brave, for

daring heroism has caused many a

one to be so mutilated in the con-

flict as to be unknown.
We are all interested in the un-

known, for it contains that which
should call forth our best and purest

feelings. The imknown is not that

which cannot be known, but that

which is not known. Some men
have gathered ''pebbles upon the

shore," but the ocean of truth is

yet unexplored. That which is

mysterv to some mav be known to

others, and all is known to God.
We know only in part. We stand

in the centre of a luminous circle

bright but .small. As we increase

our knowledge the bright circle of

the known expands, but is ever and

everywhere bounded Ijy myster\ .

History points us to the unknown.
The millions who have fallen in the

battle of life are not known, and
we have but implicit records of the

lives of even noted persons. 'J'he

true histories of men are known

only to God, who records both our

failures and victories. We have
recorded but a few pages of the ac-

tual histories of nations. We know
a few prominent facts, that empires
have decayed, that republics have

fallen, but the true history of na-

tions is known onl} to God, who
raises up and destroys nations and

governments.
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Nature leads us t(j the study of

the unknown.
We seek in vain for definitions

of matter, gravity, heat, light and
life. We cannot understand how
the flower grows, how mind moves

matter, nor how soul and body are

combined. The geologist delves

into the earth and theorizes to us

about its unknown center. The
astronomer gazes through his pow-
erful telescope and tells us how the

planets with their satellites revolve

around the sun. but beyond our

system, beyond the range of the

most powerful telescope lies infinite,

unknown space. We may say that

system after system revolves in this

infinite space around the great cen-

tral sun of God's universe, but there

is still the unknown. The ways of

[)rovidence cause us to think of the

unknown.
How often do we wonder why so

many heathen are- still in darkness—why so many of our race die in

infancy
— why so many drivel in

idiocy or rage in lunacy
—

wh)" so

many have toiled in slavery
—

wh)-
so many have died on the battle-field

or in loathesome prisons
—why the

pure in heart so often pine in pover-

ty while the wicked are prospered
in business—why God's saints, *'of

whom the world was not worthy,"
were called to pass through such se-

vere sufferings. The Bible is a grad-
ual unfolding of the unknown.
Promises and prophecies are given
which Christ fulfiFs. Germs of truth

or .seed thoughts are given which
are afterwards developed into doc-
trines. We may receive life as we
feed upon the rich food contained

upon the surface of "God's Word,"
but we should ever remember that

underneath the surface there is an

inexhaustible mine of rich treasures,
the length and breadth and depth of
which are unknown. The Bible is

the great book that reveals to man
knowledge, for it contains the only
satisfactory answers to the impor-
tant questions "what am T? Where

am I ? Whither am I tending ? 1

exist, but who created me ? I am
preserved, but who preserves me ?

1 feel that 1 am a sinner, how can
I be .saved ?" The answers come
from the Bible; Christ created,
Christ preserves, Christ redeems

you. I feel that the unknown is

revealed
;

that I am created tor

Christ, and can have true joy dur-

ing time and eternity only as I rest

in Him, the being in whom all the

longings of my soul centre. The
Bible is from the God of nature.

Like nature it reveals to us neces-

sary facts, but not the philosophy
of those facts. Like nature, it leaves

us gazing into infinitv, into the un-

known. History, nature, provi-
dence, and the Bible

; yes, every-

thing we come in contact with in

this universe leads us out into the

unknown, and it is the glory of man
that he has the desire and power to

solve mysteries. Man gains power
as he lays hold on the invisible.

His power is greater when he uses

the wind than it is when he uses his

hands
;

it is still greater when he

masters steam
;

it increases when he

sends his message by electricity ;

but his power is greatest when he

lays hold on God by faith. As man
gains power by laying hold on the

invisible, so does he gain knowledge
as he masters the unknown. Each
child in knowledge grows to man-
hood by mastering that which is

not known. Our greatest men have
labored to solve mysteries. Colum-
bus penetrated the unknown until

he saw the new world. Gallileo

looked into the unknown until he

seemed to feel the earth moving.
Newton saw in the unknown the

great law of gravitation.
As our race passes from infancy

to manhood the qnknown becomes
the known. Heathenism was night,

Judaism dawn, and Christianity

day-light. In heathenism, as rep-
resented by Greece and Rome, we
see man in his weakness striving
from below to penetrate up through
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the unknown. In Judaism we see

God giving to man germs of truth

or gradually revealing to him knowl-

edge. In Christianity we see God
revealed in Christ, the God-man

bridging the gulf between the infi-

nite and the finite.

As we study the unknown, we
should remember that "God is from

everlasting." while "we are but of

yesterday ;" that God is infinite and
we are finite

;
that God is pure and

we are impure ;
that the spiritual is

spiritually discerned. We may not

be able to comprehend the mysteries
that surround us, but we can have
faith that God does all things for

the best. Our theories cannot dis-

cover for us the unknown, but faith

brings the light of God into the

soul, and the trusting heart is con-

tented to learn as God reveals.

The person who is unwilling to

solve, in the light of faith, the mys-
teries aroimd him must ever walk in

darkness. Would you penetrate
the unknown, remember that Christ

is "the light of the world." Christ

is the center of history, "the key
of knowledge," the light by which
we penetrate the unknown. With-
out Christ the unknown would be a

vast sky covered with dark clouds;
but with Christ, shining as the cen-

tral sun, all the unknown moves
around Him in perfect order, but

ever a grand mystery. Many per-
sons are striving to-day to solve mys-
teries for honor and for wealth.

May we, as we think of the tmknown,
look beyond the interests of time
into those of eternity? May we look
from our present existence into the

great hereafter and ask what shall

we be ? Before this important ques-
tion all other questions seem to van-
ish away. It causes us to look from
earth to heaven, from time to eter-

nity. It associates us with the pure
and holy, who are upon the other
shore. We may well ask, what is

eternity and what shall we be during
eternity? What will it be to have

spiritual bodies, immortal like our
souls ? It may seem strange to some
that God has not revealed to us more

fully what we shall be. But could
it be revealed to us in human lan-

guage? Could we understand it if

it were revealed to us in the language
of heaven ? Is it not better that

we should learn the great lesson of

faith ? I feel assured that in heaven
all the mysteries that surround this

life will be made known
;

that we
will ever be satisfied with knowledge,
but as our powers expand we shall

forever penetrate the u n k n ow n .

"At evening-time it shall be light."
"Now" we "know in part; but

then shall
' ' we ' ' know even as also'

'

we are "known."

And lives the man, whose universal eye
fflis swept at once th' unbounded scheme of things.
Marked their dependence so, anti tirni accord.
As with unfaltering accent to conclude
That this availeth naught ? Has any seen

The mighty chain of beings, lessening down
From infinite perfection to the brink

Of dreary nothing, desolate aljyss !

From which astonished' thought, recoiling turns ?

Till then, alone let zealous praise ascend.
And hymns of holy wonder, to that Power,
Whose wisdom shines as lovely on our minds.
As on our smiling eyes his servant sun.

•— Thomson.
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POSTHUMOUS INFLUENCE.

HANNAH 1. SHUR.

Life is the earnest of that which
is to come; this earth, our mansion
for progression ; the body, our pris-
on where the soul beats against the

rocks of strife
; hope, our evening

star, and faith the royal sun which
cheers. In fulfilling the measure af
our destiny, we hobble through joy
and sorrow, fear and confidence

;

sometimes monarchs in our dreams
and sometimes beggars ;

and when
the dust sleeps, and chain and hel-

met together rust, "we yet live" in

influences for good or ill. The des-

ert place where old empires stood is

desolate
; proud heroes are sleeping

there
;
thus realms and races come

and go, leaving a posthumous char-

acter which survives the horrors of
their course, or towers in splendor
above their good and noble deeds.
The history of past ages brings

forth philosophers, apostles, poets,

strong souls that have overcome ill,

those that have fanned the sparks of

genius and philanthropy, and, dy-
ing, have left behind them a monu-
ment of true wisdom and greatness ;

and although "personal interest is

nature's law," the soul does not al-

ways contaminate itself by selfish-

ness, but aspires to virtue, honesty
and godliness, leaving a living rep-

utation for good, instead of shadows
to be lost and forgotten. Nor are

these to be found alone among those

that have rode upon the wave of

popular glory, but those who were
contented to retain a wise govern-
ment over their own hearts and ac-

tions, those who have nestled in the

sacred precincts of home, in the

privacy of their own families, moth-
ers w^ho live in memory, who stay
each reckless impulse, making the

the heart the birth-place of each
tender impression, ever keeping
the soul from temptation, that the

germs of virtue and truth may not
be blighted, shine in unblemished

beauty in the same proud galaxy.

History's ample page "rich with
the spoils of time," affords us many
beautiful examples of noble and
heroic characters that have outlived

the mortal casket, and while the

monumental marble marks their si-

lent ashes, their influences upon
nations and men shine like brilliant

diadems.

The greatest of heathen philoso-

phers bore injustice, was malicious-

ly accused and unjustly condemned,
but after death all Athens was will-

ing to kiss the dust where laid their

virtuous Socrates
;
the academy, the
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lyceum, all private walks and public

places, seemed to re-echo the sound
of his loved voice ; he had labored

for their sons, to make them srood

citizens, true philosophers and wise

instructors.

The grave and sober Confucius

is another example. These wise

and good men are precious gifts,

and their memories will never be
faced from the page of history.
The apostle Paul's writings and

doctrines have been read and re-

read by the truly pious in all ages
of the Christian church

;
his pre-

cepts and examples never fail to im-

bue the soul with their influence.

Nations as well as men have char-

acter for the future. If we would
avoid national calamity, we must
learn the history of departed ones

from the monuments they have left

behind them, drawing our infer-

ences and forming our conclusions

for future generations to profit by :

thus our infant republic, (the hon-
ored of the world, and the pride of

America,) chiseled the rock upon
which she stands

;
and so the world

moves on in a kind of geometrical

velocity, each age and nation profit-

ing by the benevolence, genius and
researches of the former. Men of

different periods, countries, pro-
fessions and stations in life, have

left behind them marked footprints.
Peace and justice, religion and pu-

rity, social and domestic hapx)iness,—the source of all intellectual emi-

nence,—we owe to the lives, energ\-
and unwavering solicitude of such

men as Luther, Melancthon and

Weslev. Our own Washington,
"

first in war, first in peace, and first

in the hearts of his countrymen,"
yet speaks to us in lessons of purity,

perseverance and exalted character
;

he launched our ship of state, he

made it a stately vessel, which yet
floats without a peer. Columbus,
bold and original genius, his pene-
tration above the common people,

gave to us a new world,—one-half

the inhabitable globe. Generations

yet unborn will enjoy the fruits of

his wonderful discovery, and from

many an American hearthstone will

ascend a grateful tribute to his per-
severance and indomitable will.

Many inventive minds have been

employed to provide for the conven-
ience of life, leaving testimonials

of their beneficence. Samuel Morse,
who for many years endeavored to

impress the American congress with

the completeness and utility of his

wonderful instrument, not only gave
to the world a speaking trumpet,
but conferred fortune upon all na-

tions, and honor upon his own.
Elias Howe, one of the most dis

tinguished of inventors, is truly the

world's benefactor. It cost him a

fearful financial struggle and many
heart-rending sacrifices; yet it has

revolutionized industry, opened
new avenues to wealth, and con-

ferred a lasting benefit upon every
household.

Martha Washington, Susanna
Weslev, Marv Fletcher, and manv
others, possessing the most intrepid

spirit of the age, and deserving the

highest encomiums, have left char-

acters worthy of imitation. In their

lives we read influence, see benefits,

and realize results,
—an adequate re-

muneration for their great labor

and devotion. There has been no
time and no sphere in life, which
has not been honored by great
minds and good hearts. Their lau-

rels shed an imperishable glory upon
the story of their lives. Man was

born for development and to de-

light himself and others by search-

ing out the wonders of God. He
does violence to his nature and
God's intentions if he does not
erect to himself a noble monument
with the inscription

'^ Next to God
I have loved and feared tna?ikind

and the ages to come.
' '
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Swifter than charger proud.
Rode the earth-dark'ning cloud,

Torrents descending;
"Fountains of th" deep upbroke ;

Thunders from heaven spoke ;

Earthcjuakes in might awoke,
Chasms wide rending !

Vengeance must be appeased,
So must a God displeased ;

Terror the nations seized,

All was commotion :

Desperate was that day ;

Mercy had turned away :

Man knew not how to pray,
Knew not devotion.

'• Patriarch Xoah 1 save I—

Rescue us from the grave I

Snatch us from ocean's wave.
Ere it confound us I

Nature is angry now,
fleaven contracts her brow,
Mountains and hills low bow,

Dangers surround us I"

"Vain are your cries to me,
Vain as to th' lashing sea ;

Power I have not to f^ree

Earth from its -entence :

God is the One to seek

Ere that He vengeance wreak ;

Grace for your souls bespeak
Xoiv by repentance I"

Forty long days it rained.

Darkness the earth regained.
Waters their course maintained

Over the mountains ;

Armies were swept away.
Sunk were the cities gay,

Buried the nations lay

'Neath the spent fountains.

Calm as a summer morn.

Strong as a unicorn,

Rode the proud ark in scorn.

Fearing not ocean,—
Floating 'twixt earth and sky,

Moved by the zephyr's sigh.

Guided by God on high.
E'en in her motion !
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Forty long days had passed ;

Stopped were the floods at last ;

Howled the fierce windy blast,

Ocean assuaging :

Slowly the waters fled

Into the Ocean's bed,

Strewing the earth with dead,
Shores them incaging.

(icntly had come the spring;
V'erdure did Earth forth bring;

Sweetly did Nature sing.

Joining the chorus :

"Loudly let praises rise,

Praises and sacrifice,

Ringing through earth and skies-
'

Jesus reign o'er usP'^

GLEANINGS.

—The Senior class numbers nine.

—L. H. and T. C. Kerrick have

gone west on a jjleasure trij).

—W. H. Graves returned on the

4th uh., from Canada.

—E. P. Adams gave us a call re-

cently. He is teaching at Kinney.
—A new member of '74 has been

added this term : Martha M. Wel-
born of Carleton Institute, Mo.

—The mind is like a lead pencil :

it has to be .sharpened to make a

mark.

—The old ones talk about "when

you and I were young ;" the young-
sters "when you and I .shall be old."

—M. C.'s have changed an old

proverb so as to read, "Man pro-

poses, but Ames disposes."

—The warm days of spring have

come, and with them the ever re-

turning disposition of the students

to enjoy themselves on the campus.

—On Friday evening, April i8th,
the Society presented to Miss Mer-
cie White, our jjopular pianist, a

copy of Beethoven' s Sonatas, in two

volumes.

—The contestants for the Prize

Exhibition in June are : Kate B.

Ross and G. E. Scrimger, of the

Junior class, for oration ;
R. H.

Bosworth and J. W. Coultas. of the

Sophomore class, for essay ; J. O.

Wilson and R. A. Dumars, of the
Freshman class, for declamation.

—This Society has resolved to

inaugurate next June the custom of

giving society dij:)lomas to those of

its members graduating from the

University. Those of the Alumni
who are members of this society
can receive diplomas at that time,

by previous application to the Sec-

retary.

—The Junior class recites in

^FvSthetics to a professor, who is so

fortunate as to possess a large nose.

The other day the Prof, grew elo-

quent in discussing the relations of

intellectual and physical beauty,
and animadverted to the aforenam-

ed prominent feature of his face ;

then dropping rather abruptly from
the hights to which he had risen, he

ordered a student to continue the

recitation on the point last named ;

the student objected, as said point

(the Prof's no.se, ) was not mention-

ed in the lesson as one of beauty.
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MORAL COURAGE.

J. E. SCOTT.

The great conflict between right
and wrong which has been going on
in the world for six thousand years,
and which takes place in the moral

universe of every human soul, is

one of transcendent grandeur and
awfulness. In this conflict are not

arrayed the armed and visible hosts

of humanity, but an invisible host

is marshaled with more deadly
weapons than the inventive genius
of man ever conceived. Passion,

lust, self-love, ambition, and all the

myriad affections and evil prompt-

ings of a perverse and fallen hu-

manity take their silent and awful

march through the wide domain of

the soul, and even invade the realms

of the body and seek to reduce the

material world to like ruin with the

spiritual.
This is an awful throng which

marches through the human soul.

Silent, did I say? Aye, silent to

those who stand off and see the man

only as he appears to the world.

But the human soul hears the tread

of this mighty throng, and feels it

too, as it passes in wild confusion—
gaining power from the very con-

fusion with which it rushes upon
the soul. It is a fearful tread ! Who
have not heard this in their souls

and felt the blighting breath of

moral ruin stealing over them !

Those who would bear forward

the standard of truth and right must
do it in the face of no slight oppo-
sition, no easily vanquished foe.

The soul that will go straight for-

ward in rectitude and virtue must
do so in opposition to this innu-

merable throng of wicked prompt-

ings and evil affections. This re-

quires a courage which is far higher
and nobler than the bravery of the

soldier who fearlessly exposes his

physical nature to the deadly missiles

of battle and calmly meets death

with the noble spirit of a true sol-

dier. This is bravery inspired by
the love of political liberty. But

that which enables the soul to stand

firm and unwavering on the side of

right amid the thronging tempta-
tions and evil promptings which
invade and threaten it is true moral

courage inspired by the love of

right. O that,we had more of this

courage ! Let the occasion come,
and the call be made, and a hund-
red thousand will quickly volunteer

to risk their lives in defence of

country, but how few respond to the

earnest call "come and help us,"
which comes from the little band
who are struggling to carry forward

the standard of truth and right ! O
for a courage which will not only
subdue and conquer the visible

enemy and armed hosts of human-

ity, but will likewise subdue the re-

bellious, invisible world teeming
within us ! That will lift the soul

into a higher sphere than civil or

political liberty ;
even the higher

spiritual liberty of a soul conscious

of its own rectitude, virtue and pu-
rity !
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CHIPS, CHOPS AND CHUNKS.

—M. L. FiiUin wider, of '71, is

reading medicine at Mchanicsburg.—Girls in the State University
of Wisconsin are holding public
debates. Gracious .'

—"There is no substitute for

thorough-going, ardent and sincere

earnestness.
' '

—
Paper money was first used in

1483 and has had the misfortune to

l^e greatly //lisused ever since.

—A certain poetical Soph wiles

away his leisure hours in writing

poetry about the fair maiden who

gave him the "mitten."

—One of our Seniors offers a re-

ward of five dollars to the man,
woman or child that will present
him with a suitable subject for a
' ' commencement oration.

' '

—M. V. Crumbaker, of
'

74, who,

during the fall and winter terms was

teaching, returned recently and en-

tered the present Junior class, which

now numbers fourteen.

—
J. A. Northrup, of '71, called

recently and spent the day visiting
the various classes during recitation.

Mr. Northrup is a member of the

Illinois Conference, and is station-

ed this year at Dawson.

—The Seniors are highly exuber-

ent over one more accession to their

numbers,—Mr. Geo. W. Crum,
who ])reviously spent two years in

the Wesleyan. Geo. graduated last

June at Adrian, Michigan, and dur-

ing the winter attended a course of

medical lectures at St. Louis. We
welcome his return to us once more.

—The Society returns its sincere

thanks to Dr. Munsell for his gen-
erous donation, consisting of seventy
most interesting and valuable books.

The Society has long needed a larger

librarv, and it is more than "-rateful

for this liljeral contribution. We
hope that other friends of the
Munsellian will do likewise.

—Professor : What are the uses

of starch in germination ? Student,

(reciting on cheek ) : In the Ger-

man nations starch is used very
much the same as in this country

—
in doing up linen and such goods.
Professor : If you give another such

answer as that I will show you how

they take starch out of students in

the German nations.—fndrpriiJ-

Cllt.

—
April 2d, 1873, at the residence

of the bride's father. Rev. W. H.
H. Moore, in Normal, by Rew R.

M. Barns, Rev. A. C. Byerly, of

the Illinois Conference, and Miss

Julia Moore.
Mr. Byerly is a graduate of the

Wesleyan, formerly a member of

the Munsellian Societ)-, and one of

its staunch and liearty supi>orters.

May their voyage in life be happ) ,

and their union of hands and hearts

prove a blessing.

—The Society met in their liall

Friday evening, March 28th. This

being the first regular session of the

term, the installation of the differ-

ent officers took place. In the ab-

sence of President A. Y. Morriss,

W. A. Smith was elected Pres't f^ra

tail. T"he President elect, A. H.

Davies, was introduced and deliv-

ered an interesting and eloquent

inaugural address, taking for his

subject "Thought." Right man-

fully was this subject handled,
al)ounding in man y excellent
thoughts, and delivered in a pleasing
and forcible manner, which elicited

the warmest applause. The exercises

which followed were of a ])leasing

character. Thus was inaugurated
the first session for the spring term.

The Societv lias never commenced
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a term under more favorable auspi-

ces. The enormous expenses which

was incurred in fitting up their

beautiful and commodious hall has

been almost entirely provided for.

The members seem to be imbued

with that spirit of enterprise which

prompts each of them to make use

of the advantages which are offered

for the purpose of advancing their

intere.sts, determined to excel if

possible in that peculiar culture

which is l)est secured in such or-

ganizations. Never has there been,
since tile .Society was organized.

such interest manifested in society

duties, or so much literary taste

shown. The members no longer

perform the parts assigned with re-

luctance, nor present themselves

before the Society with tlisconnect-

ed and lialf written productions,
but every exercise shows thorough

preparation, and each one seems to

have adopted the motto, " Esse

i/iiaiii viilcri.

—One of the disconsolate dis-

courseth in the following beautifully

touching poetical effusion. He yet
survives.

AN UDK TO THE ABSENT ONI':s.

Ladies, do you often wonder,
While you're aljsent from our numlter,
While here vacant are your places,
While we do not see your faces,

If your smiles and your affections

Dwell within our recollections ?

iJo you ask us, in our meetings
If we do not miss your greetings ?

If departing you've bereft us ?

If we're sorry you have left us ?

If /our sweet songs and your sunshine

.Vre remembered until this time?

We will answer with good pleasure,

Asking you in gentle measure
If five angels, pure and lovely.
From their sweet home with the heavenly.
Should come down and dwell among us ;

Visit us in all our meetings.
Cheer your hearts with kindly greetings ;

Smile upon us, scatter sunbeams
All around our happy day-dreams.
Praise our deeds and sing so sweetly.

Captivate our minds completely,
Should they then right quickly leave us,

Don't you think that it would grieve us?

Don't you think we would remember
All their ways so pure and tender ?

We would miss them when dejiarled ?

So we miss i'()// since we parted.
But when autumn leaves are 1 ailing

And our clear school bell is calling

To the fall term's recitation,

After summer time vacation,

Then again, O queenly misses,

In our meetings you'll be with us.

And with pleasure, when we uieet you,
Our Society will greet you ;

Until then may higher powers
Send you joy in pleasant showers.
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[Koi- tlie Alumni .lourniil.

HERO WORSHIP.

DR. K. DIMS.

Professor of Ger>/iatt in the Bloomington Puhlic Schools.

The Hero scourges not his a>^e alone.

His curse to late [wsterity is known;
He slays his thousands with his living

breath,
His tens of thousands by his fame in death.

—
jfaj/ies Alontgomery.

We live in an age in which man)^
of the fallacies of our forefathers

are brought to the test of examina-

tion. Many of the opinions, which

formerly exercised a potent sway
over the welfare of mankind, are

relaxing their hold in proportion as

they are found incompatible with

truth and the well-being of the hu-

man race.

Time has been when the success-

ful warrior was generally looked up
to by his fellow-men as a being of a

superior nature to themselves. Po-

ets sang the praises of the hero
;

painters devoted the highest efforts

of their art to perpetuate the mem-

ory of his deeds, and historians ex-

erted their greatest^powers in mi-

nutely describing his miscalled glo-

rious actions. His deeds have been

viewed through the dazzling light

which the passions of mankind cast

arotmd them
;
and thus each suc-

ceeding generation, misled by the

military glory of its predecessor^
has ])roduced similar heroes of its

own.
Poets have had their share in pro-

ducing heroes in all ages. It is said

that Alexander the Great was excit-

ed to deeds of arms by the epics of

Homer. Instead of listening to the

criticisms of his preceptor on the

beauties of the "Iliad," his youth-
ful imagination was transported with

the scenes and characters developed
in that exquisitely beautiful poem.
He could no longer rest in inglori-

ous ease. He aspired to rival, to

excel the heroic Achilles, whom he

proposed as his model in future life.

True to these early impressions he

made war the prime object of his

beijig, and obtained a military re-

nown which has in every succeed-

ing age produced a large number of

admirers and imitators.

To the readers of the Alumni

JocRNAL it is a matter of the high-
est importance, to form a correct

estimate of the services rendered by
these mighty heroes to society. The

present age is decidedly utilitarian,

and unless the profession of the

warrior is found to be beneficial to

mankind, it is to be hoped tliat it

will speedily cease to exist.

If we glance at the characters of

some of the world's greatest heroes,

we shall fintl, that so far from pos-

sessing any quality worthy of our

admiration, their fame is based on

deeds which merit our abhorrence.

The destruction of their fellow-men

has been their highway of fame.

The greater the number of his vic-

tims the greater has been the fame

of the hero. How many thou.sands

of military murders have been per-

petrated to build up the fame of an

Alexander, a CcXsar, a Hannibal or

a Napoleon ? But what cared they
for this? They were great conquer-

ors, and of course entitled to the^

homage of the world, while the

great majority of their victims be-

longed to the lower classes, and

equally, as a matter of course, died

unlamented by the hero who had

made their lives a stepping-stone to

fame. What, if Alexander sold

tliirtv thousand of the inhabitants
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of Thebes for slaves, did not the

rest of the Grecian states voluntari-

ly resign their liberties to his pasto-
ral care, through fear of similar

treatment ? What if scores of thous-

ands of human beings were sacri-

ficed to his ambition at the Imttles

of Arbela and Issus, was not the

conquest of Persia the glorious re-

sult of those victories? And if he

crucified two thousand of the inhab-

itants of Fyre, when he captured
that city, had not those same Tyri-
ans resisted his imperial will by in-

solently presuming to defend their

lives and liberties against him?
It is evident that if he was to be-

come a first-class hero, human life

and liberty must, when opposed to

his ambition, be unsparingly sacri-

ficed. He has, notwithstanding
these actions, and many others of

a similar nature, been called a mer-

ciful and generous man. It is true

he was generous enough to lament

the death of his enemy, Darius, the

king of Persia. He even extended

his generosity so far as to punish the

murderers of Darius
;

but though
he was generous, he was not just, in

this affair at least, or he would have

inflicted the severest punishment on

himself, as an accessory to the mur-
der.

The working men of Alexander's

day were doubtless the greatest suf-

fers by the ambition of that hero
;

but he was determined that his life

should not pass without some mark
of his kind attention to the aristoc-

racy. Clytus, one of his dearest

friends and wisest counsellors, re-

ceived the high honor of being
killed by his illustrious master.

Such was the man to whom the

world has bestowed the very highest

praise as a hero, and who was con-
sidered by his contemporaries to be
the son of Jupiter, the father of the

gods. If we examine the actions

of Julius Ciesar, it will be found that,
with all his boasted humanity, the

world has derived no advantage from

his great military exploits. He
conquered France and some of the

continental states. But this did not
suffice. His military ardor was not

quenched by the blood he had shed.

The naked and wandering tribes of

Britain were next compelled to sub-

mit to his sway and add their ([uota
to his fame. Still his inordinate

craving for military glory was not

satisfied; his own country must even-

tually fall before liis ambition.
Rome, the city that had fostered

amongst her children that military
ardor which destroyed tlie liberties

of other nations, at length fell a

victim to the prowess of her own

offspring. Such has been the case

in many other countries. The
boundless homage which thev have

paid to their military heroes has too

often proved their ruin. France,
under Napoleon, offers a good illus-

tration. Beginning as the military
servant of the French Republic, he
soon became her military despot.
In enthusiasm for the hero, she made
him the guardian of her liberties.

He performed the duties of his office

in the true style of a hero, by de-

stroying those liberties he was ap-

pointed to guard and protect. But
this conduct did not injure his char-

acter in the estimation of his admir-
ers. He was a great conqueror,
and the French, who were employed
by him in destroying the liberties

of other nations, could not complain
if, when in want of employment, he

destroyed their own, merely to keep
his hand in practice.

If there still remains among the

readers of the Alumni Journal any
enthusiasm for the mere military he-

ro, let him then follow him in his

career, and view his deeds as they
are illuminated by the light of his-

tory. They will thus be enabled to

estimate more correctly the true val-

ue of the hero to mankind. They
will then observe that though histo-

rians have too generally delighted
in bestowing their praises on the
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successful warrior, and have there-

fore placed his actions before us in

the most pleasing manner, still there

is sufficient in those actions, even

when thus described, to excite our

disgust.
It is, however, gratifying to ob-

serve, that a far better spirit seems
to be developing itself among all

classes of the civilized nations than

has hitherto guided them. The)'
are becoming aware of the absurdi-

ty of those national prejudices which
have led them to desire the destruc-

tion of each other, merely because

one is a native of (Germany and the

other of France. This prejudice
has had a large share in promoting
wars; and while it continues to hokl

its sway over any portion of the

working men. the would-be militarv

hero will always find ready tools to

work with. Until reason acquires
an ascendancy over passion and

prejudice there will always be a suf-

ficient (juantity of the raw material,

out of which a warrior may liuild

.up his fame.

Wiien the bulk of mankind learn

to withhold their homage from the

man who has no other claim to it

than the possession of animal cour-

age and a superior skill in destroy-

ing his fellow-men, then will the

mere military hero cease to exist.

It will then become a matter of as-

tonishment, that mankind had, for

so many ages, paid such devoted

homage to certain men, merely be-

cause they had some of the worst

j)ropensities of our nature highly

developed, and had spent their lives

in increasing the misery of their

fellow-men. 'With as much reason

might the bull-dog, or the tiger, be-

come objects of our admiration and
imitation. They certainly possess
animal courage in as great a degree
as the best of the world's heroes.

It is true they belong to the brute

creation, and possess none of those

noble faculties of the mind which
form the distinguishing chararteris-

tics of man; but, whoever heard of
these faculties being brought into

I)lay by the hero ? There may be,

indeed, a certain amount of cun-

ningness required b)' the military
hero, but this is a faculty in which
he is surpassed by the fox and manv
other animals.

The folly of hero worship has

been carried on at a serious expense,
both of human life and of every-

thing which makes life valuable.

The war debts of Europe, I believe,
are not less (independent of those

which France has contracted during
the late war with Germany, ) than

510,500,000,000. This, one would

think, might be sufficient to correct

our folly, b)' the misery it entails

on, not only the present generation,
but all future ones. But, if this

should not be enough, let those who
.are still foolish enough to bend the

knee before their military idols, con-

sider that the interest of this enor-

mous sum must be annually paid out

of the labor of the industrious clas-

ses. In conclusion, let me observe

that, while the industrious classes

of these nations named are content-

ed to worship the mere military he-

ro, they have themselves to thank
for the expense of their idoL

Tlie love of praise, howe'er concealed bv art.

Reigns, more or less, and glows in every heart ;

The proud to gain it, toils on toils endure,
The modest shun it, Ijut to make it sure. — \ ouni
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LiTTLK wHrn-: soul.

\\\ HKI.KX i;\RR()\ r.dsrwicK.

( )ut (if the gardens of Paradise stolu

Al morniny's dawn a little white Soul.

JSeariiig a lily, and robed in white,

Forth she went in the broadening' 'i^'liL.

••(;ive the lily"
—thus spake the King—

"To the >oul you shall find in your wanderint,',

That to-day shall make choice of the noblest thing.'

Down the street, on its gala side

Went the little White .Soul with the moving lidc.

Some children sal on a marble stair,

Counting the gold they might spend at the fair.

•'I will buy me a doll in satin and pearls,

With long blonde hair," said the sweetest of girls,

"Not crimped. Tltis year they are wearing curls."

.\nd a young prince's heart was riven in twain

'Twixt a four-horse coach and a railway train.

ISut a sailor limiied by them, crippleii and did,

/\nd soon for the piteous tale he told.

The little hands emptied their store of gold.

A statesman, weighing a white-kept name
'Gainst a sullied thing that was miscalled Fame,
Gave up for honor the costly claim.

A priest chose rather the bitter bread

Of a church's l)an, for a free word said,

Than to mutter a mocking prayer full fed.

A girl shook bridal gems from her hair.

With the sordid hand that would bind them there.

Fur love's sweet crust on the garret stair.

Down the street, on its toiling side.

Went the little White So\d with the surging tide.

.\ pale-faced boy, with a withered leg,

Turned on his heel and foreliore to beg.

Till the pale-faced girl with the withered hand

Had swept three dimes from her candy stand.

.\nd the little White Soul, as >he onward pres-^ed,

I'elt the lily stir upon her breast.

A fireman chose, at an infant's scream,
T<j turn his feet on a burning beam,
.Vnd phmge anew in the dreadful stream.

A woman barred, with fingers thin.

Her hovel's door to a gilden sin.

While the wolves of penury howl-.vl within.

A strong man, girt of a noble race.

Turned back to toil in his first low [ilace.

For the shade that gloonied on an aged face.
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A rich mnn lay in a lofty looni;

Soft eyes watched tlirnuj^'h the cinlaincil i^Idoiii,

Tulierose and jasmine shed perfume.

An angel entered, no mortal might hear,
( )r see—save him to whom Death was near—
"Choose," he breathed in the failing ear.

The dim eyes kindled : "O, earth is fair,
^

And my life's midday hath a jiromise rare.

But beyotid \^ no shadow of sin or care.

"
Beyond—the peace like a river poured,

And angel anthems in sweet accord,
And joy in the presence of the Lord.

"I go." Then the White soul turned to lay
The King's fair lily upon the clay ;

But the angel l^eckoned her : "Come away."

From a low-roofed cot came a woman's moan,
Poor and widowed, and sick and alone.

"Choose!" said the angel, bending low.
But the j^ained lips murmured, "Nay, is it so?

O, Death, kind Death, must I bid thee go?

"How can I ask tor the precious rest

Of Christ, with His little ones upon my breast ?

"There were orphaned babes that 1 seek to win.
Frail, tempted feet, from the ways of sin.

"There's a girl cast out with her little one—
Xo roof save mine 'neath the pitiless sun ;

Go by, sweet Death, till my work is done."

Then the little White Soul to Paradise sped;
"Give two lilies, King," she plead

—
"One for the living, and one for the dead !"

But the King made answer : "He chooseth best.
Who chooseth labor instead of rest,"
And the lily lies on the living breast.

—,\ . ! '. Tribiiuc.

ELEGANCE DOES NOT MAKE A HOME.
I never saw a garment too fine the wilderness, or sit on a block all

for a man or maid : there was nev- my life, than consume all myself
er a chair too good for a cobbler, before I got in a home, and take so

or cooper, or king to sit in
;
never much pains with the outside that

a house too fine to shelter the human the inside was as hollow as an empty
head. These elements about us, the nut. Beautv is a great thine:, but

gorgeotis sky, the imperial sun, are beauty of garments, house and fur-

not too good for the human race. niture, is a very tawdry ornament

Elegance fits man. But do we not compared with domestic love. All

value these tools of housekeeping the elegance in the world will not
more than they are worth, and some- make a home, and I would give more
times mortgage a home for the sake for a spoonful of real hearty love

of the mahogany we would bring in- than for whole ship loads of furni-

to it ? I had rather eat my dinner off ture, and all the gorgeousness that

the head of a barrel, or dress after all the upholsterers of the world
the fashion of John the Baptist in could get gathered together.

—Ex.
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DISPKNSERS OF THK D1\'1NK BOLINTV

RK\'. K. M. P.ARNS.

"(rive ve them lu eat."

The tired and hungry crowds
around us may express their wants

in impatient clamorings, in greedy,
wishful looks, or more impressively

by an uncomplaining silence. But

let the expression come as it may,
we recognize, as never before, the

fact that the world is hungering and

thirsting after righteousness, himger-

ing with an appetite sharpened by
long abstinence from this heavenly
food, and excited into a conscious-

ness of its needs by the enlarged

operations of the Divine Spirit,

coming in Pentecostal copiousness

upon the hearts of men. The world
rises to reach forth its empty hand
for this Gospel supply. Jesus recog-
nizes this destitution, this famine

within, and comes in his grace and
in his Church with abundant supplies;
for he has provided an ocean where
each drop is bliss. To feed this

famishing world he is coming with

grace, but not without the co-opera-
tion of his Church. Indeed the con-

current work of the Church was
never more clearly defined than at

present. The entire spirit and de-

sign of the Gospel is helpful, but it

is help through earthen vessels. The
Master appointed the metes and
bounds before his ascension.

The field is the world, and then

came the great commission, "Go
ye into all the world." It is mine,
it is yours. "As ye go, preach."
The Church comprehends as never

before, the magnitude of its work.

It is looking into the faces of the

multitudes, saying; "Five loaves

and two fishes. What is that among
so many?" and this provision,
brought into the presence of Jesus,
is amply sufficient. He touches the

consecrated imwers of his followers

and the little becomes much, and
the much, more

;
the five talents,

other five talents.

The more lavish the distribution,
the larger the returns,

—five loaves,
two fishes, and the gathered frag-

ments, twelve baskets A//.
The world is turning away in dis-

gust from the delusions of the past
and following Jesus, feeling that he

has the words of Eternal Life. The
faint-hearted and those of little

faith are ready to send them away
unfed, but the Divine command is,
' ' Give ye them to eat.

' '

This order

is heard in the Church, it is ringing

through the halls of our universities;

its echoes are heard in our home-

steads, and many from all these cen-

ters of influence are girding them-
selves for this task.

Never has there been a period of

the Church's history, when a more

perfect consecration of its member-

ship was demanded. Never has there

been a time, when a more unhesitat-

ing consecration was made, wealth

is piled upon God's altar as never

before, not only the wealth of the

money kings,
—the Drews and the

V^anderbilts—but also of those of

more moderate means.

Influence is wielded for Christ as

never before. Practical godliness
is sharp, clearly defined, and the

running man may read.

Time, a part of our Father's her-

itage to us, is spent how willingly
and ungrudgingly in the employ of

Him who gave us time.

Talents, bright and solid, are

made over in solemn covenant to

Him who distributed them
;
even

the one-talented are digging up
their Lord's money, tearing from

it the shroud of the sepulchre and
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employing it to meet the recognized
demand.

In the days of the incarnation of

Jesus, the hungry multitudes were

not turned away in treml)ling weak-

ness, unsatisfied and fainting, but

fed, all fed; not on stones, but fed with

nourishing food. He was equal to

the emergency. Under his com-
mand his disci])les distributed from

hand to hand the life-giving supply
until all the hungrv ones were 'it^d

and the feeble ones made ^in^ng.
'I'hen the same hands that distri-

buted the supply gathered up the

results: what an increase, a little

given ond much received. A little

labor and a swift return
;
an outlay

of means, of influence, of time, of

natural, of acquired, of gracious

abilities, and then the welcoming
invitation of the Master, w-ell done,
enter in. Duty recognized, duty
done, duty rewarded.

THE FIRST PRATER IN CONGRESS.

Ix Thatcher's Milifary Jotirnal.
under date of December, 1777, IS

found a note containing the identi-

cal "first prayer in Congress," made

by the Rev. Jacob Duche, a gentle-
man of great eloquence. Here it

is, an historical curiosity :

"O Lord, our heavenly Father,

high and rightly King of kings, and
Lord of lords, who dost from thy
throne behold all the dwellers on

earth, and reignest with power su-

preme and uncontrolled over all the

kingdoms, empires, and govern-
ments

;
look down in mercy, we

beseech thee, on these American

States, who have fled to thee from
the rod of the oppressor, and thrown
themselves on thy gracious protec-

tion, desiring to be henceforth de-

pendent only on thee
;

to thee they
have appealed for the righteousness
of their cause

;
to thee do they now

look up for that countenance and

support which thou alone canst give ;

take them therefore, Heavenly Fath-

er, under thy nurturing care
; give

them wnsdom in council, and valor

in the field ; defeat the malicious

designs of our cruel adxersaries
;

convince tJicin of the unrighteous-
ness of their cause

;
and if they still

persist in their sanguinary purpose,
O let the voic.e of thine own unerr-

ing justice, sounding in their hearts,

constrain them to drop the weapons
of war from their unnerved hands
in the day of battle. Be thou pres-

ent, O God of wisdom ! and direct

the councils of this honorable as-

sembly ;
enable them to settle things

on the best and surest foundation,
that the scene of^ blood may be

speedily closed
;
that order, harmo-

ny and peace may be effectually
restored

;
and truth and justice, re-

ligion and piety, prevail and flour-

ish among the ])eople. Preserve the

health of their bodies and the vigor
of their minds ; shower down on
them and the millions they here

represent, such temporal blessings
as thou seest expedient for them in

this world, and crown them with

everlasting glory in the world to

come. All this we ask in the name
and through the merits of Jesus

Christ, th\Son, our Savior. Amen."
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THK FIRST DAILY xMKVVSPAPKK.

Ti'K first daily newspaper ever is-

sued in' the English language ap-

[jeared in London, one hundred and

seventy-one years ago, and vi^as call-

ed the Coiirant. The first number
was dated March ii, 1702, and it

was called by the leading weekly
iournals of the time, "The Pittifiil

Project of a Poor Printer." It was

l)rinte(l on one side of a half sheet

of paper about the size of a foolscap

writing i)aper, the other side being-
blank. The first number contained
no editorials or advertisements, and
only seven lines of local or domes-
tic news. Of these, four lines re-

lated to the funeral of King Wil-

liam III, who died three days pre-

viously ;
while the other three lines

related to the condition of the Eng-
lish army in Flanders, for war was
then raging between

'

England and
France. The remainder of the con-

tents consisted entirely of extracts

from foreign journals, with the ex-

ception of half a column of pros-

pectus. The enterprise proved so

successful that at the end of six

weeks both sides of the paper were

printed, and merchants showed their

appreciation of it by inserting over

a column of advertisements. The

manager of this pioneer daily obvi-

ously did not think much of edito-

rials, or else he did not care to write

them, for he says, he will "'give his

Extracts fairly and impartially, at

the Beginning of each Article he
will quote the Foreign Paper from
whence 'tis taken. Nor will he take

upon him to give any Comments or

Conjectures of his own, l)ut will

relate only Matter of Fact, suppos-

ing other People to have Sen.se

enough to make Reflection s fo r

Themselves.
"—Prairie Farmer.

PROCURINC; BOOKS.
Thk liberality of wealthy indi-

viduals is su])i)lying most of our
cities and large villages with exten-

tensive libraries, the advantages of

which can be enjoyed for a small

outlay. Many, however, for vari-

(jus reasons, are unable to avail

themselves of these opportunities.
The majority of our rural popula-
tion are limited to the perusal of

only such books as they purchase.
The latter cost money which man\-
feal that they cannot afford : and as

a result, the literature in very many
homes is limited to a very small
collection. But were individuals to

devote to the purcha.se of books,
the dollars which they unnecessarily
expend, they would be surprised to

find how rapidly their book-shelves
fill w\). i'or examjile. a young friend

of ours, a few years ago, came to

the determination to carry his lunch
with him to business in the future,

and to devote- to books the money
which he had been accustomed to

spend in costly, down town dinners.

As a result, he has now a library of

between six and seven hundred vol-

umes. We commend his example
to others.

Next to children, books may be

truly said to be the most attractive

adornments of a home. They af-

ford enjoyment which can neither

be derived from expensive furniture,

and other costly appointments, nor
be lessened by changing fortunes.

To the possessor and pursuer, thev
are a perpetual source of happiness.— IIcaiiJi and J/a/zu-.
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SCIENTll'U:.
—()nc 1)1 Uie recent use-- of paper is to

enijiloy it a-- sA'iits for sausages.

—The people of Nebraska are rejoicing
in the prospect of finding valuable coal

be(l>.

—Estimated total population of theglobe.

1,377,000,000. Population of America,

.S4, 524,000; London, 3,250,000.

—A Frenchman has devised a process
for preserving fresh meat by dipping it in-

to melted butter, and then packing it in

salt.

—
liy means of the spectroscope, astron-

omers have found that the atmosphere of

Uranus is probably almost entirely com-

posed of hy<irogen.

— It is claimed to ha\ e lieen ascertained

bv a series of experiments that the boiling

point of carbon i> 18,032° Fah.

— It is repcjrted that a 2S8"4 carat dia-

mond has recently been found in South

Africa. It is saitl to measure i 's inches

in diameter, and is therefore one of the

largest in the world.

—The currents of air induced by the

Boston fire were so strong that flakes of

granite were carried across the water to

South Boston and fell in quantities on the

sidewalks and roofs, anil papers were
borne in some cases to a distance of more
than twenty miles.

—
Justus Von Liebig, the chemist, died

at Munich, on Friday, .\pril 18th, having

nearly completed the allotted period of

"three score years and ten." His long
and honorable career, and his great
achievements in chemical science are
known and valued in all parts of the world.

—The mercury product at the Alniaden

mines has been hypothecated to the Roths-

childs, during the next thirty years, inpay-
ment of a loan, from the Spanish govern-
ment ; a product of 24,000 cwt. is guar-
anteed. The contract is considered by

competent authorities as very unfavorable

to Spain, and very profitable to the bank-

ers who will thus secure the European
mercury market.— Eiigiiu,-:- a>ul J/iiiiiii;

yoiinitiL—A watch maker by the name of Schuss-

leder has recently published his method of

hardening gravers and drills, which he

claims renders them almost as hard as the'

diamond. He first heats the tool to a

white heat, and then presses it into a stick

of sealing wax, leave-- it but a second

there, an<l then sticks it in the wax in an-

other ])lace. This operation is rapidly re-

peated until the graver is too cool to entei-

the wax. iJrills tempered in this manner
will ]3ierce the hardest steel temjiered in

the usual manner. In turning or drilling,
the tool is moistened with oil of turjien-
tine.— Exchange.

—A Berlin scientific paper gives this

composition of the stuff sold as Dr. Sage's
"Catarrh Remedy,'" ,is follows : 7 grains
carbolic acid, 7 grains camphor, and 2.57
(trams common salt. The whole is color-

ed with a little Prussian blue, and sold at

50 cents per bottle, afibrding a nice little

]irofit above the expenses of labels, ad\ er-

tising, &c.

The composition of Dr. Pierce's "Gold-
en Medical Discovery" is given as fol-

lows: 4 drams purified honey, 15 grains
extract of poisonous lettuce, 30 grains
tincture (jf opium, 3.5 ozs. dilute spirits

tasting like fusil oil and wood spirits, and
about 3.5 ozs. water. Ten cents worth of

this trash sells for $1.00.

—At Cumberland, (Jhio, carbon is man-
ufactured on a large scale from the gas of

a burning well. The gas is allowed to

burn against soapstone plates, on which the

carbon is deposited in the form of soot.

By a very neat mechanical arrangement,
the soot is scraped oft" and dejjosited in

large tin boxes about three feet long, a foot

and-a-half wide, and a foot-and-a-half

deep. Scrapers are passed along the soaj
-

stone plates every twenty minutes and the

boxes are filled on their fourth passage.
There are now in operation six hundred
and sixty burners, but a large building is

in course of construction and when com-

[ileted they will have in all about fourteen

hundred eight-foot burners, which will

consume about one-fourth of the whole
amount of gas. The carbon is used for

the manufacture of ink, and the works are

the only gnes of the kind in the world, so

says the J//;////^ and Scientific Press.

—
ExjjlDrations recently made at Isle

Royal, Lake Superior, for mineral, ha\e

dc\eloped traces of ancient copper mines
which exhibit evidences of having been

worked by a race of men long since ex-

tinct. Shafts of considerable length have
been opened which were choked up with

the accumulated debris of ages, and in

penetrating to a depth of 60 feet tools of

wonderful workmanship and of remarka-

ble toini>er and durabiliiv were discoxer-
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c(l. S(jmc tmcly lcni]n-rr<l kiiifL- Mailo and

j^ranite hammers of eiKjiinous w eight ha\e

been taken frnni the
])il.

These relics

show that the men wno used them were

skilled artisans, as well as men of superi-
or strength, and add another link of evi-

dence to show that centuries heffjre the

written history of America it was peopled

by a ]i(nverful and civili/ed community.

How Son> Was Mahk.— Prof. Agassi/,

>ays that all the materials on which agru-
cultural progress depends are decomposed
rocks, not so much those that underlie the

soil, but those on the surface, and brought
from a considerable distance, and ground
to powder by the rasping of the glaciers.
Ice all over the continent is the agent that

has iTi-Qund out more soil than all other

agencies put together. The penetration of

water into the rocks, frosts, running water

and baking suns have done something, but

the glaciers more. In a former age the

whole United States was covered \\ith ice

several thousand feet thick ; and this ice,

moving from north tc> south by the attrac-

tion of the trojiical warmth or jiressing

weight of the snow and ice behind, ground
the rocks over which it ])assed into the

paste which we call soil. These masses of

ice can be tracked as game is tracked by
the hunter. He has made a study of them
ill this country as far south as Alabama,
Init has observed the same phenomenon in

Europe, particularly in Italy, where,
among the Alps, glaciers are now in ])ro-

gress. The stones and rocks, ground and

polished by the glaciers, can easily be dis-

tinguished from those scratched by running
water. The angular boulders found in

meadows and the terraces of rivers not

reached by water can be accounted for

only in this way.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

—The annual Commencement of the

University will occur this year on Thurs-

day, June 19th.

—Rev. M. C. Briggs, D. D., of Evans-

ton, late of Cincinnati, and formerly of

the Pacific coast, has accepted the invita-

tion to deliver the address before the Uni-

versity, June 17th.

—Mrs. fennie F. Willing, favorably
known as a very attractive and popular

speaker, will deliver the annual address

before the Voung Men's Christian Asso-

ciation of the University, April 15th.

—We are undei" obligations to Mr.
Faessler, of the C, A. & St. L. R. R.

shops, for the free and generous use of his

superior skill and ingenuity as a crafts-

man, displayed in work for our laliratory.

—The annual meeting of the Joint
Board of Trustees and Visitors will be
held on Tuesday, June 17th. (Questions
of unusual interest and importance will

engage the attention of the Board at its

approaching session.

—The following is from Blind Tom's

spc/liiig book, given as sample words by
the author at his recent concert in our city:

Kew-ry-os-ser-tey, Curiosity ; Ep-per-zew-
ar-tict. Epizootic; Mas-sey-tew-syts, Mass-

achusetts; Id-de-o-cyn-krer-sey, Idiosyn-

crasy; Mill-walk-key, Milwaukee.

—Rev. George Barret, of the Illinois

Conference, occupied the pulpit at the

University Charge, Sabbath, April 13th,
in the interest of the Freedman's Aid So-

ciety. During his stay in our city he gave
a graphic and interesting discription of

his recent visit to the Old World.

— It has been decided to hold the Alum-
ni Re-union and Banc|uet this year in con-

nection with the Graduates' Reception,
Thursday evening, June 19th. Further
notice will be given in due time to all in-

terested parties. Meanwhile, let every
Alumnus Lay his plans to be present during
all the exercises of Commencement week.

—
John Kellogg, F^sf]., of McLean, 111.,

recently celebrated the completion (jf his

seventieth year. Upon that occasion he
was made the recipient of a beautiful gold-
headed cane, bearing the following in-

scription :
•" From his F'riends to John Kel-

logg. lis(j., April 19th, 1S73, Natal Day,
1803." The presentation speech was de-

livered by James K. Kellogg, of Tremont,
Ills., an older brother who has attained

the age of seventy-two.
—-The elegant and powerful lo-sto))

Cabinet organ which the University M. E.
Church has recently jnirchased and placed
in their large and attractive audience-room
is from the factory of George Wood, Bos-

ton, Mass., and was ordered through our

enterprising music dealer, G. W. Strope.
Those desiring the best instruments at the

lowest cash prices will do well to call at

No. 303 Davis block, l)efore purchasing.
.See advertisement.
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—Rev. \V. n. DeMoUe, A. M., I'reM-

(lent of the Illinois Female Coliej^e, Jack-
sonville, is mentioned as one of the right-
ful heirs to the Brewer estate in Holland,
estimated by some at S7O,cxx),0oo. We
learn that President DeMotte is weak in

the faith and reports that his belief that it

will ever rain pudding is not strong enough
to induce him to carry a dish. Still, ships
do sometimes come in from a foreign port ;

possibly, his may.

—
I'pon the occasion of the recent med-

ical lecture when "The Microscope and
its uses in Medicine" was to be discussed,
the speaker, Dr. Bradley, failed to come
to time. Up to the present writing no ex-

planation has reached us, and we are led

to suppose that the Dr. could not see it in

that light, even with the microscope. Dr.

White, hoM-ever, niade some veiy interest-

ing, practical remarks upon the subject of

circulation, and the effect of cold applica-
tions as a means of relief to the system
when overheated.

—The last regular lecture of the Medi-

cal course was delivered April 17th, by

I )r. A. r. I'liuk'n . He presented a very

inteiesting discussion upon
•' The Diseases

of the Mind," happily and forcibly illus-

trating his subject by referring to cases

which had come under his own personal

supervision while engaged as surgeon in

the State Hospital for the Insane. The
medical profession are entitled to, and

have, the thanks of all connected with the

University for the course of free and highly

entertaining lectures delivered before the

students during the collegiate year.—
]. H. Holbert, of '65, recently gave

us a pleasant surprise by calling upon us

at the University. We were glad to meet

and greet one whose name in former years
was heard in daily roll-call. Mr. Hol-

bert is at jjresent located at Ottawa. His

cTiosen profession is the law, but failing ini

health in that sedentary life, he has for

some time past been engaged in the hedge

plant and nursery trade. As the head

of a family,
—how numerous deponent

saith not,
—he is certainly provident, since

it is evident from the above that upon the

slightest warning he can hedge about his

iiHiscrv according to law.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

PAYSON, DUNTON & SCRIBNER'S
MANUAL OF PENMANSHIP.
WOOLWORTH, AiNSWoRTH & Co., New
York and Chicago. Price, Si,00.

.\fter examining the above work we

heartily endorse the following statement

of the publishers :

" It is a hand-book for

Teachers, Engravers, Draughtsmen, Sign-

writers, .\mateur I'enmen, or any one

teaching or making letters with pen, ])en-

cil brush or graver.
It contains a full statement of the most

approved methods of conducting classes

in Penmanship, and a systematic descrip-

tion of the formation of every letter, il-

lustrated Iw over one hundred and fifty

cuts, and five full page illustrations, thus

presenting to the eye every important ]ioint

treated of in the text.
*

It also contains thirteen full pages of

lithgraphic matter, with full letter-press

description of every desirable variety of

script and off-hand capitals, Roman letters

analyzed, italic and Egyptian print, mark-

ing, skeleton and brush letters, old English
and German-text hands, text hands for

ladies. It is thoroughly practical in its

character, and judiciously avoids all un-

meaning flourishes and gyrations of the

pen, too often found in works on Penman

ship."

A TREATISE ON ENGLISH PUNC-
TUATION, by John Wilson. Pub-

lishe'l by Wuoi.WdRTH. Ainswdrtii
6c Co., New York and Chicago. Pncc,

52,00.

This valuable guide in punctuation has

reached the twenty-first edition. It was
first issued in 1826 and was designed solely

as a work for printers. The second edi-

tion, greatly enlarged, and designed for

letter writers, authors, printers and prool-

readers, appeared in 1S50. The third edi-

tion followed in 1855 ;
and by successiv c

revisions we now have, in the work before

us, a coniplftc iiianiuil upon the subject.

To the American scholar, Wilson's Treat-

ise, as a guide in punctuation, is what ^^"eb-

ster's or Worcester's master work is, as a

repository of words ; and the same satis-

faction may safely be indulged when the

pauses are inserted according to WiKou
as is frecjuently experienced in knowing
that the words emjiloved correspond in or-

thogra])hy anil use with our standard lex-

icons. Wilson's Treatise on Punctuation

is an indispensable aid to the exact author,

printer or reader of proof.
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THE STUDY OF THE CLASSICAL LANCrUACrES.

PROF. J. R. JAQUES, A. M.

I. The study of the classical

languages has been in high repute
for more than a thousand years.

So essential has it been considered

in order to a complete, symmetrical
education, that it has long been re-

garded as a test of scholarship.
The very name of the classics

means, "of the first class," that is,
' '

ofthcjirst rank.
' '

For more than

1000 years the Greek and the Roman
authors have been studied and prized
as models of elegant literary style.

You may visit all the educational

institutions of the civilized world,
and everywhere you will find the

Greek and the Latin grammars, dic-

tionaries and literatures to be a con-

spicuous part of the educational ap-

paratus. Goto Great Britain,
France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Ger-

many, Russia, and even Norway and

Sweden, and you will find the ever-

present and the everywhere-present
Latin and Greek text-books—first,

in the hands of the tyro
—

last, in

the hands of the graduate.
There must, then, be some reason—some profound and powerful mo-

tive for this universal prevalence of

classical studies. In this enlight-
ened age, all the civilized world

16—

would not agree to make the classics

the foundation of education if there

were not some substantial reason

for it.

And mark, there never was such
a classical mania as now, and that,

too, while civilization is advancing
more rapidly than ever before. In-

deed, in some communities it is ab-

solutely necessary to repress or check
this classical contagion. This uni-

versal homage paid to the classics,

must therefore save them from con-

tempt. No man can justly say that

is contemptible, which is prized,
admired and patronized by all the

learned men and learned institutions

of the civilized globe.
2. The classical languages and

literature claim great historical im-

portance.
The Latin and the Greek language

are interwoven with the most im-

portant history of the world. They
are intimately connected with the

most mighty historical events for

2000 or 3000 years. The history
of the Greek and Latin languages
has been the history of man's de-

velopment from barbarism to our

present glorious civilization. A few
centuries before the Christian era,
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we see Alexander, the Greek, in the

golden age of the Greek language,

subduing all surrounding nations

with his victorious legions, thus

spreading the Greek language, ideas,

literature, art, science and civiliza-

tion over the known world—ideas,

language and literature which were
destined to never die, but to live

on through the ages as they are liv-

ing to-day. Our books and libraries

in Europe and America are full of

them—and they are as imperishable
as the stars of heaven.

Then, just before the Christian

era, we see Rome ascending to her

zenith of power. The Roman arm-
ies overmastered all the surrounding
nations, and Caesar, the Emperor
of Rome, became the emperor of

the world. Thus Roman language,

ideas, literature and civilization be-

came infused among all nations of

Europe and contiguous regions.
The Roman or Latin language thus

pervaded Italy, Spain, Portugal,
France and Britain. And that Lat-

in language has impressed itself up-
on all the most enlightened coun-

tries of Europe and America.

If, then, it be asked, if Latin is

a dead language, our answer would

be, no, for in one sense it lives in

its descendants, the Italian, the

French, the Portuguese and the

Spanish, which has spread till it

has occupied all of Mexico and all

of South America. And even where
the Romanic stock of language is

not the vernacular, the Romanic or

Latin tongue has impressed itself on
all the languages and literatures of

all the other nations of the civilized

globe.
Rome was called the "Eternal

City," and the "Mistress of the

World." And who can deny that

Rome has in some sense ruled the

world for nearly 2000 years.
1st. She ruled the political world

by her armies and her statesmen.

2d. Rome for 1000 years ruled

the ecclesiastical world by her popes,
and cardinals and bishops.

3rd. Rome ruled the literary
world by her poets, historians and

philosophers.

4th. Rome, for ages, has ruled

the world of the fine arts, by her

sculptors and painters, for what

great artist makes not a pilgrimage
to Rome to study her sublime mod-
els?.

Thus Latin has been intimately
connected with man's march toward

perfection in literature, art, science,

religion and civilization.

3. The classic languages embody
the richest and rarest literature.

The literature ofGreece and Rome
is as imperishable as man's love of

the true, the beautiful diwd the good.
The ancient authors are, and have
ever been regarded as models of pure
taste, minute and patient elabora-

tion. As the art of printing was
not invented in the time of the

classic writers, their thoughts were
not permanently recorded till they
were thoroughly wrought out and

perfected. Homer's immortal po-
ems were, doubtless, corrected, re-

modeled and beautified from time
to time by the great bard himself,
before they assumed their present
state of perfection. However this

theory may account for the fact, the

writings of the ancient Greeks and
Romans bear the marks of pains-

taking and research seldom seen in

modern productions.
The rhythmical beauty, rhetorical

elegance and splendid soarings of

Homer and Virgil, have filled the

world with sublime and illustrious

thoughts. Thucidides, the accurate

and scholarly ; Herodotus, the flu-

ent and imaginative ; Tacitus, the

sententious and profound ; Cicero,
the harmonious, learned and elo-

quent ; Demosthenes, the majestic
and passionate ; Plato, the sublime

thinker and eloquent writer
;
Hor-

ace, the refined lyric poet and satir-

ist
;

—these and many other bright
stars in the classic galaxy have shed

a light down through the darkness

of ages, and will shine on with in-
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extinguishable glory till the end of

time.

That wonderfyl little peninsula
we call Greece and that other won-
derful little peninsula we call Italy
have given to the world thoughts
and words that have shook nations

and governed empires. They can

never die ! They live in the libraries,

the literatures, the brain and the

characters of the mightiest men and
nations.

4. The Latin and especially the

(rreek are immortal because they
have been made the casket in which
the jewel of Revealed Truth is de-

posited.
The Greek language has been

honored by being made the medium

through which God has spoken the

words of eternal life in the New Tes-

tament. The New Testament is a

Greek document. The real New
Testament—in its purity and origi-
nal form—is not English, French or

German, but a Greek book. We
may have very good English and
other imitations, but the Divine orig-
inal is a book entitled : He Kaine

Diatheke, "The New Covenant."

Whoever, then, wishes to drink
at the fountain-head of inspiration,
must study the Cxreek language. And
whoever wishes to drink of a stream

that is very near the fountain-head,
must study the Latin to qualify him
to read the old Itala and the Latin

or Vulgate version of the Scriptures
translated by Jerome only three

hundred years after the death of St.

John. And here it must be added,
that the Septuagint version or Greek
translation of the Old Testament,
made about 300 years B. C., is of

inestimable value to the student of
the Holy Scriptures, being the very
version quoted by the Apostles and
our Lord. At this point, too, it

must be observed, that no one can

fully understand the Scriptures, with-

out reading the leading Greek au-

thors so as to learn the full meaning
of Greek words and idioms. It is

not enough to read the New Testa-

ment.

5. The classic languages are far

more nearly perfect in their interior

structure than any modern language.
There is a mathematical precision

in the syntax which, though approx-
imated by the German, is inimita-

ble in English. The Sanscrit, Greek
and Latin languages (

all dead
) were

the most nearly perfect of all human
languages. The rigid precision of
the Latin places it as far above Eng-
lish as English is above the Ojib-

way dialect. The capacity of the

Greek to convey nice shades of

thought ;
its metaphysical, syntacti-

cal structure, and its unequaled eu-

phony, have ever marked it as the

most exalted of human tongues.
And if the Greek needed any other

endorsement, it is seen in the signif-
icant fact that God himself has se-

lected the Greek as containing the

words and modes of construction
best fitted to convey Divine thoughts.

6. The classical languages must
be studied in order to understand
the innumerable classical allusions

in the language and literature of
our own country, and of all coun-
tries.

Nearly all the great writers abound
in classical allusions. You can
scarcely read a page of our great

poets, essayists, novelists, historians

and philosophers, without finding
some allusion to the words or deeds
of classical antiquity. The writings
of Greek and Roman authors are

all interwoven into the very te.xture

of English literature. Shakespeare
is full of it. Milton is so pre-emi-

nently classical that no mere En-

glish scholar can understand him
without copious explanatory foot-

notes.

To be continued.
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[For the j^miiiii Journal

TRUE BEAUTY
\V. N. RUTLEDOE.

Where is true beauty found and
what is it ? Those around us say,

"See! how beautiful." We look

and see the little leaf or blade of

grass moving with life and pointing
to heaven. We see the tulip as it

seems to bow its head in humility,
and the rose and the honey-suckle
as they give their sweet perfume to

the air. We see the snow-capped
mountain, the little green vale, the

broad rolling prairie (God's flower

garden, )
and the cool shady grove

(God's temple). We see the rich

pearl, the sparkling diamond, the

silvery crescent moon, '"'queen of

night," with her court of twinkling
stars. We see the blue dome of

heaven, the wave-like clouds, the

rosy-fingered Aurora, "daughter of

the dawn," and the reflected rays
of a setting sun. We see the dew-

drop as it nourishes the flower, the

little brook as it comes from the

mountain murmuring a song of love,

the cataract as it dashes madly over

the rocks, and the broad blue ocean
as its waves leap toward heaven.

We see the proud eagle as it makes
its circle in the heavens, and the

swift horses as they contest in the

race. We see the steamers and the

steam engines as they move with

power and ease. We see in the

galleries of art the works of painters
and sculptors.
We see all of these productions

of nature and art, and willingly
admit that each has beauty. But
have we found true beauty ? We
rise higher, and see man in his

majesty and woman in her loveli-

ness. We pass from these beautiful

bodies, perfect in symmetry and
wonderful in construction, and find

in the invisible mind, with its intel-

lect, sensibilities and will, a higher

beauty. We pass from man's uiind

to his moral being, the realm of

conscience, and find a moral beauty
that is still higher. We listen to

music or read poetry, and find

beauty in sound and in thought.
As we ascend in the scale of beauty
we always find in the mind an in-

visible beauty that is more perfect,
and thus we are lead to God, the

only being perfect in beauty, and
the source from which all true beauty
comes. What then is true beauty ?

"'Tis the stainless soul within,
That outshines the fairest skin."

True beauty is found only in the

pure soul. Christ is beautiful as he

instructs Mary in
" the way of life,"

and Mary is beautiful as she sits at

her Savior's feet, having chosen "the

good part."
The true beauty of a statue, a

painting, a poem, or a piece of

music, is not found in the marble

of the statue, the colors of the

painting, the words of the poem,
or sounds of the music, but in the

character or idea represented.
Sculptors, painters, musicians and

poets excel in beauty as they express

purity and sublimity, as they ap-

proach a divine ideal. Man, created

in the divine image, is beautiful
;

angels are more beautiful, and (iod

is perfect in beauty. Intelligence
and purity are combined with pure

beauty. Men, who have more
intelligence and are better than

brutes, have more beauty. Angels
are more beautiful than men,
because they are purer and have

more knowledge ;
while God, per-

fect in knowledge and goodness, is

perfect in beauty. If man's body,
stamped with the Divine image, is'

beautiful, his soul, filled with the

love of God, or his life, controlled
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by the true principles of religion,

is more beautiful.

True beauty is not always con-

tained in symmetry or color, for

we can see a divine beauty beaming
forth from the black and careworn

face of the old negro, as he praises

the God wdio liberated him both

from slavery and sin. Would you
be beautiful? Study beauty in

nature and in art, in sound and in

thought, in your mind and in your
soul, in the visible and in the invis-

ible. Study that which will make

you pure and increase your knowl-

edge. Young man, would you be

beautiful, cease from your evil hab-

its and imitate the example of
Christ in doing good. Young lady,
would you be beautiful, cease from

your vanity; choose "the better

part
' '

that Mary chose, and s i t

humbly at the feet of Christ and
learn from him.

If we have beauty of character

we will be truly beautiful while on

earth, and will spend eternity with

bright angels and redeemed saints

in heaven, that home of beauty.

ON MUSIC
DR. E. DUIS,

Prof, of Genua?! in tiic Bloomingtoti Public Schools.

There is no branch of the fine

arts more pregnant with interest,

or holding forth greater induce-

ments to gain a share of our atten-

tion, than that of music. The es-

timation in which this "divine art
' '

has been held from the remotest

ages of "hoar antiquity" is enough
even of itself, to recommend it at

least to our attention, if not to our

favor, without even taking into con-

sideration those intrinsic merits,
those inspiring charms, with which
it is unquestionably associated. So

universal, indeed, is the favor in

which it has been held, that there

scarcely is—or, indeed, ever has

been,—a nation under heaven where
it has not been cultivated, in a

greater or less degree ; sometimes
as a species of refined pleasure, and
at others as a source of innocent
amusement. At one time we hear
of it as associated with the services

of the temple, and as inspiring se-

renity in the bosoms of assembled

thousands, worshiping together at

religion's sacred shrine, whilst at

another we hear of it on the battle-

field, arousing the national spirits

of a warlike host, and urging them
onward to deeds of prowess and re-

nown.
The superiority of music to the

other branches of the fine arts, as

already hinted at, is evident upon
the least reflection. The universal-

ity of its adaptation, and the power
of appreciating its sweets, which
the majority of mankind possess,

place it before us as invested with

higher claims on our regard than

any of its sister arts, even with all

their admitted attractions. The
painter can transfer the creations

of fancy, the striking scenes of his-

tory, and the soft beauties, or stern

sublimities, of natural scenery,
to canvass, and exhibit them to the

world as triumphs of genius. But
is it the many or is it the few, so to

speak, who can properly estimate

their worth, or appreciate their
beauties ? Artists themselves say
the latter

;
and even these cannot

do so without long study and marked
attention to the opposite combi-
nation of parts, the richness, depth
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and delicacies of coloring, and the

nice artistic rules of perspective.

Music, on the other hand, comes
before us in a garb so simple and

natural, as to exclude but few indeed

from judging of its merits. The

language employed, in judging of

the former, is prompted in a great

degree by a certain artificial stand-

ard, while in estimating the latter it

is that of the feelings and the heart.

Thus painting and sculpture also,

may captivate the eye and delight
the taste ;

but music can touch the

heart, awaken the tender, or subdue

the milder passions, and make the

chords of sympathy, by which the

human heart is strung, vibrate in

unison with the moving power. The

productions of our great artists in

painting and sculpture are, in the

vast majority of cases, made sub-

servient to the embellishment of cit-

ies, to the adornment of the halls

of the wealthy ;
or are, perhaps,

exhibited in institutions of art, and
in all such cases they are accessible

to the gaze of but a privileged itw.

But with the creations of musical

genius it is generally otherwise.

Once before a nation and sounded
in the ears of its people, these be-

come, as it were, their own. No
previous and severe training is re-

quired, in order to pass judgment
upon them

;
for musical productions

recommend or condemn themselves,

according to national taste and pe-
culiarities. If calculated to please,

then are they sounded forth by every
lover of sweet sounds, until—in the

crowded city and the humble ham-
let—in the mansions of the noble,
and in the cots of the plebeian

—are

heard those strains which all alike

seem to cherish, and which serve as

a medium of conveying pleasure
both to rich and poor. But this is

not all. The influences of time

cause the painter's canvass to de-

cay, and the brilliancy and fresh-

ness of his finest coloring to fade.

The same agency destroys, by a

slower, though not less sure process,

the richest productions of the sculp-
tor's chisel, while the vvorksof both

are often exposed to the ruthless

hand of violence.

Such, however, is not the case

with musical productions. What

though centuries have elapsed since

their authors gave them birth!

They are as fresh and beautiful af-

ter ages have run their course as

they were when first made known.

They have come down to us, borne

along the stream of time, and pre-
served an account of the tender as-

sociations with which they are
linked. They are treasured up in

hearts which beat high with a sense

of national honor, and to such they
illustrate the past history of their

fatherland. With an eloquence
which all can appreciate and feel,

they tell of the deeds of daring
which our forefathers achieved ;

they speak of the mighty dead, of

national customs now consigned to

oblivion, and of religious rites and

hospitable signs and symbols now

passed or passing away. Above

all, they serve to demonstrate the

fact, that the tender feelings and
wild passions which characterize our

race undergo no radical or even

material change in the midst of
those mutations which the external

world is constantly exhibiting. It

is thus that musical productions,
when once rooted in a nation's af-

fections, become almost indestruct-

able. They hover, as it were, like

gentle spirits, over the nations which

gave them birth, animating, soften-

ing, or cheering the hearts of the

people, who treasure them up as sa-

cred relics of the past, and teach

them to their offspring with all the

keen feelings of national attach-

ment and pride. Such is the man-
ner in which a nation preserves its

best melodies
; they cannot be for-

gotten, for they are bound up with

the earliest and most endearing
reminiscences of its people. They
are memorials of the past, not lia-

able to selfish or individual appro-
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priation, but free as the winds of

heaven to all who desire their en-

joyment !

With regard to the respective
merits of poetry and music, no

comparison can be instituted, for

the one may be cieemed the hand-

maid of the other. They are the

Castor and Pollox which shine in

the sphere of human enjoyment,

reflecting their soft beauty on each

other, and serving, by their com-
bined power and influence, to glad-
den the heart of man while a way-
farer on this dull earth. The prince
of ancient poets did not consider it

unworthy of his noble epic to have

it wedded to music. No, he deem-
ed it dignified by the union

;
and

so, while wandering 'neath the

sunny skies of Greece, or lingering
amid the halls of its valiant sons,

he chanted the verses of his noble

epic to many an enraptured listener.

The scalds or cards of northern

Europe, too, acted in a similar

manner—for the majority of these

wandering minstrels were poets also—and their productions were gen-

erally given to their auditors in the

strains of stirring melody.
The origin of the several branches

of the fine arts is involved in much

obscurity. "Shadows, clouds and

darkness," rest upon the periods of

their invention, while their early

history and progress are perverted

by fable, or seen only through the

dim medium of tradition. "Even
the ancients," says a musical histo-

rian, "unable to discover the mor-
tal who invented sweet sounds, as-

cribed to their gods the merit of

communicating the art to mankind.
' '

We cannot, however, be at such a

loss to discover, or account for, the

origin of music, as we would be with

reference to its sister arts
;

for the

elements of music are to be found
in and around ourselves. The mod-
ulations of the human voice, when

giving expression to • the natural

feelings, are, in fact, music in em-

bryo. Nature, external nature, too,

is eloquent with its myriad voices.

The notes of the winged choristers,

the varied modulations of sound pe-
culiar to animals, from the roar of

the monarch of the forest down to

the chirping of the cricket and the

hum of the bee
;

the bleating of

flocks, the murmuring streamlet,
the bounding cataract, the gushing
river, the voice of the wind when it

sighs, or in the sweeping hurricane,

gives forth the voice of Him who
"rides in the whirlwind and directs

the storm.
' ' The rustling cornfields,

the shaking trees, the ocean's loud

anthem amid the storm, the hosan-

na of the thunder-peal ;

—
these, and

a thousand more of "Nature's voic-

es," are all, in fact, the elements
of harmony, making the earth vo-

cal, and quite sufficient of them-
selves to suggest to the mind of an
intellectual being, such ideas of the

power of sound as to prompt him
in the course of time, and after ma-
ture deliberation to reduce all into

an artificial musical system. Nor is

there anything problematical in

this, for music is undoubtedly an
imitative art. That music then can
boast of high antiquity is certain.

It is coeval in fact, with creation

itself; for the volume of truth tells

us, that while the infant earth yet

lay in its purity beneath the smile

of its Creator, myriads of celestial

beings sang in concert creation's

natal hymn. Oh ! what a glorious

doxology ! Glorious indeed, since

the angelic choirs led the joyous
strain !

But we would now go on to speak
of music's powers and influences

upon the lower animals as well as

their ruler, man. The empire of

music is, by no means, contracted

in its range, for its influence is felt

from the loftiest of those bright in-

telligences who encircle the throne
of the Omnipotent, down to the

tiniest warblers which people our
woods and fields. Yea, every link

of that mystic chain which connects
heaven with earth vibrates in unison
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with its celestial touch. It is nature's

language, universally diffused
; and,

when it speaks, all the animated
creation feel, in a greater or less

degree, its power.
There are numberless instances

on record of its effects upon the

lower animals. Every one is ac-

quainted with the story of Arion,
which, although decked out in

the magnificent garb of Grecian

poetry, tends to illustrate the fact,

that even the silent cleavers of
ocean's bed are not strangers to

music's power. This was long
deemed problematical, but recent

discoveries have established its truth.

The power which the serpent-charm-
ers of Hindostan exercise over
some of the serpent tribe is also

well known. They not only carry
about the cobra de capclla, to exhibit

the effects of their simple melody
upon it, but they also employ their

art in decoying serpents from their

lurking places. Hares are fond of

the sound of a drum, and the la-

mantin or inanite delights in music.

Dogs, it is said, have also an ear,

for instrumental music especially.

Steibert, a musician, had one in his

possession, which, as he averred,

evidently knew one piece from an-

other. A modern composer also,

had a pug-dog, which frisked merrily
about the room when a lively piece
was playing, but wlien a slow, grave

melody was being performed, he
would place himself by the piano,
and prick up his ears with intense

attention, Avhen the player came to

a part of the piece where a discord

was struck, the animal would howl

piteously, and with drooping tail

seek refuge from the unpleasant
sound beneath the chairs and tables.

Mr. Eastcoat relates that a hare left

her retreat to listen to some choris-

ters, who* were practicing on the

banks of the Mersey, retiring when
they ceased singing, and re-appear-

ingas thev commenced their strains.

Bousset, a French author, asserts

that an officer confined in the Bas-

tRe drew forth mice, and even spi-

ders, to beguile his solitude with
his flute. Chateaubriand states, as

a fact, that in Upper Canada he has

seen t!-.e rattle-snake appeased by a

musician. Buffon savs that the ele-

phant is a lover of music
; and, in

his "Natural History," he gives an

instance of music's power over this

unwieldy animal, showing in his

account also that the elephant pre-
ferred the soft simple melodies to

which it listened, to the more elab-

orate combinations of harmony. It

is well known that any person sing-

ing, or playing on an instrument,
in a wood which song birds haunt,
will hear the little warblers, as if

filled with joy, straining their little

throats while pouring forth their

notes to swell the harmony. Many
other instances might be adduced
to prove the power of the "heaven-
born art" over the lower animals;
but the above must suffice.

To he continued.

Leaves have their time to fall,

And flowers to wither at the north wind's lireath,

And stars to set ;
but all;

Thou hast all seasons for thine own, O, death!

We know when moons shall wane,
When summer l)irds from far shall cross the sea.

When autumn's hue shall tinge the golden 'grain :

But who shall teach us when to look for thee ?

Mrs. HcinaHs.
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THE CASTLE BONCOURT.

FROM THE GERMAN OF CHAMISSO. TRANSLATED AND RENDERED INTO

VERSE BY PROF. J. R. JA(^)UES, A. M.

[The Poem is a touching reminiscence of the castle from which the author had been
driven in youth by the furies of the French revolution. The castle was destroyed and
its site became a plowed field.]

I dream myself back to my childhood.
While trembles my snowy-white head,

How ye follow me ever, ye fair fomis,
That long I had thought to be dead !

Towering high from the shady enclosure.
The Castle now gleams all immortal.

I know the old ramparts and towers.
The old bridge of stone and the portal.

From the gateway the lion's heraldic

Looks on me with love as of yore,
I greet the dear friends of the old-time, '

And haste to the court-yard once more.

There lies the sphynx by the fountain,
And yonder old fig-tree is green.

Within yonder windows, in childhood.
The dream that I dreamed first was seen.

I enter the church of the Castle,

And seek for my ancestor's grave.
There it is I There hangs on the pillar

The armor once worn by the brave.

Not yet can my tear-bedimmed eyes
Read the lines of the record aright,

Though thereon through the window panes spangled,
Falls in fullness the brilliant light.

Thou standest, O home of my fathers.

True and firm in my heart, e'er abiding,

Although thou hast vanished from earth,—
O'er thy soil the plow they are guiding.

Be fruitful, O dearly loved soil I

I tenderly bless thee and love thee I

And doubly I bless him whoever
The ])low is now guiding above thee.

• Rut myself I must now tear away,
.Vnd carry my harp in my hand,—

The realms of the earth to rove over.

And sing over many a laml.

-17
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A FEW THOUGHTS ON LABOR.

G. E. SCRIMGER.

"God has given each man a back to be

clothed, a mouth to be filled, and a pair
of hands to work with."

From this arrangement, it would

appear that each person should pro-
vide for himself, or suffer the just

penalties of his indolence, starva-

tion. But there are those who,
either through weakness of body or

mind, accident, or some calamity
over which they had no control, are

thrown upon society as objects of

charity. As a provision for this

emergency, man is gifted with a

miiid capable of combining and ar-

ranging principles, from which he

draws conclusions which constitute

his i)lans of working. Through these

plans his imperial intellect brings
the forces of nature under subjec-

tion, and one brain and pair of

hands is capable of providing for

scores, thus providing for our un-

fortunate fellow beings. But do all

support themselves who can ? Let

the seven-tenths of our population,

toiling, groaning, yea dying, that

the remaining three-tenths may roll

in wealth and idleness, answer.

Labor is regarded as degrading, a

result of the fall. While we do not

accept this, yet supposing that labor

is the result of man's depravity, is

it not the part of men, of rational

beings, to share it equally, and not

unkindly push it off on others'

shoulders, crushing their very lives

out, that we may go free? Espe-

cially, when facts jjrove that in con-

nection with a reasonable amount

oC labor, man's best physical, intel-

lectual and moral development is

secured.

This inequality of labor is one of

the most prolific sources of crime

and ignorance. The poor man's

child, chilled and starved by pov-

erty's stinted hand, i)rays to be re-

moved from under its blighting
shadow, into the sunlight of pros-

perity. But borne down by the

oppressions of the rich, at last he

dares to steal, shall we say, or lay
his hands upon that which is justly

his own, having been taken from

him by the contortions of the rich,

the real robbers of society. The
world's toilers, compelled as they

are, to labor almost day and night,
from the cradle to the grave we

might almost say, have no time for

mental improvement. We are loud

in our condemnation of ignorance,
and look to our glorious free school

system and press as the great dis-

pensers of enlightenment and knowl-

edge, the bulwarks of our land.

But of what avail are schools and

papers to men and youth who have

no time to attend to one, or peruse
the other ?

There must be a radical reform in

our system of labor, before we can

hope for a universal education of

the people. This unequal distribu-

tion of labor has been, and is still,

to some extent, an obstacle in the

advance of enlightenment and civ-

ilization. In the Dark Ages there

were two great divisions of emplo}-
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ment, corresponding to the two

great classes of men, in regard to

worldly possessions. The church,

state, and camp, or the sphere for

mental labor, was open to the rich ;

and the field, shop, rank and file, or

sphere for physical toil, to the poor.
The high places of trust in church

and state, being filled by men,
with no (pialifications for them ex-

cept wealth, destitute of energy,

proud of their titles, and despising
the poor, no wonder the world has

been so slow to cast aside its dark

robes of ignorance and superstition.
It is then a relic of the dark ages,
a most oppressive system of s/avciy.

It was many years ago that a

heathen poet said, "it is the slave's

duty to plow, and a freeman's busi-

ness to enjoy at leisure the fruit of

that ploughing." This notion is

still prevalent to an alarming extent,

savoring strongly of the'time when
idleness was a freeman's birthright.
Shall we boast of our freedom, when
we are guilty of such a slavery,
more degrading than that of the

Africans, a slavery of men's bodies,
minds and souls ? This inequality
of labor is the cause of unnecessary
toil.

One would naturally suppose that

the increasing appliances of machin-

ery would lessen the amount of

labor required ;
and so it would if

the rich would be satisfied with a

supply of their real wants. But, on

the contrary, thcv give free rein to

their fancy, whose imaginary wants
deserve the name of "legion," re-

sulting in the opening of new de-

partments of labor, and a corres-

ponding demand for laborers. But,
is there no remedy ? Must the great
mass of mankind sweat and groan,
that a few robbers and drones may
live in luxury and ease ? We believe

it may be helped. It is estimated

that if all who are able should labor

two out of the twenty-four hours as

much would be accomplished as at

the present time. If, then, every
man and woman would follow some

legitimate business of head or hand,
and, in addition to this, the gay
and fashionable would deny them-
selves those things which are not

only useless but inelegant, what an

opportunity for general culture would
thus be afforded.

We are not presumptions enough to

suggest the remedy, but we believe

that every man should be required

by law to follow some legitimate

business, while such a tax should be
levied on luxuries in dress and food

as to lessen this useless expenditure
of money and muscle. Especially
let the dignity of labor be kept be-

fore the people ; that not only is

the laborer justly entitled to the

product of his toil, but is best pre-

pared to enjoy it, while the best

mental discipline may be found in

connection with some chosen trade.

HEAVEN.

A . H . D A V I E S .

How be'autiful is the language of

the Inspired Revelator, in describ-

ing his vision of the New Jerusalem.
"Its streets are golden, its walls are

jasper, and its gates are pearly ;
its

"light is the radiant splendor of the

Creator's glory, like unto a jasper
clear as crystal. And its river of

pure water proceeds from beneath
the throne ofGod and the Lamb, and

gentle flows by the tree whose leaves

are for the healing of the nations."
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From these and many other ref-

erences to the same subject, we in-

fer that heaven—"the land of pure
delight,"

—is a material striiettire,

''di place prepared," having a defi-

nite location, consequently with
limitation and boundary, in as much
as these are essential conditions of
the term place.
An assertion that the language

here used by St. John is figurative,
if it be conceded, does not neces-

sarily disprove our hypothesis. Here
upon earth we know the spiritual as

regards location and active exist-

ence only, when it is connected
with the material. Have we any
reasonable ground for supposing
that it will be otherwise hereafter?
Is it held that the body's resurrec-

tion is a myth and the evidence

supporting it, baseless and untena-
ble ? If this, and heaven's non-

materiality both be true, does it not

change the heaven of our. bright
anticipation into a dim and dreary
amplitude,—a ghostly vacuum,—an

entirety of emptiness and vacancy,
peopled with gloomy shades and

spectres? Surely this is not the
heaven of the Bible

; or, if the res-

urrection of the body be conceded
we then have a material and physi-
cal being existing in a realm of

spiritual essence devoid of materi-

ality, which is as impossible as it is

absurd. Are our bodies, resurrect-

ed from the dead, purified and
quickened with spiritual life, t o
roam forever in a void and formless

region of gloom and uncertainty,
of dim and shadowy location, "a
region dolorous," chilled by som-
bre and ghostly quietude? The
heart sickens with these disgusting
reflections, which so palpably con-

tradict the plainest teachings of the

Bible. The translations of Enoch
and Elijah, and the physical resur-

rection of our blessed Lord, give
me sufficient surety for believing,
that "though after my skin worms

destroy this body yet in my flesh

shall I see God,'' and then be pos-

sessed of "an inheritance which is

incorruptible and fadeth not away.
' '

As a material structure, it must
have a definite location. Somewhere
in the illimitable expanse of the

universe the heaven of our joys ex-

ists
; just where may be the subject

of speculation, but not of certainty
in this life. The following theory
relative to the location of heaven is

extant, and is worthy of consider-
ation :

In the sun is recognized the source
of light, heat, vivifying forces and
of animal and vegetable activity.
It^is the center, around which all

other bodies of the system perform
their revolutions responsive to the

laws of attraction and velocity.
Our system regulates its movements,
influenced by the forces of others.

These in turn act and are acted up-
on by systems more remote, each
irradiated by the others' beams and

revolving within orbits fixed and

shapened by the forces of foreign
attraction. Somewhere within the

airy realms of the universe must be
a common center of heat, light,
electric forces and attraction, a

majestic focus of magnetic influ-

ences and powers, which hold in

imperious subjection the countless

myriads of glistening systems. And
is it fanciful to suppose that this

grand climactic center of power and
of light is the throne of him of
whom "the heavens declare the glo-

ry," and the firmament showeth the

handiwork ?

The location, wherever it may be,
is one where infinite wisdom, infi-

nite joy, and infinite love are enjoy-
ed. We can know but litttle of
this beatitude now, but then, oh]

then, indeed shall we know in what
the fulness of joy, the sweetness of

love, the perfection of.good, and
the sinlessness of the redeemed con-

sist. It is free from the storms and
violence of earth. No wintry blast

nor driving snow; no drenching
rain, nor scorching sun

;
no lurid

lightning, nor rumbling earthquakes
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shall ever disturb the serenity of

that peaceful clime. The loathsome

pestilence, and bloody war, with

gaunt and meagre famine following
in their footsteps, shall ever enter

those happy realms. No piteous

wailings, nor shrieks of anguish, nor

dying moans shall ever sadden the

joyous songs of praise and adora-

tion. No ! there are no tears in

heaven
;
there is no sorrow there.

Never within that blissful abode
shall the eye of the mourner be

dimned with tears, nor the humble

penitent in broken accents suppli-
cate the throne of God for clemency

or piteously motion heaven for relief.

Of the heavenly inhabitants we
can form no adequate idea. Mil-
lions upon millions, representatives
of every clime and hue, of every
nation and tribe, of every age and

period within the history of the

universal earth, shall enter and
dwell fore\er there. Perhaps, myr-
iads of blest intelligence from other

worlds may be present.
And reader, student, friend, you

and I, if we live to God and die in

Christ, shall be heirs alike with the

countless millions of redeemed, to

this blissful immortality.

CHIPS, CHOPS
—T. R. Wiley, of '71, is read-

ing medicine.

—The college expression for fail-

ure on examination is "flunked."

—It is said that commencement
will be very expensive forweek

Seniors.

—Trouble springs from idleness,

and grievous toils from needless

cares.

—Adam's nativity has at last been
discovered. He was, according to

Darwin, a germ-man.
—Ex.

—
Kissing a pretty girl is bliss,

but to have her papa discover it, is

a blister.—^.v.

—The general inquiry among the

students is, "Why don't we have a

reading room ?" Who will answer?

—A match game of base ball was

played by the Normal and Wesleyan
nines, resulting in favor of the Wes-

leyan s.

—A young lady was called on to

decline "hie." She boldly pro-
ceeded: "Hie, haec, hoc; hug-us,

hug-us, hug-US," which latter was

AND CHUNKS.
received with joyful applause by the

boys.
—Ex.

—A brilliant Soph, when reading
Tacitus, paused at "Delapsis Spec-
ulatoribus," but, after a moment's
study, translated : O, ye dilapida-
ted speculators. Targuin.
—Under the revised constitution

the list of society officers is in-

creased by the addition of vice
president. W. Booth, of the Sen-
ior class, was unanimously elected
to fill the same.

—
"Jimfisticated" is one of the

new words used by editors. It
seems to mean to confiscate in a

l^rivate way, as by a burglar with
the aid of his jimmy, or, in other

words, stolen.

—Certain Seniors are exceedingly
anxious for a sociable. The only
way in which we can account for

this peculiar freak is that commence-
ment draweth nigh, and boquets
are wanted.

—The following colloquy be-
tween a Prep, and a Senior was
overheard recently : Prep. Have
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you heard of the man who got shot ?

Astonished Senior. No
\
how did

he get shot? Prep. Bought them,
sir. Exit Prep. Senior mourning
his stupidity.

—A gentle snob : He is a very

genteel and amiable young man,
but he is now insane. He parts his

hair in the middle. The other day,
in combing his hair, he chanced to

get two more hairs on one side than

on the other. This destroyed the

balance of his head and overturned

his brain. He makes a very gentle

lunatic, however.

—The Annual Exhibition of the

Munsellian Society will be held in

Amie Chapel, June 13th. The pro-

gramme will be of a strictly literary

character, and the different per-
formers are making extra efforts to

present to the public such exercises

as will be entertaining, as well as

possessed of literary merit. We
hope to see all the friends of the

Society present.

—A certain individual thus de-

scribes the beautiful snoring of his

lovely Elizabeth Jane :

O, the snore, the beautiful snore,

falling her chamber from ceiling to

floor ! Over the coverlet, under the

sheet, from her dimpled chin to her

pretty feet ! Now rising aloft like

a bee in June, now sunk to the wail

of a cracked bassoon I Now flute-

like subsiding, then rising again, is

the beautiful snore of Elizabeth

Jane.

—The Belles Lettres and Mun-
sellian Societies held their reception

Friday evening, May 4th. The
halls were tastefully and beautifully

decorated, and presented a very
fine appearance; and the happy
throng that was to be seen promen-
ading through them seemed to be

delighted with their arrangement
Everything was exceedingly pleas-

ant, and all appeared to enjoy them-
selves. Much credit is due to those

who had it in charge, as the recep-
tion was a decided success.

—The Society propose inaugurat-

ing the plan of presenting diplo-
mas to those graduates who are
members of this organization. Of
the present graduating class the fol-

lowing members will receive diplo-

mas, Friday evening, June 13th, at

the annual exhibition: W. H.
Booth, A. H. Davies, C. A. Hasen-

winkle, G. W. Crum, J. E. Scott,
and W. H. Wylder. This will add
a new feature to the programme for

that evening, and we hope to see

many of the Alumni present, espe-

cially those who have been Mun-
sellians.

BE BRIEF
Long speeches, long letters, long

communications, are out of place in

these stirring times. Avoid the par-
enthesis. Drop the semi-colons al-

together. Make the spaces between

the periods as brief as possible. Shake

out the adjectives without reserve.

Sacrifice the pet metaphors. Be not

led away by the love of antitheses,

or alliteration. Be clear and crisp,

and pertinent, alike in your invec-

tives, eulogies, and recommenda-
tions. Think of the Lord's Prayer,
of the awful substitute served by sen-

sation mongers in so many pulpits.
What flights of twaddy rhetoric and

volleys of expletives ;
what endless

repetitions of tedious details weary
and disgust the hearer. It is delight-
ful to think of the time wasted by
these self-pardoning petitioners and

long-winded inditers of many-head-
ed sermons. Life is too short, too

full of cares and duties to be thrown

away thus. The best advice, the

brightest wit, the deepest w^isdom,
come over in small packages.
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THE PRINCE OF DARKNESS A GENTLEMAN.

c. rayburn.

What this world might have been
had not Satan "o'er leaped all bound
of Hell and highest wall of Para-

dise," and "invaded Eden's ver-

durous garden," may be left for the

dreamer to picture in his idleness.

Since he has entered that abode
of innocence neither as an angel of

light nor as a demon^ but in a form
familiar to that happy pair, we must
consider the world as it is and not

speculate on what might have been.

As in Eden so in all times, Satan

has appeared to his victims as an

honorable and, therefore, a worthy
object of their confidence.

In the first temptation he did not

seem to attempt to induce Eve to

sin, but having gained her confi-

dence he prevailed upon her to eat

the fruit. In this act he demon-
strated a formula by which any one

may lead his fellow man astray, and

thereby established the essential

characteristics of a modern gentle-
man. He, therefore, who would be

a fashionable gentleman to-day must
needs follow the precedent estab-

lished by the Prince of Darkness.

Of all the causes that have blind-

ed man's reason and entailed suffer-

ing on humanity, deceit, the primal
cause of all sorrow, is the most
notorious. Yet, nothing that has

been transmitted from generation to

generation, if we may judge of the

esteem in which anything is held b\-

the universality of its use, has ever

been so highly prized.
One great reason why deception

is so generally practiced is the al-

most universal desire of men to be

held in good repute by their com-

panions. Hence, the necessity of

each one rendering whatever he un-

dertakes acceptable, or at least ex-

cusable in the estimation of his as-

sociates and of that portion of so-

ciety called respectable. This is

illustrated by the frequent attempts
men make to render sin respectable,

or, in other words, to make Satan

appear as a gentleman. Loving evil

they love to indulge in it, and fondly

hope, if they can prove Satan a gen-

tleman, they may be indulged in

imitating his example. This class

of men will do anything rather

than incur the disapprobation of

good society. But they care noth-

ing for right or wrong, they wor-

ship at no other shrine, have no
other aim in view, and desire no
other reward than the name of be-

ing a highly respectable member of

society. For the accommodation
of these there is a corresponding
class so benevolent and so self-ab-

negating as to be willing to sacrifice

their convictions of right and wrong
in order to create a popular taste for

a class of acts which are esteemed
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by all true men as degrading. In-

deed, some have gone so far as to

organize what they are pleased to

call churches, whose fundamental

principle is that nothing is wrong
which is respectable.

In politics also great efforts are

made to throw a robe of respecta-

bility around fraud and corruption
in order to conceal the devil from

the eyes of those not yet trained to

look upon him as the personifica-
tion of honesty. Politicians can

not dispense with his services, yet

they are anxious that his presence
shall not be discovered. But, not-

withstanding their cauti on, the
lookers on sometimes get a glimpse
of his caudal appendage. The fact

is immediately noised abroad and
an investigation demanded, the re-

sult of which is a very /«r/<:/ demon-
stration that the phenomenon was

but an optical delusion, caused by
waves of motion from some extra-

neous object passing through the

weather of public opinion, and,

falling upon the sensitive part of

the eye, conveys to the mind an im-

age of the demon who enters, as it

were, into the nature of the indi-

vidual thus influenced.

The Credit Mobilier had him

snugly ensconced, and for a long
time he comforted himself in a very

gentlemanly manner. At last, not

receiving the credit due him for the

exertions he put forth, and the in-

fluence he gave it among respectable

people, he protested against such

injustice. Finally, rebelling and re-

vealing himself to the public, (juite

a stir was created among our honor-

able, pure and patriotic congress-
men. His motives were uncjues-
tionable. He demanded only what

is due a gentleman, the respect of

his associates and the acknowledg-
ment of his efforts in their behalf.

Doubtless it gave him great pain to

reveal his true character and that

of his associates, but duty must be

performed.
There is something respectable

about going to church, and the
"Prince of Darkness," in disguise
of course, is in duty bound to at-

tend. He is enabled to get along
so well with a certain class for the

remainder of the week, by sitting
with them in luxurious pews on

Sundays. He is a great musician.

This, however, does not imply that

all musicians are great devils. He
exercises rare judgment in the selec-

tion of music, being very careful

not to play a voluntary that will

lead the mind to the contemplation
of things divine, but entertains the

"gathering congregation wi t h an

"organ voluntary" made up of ex-

tracts from ''operas,''' interspersed
with dances, with now and then a

strain from some sacred tune. It is

not in accordance with ^^'<?^^/
A/jYc to

sing the hymns to tunes that for the

time lift the soul toward heaven, but

those are selected which remind the

fashionable ///if'rt/(?r-^^(?^v-
of that sweet

song sang by %oVi\itprima donna, but

which fills the humble worshiper
with torture. The hymn sung, he

engages in prayer. Prays for every-

thing in general, and nothing in

particular. It is a very interesting,

entertaining and highly finished ef-

fort
;
the most eloquent, perhaps,

ever addressed to a Boston audi-

ence. The church is filled with the

incense of that prayer, which never

gets outside, unless it is in print.

Occasionally he preaches the sermon

dealing out denunciations against
sin in Homoeopathic doses, being

very careful to impress every one
with the idea that he had nothing
to fear from the Evil One. All arc

highly gratified to learn that they
are so heavenly perfect, and go to

their homes congratulating one an-

other on "what a dear minister

we've got ! What a beautiful ser-

mon he preaches ! What congre-

gations he draws !

"

The transition from the church

to the social circle is but a step. It

is in the social circle that we behold

the greatest inroads made by the
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deceiver. Tongue cannot express

the evil resulting from masking true

character. And the novice finds it

impossible to determine any one's

true character short of the most in-

timate acquaintance. This is due

to the universal desire to be seen in

the best possible character
; and, as

many of their actions will not ad-

mit of the scrutiny of companions,
it becomes necessary to assume an

appearance of virtues not possessed.

And, as one deception involves an-

other, such a state of affairs is

brought about, in what is called /<?-

ate society, that he is best received

who can practice deception to the

greatest perfection.

Hence, we conclude that it is a

duty each one owes himself, if he

would not have the world regard
his life as a failure, to be on false as

possible in every transaction of life.

Never try to reform an evil, but

make it respectable. History teaches

that this may be practiced with

great success, but the day will come
when we all will get behind the

scenes and then, if the Prince of

Darkness is a gentleman, many will

wish that they had been boors.

GLEANINGS,
—Oxford had 2,214 students last

year.

—Young man don't be in a hurry
to quit college. The world is do-

ing very well without you.

—The man who did not enter

college too young,
—the freshman

at Dartmouth, aged fifty.

—(;. W. Barton and J. L. Kitch-

en attended the session of the State

Medical Association, held in this

city. May 20th and 21st.

—Prussia has six universities,

Austria nine, Italy twenty, and the

United States over three hundred.—
College Argus.

—Prof. "Can any one suggest

something to improve the window

casing in this room ? Answer by
an attentive student, "Soap."
—When we think some body has

slighted us, we should stop and con-

sider whether we do not receive our

just deserts.

—An example worthy of imita-

tion,
—the abolishment of compul-

sory attendance at church by the

authorities of Brown University.— 18

—What's a name? A Yale stu-

dent asserts that he would rather be

head baker in Vassa/ College than

to be Professor Tyndall.

—President Holder has been suc-

cessful in the execution of his duties

for this term. May the Society be

as fortunate in its choice of a presi-

dent for next term.

—A Freshman expresses his daily

experience in the following parody :

"Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these, I've flunked again."—£x.

—E. M. Heafer has returned

from St. Mary, Canada. Ed. looks

the same as ever. Studying French
does not seem to have lessened his

old propensity to make witty obser-

vations.

—A case of emotional insanity
has been observed recently on the

University grounds. A young man
of staid habits was seen climbing a

tree. No excuse has yet been heard

of. Maybe he was studying botany.

-Making money by getting up
s not a modern in-

Joseph planned a

corners in grain is not a modern in-

vention at all.
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corner in Egypt, a long time ago,
and more than that, was able to

hold it.

—The members this term are

taking more interest in the debates

than usual. Probably the reasons

are that more care is exercised in

the selection of the questions and
better preparations made.

—Some appropriate decorating
was done in the B. L. S. hall for

the social of May i6th. A little

more time should have been given
to the work and then it would have

been properly completed.

—The Seniors are now taking
their vacation for the purpose it is

said of preparing for Commence-
ment. If the boys don't happen
to select the same subject they will

be prepared shortly.

—While the Modocs are being

justly punished for their fiendish

treachery, yet their act is said to be

but a retaliation for a like injury
inflicted on them by the whites

twenty years ago. "Tit for tat."

—Not long since, an intelligent

Soph, was called on in Zoology to

recite the orders of birds; he confi-

dently began,
"
Wade-ores, Scratch-

ores, ,

' '

that will do,
' '

exclaimed

the Prof., "another may go on with

the recitation."

—C. H. Long has been honored
with the society attorneyship for

this term. Charley says that he will

enforce the rules rigidly, and we

predict that delinquents will find no

peace during his administration.

Go in.

—
'73 and '74 recite logic this

term to Prof. DeMotte. The text-

book used is Coppee^ s Elements, with

which they are well pleased. It is

well arranged for recitation from

topics, an important feature in which
some text-books are sadly deficient.

—The announceme n t in last
month's Journal that "the warm

days of spring are come," was pre-

mature. In excuse we have to say
that the said sentiment was written

one of the three warm days of

April, when jr editor was under a

sleepy impression that the fact

should be made known.

—A lecture was delivered before

the Munsellian and Belles Lettres

literary societies on the evening of

the 2ist ult., by Dr. G. T. Allen,
of St. I.ouis. The subject, "Rus-
sia and the Russians," was made

very interesting by the carefully

prepared lecture. The Dr. has the

thanks of the students of the Uni-

versity.

—A student in astronomy going
home the other night rather late,

was startled by the apparition of a

meteor, as he supposed, slowly
making its way earthward. Just
about the time he was well through
with the "spread eagle" phrases of

his vocabulary, he was informed
that it was nothing but a kite with

lantern attached.

—It is a pleasure for us to chron-

icle the election of B. F. Funk for

the third time to the office of mayor
of this city. His first drill as an

executive officer was in the capacity
of president of this Society. As in

"the day of small things," he was
not found wanting, so now he is in-

trusted with great affairs by his fel-

low townsmen.

— The first annual re-i/nion of

the Belles Lettres Society will be

held in their hall on the i8th inst.

The diplomas will be given at that

meeting, and a good time is antici-

pated. All of the old members are

cordially invited to attend. It is

designed to hold a re-union meet-

ing every year during Commence-
ment week, and thus to bring the

old and new members together, that

all may enjoy themselves.

—In noticing the death of Lord

Lytton, in Scril)ner's, a very nice

thought is brought out, the senti-

ment of which may thus be ex-
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pressed : A man to be remembered

by. the people must possess a heart

in full sympathy with them
;
their

good and well-being must furnish

the motive power of all his actions.

Bulwer did not have such feeling for

the mass of mankind and was not

actuated by such an impulse, while

Burns and Dickens were strengthen-
ed by the one and urged on by the

other. The works of the former

will be seen only in the libraries of

the few great scholars, but the latter

will grace the rough shelves of the

poor laborer and the common peo-

ple.

—On the evening of May 15th,
a gay and happy company, com-

posed of the members of '73 and

'74, with their fair protectors, met
at the residence of Prof. H. C. De-

Motte, to pass the evening. They
were welcomed by the Professor

and his estimable lady with such a

hearty good will, that all felt them-
selves perfectly free and easy, which
is more than can be said of most

receptions. The parlors were bril-

liantly illuminated and on the walls

the beautiful pictures lent their ef-

fects to the heightening of the en-

joyment of each individual. The
fine piano, under the management
of skillful fingers, gave out beauti-

ful music. The Professor gave both
instruction and amusement to his

guests by the exhibition of numer-
ous geological specimens from the

Colorado canyons and vicinity,

with the descriptions of those wond-
erful features of nature, yet but par-

tially explored, along with speci-
mens of Indian handiwork, with

many other objects of interest com-
mon to that portion of the wild

west visited by the Professor during
last summer's vacation in company
with Major Powell. At the proper
time the giiests repaired to the din-

ing room, where the good things
were not an unimportant item in

the enjoyment of the occasion. Full

justice was done to this substantial

part of the entertainment, as was

well testified by the sudden disap-

pearance of contents of many ple-

thoric dishes. Good cheer was the

word around " the festive board,"
until it was checked, but only for

the moment, by a call to order and

a peremptory demand on the part of

the company for speeches and re-

plies, which were happily delivered

by the gentlemen called upon, to

the entire satisfaction of all present.

The parlors were then again occu-

pied and a considerable time was

passed in agreeable conversation

until long in the "we sma' hours,"

when the guests paid their compli-
ments to the host and hostess and

started homeward, perfectly satisfied

with the evening's entertainment,

and hoping that it may be the good
fortune of many future generations
of Seniors and Juniors to enjoy like

hospitality at the hands of the same

parties.

CHRISTIAN CHARITY.
When a rosebud is formed, if the

sky is soft, and the sky is genial, it

is not long before it bursts
;

for the

life within is so abundant that it

can no longer contain it all, but in

blossomed whiteness and swimming
fragrance it must needs let forth its

joy, and gladden all the air. And
if, when thus ripe, it refused to ex-

pand, it would quickly rot at the

heart and die. And Christian char-

ity is just piety with its petals fully

spread, developing itself, and mak-

ing a happier world. The religion
which fancies that it loves God
when it never evinces love to its

brother, is not piety, but a poor
mildewed theology

—a dogma with
a worm in its heart.—

-Jai/ics Ham-
ilton.
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HOW TO READ.

"I was once called upon to pre-
scribe intellectually for a young girl

of fair abilities, who showed no
want of brains in conversation, but

had a perfect indifference to books.

She read dutifully and torpidly
whatever was set before her—nov-

els, travels, history, all were the

same. Each page drove out the

previous page, and her memory was
blank. Her parents asked me to

teach her to read. She joined in the

request, and I consented to the ex-

periment, on the condition that she

would faithfully read a single book
in the way I should direct. She
consented.

"It was the time of Kossuth's

visit, when everybody was talking
about the Hungarian revolution.

The book I chose was '

Hungary in

1848,' by Brace, of far more inter-

est then than now. I prescribed it

in daily doses of one chapter. If

possible, she was to read that, the

chapters being short
;
but under no

conceivable circumstances was she

to read more. After each chapter,
she was to put down in a blank

book I gave her, some remarks sug-

gested by it. She must mention

something that had interested her,
or seek the explanation of some

word, or anything else she pleased.
Her comment might be only to say
that Gorgy was a traitor, or to in-

inquire how his name should be

pronounced ; but, at least, there

should be one sentence of remark

per chapter. From time to time I

was to see what she had written,
and answer her questions, if any.

This was the prescription, and she
took it courageously.

"I knew in advance what would
be the greatest difficulty. It was to

keep her to one chapter. It seemed
to her such a mistake, such an op-
])ortunity, when she could so easily

manage five or six chapters in a day.
Had she done so, all would have
been lost

;
so I was inexorable. The

consequence was that she never fail-

ed to read her chapter ;
and when

she got to the end of it, for want
of anything better to do, she read
it over again, or went to work with
her note book. It was a very nice
note book, and she wrote a beauti-

ful hand. When I came to look
over the pages, every few days, I

was astonished at the copiousness
and variety of her notes. On some

days, to be sure, there would be but
a single sentence, and that visibly
written with effort; but almost
always there were questions, doubts
and criticisms, all of which I met
as I could. I found my own mind
taxed by hers, and finally re-read

every chapter carefully, that I might
be ready for her. And at the end
she told me, with delight, that for

the first time in her life she had
read a book. "Where was the

magic of the process ? I suppose
mainly in the restraint, the mode-
rate pace, and the necessi t y of

writing something.
'

Reading,
'

says

my Lord Bacon,
' maketh a full

man
; writing, an exact man.' To

clearly define and systematize what

y ou know, write.
' '— Woman' sJour-

nal.

Let all things be thought upon
That may, with reasonable swiftness, add
More feathers to our wings. —Shakespeare .
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THE UNIVERSITY GROUNDS.

The following is from the Daily
Pantagraph of May 24th :

" In all the surroundings of our

lovely city, which in the words of

one of the learned doctors who vis-

ited us the other day, 'sits like a

beautiful gem in the midst of the

prairies,' there is no spot better

adapted for public grounds, or to

receive the improvements which art

can add to the beauties of nature,
than the scjuare in which stands the

magnificent Wesleyan University.
Situated as it is between our own
city and the lovely little town of

Normal to the north of us, it com-
mands a fine view of both, and by

• virtue of its prominent location is

'the observed of all observers;'
and is visited by nearly every stran-

ger. It seems to us therefore highly

proper that the able and efficient

trustees of that institution, who for

so many years have devoted their

best efforts, and with most marked

success, to its interests, should

now add the tasteful adornment of

the grounds to the list of improve-
ments which their forethought has

suggested and their energy carried

through to completion. Doubtless the

matter has received their thought
long ere this, and in making this

suggestion we merely echo the senti-

ment of the people of the city, who
long to see the grounds of the Wes-

leyan ornamented and decorated in

a style in keeping with the beauty
of the building and the importance
which is attached to the college in

all parts of Illinois."

We heartily endorse the senti-

ment of the above. The prosperity
and success of an institution of

learning, like many other enter-

prises, depends very much upon the

impressions received by those view-

ing it for the first time. While it

is true that the great interest now
at stake is the completion of the

new building, and while there should

be, indeed must be, no relaxing of
efforts in that direction, yet we can
not ignore the fact that a small
amount of money and labor judi-

ciously expended upon the grounds
already rendered sightly by nature
would make the surroundings much
more pleasing and attractive to those
whose fortunes for months centre in

that spot, already sacred in the

meniory of well-nigh one hundred
sons and daughters who bear the
honors of their Alma Mater. Here,
then, is a field ripe unto harvest for

some generous heart, who is keenly
alive to the aesthetics of nature.

Any one desiring to do good with
the material means which provi-
dence may have entrusted to his

keeping, will find here a safe and

profitable investment. For not only
the hundreds who daily gather here
to be served from the tables spread
with mental food, but thousands
who pass this attractive spot would

experience the pleasurable emotions
and reap the benefit of the silent

though powerful influence of the
beautiful in art and nature com-
bined.

There's a dance of leaves in that aspen bower,
There's a titter of winds in that beechen tree;

There's a smile on the fruit, and a smile on the flower,
And a laugh from the brook that runs to the sea !

-BiyaiU.
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SCIENTIFIC.
—M. Sanson, of the French Academy,

claims that it is impossible as yet to de-

termine the true family relation of the so-

caTTeTriiorse of the ([uarternary period.

—Nickle ore has been found in several

places in Missouri ; also, a new lead mine
has been lately discovered. The State is

proving itself rich in mineral resources.

—In Russia the sunflower is cultivated

for the oil which it yields. The oil is used

in cooking, as well as for lamps, for soap-

making, and for making paints.

—Professor Joseph LeCents, in a paper
in Si/livian^s JotiDial, upholds the opin-
ion that the whole theory of geology must

be reconstructed on the basis of a solid

earth.

—The city of Lyons is about to found

an institution for the advancement of ex-

perimental science on the most liberal

scale. If the city government adopts the

recommendations of the committee, Lyons
will possess the most complete popular
school of science in the world.

—-A natural deposit of Glauber's salt

(sulphate of soda,) has been discovered in

the Caucasus. It is said to be chemically
uncontaminated, and to have only about

8 per cent, of mechanical admixture.

The entire deposit is estimated to amount
to fifteen-and-a-lialf millions cubic feet.

—-A vein of plumbago eight feet thick

has been discovered in Missouri. This is

the first deposit of this useful mineral

found in the west. The principal plum-

bago mines in this country have been at

Sturbridge, Mass., Brandon, Vt., Fishkill,

N. Y., Wake, N. C, and St. John, N. B.

—It is reported that quite recently true

coal has for the first time been found in

Italy. It occurs in a bed twenty feet thick

which crops out at the surface, and is now

being worked. It is said to be fully equal
to the English steam coal. Coal has also

been recently found in the district of Bag-
dad, in Turkey in Asia.

—Petroleum has been found in large

quantities in Equador. Wells have been
sunk at various points lietween the sulphu-
rous springs of San Vicente and the sea

shore. In some of these the petroteum is

fluid, like whale oil, but in others it has
the consistence of l)utter. In the upper
part of some of the wells it can be seen in

hard, compact masses, which probably
have been formed by the evaporation of

the more liquid portions.
— Popular Siioiic

Monthly.

—A writer in the Gardner' s Monlhly
recommends that during the winter the

ground aliout those trees affected with

curculio be kept cleared from snow, that

the pupae of the insect may be destroyed

by freezing, it having been frequently ob-

served that such fruits are usually abundant
after a severe winter. The editor suggests
that before such a view can be accepted two

questions remain to be settled. First, does

the curculio hibernate in the ground, and

iji what state or condition ; and, second,
will cold destroy hibernating insects in

any of their forms ?

—A valuable a])iilication of the spectro-

scope in the arts is made in the manufac-
ture of steel by the Bessemer process. The
carbon is burned out of a molten mass of

cast iron by means of a blast of air driven

through it, and to secure the conversion

into steel it becomes necessary to stop the

blast just at the right moment ; a few sec-

onds too soon or too late spoils the entire

mass. By means of the spectroscope the

workman is able to tell just the precise in-

stant at which the blast should be shut oft',

thus accomplishing with ease and accuracy
that which by any other means could, at

best, only become imperfectly, and that

only after a long and expensive experi-
ence.

—Prof. Leeds, of the Stevens Institute

of Technology, in an article in the Popu-
lar Science ]\lonthly, for June, advocates

making the higher institutions of learning

throughout the country responsible for the

various scientific surveys of the region in

which they are located. By this means
not only would the expense of these sur-

veys be very materially reduced, but there

would be given a more practical turn to

the teaching of the institution. He closes

the article as follows : "A State survey,
so organized as to make every intelligent
school teacher, every county surveyor,

every civil and mining engineer, chemist,
amateur or collector, one of its working
corps, would, we believe, do the work bet-

ter, more cheaply, and with vastly more
benefit to the material and intellectual

prosperity of the State, than any present

organization. This would be a school of

science indeed, unincumbered by the dead

weight of expensive school buildings,whose

labratory and museum would cover every

square foot of the State's surface." This

is certainly a suggestion worthy of careful

consideration.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.
—Every friend of the Illinois Wesleyan

University should be a rej^ular subscriber

to the Alumni Journal.

—We exhort all our friends to examine

our advertising pages, and then patronize
those who jiatronize us,

—Bound copies of the Alumni Journal
for 1S70-72 will be delivered at the Uni-

versity, or any place in the city, for Si. 25.

—Make home beautiful by instructing

your painter to purchase his matarials ot

Ira Lackey, south side of the public
sfjuare.

—Those who are interested in the early

history of the University should at once

procure a copy of the Ai.UMNi Journal
for 1870-72, neatly bound in cloth. Mailed
to any address for ;^I.50.

—Gen. John McNulta, M. C, will

please accept our thanks for a copy of the

U. S. Geological Survey of Montana, and

adjacent territory, recently made under
the direction of F. V^ Hayden, U. S. Cie-

ologist.

—Many of our readers have doubtless

ere this read the sad lines announcing the

death of Dr. McGuffey, May 4th. The

unprecedented popularity and sale of Mc-

(hiffey's Eclectic readers has made his

namefamiliar as household words through-
out the length and Ijreadth of our land.

•—The annual session of the Illinois

State Medical Association was held in our

city during the past month, commencing
on the 20th. A large number of the pro-
fession was in attendance, and some very
valuable papers and addresses were pre-
sented.

—The Museum of the University has

recently been placed under obligations to

Mr. C. E. Ray, of Chicago, for some in-

teresting and valuable specimens of vari-

ous minerals from the neighborhood of the

Hot Springs of Arkansas. Will not others

of our friends remember us in a similar

manner ?

—R. S. Green, 104 Washington St., has

recently added to his extensive stock of

hats and caps, a new and complete assort-

ment of gent's furnishing goods, which he
will sell as low as the lowest. He offers

special inducements to ministers and stu-

dents. Give him a call before purchasing,
and yours must be a difficult case if he
cannot suit you.
—John Stuart Mill, the champion of the

sensational (jhilosophy, died at .\vignon,

France, May 9th, aged sixty-seven years.
Mr. Mill was an ardent friend of the Un-
i(m during the "Great Rebellion," and

ably defended our cause through the puij-

lic press. Fie was also an earnest advo-

cate of "woman's rights," in the proper
sense of that term,^ maintaining that the

legal subjugation of one sex to the other

is in itself wrong, and that it ought to be

replaced by a principle of perfect legal

equality.—The friends of Rev. J. G. Little, pas-
tor of the University M. E. Church, paid
him a donation visit May 9th, at which he
was substantially remembered to the
amount of $175. Among the many articles

of utility and value presented was a Sing-
er sewing machine. Such expressions of

regard and recognition of intrinsic worth
must be especially pleasing to the itinerant

who so frequently is called to sever the

ties of association and friendship only just
formed to find a new home among
strangers.
—The following was received in reply

to a communication sent the 111. State Med-
ical .Society, during its recent session :

Bloomington, May 21, 1873.
To the Faculty of the Illinois Wesleyan

University : Gentleineii:—Your kind in-

vitation to visit your institution was duly
received and accepted with a vote of

thanks, which the Secretary was instructed

to communicate to you. We very much

regret our inability to visit your institu-

tion ; the press of important business and
the arrangements already made to visit

other institutions preventing.
Yours, very truly, T. D. FiTCH,

Sec. 111. State Medical Society.

—The friends of the University and of

the cause of education in general, are cor-

dially invited to be present, and partici-

pate in the exercises of Commencement
week. The following is the programme
for the week :

Sunday, June 15th, 3:30 p. m., Bacca-

laureate sermon, by Rev. J. R. Jaques,
A. M. ; in the evening, address before the

Christian Association, by Mrs. Jennie F.

Willing, of Joliet. Tuesday evening, June
17th, address before the University, by
Rev. M. C. Briggs, D. D., of Evanston.

Wednesday evening, June i8th, Rhetorical

Prize Exhibition. Thursday, June 19th,

Commencement.
The examinations of classes in the va-

rious departments will occur during the

forenoon of Monday, Tuesday, and

Wednesday.
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BOOK
GOOD MORALS AND GENTLE
MANNERS. For schools and families.

By Alex M. Gow, A. M. Published by
Wilson, Hinkle & Co., Cincinnati and
New York.

This little volume is full of valuable in-

formation and practical suggestions for the

young. Indeed many of riper years may
find in it hints in regard to manners and
morals, which, if observed, would render
them more agreeable and honorable mem-
bers of society. The work embraces a

discussion of Moral Lino, MunicipalLaw
and Social L^aiv or Politeness. In each of
these parts it is eminently practical and

suggestive. It is an excellent book to be

placed in the hands of the youth of our

country. We predict for it a large and

ready sale.

THE ANTHEM CHOIR. By W. A.
Ogden.

Having tested the above collection of
anthems by actual use, both in choir re-

hearsals and Sabbath worship, we do not
hesitate to recommend it as a w^rk of no

ordinary merit. The music is sacred, an-

imated, pure, and devotional in the truest

sense, and, though many of the anthems
are grand in harmony and gems of musi-
cal composition, they are not beyond the

ability of ordinary voices. More than

twenty of the best anthem writers in this

country have contributed to this work,
thus giving it that variety which well

adapts it to the wants of choirs, conven-

tions, musical associations and the home
circle. Though printed in excellent style
and type, it is furnished at the low price
of $1.25 per copy, S 10.00 per dozen. All
orders will be promptly filled by address-

ing Theo. J. Elmore & Co., No. 78 State

St., Chicago, 111.

FOURTEEN WEEKS IN HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGY, by J. Dorman Stkelk,
A. M., Ph. D., F. G. S. Published by
A. S. Barnes & Co.

The unprecedented popularity of the
four former works of Dr. Steele, or at

least of some of them, has, to a certain

extent, pre-determined the success of any
work that may have as a part of its title

"Steele's Fourteen Weeks;" and, since
this fifth work of the series is written in a

style no less lucid and fascinating than

any of its predecessors, we predict for it

a sale quite as extensive. The subjects
are well grouped, are presented in a clear
and practical manner, divested of the dry
technicalities required by the professional
student, and yet sufficiently accurate in de-
tails to meet all the demands of a general

TABLE.
kijowledge of the subject, and all render-
ed so attractive that this will be certain to
receive its full share of attention among
the many works of this class upon the
same subject.
The publishers, too, have done their

full share towards rendering the work at-

tractive from its mechanical execution.
The cuts are mostly new and well illustrate

the parts represented, and the whole pre-
sents a clear, neat, workmanlike appear-
ance. We believe this work will do much
towards insuring the success of the
sciences in our public schools.

THE LOGIC OF ACCOUNTS, by E.
, G. P'OLSOM, A. M., proprietor of the

Albany Bryant & Stratton College, at

Albany, N. Y. Published by A. S.

Barnes & Co., New York and Chicago.
This work of about 450 pages claims to

be a " new exposition of the theory and

practice of book-keeping, based in value
as being of two primary classes, Commer-
cial and Ldeal ; and rendering all their

exchanges to Jiine equations and thirteen

results, illustrated by examples and mem-
oranda for students and business men."
Thisis a somewhat formidable "title page,"
but the author proceeds to substantiate his

claim in a clear, straightforward manner.
The efifort is made to present double entry
accounts as an exact science, and as such
becomes a means of discipline, not only
not reached, but not even attempted in

very many of the works upon this suljject.
The work bears evidence of having been

prepared by one thoroughly acquainted
with the whys and wherefores of his pro-
fession. In the hands of the faithful, com-

petent teacher, and the thorough student,
it must produce, not the merely mechani-
cal accountant, but one who will be alile to

reason his way out of the difficulties he

may encounter. To the student of ac-

counts who desires to thoroughly master the

subject, we cordially recommend " Fol-

som's Logical Book-keeping." Price,
^2.00, by mail postpaid. Address as above.

THE CRITICAL SPELLER, by Proe.
A. L. Barber, A. M. Published by A.
S. Barnes & Co., New York.

This is a Hand-book of Orthography,
Definitions and Sentences, and consists of
blank forms for written exercises in the

proper spelling, meaning and use of words.
We referred the work to one of the most
successful teachers in the primaiy depart-
mentof the Bloomington "pui)lic sch<3ols,"
and it was unhesitatingly pronounced
"just the thing." Teachers of spelling
should give it a trial.
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II.—THE STUDY OF THE CLASSICAL LANGUAGES.

PROF. J. R, JAQUES, A. M.

7. The cla«5sic languages have

contributed a large proportion of

the words of the English language.
The Anglo-Saxon is the frame-

work of the English language ;
but

the filling up is mostly Greek and
Latin. No man can know the Eng-
lish unless he also knows the Latin.

The aphorism of Goethe, the great
German writer, is literally true, viz:
" He who knows not a foreign lan-

guage knows not his own." This

is a principle admitted by all lin-

guists. Some other language must
be studied in order to know our

own. Our own native or mother

tongue is so much a part of ourselves

that we cannot see it, till we look

at it from a standpoint from with-

out. We are conscious of our own

language
—its phenomena, its pecu-

liarities. Our talking in English is

(as we say) a something like a sec-

ond nature,
—a work and result of

Aafitf. It is like the human eye
—-

is so much a part of ourselves that

we cannot see it-tho' we see with it.

If we would see the structure of our

own eye, we must study the struc-

ture of another's eye. Thus our

language is a kind of intellectual

organ, which we can use with ease

46-

but can not see. Thus it has become
a maxim in philosophy, that he who
would study his own language must

study another.

This view is further confirmed if

we examine the history of the origin
of grammatical science. The time
was when the science of grammar
was unknown. It is really amusing
to see how ignorant the early Greeks
and Romans were in regard to the

grammar of their respective lan-

guages. They had very confiised

ideas of the parts of speech
—be-

yond a noun and verb. And it was
not until the ancients began to learn

and translate foreign languages, that

they understood their own. The
student of language, in order to

know his own, must look at it

through a foreign language
—that is,

look at it from an outside stand-

point, just as a man, in order to get
a good view of his farm, must view
it from a hill on another man's farm.

Now, while it is admitted that the

study of any foreign language
—as

French, German or Spanish
—

gives
us a clearer insight into our own, it

cannot be denied that the study of
the Latin and Greek has a double

advantage. For while the Latin or
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Greek is a foreign language, it is

also an important element of our

own language.
For instance, the Latin wox^faeio

enters into the formation of 500
English words. Pono is found in

250, ///i't' in 200, fero'xw 198, spr-
rio in 177, mitto in 174, tciieo in

168, eapio in 197, tendo in 162,

and diico in 156; Greek logiis in

156, and graplio in 152 English
words.

These are but a few specimens,
and the list might be extended to a

wearisome length. But just these

twelve classical words enter into the

composition of nearly 2500 English
words As a further illustration of

this point, it may be affirmed that

154 Greek and Latin primi tive words
which have been examined with ref-

erence to this point, enter into the

composition of nearly 13,000 Eng-
lish words.

Webster's late revised dictionary
has a vocabulary of neary 103,000
words

;
of these only 23,000 are

Anglo-Saxon, leaving about 80,000
words of foreign origin. And these

foreign words are mostly Greek and
Latin.

Another fact deserves attention,

and that is while the 23,000 Anglo-
Saxon words pertain mostly to do-

mestic and practical life, the pro-

digious number of words of classic

origin pertain to art, science and

literature, thus constituting the very

language of our school text-books,
and the very basis of a thorough
education.

The terms, terminology, or no-

menclature of our sciences, of geol-

ogy, mineralogy, zoology, botany,

chemistry, astronomy, mathematics,
and all the other sciences, to the

mere English scholar, are a great

stumbling block, which can with

difficulty be removed or climbed.

But the classic scholar has the key
to these mysterious words. Rean-
alyzes them and finds their Greek
and Latin roots, and thus knows
and remembers them. Thus the

classic student when he pores over
his Greek or Latin dictionary, is

learning, at the same time, the

meaning of the thousands of scien-

tific terms which he is afterwards to

use in his geology, mineralogy, zo-

ology, conchology. philology, en-

tomology, entozoology, psychology,
physiology, craniology, phrenology,
ethnology, biology, eschotology,
paleontology, christology, theology,

nosology, archiology, etymology,
pathology, ichthyology, and all the

other 'ologies, a mere list of which
would exhaust our patience. Under
this head it may be added that the

most difficult words to spell are of

Greek and Latin origin, and he who
knows these languages is the best

speller, as he soon learns the rules

according to which classic words are

anglicized (or turned to English. )

8. A knowledge of the classics

alone will enable the student to

pronounce Greek and Latin proi)er
names with ease and accuracy.

This is no mean nor common ac-

complishment, and will commend
itself to all who have stumbled in

pronouncing the innumerable classic

names of places and persons found
in our literature.

9. A knowledge of the Greek
and Latin is a first step and a long
stride toward a knowledge of the

modern languages. [Any one lan-

guage helps to another.]
The French, Spanish, Portugese

and Italian belong to what is called

the Romanic stock of languages
—

that is, they are made up of the

ancient Latin. These Romanic or

Italic languages are a kind of cor-

rupted or degenerate Latin. The
Latin student entering upon the

study of any of these languages,
finds the roots are the same as the

ancient Latin. He sees but few fa-

miliar faces greeting him on the

page of French, Spanish, Italian,

or Portugese. True, those faces
have been somewhat changed by
age, but he soon sees the family
likeness in them ::11. Then the stu-
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dent of the Latin is at the same
time studying the modern languages.

10. A knowledge of language,
and particularly of classic language,
teaches mental science and logic.
As language symbolizes the ope-

rations of the mind, so it teaches

the science of mind. The study of

syntax, or words correctly arranged,
is the study of logic, which is thought
correctly arranged. And as the Latin

"/alio'' and the Greek "logus"'

signify both the thought and faculty
of thought, so the student who
knows the first is the best qualified
to know the second. Thus the lin-

guist usually glides gracefully and

easily from language to logic and

psychology,
—or the science of the

mind.
1 1 . The study of the classics is a

study of the principles and practice
of rhetoric—or the science and
art of composition.

First, the student has the best

models of style in the lessons to be
translated. By constantly reading
these he torms a chaste and elegant

style. He does this by imitation.

But it is more than imitation. By
translating word by word, the

thought becomes, in a certain sense,
liis own. The process of translating
from an inflected language is a kind
()( process of conceiving thought

—
it is similar to the original process

by which the classic writer first con-
ceived his thoughts and put them in

language.
I'o translate, the student must

understand the thought of the writer.

He must analyze the sentence be-

fore he can grasp the thought.
When he has taken the classic sen-

tence to pieces, he must then put it

together again in an English form.

This is a process of composing or

writing compositions. Thus the cor-

rect translation of the foreign sen-

tence or paragraph is the prepara-
tion of an English composition.
The classic student does, then in

fact, prepare as many English com-

positions as he pre])ares translations

from the classics.

Thus far we have spoken of the

benefits which the classics bring to

the mind of the student,—from
without. It remains for us to speak
of the benefits it generates within
the mind of- the student. We have

spoken of what the Germans would
call the objective benefits of classic

study. Now we speak a few con-

cluding words of the subjective ben-
efits—or the powers which this study
calls out or educes within the mind.
In other words, we speak of the ed-

ucative or disciplinary benefits of
classic translations or study.

Education—in its proper and
etymological sense—is the process
of educing or drawing out the pow-
ers of the mind. Education is not

acquiring knowledge, but acquiring
discipline, or the power of using
the faculties of the mind. It is the

process of developing mental power,
'—in the same sense that gymnastics
is the process of developing physical

power. Now, to accomplish this

work of mental training or disci-

pline, the science of mathematics is

peculiarly and pre-eminently fitted.

But it must be remembered that

while the higher mathematics are

the most rigid discipline for the

mind, they bring but few practical
benefits to the student. They deal

in purely abstract principles, which
have so little to do with practical

life, or this busy world, that if the

whole world and whole physical uni-

verse were suddenly uninhabited,
these abstract mathematical princi-

ples would be unharmed and un-

touched.

But who thinks of rejecting pure
mathematics because they are used

by astronomers only, or a few others.

The world is coming to see that ed-

ucation is discipline, or, if you
please, gymnastics for the mind.
Who thinks of rejecting dumb-bells
and similar gymnastic tools, because

you cannot use them to hoe corn or

potatoes ? Of course, we cannot
now speak particularly of the edu-
cative or disciplinary effects of classic

study. We only enumerate them.
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(i.) The study of the classics trains

or educates the power of attention.

The student must observe and

narrowly watch a multitude of

things. Before reading a compli-
cated sentence, he must concentrate

his mind upon all the minutise of

etymology and syntax
—the forms

of words, and changes of termina-

tion—numbered by the thousand—
the strangely inverted order of the

words, with all their different shades

of meaning. In such a labyrinth,
it is well for him, if he does not lose

the clue and despair of success.

{
2.

)
It must then follow, that tlie

study of the classics trains the

memory.
Whatever increases or intensifies

attention, must increase the power
of memory. We stop not to argue
this self-evident statement.

(3.) Classic study trains and cul-

tivates the imagination.
This it accomplishes both by pro-

cess of study, and by the character

of the literature.

(4.) This study trains the logi-
cal faculty or power to reason.

Translating and understanding
Plato, Demosthenes and Cicero, is

a training of the power to reason.

No man can master the great models
of logic without being lifted toward

their high level of thinking.

(5.) This study cultivates the

taste, or a sense of the beautiful—
the sense of the sublime, or the aes-

thetic faculty of the mind. This
branch of "culture," all admit, is

especially promoted by the classics.

This is one of the conceded bene-

fits of this study.

(6.) This study develops skill,

taste and power in the use of lan-

guage, or trains our linguistic faculty.

As language is the medium and
vehicle of all knowledge, the study
of language lies at the foundation

of all education. While some, by
high genius or plodding labor, may
attain great skill in the use of their

vernacular, all can reach this excel-

lence more directly and easily

through the study of the classics.

Finally
—the full benefits of clas-

sic scholarship must be experienced
in order to be understood in some
of its effects. The benefits of this

study are felt more directly and

consta7itly, in thought, in writing,
in conversing and in reading, than

any other study in the educationjl

course.

And now, if we would see what
classical studies have done for men,
we need but look at the catalogue
of illustrious names in science, art

ijnd literature. It cannot be de-

nied that the classically educated

have controlled the destinies of the

civilized nations. And if, of all the

nations of Europe, England has the

highest type of civilization, so Eng-
land has been controlled by men
of classic education.

At first view it might be supposed
that the United States is not a foir

field to test the power of classically
educated men in shaping our des-

tiny as a nation, because until with-

in one or two generations there

were few college-educated men. But
an examination of the facts (to our

amazement,] unexpectedly turns to

the advantage of the classics, show-

ing that vv^hile we have had compar-
atively few college-bred men until

within a generation or two, those

few college, classic men have con-

trolled and governed this nation.

If a so-called self-made man
climbs to places of power, we no-

tice the event, we speak of it—and
this very wonder at the elevation of

such men shows that it is contrary
to reasonable expectation.

But look at some facts. Those of

classical education have been /// nuiii-

ber, exceedingly insignificant, per-

haps not more than one in a thous-

and, but in power and influence

they have been the foremost men of

the nation. Of the six Chief Jus-
tices of the United States, five have

been men of classical education.

Of the twenty-four Secretaries of

State, eighteen have been men (;f
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( lassical education. Of sixteen

Presidents, about twelve have been

men of classical education. Of sev-

enteen Vice Presidents, fifteen have

been men of classical education.

These 3Lrt facts, and facts that will

strike some minds more forciblv

than any amount of theory. These
men of classic culture in our nation

are safe in their immortality of fame,
and are a perpetual protest against
those who would dethrone the clas-

sics in our college curriculum.

II.—ON MUSIC
i

For tlie Alunmi Jniiiiial.

DR. E. DUIS,

Prof, of German in tlw Bloomington Pui'Iic .Schools.

In man, however, both in savage 1

and civilized life, music exercises

its greatest power. "The saint, the

savage, and the sage," alike feel its

mighty influence. All hearts pay

homage to its sounds. In Southey's

"History of Brazil" it is related

that Nolrega, a Jesuit, established a

school, in which he taught the native

children. Among other branches of

useful education they were trained—
along with some Portugese orphans—to assist at mass and to sing the

church service, while they were fre-

quently led in procession through the

towns singing. This had the desired

effect, for the natives were passionate-

ly fond of music,—so much so, in-

deed, that Nolrega began to hope
tliat the fable of Orpheus was a type
(jf his mission, and that by means
of music he was to convert the

natives of Brazil. Nolrega usually
took witli him four or five of these

little ( liristians when on his preach-

ing expeditions; and, on approach-

ing an inhabited place, they began
singing the litany. The savages,
like snakes, were won by the music
of the ( harmer, and received him

joyfully. He set the catechism,
creed, and ordinary prayers to sol

fa; and the pleasure of learning to

sing was such a temptation, that the

ittle Tupis sometimes ran away
from their parents to put themselves

under the care of the Jesuit.

Many other instances are on rec-

ord of the influence of music on
the savage mind

; but, as the art is

peculiarly a refined one, its effects

are more frequently and powerfully
felt in civilized life. When the first

monarch of Israel was i)ossessed by
an evil spirit, David, we are inform-

ed, soothed his perturbed mind by
the power of music. Even David

himself, when elevated to the throne,
was wont to soothe his cares and
cheer his spirits with the harp and
with sacred hymns. Of a monarcli

of Gaul, and another of Sweden, it

is recorded that, being desirous to

try what effect the utmost power of

music could have upon their minds,

they convened the most skilful mu-
sicians to perform before them in

concert. In each of these cases we
are told that, soon after the first

burst of symjjhony, the monarchs
became infuriated, and exhibited

many wild signs, until the music
was made to cease, when they re-

newed their equanimity. In Mar-
tin Luther's hours of solitary dejec-

tion, music was liis most pleasant and
effective restorative. In the annals

of the the Academv oi' .Sciences in
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Paris it is related that music actu-

ally cured a composer of a fever.

It is also well know that this art has

a powerful and salutary influence

upon the insane, so that keepers of

asylums are beginning to direct at-

tention to the subject. The effects

of vocal music u})on the healtli of

those who practice it are now gen-

erally admitted to be beneficial.

True, when it is indulged to an im-

moderate degree the reverse may be

the case
;
but so it will be with na-

ture's best gifts if they are abused.

Dr. Rush, an eminent physician,
who p^id marked attention to this

subject, says that "vocal music,

practiced moderately, strengthens
and defends the lungs against pul-

monary complaints." "The Ger-

mans," says the same authority,
"are .seldom afflicted with spitting
of blood or consumption," and this

he attributes to the strength which

their lungs acquire by singing, an

essential branch of German educa-

tion. Dr. Gardiner also speaks of

its beneficial effects among youths in

academies where the art is practiced.
To this it may be added that, as the

bodily condition is, in a great meas-

ure, affected by the state of the mind,
it follows that whatever tends to

cheer, strengthen, and restore the

latter—as music is doubtless fitted

to do—must be beneficial to the
former. Many physicians have rec-

ommended the practice of music af-

ter meals, as an efficient means of

producing a pleasurable state of

mind, and thereby, agreeably to the

laws of which regulate the nervous

sympathy between the brain and the

stomach, of promoting healthful di-

gestion. Many literary men in Ger-

many have recourse to nuisir, not

only as a mental recreation, but as

restoring the body to its proper tone,

believing that it affects both the

mental and physical powers, and
tends greatly to obviate the bad ef-

fects of sedentary application.
It is to be regretted that music is

nut more assiduously cultivated in

our land than it now is. True, we
have professors of the art in our

universities, and many engaged in

teaching it elsewhere
;
but much of

the labor of such persons is lost, and
the reason is obvious. While there

is one amongst us who can master
musical compositions, there are
thousands vvho cannot. And so it

will continue with us until the young
are taught music along with other
branches of education, as in Ger-

many. There were schools for the

cultivation of this art in almost ev-

ery nation of anticjuity which could
b6ast of any enlightenment. It was
a law in Egypt that children should
be taught music. Among the Chi-
nese singing schools have existed

from the remotest periods. Two of

the chief mandarins are directors

of the musical seminaries in Pekin.

The singing schools of ancient
Greece are famous in history. The
Spartan's had their laws set to mu-

sic, thus obtaining the double ben-
efit of encouraging music and im-

pressing their statutes upon the mind
at the same time. Among the Dru-
ids of Ancient Britain, also, singing
schools were in high repute, and dil-

igently attended to. It is obvious
that musical taste has not in Amer-
ica kept pace with the spread of

knowledge and the progress of art.

And is it not strange that in these

days, when improvement progress-
es with giant strides, and art and
science are so assiduously cultivated,—

is it not strange, we say, that, in

the midst of all this, music, the

most captivating, innocent, and at-

tractive of all the arts, should be so

much neglected ? Surely, our na-

tional ])redilection for the useful

and solitl ought not to exclude the

cultivation of this gentle art.

If the question is put, what are

the uses of music? we answer:

many. A peculiar influence is ex-

erted over our minds when we sing,
or hear sung, what is dear and val-

uable to our hearts. P^very object
of attachment, persons, country,
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times of joy, and places worthy of

remembrance, all appear in a sweet-

er light when the charms of music

invest them with a vocal halo, so

to speak. The surcharged heart of-

ten pours forth itself in song. Griel

is assuaged by soothing strains, and
devotion is often strengthened and
refined by its influences. The hunts-

man cheers with a song the toils

and dangers of the chase
;
the hardy

seaman on his midnight watch pours
forth his rough notes to the shrill

winds and the sullen waters ;
the

prisoner can beguile his loneliness

by its power ; the mother summons
it to her aid while composing her

suckling to rest ; the shepherd can

chant his lays on the lone hill side,

to relieve the monotony of his oc-

cupation, and children can gladden
the hearts of the aged with the mel-

odies which they love. The cele-

brated Jeremy Bentham, we are

told, passed the evenings amid the

enjoyments of its sweets; King
Arthur of England cheered his
lieart with the strains of his harp
when the Danes were ravaging his

kingdom ;
the unfortunate Mary,

Queen of Scots, used it for a simi-

lar purpose when a prisoner in Loch-
Laven Castle ; and it served to glad-
den the heart of Mungo Park, when
the negro woman who supplied him
with food sang her sweet, yet plain-
tive air ! The heart of the patriot
is often cheered and strengthened
while chanting or listening to the

noble and inspiring lays of his

fatherland, while the wanderer on
a foreign shore can recall to mem-
ory, by the aid of song, the scenes

of his home, the joys of his youtli
and the friends and companions
whom he left behind. Yes, even
on the bed of death we have heard
of the good man being cheered by
music's power, as it raised his

thoughts to that celestial harmony
which was soon to burst upon his

ear.

As the tendenry of music, then,
is to refine our sensibilities, and

soften and purify our minds, the

more general diffusion of a taste for

it is surely desirable. It would fur-

nish the rich with a refined and
intellectual pursuit, to the exclusion

of frivolous and vicious amusements;
and to the poor a relaxation from

toil, more attractive than the haunts
of dissipation can supply. A cele-

brated writer, regarding music in

this light, thus speaks of it :

"
l,et

taste and skill in this beautiful art

be spread among us and every fam-

ily will have anew resource. Home
will gain a new attraction. Social

intercourse will be more cheerful
;

and an innocent amusement will be
furnished to the community. Pub-
lic amusements, bringing multitudes

together, to kindle with one emo-
tion, to share the same innocent

enjoyment, would have a humani-

zing influence; and among the
varied bonds of society perhaps no
one would produce so much unmix-
ed good as music. What a fulness

of enjoyment has our Creator placed
within our reach, by surrounding
us with an atmosphere which may
be shaped into sweet sounds ! And
yet this goodness is almost lost up-
on us, through neglect of cultiva-

ting that organ by which this pro-
vision is to be enjoyed." Many of

the ancients regarded music in

somewhat the same light as the au-

thority just quoted does. Among
the Greeks particularly, music, con-

joined with poetry, was the vehicle

by which instruction was commu-
nicated in religion, morals, and
polity ;

for their maxims, laws, and
even their history, were written in

verse, and fit to be sung.
That music has a beneficial effect

upon morality cannot be doubted.

It is well known that France, from

being a dissolute nation, has been

greatly improved, morally, b)' the

cultivation of this beautiful art.

And who can doubt that, by the

same agency, our own nation would
he much benefitted. True, music
mav be. and has been, perverted.
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Intemperance may l)e rendered more
vicious by the excitement of bacha-

nalian lyrics ;
the ear of virtue may

be shocked by the prevalence of

impure compositionswedded to mel-

ody ; inflammatory political songs

may aid in creating insurrection,

while religion itself may suffer from

loose and profane lays. But in all

such cases it is the words employed
which defile the music, not the mu-
sic the words. So that an eminent
writer's assertion, that music is the

only one of all the arts which does

not corrupt the mind, is slrii ily

true.

Let music then be more exten-

sively and assiduously cultivated

amongst us, both in public and pri-

vate, and a great improvement will

be the result ; for wherever a peo-

ple are taught to prefer the pleasures
of intellect and taste to the mere

gratifications of sense, their physi-

cal, mental, and moral condition

will—yea, must—be rendered purer,

happier, and better.

JACK IN THE PULPIT.

BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Under the green trees

lust over the way
]ack in the pulpit

Preaches to-day ;

Squirrel and song sparrow,

High on their perch,
Hear the sweet lily bells

Ringing to church.

Come hear what his reverence

Rises to say
In his queer little pulpit

This fine Sabhatii day,
Fair is the canopy
Over him seen.

Painted by nature's hand

Black, brown and green,
Green is his pulpit.

Green are his bands ;

In his queer little pulpit
The little priest stands.

In black and gold velvet

So gorgeous to see

Comes with his base voice

The chorister bee ;

(rreen fingers playing
Unseen on wild lyres,

Bird voices singing.
These are his,choirs,

-

The violets are deacons,
I know by this sign,

The cups that they carry
Are purple with wine.

The columbines bravely
As sentinels stand

On the lookout with all

Their red trumpets in hand.
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Meek faced anemones

Drooping and sad,
Great yellow violets

Smiling out glad,

Hutteicu])s' faces,

Beaming and Ijright,

Clover with Iwnnets,
Some red, some white ;

Daisies, their fingers

Half-clasjied in pr.iyer.

Dandelions, proud of

The gold of their hair ;

Innocents, children,
Guileless and frail.

Their meek little faces ».

Upturned and pale ;

Wild wood geratiiums
All in their best,

Languidly leaning
In purple gauze dressed ;

All are asst-mljled

This sweet Sal)l)ath day
To hear what the priest

In his pulpit will say.

Lo, white Indian pipes
On the irreen mosses lie ;

Who has been smoking
Profanely so nigh ?

Rebuked by the preacher
The mischief is stop]ied.

But the sinners in haste

Have their little pipes dropped ;

Let the wind with the fragrance
Of fern and black birch

Blow the smell of the smoking
Clear out of the church.

So much for the preacher.
The sermon comes next ;

Shall we tell how he preached it

And where was the text?

Alas, like too many
Grown up folks who worship

In churches man builded, to-day.
We heard not the preacher

•Expound nor discuss ;

We looked at the people
And they looked at us

;

We saw all their dresses,
Their colors and shapes,
The trim of their l)onnets.

The cut of their capes ;

We heard the wind organ.
The bee and the bird.

But of Jack in the Pulpit
We heard not a word.

-20
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GOLDEN DEEDS.

ORATION DELIVERED AT THE RHETORICAL PRIZE EXHIBITION.

KATE B. ROSS.

There is a crystal stream rising
in the earliest times which has

been flowing down through the

ages to our own, all the while in-

creasing in volume, bearing on its

bosom the truly golden and price-
less deeds which are the jewels of

history. This wonderful stream will

continue to flow on and on as long
as men and women exist who will

suffer and die, losing themselves in

the thought of others, yes, as long
as the heart hath sorrow, as long as

life hath woe. Thank God, there

is enough of his own spirit of love

abroad in the world so that innu-

merable pure and sparkling little

rills are daily flowing from every
side to swell the mighty river of

Golden Deeds, which rises in the

placid lake of sclf-sacrifiie, and
flows through all lands to the peace-
ful ocean of eternal happiness.
A true Golden Deed is ever char-

acterized by the highest and deepest

spirit of self-sacrifice. Its very es-

sence is such entire absorption in

others that self is not so much re-

nounced as forgotten. Its object
is not to win promotion, wealth or

success, but to do acts of duty, mercy
and loving kindness. These are

the actions wrought, hoping for

nothing again, but which most

surely have their reward. A Gold-

en Deed must be characterized by
something more than a display of

fearlessness. Grave and resolute

duty are required to gvft it true

weight, and one of the peculiar
characteristics of such a deed is,

that the doer will surely feel that

nothing has been done but simple

duty.
The true metal of a Golden Deed

is self-devotion. Selfishness is the

dross and alloy that gives the un-

sound ring to many an act which
has been called glorious ; and, on
the other hand, it is not only the

valor which meets a thousand ene-

mies upon the battle-field, or scales

the walls in a forlorn hope, that is

of true gold. No, it is the spirit

that gives itself for others, the tem-

per that for the sake of religion,

country, duty, kindred, nay, of

pity even to a stranger, will dare

all things, risk all things, endure
all things, meet death in one mo-
ment or wear life away in slow,

persevering tendance and suffering.

There may gleam forth with a

dazzling brilliancy from the history
of the past, man}' wildly brave ac-

tions delighting in defying peril for

its own sake, causing the eye to

gleam and the heart to throl) when

contemplating the courage and en-

durance called forth. Nay, such is

the charm of brilliant valors that

we are ever tempted to forget the

injustice of the cause that may have

called forth the actions that deliglit

us. But a deed, however brilliant

it may appear, with selfishness as a

motive, can never partake of the

nature of true gold, but will remain

little more than tinsel. A courage
and bravery well calculated to call

forth our enthusiasm, were exhibited

by Pizzaro, the conqueror of Peru,

when, after several unsuccessful at-

tempts to subdue the Peruvians, in

an unknown country, surrounded by
starvation and wretchedness, his

soldiers rebelling against him, he

deliberately drew the line in the

sand, saying to his followers :

' '

Comrades, on that side are toil,

hunger, nakedness, the drenching
storm, battle and death ; on this

side are ease and safety. But on

that side is Peru with its wealth ;

V
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and on this is Panama with its

poverty. Choose each man what
best becomes a brave Castilian.

For my part, I go to the south."

Such a spirit, called forth to re-

lieve the needs of suffering human -

itv, would have been almost God-
like

;
called forth, as it was, by

mere greed of gain, and for this

end sacrificing the lives of helpless

thousands, was little less tlian

fiendish.
All through the history of the

jjast, however, we find glorious ex-

amples of true Golden Deeds. It

was a display of fearlessness, com-
bined with resolute fulfillment of

duty, worthy of admiration, that

kept the sentinel at his post at the

gate of Pompeii, when the dust and
ashes and melted mud streamed

down thick and fast from the vol-

cano and the people struggled on
;

but still the sentry stood until death

stiffened his limbs, and his bones in

their helmet and breast-plate re-

main even to the present time to

tell how a Roman soldier did his

duty.
It was a true spirit of self-devo-

tion that could keep one upon the

battle-field of the Alma, all alone

through the night, in an enemy's
country, among the enemy them-

selves; and, as he wended his way
over that gory battle-field, among
wounded and dying, alleviating
alike the sufferings of friend and

foe, it was a scene upon which

angels might well look down and
then record a Golden Deed.
Nor less noble was the act of the

"Helmsman of Lake Erie," who,
with the steamer on fire and the

flames wrapping themselves around

him, held fast to the wheel, his

white hair scorching and his flesh

shriveling from his bones, till he

guided her safe into harbor, and
thus by the sacrifice of his own life

not a soul was lost.

Oh ! these Golden Deeds, how
they brighten this dreary life and
make it more worth the living

—

they come as the green oasis to re-

freshen the weary traveler—they are

the charm binding earth to heaven,
and linking fallen man with the

angels.
There are lives so rich in Golden

Deeds that they ever appear upon
the page of history as brilliant stars

shedding a kindly radiance through
all time to come, as if to aid us by
their golden light in the perform-
ance of like golden deeds.

When we turn to the walks of

philanthropy and christian kindness
we are glad that noble men and
women have ever worked hand in

hand for the elevation of fallen

humanity.
For the head and heart of Mrs.

Elizabeth Fry, so justly called the

female Howard, was it reserved to

conceive and practice those schemes
of benevolence which resulted in

the purifying of those abodes of
crime—the English prisons. Into
these she went in person, like an

angel of light among those poor
abandoned souls, and by her own

untiring zeal changed them from
abodes of iniquity and shame to

purity and happiness. The aban-
doned wickedness which everything
bespoke, was said to be almost in-

describable, but through her efforts

the small, filthy, ill-ventilated

rooms, with men, women and chil-

dren crowded together, almost des-

titute of clothing, openly drinking
spirits, and the lisping child learn-

ing as its first words the most terri-

ble imprecations, were changed for

the more commodious apartments
with suitable food and clothing,
schools provided for young and old,
and habits of industry established so
that in a short time the prison ex-

hibited the appearance of an in-

dustrious manufactory, or a well-

regulated family.
Time does not permit us to follow

her long life of Golden Deeds.

Throughout England she traveled,

visiting and reforming prisons,
and everywhere stooping down to
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the lowest forms of degraded hu-

manity, and lifting it up to truth

and right. Yet not alone to the

physical wants of the fallen did she

minister, but looking beyond the

bounds of time to eternity, she

proffered with a sweetness and

power that could not be resisted,

the bread of life to the hungry, the

waters of life to the thirsty, and it

is in this that we claim the pre-
eminence ofour "female Howard."
"So far as the heavens are higher
than the earth, so far as eternity
stretches beyond the limits of time,

so far as that which is spiritual ex-

ceeds that which is material, do the

efforts to feed, to clothe, to en-

lighten the immortal soul of man,
exceed all efforts to perform like

offices for the perishing body.
' '

Nor, in closing, would we pass
unmentioned one whose name so

truly deserves a place upon our roll

of Golden Deeds. She whom na-

ture endowed with so much loveli-

ness and grace, born to affluence

and high station, delicately and ten-

derly nurtured, was not content to

live a life of elegant ease and luxu-

rious enjoyment, but went forth

from her splendid home and circle

of loving friends, to that Crimean

battle-ground, there freely to devote
health and strength to the holy work
of softening the after sufferings that

render war so hideous. Oh ! well

may queens envy the crown of

Golden Deeds which Florence

Nightingale so nobly won.
The world may pay sweet homage

to its intellect and genius, but well

may these lay down their crowns
of laurel at the feet of those whose
lives have been filled with Golden
Deeds. Oh I Golden Deeds, what
a golden mission has been yours.

WJierever woe and misery have ex-

isted and the heart of man has been
loaded with sorrow, there have you
hastened on your errands of mercy
and love and lifted the burden

away. So long as you continue to

go forth on your glorious missions,
we k}i070 that there is that in the

soul of man which makes him only
"a little lower than the angels."
The crowns of kings may sparkle

with gems, but far richer will be

the crown of him whose life is filled

with Golden Deeds.

May we each so live, that when
our summons come there will be at

least one jewel in our crown as the

reward of a Golden Deed.

CONSERVATION OF FORCES.

ORATION DELIVERED AT THE RHETORICAL PRIZE EXHIPITION.
G. E. SCRIMGER.

Slowly indeed has the light of

science dawned upon the world. At
first appearing as a single ray ath-

wart the Eastern sky, it struggled
for centuries with the powers of

darkness, almost overwhelmed by
the dark,heavy clouds of ignorance
and superstition, until at last burst-

ing in its splendor upon the nations

it has dispersed these clouds, as if

by magic's mystic wand; so that

to-day, standing hi the bright sun-

light of the nineteenth century, the

great noonday of the world's tho't,

we l^ehold rarest gems of truth,

which, covered with the dust of ages,
have remained concealed in the

dark vales of ignorance, suddenly
brought to light to sparkle as dia-

monds forever set in the eternal cor-

onet of knowledge. As the grand-
est discovery of the present century,
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the highest law of physical science

which our faculties permit us to per-

ceive, we recognize the principle of

the "conservation of forces." This

philosophy teaches that heat, light,

electricity, and magnetism, are not

as formerly considered independent
existences, subtle fluids with i)ecu-

liar properties, but simply manifes-

tations of the same energy and ca-

pable of mutual conversion. Thus

if a bar of iron be magnetized,

electricity is produced, then heat,

and if the electricity is sufficiently

intense it becomes luminous, light

is produced, until finally it expands

producing motive. It teaches also

that every manifestation of force

must have come from a pre-existing

ecpiivalent force, and must give rise

to a subsequent and equal amount

of some other force. In a word, it

teaches that force is not self-crea-

tive, cannot be produced from noth-

ing, and cannot be destroyed. As
we walk abroad among nature's

works everywhere we see the foot-

prints of Omnipotence, the touch-

Migs of a divine hand. Nature is

Clod's great reflector by which the

beams of his goodness and i)ower
are thrown around us. The divine

attributes clothed in nature's forms

are thus made tangible as they ap-

peal to our understanding through

every faculty with which we are

endowed. This law of force, true

to its mission, throws its beams upon
the sacred page by confirming two

great doctrines of the Bible, the ex-

istence of a God, and the immor-

tality of the human soul. Armed
with this great principle, so firmly

established, we may fearlessly meet
the proud atheist, glorying in his

attainments, and his ability to rea-

son God from the universe. Does
he claim that in- the example cited,

motion is the result of heat, heat of

electricity, and electricity of mag-
netism? then we ask hiin to explain
the cause of magnetism. Does he
answer that it is due to the separa-
tion of opposite forces existing in

nature? we ask him to explain the

existence of these opposite forces.

Here he finds himself lost in the

mysteries of this wondrous force.

But even could he explain this sat-

isfactorily, still with the simplicity
of a child we would meet him at

every step, asking 7vhaf is back of

that, until at last, at the limit of hu-

man knowledge, baffled and with

reason tottering, as a weary bird

seeks its home for rest and security,
so he, borne on the wings of the

Christian's faith would be compelled
to soar and fasten this great chain

of cause and eff'ect to the throne of

the omnipotent God, the common
father of us all, saying with the sa-

cred word, "In the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth."

If we investigate force in any of its

varied relations we come at last to

a point from which there is no es-

cape, but in saying there is a God.
If we examine vital force as mani-
fested in plants and animals, having
traced them through their various

stages of development, we come at

last to a single cell which contains

a peculiar substance, protoplasm.
This substance, though apparently
the same, Avhether of vegetable or

animal formation, yet possesses a

mysterious, directive power, which,

obtaining material from the earth

and air in the one case, invariably

changes and assimilates it into a

matured plant, and in the other as

invariably into a perfect animal.

As we stand amazed at the silent

force locked up in the tiny cell,

which, making the earth and air sub-

servient to its will, builds up all or-

ganic life, we ask where is this mys-
tic power? While silence sits on
human tongues, nature answers with
her myriad voices, and the reply is

echoed within the inmost recess of
our consciousness, the eternal God.
Thus, back of all nature's forces,
whether manifested in organic or

inorganic matter, we are driven to

the conclusion that thcie exists a

self-existing, external, initial force.
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and that force is God. This law

contirms another doctrine of the

Bible, which is of infinite impor-
tance to man, as it clothes human
life with a supreme dignity and

grandeur, rendering it awful to live

—
impossible to die, the immortality

of the human soul. Thousands of

years ago the sun sent forth his rays
to gladden the infant world. The

earth, responsive to his friendly

touch, sent forth its myriad, plants
to receive and store up his generous
beams. When flower and fruit had

been matured, life ceased, and this

vast growth of vegetation sank be-

neath earth's bosom, there to under-

go a mysterious change, while the

generations of men walked the green
earth all unconscious of the mighty
force slumbering beneath their feet.

But at last man in his terrestrial

probings discovered vast veins of a

dark, hard substance, which on ex-

periment proved to be combustible,
and the condensed sunshine thus

brought to light, entered upon a

mission worthy the offspring of the

great king of light. Its heat, trans-

mitted into steam, moves the pon-
derous complicated machinery of

the world, while it unites State with

State, and continent with continent

in the enduring bonds of social in-

tercourse. Woncirous sight ! In

that snorting engine, as with terrific

speed it rushes over our prairies
and through our mountains, we be-

hold the little sunbeam, which thou-

sands of years ago stooped gently
down to kiss the opening flower.

Who would have thought, that the

meteoric bodies pounding old Sol's

side centuries ago would have cre-

ated a force, which passing through
mutation after mutation, would at

last set a train of cars in motion

upon the earth millions of miles

away ? Truly force cannot be de-

stroyed. Is not the soul then im-

mortal ! If the clod that crumbles

beneath my feet claims an eternity,

defying the combined efforts of the

universe to destroy its smallest par-

ticles ; if that mysterious, subtle

something we call force which man-
ifests itself through nature, ever

changing its form, but never losing
an iota of its real essence and pow-
er, if this too is immortal, may 1

not claim immortality for the soul

of man, which rising far above na-

ture, enslaves matter, and directs

force ? which in its soarings after

the infinite pierces the very heavens,
and snatches a coal of inspiration
off God's altar, claiming kindred
with the angels, yea, with Deity
himself? VVhat human tongue,

though inspired by divinest elo-

quence, can express the sweet con-

fidence and peace that comes to the

soul as, in its longing for an eternity

during which its yearnings may be

satisfied, and power developed, it

hears all nature, from the tiny peb-
ble to the greatest world that whirls

in space, testify that immortality is

an inseparable attribute of all ex-

istence. Lifting gently in his lov-

ing arms each human form the great
Creator breathes into it the breath

of life, and it becomes a living soul.

As the soul goes forth to life's work
clad m human garb, its manifesta-

tions through the physical senses,

which correspond to the manifesta-

tions of force through matter, are

numerous and diversified. But

whether cultivated and refined, it

utters words of wisdom for the in-

struction of the nations, or so low

in the scale of knowledge as to ap-

pear on a level with the brute
;

whether wearing a golden crown,
and moving nations by the omnipo-
tence of its will, or away down in

poverty's vale, it struggles for life

with scarcely enough of sustenance

to form the slender chord that binds

it to its tenement of clay, and pos-

sessing so little influence as hardly
to create a ripple on life's ocean

;

whether pure as an angel, shunning
the slightest stain of sin, it utters

words of purity that lifts the world

nearer God or covered with cor-

ruption, it wallows in the drunk-
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ard's ditch, and laves with brutish

hist in the sinks of iniquity, still,

still, through all these changes,

though it be divinity incarcerated

in a demon's form, it is the same im-

mortal spirit, the crowning work of

creation,the breath of Omnipotence.
When life's work is over, death

will come but as another change
in the soul's immortal life, which if

pure, enshrined in nobler temples,
shall enter upon a more glorious

experience, as rising on its immor-
tal pinions, it shall seek its native

heaven, there, as the ages roll by,
to pass from glory to glory as it ap-

proximates nearer and nearer its

great Creator, the everlasting Father,
Glorious principle, Conservation

of Forces ! Upon thy existence has

depended all we know concerning
the laws of nature, as connected

with our globe, while thou dost un-

fold to man's enraptured vision the

simple grandeur and unity of crea-

tion's works. It is through thee,

also, we have learned of the worlds

in sjjace. Away back in the dim
vista of the past, the distant star

imparted its light to the surround-

ing ether. These vibrations, borne

gently on the wings of this subtle

fluid, through the distance profound,
as the ages swept by, at last with-

out an impulse gone, has reached

our eye, and we have learned of

that world away yonder on the out-

posts of creation.

This is but one of nature's many
laws which shows there is no con-

flict between nature and revelation.

While as true science and religion
are but correct interpretations, the

one of nature and the other of rev-

elation, science and religion must
harmonize throughout in every par-
ticular. Indeed, as science develops
it assumes more and more a spirit-

ual aspect. What a marvelous change
in the ideas of force from the im-

material views of the early scient-

ists, that the celestial motions were
due to solid crystaline spheres and

vortices, to the immaterial law of

gravitation as taught by Newton ?

The alchemist no longer seeks in

vain for the philosopher's stone,
while in the discovery of the con-

servation of forces, the world has

lost its ideas of gross,brute force,and

accepted in its stead the idea of liv-

ing, ethereal forces. Science, in its

investigations, is going back of ma-
terial appearances, and discovering,
as it ever must, the impress of Om-
nipotent power, while religion on
the othea hand, casting aside her

dark robes of bigotry and supersti-

tion, steps forth with divinity clear-

ly written upon her brow. So that

after the strife between false scien-

tific theories, and false dogmas and
creeds is over

;
science and religion

stepping forth from among these

corrupting carcasses without the

smell of battle on their garments,
and bearing signet upon their brows,
will be acknowledged by the ador-

ing nations, twin sisters of a com-
mon Father, as the whole people
shall join in grand accord, until the

everlasting hills shall echo this loud

acclaim from shore to shore, and
the very heavens give back the glad

response, "Oh, Science and Relig-
ion ! we hail you the chosen reve-

lators of God's thoughts to man.
On bended knee we acknowledge
your heaven-appointed mission, and

bringing the richest tributes of our

minds, and purest offerings of our

hearts, w e crown your common
master, the great Eternal of the

past, the Omnipotent King of the

present, and the Supreme Ruler of

the boundless future !"
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FIFTEENTH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT.

The regular exercises of the

week were preceded by the annual

exhibition of the Munsellian

Society, which was held in

Amie Chapel, on Friday evening,

June 13th. All those who took

part in the exercises did themselves

credit, showing careful preparation
and a healthy desire to excel. The

tbllowing was the programme :

Programme. — Prayer, Rev. R. M.
Barn.s.

Overture—Zu Egmont, Beethoven— F.

P. Fisk.

Oration—The Ideal and the Actual—
^

Thomas Sterlinj^.

Essay
—The Practical in Education—

Samuel Van Pelt.

Music.— Instrumental — La Sonnam-

bula, (Fantasia), Leybach—Frank Muel-
ler.

Debate.—Question
—Which is the most

]50tent for good, the School, the Press, or

the Pulpit ?— Geo. W. Crum, J. E. Scott,

A. H. Davies.

Music.—Solo—New Foundland Dog—
W. A. Smith.

Recitation—.Searching for the Slain—
Belle Sterling.

Oration—Christianity as a Civilizer—
W. A. Smith.

Declamation—Execution of Montrose—
W. C. Gilbreath.

Music. — Duett—Music Trial—Messrs.

Erwin and Smith.

Presenting Diplomas to the SeniorClass.

Music.—Class Farewell.

Following the literary exercises

was the presentation of the society

diploma to the following named
members of the society, who are

also members of the graduating
class :

William H. Booth, George ^^'.

Crum, iVlexander H. Davies, Chas.

A. Hasenwinkle, John E. Scott and
William H. Wylder.

Rev. Alexander G. Byerly of '71
made the presentation speech, and

incorporated in it some most excel-

lent advice to the young men,
which, if faithfully followed, must
result in lives of honor and use-

fulness.

Commencement week proper was

duly inaugurated by the presenta-
tion of the

BACCALAUREATE SERMON,
on Sunday afternoon, by Prof. J.

R. Jaques. 'Ihe music, consisting
of anthems and doxology, was fur-

nished by the college choir, led by
Franc H. Cumming of the sopho-
more class, with Kate B. Ross of

the junior class as organist.
Rev. J. S. Cumming, of Peoria,

offered the opening prayer, which

was followed with a Scripture les-

son, read by Prof. Jaques.
The afternoon was very pleasant,

the audience large, and the Profes-

sor seemed in one of his best moods
for the work of the hour. He an-

nounced his text as taken from Heb.
xi. 34, "Who through faith * * *

out of weakness were made strong,"
and proceeded to speak at length

concerning "strength as grounded
in faith."

The great interest manifested in

the excellent discourse, was con-

siderably disturbed just before the

close, by an approaching storm. A
few of the auclience felt it neces-

sary to withdraw, but the great ma-

jority remained till the close, prefer-

ring rather to brave the storm than

lose the feast they were enjoying.

ADDRESS BEFORE THE CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION.

The shower of rain which skirted

ths western horizon and somewhat
disturbed the audience during the

Baccalaureate sermon, finally came

drifting over our city, and the even-

ing proved to be very unpropitious.

However, notwithstanding the

storm, the large chapel was well

filled with an eager, anxious throng
who had come through the inclem

ent weather to hear the well-round-

ed periods, sparkling with gems and

diamonds of thought, which, in her
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public efforts, so uniformly fall from

the lips of Mrs. Jennie F. Willing.
The theme announced was "Com-

ing to our best," and though la-

boring under great physical debility

and pain, so intense as to require a

cessation of effort a short time, the

speaker rallied and closed one of

the most beautiful and impressive
addresses it has ever been our plea-

sure to hear. The audience was

delighted and entranced, and all

felt that the exposure to the drench-

ing rain was but a small sacrifice for

such a delightful "feast of reason"

as was spread upon that occasion.

THE EXAMINATIONS

of the various college classes began
on Monday morning, and were con-

tinued from 8 a. m. till 12 noon of

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
These were quite well attended, not

only by the conference visitors and

members of the board of trustees,

when not engaged with the vast

amount of important business con-

nected with their official relations,

but also by patrons and citizens.

Visitors, pupils, and instructors

have abundant reason to be grati-

fied with the general result, and the

great interest manifested. As evi-

dence of the labors of the five pro-
fessors who have been actively en-

gaged in the class-room during the

term, we present the programme of

examination.

Monday, June 16.

8 to 9:20
—

Botany, Algebra,
Greek Reader.

9: 20 to 10:40—English Grammar,
Virgil, Meteorology.

10:40 to 12 m.—Rhetoric, Ge-

ometry {\), Demosthenes.

Tuesday, June 17.

8 to 9.20
—

Zoology, Geometry
(2), Arithmetic.

9:20 to 10:40—Xenophon's Me-

morabilia, Chemistry. "B," (i).

10:40 to 12 m. — Aesthetics,

Cicero, Chemistry, "B," (2), As-

tronomy.—21

Wednesday, June 18.

8 to 9:20
—Moral Science, Chem-

istry, "B," (3), United States His-

tory.

9:20 to 10:40—Tacitus, Analy-
tics, Chemistry, "A."

10:40 to 12 m. — Logic, Latin

Reader, German.

ADDRESS BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY.

Tuesday evening, Amie Chapel
was well filled with one of Bloom-

ington's most intelligent audiences,
who came together to hear the an-

nual address before the University.
After prayer by Rev. Dr. Arnold
of the Central Illinois Conference,
the speaker, Rev. M. C. Briggs,
D. D., of Evanston, Ills., was in-

troduced. His theme was "God,
Science and the University." The

reputation of Dr. Briggs which had

preceded him, had led all to anti-

cipate a rare treat, but his delighted
audience- was hardly prepared to

hear such a masterly address as was
delivered on that occasion.

The peculiar phases of modern

infidelity as developed by certain

scientists of the Tyndall and Dar-

winian schools, received a scathing
review, while true science, which is

in strict harmony not only with

creation but with revelation, was

assigned its proper position as the

handmaid of religion.
The work of the Christian church

in the educational field, was very

aptly portrayed, and the picture of
the true University beautifully
drawn. The speaker closed his ad-

dress by administering to the young
ladies and gentlemen of the Uni-

versity some sound advice, very
adroitly sugar-coated with happy
witticisms, and took his seat amidst
continued rounds of applause.

A CANING.

On Wednesday, June i8th, at the

last regular chapel service for the

year, a pleasing episode was in

waiting for the many friends of

Prof. G. R. Crow, and a happy sur-
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prise for the Professor. J. W.
Coultas, in behalf of the Tacitus

class, came forward and, in a very

happily conceived and complimen-
tary speech, presented the Professor

a gold-headed cane, bearing the

following inscription: "To Prof.

G. R. Crow, A. M., Tacitus Class

I873-"
We are glad to see this proper

recognition of merit in one who so

assiduously and successfully applies
himself to his work. The follow-

ing are the words of Mr. Coultas

upon that occasion :

It is said that across the Isthmus

of Suez there flows a little stream,

so small that at times it may easily

be forded, and yet it never becomes

entirely dry, but flows on forever
;

and as this little stream connects

those two great bodies of water, the

Red and Mediterranean Seas, so

sometimes do very little things con-

nect great oceans of affection.

For three years has the present

Sophomore Latin class been under

the instruction of Prof. Crow, and

during this time he has seemed

always to manifest a special interest

in us
;
but it may be that all his

classes think the same. And as the

result of the Professor's interest and

anxiety for our success, we have be-

come intensely interested in the

study ourselves, and to-day we would
not hesitate to compare our knowl-

edge of Latin with any class which

has studied it the same length of

time. But we attribute our success

not to our efforts alone, but to the

earnest, patient, untiring work of

our Professor. More especially, of

late, has there sprung up in our

hearts a profound regard and aff"ec-

tion for him, and judging by his

bearing toward us, we trust our pro-
found regard is, in a measure, re-

ciprocated. To you. Professor

Crow, do the Tacitus class present
this cane. Earnestly and faithfully

have you labored in our behalf.

Fearlessly have you scolded us when
we have answered unprepared, for

for which we sincerely thank you.

Joyfully have you done all in your

power for our advancement
; yes,

all a Professor can do.

Upon this cane 3'ou will find your
name and ours, engraved in gold.

Though but a small gift, may it,

like that little stream, forever con-

nect our best regards with yours.
The Professor though taken com-

pletely by surprise responded in ap-

propriate terms.

BELLES LETTRES SOCIETY RE-UNION.

On Wednesday afternoon, June
the 1 8th, the Belles Lettres Society
held its last session for the college

year in Amie chapel. Although
the day was very warm, yet there

was a fair audience, which listened

with interest to the short programme
presented.
The exercises were opened by the

Rev. Mr. Dille leading in prayer,
followed by a piece of music ren-

dered in good style by the Glee
Club. The first literary exercise

was an oration by M. L. Crum.
This gentleman is a pleasant speaker
and discussed the subject of "So-

ciety work and its benefits" in an

appropriate manner. The produc-
tion showed careful preparation,
and was listened to with evident

interest.

Following this was an oration by
James A. Kelly of '71, This was
an able and interesting reply to the

previous speaker.
The Glee Club next gave some

music, entitled,
" Crowned with

the tempest."
A new feature was then intro-

duced, consisting of the conferring
of Society Diplomas on those grad-

uating the present year, who are

members of the Society, and also

on the graduates of former years.
After a few appropriate remarks

by the president of the day, James
M. Blazer, the diplomas were pre-
sented.

The pleasant exercises were closed

by a piece of music—"Morning."
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The Society has completed an-

other year of work, during which

it has made rapid advancement, in-

troducing many new features com-

ing properly within its sphere, and

withal performing its labor in a

creditable manner. So far it has

been repeatedly crowned with the

laurels of success, and from present

prospects its future is bright and

cheering.

RHETORICAL PRIZE EXHIBITION.

This interesting and popular en-

tertainment occurred on Wednes-

day evening. In this exhibition

two contestants from the Freshman

class, previously elected by the

faculty, strive for the mastery in

declamation ;
two similarly chosen

from the Sophomore class contest

for the prize in essay ;
and two

from the Junior class measure blades

in the field of oratory.
The evening was pleasant, and

the beautiful chapel filled with an

eager and expectant throng. Prayer
was offered by Rev. E. D. Wilkin,
and the college choir rendered

"Mighty Jehovah" in excellent

style. The Freshman class was

represented by J. Oliver Wilson

and Rufus A. Dumars. The former

had selected "The Moor's Re-

venge," and his conception of the

piece as evinced by its rendition in

the highest style of the art, was

truly gratifying to his auditors.

The second speaker presented
" Ho-

ratius at the Bridge," but little less

effective, and to many it seemed a

drawn battle. The judges, how-

ever, decided that Mr. Wilson was

clearly entitled to the prize.

The first essay upon "The Mis-

sion of Poetry," was read by J. W.
Coultas, and R. H. Bosworth con-

tested its iiierits by an essay upon
"Public Speaking." Both were

loudly encored by the audience, and
to some the contest seemed as be-

fore, a drawn battle, yet the figures
of the committee were decidedly in

favor of Mr. Bosworth.

George E. Scrimger came next

upon the stage, and delivered an

oration upon "The Conservation

of Forces." This, to many minds,
was the master-piece of the evening;
and yet his fair competitor, Kate
B. Ross, with her "Golden Deeds"

painted in such vivid colors and so

true to life, and rendered with such

perfect grace and faultless elocution,

caused such thoughts to flow from

finger tips as to place her in the

ascending scale, and permit her

rightfully to bear away the prize.

In this last contest it was difficult

to make a just comparison. For

one was like the ponderous engine,
the embodiment of power, and yet
all beautifully harmonious in its

proportions,and chaste and polished
in its varied casings; the other like

the lovely landscape traced on can-

vas with rippling rivulet and undu-

lating hill and dale, bedecked with

loveliest flowers of variegated hue,

overshadowed with the crimson

clouds, faultless as nature in her

palmiest hour. Such efforts as were

made upon this occasion certainly
deserve our highest commendation.
The successful contestants were

called upon the stage, and by re-

quest of the faculty, Rev. R. N.

Davies, in a few well chosen words,

presented each a copy of Worces-
'

ter's Unabridged Dictionary. Thus
closed what in the minds of many
was judged to be the most satisfac-

tory and meritorious rhetorical

prize contest ever given in the his-

tory of the University.

COMMENCEMENT DAY.

In reference to these exercises we

copy largely from the daily Panta-

graph of June 20th.

The bright sun of yesterday bath-

ed in golden glory the beautiful

surroundings of the Wesleyan Uni-

versity. In all particulars the day
seemed auspicious for those who

upon the close of their collegiate
life at the We.sleyan started out,

each to prosecute alone the life work
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assigned him. The elegant build-

ing, in its majestic, yet simple beau-

ty, the waving trees, the balmy air

of the beautiful summer morning—
all conspired to excite the admira-

tion of those who for the first time

visited the place. From the win-

dows of Amie chapel, wherein the

exercises of commencement were

held, a lovely picture of our ever-

green city was presented to the

view.

The spacious hall, which, in

simple and subdued coloring, and
tasteful decoration, surpasses in

beauty, in our judgment, all the

public assembly rooms in the city,
was crowded with visitors, every
seat on the main floor and roomy
gallery being filled. The hall was

extremely comfortable, considering
the intense heat of the day, which

fact, of course, was conducive to

the general enjoyment of the occa-

sion. The reputation of the Wes-

leyan is so well known, its friends

and patrons throughout the State so

numerous, its graduates occupying
so many positions of honor and

trust, in all parts of the country,
that the occasion of the annual com-
mencement is sure to attract many
visitors. In this respect this occa-

sion was no exception to the general
rule. Visitors from all parts of the

State and neighboring ones were

present.

THE EXERCISES

of the day, and the steps in the

arts and sciences about to be taken,
as announced in classic Latin upon
the neat programmes, were most

humbly dedicated to the Honorable

President, the Honorable Profes-

sors, the Honorable and Reverend
Curators of the Illinois Wesleyan
University, and especially to all the

guardians of the University
—in a

word, to all those who cherish the

humanizing influences of education

in all parts of the earth. The motto
of the class, the banner under which

they will sail over the stormy bil-

lows of life, was '^Suaviterinmodo,

fortiter in r^"—a good selection,
and one to which they may look
and gain additional lortitude and

strength in the darkest tempest's

gloom.
The initial exercises of the pro-

gramme was music, rendered beauti-

fully, by Kadel's full cornet band,
after which was prayer by Rev. J.

G. Evans, A. M., President of

Hedding College, an eloquent and

touching appeal to the throne of

divine grace.
After the rendition of the na-

tional hymn by the band came the

oration, "Mission of History," by
Chas. H. Long, of La Salle. Mr.

Long is a deliberate and graceful

speaker, and possesses many of the

qualifications of true oratory. His
manner was earnest and pleasing,
and his treatment of his deep sub-

ject showed a well stored, well cul-

tured mind. A little more anima-
tion thrown into his excellent de-

livery would have added much to

its attractiveness.

"The Palladium of Nations,"

L. D. Seward, of Hamilton, O., a

logical and able address, which,

though not delivered with that

fluency and grace which is granted
to some, in the earnestness of ex-

pression and delivery was capti-

vating. The ideas expressed were

happily elaborated, and displayed
excellent scholarship. Mr. Seward's
voice is splendid.
"The Duties of To-day," G. W.

Crum, Arenzville. Mr. Crum is

an impressive and pleasing speaker.
His oration was indicative of sound
and practical sense, and abounded
in argument and allusion neatly
and eloquently expressed. More
life and enthusiasm infused into his

delivery would have added an addi-

tional charm to his effort. Con-
tinued applause followed this ora-

tion, which in turn was succeeded

by prolonged laughter occasioned

by one of the floral tributes of

gigantic size coming in collision
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with the cranium of a sedate mem-
ber of the audience.

Music again lent its sweet influ-

ence to the programme.
"The Genius of Liberty," Wm.

H. Wylder, of Vibbard, Mo. The

splendid subject of Mr. Wylder' s

choice was ably handled, but ex-

cellent as was his effort in this

respect, still more noticeable was
the animated style of delivery.

Grace, earnestness, and freedom of

gesture captivated the audience at

every sentence. His voice is excel-

lent, and of wide and pleasing

range.
:' Ideality," James W. Holder,

Bloomington. A charming and
natural speaker, who impressed his

auditors with the idea that every
word of his excellent oration was
but the utterance of his honest out-

spoken convictions. The oration

was evidently prepared with great

care, and evinced a deep and com-

prehensive mind, well stored with

practical knowledge.
"War and Peace," C. A. Hasen-

winkle. To the people of Bloom-

ington Mr. Hasenwinkle needs no
introduction

; we have all wondered
at and admired his wonderful pow-
ers of dramatic expression, and to

our readers our announcement that

he charmed the audience, will be
but what all knew and expected.
His oration opened with two con-
trasted pictures, Peace and War,
which were as perfect sketches as

any that ever adorned canvas,

though painted only by the elo-

quent words and perfect gesticula-
tion of the speaker. The arguments
and general structure of the effort

were admirable, and fortunately
Mr. H. did not attempt to refrain

from allowing his imagination to

add beauty and grace to his flowing
words.

After more music came the ora-

tion "Uses of Difficulty," by J. E.

Scott, of Shiloh. Mr. Scott is a

master of polished and graceful ac-

tion and delivery, and' is evidently

not only talented and able, but has

that self-confidence and self-reliance

which impresses. A clear percep-
tion of the practical uses of the

difficult phases of human existence

enabled him to give his subject an
able treatment. The speaker, as

well as his immediate predecessor,
was frequently interrupted by ap-

plause, elicited by the more beau-

tiful passages of their orations.

"The Ministry of Sorrow," A.
H. Davies, of Shelbyville. One of

the most beautifully-worded and

eloquently-expressed efforts of the

day, touching the hearts of all by
its truthfulness in the portrayal of

the sad ministry of sorrow, of which
who has not tasted ? Mr. Davies

deftly touched the heartstrings, and

skillfully utilized the sympathy of

his auditors. His peroration, con-

sisting of a beautiful rendering of

"the story of the cross," and the

thoughts suggested thereby, was

magnificent, and displayed a thor-

ough appreciation of the deeper
views suggested by the topic.
"The Demands of the Times"—

Farewell address. Wm. H. Booth,

Waynesville. Honesty, virtue and

intelligence were characterized as

among the essentials to success and
the prosperity of the individual and
the nation. The corruption of the

times received a scathing notice.

Mr. Booth's oration was especially
to be admired for its simple, direct

and able treatment of the prominent
points of his theme. Though not
devoid of ornamentation, strength
of argument and practical good
sense were the notable characteristics

of his oration. Turning to the

sadder portion of his duty, the

bidding of the last farewells, the

speaker feelingly and touchingly re-

ferred to the many happy hours

spent among the people of Bloom-

ington, the associations of college
life, and the familiar intercourse

with loving tutors. He spoke the

sad words to each, hoj)ing for the

success of classmates, and rejoicing
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in the prospect of re-union, if not

on earth in the better land beyond.
After a selection of music came

THE CONFERRING OF DEGREES.

The graduates were called by
name, and taking position in the

order given below, facing the facul-

ty, were addressed by Prof. De
Motte, who made the presentation

speeches in Latin. The degrees
conferred upon the class were as

follows :

William Holmes Booth, B. S.

James Warren Holder, B. S.

Charles Henry Long, B. S.

John Eugene Scott, B. S.

George Washington Crum, A. B.

Alexander Hughes Davies, A. B.

Charles Augustus Hasenwinkle,
A. B.

Llewellyn Davis Seward, A. B.

William Henry Wylder, A. B.

After the presentation of diplo-
mas and granting of degrees, the

Professor addressed the class in the

following words :

You stand to-day on the threshold

of a new life. Your work of pro-

bation in college halls is ended,
and you now enter upon the nearer

and dearer relation of sons of our

common Alma Mater. She honors

you to-day ;
how well you bear that

honor the future must determine.

Let it be remembered that the

parchments which you hold are no

sure passport to a noble and suc-

cessful life. The stern and busy
world will ask for something more.

You will be called upon to try the

mettle of your steel and prove your
manhood by the blows you deal.

Your barks, now fully launched

upon the unknown sea of life, must

soon diverge. In after years will

they drift down, a wreck, surrender-

ed to the strong, resistless current;

or by the sturdy strokes of well de-

veloped muscles, and a head and

heart devoted to the cause of truth,

humanity and God, will they se-

curely pass the breakers and be

safely landed on the thither shore !

'rhe answer only can be written by
the piecemeal efforts of your life.

God bless you as you leave these

halls of learning. Be just, be gen-
erous and true

;
be noble, brave

and manly, and by the conservation

of your powers fill yOur lives with

golden deeds. In behalf of these

my colleagues, and these careful

guardians of the sacred interests of

our Alma Mater, I bid you God's

speed in the mission of your life.

The degree of A. M. in curswwas,

then conferred upon Melchior Auer,

Henry C. Birch and George H.

McCracken, of '70. Prof. J. A.

Badger, of Hedding College, and
Prof. A. H. Thompson, of the

Powell and Thompson Colorada

Exploring P2xpedition, each received

the degree of A. M. pro merito, and
Rev. J. A. Dean, A. M., President

of the East Tennessee Wesleyan
University, and Rev. Andrew J.

Lyda, of Wheeling, Va., received

the degree of D. D.

After music and benediction the

exercises closed, ending in a satis-

factory manner the hard labor and

systematic culture of another col-

lege year.
The faculty

of the University,
whose names now appear upon the

roster, are gentlemen of the ripest

scholarship, devoted to the labor in

which they are engaged, and hon-

ored and respected by all, and in

their hands the interests of the Uni-

versity will be tenderly and watch-

fully cared for. The work the col-

lege is doing is a noble one, and

its influence is year by year spread-

ing over the length and breadth of

the land.

MUSIC OF COMMENCEMENT WEEK.

We should do injustice to the

young ladies and gentlemen of the

University who provided such ex-

cellent music for the various exer-

cises of commencement week, did

we not make favorable mention of

their successful efforts in this con-

nection. The choir was under the
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skillful leadership of Franc C. Gum-

ming, a member of the Sophomore
class. It is but faint praise to say
that all who were present were de-

lighted with the excellent rendering
of some of the more difficult com-

positions of the masters. Among
the various pieces rendered during
the week, we observed "Mighty
Jehovah," from Bellini and "Hail

to Thee, Liberty," and' "When the

Morning Freshly Breaking," from

Rossini.

ALUMNI BANQUET AND RE-UNION.

The Alumni Banquet and Re-un-

ion at the Phoenix Hotel, Thursday
evening, was an appropriate finale
to such a successful Commencement
Week. A large number of the Al-

umni and friends of the University

gathered at an early hour in the par-
lors of the hotel. After spending
sometime in social converse they
were escorted to the large dining
hall by the committee, where tables

tastefully decorated groaned beneath

the tempting viands and delicacies

of the season. Here, afterthe "phys-
ical" began to repudiate, "the feast

of reason and the flow of soul" was
introduced. The following are the

toasts which were served upon that

occasion :

"
Early Days of our University,"

A. E. Stevenson.

"The Citizens of Bloomington,"
Capt. J. H. Rowell.

"The Medical Fraternity," Dr.

T. F. Worrell.

"The Bar," Capt. H. A. Ewing.
"The Ladies," Gen. John Mc-

Nulta.

"The Tariff," (humorous) Hon.
L. Weldon.
"The State of Illinois and her

Educational Interests," Gov. Bev-

eridge.
"The Clergy," Rev. J.V.Willis.
"The Class of '73," C. A. Ha-

senwinkle.

"Our Alma Mater," J. F. Win-
ter.

The Executive Committee, con-

sisting of Prof. G. R. Crow, J. R.

Brooks, and R. B. Porter, deserve

the thanks of the association for the

admirable management of the ban-

quet and re-union.

We are glad to learn that the asso-

ciation, at its business session, adopt-
ed a plan by which it is hoped that

these re-unions may become annual,
without any possibility of failure.

Thus closed, what was judged to be
in the estimation of the official vis-

itors and friends of the University
who were present to witness the ex-

ercises, the most successful Com-
mencement Week ever experienced
in the history of the Illinois Wes-

leyan University.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
—Among our visitors during Com-

mencement Week we were glad to wel-

come Miss Carleton, President of the

Carleton Institute, located at Farmington,
Mo.

—Prof. B. S. Potter, A. M., associate

editor of the Alumni Journal, is visiting
his friends in western New York. We
trust our readers may hear from "the Pro-

fessor abroad," in our next issue.

—The Fall Term of the University will

begin Tuesday, September l6th. We trust

all the former students, so far as is possi-

ble, will return bringing many new faces

with them.

—W^ T. Collins, B. S., of '63, read a

poem prepared especially for the occasion
at the celebration of the "glorious fourth"
in Winchester, Ills. (rov. John L. Bev-

eridge was the orator of the day.
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—The address at the Wesleyan last even-

ing, by Rev. M. C. Biiggs, of Evanston,

was, we learn, one of the most entertain-

ing and instructive that has ever been de-

livered in the city. Those who heard it

are earnest and enthusiastic in their ex-

])ressions of satisfaction with the address.
—Daily Leader, June i8th.

—The Board of Trustees finding it im-

possible to complete the work before them

adjourned to meet at the call of the Exec-
utive Committee. It is expected that a

called session will be held sometime dur-

ing the present month, at which time the

presidential chair and chair of English
literature will be filled.

—The publication of the annual cata-

logue of the University has been postpon-
ed a few weeks in order to incorporate

any action which the Board of Trustees

may take at their called session. We trust

the publication will not be long delayed.
In the meantime let all our students and
friends be patient.

—A strong feeling in favor of electing
a lady professor seems to prevail among
the friends and patrons of the University.
On account of the finances being insuffi-

cient to warrant an increase in the corps
of teachers, the Board of Trustees deci-

ded to leave the chair of English Litera-

ture vacant until an effort has been made
to secure a preceptress, who will also fill

that chair.

—Should the friends of the University

give the enterprise the encouragement it

deserves, it is designed after the present

year to issue the Alumni Journal as a

University publication, under the general

management of the Board of Trustees.

Every friend of the cause of education in

this section of the State can well afford to

subscribe for a copy. Terms, only ^i.oo

per year. All subscriptions end with the

calendar year.

—S. S. Hamill, A. M., so well and fa-

vorably known as a distinguished elocu-

tionist and author, and professor of Elocu-

tion and English 1-iterature in the Illinois

Wesleyan University, has accepted a sim-

ilar position in the State Normal School
of Missouri. While we regret that the

University will lose the efficient services

of the Professor in his chosen profession,
we congratulate him upon a handsome in-

crease in salary.

— .\t the recent meeting of the Board
of Trustees the following members of the

Faculty were re-elected, without a dissent-

ing vote, to fill their respective chairs :

H. C. DeMotte, A. M., Vice President

and Professor of Mathematics ; Rev. J.

R. Jaques, A. M., Professor of Greek Lan-

guage and Literature; B. S. Potter, A. M.,
Professor of Natural Science

; George R.
Crow, A. M., Professor of Latin Language
and Literature; Hon. R. E. Williams, Pro-
fessor of International and Constitutional

Law; J. L. White, M. D., Professor of

Anatomy and Physiology, F. A. Parker,
Professor of Vocal and Instrumental
Music, Musical Composition and Thorough
Bass, and C. P. Merriman, Professor of

French, Italian and Spanish.

—At the close of the exercises in the
"old chapel," on Thursday morning of
Commencement Week, there occurred a

very pleasing little episode growing out of

the prize contest the preceding evening.
Many who were present at the contest felt

that the praiseworthy efforts of the unsuc-
cessful contestant in the almost drawn bat-

tle for the prize off'ered for the best ora-

tion, was deserving of some tangible re-

cognition. This feeling found expression
in the presentation to Mr. G. E. Scrimger
of a Worcester's Unabridged, an exact

counterpart of the one given as the prize.
Dr. Ross, the father of the victor in the

contest, made the presentation in a very
neat and appropriate speech, which was

responded to in fitting and manly terms by
the recipient.—At the business session of the Alum-
ni Society, held at the parlors of the Phoe-
nix Hotel, Thursday afternoon, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensu-

ing year : President, J. W. Fifer, of '68 ;

VicePres.,J. A. Northrup,of'7i; Sec'y, C.

A. Hasenwinkle, of '73 ; Treasurer, J. F.

Pancake, of '64; Statistician, H. C. De-

Motte, of '61; Executive Committee, H. G,
Reeves, of '66, Prof. B. S. Potter and

J. W. Holder, of '73. Hon. S. T. Logan,
LL. D., of Springfield, Ills., was chosen

orator, with Hon. John M. Palmer, LL.
D., of the same city, as alternate. W. F.

Graves, of '71, was elected poet, with
Hannah I. Shur, of '72, as alternate.

Complimentary resolutions were passed
by the Society in reference to the many
years of service of Rev. O. S. Munsell,
D. D., who resigned the position of Pres-

ident of the University last March.

—The Catalogue and Price List of R.
Hoe & Co., New York, manufacturers of

type-revolving, perfecting, single and
double cylinder and Adams printing ma-

chines, Washington and Smith hand press-

es, self-inking machines, etc., has just been
laid upon our table. Their catalogue is

prepared in the highest style of the art,

and contains descriptions and beautiful

plates illustrating the various apparatus
and machines represented by this exten-

sive house.
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THE OUTLOOK.

The problem of Christian culture

for the masses which now inhabit,

and the still greater masses which
are destined to inhabit our lovely
"Prairie State," is by no means

completely solved. There are vast

possibilities in the educational field

which may be realized in the near

future, or which, if "the tide be not

taken at the flood," may forever re-

main among the ideal creations of

a speculative brain. Immense re-

sponsibilities rest in common upon
the great body of Christian believ-

ers, and through them, upon the

various religious denominations
of our country. The great truth

that science and religion are so art-

fully interwoven and intermixed by
the Creator as to be inseparable, is

beginning to be recognized ;
and

thus the Christian world is learning
the great necessity of Christian cul-

ture. One has long since recorded

with characteristic significance, "the
undevout astronomer is mad," and
now in the clearer light of the pres-
ent age we may safely add, the

undevout searcher after truth, in

any field of thought, is mad.

Granting the foregoing to be
true, the present and prospective

prosperity of our institutions of

learning, professedly under the su-

pervision of the Christian Church,
becomes a question of the greatest
moment to all who are interested in

true Christian culture. One great
want of our branch of the Chris-

tian Church, in her educational

work, especially here in the West, is

consolidation or centralization of

effort. We regard it as exceedingly
unfortunate, that the munificent do-

nations of the liberal-hearted must
be so sub-divided and scattered

among the many would-be-colleges
and universities of the land as to

render it next to impossible for any
of them to accomplish the work for

which they were organized. We are

glad, however, that so much has

been accomplished, and we look for

still richer harvests in the educa-

tional field in the years to come.
Our various institutions of learning
are beginning to see "eye to eye,"
and to recognize the prime truth,

that their interests are not antago-
nisticf but co-operative, and that

the prosperity of each aids in ad-

vancing the general interest of all.

But notwithstanding this cause

for congratulation, there neverthe-

less remains great need of an edu-

cational revival among our people.
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W\\dX vast results miglit be accom-

plished by our Church in Central

Illinois, in no distant day, should

all, at once betake themselves to dil-

igent efforts in this work. There
are positions of honor, emolument
and renown to be filled by men and
women with cultured brain, and it

remains for the Christian people of

this country to decide wheth-
er these places shall be filled by those

who at the same time possess well-

developed Christian characters, or

occcupied by those whose every ut-

tered thought breathes forth the

moral malaria of skepticism and in-

fidelity.

It becomes evident, to any candid

mind, that to bring about that high
state of civilization so desirable and

save our country from that moral

bankruptcy and ruin which at times

seem to threaten it, we must cast in

the leaven of sanctified learning, of

true Christian culture, and let it

have its leavening influence in high

places as well as in the more com-
mon vocations of life ; in short we
must fiirnish men and women of

clear heads and honest hearts, who,

knowing their duty, dare conscien-

tiously to ])erform it, at whatever

sacrifice or hazard.

Now this Christian culture can

only safely and surely be acquired
in those institutions of learning
which are professedly under the su-

pervision and control of Christian

organizations. This granted, the

care and prosperity of our denomi-

national schools at once become of

the utmost importance, not only to

the Church, but to society in gen-
eral ;

and the question very natu-

rally arises, how can we best in-

crease their present usefulness and

efficiency ? The surest and most

effectual way for us to achieve these

results, is for each to "build over

against his own place."
A brief survey of the situa-

tion will reveal a field ripe unto

the harvest for our own denomina-

tion, in Central Illinois. The sec-

tion of country from which the Il-

linois Wesleyan University may le-

gitimately expect hearty support and

patronage comprises about 30,000

s(]uare miles of territory in the cen-

tral portion of our State, which, for

fertility of soil, is not excelled by
any country on the globe. The

people inhabiting this favored re-

gion are industrious, intelligent,
moral and benevolent, fully awake
to all the interests pertaining to

their material prosperity, and a large

percentage of them are members of

the Methodist Episcopal church.

^Vhile there are other schools within

the bounds of this territory which

rightfully claim the patronage of our

church, no injustice is done when it

is said, that, for that higher education

which will admit its possessor to the

degrees regularly conferred by col-

leges and universities, the people
look to the Illinois Wesleyan Uni-

versity. It certainly is true, and I

think it is now generally admitted,
that the teeming population of the

country above described, are, in a

great measure, looking toward this

university with a degree of satisfac-

tion and pride, as the place where
their sons and daughters are to re-

ceive that higher culture and devel-

opment, not only of the intellect,

but also of the moral powers, which
shall properly fit them for their mis-

sion of usefulness in the world.

That the University may be made
what, in the very nature of the case,

is demanded, two things at least are

necessary.

First, there must be a greater num-
ber of students in attendance. Let

no one mistake here, and infer that

there has been any falling off in the

attendance, during the past. The

contrary is happily true. For years
the number enrolled has been stead-

ily increasing, and never has the

University enjoyed a more prosper-
ous year, in this respect, than the

one just recently closed. But we
need a largely increased attendance

during the coming year. There are,
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at least, five hundred young men
and women in our patronizing ter-

ritory who ought to be enrolled as

students in the University, next

September. And a -large majority
of that five hundred may be so en-

rolled if every friend of the cause

will only do his duty and build over

against his own place. Why should

not each of the four or five hundred

ministers, traveling and local, re-

gard it as his especial duty to induce

the young people of his acquaintance
to enter at once upon a course of

study in some one of the schools of

our church ? I say our church be-

cause I believe this to be the way
in which true Christian culture is

to be disseminated among the peo-

ple, not that all true culture must

come from the schools under the

immediate supervision of the Meth-
odist church, or indeed of anv
church. But denominational schools

are the "salt of the earth," in an
educational sense, and they can only
be supported and made to prosper

by each laboring for the support and
advancement of his own especial

enterprise, at the same time extend-

ing hearty sympathy and a brotherly

God-speed to those who are endeav-

oring to build in the adjoining
breach, and thus to aid in staying
the incoming tide of modern infi-

delity and skepticism.
In addition to this effort of our

ministerial brethren, every parent
should use his utmost endeavoi- to

bequeath to his children the heri-

tage of a liberal education, for wis-

dom "
is more to be desired than

gold, yea, than much fine gold."
Should this united effort be put
forth, not only would the halls of
the University be crowded to over-

flowing, but all our colleges and
seminaries would be filled

;
and

such a revival in the educational
work would be experienced as has

never been known before. .

A second necessity in accomplish-
ing this great work is money. Stu-

dents and money will make anv uni-

versity; for, give the university
money and all the needed appli-
ances can always be secured, and

give the appliances material upon
which to labor, students, and there

is no possibility of failure. To se-

cure this second element of strength
and prosperity it has been necessary
for those having the work in hand,
to personally solicit aid from house
to house. This personal work may
still go on, and yet for the rapid
increase of endowment, and the

completion of the more costly and
commodious building which the

growth of the University has render-

ed absolutely essential, the time has

come when its agents must look

mainly to those into whose hands

providence has placed much of the

wealth of this world, as unto faith-

ful stewards who shall render a strict

account. Now, that the success of

the enterprise is guaranteed beyond
any possibility of failure, it is only
natural and reasonable to anticipate
much more rapid accumulation of

material means by liberal bequests
and donations.

We urge then that these two

things be kept steadily in view by
all the friends of the University ;

an increase in the number of its stu-

dents, and large additions to its

material resources. By every plausi-
ble and legitimate means let every

young man and woman, who can be

induced to attempt the acquisition
of a liberal education, be urged
to report next September, as a stu-

dent of the Illinois Wesleyan Uni-

versity. And let all, who are in

any wise blessed with worldly pos-
sessions and can be brought into

sympathy with this noble work of

head and heart culture, be urged to

remember the University in liberal

bequests and legacies. In the mean-

time, prudence will dictate that the

day of small things be not despised
but that the smaller offerings which
a generous-hearted peo pie ever
stand ready to bestow be received
with due thanksgiving and gratitude.
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USES OF DIFFICULTY.

GRADUATING ORATION, J. E. SCOTT.

In whatever pursuit or activity

man may engage, in whatever di-

rection he may turn his thought,
there is no advancement without

meeting and overcoming opposition
and difficulty. Every advancing

step must be made against opposi-
tion or difficulty of some kind.

This condition of advancement
in all the aims and pursuits of life,

though not always regarded with

special favor by those who would

l©ve to advance without effort, seems

providentially adapted to the nature,

constitution and highest good of

man, for it is only through the dis-

cipline which such condition impos-
es that man can attain to his true

greatness; either of character, in-

tellect or achievement.

The industrious effort and earn-

est striving which the opposing cir-

cumstances and difficulties of life

necessitate, are conditions which

insure the richest development of

human character. No greater mis-

fortune can come to those who are

weak enough to be injured by them,
than those conditions and circum-

stances in life which remove the ne-

cessity and destroy the incentives

to labor, toil and earnest striving.

These are the conditions which give

loose reins to vice and folly, and

cast upon society weak and frivol-

ous men, without depth of thought,
earnestness of feeling or strength of

purpose. True excellence and

strength of character, and the no-

ble stature of manhood, can be at-

tained only by the earnest labor and

toil of an active life. Action is the

great law of human development.
There is no advancement, no devel-

opment, no greatness, without effot't.

The human character is susceptible

of grand development ;
life is full

of sublime possibilities ; man is pos-

sessed of powers which are capable
of great achievements. But the

energies must be awakened and the

whole man aroused to action, to

earnest, striving, well-directed, per-

severing action, before there can be

any worthy development of charac-

ter, any realization of possibilities,

a-ny praiseworthy achievements.

The earnest thought and study
which are necessitated by the oppos-

ing circumstances and difficulties

met in the aims and pursuits of life

are likewise means of development,
without which man could never at-

tain to his true strength of charac-

ter, grasp of intellect, and highest
measures of success. There is no

pursuit or occupation in life, the

conditions and difficulties of which

do not require of him who would
advance in them, earnest thought
and profound study. This is one

of the conditions and requirements,
not merely of worldly advancement,
but also of the highest development
of the powers and capabilities of

mind and character. Thought en-

nobles and develops the mind, adds

virtue and strength to character, and
arms the soul with truth and vital

principle. More than this ;
it is

only in the silent chambers of hu-

man thought that man fully realizes

the possibilities of life, and is moved

by the greatest energies and highe.st

aspirations of the soul.

The opposition and difficulties of

life tend to develop the qualities of

perseverance and resolution. Back
of all other qualities necessary to

advancement in life, is force of pur-

pose
—earnest resolution—the great

"/re///." The importance of this

quality can not be over-estimated.

It is the foundation of all greatness
of character. It is the one great
element of character without which
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all others are of little avail. It is

the great unswerving force that

moves and directs all energies, and
without which all the plans and
schemes of life must fail. It gives
force to industry and penetration
to thought. It gives constancy,
firmness and perseverance to every
effort. It enables men to stand

strongly and decisively imder every
circumstance, and to act with deci-

sion and promptitude in every diffi-

cult emergency. It is this great "I

will" lying back of all human

thought and action ;
it is this great

"I will" acting as the stern execu-

tive of human energies ;
it is this

mysterious "/ wilV which rises in

irresistible force and purpose in the

resolute soul when confronted with

opposition and difficulty, that dis-

plays and develops the true great-
ness of man

;
that develops a force

and energy of character and action

which no obstacle or opposition can

resist ; that insures the success of

all the enterprises and aims of life

and lifts man to his rightful eminence
in the sublime realization of human

possibilities and achievements.

With habits of industrious effort

and earnest thought, pursued with

invincible resolution, a result which
the oppositions and difficulties of

life tend to produce, the greatest

strength and excellence of charac-

ter and intellect, and the highest
measures of success may be attained.

Industry, thought and resolution !

Industry is the native soil of virtue,

and thought the realm of truth.

With truth and virtue shedding
their benign and quickening influ-

ence upon the rich soil of the human
character, it must bloom with the

sweetest virtues and ripen with the

richest fruits. With industry, tho't

and resolution, all other qualities
and excellencies of character and
the highest possible development
of the powers and capabilities of

the mind, are insured to those in

whom these qualities are developed.

Industry, thought and resolution !

These are sufficient to insure any
desired measure of success, what-

ever may be the unfavorable cir-

cumstances or conditions interpos-

ing. When man attacks the obsta-

cles and oppositions of life with

intelligence and industry, backed
with force of purpose, earnest reso-

lution, 7ty///-power, there is no op-

position or obstacle that can prevent
his advancement and final success.

Industry, thought and resolution !

The noblest qualities of the human
soul ! The qualities which ennoble
man and stamp his life with the

beauty of intelligence and the dig-

nity of achievement ! If the oppo-
sitions and difficulties of life tend

to develop these qualities
—

qualities
from which all other excellencies

and virtues of character take their

rise, and which insure the highest
.success and greatest rewards in all

the undertakings and enterprises of

life,
—

surely they cannot be other-

wise than providentially adapted to

the constitution, highest develop-
ment and greatest good of man.

Difficulty is the school where man
learns to work, to think, to resolve.

It is the school where the energies
are strung up to loftier effort and
nobler purpose. It is the school

where the fibres of brain and mus-
cle are toughened, the soul inspired
with the aspirations of achievement,
with the veins pulsating with the

vigor and possibilities of life. Oh,
what a jjower and greatness is de-

veloped in him who meets the ob-

stacles and difficulties of life with

a brave and daring spirit ! The ob-

stacles in the path of life and the

difficulties which meet us on every
side are just what are needed to

lead us to strength, manhood and
achievement. They develop in man
all the sublime possibilities of his

nature,
—all-the God-like powers of

the human soul. They develop in

our muscles, strength ;
in our soul,

spirit and resolution
;

in our in-

tellect, thought, in our whole
being, vitality and jnirpose. How
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man}' have been borne upward by
the strength and power which have

been developed in them in the en-

counter with the oppositions and
difificulties of life ! Difficulty is the

element in which the heroic soul

rises on daring wing above the

clouds and despondency of failure

and weakness into the bright sun-

shine of manly success. Obstacles

in the path of life are not obstacles.

They are the strong rounds in the

great ladder of achievement,—the

impossibilities upon which we tread

and which bear us upward as we

struggle over them. They are the

barriers, the Alps, which loom im-

passable to the cowardly spirit, but

over which the brave and daring-

behold the short, quick route and
a glorious victory.

If the oppositions and difficulties

of life are thus providentially adapt-
ed to our highest development and

greatest good ;
if we in the earnest

struggles of life attain our greatest
•

strength and excellence
;

if the
strife and conflict with adverse cir-

cumstances and obstacles are the

means of improvement and ad-

vancement, surely we should meet
the toils, labors and struggles of

life with brave hearts and willing

hands, throwing our souls and
strength into the work before us, and

welcoming every difficulty in life as

a God-send to us, whereby we may
rise to greater deeds and nobler life.

IDEALITY.

GRADUATING ORATION, JAMES W. HOLDER.

Art throughout the civilized

world has ever excited a deep inter-

est in the soul of man
; yet there

are but few who are able to explain
the reason thereof. Science cannot
win us from Shakespeare, Milton,

Mozart, Angelo, and Raphael,
—the

masters in literature, music, sculp-
ture and painting. The truths set

forth by them cover a broader field

than any other,
—

they are too vast

to be cramped into theories or

formulas. They speak to the soul

that which cannot be spoken to the

ear. Science is practical, art is not.

It lies abroad like nature to be

picked at, as it were, by the prin-

ciples of science and philosophy,
but never to be grasped, as a whole,
and exhausted. What then is the

grand truth which underlies all art

as one broad foundation stone,
which permeates it as its very es-

sence. What is that which beams

forth from the life-like marble and
the pages of poetry ? Is it but a
fantastic illusion ? No

;
it is the

grand ideal by which humanity is

to perfect itself. Nature is com-

plete, but man is yet in embryonic
feebleness. With him creation is

new
;
he has not yet received the

benediction of a completed work.
Man is never contented

;
he is con-

tinually seeking something higher,—
always looking into the future, at

the power he is destined to possess,
and he hastens to take possession.
He 'gives himself to thought, yet it

is not for what he has been, nor
what he is, but what he may be. If

he sees the same objects from year
to year they do not appear the same.

Yesterday they were new and at-

tractive
; to-day they are familiar

and unheeded
; soon they will be

old friends, echoing to the tread of

decrepitude and age. Ideality is
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that which characterizes man. It

is the incentive which leads him on
to indefinite expansion,

—
it is a fu-

gitive which is never located, but

spreads and roams like the swift-

winged meteor across the heavens.

A large portion of humanity live

not so much in themselves as in

what they wish to be. Out of such

material as we can gatlier we create

an ideal world
;
in it we find friends

and enemies. We travel, and build,

for this is but the response to the

practical question. What can I be,

and do ? It is the symbol of the

force that is within us. The stable

boy has hid an old volume beneath

the straw
;

at one time he is John
Smith exploring the wilds of Vir-

ginia ;
at another he is Washington

leading the gallant sons of liberty
on to battle and victory. But the

rich man's son, born of noble stock,
as we say, has but one aim in life.

He would turn stable boy, own a

fast team, and sport with gamesters

upon the road to ruin. Both boys,
and all boys, are looking upward
only from widely differing heights.
The boy who walks the street puff-

ing a cigar does it, not for the real

pleasure derived therefrom, but be-

cause he thinks it looks manly and
in good style.

It is a well known fact that the

happiness, and misery of the far

greater part of mankind depends
upon fancy. Think that you have,
and you have is a maxim not confin-

ed to those only within the walls of
a bedlam. Whatever is most earn-

estly desired by any man, he readily
believes that he will sometime at-

tain. He who is overwhelmed with

disease, while he languishes in the

spring, expects vigor, and recovery
from the summer sun

; while he
melts away in the summer heat,
he transfers his hope to the frosts of

winter. He who gazes upon the

pleasures, and luxuries of wealth,
which poverty prevents him from

enjoying,
—comforts himself that

the time of distress will soon be at

an end
; and that he is every day ap-

proaching near to a state of happi-
ness. Such is the golden dream in

which we all slumber out our time.

Every man thinks that in the com-

ing day he shall receive the full

fruition of all his wishes. If he be
weak he shall be powerful ;

if ob-

scure to-day, to-morrow he shall be
eminent. But he soon finds that

perfection retreats like the horizon
before the traveler, and lures him
on and on. It travels even faster

than his best endeavors.

For the trial of ability we must
battle with the world. If we have
an ideal which we wish to imitate,
we can reach it only through perse-
verance and labor, and as we go on

step by step we are dazzled by some
new employment. The boy longs to

abandon the farm for the college,
the college for the excitement of the

city and commercial life
; then he

looks up from his desk to the gay-
ety of fashion. At last he gains an
entrance to the happy throng, and
soon is stifled by the lack of origi-
nal power. He finds that the parts
are like those of players, learned

by heart
; they who invented them,

with whom they were original, are

dead, and have left their manners
and customs to be worn by genera-
tions coming after. So in every de-

partment he finds the wolf wearing
sheep's clothing. Justice is un-
known to the judge. Religion is

thought to be but the creation of
fear. He loses all respect for titles

and gowns. Somebody wrote the

laws, and founded every religion.
He readily sees that a true manhood
would disuse our way of living. He
sees the power of government lying
dormant in the spelling book and
Bible. He has at last found a work
both for body and mind. He will

try what man can do for man.
The history of woman is parallel with
that of man. She longs for society
to make the hours glide easily by ;

for tasks to make them poetic and
lieroic. Her polite accomplish-
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ments are but doors, through which
she hopes to gain admission to the

gay and festive circles of the world.

She is as tired as man of our foolish

customs, their compliments and
confinements ever robbing her of

true enjoyment. Every true woman
shares with hersex that new de-

velopment of feminine conscious-

ness which some have in derision

designated woman's rights. She
will seek, to be more truly woman,
to assert her special power, and ap-

proach from her own sphere to that

ideal which offers true ennoblement
to whomsoever may partake. Is it

strange then that we should love art,

since it offers us the grand ideal of

life that is to be ? In spite of all

discouragement, the true ideal with

its graceful, shadowy outline has led

us to the present hour. We have

felt the reality of life even in our-

selves, and there was always rever-

ence in our admiration. We can-

not but believe in the divinity of

that which walked with us in the

woods, or watched with us in the

morning. The grass, and trees,

the waters as they murmured gently
over their pebbly course, were too

brother-like to be denied. They
chanted the same song which fills

the breast, and our love for them
was true.

^ Thus art comes to bid us trust the

. ideal. It is no trifler to be thrust

aside. It offers manhood to man,
and womanhood to woman.

WAR AND PEACE
GRADUATING ORATION, C. A. HASENWINKLE.

Were it possible to draw the veil

of time and space, and in a mo-
ment disclose all the doings of man
on earth, a scene strangely impress-
ive would meet our view. Yet while

this privilege is not granted us, we
have reason and imagination, where-

by we may be lifted far above the

common sphere of observation, and
catch a view, wide in extent and

striking in diversity. As in one di-

rection we cast our eyes, we behold

a region stretching far and wide
;

its surface undulating, marked by
woodlands, streams and meadows ;

dotted by villages, farm-houses and

cities. The fertile fields, clad in

their green mantle, promise fair to

reward the efforts of honest toil.

The city yonder is thronged with

stirring, active people, who, in their

hurry to and fro, seem more like

bu.sy bees preparing for the winter.

On Sabbath, in the quiet village be-

yond, the bell of the plain little

church, whose white spire, far above
all else, seems like a guardian of the

peaceful habitation, tolls forth to all

a welcome invitation, while parents
and children in modest, neat attire

wend their way to their accustomed

place of worship, to give thanks for

the many blessings they enjoy. We
have looked upon a scene of peace.
Now let us turn and take another

view.

An equal far extending surface

meets our gaze. The natural ad-

vantages of this seem even to excel

the former
;

but what a contrast

meets our view as nearer we survey
the scene. For waving fields of

ripening grain, we now behold a

dreary, desolate waste, while here

and there a fallen heap, designates
the spot where once stood the farm-
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er's happy home. As we look yon-
der, a cloud as black as night, al-

most conceals from us the once

proud, populous city. Its massive

walls and palace-like mansions lie

in ruin
;

its people are half- famished,
and in the midst of fallen wrecks

the frantic shrieks of women and
children mingle with the dying

groans of a fierce, exhausted sol-

diery, while from without, the mer-

ciless besiegers into the doomed city

pour a volcano of death. The scene

is one of war.

VVe have here two views of oppo-
site extremes,—one the natural, the

other the unnatural condition of

humanity. One brings about the

true object of life,
—

happiness ; the

other destroys it and substitutes

misery. The mission of one is life,

the other, death. Most incompat-
ible as are these relations of man-

kind, they are those which civilized

Christian nations have been, and are

yet, sustaining to themselves and to

each other. How Christian people,
whose motto is

"
Gentleness, confi-

dence, /o7!e,^' can acquiesce, yea,
even aid, and with all their energy
encourage the murderous pursuit of

war, is a problem whose product
can only be inconsistency and dis-

cord. The plea that war is a ne-

cessity and the only means of justice
between nations, utterly fails when
tested. Justice does not consist in

a vast and mighty army ;
nor in the

fiend-like ingenuity displayed in

the construction of instruments most

perfect for slaughter ; nor in the

mad courage or cunning skill and

strateg)' of those who have been

specially trained to lead in whole-
sale murder. Justice does not de-

pend on the worst and fiercest pas-
sions of human nature, nor on the

treacherous chance of war,
—but on

the exercise of sound reason and
imbiased judgment. Justice is the

crojvn thatencircles the brow of God' s

own breath of life,
—the hitman mind.

War. though in all its phases

strictly adverse to Christianity, yet
2X

from it has received its greatest af-

dor. The burning words of fire

that from the sacred desk of church
and field have issued forth, like a

mighty unction of divine authority,
have influenced the passionate na-

tures of thousands, and urged them
on to meet in deadly strife upon the

field of battle.

Does this accord with .scriptural

teachings ? or with religion does it

harmonize? At no great distance

from each other, two vast and pow-
erfiil armies halt. Unusual ([uiet

reigns around
;

while in the midst
of each the chaj^lain is closing hi.s

short, eloquent adddress. 'I'hou-

sands, fully equipi)ed, attentivel\-

rest on their arms
;
while on each

side the massive forms of dusky
cannon, appear like guardians of

the rude altar. The brief sermon
is finished; still open lies the sacred

book, and from its pages gleam the

master's highest words, ''Blessed

are the peacemakers ; Love your en-

emies ; render not evil for evil.
' '

At
the same moment, the chaplains
from each host raise their voices in

solemn prayer to heaven
;
and from

the same God ask victory for

themselves, invoking the divine

blessing to aid them each in the

destruction of the other. "Amen"
is scarce pronounced ere the trum-

pet sounds the signal, "Forward,"
when madly rush these giant armies
to the deadly conflict. The last rays
of this day's sun fall on a scene of
untold misery and ghastly horror.

How long shall Christianity mock
heaven itself by mingling the name
of Deity with the quarrels of men ?

Surely this inconsistency most un-

natural cannot be permanent. And
now may we not from indications

of the past and present, discern the

prospect of perpetual peace ?

With abhorrence we look back

upon the barbarous customs of Ro-
man warfare, where captives were
enslaved and the noblest of them,
chained, were made to grace the

victor's march of triumph. The
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inhuman i)rartice of trial by ])attle

with its brutal supporters has been
buried with the horrors of the past,
while wars of thirty years and more
are miseries now unknown. But in

their stead a friendly national coun-

sel, where reason and justice have
erected a monument of peace, which
in all time to come shall be the

noblest emblem of our age ;
\vhile

the onward march of civilization,

the fast increasing spread of knowl-

edge, the universal reach of true

Christianity, and last and most of

all, the promises of God himself,

surely indicate that the time is near

at hand when war shall be no more.
Then may indeed the world ad-

vance, and humanitv be raised to its

own proper sphere of prosperity
and peace. And while the last rays
of the sun from East to West pursue
their course, the evening bell in

mellow accents tolls forth the signal,
^^Peace l'' The sound borne on
the passive breeze follows the i)ath
of twilight. The next bell takes it

up, and with increased volume on-
ward moves the peaceful chime.
Bell after bell informs the next, un-
til from village to city, from city to

continent, the joyous sound extends,

encircling the entire earth, clasped
in the arms of peace.
And as the last sound dies away

upon the quiet evening air, and the

stars, with more than diamond

bnlliancy, illumine the canoi)y
above, once more the heavenly
melody falls on the stillness of night,
while in bright array the angel cho-

rus comes in view, and again from
on high descend those words of

sweetest music to the soul, ''Peace

on earth, ^ood will to i/ia/i.''

MISSION OF HISTORY.

GRADUATING ORATION. C. H. LONG.

As THE great deep, wiien calm
and serene, conceals its majesty and

power and shows no trace of its

wealth and mysteries until the skil-

ful diver, seeking its utmost depths,

brings forth its hidden treasures and
reveals its secrets

;
so history, mirror-

ing upon her unruffled bosom the

records of every age and clime,
conceals her most precious gems
and power, until the careful search-

er, penetrating below the surface,

brings up her brightest jewels and
reveals her most sacred truths. Like
the ocean, boundless in extent and

possessing untold wealth, is history,
the biography of human nature,
whether in art, in science, or in

philosophy ; and it ever presents
richest treasures to tlie ])hilosophic
iniiuirer.

The younger sister of liberty, she

only advances as liberty lights the

way ;
for the world, unacquainted

with liberty, knew no history until

liberty cast her prophetic light over

Greece and Rome, illuminating the

path that history followed, first as

a few simple ballads, then as chron-

icles, finally developing into her

own mature proportions, adorned
with every grace of rhetoric and art.

Facts are the elements of which

history is made, yet they are only
to history what the clay in the pot-
ter's hands is to the finished vessel,

or the lifeless human form to the

perfect living man
;
but when they

are vivified by the spirit they become
the living members of one grand

living structure.

This spirit is its essence—its very
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life and light ;
and as life is the re-

ality and essence of humanity, so

is it of history, for the life of hu-

manity is the life of history. Ex-

isting wherever there is life, wheth-

er it be amid tropical sands, temper-

ate breezes or polar snows, its light

ever shines forth with resplendent

brightness, the wonder and admira-

of all.

The nations of the Orient, tram-

meled by slavery and knowing nei-

their action nor life, possess no his-

tory, while Rome, Britain and
America, ever teeming with life,

and the homes of the infancy, youth
and maturity of liberty, are the

scenes of the childhood, youth and

crowning age of history.

Humanity, in its development
and progress from a lower to a high-
er civilization, is her ample field;

and only, when its perfection is at-

tained and farther advance impossi-

ble, will her noble mission be end-

ed, for then in the East the King
shall appear in all his untold splen-

dor, proclaiming Time is no more.

As man can study nature and him-

self only through his own conscious-

ness, so humanity can only be stud-

ied through its consciousness,which

is the spirit of history.

Embracing in her mighty expanse
all art, all science, all philosophy,
all religions, her unfathomed power
molds the destinies of nations and

slowly evolves the grand truths of

of the mighty problem of humani-

ty. Whence came that blind, irre-

sistible impulse which made Alexan-

der master of the world, but from

history? Incited by the song of

burning Troy and the prowess of

her warriors, he sought to surpass
her greatest heroes.

It is only on the immortal tablets

of history that we learn 'that war

with its terrible attendants, gaunt
famine, devastating fire and merci-

less pestilence, which sickens the

heart ignorant of its true significa-

tion, is but the working out of truth

for the perfection of humanity. For

only on the grim battle lield does

truth prevail over error and come
forth arrayed in all her beauty and

majesty since Christ, the initli, de-

scending from on high to conquer

by suftering, came not to bring
peace but the sword. Again and

again has it been called the field

of controversy and strife, for it is

but the record of the victorious

struggles of truth with error.

Whether we seek its richest gems
in the classic beauties of Thucy-
dides, or amid the conflicting theo-

ries of a Cousin,—a Hegel,
—or a

Froude, it is ever the same, steadily

performing its duties, alike in the

quiet advance of civilization and
amid the crash of trampled thrones

and falling empires; ever pointing

humanity to its destiny in the suc-

cessive development of system after

system, and epoch after epoch.
Then "Whatever there is of va-

riety and interest in human nature,
in its elevation whether proud as by
nature, or sanctified as by grace, in

its suffering whether blessed or un-

blessed,
—a martyrdom or a judg-

ment, in its strange reverses, in its

varied adventures
;

in its yet more
varied powers, its courage, its pa-

tience, its genius, its wisdom, its

justice and its love is the measure
of the greatness of history." Pos-

sessing such intrinsic grandeur its

demands are upon us of this
•

the

greatest of republics, and they are

of the most imperative character
;

for in it we learn that though we are

not naturally superior to our fathers,

we are actually inferior to them if

we do not advance beyond them.

Tracing this spirit down through
the ages reveals the causation of ev-

ery result and the effect of every
course of action, thus teaching us

how to avoid the fatal rocks upon
which so many nations as strong and

proud as ours have been wrecked.
Its study enlightens man's reason,

enlarges his sympathies, calls forth

his patience and love, and prepares
him for the stern realities of life.
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Revealing to him the <lisastrous re-

sults of internal commotion and

strife, it will teach him how to avoid

them,—how to strengthen his coun-

try's power and develop himself

into perfect manhood, the noblest

work of God. When history is thus

studied with its genius in view, the

youth will know and enter the bat-

tle of life with higher and nobler

aims, while the journalist and the

statesman, educated in its truths and

]jerceiving its grandeur will not de-

grade themselves and their constit-

uents by wallowing in the mire and

filth of popular political fanaticism,

but will elevate not only themselves

but humanity to a higher civiliza-

tion. And then, oh ! history, will

thy mission reveal itself in its own

glorious garlj !

If what one of England's peers

hath said is true, that,

"Westward the star of empire takes its

w ay,
'llie Ar.>t four acts already past.

The fifth shall close the drama with the

day,
Time's noblest offspriii!^

is the last."
"

it otight not only to be a duty but

a pleasure for every American,

whether lord of creation or his op-

pressed sister, to diligently pursue
the study of history, that its mission

may close with our race, and that

we who are to close the drama with

tlTe day may act well our part, ele-

vating ourselves to the topmost
round of earthly perfection, and

making ours the nation of nations,

that all may hail us as the liberators

of humanity.

PUBLIC SPEAKING.

ESSAY RF.AI) AT THE RHETORICAL PRIZE EXHTIUTK1N.

R. H. P.OSWORTH.

1,a\"(;i;a';e. whether spoken or

written, whereby mind is enabled

to hold converse with mind, may
be properly regarded as one of the

most valuable endowments con ferred

by nature upon man. For, by its

use he becomes the recipient of the

benefits, not only of social converse,

but also those arising from the peru-

sal of written lore which introduces

him at once to the thought of

the world. Possessed of the knowl-

edge of mind and matter thus de-

rived, man is enabled, by judicious-

ly employing the pen and his con-

versational powers, to influence, in

a measure, the heart of mankind.

But it is only when language is

made to subserve the art of public

speaking, that we see its greatest

manifestations of power in persuad-

ing the adverse will and in exerting
control over the passions and preju-

dices of the human soul ; thus be-

coming a " P(jwer above powers,
that with the strong rein of (com-

manding words, dost manage, guide
and master the eminence of men's

affections, more than all their

swords." The truth of this propo-
sition is manifest to him conversant

with the history, both of the ancient

orators whose thrilling appeals incit-

ed the hearts of the jjeople to deeds

of the noblest daring, and that of

their illustrious successors whose

fervent words of elocjuence have

thrown a bright and defensive halo

of glory about the cause of trtith in

the hour of its severest trial. There
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is much of interest connected with

the con(Hiests of oratory in all ages

deserving of especial attention,
which must be omitted in order

that we may consider briefly the es-

sential (jualities and uses of public
address.

Doubtless, all will readily admit

that an investigation of the question :

what are the chief requisites for

successful ])ublic speaking? involves

difficulty ; for mystery sitsenthroned

within the domain of mind, sur-

rounded by a numerous retinue of

obstacles embarrassing to him who
seeks to pene trate its hidden reces-

ses, in order to discover the strength
and disposition of its forces and
determine the mode of attack.

However, if all other means fail

we can at least "judge of the future

by the past," and by means of

an examination of the effective use

of language in public discourse

heretofore, deduce formulas adapted
to general application. In public

speaking, as in all other departments
of human effort, we need not expect
excellence without great labor. The

vigorous exerci.se of our natural

powers, whether many or kw, is

the imiversal law of life, the .secret

of success. Those most efficient as

public speakers in all ages, as a rule,

were such as persisted in cultivating
the talents which they possessed and
in laboring to overcome the defects

from which they suffered, ^'et, some

suggest that the (-andidate for this

profession should refrain from elo-

cutionary (ulture lest his native tal-

ent be hampered and weakened
thereby. If such be the unavoidable
result of properly directed culture,
then we may as well conclude, that

the durability of a plainly built ed-

ifice is necessarily diminished l)y

ornamentation ; and the hardness
of the diamond lessened by receiv-

ing a fine polish. Beside this gene-
ral culture the orator requires an
extensive fund of knowledge in or-

tler to insure success in his field of

labor. What support is there for

the idea which some have that, al-

though it is important for the rt'vv'/cv-

to be well-learned, the chief (luali-

fication for public speaking is an

ability to dec/aim in a brilliant man-

ner; as if the sithsfanrc of an ad-

dress is of little importance com-

pared with the manner of its pre-
sentation. It were well for those,
who thus imagine that what they
lack in sense they can make u]) in

sound, to learn that there is very
little sense exhibited in their con-

clusion; and that without a broad
and well-laid foundation of ])ractical

knowledge they will be poorly pre-

pared for the fierce conflict of opin-
ions awaiting them, however exten-

sively they may have cultivated their

elocutionary graces.
Those who have ever stood in

readiness to defend with elot|uent

appeals the interests of state or

church, whatever their general cul-

ture, were qualified for the occasion

by the possession of abundant stores

of knowledge derived from every
available source.

Thus prepared, Cicero was able

to arise in response to the exigency
of the hour and hurl such fiirious

invectives at Cataline as caused the

base conspirator to flee his presence
in dismay ; and Luther, devoid of

manuscript or previous memorizing,
confronted his threatening opposers
with words which proved "half bat-

tles" in themselves.

Yet, however finely cultured and
well informed the public s])eaker

may be, we do not regard it as the

highest order of taste or surest means
of success for him to strive to exhibit

his attainments beyond that extent

which the occasion may require.
What respect does he command who
delights, apparently, in taking pains
to cause his auditors pain by a pe-
dantic display of far-fetched words
and high-flown expressions?

Demosthenes made no attempt at

a parade of self, wit, or genius,
when he addressed his countrymen,
being wholly absorbed in the effort

\
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lo liold ihcir niiiuls t(j a considera-

tion of the important interests of

tlie liour, and when done applause
for the speaker was lost in the uni-

versal cry, "Let us march against

Philip." Simplicity and earnestness

are reijuisites ever important to the

success of the public speaker ;
and

especially so in this sober matter-of-

fact age ;
and he who expects to

rouse men to noble action by pom-

]ious collocations of high sounding

jargon, exhibits a sense of appropri-
ateness that borders on the ridicu-

lous. Everett was no eagle that

"bared its bosom to the storm;
and swept where darkest roll the

clouds ;" but by daring to be sim-

ple and earnest in his public efforts

he thereby united himself to the

heart of the masses by a tender yet

tenacious grasp which could not

easily be broken. In this happy

faculty of penetrating the very
depths of the soul there is contain-

ed a most important element of or-

atorical success. For, mind is ever

moved bv mind, emotions created

by emotions ;
and thus the sympa-

thetic chord, which unites the soul

of an audience to that of the elo-

(luent speaker, vibrates responsive
to the thought that "we all have one

human heart."

But will the strictest attention to

culture, an intermeddling with all

knowledge, and the attainment of

an appropriate delivery, on the part

of the modern speaker, enable him

to exert an influence over mind to

an extent equal to that of the ora-

tors of antiquity ?

An answer to this question might
be less difficult, were these requi-

sites as fully complied with to-day
as formerly, which none will pre-

sume to claim ;
as the public speak-

ers of this age are more neglectful

of culture, more deficient, compar-

atively, in solid attainments, and

prone to greater dissipation and less

discipline than were those orators

wiio reached the acme of power

among the nations of antiquity.

P>ut were this otherwise, the in(|uiry
is not pertinent to the subject in

hand, as the ({uestion is /w/ whether
the results of ancient oratory may
be reproduced, but only whether the

employment of language in public

speaking in a manner adapted to

the modern mind and modern civ-

ilization, has not yet a high and no-

ble mission to perform in the great
work of raising humanity to that

ideal perfection toward which every
true soul aspires. We desire not

that dazzling meteors may appear
to elicit the exclamations, wonder-

ful, strange, for he contains the

genuine worth, of whose efforts the

hearers remark: "Why, that was

very simple ; I could have done as

well myself."
It should be remembered that

changes of season and place effect

materially the results of the effort

of public speakers. The eloquence
that entranced a Grecian or Roman
populace at a time when the emo-
tional nature in man was exceed-

ingly prominent, and the posses-
sion of knowledge limited to the

few, would fall powerless on the

cool discriminating mind moulded

by our modern civilization.

The province of public speaking
at the present time is not so much
an attempt to excite the emotional

and passionate nature in man, as the

forcible presentation of truth to the

heart and the exposal of error in all

its malignant character to the en-

lightened, discerning mind.

Truly then, the field for the exer-

cise of speech in public address is

sufficiently great to incite' its pos-
sessor to the most earnest endeavors

to rise to a high position in this im-

portant department of human effort.

And he' who prepares himself thor-

oughly for labor in this direction,

and enters upon it with zeal and a

determination to adhere to a love

and practice of the truth may make
a life record worthy of lasting re-

membrance.
It is possible that you may not
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become the noted chamijion of as-

saulted liberty, in the day of her

final struggle ; but you wrt'j' become
the loyal statesman whose duty it

shall be to arouse the dormant ener-

gies of the people, and guide them
to the attainment of their heaven-

bestowed privileges ; you may be-

come the conscientious advocate at

the bar, jjrivileged to stand as a timely

defense between malicious oppres-
sion and bleeding innocence. You

may become the faithful Christian

herald, to whom is intrusted the ex-

alted mission, by mild persuasion
and earnest warning to reclaim a

fallen, helpless humanity; and by
these deeds of love and mercy re-

ceive ever the admiration and praise
of a grateful people.

MISSION OF POETRY.

ESSAY READ AT THE RHETORICAL PRIZE EXHIBITION.

J. W. COULTAS.

Certain utilitarians seem to have breath of life, endows them with

lately discovered that poetry not passions and emotions, smiles and

only is of no earthly use but is a frowns, until they shine resplendent

positive evil ; causing us to disre-

gard truth, to admire falsehood, to

entertain extravagant sentiments,
and to ignore the influence of logic
over the mind. Whether this be true

or false, may be l)est ascertained

by examining its mission and past

wdth life. Even when it becomes
the interpreter of nature and leads us

to meditate upon the great myste-
ries of our being, or when it is

simply didactic and its principal

object is to exhibit philosophical

truths, it still retains this particular

achievements. Poetry, if we follow character, and every thought be-

the etymology of the word, is crea-

tion Avhose beauty lies in the exhibi-

tion of vivid imagery, new, charm-

ing, varied, sublime. As there are

two special powers which move the

human will, reason and feeling, and
while prose is the principal monitor

of the former, poetry is the sole

empress of the latter. But they are

not opposed to each other as some

imagine, but like man and wife, are

mutual helpers. Poetry has for its

domain the entire range of human

passions and emotions, and through
them it presents and recommends
the dictates of reason to the imagin-

ation, thus influencing the will. It

takes the lifeless deductions of logic,

charms them into ])leasing and visi-

bles forms, breathes into them the

comes a thing of life, and the great

problems of science pass before us

as so many beings endowed with

majesty and power.
Its primary object is said to be to

please. It is true that when the

bards first celebrated the victories

of the Greeks they were all covered

with smiles, and sent electric cur-

rents of joy through all. And,

viewing it as an unobjectional amuse-

ment, it keeps up our intercourse

with hope arid pleasure, thrills us

by its ever-existing under-currents

of music, ever opening new foun-

tains of joy in the soul and leading
us from the sad realities of life into

the ecstacies of a delightful dream.

But if the greatest masters of the

"Holy Harp" had perceived that the
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sole object of poetry was to please,

the\' would have left forever the

•'soul of uiusic sleeping on its

strings." It is, and always has been,
far more than a mere amusement.
It was the first light-giver to igno-
rance. It was the only culture for

l)rimeval mind and the vehicle which
l)ore all the historical knowledge of

the ancients up to the time of Her-
od itus. It was the province of poetry
to instruct the politician, to stimu-

late the warrior, to honor the pa-

triot, to aroii.se the dormant ])assions
of all

;
in turn, to melt to pity, to

lift to glory, strike with consterna-

tion, and fire with indignation.
The early poets were stars shining
in the mental darkness until the

time when Homer, like a sun sud-

denly bursting forth in the zenith at

midnight, flooded his nation with

living light and sent down his fruc-

tifying rays with such power that

they caused the germs of thought to

spring up in the minds of all his

countrymen ; and Homer's poems,
the first great manifestation of hu-

man creation and ingenuity, arous-

ing the spirit of investigation in

others, aVe, more than any other

one thing, the primeval cause of

Grecian greatness. And not until

the Romans had studied the Grecian

poetry, and the inspiration had seiz-

ed many in their own land, and

Virgil hadwritten thoughts which still

stir the noblest passions of the hu-

man soul, did Rome attain any de-

gree of eminence. Valerius Maxi-

mus, himself declares that the na-

tional poetry did more towards mold-

ing the character of the Roman
youths than all the schools through-
out the entire republic. And while

Horace and his many cotempora-
ries caught the true poetic fire and
blazed forth their burning thoughts,
Roman literature continued to rise,

and, strange as it may seem, after

the death of Horace, and poetry
ceased to be studied as in former

days, Roman literature began to de-

cline, and twilight before the dark

ages brooded over the world.

For eleven centuries the bards

slept. But as the first glimmerings
of dawn flashed over the slumber-

ing world the immortal Dante, harp
in hand, descends to the regions of

the damned, drags the furies from

their flames and presents them per-

sonall)- to the terrified world, and

by his wondrous spirit of specula-
tion he arouses the spirit of inves-

tigation in others, which aids not a

little in hastening the reformation.

And as the sun of truth once more
bursts forth in all its brilliancy, and

mind breaks its chains and escapes
from the prison of Komanism, the

light is hailed and gladdened by the

greatest bards the world has ever

known. This epoch seems com-

pletely electrified with poetii: geni-
us. It is the subject of daily and

hourly conversation, and holds with-

in its grasp the public mind.

Poets of every description and pas-
sion present themselves. There is

Goldsmith, beautiful as twilight ;

Burns, sweet as love
; Byron, bril-

liant as a flaming meteor; Shake-

speare, flashy and rapid as lightning;

Milton, terrible as collected thun-

der, as he hurls from the battlements

of heaven those "thoughts which

wander through eternity."

Poetry at this time embraced all

man could experience, every high,

imaginative, moral state of being.
It was then at its very acme of in-

fluence and power. But, since the

death of Byron, it has been steadily

loosing favor in the public mind,
and I venture to say that at the

present time there is less poetry read

in proportion to the amount of read-

ing done, than at any time since the

birth of literature. There is not

only great reluctancy in the public
mind to regard with favor modern

aspirants to the honors of the lyre,

but also the ancient masters of the

art are passed by with an almost

ecjual disregard ; and, like a once
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idolized belle whose beauties^ are

faded, the Muse with her few favor-

ites has retired from public life, and

the once vast empire of poetry is

parcelled out among a hundred

principalities of prose. Hence, they

cry the inspiration is over, the vein

is dried up, the mission of poetry is

ended. Not so, not so
;

for still,

like music, it stirs, elevates, melts

and sooths the human soul. It still

sustains the same relation to litera-

ture as the flowers, the leaves, the

birds, the buds, the blossoms do
to spring-time. Without it literature

would be sterile, frigid, lifeless. As
the under-currents of water coursing

through the earth moisten the roots

of plants, cause the foliage to bloom
in beauty, and supply us with one

of the principal necessities of life

as it bubbles up in the sparkling

fountains, so poetic veins, not con-

fined to metre, permeate all litera-

ture and thought, send life and ani-

mation through every part, and oc-

casionally burst forth in artesian

fountains at which we may drink

life-inspiring draughts, and look and
see ourselves as in a mirror. And
since Christianity has thrown open
the door of eternity, poetry has a

vast field of usefulness before un-

known. Yet, the learned Dr. Sam-
uel Johnson, whose judgment on al-

most every subject is regarded infal-

ible, affirms that from the very na-

ture of poetry it should be excluded

from the province of Christianity,
and not a few frozen-hearted reason-

ers in later days have dared to assert

and endeavored to prove the same.

And, while I admit that much harm

may be done to the ideas of Chris-

tianity by extravagances in poetry,

may not also much harm be done

by extravagances in jjrose ? Why
deprive it of sacred themes ? Is

there no feeling in Christianity for

it to express? Nothing emotional,

nothing soul-inspiring, nothing im-

aginative, nothing lofty, nothing
beautiful ? Is there nothing but cold

logic ? No utility in sacred poetry !

Think of it as the historian tells you
that Luther's lyric poetry accom-

plished as much for the reformation

as did his logic, and that reform was

actually sung into the masses x\nd

do you not remember that it requir-
ed not only a logical John, but also

a poetical Charles Wesley to found

Methodism. Who can tell the holy

power there is in those sacred

hymns of Watts, Wesley, Mont-

gomery, Cowper and others, as

many of them are the very embod-
iment of God's smiles. No utility

in sacred poetry! Think of it as,

blending with music it lifts you to

the arms of Him from whose lips

fell the sweetest poetry ever uttfered,

No utility in sacred poetry ! Why then

did our Heavenly Father select this

medium ofcommunicating his will to

man, as it is admitted by all that a

great part of God's holy word is

genuine poetry. And, inspired by
these truths, I venture to place it on
the same throne with prose itself

and crown it (jueen of literature.

Thus is poesy the breath, the finer

spirit of ali knowledge ; it is the

language of Heaven, and holds a

place on earth which could be filled

alone by angel thoughts.

The hand of God
Has written legibly that man may know
The glory of the Maker. —Heiirv Ware, jr.

-24
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TRUE CULTURE.
AnnRF.SS DF.LIVERF.D HEFORF. THE BELLES LETTRES SOCTETV, JUNE iS, '73.

J. A. KELLY, OF '71.

Mr. President ami Afenibers of
the Belles Lettres Society :

—Emulat-

ing the example of our Alma Mater
in tendering additional honors to

her children, causing them to re-

turn again to her classic halls and

forget for a brief moment the busy
world in the enjoyment of her ma-
ternal greetings, this Society has

called her children from abroad

briefly to revive the old associations

and to manifest her maternal in-

stincts by distributing these honors.

And we, her children, returning
from the outside world—some al-

ready rich in its rewards and bear-

ing the diploma of its approbation,
others with garments still dripping
from the plunge into the stream of

disappointment
—we alike gather at

her feet, and while we receive from

her hand these tokens of her regard
live again in memory 'mid the

scenes of our childhood years,while

here under her fostering care we
took our first steps in the art of ex-

pression and planned those bloodless

battles, rewarded in victory by her

smile and in defeat, goaded to new
endeavor by her frown. For the

associations which these instruments

represent, we prize them.

But it is fitting that a society of

this character should award diplo-
mas to her members, not only be-

cause of the relation it sustains to

the institution, but especially, of the

relation the work here performed
sustains to that broad and liberal

culture that should be the aim of

every man and woman to acquire;
that culture, indeed, the possession
of which it is that constitutes true

manhood and womanhood.
In the study of the college curri-

culum that culture is begun. The
mind is aroused and awakened to

the perception of truth and aciiuires
that discipline which fits it to re-

ceive the stern shocks and overcome
the rough obstacles of life. But it

is here in Society that the student

really learns to fliint^. In the col-

lege work he is mainh' engaged in

the acquisition oi facts, while here

ti\e mind is brought to contemplate
the relations they sustain to each
other—and it is more important to

know that two and three make five

than to know that there are such

characters as two and three,
—more

important to know the relations we
sustain to God than to know that

there is such a being.
—Here the

mind is led into other realms of

truth, and wandering through its

green pastures, views the broad ex-

panse from different points till it is

led to realize th^ poverty of its real

attainments in the grand possibili-
ties that stretch out before it. Art
and science and the ever-absorbing

problems of human life are themes
which alike engage its attention and
the study of which calls into play
all its various powers. But the re-

sult of this training, admirable as it

is, is rather the earnest of that cul-

ture which may be, than the expo-
nent of that which is; rather the cause

of awakening aspirations for a more

complete development, for a higher
manhood and womanhood, than the

means for itsaccomplishment. Con-

cerning this culture then, broad, lib-

eral and complete, it shall be our

aim briefly to inciuire.

In a country like ours and an age
like this, where physical develop-
ment is the necessity of the one and
material good the characteristic of

the other, it cannot but result, that

the influence and tendency of this

is to that training of the individual
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faculties and powers of the niiud,

tliat partial development of mankind
which distorts and dwarfs this, the

noblest work of God, into that one-

sided manhood and womanhood
which so disfigures society to-day.
The operation of these influences

upon society, together with the so-

called practical teachings of to-day
which lead men to educate them-

selves only in that whereby they

expect to gain a living, is seen on

every side : in those narrow views

of life; the strifes between different

classes; strikes and trades unions;
Credit Mobilierand monopolies; in

the antagonisms between the intel-

lectual and religious classes. The
mechanic viewing things from his

own one-sided outlook does not per-
ceive that the interests of the differ-

ent classes are identical, and wages
war upon capital. The capitalist,

knowing nothing but finance, has

no room in his soul for anything but

gain, and closing all its avenues ex-

cept that which leads to gold, be-

comes King Scott or Vanderbilt. In

short, the various classes of society
are at war with each other and have

no sympathy with any other except
their own, for having cultivated on-

ly a part of their powers, they de-

rive all their knowledge and happi-
ness from those powers cultivated

and have no bond of sympathy with

those whose opposite ones are de-

veloped. Thus the intellectual man
whose intellect is cultivated at the

expense of his heart, deriving
all his happiness from this source,
comes to exalt the intellect above
all else, and to look with contempt
upon him who finds in his spiritual

and religious nature the sum of his

enjoyment ;
and pointing to relig-

ious literature, he finds in its medioc-

rity a proof of the superiority of

his own, and holds aloft with pride
those matchless gems which flash

back the light of every truth but the

love of God. On the other hand
the religious man, contemplating
those polished gems of literature

which shed light, but give no heat,

cannot understand or appreciate the

good there is in them for his nature

has been trained to the perception
of /i<fd'/ but is blind to light. He
comes to regard that class and its

literature as atheistical in its tend-

ency and influence upon society,
and so contrives to multiply that

class of characters which die young.
In their social intercouse also are

their antagonisms e equally ap-
parent. The one trained to the per-

ception of intellectual, the other

of religious truth, there is no com-
mon ground of sympathy, but each,
blind to the source of the other's

enjoyment, is devoid of the elements

of congeniality; hence those two

classes which more or less mark the

divisions of the social world.

But to a third source of enjoyment
are each of these classes about equal-

ly strangers
—the enjoyment of na-

ture. How many /t'e/ that a spire
of grass is a thing of beauty, or a

leaf a joy forever. They walk thro'

the earth, tread upon its beauties,—
they are even surrounded on every
side by beauties and see them not.

For them, flowers bloom and fade

away, trees put on the green of sy)ring

and yellow leaves of autumn, the

endless drapery of cloud that adorns

the sky, changes ever its formless

forms from the fleecy band that

girds the sky to the mountain heaps
that seem to kiss the distant earth,

colored by the glorious brush of

God. Yet to all these their eyes
are blind, their souls are dead.

The artist on the other hand who
revels in nature's wealth of beauty
and whose soul is all alive to her

changeful moods, finds little in the

other departments to enjoy, for he

can enjoy that only which he can

know, and the source of his knowl-

edge is his one power that is cul-

tured.

By culture, then, we understand
the development of the whole man

;

of all the powers which God has

given him
;

the development of
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this intellect, that he may be able

to grapple with the stern problems
of life, and enjoy the grand realm

of truth that it opens up to him
;

the development of his spiritual

and religious nature, that he may
know of that realm beyond the bor-

der land of sense, and perceive those

grander truths that escape the logili-

cian's art, the chemist's search, but

which bridge the gulf 'twixt God
and man, and down which the Fa-

ther sends messengers of peace ;
the

development of his i^sthetical na-

ture, that he may be alive to those

beauties of nature and art which

surround him on every side, which

are as free to the humblest as to the

highest, and are strewn in beautiful

profusion wherever he may go, sooth-

ing his careworn spirit and furnishing
a constant source of joy ;

the de-

velopment indeed of those powers
which open all the windows of

the soul and illuminate its darkened

chambers with the light of truth.

This is the grand aim of existence
;

this the object of our earthly tute-

lage. There is a place for every
one to fill, a w'ork for every one to

do, and God gave all those various

powers of mind and heart to be used

and cultivated to fit us for the dis-

charge of that life-work which he

has entrusted to our care, and in his

beneficence made them the source

of rich enjoyment to reward us in

their use, and temper our toil and

cares with pure and sinless pleasure.
And he who contents himself to cul-

tivate a part of his nature and with

the enjoyment which it brings, be

it the intellectual, the aesthetic or

the religious, fails as completely of

that for which he was designed, and
sins far greater against his maker
than the Hindoo Dervish who pin-
ions his limbs in one position till

they lose all life and, withering away,
become dead while yet pinned to

his living frame
;
and he journeys

on with those dead and withered

powers lacking the sublime motive
of the Dervish which challenges our
admiration, while we pity his delu-
sion.

To lay the foundation for this cul-

ture, for that t:omplete manhood
and womanhood such as God de-

signed, should be the aim of these

years of college toil. Of the ten-

dency of college studies to only a

partial culture—that of the intellect—
by habituating the mind to rigid

demonstration, and to expect all

truths to fall within logical formulas,
tlius leading it to doubt the reality
of those truths which are only seen

by the eye of faith, and neglect the

culture of the highest endowment
which God has given, the spiritual

nature, time will not permit us to

speak. A\'e would only urge, in

building that grand cathedral called

character, the greatest care in follow-

ing the design of the Great Archi-
tect. As that which is first and most

enduring in man's nature and links

him most to Him upon whom all

things rest, let its foundations,broad
and deep, be the spiritual and relig-
ious nature. Let its massive walls

and pillars and rugged towers be the

strong and vigorous intellect. Let
the aesthetic sense be the stained

glass, the carved oak, the painted
arch, the fresco on the walls and
the gilded spire which points to

Heaven, that the whole may form
one grand, harmonious pile at whose
shrine every truth shall bow and

silently the incense of praise go up
to its Divine Author.

Fellow Belles Lettres : as we gath-
er once more in the hall of our old

Society, we rejoice in this new evi-

dence of her prosperity and pro-

gress, and we feel sure that she still

maintains that proud position she

has held so long with honor. These
tokens of her regard we prize ;

for

these new honors we thank her.
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FIRST GUN OF THE REBELLION.

A Washington correspondent
says: ''The War Department will

send to West Point from the Ordi-

nance Bureau, as a trophy of the

late war, >the first gun fired in the

«:ause of the rebellion. It was fired

at the steamer Vicksburg, bound for

New Orleans, and supposed to have

arms and ammunition on board be-

longing to the United States. The

firing took place several days before

any guns were fired at the United
States forts or troops, either at

Charleston or Pensacola. It is a

small four-pound cannon, formerly
the property of the city of Vicks-

burg.

SEEING THE INVISIBLE.

PHCEBE CARY.

When the way we should tread runs evenly on.

And light as the noon-day is over it all,

'Tis strange how our feet will turn aside

To the paths where we needs must grope and I'al

How we sufler, knowing it all the while,

Some phantoms between ourselves and the light,

That shuts, in a disastrous, strange eclipse,

The very powers of sense and sight.

Vet we live so, all of us, 1 think,

Hiding whatever of truth we choose.

And deceiving ourselves with a subtlety

That never a soul but our own could use.

We see the love in another's eyes.

Where our own, reflected, is backward sent ;

Or, we hear a tone thai is not in a tone.

And find a meaning that is not meant.

We put our faith in the help of those

Who never have been a help at all ;

And lean on an object that all the while

We know we are holding back from its fall I

When words seem thoughtless or deeds unkind,

We are soothed with the kind intent instead ;

And we say of the absent, silent one ;

He is faithful— but he is sick, or dead !

We have loved some dear, familiar step.

That once in its fall was firm and clear;

And that household music's sweetest sound

Came fainter every day to our ear.
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And then we have talked of the far away—
Of the springs to come and the years to be,

When the rose should blo(jm in our dear one's cheek ;

And her feet should tread in the meadows free I

We have turned from death, to speak of life.

When we knew that earthly hope was past
—

^'et thinking that, somehow, God would work
A miracle for us, to the last.

We have seen the bed of a cherished triend

Pushed daily nearer and nearer, till

It stood at the very edge of the grave,
And we looked across and beyond it, still:

Ah,—more than this—we have come and ga/ed
Down where that dear one's mortal part

Was lowered forever away from our sight ;

And we did not die of a broken heart.

Are we blind? Nay we know that the world unknown
Is all we would make the present seem

;

That our Father keeps, till His own good lime,
The things we dream of; and more than we dream.

For we shall not .>leep; but we shall be changed ;

And when that change at the last is made.
We shall bring realities face to face

With our souls, and we shall not be afraid !

SCIENTIFIC.

—"Fly paper" is usually made by im-

pregnating common brown paper with a

solution of equal parts of sugar and arsen-

ic of soda.

—For stings of bees and wasps, inject

solution of carbolic acid into the puncture
and the pain will instantly cease, sf) says
a good authority on such points.

—An E.\. tells of an old lady in Wor-
cester county who recently refused the gift

of a load of wood from a tree which had
been struck by lightning, through fear that

some of the "fluid" might remain in the

wood and cause disaster to the kitchen.

—Such men as Huxley, Tyndall, Car-

])enter and Lockyer, are delivering free

lectures upon their favorite topics to the

laboring poor of London, Manchester, and

other places. These lectures are said to

be everywhere largely attended.

—Prof. V^oght records an instance of

what may be called self-cannibalism. He
cut in two a male cricket, and immedi-

ately the fore part, j)rol)ably experiencing
a sensation of emptiness in the ventral re-

gion, turned upon the hinder parr and de-

voured it I

—The Bostoji Joitrnal of Cliemistry

gives the following as an excellent harm-
less hair restorer :

Vinegar of Cantharides, i fluid ounce ;

Glycerine, 2 fluid ounces ; Rose Water, 6

fluid ounces. Mix well, let the mixture

stand for twenty-four hours, and filter.

—R. Trench, horticulturist, confirms

what has been before observed, that a

fruit, resting upon some branch or other

support beneath it, alw ays grows to a large
size. The stem, having been relieved of

the strain necessary for supporting the

fruit, its sap-vessels are permitted to re-

main open and thus afford abundant nour-

ishment for fruit growth,

—From thirty to forty per cent, of the

pauper children of London admitted into

the schools provided for them, are found

to be suffering from disease of the eyes

supposed, in most cases, to be caused by

allowing the dust and dirt of the street to

accumulate ai the inner corner, where it
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formal a sort of semi -solid mas-- whith ir

ritates and inflames tlie lids. Keej) the

eyes free from dust.

—
Bridge building by spiders is accom-

plished by a process not unlike the flying
of a kite. A minute disc of web material

is ejected by the little insect at will, and
the breeze acting upon this draws out the

gossamer thread until it becomes attached

to some fixed object, or till the spider
chooses to check the further advance of

the disc. This view of the process seems
well corroborated by observation.

—
Referring to an article in the C/iris-

(iiTii />itfl/ii(en(-t'7- concerning certain

speeches made at the celebrated " farewell

ban(]uet,'" Prof. Tyndall, in a letter to a

friend, uses the following forcible language:
"I am there charged with attacking, in my
lectures, both the Christian faith and one

large class of its professors. If the telling
of the truth be a necessary entry on the

passport to 'the better land,' then, assum-

ing the maker of this charge to be not in

a state of invincible ignorance, I would
not exchange my chances on the fron-

tier of immortality for his. The fact is

that, though solicited to do so, I steadily
refused to quit the neutral ground of the

intellect during my \isit to the United
States."

—
J. C. I)., in the popular Siirnlifu-

Moitltlv lor June, supposes a disposition
in some minds to form for us a sort of sci-

entific Xicene creed which would probablv
read something like this :

I l>elieve in the Darwinian theory ; in

the Evlutior. Hypothesis; in theU ndula-

tion of Light and Luminiferous Ether, and
in the Atomic Constitution of Matter.

And then very aptly remarks, "we all

know that theories are useful in their way,
if confined within a very small compass,
and employed only to stimulate rather

than satisfy inquiry, and to suggest the

direction in which new facts may be dis-

covered. But, when they are raised to a

higher dignity, and demand our belief in

them as representing the actual constitu

tion of Nature, then they are a misfcjrtunc

to everybody concerned. If we treat them
with any more respect than they deserve,
we shall sufter for it inevitably by the loss

of something which is infinitely more val

uable than any of them."

EDITORIAL NOTES.

—The valuation of personal property in

f)ur enterprising city, as shown by the As-

sessor's book, the present year is S3,675,-

rSS-—The SoKtlncesteni .-Idvocate has just
found its way to our table. We recognize,

among its corps of editors. Rev. J. C.

Hartzell, of '68.

—A recent visit to our neighboring city,

Peoria, showed the work of preparation

upon the State Fair Crounds to be rajjidly

approaching completion.

—Rev. George W. Gray, formerly Pres-

ident of Quincy College, and now sta-

tioned at Lincoln, Ills, exchanged pulpits
with Rev. J. i\. Little, of the University

Charge, Sabbath, July 13th.

—We recently read, in the list of mar-

riage licenses, the names of James M.
Grant and Alice Rounds. Mr. Grant is a

member of '75. We trust his college days
are not yet numbered.

—The annual session of the Illinois

Conference will be held this year in Amie

Cha])el, in the new University building,

beginning Sept. 24. By the present plan
of Episcopal visitation, Bishop Wiley will

preside.
—\'olume I, Number i, new series of

TIic ( 'allege Ne'Ms Letter, looks in upon us

with its bright new face. It is published
by the "College News Letter Association,"
of Iowa College. We welcome this new-

aspirant to our list of exchanges.
—Mathew Hunter, the caterer to good

taste in ice cream, lemonade, sparkling
soda, etc., has recently fitted up room 206
North Center Street, in elegant style and
will hereafter take pleasure in aiding all

those who give him a call, in keeping cool.

Remember No. 206 North Center Street.

—The programme of the Indiana State

Normal Institute has in the list of instruc-

tors, the name of Prof. S, S. Hamill, A.

M., so well known in Central Illinois as a

distinguished reader and teacher of elo-

cution. Under the head of entertainments
two evenings are set apart for readings by
the Professor. The Institute is fortunate

in securing the services of one so well

versed in this special department.
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—The contract for |)rii)ting the annual

catalogue of the University was awarded
to the Pantagraph Publishing Co. We
feel like complimenting their gentlemanly
foreman and the attaches of the office

generally for the prompt and efficient man-
ner in which the work was executed. We
will say no more however, at present, ad-

vising those who desire a specimen copy
of the new catalogue to apply to the Sec-

retary of the Faculty of the University,
Prof. J. R. Jaques, or the editors of the

ALIMNI JOtKNAI..

—The recent census taken by D. B.

Gould & Co., City Directory Publishers,

gives Bloomington a population of 20,100.

This is exclusive of the population of Ncjr-

mal, which is 2,820. These figures are

not determined by the usual method of

estimating a certain per cent, upon the

names included in the directory, but by
actual enumeration taken from house to

house, and can be relied upon as correct.

As proof of this reliability an order has

been issued by the Post Office Department
at Washington by which our city is includ-

ed among those entitled to free Postal

Deliveiy.

—We call especial attention to the new

advertisement of "The Bloomington Ben-

nett Hot Air Furnace Co.," which appears
in our present issue. We take pleasure in

introducing this reliable firm to our readers ;

more es]iecially as they have recently es-

tablished their manufactory in our city.

Mr. Phillijjs, one of the partners, has for

some time lieen a resident of Normal, and

Mr. Bennett, formerly of Cincinnati, is

now located in Bloomingtim. We in-

tend, as soon as time permits, to saj^mvM;-

thing in a somewhat more formal way rel-

ative to the superior advantages offered to

purchasers by this enterprising firm.

—
Just as we go to press we learn that

our efficient County Superintendent, Mr.

Hull, has arranged for a County Teachers'

Institute, to commence July 28th, and con-

tmue in session for three weeks. In ordei-

to insure more efficient work, two classes

will be formed in each of the studies pur-

sued, each class having daily recitations in

four studies. The classes in Natural Phi-

losophy will recite to Supt. Hull ; in Zo

ology,'to Prof. A. Gove, Principal of

schools in Normal; in Physiology, to

Prof. B. P. Marsh, late Principal of the

Bloomington High School, and in Botany
to Prof. H. C. DeMotte, of the Illinois

Wesleyan University.

BOOK TABLE.
A PRACTICAI, GUIDE TO BUSI-

NESS, by Lewis G. Welsh. Published

by John F'i.eehakty, Davenport,
Iowa.

This volume of 426 pages is dedicated

"to all who seek an honorable independ-
ence by their own labor," and is intended

to be "a hand-book for the American

farmer, merchant, mechanic, investor, and

all concerned in earning and saving

money." It contains valuable information

in regard to commencing and conducting
business, selling and buying patents, mak-

ing money at farming, trading, and other

pursuits, the employment of women, in-

vesting money safely and profitably, the

detection of counterfeits, forgeries and

other frauds, forms for legal instruments

and business letters, the laws of trade, to-

gether with handy rules for business cal-

culations and mechanic's estimates. Af-

ter an examination of the contents of this

volume we can recommend it to the pub-
lic as containing in convenient form and at

a price which places it in the reach of all,

much that is valuable and many things a

knowledge of which is indispensible to the

true American citizen.

FOURTEEN WEEKS IN CHEMIS-
TRY, by J. D. Steele, Ph. D., edition

of 1873. Published by A. S. B.^RNEs

& Co.

The above named valuable preparatory
work has been placed upon our table by
the publishers. We most heartily welcome
it to the recitation room, and commend it

to the consideration of all teachers of the

sciences. We have tried other works of

the same grade upon this subject, but

have found none that can compare with

this one in the interest it awakens in the

beginning and keepsupunal)ated totheend.

N ow that the new nomenclature has been in-

troduced, and a few errors that had crept in-

to former editions are corrected, we shall be

disappointed if its former received and well-

meritetl popularity is not largely increas-

ed. For preparatory schools we know of

no works better calculated to awaken an

interest in the subjects treated than those

known as Steele's Fourteen Weeks in the

Sciences.
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PROFESSORL\L TENURE OF OFFICE.

The Northwestern University,
after thinking a year about it, has

deliberately returned to its old pol-

icy of electing a professor once for

all. The fact is a significant one,
and probably indicates that the West
will not adopt the newer policy of

our Eastern Methodist universities.

Hereabouts, the opinion of all, or

nearly all, thoughtful persons who
have studied the subject is adverse

to the new departure.
There is in the case no question

of the power of trustees to remove

professors. This power is held un-

der the old rule of unbroken tenure,

and there is a very simple and effec-

tive procedure authorized by time-

honored precedent. Mistakes in

elections, and inefficiency developed
after election, can be cured by re-

questing the resignation of the pro-

fessor, or by declaring his chair va-

cant. This secures a full examina-

tion of the facts and makes an un-

favorable decision an act of justice

based upon knowledge. To decline

to re-elect under the new method,
either because a presiding officer de-

sires a change or because there are

doubts about efficiency, may be a

way of perpetrating an outrage un-

der the forms of law.

The fact in this case is that an

institution desires to keep its effec-

tive men. The conditions of col-

lege service are such as to exclude

any systematic rotation or promo-
tion. A professor's value is great-

est, as a rule, where he has worked

longest, and his character and qual-
ifications are a part of the wealth of
the college or university. It would
be unwise to rotate him out or re-

move him to another field by a reg-
ular systein; but even if it were
wise to do so, there exists no ma-

chinery of change. There is no

professorial presiding eldership or

episcopacy. The professor whom
a wheel has turned out is not turn-

ed in somewhere else by the same
wheel. Ministers under our system
can claim new appointments from
their conferences

;
the most effect-

ive of professors cannot claim a

new appointment from anybody un-

der the sun.

Professorial service is quite pecu-
liar. On one side is a body of stu-

dents to be dealt with wisely and

impartially. A college wants to re-

move every possible danger of fa-

voritism or laxness in discipline.
We want a wise professor's best

judgment and purest motives. We
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can hardly expect this of men al-

ways in danger of losing their pla-

ces. On the other hand, is a board

of trustees, who want the soundest

opinions of the men who devote

all their time to the service of the

college. If a professor is not worth

a good deal as an adviser, he should

not be retained. In most cases, he

is the only one who intimately
knows his own department, the on-

ly one competent to speak with com-

plete information of its students

and of its needs. But a man ex-

posed to perpetual danger of loos-

ing his position is not likely to give
his best judgment. He will often

not have any best judgment to give.
This man should be chosen with

care after ample trial. You are not

dispensing a favor in choosing him
;

you are securing a man to do the

work of a man where self-control,

self-denial, devotion to his calling
and a perfect freedom from any
taint of demagogry are absolutely
essential. He should not have any,
the slightest, need or provocation
to win by arts and cunning what

should be given for work and ac-

quirements.
A good professor will always iden-

tify himself with the institution.

For its welfare, he will work in ma-

ny ways beyond his bargained stint,

making a thousand unpaid steps to

desirable ends, just because the col-

lege is love and home to him.

With concentration and accumu-
lation of wealth, there must be some

danger of demoralizing the teaching

body. There had best be at the

center of every university a care-

fully-selected corps of professors,
whose singleness of purpose is as

sure as their culture, whose whole
life is bound up in the life of the

institution. They will grow old.

God bless the gray-haired profes-
sors ! We have never known one
whose feeblest work was not worth
more than the stoutest lift of his

young manhood. The Northwestern
buried in 1872, a man who drew
his life painfully through five years
of decline. But, in manifold ways
and offices, the invalid Noyes was
to the last hour in full effectiveness,
even on his deathbed

;
and his slow-

ly-gathered small fortune will always
teach in the university.
The subject is large. We see in

it^a lesson upon the larger question
of national civil service reform.

We should despair of curing the

nation if our colleges should sicken

with the fever of purposeless rota-

tion and removal. The old colleges
are to this day the best examples of
a wise tenure of office. Selected
with care, living in close heartlock

with their cause, the men of Yale,

Harvard, Brown, Williams, and
other colleges, have best shown how
a stable tenure of civil service may
be founded and maintained. We
hope our Western colleges will teach

civil service reform by retaining its

principle in their own tenure of pro-
fessorial service. The interests of

the school are vital, and no one
man's interest should stand in the

way, but as long as a professor does
his best, and the very best for the

school his tenure should be safe.

When, finally, it may be thought
best to remove him the question
should come up in something like a

Court of Inquiry, where complete
justice may be done him. A law
that executes itself is apt to be a

blind law that lacks human symjja-

thy as well as eyes.
—N. \V. Christian

Advocate.

Pride hath no glass
To show itself, h\x\. pride ; for supple knees
Feed arrogance, and are the proud man's fees.

-Shakespere.
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THE GENIUS OF LIBERTY.

GRADUATING ORATION, W. H. WYLDER.

Scale with me yon mountain's

brow, and with the eye of imagina-
tion view tliat stream gushing from

its hidden depths. How sparkling
and pure its waters. Coursing its

way down the mountain side, it

mingles its waters with another and
with increased rapidity it leaps from

chasm to chasm with splendor daz-

zling and sublime. Now steadily
it speeds onward through the dense

forest revealing its wealth and echo-

ing the notes of praise of the war-

bling songsters; or softly it glides,

breaking the deep silence of the

meadow, unearthing and polishing
its secret gems. Invigorating are

its breezes, and in its musical mur-

murings there is joy and gladness.
As we trace its meanderings through

glen and glade it soon plunges into

the bosom of the ocean. In the

morning, a tiny drop uplifted from

the depths of the ocean ;
in the eve-

ning, united with a myriad of its

crystal brothers, a torrent hastening
its return to be clothed in the ma-

jesty of its former life.

As the little drop is caught up by
the sun under the direction of Om-
nipotence, and in the mountain
stream traverses the lengths of the

the earth teaching the lessons of

true life, and returns to the bosom
of the ocean, so the Spirit of Liber-

ty, emanating from the Father of

life, has been intimately connected
with every event of which our world
has been the theatre, that has point-
ed the souls of men toward God.

It is a God-given principle, man-
ifest in every creature that explores
the dark waters of the deep, that

ranges the regions of earth and air.

The low murmurings of the wash
of the waves make it ever the bur-

den of their song, it is borne to us

on ethereal wings; it is stamped in

never-fading letters in the deep blue

sky above us
;
and everywhere mor-

tal beings waft back the response
from throbbing hearts.

When we review the pages of the

past the foot-prints of the Genius
of Liberty, child of the skies, arrest

our attention. They are indicative

of the most bloody cruelties that

ever tyrant had to repent. She has

gilded in golden letters the grand-
est achievements that ever called

forth the praise of man.
She has so infused herself into the

thought and literature of the world
that now the shackles of the op-

pressed are being loosened
; princi-

palities and powers are crumbling to

dust beneath the advancing wheels
of education and Christianity, the

emancipators both of body and soul.

Despotism has ever retarded pro-

gress and intercepted the rays of

the sun of truth, and misery like a

dark spirit has brooded over the ty-
rants domains. But as the ark borne

upon the flood of waters, finally
rested on Ararat, so the Genius of

Liberty floated above the gloom of

ignorance and superstition that
threatened mankind and as proudly
rests on its eminence of safety. To
that eminence many an outraged
and fettered patriot having turned

his eye, has caught hope and inspi-
ration from that bright form clothed

in the habiliments of freedom.

Turn to Erin's isle, the "Eden
of the ocean,

' '

the seat of valor and

virtue, and behold the effects of op-

pression. Here, where nature lav-

ished her wealth and beauties, where
she has planted the germ of true

greatness, blasted talent and unmiti-

gated miseries speak in loudest ac-

cents of minds dwarfed and blunt
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ed of moral perception. But for the

down -trodden sons of Ireland is

there no ark of safety? Has not the

mantle of a Curran or an O'Connell
fallen upon some disciple under the

yoke whose heart burns with the fire

of patriotism and is undaunted by
the threats of gibbet or stake ? Has
the eloquence of an Emmet ceased

to arouse the souls of brave men to

a sense of their wrongs and trampled
pride? The flames of the renovat-

ing spirit are already bursting ;
and

it has been foretold in prophetic
vision that "despotism, ere long,
must irrevocably meet its downfall.

' '

It is said that "slowly indeed will

man emerge from this deep degra-
dation." " But the free mountain
of liberty, albeit, it is often raised

into the storm and tornado, yet it

is always healthful, invigorating and
sweet."

Nor will such a renovation be

brought about simply from educa-

tion. Those illustrious "shades"
that shed an elevating influence

through the haze of the past, and
those characters destined in the

dim future to raise man in the scale

of real life, owe not their special

pre-eminence to intellectual eman-

cipation alone. There is poison and
death in that freedom of mind that

gives not control over self. When
thus enamored the thought of such

a one is the thread woven into a

vail that .spreads over the under-

standing and realm of the soul dark-

er than the shades of "Erebus;"
and under its stagnating influence

are bred noxious vermin which prey

upon those forces that elevate and

expand the soul, giving it glimpses
of the glory that awaits it. Even
in this land of letters the fairest and
noblest of earth are being enslaved

;

fetters. are forged before unknown to

the home of true men.

The most fertile spots have been

seized upon and are now pregnant
with such influences as are worthy
only of Papacy. Some counten-

ance them. Others, dreading their

development, stand on the basis, of

personal expediency and clij) off

their outer branches. But not un-
til the true genius of liberty gives
the watchword, "Ava/iti, Fretelli,

a Roma,'" and freemen arise in

their might, hurling the potent
missiles from the Ijatteries of truth

at their central power will we be
free from this baleful air.

Indeed, he who submits his most
secret thoughts to the inspection of
carnal priest and subjects the devel-

opment of his better nature to priest-

1>; regime, though unfettered his

limbs, is a slave.

Nor is this the only form of des-

potism in our midst. Cast your
eyes out upon our broad and fertile

prairies, checkered over with vil-

lages, and see the nobler part of our

population grinding under the iron

wheels of monied monopolies. See
brave men and women wearing
away life's strength with unremu-
nerated toil. See the fiends of chi-

canery and popular shrewdness fill-

ing their coffers from the treasures

of honest labor; those depraved,
yet applauded, forms in official robes

gloating over the spoils of an out-

raged nation's treasury. Is this

America's boasted liberty ? Turn
to the "Garden City of the West,"
or that metropolis of the East, and
tell me why wallow those thousands
in the abyss of misery and servi-

tude? Why so many writhing under
the power of alcohol, that poison as

deadly as the atmosphere of the

dreaded Upas tree ?

As these aggressive powers ad-

vance, we virtually join their ranks,

taking shelter under the wings of

popular opinion. In the proportion
that we fear to make war upon in-

temperance, lest we injure the brew-

ing interests, or wholesale swind-

ling, lest we lessen the profits of

trade, in that proportion are we
slaves. Freedom from such tyrants
never?

Let the despairing wash of water

cease
;
but while nature's night cov-
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ering is scintillated with gems inspir-

ing thoughts, pure and free, be

girded not with their yoke. Though
they arise in such power as to call

forth the dearest sacrifices of life the

freeman will stand firm, and, if need

he, mount the scaffold as the mar-

tyrs of old, with that same confi-

dence in the cause of right. He,
and he only, is free whose judge is

enlightened conscience.

As the "stronger affections of our

nature are restrained and guided,
not destroyed, by the stronger pow-
er of the intellect," so the gentler
and purer affections, are rendered
more pure and refined. There is

no antagonism, no discordant ele-

ments, "but heart and intellect ex-

pand together." He who bends
the knee to the scepter of enlight-
ened conscience only is manacled
with an easy yoke, that of his

Maker. Then does the soul of man
step forth in its true majesty. The
star of education and Christianity
has fully risen upon the night of his

being. Amidst the chaos of igno-
rance and superstition it fathoms

the depths of the soul, bringing up
the germ of that bright immortal
form with which it shall appear at

the coming of the judge of the

world. Tt pierces the inmost re-

cesses, illuminating the whole be-

ing. It disperses the cloudy film

and liberates those noble powers so

long held in bondage. Man opens
his ears to the tidings that light and
life has come, and beholds the glowt

ing words of truth indelibly im-

pressed on the tablet of his heart.

It sends its golden beams from a

thousand centres, and penetrates
the web of subtle infidelity, reveal-

ing to the world the wretchedness
of infernal tyranny.

While its influence fertilizes the

heart, as the sun lightens the world,
let those whose hearts beat warm
with freedom's fire, unite in ex-

claiming, O, Genius of Liberty ;

thou who strikest terror in the ty-
rants domains

;
at the weaving of

whose wand massive doors of prison
cells swing on their hinges, and at

whose magic touch letters of fire

are written on dungeon walls, giv-

ing birth to thoughts that oppress-
ion fears ; under whose expanded
wings the weak and persecuted take

refuge : who dost free mortals from
Satan's thrall, and point tore alms
of eternal felicity ;

thou who dost

bring order out of confusion and
life out of death, how matchless thy
power.

THE MINISTRY OF SORROW.
GRADUATING ORATION, A. H. DAVIES.

Life in its truest significance is a

means of purification. A crucible

of refinement, into which the crude

bullion of humanity is gathered and

exposed to the fiery heat of disci-

pline, until freed from its corrupt-

ing dross, it sublimates into pure
and genuine gold. Numerous and

powerful are the elements assisting
in this process. Love pours its heav-

enly essence upon the dark spots of

hatred and malice, and under its

chastening influence they disappear
like the mists and shadows of night
from the advancing sun of day. Joy
permeates the seething mass with its

radiant spirit, illumining the dark
recesses of gloom and despair, until

it glows with clarified beauty and

transparent lustre. Faith with sweet
incense caught from the golden cen-

sor of God, perfumes the fiery cauld-

ron with its ineffable fragrance. But

Sorrow, clad in the gloomy habili-
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ments of woe and sceptered as the

priestess, weeps tears of cr\stal pur-

ity, which, falling within the cruci-

ble, cause its contents to sublimate in

chaste and beautiful refinement.

HoAv potent her influence
;
how sub-

lime her ministry. At the movement
of Sorrow's mysterious wand those

deep undercurrents of strength in

the soul are revealed and quickened
with new vigor and activity. As
the stars are seen best when shadows
overcast the firmament, so the no-

blest elements of human character

are exhibited most brightlv when
the night of affliction envelopes the

soul. Then those god-like attributes,

which in the sunlight of prosperity
are unnoticed and unused, blaze

forth from the gloomy darkness of

tribulation into beacon lights, and,

shedding their radiance upon the

mental and moral landscape far and

wide, become the Shekinahs of hope
upon the weary pathway of after-

coming generations.
Sorrow is omnipresent. It makes

earth resound with the pangs of an-

guish. In every clime and land where
the sons of men have found a home,
its muffled and gloomy tread is heard.

It has filled the world with moans,
and blood, and tears. It has

snapped in twain the golden cord

of love, and broken with grief the

trusting hearts of friendship. We
behold its melancholy presence in

all the scenes of life's changing dra-

ma and never once lose sight of its

tearful and bloody tracks.

Butpain is one of nature' s meth-

ods of elevating. As in the vegeta-
ble and physical kingdoms, where

growth is a product of vital action,

heat and cold, sunshine and dark-

ness, quiet zephyrs and beating

winds, misty fogs and ascending va-

pors, gentle showers and drenching
tempests, are all so many vivifying
forces in the process of physical de-

velopment, so it is in the mental
and moral worlds. Vigorous health

and wasting sickness, prosperous
sunshine and adverse clouds, riches

and poverty, joy and. grief, warm
friends and spiteful enemies, cher-

ished hopes and ruined prospects,
"are the mysterious influences bro't

to bear upon human souls, by the

loving hand of Him who seeks to

bring his children to the topmost
round of bliss and perfectness."

SorroK' purifies, elevates the intel-

lect. Ambition may arouse and
stimulate the mind to action

;
Love

ma}" increase its activity and multi-

ply its possibilities, but Sorrow en-

nobles the mind by leading it to

contemplate high and heavenly
things, and inspiring it with greater

perceptions of the sublime and the

beautiful. In the enchanting fields

of literature there blooms many a

fragrant flower which gives forth its

sweetest odor—that divine essence of

its beautiful life—only, when the

cruel, driving storms of affliction

have broken its fragile stem and
crushed it to the ground.
What a sad illustration is Shelley,

"the highly gifted, but deeply err-

ing child of song." Oh I the trou-

bles and calamities which beat upon
and crushed that sensitive, loving
heart. Deprived of his children

by the cruel decree of an infamous

judge, denounced and persecuted
for the only error of his pure life,

he left his native England and

sought a home of seclusion in South-

ern Europe. And then, with a heart

which was but the sepulchre of

blighted hopes and aspirations, be-

neath the bright sky and balmy air

of the "land of poetry and song,"
he listened to the sad music of the

gently murmuring Mediterranean
and wooed his muse to those sub-

lime strains of harmony, sweetest

ever known or heard. As the sweet-

est song of the nightingale is heard

when its delicate breast is pierced

by the rough and jagged thorn, so

our poet breathed his richest melo-

dies with the barbed arrows of an-

guish fixed and festering in his soul.

Oh I the purity and tenderness of

his poesy. How gently sensitive
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the thought, ever expressing the

most delicate feelings and loftiest

emotions of our nature; and when
the rude hand of Sorrow touched

again and again the quivering heart,

how divinely sweet became the

strains resounding from the lyre.

Forbidden the enjoyments of that

society he was so well fitted to adorn,
he retired within himself and in the

depths of his splendid fancy he

roamed at will, plucking the most

beautiful flowers and brilliant gems,
and with the grandest thoughts of

his own originality he wove them
into garlands of melody which have

since become the proudest laurels

of his muse.

From the many beautiful illustra-

tions which abound in history's

gallery I would fain select another.

Dante, the bard of high and holy

thoughts, his heart was early touch-

ed by affliction's cruel hand, and
the response is an echo of melody
which, borne upon the winds_ of

time, has swept around the world

in ever increasing grandeur and

sublimity. Exiled from his beloved

Florence, the prosperity and happi-
ness of which were the all absorbing

subjects of his life, broken-hearted

by the early death of his young and
beautiful Beatrice, he wandered
through life as a sorrowful outcast.

Persecuted and hunted by unrelent-

ing enemies, his "cup of sorrow"
overflowed with anguish, and he

drank inspiration from its bitter-

ness.

Mastering all the learning of his

country, familiar with all philoso-

phies and the beauties of all poetry,
he moulded them into shapes of

symmetry'and beauty, and breathing

upon them the fervency of his own
brilliant genius, monuments of

poetry as enduring as time and as

immortal as thought itself, are the

results. That with spiritual eye he
was permitted to gaze through his

tears upon the realities of the un-

known hereafter, we may not doubt,
for the light which beams from his

page is but the reflected radiance of

celestial glory, and the thrilling

melody of his poetry is surely the

rapturous harmony of an angel choir

expressed in human language.
Sorrow consecrates and sanctifies

the soul. History, both sacred and

profane, is replete with illustrations.

Sorrow has taught the orator holier

themes, and the inspired writers of

sacred wit penned their holy
thoughts while sorrow and affliction

guided their trembling hands. How
sad the history of Joseph, of Job,
of David, and of Paul ; yet, how

infinitely great their heritage of

purity and strength of character de-

rived from their sufferings. Mar-

tyrs, dripping with the fires of per-

secution, have put on the white

robes of inward righteousness, and
in the roaring of the flames have

caught the notes of that glad anthem
which ever falls upon the ear of the

suffering pilgrim to the Celestial

City. Sorrow, by its hallowing in-

flunence, assimulates the soul to

God. Blending the human and the

devine elements within us into a '

unison of feeling and volition.

But sorrow dates the cliniax of its

ministry, in perfecting the mental

and moral humanity of the world's

Redeemer.
The pathway from the manger to

the cross was bedev/ed with tears

and blood, and sorrow cast the

shadow of its sombre wing o'er all

the changing scenes of his mysteri-
ous life. As we follow him as he is

tossed hither and thither upon the

stormy waves of grief, we behold

the dark cloud of affliction hover-

ing around and gradually enfoldihg
in its gloomy embrace the broken

hearted interceder for the world's

redemption. Then, as he merges
from the gloom and terrors of that

bloody scene, and borne upon the

wings of heavenly messengers, as-

cends far beyond the mortal ken of

the observer and is ushered into the

happy climes of life eternal,
—the

ministry of sorrow ends. Ends
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with a humanity purirted and per-

fected ;
ends with a humanity and

a divinity blended in sweet and last-

ing harmony ; ends with him who
was "the man of sorrows," endow-
ed with kindly and immortal pow-
ers, as seated upon the circle of the

heavens he extends the sceptre of

dominion over an unbounded uni-

verse of matter and of mind.

How precious then the consola-

tion that in the dregs of every cup
of sorrow there is a divine essence

which no sooner quaffed than it shall

permeate our souls, inspiring us to

nobler thoughts and grander deeds.

That, a,s with aching heart, and

throbbing brow, and swollen, bleed-

ing hands, Ave climb the rugged

bights along life's thorny pathway,
the burden of grief which bears us

down shall cause the germ of im-

mortality within to grow and bloom
into a higher and holier develop-
ment. Then, when the harvest of

time shall end, and the reapers of

death shall gather us all, may none
here be the chaff scattered b)- the

strokes of sorrow's flail, but may we
all be the corn ripened and pure,
which shall be garnered forever in

thfe Master's granary.

THE DEMANDS OF THE TIMES.

GRADUATING, ORATION \V. H. BOOTH.

As THE rough Stone taken from

the quarry, is moulded and fash-

ioned into an object of symmetry
and beauty, by the hammer and
chisel of the skilful artist, so man
moulds and fashions the age and

impresses upon it character. Every
age, whether "golden" or"bronze,"
is characterized by its thoughts,
achievements and failures, and their

influences have been reflected into

the future, brightening or darken-,

minity and shame. The name of Le-

onidas and the three hundred Spar-
tans will ever be praised for their

valor and love of country. While
the planets continue to move in

their accustomed courses will the

name of Copernicus be spoken witli

admiration. So long as we think

of wisdom in the council, of the

purest patriotism, of the highest in-

tegrity in public and private life,—
so long will the statesmanship and

ing the pages of history as they va- manly courage of Lincoln be prais-

ried from truth, justice and human-

ity. The thoughts and deeds that

are uttered and performed in our

day, will go ringing down the ages

echoing and re-echoing to pos-
terity, nor will the last sound wave
be broken until it will have sound-

ed and his name kindly cherished

and revered by all lovers of free-

dom, country and humanity.
But, in contrast with these, how

many of those of other times were

once the custodians of nations, the

defenders of the people and plod-
ed against the walls of time and ders after truth only to betray the

echoed into eternity. confidence and honor entrusted to

The statesmen and heroes of other them. And in our own times how

days, whose words and deeds once many of our illustrious men, whose

moved the world, live in history brow, the wreath of honor has cor-

and their names are now lauded to roded
;

their manhood has been
the skies, or branded with igno- shorn of its glory. They vowed
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fidelity to their constituency, more

fealty to their country and flag only
to be wrapped within its folds and

hidden from the gaze of the honest

multitude. Their names have been

sullied, and they have lost in the

miry and murky darkness of politi-

cal intrigue and bribery, the true

conceptions of patriotism, and have

never attained to the true ideal of

manhood.

Nations, like men, chisel on

the marble the history of their

lives and deeds. We read on the

broken columns of Roman ruins,

the story of her rise by her invin-

cible arms, of her glory, corruption
and downfall. The winds, that

sweep over the monuments of Gre-

cian art, sublime in ruins, catch the

whisperings of her lingering spirits,

and bear to our shores the dying
words of her Socrates and the death

knell of the republic, that in seek-

ing beauty, she sought her destruc-

tion.

The last century has been char-

acterized by grand reforms and
achievements. A nation has been

born ; governments changed ;
evo-

lutions wrought \
battles fought and

victories won. Thought has changed
the aspect of nature and annihilat-

ed space and time. The arts and
sciences have arisen from the nights
of the darkened and come forth on
their glorious mission of progress
and civilization, to the dawn of a

day soon to be resplendent with the

light of truth.

Mindful of \}^.^ past, let us not be

neglectful of iht fittare. The past
and present calls for advancement
in every department of life. What
has been done should be but the

stimuli to something higher and
nobler. Not only should a free peo-

ple make themselves worthy of free

institutions and a free government,
but they must strengthen and per-

petuate them by their virtue and in-

telligence.
We stand to-day on the thresh-

hold of a new age, fraught with its

many obligations and responsibili-

ties, one which must prepare to rec-

ognize new influences. The past,
with its long line of pageantry, moves
before us, and its ancient divinities

of violence are retiring to the i r

kindred darkness.

The sun of our moral and intel-

lectual universe is entering a new

ecliptic no longer disfigured and
deformed by the mythological im-

ages of animal rage, but glowing
with those heavenly signs of pros-

perity and happiness.
When a free people shall learn

that its greatest benefactors are men
devoted to the liberal instruction

and elevation of all its classes to

one grand plane, it will have opened
to itself the path to true glory.

If we would see the foundations

laid broader and deeper, upon which
our country's liberties shall rest

;
if

we would see her carry forward the

work of political reformation and

rise, the "bright and morning star,"
over a benighted world, let the in-

tellectual and moral character of

every class of her citizens be eleva-

ed until the farmer, mechanic, and

professional man shall form one

grand brotherhood; aim linked
with aim, hopes with hopes, and

destiny with destiny.
The conservative powers of this

nation do not lie in education, or

"the universal press." Nor does
the perpetuity of this government
rest in navies, forts, or armed men

;

but when in the grand march of in-

tellect the culture of the heart keeps
pace with the culture of the head,
then and not until then do these

become conservative forces. The
legitimate relation between the heart

and brain must be maintained or

education will germinate national

corruption by a law of nature that

can not be evaded.

Not only are these demands in-

cumbent upon man alone, but upon
woman

;
for the hand tliat rocks the

cradle, rocks the world, and moulds
and shapes the destiny of mankind.
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What grand fields are spread out for

speculation and labor. Our age is

one of great action. Opinions "wax
and wane" in years, as before in

centuries. Truth and falsehood, re-

ligion and skepticism, true virtue

and sham philosophy, are striving
for the mastery. Our highest ideals

have ne\'er been realized. Truth
remains undiscovered. Already too

many rocks and shoals are besetting
the onward course of the "Ship of

State," and if we would see her sail

prosperously down the stream of

time on her mission of good, let

these barriers that threaten to en-

gulf her be destroyed, and on their

ruins build buoys and beacon lights.

Let her be manned by a manly crew;
a firm hand at the wheel

;
a true

commander on board, then with

sails spread and with her flag at the

mast head, she will sail into the ha-

ven of prosperity and happiness,
—

then

"A time like this demands

Strong minds, great hearts, true faith.

And ready hands ;

Men whom the lust of office does not kill.

Men whom the spoils of office cannot Iniy,

Men who possess opinions and a will,

Men who have honor; men who will not lie.

Men who can stand before the dema-

gogue and scorn his treacherous flat-

teries without winking,
Tall men, sun crowned, who live above

the fog in public life and private

thinking.
For while the rabble with their thumb-
worn creeds.

Their great professions and little deeds,

Mingle in selfish strife,

Lo ! Freedom weeps,

Strong rules the land and waiting jus-
tice keeps."

FAREWELL ADDRESS.

There comes a time in the life of

every one when he must leave the

home of his childhood with its fond
associations and recollections, and
with parting blessings go forth to

meet and battle with the stern real-

ities of life. Before we bid adieu

to our "Alma Mater," we turn to

you, our worthy President and Fac-

ulty, to thank vou for vour many

lessons of wisdom and truth. Your
kind acts and kinder words of cheer
and sympathy, when we were weary
and desponding, are never to be

forgotten. You have kindly led us

up the hill
; showed us the past and

present ; pointed out to us the paths
of the future, and encouraged us to

enter prepared upon the arena of
life.

We hope that the noble work of

elevating man's moral and intellect-

ual ]iature, may be carried forward,

overcoming every obstacle and light-

ing up the dark recesses of igno-
rance with the light of truth. Your
cause is high and holy. Your fame
is the property of nations, and will,

fill the earth in after ages in propor-
tion as it sounds not far off in our

ov.-n times. We bid you God-speed
in your noble mission, invoking
Heaven's choicest blessings on you.
To the worthy Board of Trustees

and friends, we can never be too

grateful for your labor and zeal in

building and dedicating this beauti-

ful structure to the cause of liberal

education. May its walls ever be

sacred to virtue and piety; to sci-

ence and literature
;

to true friend-

ships and refined sentiment, and

may a brilliant success mark its fu-

ture course.

To the kind and generous people
of Bloomington we will ever be

grateful. We came among you
strangers. You received us kindly,
and around your firesides we founci

encouragement, homes and friends.

Students, as we leave you for

other fields of labor, we will ever

think of your happy faces and kind

acts, and hope that you will go on
in the grand work already begun.
You will meet with difficulties and
sometimes defeats ;

but be vigilant
and brave and the victory will be

yours. In your long and toilsome

course you have our sympathies and
best wishes, and we will ever be

glad to return to meet your familiar

faces and revive hallowed memories
and associations of college days.
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Should we meet in after life, let us

meet as friends, grasp tlie hand

warmly as in days of yore, talk of

the past and be encouraged in the

future.

Classmates, one word before we

i:)art. A toilsome past has been trav-

ersed, marked with disappointments
and hopeful endurances. During
these years of toil and study, we
have been rigging the vessels in

which we are to sail on the ocean

of life. To-day the cable is to be

loosened, the anchor weighed. Let

us then spread the sails and nail to

the mast-head our motto, '^Sauvi-

ter in modo, fortiter in re,''
—

gentle
in manner, resolute in deed. Into

whatever department of life we
launch our boats, though wind and

tides oppose, let us be men, remem-

bering that to be a man is to over-

come, or fall gloriously in trying.

Though we may nf)t have courage
to face the cannon's mouth, or to

charge the masked battery, let us

have courage to live, remembering
that in weal or woe, joy or sorrow,

prosperity- or adversity, we are

brothers, and that your disgrace is

our shame.

May we prove a blessing to man-

kind, and never sully the nanie and

honor of our "Alma Mater. May
we all so live and so act that when
time will have furrowed (jur brows

and silvered our hair, we may look

back on a life well spent in useful-

ness and forward to a golden future.

Teachers, schoolmates, trustees

and friends, one and all, farewell.

LANGUAGE AND RACE.

There is nothing so closely con-

nected with the spirit as speech.

Many philosophers have confound-

ed the idea with the expression of

it, and have proclaimed the impos-

sibility of the most secret and inti-

mate thoughts without the aid of

language. Christianity has called

the Second Person of its Trinity the

God Man, the Word ;
and the rev-

elation of ideas, which is for our

soul what heat is for our life, has

been the eternal revelation of speech.
Human speech is, therefore, the most
intellectual and the most spiritual of

all our natural functions, and speech
is diversified not according to race.

What strict kinship there is between
the Portuguese, the Italian, the

Spanish, and the French ! It might
be said that all the Latins are born

knowing these four languages. With
a little reading, a little practice, we
attain to their complete possession.
And Why ? Because the four dia-

lects are immediately derived from

the mother tongue which has given
the name of our race—the Latin

language. In the most remote an-

tiquity are unerring proofs of this.

While the speech of the Pagan peo-

ples
—the progressive, artistic Indo-

European peoples
—has rounded pe-

riods, complicated syntax, a verb rich

in tense and moods, which enable

it to subordinate secondary thoughts
to the capital thought, subsidiary

phrases to the predominant and the

sovereign phrase, the religious Sem-
itic peoples, born to diffuse mon-

otheism, reared in the solitude of

the desert, the authors of that music

which appears like the sob of the

soul, and of an architecture which

reserves all its marvels for the inte-

rior—the speech of these peoples is

triliteral in its roots, simple in its

syntax, suiting the sense to the

sound in its words, cut up into ver-

sicles united by the primitive medi-

um of the conjunction
—all differ-

ences of the highest importance
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from the rich variety of Greek and

Latin, the two languages formed to

contain and to express the variet}^

of human thought.
The Indo-European languages

have these characteristics because

they are the languages of these peo-

ples who have passed through all

political ideas and social forms
;

who have placed the direction of

their states in the hands of the leg-

islators, tribunes, heroes
;
who have

written the analysis of Aristotle, the

synthesis of Plato
;
who have con-

sumed innumerable ideas in the per-

petual movement, the periodical
renovation of their spirit

—while the

Semitic tongues are the languages

of religious peoples, who have found
the idea of the unity of God in Je-
rusalem and in Mecca

;
who have

resolved almost all their forms of

government into a pure theocracy ;

who have been directed by the voice

of prophets : who have written the

Koran and the Bible
; who opposed

to the Greek Chorus the melancholv

hymn ;
to the drama, subjective and

lyric poetry ;
to free thought, the

perpetual commentary of their rev-

elations
; to the gods of mythology

and the God-man of the Gospel,
their one Creator, secluded as in se-

cret tabernacle in the immensity of

the heavens.—Harper s Magazine.

THE WOMAN OF SHUNEM.
BY REV. HENRY BACON.

A Saered Drama : Founded on 2 Kings, Chapter iv.

Characters.—Adah, the Woman of Shunem
; Shalem. her husband;

their child
;
the Prophet Elisha

; Geliazi, his servant; Naomi, sister

of Adah ; Sarah and Rebecca, of Shalem's household : Harvesters,

Gleaners, &c.

part I .

\_A Strain of Plaintive Miisie.'\

Adah. Say, why this heaviness ? why does thy brow
Wear such a constant gloom ? Do I offend,
That thou should move so sad along thy way ?

SH.A.LEM. Nay, ask me not : and yet I should not hide,
From thee my sorrows or my joys. I grieve
That I no higher life can live. I'm sick

Of the dull round of labor and of care.

My fields and flocks are rich, and every sun
Dawns in propitious brightness on my way.
And yet I'm ill at ease.

Adah. And so 'twill be

Till thou shalt live for more than fields and flocks.

Thy household and thy kin. Fruit must be sunned
In the great light of heaven, ere it will yield
The lucious sweetness of its soul to thee

;

And ere thy spirit can make known its power
To yield thee peace, thou must awake and live

For more than narrow bounds. Give to thy love

Expansion, in warm sympathy embrace
A larger round of duty and of joy.

Shalem. I own thee right, but I know not how
To think or act. I yearn to do, but still
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I know not how nor where to lift my hand

To serve beyond the round of home and field.

Would duty were a simpler thing to me.

AnAH. I'll tell thee now ; there is a man of God
Who daily passeth by our door, M-ith slow

And wearied tread. Now let us make for him

A little chamber, where he'll turn for rest

And find the comforts which his body needs.

to bur home shall angels come with him.

And from that room, sweet thoughts, as odot-s sweet,

Shall come to clear thy brow, and make our home-

All bright and fair.

Shalkm. It .shall be done. I'll haste

To put the thought into successful deed.

To give him comfort where he asked it not.

A HAH. So do, and soon thy heart shall find new springs
Of peace and joy ;

for every deed of love

Is as a flower that blooms in Spring, and ere

We know, the Summer, with its glad, bright days
Is here, to make the eye grow bright, the heart

' To leap in gladness with the songs of birds.

Sh.\lem. So let it be, thou Giver of all good !

And as I sow for thee, so let me reap.

Adah. I bless thee for that prayer, for now methinks

1 see new light about to dawn, and o'er

The hills of gloomy doubt and fear shall rise

The keener radiance of serener days.

Shalem. Haste we to the deed of love. Within.

I I .

Prophet. Gehazi, thou'rt wearied with thy task to-day,
And movest as a pilgrim shorn of strength.
Let's rest awhile—'Tis cool and pleasant here;
And as the eddying stream winds round the rock

And then the swifter flows, so may our rest

Increase our strength. 'Tis pleasant here,—sit down.
Gehazi. It would be so, were there no home to which

A generous heart might bid us welcome now.

See that proud dwelling I how the vine and rose

Cling round its portal ; the broad fields of grain
Stretch out in lengthening lines beyond ; the hills

Are dotted oe'r with snowy flocks ; the song
Comes from the vineyard, and the joy of hearts

Amid abundance knows no pause.
I'RorHKT. Alas,

Thou little readest what may here exist ;

For wealth unhallowed by the love of God,—
The love that shows itself in strength to man,—
Is vain

;
it cannot bring sweet peace of mind,

For none can buy what only goodness gives.
Gehazi. I wish I had thy faith

;
for there are times

My heart turns over in its grief to see

How partial is our God—to let the rich

Bloat in their happiness, while such as thou

Are left to wander heeded not by them.

Prophet. Gehazi, take heed to murmur not for me,
Lest I should think thou hast an eye on self.

But hist, here comes the woman of the house.
And a fair sister. The light of a good deed
Illumes their faces as they move along.

\_Enter Adah ami A\jonii.^

Both. [ To the Prophet.'\ Peace to thee, father !

Prophet.—Heaven bring ye peace.
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An.VH. We bid thee welcome. Turn in and look,

Lo, we have made a chamber for thee there,
Thine own, to use as may seem good to thee.

We fear thou'rt wearied as thou passest by,
And crave thy pardon for our wrong delay.

F'RoPHEr. Blessings on thee and thine 1 God's i)oor arc kept

By Him, and those who cheer their way shall find

No lack in house or heart. The held of Love
Is the best soil in which to cast the seed

In hope of large increase. Thou hast sworn well.

Naomi. You'll help us reap, good father, will you not ?

A happy time we'll have, and even thou,

.So grave and solemn, will not frown on m.irth

Where hearts are reverent to the bounteous God.
Prophet. Thanks, maiden, thanks. Religion never frowns

On innocent delight. It came to give
To man the rules of happiness, that he

Might pluck the rose and never feel the thorn.

N.AOMI. Oh then you'll take my roses, plucked in love

To stiiile our welcome as you pass within.

Prophet. Yes, happy creature, I receive thy gift.

And may ye pluck life's flowers as sweet as these,

Gehazi shares with me. Dream not, my son.
There's aught of evil while such sweetness smiles.

Geh.\zi. O Master, thou art ever teaching me
The lessons of our Maker's love ! Ere long

My spirit shall repose as thine in faith.

Prophet. Let us within.

Ad.\h. This way, good father, here.

\^Exit.

III.

Rebecca. O what gladness to our home has come
Since the Lord's prophet was our guest. Methinks
His very step is charmed—its echo lives

As music on the air.

Sarah. Ah, yes, 'tis so.

And out from that charmed room do angels come,
As odors from the flowers,—we feel them nigh.
And all the earth is ladened with their breath,

Though we behold them not,

Rebecca. 'Tis even so ;

And little dream we in what wondrous way
The God of heaven will the blessing brine;

To those who do his law. Our master seems
,\nother being since he oped his heart

And house to the great prophet of the Lord.

Sarah. Ah, yes I This morn I heard him sing a hymn
Such as I never heard fall from his lips

In days when work and wealth engrossed his mind,
And he could grant no freedom to the heart.

\^A strain of musii.

Rebecca. Hark I now they sing
—our master and his band.

As now they hasten to the field with joy.

Sarah. Let us within and join the song.

\_Both exit singin;^ somefamiliar air.

I \" .

Prophet. There is a burden on my heart. I fain

Would make thee some return for all the deeds

Of watchful kindness thou hast done for me.
Adah. O say not so—'tis joy to serve thee sure.

And if a payment's due on either hand
'Tis we should pay,

—we've more received than given.
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Prophkt. How so ? Vou speak a riddle in those words.
I've jjiven nothing—greatly hast thou blest.

Ad.a.11. Yes, father, thou hast given much. Thy words.

Thy looks, thy very shadow's been a gift
To bless, to strengthen, and make hajipy here.

Ere thou didst come, our talk was all of earth,
Of transcient and ignoble things ; but now
We dwell near heaven, and our joy is when
Some deed of kindness can be done, or thought
Is winged with such a burden to the Throne,
And brings an angel down to bless.

Prophet. But yet
I can do more for thee. Wilt thou permit,

Thy name to sound upon our sovereign's ear.

When 1 shall ask a place for thee, where thou
.Shall shine in courts among thy peers ? Say, now.

Al).\H. I thank thee, sire, but here I dwell in peace
With mine own people. A bird that wanders
From her nest to seek a home in bowers
Fashioned by art, where ruin lurks beneath
The bloom, leaves joy for sorrow. I'm content.

Here was I reared, and every hill and tree

Hath some dear message of sweet love for me.
Prophet. Blessed be thou, fair daughter of sweet Peace,

Thy home shall be as Eden ere foul sin

Polluted with its presence bower or stream
;

And here shall sing a bird whose notes shall strike

More sweetly on thine ears than sound of harp
Or viol; when that voice is still, fear not,
But call for me ; it shall be tuned again.
Peace be with thee I Farewell. \^Exit.

Adah. Farewell, farewell!

But yet I wish he had more plainly told

What 'tis my lot to fear and hope. O Thou
Who o'er thy feeble creatures spreadeth now
The veil of mystery in Love I prepare
My heart for grief and joy, for death and life,

—
That I may serve thee whatsoe'er my lot.

I'll lean on thy good Providence, and go
Along life's paths of joy and wo. \^Exit.

V .

Sh.^lem. Come lads, hurry to the harvesting I Let
Your songs ring in the field and o'er the hills.

'Tis meet we should be joyful when the grain
Bends to the sickle, and the golden wealth
Of rich increase repays our yearly toil.

Come, sing the song, and let the gleaners there
Blend in their silvery voices. Come, begin.

HARVEST SONG.

O merry is the harvest time
O merry is the day, ^

We gather up the golden grain,
And bear our sheaves away.

Be happy in the harvest time,
Let grateful songs arise.

To Him who bids the ripening beams
Fall softly from the skies.

O bless in happy harvest time

The sun and dew and shower.
Whose gentle aid has granted us

This merrv harvest hour.
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\_Aciali' s son enters.

Shalem. Whither now, my boy ?

Boy. I'm work boy ;
don't see

My sickle ? I cut the grain, and whistle

With the rest.

Shai.em. Brave boy ! corne here and take my hand,
And I will tind you flowers to reap.

Boy. O no I

I want the real <gX2cm.; you'll see I know
The way to cut it down—just so. \_Exit.

VI .'

AoAH. Alas for thee, sweet cherub ; thou so late

Full of thy merriment, as spring-time brook

Dancing along its flower-enameled way.
In the rich music of the harvest time

Thy tender voice was heard, and aged hearts

Orew young again to hear thy mellow tones,

That bade them think of life's glad morn. No more
The stan7 light of thy sweet eyes shall beam
To cheer my hours of lonely thought and prayer.
No more the roses budding on thy lips

Shall drop to charm my way and make me proud.

Thy cheek has lost its bloom ! and on that brow, ^

.So radiant with the smile of thought and love, J

I find but icy marble,—-no sweet vein
j

Starts to my lip, with answering pulse to greet
The kiss I give thee now. Alas, my boy.
That this should be the story told of thee !

Ah, little thought I, with the bending grain
Would fall my flower ! What shall I do ? where go ?

Naomi. Hast thou forgotten, sister, that dear word
That told of music stilled and tuned again ?

The prophet lives—let's haste to Carmel's l^row,
—

WTio knoweth what sweet joy may yet be ours !

AliAH. Well spoken, sister, I will haste away.
—

\_Knter Shalem.

Shalem. What is the evil now ? Thy tears and gloom
Foretell calamity

—
say, tell me all.

Naomi. The boy is dead. The pittiless sun bore -i

Heavy on his tender brain and—
^

Shalem. Alas, and is it so ? I bade the lads

Bear the dear burden home, but only dreamed

That he was wearied. Fatal want of thought !

Adah. Forbear thy grief ! Send hither a young man
To go with me to Carmel. Flaste, I go !

'

Shalem. Why so? 'tis not new moon, or Sabbath now.
And why disturb the prophet in his home ?

Adah. I cannot, tell thee. All I know, my heart

Burns for the greeting. He will speak a word

Shall do us good. I go athirst for streams

That only from the rock at his command
Will come. I'll bring thee of the river's flow. \Bolh exit.

Naomi. O thou who givest to the yearning heart

The answer of its love ! befriend her way,
And let the dew once more upon the flov.'er

Grow odorous with the breath of blooming life.

And sparkle with the hues of morning light. yExil.

VII.
Prophet. A weight is on my spirits

—
something tells

Of sorrow,—bitter bursting grief, and yet
I know not why my heart should droop to-day.

Gehazi. Cheer up, my master, I have learned to hope
In darkness and in gloom. The mountain air

Will soon dispel those vapors of the brain.
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Prophet. No, no, my son. This sadness at my heai-t

Tells of a death, or that which wears its form,
In one I love. Ha, hither comes Adah !

Run and bespeak her message,
—

say, is it well

With thee, thy husband, and the child? Hasten, run !

\^Gehazi exit.

Life is a solemn thing. In every change
The aspect of our days doth wear, there is

A sign of woe, a token of decay.
The wave that breaks upon the pebbly shore,

Most lovely is, the moment of its death
;

And when its mate doth come with foamy mane.

Tossing it#; jewels with its sounding joy,
We mourn its fate,

—how soon must beauty die.

Cheer up, my soul, and lean upon thy God,

Humbly submit unto his chastening rod.

\_AdaIi and Gehazi enter.

Lo, she is here ! Say, Adah, is it well

With thee ? and with thy husband? and the child ?

Adah. O yes, 'tis well ! But yet my heart is sad,

And with its grief is near to bursting now.
I would not murmur, but look up with hope.
And own the hand that took away the boy !

Prophet. Alas, and is he gone, a star to join
The light of other stars unseen by us,

Yet dwelling ever in the smile of God !

How was the case ? pray tell me all.

Adah. 'Tis brief,

The story of his death. He went abroad

Amid the harvesters to play, when lo !

He cried, "My head ! my head !" and then they bore

The darling to his home, and there he lies

On thine own couch, within thine hallowed room.
In sleep too awful for a mother's gaze.

Prophet. Hasten, Gehazi. Take my staff and lay
The sacred branch upon the sleeping child.

And watch the treasure cautious till I'm there.

Salute no soul—pause not, but run with speed
That shall befit the errand of the hour. \^Gehazi goes out.

Adah. My father, hasten to our darkened home !

I cannot go without thee. There's a gloom.

Thy woi'd alone can banish. Saidst thou not

The music stilled should be attuned again ?

Prophet. I did my daughter. To my ear now comes
A voice thai speaks of thee and thine and joy !

I'll haste with thee. One moment and we'll go. \_Goes out.

Adah. Great Father of all spirits ! Thou enthroned

Above earth's changes, O prepare my heart

For the mysterious future—^joy or woe.

I yield my all to thee, and in the grave of hope
I'll trust to see the blossoms of new hopes

Spring forth to beautify the tomb of joy.

O in Thy love may my weak heart be strong.
And in the vale of sorrow sing faith's song. \^Exit.

VIII.

Gehazi. I've laid the prophet's staff upon the child,

And watched the beauteous form in vain to see

Returning life. I fear that never more
Those sunny eyes will lift their curtain up
And let the light of gladness bless his home.

Naomi. Nay, say not thus. My heart foretells that yet

Those little feet will dance upon our floor.

And the sweet prattle of that merry voice

Be music there I

Gehazi. Hope on, if still you dream ;
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I must have reason ere I hope again.
Naomi. And what is reaso7t to the voice that speaks

From out the oracle of loving souls

Who trust and trust, and never lose their trust.

Did not the prophet speak of music stilled

That should be tuned again within this home ?

Gehazi. 'Twas a dark saying. I know not what was meant.
Naomi. Know not? why— But hark ! what notes are these ?

Triumphal is the music—gushing clear

As when the harvest song is sung, or when
The merry vinters, shouting, tread the grapes !

CHORUS.

\_E7iter Prophet, Adah, Shalem and the child.

Adah. O what shall tell our thanks ! Kneel, darling, kneel.
And to thy benefactor tell our joy.

Prophet. Forbear ! kneel thou to God, the Source of life.

Ye have been kind to me, and when I had no gifts

To pay thy love, then heaven^in mercy smiled

And let me do this deed for you.
Shalem. My flocks,

My fields,
—all that I have is thine. By thee

I have irained riches such as earth ne'er gives
To Art or Labor, wealth of mind and heart.

The treasures of the soul—the gold of heaven.
The earth smiles sweetly, and the human face

Wears an attraction winning to my love.

O I began to live when thou didst come.
Prophet. I rejoice to hear thy words. Dost hear,

Gehazi, how the truth comes out when Time,
The Revelator, speaks the word ? Is heaven
Partial now ?

Gehazi. Nay, look not thus ! I repent
The folly of the past.

Prophet. But yet I fear

Thou' It turn some day to bitterness and sin.

Adah. O let us trust for better things ! and now
Give all our hearts to bliss. How wondrous comes
The blessing that our heart most needs,—no mind
Can trace the path through which ttie angels come.
To bring the blessing for a kindly deed.

Naomi. True, sister, but we know the prophet's words
Were truth, when by our home he spake of seed

Sown in the field of Love. We've sown and reaped.

EPILOGUE.
•

Now let this lesson with your spirits rest.

He sows the wisest, who receives as guest
God's messenger to man. Truth, Love divine,
And in the home doth build a hallowed shrine

;

Dead hopes shall live and rise to bless his home.
And angel breathings gladden every room.

When God reveals his march through Nature's night.
His steps are beauty, and his presence light.—James Montgomery.
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ONE HUNDRED MILES AN HOUR.
The highest railway speeds in the

world are attained in England, and
the highest speed is attained on the

Great Western Railway, and this

speed may be taken roundly as fifty

miles an hour. There is a tradition

in existence that Brunei once trav-

eled from Swindon to London at

eighty miles an hour; but we have

never been able to get a shadow of

proof that this speed had been
reached under any circumstances or

any time whatever on a railroad.

Mr. Stirling has run one of his great
outside cylinder express engines and
a train of sixteen carriages at seven-

ty miles an hour on the Great North-

ern, on a level or with a slightly fall-

ing gradient ;
and we know that

the Yarmouth express on the Great

Eastern sometimes has reached six-

ty-four miles an hour down the

Brentwood bank. On two occasions

some years ago in L'eland, we ran

14 miles in 16 minutes, with a pow-
erful engine and a train of but two
coaches. Much of the time was
done at over 65 miles per hour. On
the Boston and Albany road. United

States, the 54 miles between Spring-
field and Worcester were run by an

engine with 16 inches cylinder, 22

inches stroke, and 6)4 feet driving
wheel, in fifty-eight minutes.

Much of the run was done at near-

ly seventy miles an hour. On a first-

class line there can be no question,

therefore, but that a speed of sixty-
five to seventy miles an hour may
be available with safety. We believe

that it would be possible to lay per-
manent way so well, and to sustain

it in such excellent order, that trains

might travel on it with perfect safe-

ty at 100 miles an hour. Miles up-
on miles ofsuch track are to be found

now on most of our main lines, but

it is not to be disputed that nowhere
can 100 consecutive miles of perma-
nent way in perfection be found j

and as a chain is no stronger than
its weakest link, so a few hundred

yards of bad track would spoil for

the purpose of traveling at 100 miles
an hour a whole line. It would not
be impossible, however, to maintain
such a line of rails from London to

Liverpool or York. The really im-

portant question is, given the line

and the carriages fit for it, what shall

the engine be like, and is it possible
to construct an engine at all which,
with a moderately heavy train, will

attain and maintain a velocity of
100 miles an hour, on a line with a

grade no heavier than, say i in 300.
The first points to be settled are,
how much power shall we require
to haul a train which will suffice to

satisfy the demand of that portion
of the public wishing to travel at

100 miles an hour. At 60 miles an
hour on an ordinary line, and mak-

ing due allowance for contingencies,
the resistance to be overcome can-

not, according to experiments care-

fully carried out both in France and
this country, be much under 40 fts.

per ton. At 30 miles per hour the

resistance is about 29 fbs. per ton
;

at 47 miles an hour the resistance

reaches 32.5 fts. If the resistance

goes on increasing in this propor-
tion, then the resistance at 100 miles
an hour cannot be less than 75 lbs.

per ton
;
but it may be very much

more, and it would not, we think,
be safe to take it at less than 120
Itjs. per ton. Now a speed of 100
miles an hour is 146.5, or in round

numbers, 146 feet per second, or

8,800 per minute. This multiplied

by 120 and divided by 33,000 gives,

say, 32 horse power. Therefore,
each ton moved at 100 miles an
hour will represent 32 horse power.
The "Great Britain" broad guage
Great Western engine, with its ten-

der, in running order, represents a

weight of 64 tons, and a heating
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surface of 2,100 square feet. This

engine has indicated over 800 horse "*

power. To run such a machine and
train weighing 35 tons, or a gross
load of 99, or say, in round numbers
100 tons, at 100 miles an hour would

require 100x32, or 3,200 horse pow-
er, or just four times more power
than the most powerful high speed
locomotive that has ever been built

could exert. To run the engine,

weighing 38 tons, alone would re-

quire a power of 1,216 horses, as-

suming that the engine's resistance

was identical with that of a carriage.
These figures suffice to prove that it

is absolutely impossible to obtain a

speed of 100 miles an hour on a

railway if the resistance is anything
like 120 lbs. per ton.

It is little more than waste of

time to discuss any other question
connected with the matter, such as

safety and working expenses, until

it has been settled whether it is, or

is not impossible so far to reduce

resistance that it will become possi-
ble to construct an engine of suffi-

cient power to fulfill the intended

purpose.
If it can be shown that the resist-

ance could be brought much below
120 lt)s. per ton, then it maybe pos-
sible to attain a velocity of 100 miles

per hour.— The Engineer.

BIRTH-DAY OFFERING.

[The following note accompanied
an oil painting representing a ship
in full sail in New York harbor,

presented as a birth-day present,

June 7th, 1870.]
Another vear has flown since

last you hailed the quick return of

natal day, with all its kind remem-
brances. Many are the checkered

scenes through which your path has

led, these three decades. From

helpless infancy to laughing child-

hood's happy hours, and on through

girlhood's dreamy spell to bloom-

ing sixteen's "castles in the air;"

past modest maidenhood and gayest
bridal hours to matron's daily house-

hold cares and mother's fond em-
brace and purest love, the fickle

glass of time has run the sands of

life, and swift your feet have meas-

ured o*er its tortuous winding way.
What hopes, what joys, what sor-

rows, what intensest care or calm

implicit trust it has been yours to

share we only know in part. But

this we know, a truer heart beats

not in all our happy circle
;
nor

one who does more richly merit

from our hands a little j-^/^z/^wrwhich

can but feebly speak the feelings of

a sister's and a brother's trusting
heart.

We beg you, then, take this the

work of some poor tyro artist's un-

skilled hands, as some slight token

of the love we bear to one whom
we delight to call ''our sister."

And, as the steady vessel smoothly
floats upon the placid bosom of the

mighty deep, and safely makes the

quiet haven of the grand metropolis,
so may the future of your life glide
on unruffled by the vanities of time,

the word's enticing, yet deceiving

charms, and all the treacherous

reefs and fearful whirlpools which
so thickly strew the uncertain sea

of life with mangled wrecks of hu-

man souls, and safely land you far

beyond the confines of this narrow

sphere in brighter climes of never-

fading bliss, with all the good, with

angels, and the everlasting Father,

to join the loved and cherished

ones who have already gone before,

and those who here still cluster in

our happy circle while we bide our

time. As ever,
^- ^ ^ ^
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ILLINOIS WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY.

We clip tlie following from the

Daily Paufagraph of Aug. 23d :

DR. SAMUEL FALLOWS, PRESIDENT
ILLINOIS WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY.

The Board of Trustees of the

Wesleyan University held an ad-

journed meeting, yesterday, for the

jKirpose of electing a President to

fill the vacancy which had existed

for some months. By a unanimous
vote they confirmed the action of

the Visiting Committee in nomi-

nating Dr. Samuel Fallows, of Mad-
ison, Wis

,
as President of the Uni-

versity.
Dr. Fallows being in the city,

was immediately notified of his elec-

tion, and appearing before the

Board, accepted.
Dr. Fallows is a scholar of the

greatest attainments, and as an ed-

ucator, is known throughout the

Union for his wonderful success.

He is at present Superintendent of

Public Instruction of Wisconsin.
He is also a minister of the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church.

The Chicago 'Times of yester-

day, referring to a telegraphic an-

nouncement of his nomination by
the Executive Committee, says :

"Hon. Samuel Fallows, who has

been chosen President of the Illi-

nois Wesleyan University, atBloom-

ington, is at present Superintendent
of Public Instruction of Wisconsin

He graduated at the State Univer-

sity of that State; served during the

war, first as Chaplain, and then as

Colonel, and was subsequently pas-
tor of the Spring Street Methodist

Church, at Milwaukee. For the

past three years he has served with

conceded ability in the position
mentioned above. He is an excel-

lent educator of the progressive
school, and is a preacher of great

power and polish. Whether he will

accept the position to which he has

just been chosen, at the sacrifice of

brilliant prospects in his own State,

is as yet a matter of some doubt.
' '

The doubt expressed in the clos-

ing sentence of the above extract is

set at rest, for Dr. Fallows was in

the city and personally appeared be-

fore the Board of Trustees and
formally accepted the position.
President Fallows will bring to the

discharge of his duties a ripe ex-

perience as a scholar and executive

officer, and under his efficient ad*

ministration it is safe to prophesy
a prosperous future for the Illinois

Wesleyan University.
We gladly welcome the Dr. to his

new field of labor, and now that the

question of presidency, which has

been somewhat agitating the minds
'

of the friends of the Lhiiversity. is

so satisfactorilv settled, it remains

for all to be wide awake to all its

varied interests. The great imme-
diate need is students. Every young
man or young woman in the bounds
of the patronizing territory, who has

the least yearning for an education,
should be sought out and prevailed

upon to enter at once upon the

noble work. And where there seems

to be a manifest want of interest in

the educational work, those who are

awake to these important demands
should labor to direct attention to

this great civilizing agency. Should
it be deemed expedient by the
friends of the cause, in any locality,
to spend one sabbath in the inter-

est of Christian education, the mem-
bers of the faculty of the University
stand ready to assist in the work.

The prospects for the coming, year
are much more flattering than in

any preceding year in the history
of the University ;

but let it be re-

membered the labors of the year \

will be begun in September, in the

neio building, where there is ample
room for five hundred students.

Friends and patrons of the Univer-

sity, will you fill its halls ?
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In regard to the new building,
the Daily Leader of August 26th,
has the following :

THE NEW WESLEYAN BUILDING.

Yesterday afternoon, in company
with Profs. DeMotte and Crow, we
visited the new Wesleyan Univer-

sity to note the progress being made
in the completion of the building.
The portions of the building now
under contract comprise all the
rooms above the basement up to

the Mansard roof.

Entering the main hall, and turn-

ing to the right, we come to the re-

ception room, a room 30x40 feet.

In addition to the reception room
there are three recitation rooms,
and a large cloak room to the right
of the main hall, running from the

north to the south. The first door
to the left of the main entrance is

the President's reception room. To
the left of the main hall are four large
recitation rooms and a cloak room.
All of these rooms are to be finish-

ed in fine style. The walls will be
wainscotted with oak or ash, and
the rooms seated with the most im-

proved seats. The reception room
will have two large chandeliers, and
all the rooms will be lighted with

gas.
On the next floor, passing up

wide stairways, we come to Amie
Chapel, which has already been de-

scribed in the Leader, and which,

by the way, is certainly one of the

most pleasant and convenient audi-

ence rooms in the city. Directly

opposite Amie Chapel is the Day
("hapel, a room 40x60 feet, with 20

feet ceiling. This room will be used
for the religious exercises of the

University, and on all occasions

when it is desired to bring the stu-

dents together in a body. It will

be seated to accommodate about

400. The ventilation of the room
will be ample, and it will be finish-

ed in a neat and substantial manner.
On .this floor there are also two rec-

itation rooms being finished.

The work is progressing favorably,
and the entire two stories will be

completed in time for the opening
of the Fall term. The old Univer-

sity building that has so long served
its purpose, will be deserted, and
the entire school transferred to the
new building. Of course, in the

present unfinished condition of the

work, it is impossible to speak in

detail of the style and finish, but
when completed, we will tell our
readers all about it.

With a President who stands high
among the distinguished educators
of the country, with an able and

experienced corps of professors,
each one having demonstrated in a

practical manner, his fitness for the

position assigned, and with this

magnificent building, one of the

most commodious and convenient
in the country, the friends of this

noble institution may well look for-

ward to a prosperous and useful fu-

ture. Thib institution from small j,

beginnings has grown into a mighty
power, and with its added advan-

tages, will hereafter rank among the

foremost educational institutions of
the West.

The Fall term of the University
will begin on Tuesday, September
1 6th, and close Tuesday, Decem-
ber 23d.

A GENEROUS GIFT.

The following resolution adopted
by the Board of Trustees of the Uni-

versity at their recent

speaks for itself:

Rcsohied, That the thanks of this Board
are hereby tendered to Rev. W. Ferguson,
M. D., for his very rare and invaluable

copy of the "English Hexapla," contain-

ing the six important English Translations

of the New Testament Scriptures
—the

Wiclif, Tyndale, Cranmer, Genevan, An-

glo-Remish, and the authorized, with the

Original Greek Text, after Scholz, and
with a historical account of these transla-

tions. This great work, procured by Dr.

Ferguson, while in London, we regard as

a most valuable addition to the library of

the Universit)', and we highly appreciate
the spirit which led him to dedicate this

meeti n g ,
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great work to science and true Christian

literature, as he has so beautifully done

upon its fly-leaf.

We take pleasure in presenting
to our readers the beautiful dedica-

tory language referred to in the

above resolution :

"This copy of the English Hex-

apla is presented to the Wesleyan
University of Bloomington, 111., by
the Rev. W. Ferguson, M. D., F.

Ph. S., and formerly of the Univer-

sity of Edinburg, Scotland, with a

sincere wish for the continued pros-

perity of the Institution, and a hope
that the advancement of science

and the promotion of true Chris-

tianity will be the ain-f and object
of all its teachings."

"Magna est Veritas, et prevalebii,
N^octiira versaie mann verate diiirua!'

W. Ferguson.

Bloomington, 111., Aug. 22, '73.

WHAT NOT.
'—The best frontispiece

—an honest face.

—It is easier to say a good thing than

to do it.

—It is better to do a good thing than to

say it.

—
Publishing a good thing is saying and

doing it both.

—The chariot of God's providence
runneth not upon broken wheels.—Ruth-

erford.

—"Where are the men of '76?" shout-

ed a stump-orator. "Dead," responded a

sad looking man in the middle aisle.

—The old gentleman who put his postal
card in a stamped envelope is matched by
an Omaha man who has his money-orders
sent by registered letter.

—There is no truth more important and
few less thought of, than this : The more
we forsake simplicity in anything, the more
we multiply the means of corruption and
error.

—
Josh Billings gives the following ad-

vice to young men : "Don't be discour-

aged if yer mustash don't grow. It sum-
times hapens that where a mustash duz the

best nuthing else duz so well."

—The costliest ornaments are often the

simplest. There is no gold, nor jewel, nor

sparkling pearl, equal to the "ornament
of a meek and quiet spirit, which is, in

the sight of God, of great price."

—Old Scotch lady :
" Take a snufif, sir?"

Gentleman (with large nasal promontory,
indignantly): "Do 1 look like a snuffer?"
Old lady : "Well, I canna jist say you do,

though I maun say ye hae grand accom-
modation."

—A Portland man, caught fishing for

trout on another man's land the other day,

completely silenced the owner, who re-

monstrated, with the majestic answer,
"Who wants to catch your trout? I am
only trying to drown this worm."

—"Tommy, what are you going to do
with that club?" "Send it to the editor,
of course." "But what are you going to

send it to the editor for ?" " Cause he

says if anybody will send him a club, he
will send them a copy of his paper."

—"I wish you wouldn't give me such
short weight for my money," said a custo-

mer to his grocer, who replied (remem-
bering the customer's unpaid grocery ac-

count,)
•' and I wish you would not give

me such lo7ig wait for mine."

—"Let go that jib
—let go that jib,

quick !" shouted the captain of a down-
east sloop to a raw hand in a squall.

"
I

ain't touching yer old jib," replied Jona-
than, indignantly, as he jammed his fists

deeper into his trouserloons.

—A stone-cutter received the following

epitaph from a German, to be cut upon the

tombstone of his wife :

"Mine vife Susan is dead, if she had
life till next friday she'n bin dead shust

two veeks. As a tree falls so must it stan,
all tings is impossible mit God."

-—The greatest natural genius cannot
subsist on its own stock: He who resolves

never to ransack any mind but his own,
will soon be reduced from mere barren-
ness to the poorest of all imitations

; he
will be obliged to imitate himself, and to

repeat what he has before repeated.
—Sir

yoshua Reynolds.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

—The Fall Term of the University will

begin September i6tli.

—We call especial attention to the en-

trance examination at 9 A. M., the fn-st

day of the colleyiate year.

—A. J. Banta, of '67, occupies the

bench as judge of the Fifteenth Judicial

District in Kansas.

—R. A. DuMars, of '76, has begun the

.study of medicine in the office of Dr. Fry,

of Peoria.

—C. H. Long, of '73, has accepted the

position of principal of the school in

Mackinaw.

—R. B. Welch, of '76, has been elect-

ed principal of the public schools in Wash-

ington, Tazewell county.

—The first daily chapel service for the

collegiate year will be held at 9 A. M.,

September i6th, in the new chapel.

—G. W. Crum, of '73, is pursuing his

medical studies under the direction of

Prof. J. L. White, M. D., of this city.

—
J. A. Kelley, of '71, as principal,

with six assistants, will expand the intel-

lects, of the rising generation in Elmwood

during the coming year.

—All who expect to enter the Univer-

sity as students during the Fall Term
should endeavor to be present at the first

daily session, commencing 9 A. M., Sep-
tember 1 6th.

—The Statistician reports that of '73,

three have chosen the profession of the

law, one that of medicine, one spends the

present year in pedagoging, two enter the

Christian ministry, and two are undecided.

—We recently had the pleasure of call-

ing upon our old army and school friend

J. T. Hoblit, of '64. With the care of

the office of Clerk of Logan County, and

a half dozen clients waiting their turn for

counsel in matters pertaining to the law,

no wonder that we found him all over in

business.

—Advices from what we consider a

perfectly reliable source, bear to us the

tidings that our timid and retiring friend,

Frank Poorman, of '76, has actually form-

ed a life partnership. The despatch re-

ceived at the office of the Statistician

reads : "F. Poorman is a married farmer

in Minnesota." Echo answers Poor-man.

—We takegreat pleasure in placing at the

head ofthe faculty roster ofthe University the

name of Rev. Samuel Fallows, D. D., the

present State Superintendent of Public In-

struction, of Wisconsin, and we are happy
in the assurance that the General accepts

the position tendered him, and will devote

his whole time and energy to the interests

of the University.

—The cable dispatches from the Vien-

na Exposition announce that the "gold
medal of merit" has been awarded to

Messrs. WiLSON, HiNKLE & Co., of Cin-

cinnati, as "the publishers and manufac-

turers of the best school books in the

world." Americans generally, and Cin-

cinnatians in particular, will the better ap-

preciate this high honor when told that all

the great book-publishing houses of Leip-

sic, Berlin, Vienna, Paris, London, and

other cities, competed for the grand prize.— Cincinnati Daily Times.

—The following closing remark in the

new catalogue will be read with interest

by all the friends of the University :

Opening of the New Euii.dinu for

Daily Recitations.—"A contract has

been let to Messrs. Hayes & Evans by
which all the remaining rooms will, with-

out fail, be ready for occupancy at the

opening of the collegiate year. The space

thus made available comprises a large day

chapel and thirteen rooms for recitations,

affording ample accommodation for over

five hundred students. Arrangements are

made such as will enable the school to

open with a full corps of teachers, and

instruction will be given as usual in all

the various departments."

The McLean County Teachers' Insti-

tute, of which mention was made in our

last, was very largely attended. The sec-

retary's record shows two hundred and

eighteen names enrolled as members, most

of whom were present during the entire

session. By invitation the members of the

Institute passed a very pleasant social

evening at the residence of the County

Superintendent, Mr. Hull. Some mali-

cious persons, taking advantage of the oc-

casion, proceeded to administer a sound

canim>- to the unsuspecting host. Mr.

J. A. Kelly, of '71, was, by appointment,
made the bearer of the deadly weapon,

and, with words befitting the occasion, he

acted well his part. Mr. Hull, though

somewhat stunned, received the unpro-

voked attack with due forbearance. A
subsequent examination revealed the fol-

lowing inscription, which places the whole

matter in its proper light: "John Hull,

by Institute, Aug. 3rd, 1S73."
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PIONEER CIVILIZATION.

l;V DR. E. DUIS.

The causes of migration are

many. People wish to improve
their circmiistances, or regain lost

health, or' find excitement in adven-

ture, or some irregularities in their

conduct make their absence from

home a benefit to others and a mat-

ter of necessity for themselves. Hu-

manity is ever changing and form-

ing new centres of civilization. Our
western pioneers have acted in ol)e-

dience to laws older than history ;

the children of Israel "went west"

into the land of Canaan and "grew
up with the country ;" the Roman
Empire was overwhelmed by peo-

ple who wished to "better their

condition;" the Normans under
William the Concjueror pre-empted
the lands of the Angles and Sax-

ons
; everywhere the weaker give

place to the stronger and people move
in "lines of least resistance." Some
determination is required to break

away from old associations, and our

western pioneers are remarkable for

their energy and hopeful tempera-
ments. Their struggle for a foot-

hold was hard and their triumph
over their early difficulties devel-

oped in them enormous self-will.

—28

Occasionally we find one, who
chafes at the idea of civilization and
who is indignant to find boundaries

set to his authority. An old pio-
neer was once delighted at sight
of a railroad cutting through a cor-

ner of his farm, but, having difii-

culty with it, he proposed to eject
it from his land ! and was obliged
to learn some severe lessons con-

cerning eminent domain.

Perhaps the most interesting pe-
riod of frontier life is the time
when society is forming. When a

number of people, ignorant of each

other's antecedents, form them-
selves into a society, those persons
have most influence who have the

most self-assertion and the greatest

facility for making acquaintance.
Self-esteem and good nature
are powers in the w-est and send

many a man to Congress. When
people meet from all parts of the

Union and from many countries

and are cut off from the friends they
have left behind them, they appre-
ciate a good-natured smile and are

strongly influenced by a pleasant
countenance. They acquire plain-
nessof manner and freedom of social
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intercourse and learn to tolerate each

other's habits and peculiarities.
From all of these causes springs

what is known as western humor.

As wit is the incongruity of ideas,

so humor is the incongruity of feel-

ings, and is most common where

people are thrown from their accus-

tomed channels of thought and old

habits of life. Humor is a power
on the western frontier. It is the

staple of politeness and a passport to

office
;
the western editor with his

scissors and quill, the lawyer plead-

ing for his client and the minister

pleading for salvation—all under-

stand its influence and cultivate its

use. Rev. Peter Cartwright was

remarkable for his plainness of

speech and broad humor, and these

qualities alone were sufficient to

captivate a western congregation.
The humor of Abraham Lincoln

was perhaps the greatest cause of his

astonishing popularity in the West,
but it was marked by good sense,

and his funny stories always brought
out some shrewd idea. While a

private soldier in the Black Hawk
war^he was the most popular man in

the army, and great crowds collect-

ed around the camp-fire to listen to

his humorous stories and pointed il-

lustrations.

The elements of discord are few

in early western society. As the

country is thinly settled the people
are glad to be acquainted with each

other and the absence of competi-
tion prevents the growth of jeal-

ousy. As neighbors are few they
are highly prized and whoever meets

with misfortune receives assistance
;

the community is to some extent a

voluntary insurance company. This

is the cause of that love of human-

ity and boundless hospitality for

which the pioneers are distinguish-
ed. When the country becomes
settleti this disposition is checked,
and people long for the "good old

times" when everyone wasobliging.
But those "good old times" will

never return, for unfortunately this

world contains some people who are

v.'illing to live on the fruits of other

men's kibor, and society is obliged
to seal up the fountains of benevcj-

lence.

As stated at the commencement
of this article, some men go west

because of difficulties at home, and

for this reason the frontier is always
infested with outlaws from society.

They are radical villains and the

crimes they commit are felonies ;

the lighter offences, such as obtain-

ing money under false pretenses or

stealing a railroad, are reserved for

an^older society. The out-laws are

often defiant and then the settlers

become a law unto themselves, and

the desperadoes take the hint and

move farther on.

For many years during the early

settlement of a country, feelings of

a local pride are not known. The

pioneers have tender recollections

of their native State, and for a long
time can hardly feel that they have

lost their citizenship. The first in-

dications of local feeling appear in

the prejudices, which for any reason

are excited against other sections

of the country. The anger of the

settlers is alwa}s aroused against
non-resident land-holders, for the

.settlers feel that their improvements
are making the fortunes of specula-

tors, who live far away and who
check the development of the coun-

try by holding their property at

high prices. A writer says of the

early settlers of Illinois : "A very
bad state of feeling existed towards

the non-resident land owners ;
the

timber on their land was considered

free plunder to be cut and swept

away by every comer ;
the owners

brought suits for damage, but when

the witnesses and jurors were all on

one side justice was forced to go
with them. The non-residents at

last bethought themselves of em-

ploying and sending out ministers

of the gospel to preach to the peo-

ple against the sin of stealing, or

'hooking' timber, as it was called.
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These preachers each had a circuit

or district of country assigned them
to preach in and were paid by the

sermon ;
but I have never learned

that the non-resident land owners

succeeded any better in protecting
their property l)y the gospel than

they did at law." Ford's History of

Illinois, p. 171. It is not necessary
to show the wrongfulness and bad

])olicy of this course, but it was

productive of good by arousing a

local feeling in the minds of the

settlers, which encouraged state

j)ride and reconciled them to the

homes of their adoption. It seems

incredible that a feeling so praise-

worthv should spring from such a

source, but by tracing the causes of

the noblest emotions we may iind

stranger things than this.

Many settlers can not be satisfied

with the western country until they
have made a visit to their native

hills. For years they cherish the

memories of their early homes and,
after acquiring a competence by
hard labor, return to them once

more. But the country they see is

not the one which for fifteen or

twenty years they have preserved in

imagination. In their native vil-

lages they find themselves strangers ;

the people are strange, the country
is strange and the sights they ex-

pected to see are not there. The
friends of their youth have died or

moved away and others have taken

their places. For years their eyes
have been accustomed to a western

landscape, to broad prairies and to

farms varying in size from a hun-

dred and sixty to two thousand

acres, and everything eastern seems

to be laid out on a contracted scale.

Disappointment is in store for them
wherever they move and they are

pretty sure to return to the setting
sun.

Some persons accjuire a taste for

frontier life and are uneasy at the

approach of civilization. Settled

society brings with it various un-

pleasant distinctions ]
some persons

become of mucli more consequence
than others and perhaps are not

anxious to give all of their neigh-
bors a warm welcome ; e(]uality is

destroyed and the "good old times"

pass away. The new country is con-

tinually receiving accessions from
the older States, of people with

more cultivated manners and who
do not talk with a broad dialect.

Those things trouble some of the

sensitive old pioneers more than all

of the hardships they were ever

obliged to endure, and they sell out

their property to new-comers and

pass on to the ever-receding fron-

tier.

As the country becomes settled,

of course the first comers have the

best opportunity for taking advan-

tage of the improvements, which are

brought about. The first lawyer has

the best opportunity for obtaining
a practice, and as the country in-

creases in numbers and wealth. It is

established practice grows. This is

called "growing up with the coun-

try." The blacksmith who works
at the forge may by economy and

good management grow up with the

country and become the proprietor
of large machine shops. The farm-

er grows up with the country. He
would feel indignant if called a

speculator ;
nevertheless he pre

-

empts all the land he can pay for,

with the expectation of one day
selling it at a high price. The phy-
sician grows up witli the country,
obtains a practice, makes a specialty
of some remedy for di.seases pecu-
liar to the western climate, prints
almanacs to advertise it, drives his

business and makes a fortune. All

have chances to succeed in the
West ; but men must rely on their

own genius and business capacity to

take advantage of them
;
the great

West offers the opportunity, but ev-

ery man must furnish his own in-

tellect.

The early settlers are great friends

of education. School-houses spring

up, teachers are imported from the
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East and the work of education

commences. The accommodations
are far from elegant ;

the school-

houses are made of logs, the win-

dows are of greased paper, ventila-

tion is secured by cracks in the

buildings, the furniture is rough and
the school teachers likewise, and

altogether the children of the pio-
neers obtain their education under
difficulties. But in course of time

these rude structures give place to

substantial buildings and the schol-

ars have the benefit of regular cours-

es of study ; and still later little

])alaces of learning spring up with

all the modern educational conven-

iences. Although the old settlers

are willing to make many sacrifices

for their children, a large propor-
tion and perhaps a majority of the

students in western seminaries and

colleges are obliged to depend, in

a great measure, upon themselves

for support. In these institutions are

muscular young men who can husk

corn, pitch hay and read Latin and
Greek. They are independent, self-

willed and self-reliant. Their dis-

position is seen in their methods of

study ; they approach the most dif-

ficult philosophical questions, and
in their commencement speeches

they make desperate attempts to ex-

plain the mysteries of matter and

mind, and to the profoundest phi-

losophy try to add something pro-
founder still. Much of their energy
is wasted, for their ideas do not us-

ually bear a close analysis; indeed

they are often cjuite absurd, but they
show the independent character of

the students and their disposition to

question all things.
The social and moral restraints

on the frontier are few and oppor-
tunities for amusement are rare

;

the temptation to indulge in for-

bidden pleasure is therefore increas-

ed. People become convivial in

their habits, and friends of the Maine

liquor law are unheard of. Saloon

keepers may be honored memliers
of society, and one of the presi-
dents of the United States, whoni
we love to h©nor, once sold lifjuor

at retail. But after a while the in-

evitable re-action comes in the. shape
of religious revivals and Methodist

camp meetings. Of all the religious
sects the Methodists are by far the

most active, for whenever a dozen
civilized beings collect together on

the frontier one of them is likely to

be a Methodist ])reacher. Tlic

members of this denomination work
earnestlv and enthusiasticallv and
calch the spirit of border life. They
use all the resources in their ])Ower;
their ministers preach directly at

popular vices and use language plain
and simple ; they employ wit, liu-

mor, persuasion and exhortation

dnd preach thunder and lightning
sermons with powerful effect. The
multitude, which gathers to hear
them, is moved by their words and
their manner

;
the cries of the peo-

})le go up to heaven, sometimes
with the agonizing remorse and
sometimes with the joy of religious

experience, and thousands take up
the banner of the Cross.

As the country becomes older, by
the influence of Christianity and b\

the good sense of the people, the

vices [peculiar to the frontier are

brought under subjection. The
irrowth of culture in the west is

forwarded by the more refined and
educated East

;
for although the

people of the \A'estare independent
and self-willed, they are open to re-

fining influences. The changesauvl
novel experiences in the West should

also work for good. In an old set-

tled country many evils become so-

lidified and made institutions of the

land
;
but in a newly-settled country

some of these evils are done away
with, and the people of older com-
munities may, if they are wise,
learn many important lessons.
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A WORD TO COI

There have been so many in-

stances of permanent moral harm
traced to college life the conviction

is generally entertained that a young
man leaving home to pursue his

studies is in danger of losing more
than he gains. We have known

parents upon a careful review of the

matter conscientiously decide that

their sons should not be exposed to

the dangers of dissipation and skep-
ticism which had made a wreck of

the sons of their acquaintances.
Others, to whom sending their sons

to college implied economy and

self-denial, have readily taken ad-

vantage of such reports of the mor
alities of life at school and com-

fortably satisfied their consciences

by a pretense of virtue, for which,
thev deserve no credit. Yet we
should not be over ready in con-

demning such decisions. For we
can imagine few things more pro
ductive of heartache to parents than

to see their children, in whom tlieir

hopes are centered, turning the op-

portunities of education, which are

often purchased for them at a great

sacrifice, into occasions of moral

degradation.
But we are confident that the

cases of misapplication of such

privileges are rarer than most peo-

jile are accustomed to suppose. The

young men who degrade themselves
and dishonor their relatives at

school, or fall into infidelitv and

(-ontempt tor religion, make them-
selves conspicuous by their irregu-

larities, and the number is thought
to be larger than it is. But those

who preserve their purity, manliness
and religious convictions get only
the honorable credit of having done
their duty. We will not sav then

to our young friends who have en-

tered upon college life with the

sanctity of religious home training
still fresh upon them, and with a

,LEGE STLDKXTS.

worthv ambition to excel, that they
have entered upon a path of pecu-
liar peril.

Yet it is our duty to warn them
that young persons leaving home
for any pursuit find themselves sub-

ject to new and untried temptations.

Dangers of the kind we have re-

ferred to, do make college life a

matter of anxiety, and rightly so.

Severe temptations at college arise

without doubt from associating with

those who, from natural inclination

and habit, avoid all labor and find

their highest happiness in bodily

appetites. They are generally those

whose parents are wealthy, whose
moral education has been defective,

and who have been allowed unwar-

ranted liberty. With no disposi-
tion to study, they fall easily into

habits of sinful indulgence, not

only working their own ruin but

seducing those of better character

from virtue. This class of students

have often attractive qualities and
are among the most popular in the

school. Against such, one needs

to be constantlv on guard ; espe-

cially not to be deceived as to the in-

evitable result of their vicious course.

It is not necessary to refuse all as-

sociation with them, unless you are

conscious of inability to resist their

solicitations. They are really un-

conscious of their own weakness and

folly, and secretly, if not openly,

respect an open, manly refusal to

have anv part in their wrong-doing.
But there is no safety at all in their

companv, at an}- time, except you
have a fixed determination not to

compromise your moral character.

There is no safe-guard of virtuous

maxims equal to a well-considered

determination not to tamper with

sin in any form. And if you add
to this a constant performance of

relisious duties vou mav confidentlv

hope to resist all temptations and
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develop those elements of character

that make life everywhere a success.

You will find it probably more
difficult to escape the subtle influ-

ences of skepticism ;
and may be

in danger of yielding to it, even

should \'ou succeed in resisting all

temptations to vicious indulgences.
We cannot dispute the fact that

some who preserve their moral char-

acter intact, lose their faith in ex-

perimental religion and imbibe in-

fidel sentiments. Nor is it an easy
task to point out the steps by which

\-oung persons wander away from
the faith of their youth. You will

find not a few, perhaps, who treat

religion as a matter of no moment,
especially to one engaged in study.
A smaller class never miss an op-

portunity to bring the truths of re-

ligion into discredit by confident

assertions that its claims will not

bear thorough investigation, or that

they have no such foundation as

scientific truth. And it will be

strange indeed, if you do not come
in contact with some who meet

every appearance of personal piety
with inuendoes and impure witti-

cisms, which do more to disturb

faith than any arguments in their

possession. Young people are apt
to be over sensitive to imputations
of immaturity of judgment and ig-

norance of the world. They too

often fear the charge that their opin-
ions are home-bred and behind the

times, and are not so confident in

asserting them as they should be.

And it can not be denied there is

something in scientific studies, as

they are generally pursued, that be-

gets an undue confidence in their

results when compared with other

investigations. The scientist is a

specialist and therefore incompe-
tent to form a correct judgment of

other departments of investigation.
He thinks there is no other method

of proof than which he employs in

his studies, and comes to look

lightly upon moral evidence. If

you have no actual religious expe-
rience, or if your religious life is

not vigorous, you are in danger of

doubting that which cannot be sub-

jected to scientific demonstration.

We advise you therefore to shun
as far as possil^le the company of

the scorner of religion and the pro-
fessional doubter. On the other

hand, the company of persons of

evident spirituality, in whom the

jjresence of a religious life is mani-

fest, will do more to preserve your
taith than reading books on the e^'

idences of Christianity, although
such books are not without great
value. Faith in Christ will not fait

\"ou if his word ispraverfully studied,

and the means of grace provided b\-

tlie Church faithfully attended.
Nor will religioas faithfulness inter-

fere with your studies. We gain

nothing for the intellect by defraud-

ing the soul.

Entrance upon school life away
from home is often the turning point
in one's life. For many a one be-

cfins here to leave God out of his

life
; trusting in education and his

own will and faculties, he thinks

himself sufficient for the career in

which ambition is to be gratified
and worldly happiness gained. An
exalted selfishness takes possession
of the heart, and God's claims up-
on him are disallowed. The end
of such a life can not be satisfactory.

But if the claims of God are recog-
nized and felt to be of the greater

obligation because of the advan-

tages you possess, then college life

is safe as at the family hearth, and

prepares the way for the highest
usefulness. May it prove so to all

who shall chance to read these

words.— C. C. Advocate.
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OH, WHY SHOULD THE SPIRIT OF MORTAL BE PROUD.
The folUnviii!^' (|uaint and beautiful verses ha\e been attributed to the j^en dI Abra-

ham Lincohi ; but he was not their author, nor did he know their authorship. They
struck a chord in his nature, and he was fond of repeating them to his friends on prop-
er occasions. How typical

—almost prophetic
— of his tragic end in the last verse :

Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud.
Like the swift flying meteor—a fast flying cloud !

—
A flash of the lightning-

—a break of the wave—
He passeth from life to his rest in the grave.

The leaves of the oak and the willow shall fade,

Be scattered around and together be laid ;

As the young and the old, and the low and the high.
Shall crumble to dust, and together shall lie.

The infant the mother attended and loved ;

The mother, that infant's aftection who proved ;

The father, that mother and infant who blest—
Each, all are away to that dwelling of rest.

The maid on whose brow, on whose cheek, in whose eye,
Shone beauty and pleasure

—her triumphs are by ;

Anil alike from the minds of the living erased.
Are the mem'ries of mortals who loved her and praisetl.

The head of the king that the scepter hath borne.
The brow of the priest that the miter hath worn,
The eye of the sage, and the heart of the brave,
-Are hidden and lost in the depths of the grave.

The peasant, whose lot was to sow and to reap ;

The herdsman, who climbed with the goats up the steep ;

The beggar, who wandered in search of his breatl.

Have faded away, like the grass that we tread.

.So the multitude goes like the flower or the weed,
That withers away to let others succeed ;

So the multitude ct)me, even those we Ijehold,

To repeat every tale that had often been told.

For we are the same that our fathers have been.
We see the same sights thai our fathers have seen.

We drink the same stream, we see the same sun,
.'Vnd run the same course our fathers have run.

The thoughts we are thinking our fathers did think.
From the death we are shrinking our fathers did shrink.
To the life we are clinging our fathers did cling

—
But it speeds from us all like the bird on the wing.

They IcA'ed—but the story we cannot unfold ;

They scorned—but the heart of the scorner is cold
;

They grieved
—but no wail from their slumbers will come,

They joyed
—but the tongue of their gladness is dumb.

They died—ah 1 they died—we mortals that n(n\"

Are treading the turf that lies over their brow.
And make in their dwelling our transcient abode,
Meet the things that they met on their pilgrimage road.

\'es, hope and despondency, pleasure and pain.
Are mingled together in sunshine and rain ;

And the smile and the tear, and the song and dirge,
.Still follow each other like surge upon surge.

'Tis the wink of an eye, 'tis the draught of a breath.

From the blossom of health to the paleness of death ;

From the gilded saloon to the bier and the shroud ;
—

Oh ! why should the spirit of mortal be proud 1
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THE (;()01) UIJ) TIME
This large work, 1)\ Professor E.

Duis, which has been for a long
time in preparation, is at last com-

pleted and in the hands of the

printer. The contents of the book
are : Sketches of McLean Countv
and of Bloomington, an historical

sketch of the Black Hawk war and
two hundred and fifty sketches of

the old pioneers of the county, to-

gether with a {q^'K modern celebri-

ties. The design of the work is ex-

cellent, and the plan has been car-

ried out thoroughly and carefully.
Conscientiousness and care are
shown in every part. The sketch-

es of the pioneers will be of great

interest, not only to the people in

this vicinity but to many through-
out the State. They are different

in design and style from anything
we have ever seen in print. The
life of a pioneer is a life of diffi-

culty anti adventure. He must con-

tend against the climate and the

fevers, which are sure to prevail :

he must dispense with the luxuries of

life, for they are far away in the land

of civilization ; he must break the

soil, which has never been broken

by man before, and he must protect
his crops and his flocks from the

wild animals, which continuallv

prowl around him. The manner in

which he overcomes these difficul-

ties (for he pretty surely does so, )

is a story of surpassing interest.

But that, which seems most unac-

countable, is that the settlers are all

united in speaking of the pleasure
of the early days. They declare,

with scarcely an exception, that not-

withstanding their difficulties, which
seemed almost overwhelming, they

enjoyed themselves far more during
the early settlement than they ever

have since. They consider those

early days the "good old times,"
and this feeling is so strong that

Professor Duis has entitled his book

S IN McLEAN COUNTY.
"The Good Old Times in McLean
County." These sketches contain

a great deal of humor, and lovers

of fun will certainlv find enoujih of

it there to satisfy them.
It is interestnig to note the pro-

gress of Christianity and moralit}-,
as the country became developed,
and the determined efforts of many
settlers to advance the cause o f

Christ by working as hard for it as

they struggled for worldly success.

Elias W. Wall, of Downs township,
seems to have been one of the pio-
neer christians, and from a random

glance at his sketch it appears that

he labored most zealously and was
ever ready to reprove sin. It ap-

pears that at one time two hunters

came near his premises to kill game
on the Sabbath day, and Father

Wall gave them a reproof as clear

and yet so kind that they never

disturbed him again in that way.
The high moral influence exerted

by these christian men is felt in

McLean county to-day and will be

as lasting as Time.
For the general reader the sketch

of the Black Hawk war rivals even

the sketches of the old settlers, and
it throws much new light upon that

fierce contest. Many of the inci-

dents of this exciting campaign are

given by living witnesses and great
care seems to have been taken to

draw correct conclusions from the

facts obtained. By some strange
coincidence many men were en-

gaged in the Black Hawk war who
afterwards became famous in history.
Abraham Lincoln was there, first

as a private and afterwards as cap-
tain. Jefferson Davis was there, a

lieutenant in the regular army, a

curious, inquisitive man, always
drawing out information about the

Indians or whatever else was brought
to his notice. General Robert An-
derson was a young lieutenant dur-
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ing the Klat Hawk war. He did

his duty as well as afterwards at

Fort Sumpter. Cieneral Winfield

Scott was there, as important as ev-

er, and as good-humored and effi-

cient. General Zachary Taylor was

a colonel there, modest and worthy,

jjerforming his duty unambitiously.

These and many other most inter-

esting matters are set forth in The
(jood Old Times in McLean Countv.
The sketch of the Black Hawk war,
we should think, would be an ex-

cellent reader, if introduced into

the schools.

OCEAN PATHWAY
AccORDiNc; to Van Nostraiur s

Engineering Afagaziiie, one of the

steamship companies running a line

of vessels between this port and

Liverpool, touching at Boston, has

set a good example by adopting the

lilan known as the "lane route,"

suggested nearl)' eighteen years ago
by the late Professor M. F. Maury,
as a means of obviating the danger
of collision at sea. This plan des-

ignates one course for vessels going
east, and another for vessels west-

ward bound. The part of the ocean
traversed by the steamship lines in

their voyages is about one hundred
and fifty or two hundred miles

broad, and it is proposed in the

new plan to mark out a lane from
this fifteen or twenty miles broad,
\vhich will at least reduce the ])res-

ent risks. It is further claimed that

the lane to the west will be thirty
miles shorter than the route gener-

ally taken, and some delays from

fogs will be avoided, as it passes
one hundred miles south of Cape
Race. x\nother advantage claimed

for the lane system is that one way
it lies along the northern edge of

the Gulf Stream, where there is an

eddy setting westward often at the

rate of a knot an hour. The final

argument in favor of the system is

that the distance from Cape Clear

to Sandy Hook will be shortened

several hours
;

and although the

distance to Europe will be prolong-
ed seventy-five miles, compensation
will be found for this in greater se-

curity and the advantages of the

Gulf Stream and fewer fogs. Con-

sidering the number of ve.ssels an-

nually crossing and re-crossing the

ocean without especial reference to

each other's courses, the number of

collisions is very small ; but occa-

sionally they happen with terribly
fatal consequences, and any plan or

system of navigation which has the

effect of rendering them practically

impossible would render ocean trav-

el safer than it is now. We hope
owners of both steam and sailing
vessels will unite in giving the sys-

tem a fair trial.— Christian Union.

The wise and the active conquer difficulties,

By daring to attempt them ; sloth and folly

Shiver and sink at sight of toil and hazard,
And make the impossibility they fear.

A'('7c'<
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BELLES LETTRES SOCIETY DEPARTMENT

JAMES M. BLAZER, Editor.

Veritas etJustitia Semper Vincent.

JUSTICE CONQUERS.

In ancient times a mighty mon-
arch was traveling in state across

his .wide domain. Surrounding him
was everything to minister to a

man's pride; obedient servants

obeyed every call and anticipated

every want; the richness of the
land was taxed to provide costly
entertainments for the royal train,

and wherever his gaze was turned

vast multitudes bowed in submission

and adoration. This was to him an

hour of glory. For the enjoyment
of this precious moment of the ful-

filment of his hopes, the long years
of toil and self-denial had been un-

dergone, and such labors as only
the man of boundless ambition is

ever capable of.

Would it then be strange if, for

the time being, he should cast aside

the cares of state and think to leave

to others the task of hearing the

complaints of the people? Might
not justice for once be satisfied with

a slight from the hand of him, who
for so many long years had attend-

ed her every beck and call. But

this hope of ease was doomed to a

disappointment. For on this day
the proud king was to be tested,

whether he cared more for his own

pleasure or for the good of his loyal

subjects.
In front of the triumphal proces-

sion an old beggar woman a p
-

proaches, bent on the mission of se-

curing justice from her sovereign.

She is haughtily ordered to leave

off her entreaty, by the king saying,
"I am not at leisure now to hear

you." Mark the answer that was
made to that rude speech ;

it was

worthy the wisdom of Solon or Ar-

istides. "No, then you are not at

leisure to be king."
The monarch learned of the beg-

gar, and then and there heard the

miserable subject plead the humble

petition, and meted out t!ie justice

required. Ever afterwards the king
lent a willing ear to the recpiests of

his subjects,
—

beggars though they

might be.

Justice is the name of that prin-

ciple which regulates the intercourse

of great nations, which establishes

our loved maxim,—that "govern-
ments derive their just powers from
the consent of the governed." By
it, the inalienable rights of "life,

liberty and the pursuit of happi-
ness

"
are insured to every member

of society, and the weak are pro-
tected from the tyranny ofthe strong.
From its inate character it must
come out victorious in every en-

counter with wrong, though the
wheels of the great car mav seem
to move slowly, yet they advance

surely and steadily towards the goal.

True, in many cases the success of

justice is to be attributed to that

element in man's nature which we
denominate selfishness. For by the

relations which man sustains to his
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fellow-creatures selfishness must be

one of the cardinal principles in

his character. A principle, howev-

er, which if correctly understood

and managed is noble and gener-
ous in the extreme. So curiously
does it act in the economy of man's

character that when we see a neigh-
bor or friend in difficulty, it seems

to whisper to us through conscience,

the mentor of the soul
;

—
put your-

self in his place ;
do as you would

be done by ;
do not be hasty, be

charitable and kind. It is this,

working in such perfect harmony
with the higher qualities of our

nature, incongruous though they

may seem, which makes justice such

a power in the hearts of men.
Now a higher quality must be

considered, the love of justice for

its own sake, unbiased and untram-

meled by feelings of self-interest.

This sensibility challenges our ad-

miration and respect, and being
manifested by but a few of the

great of the earth, it had been bet-

ter if more such had lived in it.

By the workings of this one great

principle in men's lives, justice's
sublimest victories in the past have

been won, and may we hope that in

the dim future it will become the

motive power to deeds so sublime

that all the world will have to pos-
sess and admire. This noble truth

gives confidence to us all, for though
we suffer wrongs, we cannot right,
and see injustice done to others,

yet we know that if we act well our

^^•^\'Vi justice will triiimpJi.

GLEANINGS.
—After an absence of two years

J. J. Brown has put in an appear-
ance, and will take his old place in

the Society.

—
J. R. Cole, of '69, is teaching

at Rushville. Elmwood high-school
is supplied this year with a princi-

pal in the person of J. A. Kelly,
of '71.

—C. Rayburn has gone to Kan-
sas to try his fortune. We all re-

member Cal. as a good student and
a sturdy Society worker. May his

shadow never grow less.

—E. M. Heafer has returned to

the University and is to be for the

next three months the editor of this

department of the Journal. A hear-

ing for Ed.
—An old bachelor's reverie.—'Tt

is said that all things earthly perish,
but in my observation, though man
dies and is gathered unto his fath-

ers, yet chignons, rats and mice are

immortal."

—The officers of this Society are :

Pres., R. H. Bosworth
; Vice-Pres.,

Allie M. Wheeler; Sec'y, E. P.

Adams; Treas., Angle Morrison;
Atty., Wm. Cutting, and Marshal,
M. P. Lackland.

—A brillia7it Soph., in order to

become notorious and get acquaint-
ed with the ''new students" had
his name printed on cards and dis-

tributed them in person,
—

result, a

decline of several cents per pound
in the price of brass.

Lost.—Some half dozen Belles

Lettres. A liberal reward will be

paid for information concerning the

same. The rumor has reached us

that the absent ones are, have been,
should have been, shall be, shall

have been or will be entoiled in the

bonds of matrimony. Echo ans-

wers, is it true ? If so, those yet

enjoying this life of single-blessed-
ness can but mourn the untimely
oblivion of their former comrades.
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OUR NEW PRESIDENT
Wk cut the following from the

Christian Statesman, published at

Milwaukee, Wis., and would say 'in

addition, judging from the popular
and successful public efforts of Dr.

Fallows at the session of the Illi-

nois Conference just closing, it is

evident that the college has been

wonderfully successful in the choice

made, for President. He will com-
mence his administration under the

most Hattering auspices.

REV. SAMUEL FALLOWS, D. D.

Rev. Samuel Fallows, State Su-

])erintendent of schools for Wiscon-

sin, has accepted the position of

President of Illinois Wesleyan
L'niversity, a prominent institution

of learning under the auspices of

the Methodist Episcopal Church,
and situated in Bloomington, Illi-

nois. Wliile the many friends of

Dr. FalloM's in this State will re-

joice at his advance in his chosen
and favorite profession of educator,

they will regret his departure from
Wisconsin. The warm personal
relations which he has sustained to

multitudes of our citizens, and the

zeal and efficiency displayed by him
in the causes of education and re-

ligion, will cause his removal from
the State to be regarded as a public-
loss.

Although a young man, Dr. Fal-

lows has filled several responsible
and prominent public positions. A
brief sketch of some of these will

be of interest to his numerous friends

and the public. We accordingly
give a short biographical notice :

Dr. Fallows was born in Man-
chester, England, December 15th,

1835. He came to Wisconsin in

1848, and first settled at Marshall,

Dane county, and has since resided

at Galesville, Appleton, Oshkosh,
Milwaukee and Madison. He has

officiated as assistant Professor in

the State University, from which
institution he graduated with the

highest honors, being the valedic-

torian of his class. From 1859 to

1861 he was President of Galesville

University in this State. He was
elected Professor in Lawrence Uni-

versity in 1863, and Professor of
Rhetoric in the State University in

1867, both of which positions were
declined. He has been a Regent
of the State University for the past

eight years. He entered the military
service during the late rebellion,

and was comtnissioned chaplain of
the 32d WisconsinVols., Sept., 1862;
was appointed Lieutenant Colonel
of the 40th Wisconsin Volunteers,
and in 1865 was appointed Colonel
of the 49th Wisconsin Volunteers,
and breveted Brigadier General in

October of same year for meritori-

ous service. Was appointed State

Superintendent, July 5th, 1870, b\-

Governor P'airchild, to fill the va-

cancy occasioned by the death of

Hon. A J. Craig. In November
he was elected to fill the balance of

the unexpired term, receiving 77,-

928 votes, against 68,903 for H. B.

Dale, { Dem. )
Was renominated by

the Republican State Convention in

1872, and re-elected, and no doubt
would have been again nominated
this year, for the same position.
As State Superintendent, Dr.

Fallows has won a fine reputation,

by his indefatigable, zealous and
efficient labors in the cause of pub-
lic education. He has industriousl)'
traversed the State, orga n i z i n g
Teachers' Institutes, and delivering
sound and stirring lectures. His

grand object has been to harmonize
and unify the educational system
of the State ; and he has assiduously
labored to bring the graded schools

and the wState L'niversity into line.

This may be called the distinctive

feature of his administration of the
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office, and, from the progress made,
there is no doubt that his efforts

would have been crowned with suc-

cess. In recognition of his services

in the cause of education and re-

ligion, Lawrence University last

year conferred upon him the hon-

orary degree of Doctor of Divinity.
As a clergyman of the Methodist

[episcopal church. Dr. Fallows has

been no less efficient and success-

ful, than as an educator. As apul-

])it orator he has but few superiors,

and, when announced to speak up-

on any great question of the day,
never fails to attract a large audi-

ence. Our friends in Illinois will

find in him not only an efficient

educator, but an earnest and elo-

quent champion of every worthy
cause. He will be a valuable acces-

sion, not only to the Wesleyan Uni-

versity, but to the State of Illinois.

We part with Dr. Fallows with re-

gret, and heartily wish for him a

continuance of the abundant suc-

cess which he has heretofore de-

served and achieved.

PHYSICAL EXERCISES.

Nothing in the habits of Words-
worth—that model of excellent
habits—can be better as an example
to men of letters than his love of

pedestrian excursions. Wherever he

happened to be, he explored the

whole neighborhood on foot, look-

ing into every nook and cranny of

it
;
and not merely the immediate

neighborhood, but extended tracts

of country ;
and in this way he met

with much of his best material.

Scott was both a pedestrian and
an equestrian traveler, having often,
as he tells us, walked thirty miles or

ridden a hundred in those rich and
beautiful districts which afterward

proved such amine of 1 iterary wealth .

Goethe took a wild delight in all

sorts of physical exercise-swimming
in the Elm by moon-light, skating
with the merry little Weimer court

on the Schwansee, riding about the

country on horseback, and becom-

ing at times quite outrageous in the

rich exuberance of his energy.
Alexander Humboldt was delicate

in his youth, but the longing for

great enterprises made him dread
the hindrances of physical insuffi-

ciency, so he accustomed his body
to exercise and fatigue, and prepared
himself for those wonderful explora-

tions which opened his great career.

Here are intellectual lives which
were forwarded in their special aims

by habits of physical exercise ; and,
in an earlier age, have we not also

the example of the greatest intellect

of a great epoch, the astonishing
Leonardo da Vinci, who took such

a delight in horsemanship that, al-

though, as Vasari tells us, poverty
visited him often, he never could

sell his horses or dismiss his grooms !

The physical and the intellectual life

are not incompatible. I may go
further, and affirm that the physical

activity of men eminent in literature

has added abundance to their mate-
rial and energy to their style ; that

the activity of scientific men has

led them to innumerable discove-

ries
;
and that even the more sensi-

tive and contemplative study of the

fine arts has been carried to a high-
er perfection by artists who painted
action in which they had their part,
or natural beauty which they had
traveled far to see. Even philosophy
itself owes much to mere physical

courage and endurance. How much
that is noblest in ancient thinking
may be due to the hardy health of
Socrates !

—Hainerton' s Intellectual

Life.
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OUR HOMES.
The construction of dwelling

houses has always been a subject of

vital interest to humanity, but it re-

mained t"or the wide-awake spirit

and enterprise of these latter days
to appreciate its importance in any
considerable degree and, by scien-

tific investigation, to develop the

correct principles upon which the

most satisfactory results may be se-

cured.

In the construction of a home
two very important things should

ever be kept in view. These are

comfort and convenience. To these

might be added ornamentation or

architectural embellishment, which,
without doubt, adds very largely to

the real comfoi't of a home, if we in-

terpret that word in its broadest

sense.

To secure the first of these has

really been considered the great
desideratum in architecture. But

many, wholly ignorant of the prin-

ciples upon which the real comfort

of a home is based, have signally
failed in securing the thing for which

they especially sought. On the

supposition that the sole use of the

walls and covering of the house is

to protect the inmates from the in-

clemency of the weather, to secure

them against the unpleasant ex-
tremes of heat and cold, and shelter

them from the frequent storms of

wind, rain, hail and snow, the con-

stant effort has been to so construct

these parts as to entirely prevent the

passage of air, even making such

openings as are necessary for ingress
and egress, or for light, as nearly

air-tight as possible. Now, he who

stops to think one moment must
know full well that to entirely shut

one's self in from the outside world
is next to suicide, and indeed actu-

ally becomes such, if the commun-
ication be severed a sufficient length
of time.

While it is very desirable to have
the shell of the house as nearly air-

tight as possible, it is of the utmost

importance that some avenue es-

pecially constructed for that purpose
and easily controlled by the occu-

pant of the room, shall readily ad-

mit fresh air whenever, and in what-

ever quantity, desired. This object
is secured by various devices. In

many instances the windows are the

s6le reliance for this supply. Yet
this method is subject to serious ob-

jections and, to avoid these, plans
have been devised by which the

supply may be admitted through
some special opening, which can be

regulated at pleasure, and over, or

adjoining which, some form of
heater may be placed so as to warm
the current of air when otherwise it

would be too cold for health or

comfort. Thus far the work seems

rational, but for a time, and even

in some localities now, it appears
not to have been discovered that

before a strong, healthy current of

pure air can be admitted to a room,

provision must be made for the es-

cape of a corresponding amount of

the foul, dead air within, with which

the room is already filled. Common
sense has indicated the remedy in

the case.

It becomes necessary, in order to

secure the comfort sought, to con-

struct the shell of the building per-

fectly air-tight, or as nearly so as

possible, and then by special open-

ings, or air ducts, admit all the pure
air that may be necessary for healthy

ventilation, and, with a correspond-

ing air-shaft, permit the foul air in

the room to escape. This secures

ventilation summer as well as winter

without exposing your persons or

your dwellings to the prowlings of

the midnight robber who, through

open windows, finds easy access to

your treasures.
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Having the avenue for the ad-

mission of fresh air under control,

only one thing remains in order to

enjoy the balmy breeze of a June

morning in mid-winter. Simply
place in the cold-air passage a good
hot-air furnace so that the supply of

air will pass through the heated

chambers of the furnace before en-

tering or being diffused in the room,
and you enjoy a real luxury which

only those who have really experi-
enced can appreciate.
The second consideration in

building, that of convenience, de-

pends largely upon the arrangement
of the partition walls ; and here

opens a field for the genius of the

practical architect which has hith-

erto received too little attention.

Too many for an imaginary gain in

architectural design sacrifice the

convenience, and in many cases,

the comfort, which should always
be secured. I say imaginary gain,
for I claim that real beauty of ar-

chitecture is greatly enhanced by

combining comfort and convenience

in the design.
There are some men who are de-

voting their best energies to the

thorough mastery of the principles
of heating and ventilation, and nu-

merous devices have been wrought
to accomplish this work. And I

claim that the construction of the

homes in which we spend so many
hours of our life is of sufficient im-

portance to warrant us in consulting
the most reliable authorities in refer-

ence to the way in which we may
best secure comfort, coiivenience

and elegance, or attractiveness.

Passing into the rooms of the

Bloomington Bennett Hot-Air Fur-

nace Company, in our city, I was
induced to examine their ajopliance
for securing some of these desirable

ends. Among the novelties I found
what is known to the trade as "Phil-

lips' Fire on the Hearth," an inge-
nious combination of the common
grate and the hot-air furnace. The
inner portion is a regular fire grate,

the fire-box of which is solid cast-

ing, so as to prevent any escape of

smoke, or gas, from the consuming
coal. This grate is encased in sheet

iron, so as to form a hot-air cham-
ber around the sides and back of

the grate, and yet leave a cheerful

fire exposed to view in front. By
connei;ting this hot-air chamber
with the cold-air duct the air is

nicely warmed, as it passes through
the hot-air chamber around the fire

and is then received into the room

through an ornamental grated open-

ing at the top of the heater. Thus
is furnished in a cheap, convenient

form in the same heaters an opefi-

gratcfirc^wA a hot-air furnace which
heats by direct as well as by indi-

rect radiation. The practical utility

of this invention maybe seen in the

fact that it answers equally the pur-

pose of open grate, common stove

and furnace, and can be placed in

any room where the ordinary stove

is used. We see no reason why this

rare combination of comfort, utility

and economy will not speedily come
into general use as a room heater

and cheerful fire on the hearth com-
bined.

We examined also the celebrated

Phoenix Hot-Air Furnace with an

improved gas burner and descend-

ing smoke flue, which add greatly
to their heating capacity and econ-

omy in fuel. These furnaces have

been tested in various parts of the

Union with uniform satisfactory

results, and their success is now be-

yond question. Another novelty in

• their line is Bennett's Improved
Room Heater, which has also been

amply tested in many localities and
its merits fully proved. The great

advantage derived from consulting
this firm grows out of the fact that

the men composing the firm have

devoted much time to the investi-

gation of heating and ventilating
all kinds of buildings, and are pre-

pared to execute work which they
will warrant to be satisfactory.
We have already written more
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than was our original intention, and ers to the Bloomington Bennett
for further information upon this Hot-Air Furnace Company, Bloom-

important subject we refer the read- ington, 111.

POPULAR ERRORS.

Messrs. Editors:—As the Alum-
ni is largely devoted to educa-
tional interests, I take the liberty to

send you a few paragraphs, pointing

out, as I think, two or three popu-
lar errors in the use of the English

language ; and, not to waste time,

I will proceed at once, taking my
examples from writers and speakers
around us :

' 'Both the Republican
and Democratic parties of La Salle

county have— .

' '

This very com-
mon form of expression would in-

dicate that tliere are two Republi-
can and two Democratic parties in

La Salle county
—manifest absurd-

ity. Again, there being but one

Republican party and one Demo-
cratic party, in that county, it is

evidently absurd to use the word

parties
—the plural form. It should

be written : The Republican and
the Democratic party in La Salle

countv have both— .

In speaking of the recent rope-

walking across the river, at Niagara
Falls, a spectator said : '"Long be-

fore the Signor made his appearance,
both the banks on the American and
Canadian sides were black with peo-

ple." Here we have the same er-

rors. As there is but one bank on

the American side of the river, it

is absurd to say "both the banks on
the American" side, and so equally
of the Canadian side

;
and as Amer-

ican and Canadian cannot be affirm-

ed of sides, there being but one of

each, the sentence must be con-

demned as bad English.
Here are some very common

forms of this error: The bridge
from Wells to Rush streets. Burst-

ing into a blaze from Monroe to

Madison streets. On the corner of

Michigan Avenue and Congress
streets. As there is but one Rush
street in Chicago, it is inadmissible

to say "Rush streets." From Mon-
roe street to Madison street is what
is meant, of course, and no amount
of authority can justify the use of

the above absurdity. The last ex-

ample is a good illustration of the

evil tendency of a vicious habit.

The expression, '-'Michigan avenue

and Congress streets," is so palpa-

bly absurd, there being but one

street in question, that one could

scarcely use it who had not been

accustomed to the constant use of

the error which I wish to drive out

of good society. Yet the above ex-

amples were taken from a publica-

tion, whose author would probably
stand upon his dignity, if told that

he is in the habit of using very bad

English.
This error meets us everywhere

in such expressions as : First and
third chapters, second and fifth

verses, third and fourth days, first

and tliird weeks, eleventh and thir-

teenth centuries, ct ad infinitum.

As there can be but one first, but

one second, but one third, but one

eleventh, the absurdity of saying
"the first and third verses" needs

only to be mentioned to be avoid

by all unbigoted persons of intelli-

gence and taste.

For illustration, we can say, two

white and black dogs, if each dog
is in part white and in part black ;

but, if the one is wholly white, and

the other wholly black, we can not

say two white and black dogs. This

is so evident as to need no elabo-
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ration. But it is equally absurd to

say the first and third verses, as the

first verse is wholly first, and the

third verse is wholly third. So the

common expression, Main a n d

Front streets, will not bear criti-

cism, as there is but one Main street,

and that is wholly Main
;
but one

Front street, and that is wholly
Front.

This error is so evidently such,

gentlemen, that I would not pre-

sume to trespass upon your pages in

calling attention to it, were it not
as commori as it is palpable. I have
noticed that several of the more

carefully edited journals, within the

past year, are avoiding this obvious
error

;
and I should be much pleased

to see it driven entirely out of an
educational locality like ours. I

could readily give you many illus-

trations of the point in question,
scd verbum sap. Punctum.

Thk Yosemite Valley.— Of
all the great sights in the natural

scenery of the world, there are
none which surpass in grandeur and

beauty the attractions which the

Yosemite Valley affords, and which

only the last few years have dis-

closed to the appreciation of an ad-

miring people. No one can furnish

any accurate idea to another of the

wonderful sights which nature has

stowed away in this far-famed re-

gion. Even the traveler, who, face

to face, looks upon all, needs days
and days to fully comprehend and
realize the marvelous scenes upon
which his eyes rest. For compari-
son allow us to remark that the

great fall of Niagara is but 163 feet

high: what think you, then, of the

"Bridal Veil" as it falls all glitter-

ing and foaming, all swaying in the

wind from a distance of 630 feet

above you ! Then there is El Cap-
itan, "a solid, seamless, cream-white
mass of rock shining as though cut

out of ivory," which towers 3,300
feet into the air—can you imagine
at all how grand and impressive it

must be? The Valley is full of
mountains and cascades, the highest
of the former extending skywards
over a mile, and among the latter

the Sentinel Falls plunging earth-

ward from an altitude of 3,000 feet,

(5,280 feet constituting a mile.)
The Yosemite was given by the

—30

United States to California, for a

grand National Park—and is eight
miles long by two wide. Through
it roars the Merced river, which, as it

reaches El Capitan, grows all hush-

ed and quiet as if from very awe,
and then, as if powerless to do oth-

erwise, shows the Great Chief how
beautiful he is by reflecting his im-

age from her truthful eyes. We
might proceed and devote column
after column to a description of this

beautiful valley, and yet never re-

peat ourselves save in adjectives,
—

but the account would be at least

feeble, the ideas given but very faint—for words seem to us inadequate
to at all express what we feel the

subject demands. The nearest ap-

proach to a visit there is the picture
afforded to us "stay-at-homes" of
this region

—and such pictures are

exceedingly limited. We have be-

fore us, however, a beautiful oil

chromo, representing a view from
a very attractive stand-point. It

embraces "El Capitan," "North
Dome" and "South Dome,"
"Clauds' Rest," the Merced river,

the "Bridal Veil Fall," and many
minor details beautiful in themselves

which we have not space to mention.
This chromo was recently received

by us from S. E. Shutes, publisher
and proprietor of IVooif s House-
hold Magazine, Newburgh, N. Y.
As a premium, the picture may be
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obtained by sending to tlie above

address hvo subscriptions for flie

Magazine at $i.oo each, or by siib-

scriL)ing two years in advance at

^i.oo per annum. We take pleas-

ure in recommending both tlie Mag-
azine and Chromo offered in this

combination, and add our hearty
endorsement to the publisher's rep-
utation for promptness and fair

dealing.
We are glad, also, to be able to

make this unparalleled offer to the

friends of the Alumni Journal :

JVc will send the Journal with
JFood's Househohi Magazine for
1874, and tiic beautiful Chromo for
the small sum of $2.00, payable
strictly in advance. Tho.se wishing
to adorn their homes with a beauti-

ful picture will do well to avail

themselves of this offer by sending
on their subscriptions at once to the

editors of the Alumni Journal.

MISCELLANY.

In the common walks of life

amidst all its busy toils and hurry-

ings, where but little thought is

bestovv^ed upon the passing events

of the day, and naught save that

which savors strongly of the para-
doxical or miraculous, disturbs the

strange monotony of the hour, it is

quite common to attribute any un-

usual manifestation of superior men-
tal skill or ingenuity to that inde-

finable something which the world

calls genius. Even those whose pro-
fession would entitle them to some
consideration in the world of letters

are not unfre(|uently as void of logic
as the masses, and to save exposure
of their own shallowness or want of

application they too are often prone
to credit genius with many things

which, if correctly entered,would be

found beneath another heading.
Indeed, in this enlightened age a

man can scarcely make a common
broom or shape the handle of an

adze, shoulder a hod c drive a horse-

shoe nail, measure th'' altitude of a

fashionable dandy or roach the fore-

top of some strippling in his teens,

saddle a mule or safely guide a

bronco team among the western

wilds without being accounted a

genius. Now if one has really ac-

complished some great thing, dis-

covered a new world, or even a new

continent on the old one, sought
out and set in order the wondrous
laws of matter, and won the illus-

trious title of legislator of the skies
;

or, by his ingenuity and skill, sub-

dued those wild unbridled currents

of the sur-charged cloud and bade

them be the servant of the race
;

if one has thus accomplished some

great thing he possibly by dint of

patience and long suffering, may sub-

mit to being called agenius. But, on

account of any and every achieve-

ment, however insignificant, for one

to be accused of being a genius is

more than human nature ought to

bear. Away with such nonsense

and let us give the proper credit to

persistent and well-directed effort.

Young man, go to work if you
would have the world think that

you are a genius. Work with your

hand, your head, your heart
;
work

all over, and success greater than

ever crowned the head of any idle

genius is yours.

The regular chapel exercises of

the current term were held in "Amie

Chapel" till Tuesday, the 23d of

September, when at the usual hour

for Chapel service, the students for

the first time assembled in the "day
chapel" which has just been com-

pleted. This occupies the entire
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west end of the building on the

same floor with Amie Chapel,
and is finished in the same gen-
eral style,

—
floor, of hard maple ;

wainscoting, of ash, trimmed with

black walnut
;
window and door

frames, doors and inside window-

shutters, of pine, with black walnut

trimming, all simply oiled or var-

nished. The pure white hard-finish

walls and the beautiful contrast of

native unpainted woods unite in

giving the room a very pleasing and

attractive appearance.
The occasion of the first meeting

was made, at least partially, one of

congratulation and speech-making.
Several members of the Illinois Con-
ference Examining Committees were

present and joined in the exercises.

After the usual religious services.

Rev. J. G. Little, pastor of the Un-

iversity Charge Church, addressed

the students and faculty in a few well-

timed and entertaining remarks.
He drew a comparison between the

old and the new, and spoke feelingly
of times past and times present
in the history of the institution,

and gave hopeful words for times

to come. He had voted for the

Conference to have its session for

this year at the college, but with no
other expectation than that they
would come to look only upon bare

walls and unfinished rooms, hoping,

however, that our necessities would
awaken in the minds of the preach-
ers a greater anxiety and stronger
determination to finish with the

least possible delay. But not so

now. He invited to a chapel com-

pleted and to recitation rooms ready
for occupancy, and especially on
that occasion, to rejoice with us in

our new quarters. He paid a glow-

ing tribute to Col. Coler, Prof.

Crow, and others, who had so libe-

rally contributed of their means for

the bringing about of these grand
results. He closed his remarks with

an earnest plea to the students to

live for a purpose, and to be true

to that purpose.

Rev. James Leaton of Cariinville,

was the next speaker. He was not

disposed to glorify, not inclined to

speech-making,
—in short, charac-

terized himself as a "a good deal

of 'an old fogy.'
"

But really he

was glad to meet the students in

the uinu hall,
—a better hall, and if

the old building could turn out such

good students, the new one should

turn out better ones. Though in

the ministry he claimed to be still

a teacher, and closed by exhorting
the students to earnest labor, noble

aims and pure lives.

—One of the resolutions of the

Committee on Education presented
to the Conference at its recent ses-

sion, and accepted, was as follows :

" That we welcome Rev. Dr. Fal-

lows to the Presidency of the Uni-

versity, to our Conference, to our

homes and to our pulpits."

—I SAW in Oxford, England, this

summer, a picture of St. Christo-

pher, bringing to mind a wonder-
ful legend that some of you may
know about. He had been in the

habit of fording a stream, and tak-

ing people across it. He heard a

child crying ;
the child wanted to

pass that stream, so he took the child

on his shoulders and started to ford

the stream ;
but the little child grew

heavier and heavier, and before he

got to the other bank, he found that

he had a giant on his shoulders, and
was almost borne down in the flood.

The legend says he found it was Je-
sus whom he was carrying. Ah, that

is not my religion. Religion, in-

stead of getting heavier and heavier,

gets lighter and lighter ;
and that

which was a cross heavy enough al-

most to break the back becomes two

hands—instead of pushing us down—
lifting us up the steep of Heaven.—

Talinadgc.
—Mohammedans say that one

hour of justice is worth seventy
hours of prayer. One act of char-

ity is worth a century of elo-

(|ueiice.
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PLANTS IN OUR SLEEPING APARTMENTS.
A QUESxroN is often asked con-

cerning the sanitary effect of green-
house and flowering plants in our

sleeping apartments. It has always

appeared to us that the amount of

poisonous matter given off by these

to the air we breathe is generally

greatly over-estimated, especially by
those who have incidentally learned

somewhere that the breath of sleep-

ing plants is a poisonous gas
—car-

bonic acid.

That such is a fact cannot be

questioned but that it is given off in

such quantities as to be at all injur-
rious we do not believe. A sleep-

ing child would give off far more
of this noxious gas than would all

the plants that can ordinarily be

found in the apartments of the most
ardent admirer of house plants, and

yet the mother never thinks the

presence of the child is detrimental

to health. The trapper, who is often

compelled to sleep where he is com-

pletely surrounded by growing and

flowering plants, still finds the oc-

cupation a healthy one.

Gov. Holt recently addressed a

letter on this subject to Prof. Ked-

zie, of the Michigan Agricultural

College, and he replied at length.
The following is an extract from

the letter taken from the Gardner' s

Monthly :

"Not to leave this matter in the

condition of mere conjecture, I have

gathered and analyzed specimens of

air from a room where the influence

of growing plants would be exhibi-

ted in greatly exaggerated form.

Thus, instead of taking the air from

a room containing a few plants, I

gathered it from the college green-

house, where more than 6,000 plants

are growing. I gathered the air

before sunrise on the morning of

April 1 6th and 17th ;
the room had

been closed for more than twelve

hours, and if the })lants exhaled

carbonic acid to an injurious extent,
the analysis of air from such a room
would certainlv disclose this fact.

The two specimens of air gathered
on the morning of April i6th, from

different parts of the room, gave
4. II, 4.00 parts of carbonic acid

in 10,000 of air, or an average of

4.055 in 10,000. The two specimens
of, air gathered April 17th, gave

3.80 and 4.08 of carbonic acid in

10,000, or an average on the whole
of 3.94 parts of carbonic acid in

10,000 of air
;
while the out-door

air contains 4 parts in 10,000. It

will thus be seen that the air in the

green-house was better than 'pure

country air.' This deficiency of

carbonic acid was doubtless due to

the absorption of carbonic acid and

consequent accumulation of oxygen

during day-light, since the windows
of the green-house were closed dav
and night on account of the cool

weather.

"To ascertain whether the air of

the crreen-house had more carbonic

acid by night than by day, I gath-
ered two specimens of air in differ-

ent parts of the house, at 2 o'clock

p. M., April 17th. These gave
1.40 and 1.38 parts of carbonic acid

in 10,000, or an average of 1.39

parts, showing that the night air

contained more carbonic acid than

did the air of day.

"Now, if a room in which were

more than 6,000 plants, while con-

taining less carbonic acid than any
sleeping room on this continent, we

may safely conclude that one or two

dozen plants in a room will not ex-

hale enough carbonic acid by night
to injure the sleepers.

"It is so easy to be deceived by
a name 1 I lately saw an article

showing the beneficial and curative

influence of flowers in the sick-room.
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Instances were related where per-
sons were cured by the sight and
smell of flowers, and without ques-
tion their influence is good. Vet

flowers exhale this same carbonic

arid both by day and by night :

The flowers, by their agreeable odor

and delicate perfume, impart an air

of cheerfulness to the sick chamber
which will assist in the recovery
from lingering disease, notwith-

standing the small amount of car-

bonic acid which they constantly
exhale.

"The presence or absence of

carbonic acid is not the only ques-
tion in regard to the healthfulness

of plants in a room. The state of

moisture in the air of the room may
become an important question, es-

pecially in the case of persons af-

flicted with rheiunatic or pulmonary
complaints. But I will not take up
that subject."

"A GOOD THING WELL DONE."

The Burlington and Missouri
River R. R. Co., have adopted a

novel way of advertising. They
have prepared several collections of

specimens of the agricultural pro-
ducts of the region traversed by
their road in Iowa and Nebraska,
as illustrating the character and re-

sources of the vast tract of land
which by the liberality of the gov-
ernment has been placed at their

disposal, and which they now offer

to the public on exceedingly liberal

terms. One of these collections rep-

resenting the products of Nebraska,

together with a vertical section of

soil six feet deep was one of the

principal attractions at the recent

McLean County Fair.

The quantity of each specimen is

small, but quite sufficient to show
well the character of the crop it is

intended to represent ;
and that the

number and variety of specimens is

large, will be understood, from the

fact that fifteen large packing cases

were required for each collection,

and at each of the fairs where they
are to be exhibited, a space equal
to 150 square feet of table room
has been reserved for their display,
and the specimens in glass jars alone

will require about 75 feet of shelf

room.

A distinguishing feature of these

collections, and one which will be

appreciated by those who will exam-
ine them as exponents of facts, is, that

instead of being made up entirely
of the best and choicest selections

the countrv affords, as is crenerallv

understood to be the case at all

fairs—and very properly, too,
—

these specimens have been taken

promiscuously from the farmers'

cribs, through an extent of country

nearly 500 miles in length, from

Burlington, on the Mississippi riv-

er, across the entire State of Iowa,
to the Missouri river, and thence

through Southern Nebraska to Kear-

ney Junction, and embrace all

kinds, varieties and qualities, excel-

lent, superior, medium, inferior and

poor : thus affording an unusually

fair variety from which may be

gained difai)- idea of the ordinary

crops.

They are not sent out for premi-
um or competition, but simply as

collections of average crops, to be

fairly shown for purposes of infor-

mation to the masses who will look

upon them.

The shelled grains, such as corn,

wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat,
flax-seed, &c.

,
are all shown in glass

jars, uniformly numbered and label-
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ed, with a ijlain statement attached

to nearly every lot, indicating where

raised,whom by,when planted,when

harvested, the yield per acre, and

the weight per bushel.

Flour, meal, hominy, Nebraska

salt, soils, sub-soils, and a variety

of other matters, are shown in sim-

ilar shape.
Corn in the ear and husk appears

in great variety, and all distinctly

marked in like manner.

Of grasses and grain in the sheaf,

cornstalks, &c., the display, simple
as it is, is very beautiful, and plainly
illustrative of the strength and fer-

tility of the soil which affords so

rich and luxuriant growth. Some
are shown as cut, and others with

roots and soil attached.

The specimens of large woods,
in section, indicate the growth and

quality of the woods along the wa-

ter courses and in regions where

the prairie fires have not extermina-

ted them. They comprise White

Oak, Burr Oak, Cottonwood, Lo-

cust, White Ash, Mulberry, Syca-

more, Elm, Black Walnut, &c.,—
some of them very large, and all of

clear growth, close grain and com-

pact fibre
;
while the beautiful col-

lection of small woods grown in

Southern Nebraska, also shown in

section, indicate unmistakably, that

now that the prairie fires are no

longer of annual occurrence, wood
needs but to have a chance, and

groves and forests will spring up
and cover the wide area in less time,
and with far less labor and expense,
than in the wooded regions of New

England, Michigan and other parts.

it has cost to clear the land and

prepare it for tillage.

The young woods so shown, are

Hickory, Apple, Basswood, Plum,
Elm, Cottonwood, Lynn, Cedar,
Black Walnut, Oak, &c., and a

glance at the thickness of the an-

nual rings will show to any man
that he need not want long for a

wood lot on Nebraska soil, even

though he plant his first crop of

corn on a farm without a single tree

upon it.

Numerous other matters of inter-

est are deserving of mention, but

space will not permit. Several very
beautiful little cases containing

grains of various kinds and colors,

fancifully arranged, accompany each

collection, and excite admiration.

They are the work of lady fingers ;

and a few grains, tastefully arranged,
are made to show in a manner no

less pleasing than no''/el, the native

wealth of the land and the attrac-

tions offered those who are looking
in thisdirection for their future home.
We risk nothing in saying that

the West never had a better thing
done for her interests than is now

being done by this same Burlington
& Missouri River Railroad Co., in

thus sending out, in a shape to be

so fairly seen, examined and test-

ed, these simple but beautiful col-

lections of specimens.
And the substantial, thinking men

of other parts have probably never

had laid before them so fair, dis-

tinct and reliable display of these

thincfs on which the fortunes of the

great West depend, as are presented

by these collections.

Act ! for in action are wisdom and glory ;

Fame, immortality
—these are its crown ;

Would'st thou ilkmiine the tablets of story?
Build on achievements thy doom of renown.—I'roi/t the GcniKui.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.
—C. p. Crum, of '76, is tiying his for-

tune the present year in the classic halls of

Adrian College, Mich.

—R. B. Jackson, our faithful janitor,

has been in feeble health for some time,

but is now improving.
—W. H. Booth, of '73, has charge of

the schools at Waynesville, Illinois, his

old home.
—An unusually large number of ladies

have entered the University this year. At

present writing more names have been en-

rolled than were catalogued the entire

previous year.

—If U O us, Y U to pay us. If the

An'MNi Journal which you now are

reading is the only thing for which you
now are in debt, it will only cost you one

dollar to be free. We shall expect re-

mittance in full by ihe next mail.

—W. F. Graves, of '71, late Professor

of Ancient Languages in the Upper Iowa

University, has consented to assist the

Faculty of the Illinois Wesleyan Univer-

sity in the work of teaching during the

present term. .

—The attendance at the University the

present term is most gratifying. The en-

rollment the first day showed an increase

of more than tifty per cent, upon the first

day's enrollment of any preceding term in

the history of the institution.

—We learn that W. F. Palmer, of the

Preparatory class, has recently entered in-

to a life partnership with one of the

daughters of Eve. Both partners of the

firm are now engaged in school-teaching.
We trust this little episode will not deter

our friend Palmer from completing the

course of study in the University.
.—One of the unique and interesting ob-

jects recently exhibited at the grand open-

ing of Messrs. Scott, Houtz & Co., of our

city, was a genuine camel's hair shawl,

curiously inwrought and ornamented with

gold. This handsome article is the prop-

erty of an officer m the U. S. Navy, who
received it as a present from a Persian

prince.

—Among the many attractions offered

by the Illinois Conference at its recent

session was the anniversary of the Pastor's

Aid Society and of the Woman's Foreign
Missionary Society, the former addressed

by Mrs. Anna Wittenmyer, and the latter

by Mrs. Jennie F. Willing. The mere
mention of the name of the speakers is a

sufficient guaranty that on both occasions

a rare feast was spread before the auditors.

—We take pleasure in calling attention

to the page advertisement in our present

number, of John Fleeharty, Davenport,
Iowa. Any person desiring the agency of

a popular, rapidly selling book will do well

to address this house. We can recom-

mend Mr. Fleeharty as perfectly reliable,

and those who have any business transac-

tions with him may expect fair and hon-

orable dealing.
—As usual, the wires were at fault, in

reporting that our friend Frank Poorman
is a "well-to-do farmer in Minnesota."

He i"ises to explain, and proceeds to say
that he is not a farmer at all. As to the

rest of the dispatch he says it was Janes-

ville, Wisconsin, where the thing happen-
ed; and he reminds us that we need not

longer send the Journ.\l to Miss Etta

Merry, as she has ceased to be Alcny and
is now like himself, a Poorman.
—We have just received a valuable ad-

dition to the library of the University from

William Trevitt, trustee. The Honorable
Frederick Grimke, by his will, directed

his writings to be published for distribu-

tion among certain libraries and colleges
in each of the States, and it is in compli-
ance with this provision that we are made
the recipient of this favor. Judge Grimke
is well known as one of Ohio's most dis-

tinguished jurists, and his writings upon
"The Nature and Tendency of Free In-

stitutions," together with numerous Essays

upon questions of vital importance to our

country will be found to be of unusual in-

terest to the students of the University.

—The Educational Meeting held dur-

ing the session of the Conference was one

of unusual interest and profit. The speak-

ers, Rev. Dr. Reid, Rev. Dr. Fallows, and

Rev. W. F. Short, were exceedingly for-

tuitous in their addresses. The interest

of the occasion was greatly enhanced by
the presence of Gov. Beveridge, who pre-
sided ; and who, in introducing Dr. Fal-

lows to the audience, took him by the

hand and, after alluding to their former

pleasant and intimate acquaintance, ad-

dressed him in the following beautiful and

appropriate terms : "General Fallows, in

the name of the people of the State of Il-

linois, I welcome you to the Presidency of

the Illinois Wesleyan University, trusting
that your efforts in the new position to

which you have been called may be em-

inently successful, and that your work here

as an educator mi.y tell for good not only

among the people of Illinois but through-
out the entire north-west." The eloquent
and powerful address which followed this

hearty welcome led all present to feel that

the right man has been secured for the

Presidency of the Illinois Wesleyan Uni-

versity.
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BOOK TABLE,
Books 7?,r,77'rt/.—OXFORD'S SENIOR
SPEAKER. Published by J. H. But-
ler & Co., Philadelphia.

PECK'S ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.
Published by A. S. Barnes & Co., New-
York and Chicago.

OLNEY'S UNIYERSITY ALGEBRA.
Published by Sheldon & Co., N. Y.

ANDERSON'S UNITED STATES
READER; ANDERSON'S HIS-
TORY OF ENGLAND. Published

by Clark & Mayn.a.rd, New York.

SCIENCE PRIMERS.—11. CHEMIS-
TRY, Prof. RoscoE, F. R. S.

HI. PHYSICS, Prof. Balfour Stew-
art, F. R. S.

lY. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY, Prof.

Geikie. Published by D. APPLETON
& Co., New ^'ork.

SCHOOL AND FIELD BOOK OF
BOTANY, Gray. Published by Ivi-

-soN, Blakeman & Co., New York.

FIRST STEPS IN ENGLISH LITERA-
TURE, by Arthur Oilman. A. M.
Published by Hurd & Houghton, New
York.

This is a concise work and will serve

well the purposes of a primary text-book

upon this important and interesting study.
In such a work it is only possible to awak-
en a desire in the mind of the careful

reader for more extended research in this

pleasant tield of thought. In this the

author has hajipily succeeded.

THE SCHOOL STAGE. A collection of

Juvenile Acting plays, by W. H. Yena-
KLE. Published by Wjlson, Hinkle
& Co., Cincinnati and New York.

The author introduces his work to the

public in the following quaint words of

Slear)- in Dickcus' Hard Times :

"People mutht be amuthed, Thquire,
thomehow

; they can't be alwayth a-work-

ing, nor yet they can't be alwayth a-learn-

ing,'' which probably sufficiently illus-

trates the design of the work. In addi-

tion to a somewhat varied collection of

dialogues some practical suggestions are

given in regard to constructing temporary
or movable stage and curtains, and the

preparing of parts and rehearsing togeth-
er with some rules for actors.

GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LAN-
GUAGE, by G. K. Bartholomew, M.
A. Published by Wilson, Hlnkle &
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

A Latin grammar in which excellence

is the prmie characteristic. A few of the

leading merits might be referred to in

brief, namely : The employment of the

Romaic pronunciation which harmonizes
in all essential points with the Syllabus of
f.atin Proniiiiciation agreed upon by the

most advanced scholars on both sides of

tha Atlantic, and printed at O.xford and

Cambridge,—placing the inflection of the

verbs first in order and dividing them into

two clases, the vowel conjugations com-

prising the A, E and I verbs constituting
one natural division on the basis of the

stem; while consonant, semi- consonant
and U verh)S form a second class ; in the

declensions, presenting first the original
case endings, followed by the so-called af-

fixes of each, with an explanation of the

changes made in attaching class-endings
to the characteristics of the stem ; arrang-

ing the direct cases first in order; employ-
ing a simple alphabetical list of irregular

nouns, so as to present the peculiarities of

each
; the simple philosophic analysis of

the modes and tenses, showing how the

mode employed in any case is determined

by the thought to be expressed as it exists

in the mind of the speaker or writer ;
the

lirief and explicit treatment of pros-
ody are all new and commendable features

in a Latin grammar. As the book is pre-

pared in the class-room and the methods
of instruction indicated are such as the au-

thor has tested, there can be Ijut little

doubt as to its success.

A Latin Gradual, to accompany the

Grammar, by the same author. This is a

course of lessons designed, as the title of

the book indicates, to lead the beginner in

the study of Latin, by natural and easy steps

through the principles of Etymology and

Syntax as presented in the author's Latin

Grammar. The object of the first part -is

to render the learner familiar with the

forms of words, and of the second to in-

troduce him to the construction of the

language. The mechanical execution in

both Grammar and Gradual is all that

could be desired, and the material and

binding are handsome and substantial.

Both works are prepared for the recitation

room, by those who evidently understand

what is needed ; and from this very fact

must take rank with the first of their class.
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During the summer of 1S72,

through the kindness of Major J.

W. Powell, of the ''Powell and

Thompson Colorado Exploring Ex-

pedition," the writer of these lines

had the pleasure of gazing upon
some of the grand and magnificent
works of nature which our western

wilds present. Fragments of the

sketches of that summer's trip have

from time to time appeared in the

columns of the Journal, and the

introduction of the remaining parts

by piecemeal is now contemplated.
The following sketch, with but lit-

tle change, appeared in the Daily
Leader oi July 25th, 1S72 :

We met the Major at Galesburg,
111., which place we left on Friday,
at 5 p. m. Once snugly quartered
in one of Pullman's palace cars, the

time passed merrily by. Our route

was over the C, B. & Q. to Bur-

lington ;
the B. & M. to Omaha,

the" U. P. to Ogden, and the U. C.

to Salt Lake City. We arrived at

Burlington at 6 p. m., having passed
on our way some very poor fields of

corn and small grain ; indeed, in

some places, the old corn stalks and
stubble still ?tand, the ground hav-

ing been too wet in spring to be

cultivated. Without delay we left

the beautiful city of Burlington, and
had reached Fairfax, Iowa, when
observation had to be .suspended
and ive also. When I woke next

morning we had reached Corning,
Iowa. For beauty of location and

fertility of soil, judging from the

luxuriant growth which clothed the

undulating plains in richest green, I

have never seen Western Iowa's su-

perior. The surface of the country
is somewhat more broken than in

the region of Bloomington, being
greatlv diversified with hills and

valleys and well supplied with streams

of crystal water, skirted with groves
of timber.

Pacific Junction was reached at 9

p. m. on Saturday. This town is

located in the valley of the Missouri

River, about an hour's ride from

Council Bluffs. The valley is here

from three to six miles wide, and
ibr the most part dry land. Some
of the finest fields of corn along the

route may be seen in this bottom.

In the bluffs, as they are called, I

was disappointed ;
I had pictured a

rugged, rocky line of high hills,

which should frown down in fore-

boding aspect upon the hemmed in

valley
—but none such were to be

seen. Instead, the quiet valley was
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skirted by a line of gracefully round-

ed, undulating hills
;
most of them

seemingly as smooth and regular as

heaps of sand, and carpeted in green
as rich and velvety as any new mown
lawn. Perhaps "distance lends en-

chantment to the view," and upon
close inspection one would find

them much more rugged.
At Council Bluffs we changed for

Omaha. This arrangement is quite
an annoyance to the traveling pub-
lic, but on account of a failure of

the railroad companies and the

bridge company to agree upon terms,
the trains from neither side are taken

across the bridge. We reached Oma-
ha at 10:30 on Saturday, and found

one hour at our disposal before the

U. P. train left for the Pacific coast.

Omaha is built upon the highlands
or bluffs, while Council Bluffs is

built on the lowlands, at the foot of

the bluffs on the opposite side.

Though this historic place has

not kept pace with its first great de-

velopment, it still is a thriving bus-

iness city. Here is located one of

the best public school buildings in

the West, if not in the United
States. Standing upon one of the

highest points in the city, it cannot
fail to attract attention. It is built

upon the former site of the State

House, and was erected at a cost of

$150,000.
But my time is up, and I must re-

turn to the train bound for the far

West. It is excessively warm, and
after some exertion, I succeed in

securing a section in a palace car,

supposing that the train will be off

in a few minutes. I find, however,
that my watch is wrong—fully half

an hour fast. A itw moment's
thought explains the difficulty. I

have Chicago time. So after a full

half hour, we leave at 11:30, Oma-
ha time.

The train from Omaha to Ogden
is run upon Omaha time, t^t^

minutes

slower than Chicago time, so here-

after my figures are for Omaha, un-

tilfurtlicr notice.

For some distance back from the

river, the country is broken and cov-

ered with underbrush and stunted

growth of trees. Farther out, as we

pass up the valley, are vast tracts of

l)eautiful prairie land, with here and
there an occasional cornfield.

I am very favorably impressed
with the morals of the Union Pa-

cific railroad company, for in pass-

ing through the train I read in large

print, "Gambling on this train is

prohibited. Passengers are request-
ed to notify the conductor of any
violation of this order.

S. H. H. Clark,
Ass't Gen. Sup't, U. P. R. R.,

Omaha."

Notwithstanding this caution sev-

eral games of cards were indulged
in by some members of the compa-
ny on board, and in some instances

the dinner bill was the stake. I,

however, indulged in neither the

game nor in bearing information to

the controlling officers, and thus

the matter passed. Of course the

railroad company is not held re-

sponsible for such violations.

Fremont, a thriving little town on
the east bank of the Platte, is reach-

ed at 1:50, and the hungry passen-

gers hear the pleasing call, "Thirty
minutes for dinner." With but

little exception we were free from

dust. A pleasant breeze blowing
from the south kept smoke and cin-

ders from the cars. Indians are fre-

quently seen along the line
;
not in

their native wildness, but with some

apology for clothing they may be

seen at stations, where they gather
to beg from passing trains. Our
course has been for some time along
the valley of the Platte, which might
have been properly called the "Flat.

This valley is about eight miles wide,

and, seemingly, level as a floor. The
river bed is bankless, the water in

the distance appearing as high as

the grass which grows in profusion

along the valley. Far out on either

side, skirting this fertile plain, are

sloping hills covered with grass.
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Notwithstanding tliis tiat appear-

ance, the river is said to flow quite

rapidly, often changing its channel

in a few hours by cutting a new
course through its quicksand bed,

thus rendering the fording of the

stream very unsafe. This stream is

said to be on an average three-

fourths of a mile wide and six inches

deep. It is only navigable for shm-

gles, and for them only during high
water. I did not go down to meas-

ure the stream, as it was not includ-

ed in the survey in which the Major
intended I should assist, so the

above fact I gleaned from others

who claimed to know whereof they
affirmed.

Grand Island is reached at 6:50,

and here we are served to a grand,

good supper. I appreciate such care-

ful forethought on the part of a rail-

road company. Some one has said

blessings on the man that invented

eating, but I say blessings on the

man who invented the '-'thirty min-

utes" system, provided he could

give no more time. For if there is

one thing one likes to do more than

another, it is to eat.

This station takes its name from

the island in the Platte opposite
which it is built. All along the

Platte valley thus far, is seen the

evidence of civilization. Here and

there are fields of corn, unfenced—
what stock the farmer has being

kept within bounds either by herd-

ing or by being staked for grazing.
From this point we seem to pass

somewhat out of the low flat valley

of the Platte, and soon are upon
what seems to be the table-lands—a

grand opening here for the pinched

up East. One can hardly imagine

why people will spend all their days'

in digging among the stumps or

stones of some forlorn and barren

hillside, while here are acres by the

million, ready for the ploughshare,
and mints of gold which lie hidden

just beneath the sod.

My story closes for the day at

Kearney, and I betake myself to

rest and sleep.

Next morning dawns, and I am
up in time to see Big Spring station

upon the South Platte. The valley
here is narrow and inclosed by ir-

regular hills. There is much less

evidence of civilization, only an
occasional hut is seen. There is no
timber along the stream, but beau-

tiful islands tuffed with luxuriant

grass render the scene one of beauty,
and prompt to meditation appropri-
ate for this bright Sabbath morning.
At 8:20 a. m. we pass the desert-

ed city of Julesburg, about which
so much was said a {q.\\ years since.

At one time this place boasted a

population of 3,000 souls, now only
two or three huts mark the place,
while scattered here and there are

seen relics of its former greatness.
Some strange and thrilling stories

are told of the crime and bloodshed
of which this place has been the

scene, but I will not now relate

them.
We leave the valley of the South

Platte. The soil is very sandy, and
on the uplands may be seen sand
hills sparsely covered with grass.
After passing Julesburg we had the

first view of the antelope, and soon
after the prairie dog put in his ap-

pearance.
We breakfast at Sidney at 7:30.

The prickly cactus is here found in

profusion. The little ravine or val-

ley up which we pass is skirted with

barren sand ridges, while here and
there may be seen the outcropping
of sandstone and limestone ledges.
The scene is one of partial desola-

tion, vegetation looks stunted,
parched and dry. Now and then

a few scraggy cedars may be seen

upon the barren, rocky uplands
skirting Lodge Pole valley, up
which the U. P. R. R. now makes
its way.

Prairie Dog city, the largest city
on the line, we pass at 9 a. m. Here
for miles are the little mounds of

earth, and scattered here and there

the faithful little sentinels stand on

tiptoe to catch the first sight of ap-

proaching danger.
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But on wc go and leave the fear-

ful little creatures unmolested. We
are now in \^^yoming Territory.
The physical features of the country
are unchanged, except that the

little valley up which we pass grows
less and less distinct, and the skirt-

ing rocky uplands ap]:)roach at times

the character of bluffs We reach

Pine Bluff at 10:30 a. m. Far to

the north is a rocky j)oint projecting

sharply into the plain, and in the

valley feeds a multitude of cattle,

the future staple of the Great West.
^Ve now leave the valley of the

Lodge Pole, and pass out upon what
seems to be an open table- land, cov-

ered with a sparse growth of grass
and cactus. The course of the road
for some distance has been much
more irregular, winding along ra-

vines, and constantly upgrade. We
now begin to pass sections of "snow
fence," and while I gaze upon the

vast unbounded plane, far in the

distance, I discover the snowy peaks
of the Rock}' mountains. There

they lie, in all their grandeur, im-

bedded in the fleecy clouds, Avhile

skirting the horizon, and up their

sloping sides, the snow in streaks of

purest white glistens in the sunlight.
To the right skirting the horizon are

the Black Hills, which in the dis-

tance ])resent the appearance of a

series of groves of heavy timber of

very unequal height, while to the

left and in tront lie the "Snowy
Range" embedded in the clouds.

It has often been said that no one
can gain a correct idea of a Moun-
tain Range, without actually passing
over it. I however never fully re-

alized the force of the remark until

I learned its true import by actual

observation. It really does not
seem that one is on the mountain.
We are passing through fields of

granite upheaved in every possible

shape, while rainstorms skirt the

horizon in various directions. Oc-

casionally we plunge into the cloud

and come out in the bright sunlight
on the other side. Now we will be

moving along on some high embank-
ment, and then pass into some nar-

row defile or gorge cut in the solid

rock, or suddenly enter some snow
shevi, of which numbers are found

along the road.

The course of the road is con-

stantly changing, thus rendering it

almost impossible for the inexperi-
enced traveler to kee]) the jjoints of
the compass correctly. This also

gives a novel variety to the scenery,
for snowy cliffs are seen from time
to time in almost every direction,
and yet they are actually the same

raiTge.

Cheyenne is reached at 2 p. m.
Here we dine. This formerly noted

place is still of some importance,
and the erection of two substantial

school buildings speaks well for its

enterprising inhabitants. I find, as

we approach the higher altitutles,

the breeze is too cool for linen, so

beneath a bright July sun I don my
woolen and wear it with much com-
fort.

We pass Sherman at 4 }>. m., and
are now more than 8,ooc feet above
the level of the sea. Here amidst
the wildness and barrenness of the

mountains, civilization has pitched
its tent, and the habitation of man
takes the place of the wild beast's

lair. Along the route, as we near
the Laramie Plains, strange figures
of red sandstone, weird and fantas-

tic in design, are seen standing on
the plain. These are known to the

geologist as "Red Buttes." The
Laramie Plains is a comparatively
level tract of country ;

a kind of

plateau, covered with a sparse growth
of grass, sage and grease- wood.
These plains are said to be fine

grazing land, and occasionally we

passed herds of cattle, which from

appearance fully justified the above

report, though to an lUinoisan it

really looks like a poor excuse for

pasture land.

After riding all night, we have

passed into the alkali region, deso-

late enough ; even the water being
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unfit for railroading. A train of cars

was standing at Point of Rocks sta-

tion which is used for bringing wa-

ter from Green river to supply the

tank.

At 6 a. m. we reached Green riv-

er, where the Powell expeditio n

launched their boats. The surround-

ing country is wild and desolate,
with but little vegetation. From
this point we pass up the Green
River Vallev until we reach P>lack's

Fork, a branch of the Green.

We now approach a somewhat
more picturesque region. At vari-

ous points along the line this morn-

ing, we see the peaks of the Uintah

Mountains, beautifully glistening in

the sunlight with variegated back-

ground of floating clouds.

At 2 p. m. we passed Evanston,
and entered one of the most beau-

tiful regions along the route. Wind-

ing along the side of a huge pile of

red sandstone, just opposite within

a stone's throw is a little green val-

ley, pinched in between the hills.

But on we go ;
now plunging into

cuts and then emerging to pass a

high embankment
;

all this variety
adds interest to the scene. At Ev-
anston an observation car was at-

tached to give those desiring it a

better opportunity to witness nature
in all her native wildncss and grand-
eur.

We passed through the tunnel

leading to Echo Canon, and here

began scenery transcending all i)Ow-
er of description. I leave a pen-
portraiture of this and Weber Can-

on, through which we passed before

reaching Ogden, to those better
skilled in the art, and close this

hasty sketch by saying that we reach-

ed Salt Lake City on Monday, at

7:30 p. m., having been only four

days and three nights on the route

from Chicago.

CONCERNING GOLD.
While apprehension of commer-

cial evil has been almost entirely

dissipated, the panic fear which so

suddenly and irresistibly smote the

financial center of the country a few
weeks ago is fairly quelled. The
falling crash of certain great and
trusted houses, the sudden discov-

ery of defalcations and fiscal corrup-
tions in unexpected ([uarters, the

excitement and dread of the street

over the culmination of huge spec-
ulative schemes, and the outlying
relations disturbed and complicated
by these co-incident troubles, cloud-

ed the sky and filled the air with
all the confusion of storm. But men
can now look about them, see just
what damage has been done, and

prepare toguard against future trials.

One phrase, perhaps more than

any other, has been current in the

newspapers and frequent in men's

mouths amid the fiscal schemes pro-

posed, as a consummation devoutly
to be wished. It is not new, for it

has been talked of, and written

about, and made salient in jjolitical

speeches, and inscribed upon the

banners of political parties, and

urged in Presidents' messages, and
has furnished a staple text for " bun-

combe "
in Congress, for the i)ast

eight years ;
but this latest Wall

street panic has seemed to flash it

electrically from one end of the

land to the other, and from every
side come fresh discussions, argu-
ments and appeals for the rcsiinip-

tion flf specie payments.

Why does everybody cry out for

it and nobody make a practical
move toward it ? We believe in the

sincerity and honesty of President

Grant
; why has he done nothing

to bring about the thing he pledged
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himself to. when re-elected ? We
trust the Republican party as the

representatives of the majority of

the people ; why have they taken

no step and why do they propose
no movement to fulfill one of the

main promises on which they were
returned to power two years ago ?

The Democratic leaders have among
them many clear heads and experi-
enced hands, and they claim to be

the "hard money party ;" why do

they never suggest A<?ze/ we may
come again to hard money? Why
will not some one offer a practica-
ble beginning ? Now, we are not

financiers, but we have seen a sug-

gestion which, though in crude form,
seems to us based on sound common
sense, and so fair, that it cannot

reasonably be objected to ;
while it

offers positive relief to very many
and will oppress nobody—except,

possibly, the men to whom we owe
our "Black Fridays/' and "pan-
ics," and "crises," and "tight
markets," and general distress,

namely : the Wall street gold specu-
lators.

How seriously the long-continued

speculation in gold has affected the

commercial interests of the coun-

try at large every merchant knows.

No contract, or calculation, or bus-

iness foresight, however shrewd,
can fix in advance the cost of any
article of imported merchandise or

the price to be realized upon any
exported staple product or manu-
facture. Neither merchant, arti-

san, farmer nor planter can reckon

upon any stable basis
;

his business

expenditures and receipts depend
very largely upon the price of gold,
which rises and falls by no commer-
cial law, but according to the law-

less chance of outrageous specula-

tion, and that, frequently, to an

amount utterly baffling all foretho't.

Thus the commerce of the land be-

comes, in spite of itself, speculative,
in the worst sense of that word

;

and that means excitement, fever.

unsoundness, constant peril of an-
nihilation.

Well, grant it
;
what then ? Who

is to interfere ? So long as gold is

an article in demand, who has the

right to attempt to regulate its price?
What can any party, or government,
or president do ? Directly, nothing;

though as a matter of fact the gov-
ernment has directly been a party
to this feverish and factitious gold
speculation by periodically throw-

ing its surplus gold upon the market
and furnishing new fuel to the fire.

True, the Government needs gold
to" pay the interest on the national

debt
;

the only way of raising the

gold is by demanding it in payment
of customs and dues

;
and this nat-

urally acts to keep it a commodity,
an article for purchase and sale. In-

deed, this is practically the only reas-

on why there is a recognized exten-

sive trade in gold as an article of

merchandise But how happens it

that the Government receives from
its customs so much gold that it has

more than enough to pay its inter-

est ? This is a first wrong. And
the second is worse : Government
sells its superfluous gold to Wall

Street, and thus directly encourages
what all men and the Government
itselfdeprecate and would fain stop.
Thus gold coin is kept at an unnat-

ural premium, and the national cur-

rency at a needless discount.

What, then, would be the effect,

if the Government, knowing the

exact amount of its payable interest,

and the approximate amount of the

yearly customs receipts, should de-

nuuid only gold enoiigli topay its dues

and accept the balance of its customs

in greenbacks ? Would not the de-

mand for gold be proportionately
decreased, and the value of green-
backs increased in the same ratio ?

It seems us to that this simple exper-
iment would go far towards bring-

ing our paper promises upon a level

with our gold coin. Those better

versed in statistics than we, can fig-
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ure it out and solve the problem in

exactitude. To us it commends it-

self merely as a good and practica-
ble idea. .\nd, moreover, our Gov-
ernment is responsible for the paper

promises to pay, which we circulate

in place of coin, and before it can

expect any one else to take them
as "good as gold" it must begin
to set the example.

There is hardly a nation in Eu-

rope
—

taxed, oppressed, cramped
as they are in all their industries,

and crippled in productiveness by
the constant drafts of war—whose
credit to-day in the markets of the

world is not better than that of the

United States—naturally the richest

country on the globe. This is shame-

ful, but true. The cause of it is

primarily, gold speculation,
— the

greatest commercial curse the land

has ever known. Gold to-day

ranges at about i.io; what would
be its decline to par, as compared
with the headlong tumble it has al-

ready had from 2.85^/^ to its pres-

ent figure ? Nothing? The main
honest objection to immediate re-

sumption of specie payments comes
from the West and South, as repre-

senting the " debtor class," who
would be oppressed by it. But the

partial acceptance of greenbacks
for gold by the Government would
relieve all classes, and oppress none.
The fact that this would be virtual-

ly a percentage reduction of the en-

tire tariff should be considered and,
so far as needful, counteracted, by
the Congress that legalized the new
mode of paying customs. To stop

gold speculation, we must have spe-
cie payments. To have specie pay-
ments, we must stop gold specula-
tion. To compass both of these

desiderata something must be de-

vised to lessen the demand for gold,
as merchandise, and increase the

value of greenbacks.
Does not the above crude sugges-

tion offer at least the germ of some-

thing practical in this direction ?— Christian Union .

Within the pure of heart there lies—
Excluded far from mortal eyes
Like fairy realms hid in the skies

Impressed alone by angels' feet—
A heaven-embowered, a sweet retreat,

A place where radiant spirits meet.

Glory hovers o'er this bovver,

Dewy roses round it cling ;

In the silent midnight hour
Fairies o'er it garland's fling

Fraught with odors of the spring.
And there is built for sacrifice

An altar 'neath the open skies,

Whose constant fires, with ceaseless prayer,
Senil holy incense through the air.

And thus to us, e'en here on earth, 'tis given
To store our hearts with garniture of heaven.

- Helen P>-
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MUNSELLIAN DEPARTMENT.

M. V. CRUMBAKER, Editor.

WE, TOO, ARE PAINTERS.

THOMAS I. COULTAS.

We stand on the bank of a clear

and unniifled stream, when at cloud-

less even-time tlie heavenly dome
is made to sparkle with brightness

as, one by one, the stars appear ;

and on gazing into the transparent
waters at our feet we see them re-

flected in the perfectness of their

image. But, brighter than they all

shines forth, in her greatness, the

mighty
' ' ruler of the night.

' ' We
gaze on history's page

—reflector of

the ancients—and we see many bril-

liant stars of intellect and excel-

lence, but artists, rulers of the age,
shine forth in their greatness as the

"queen of the heavens."

To be a painter, once, was to be

seated in the highest throne of earthly
reverence. Before the present de-

velopment of science and literature,

to be a painter was to hold in one's

hands the reins of power. While
all the marked productions of a

Raphael, a Michael Angelo, or a

Zenxis, have won their many ad-

mirers
;
once they had their hun-

reds of devotees. To gaze upon
those pictures at that time, without

being moved to tears, or feel kindled

in one's breast those noble and holy
sentiments called admiration, was

but to betray destitution of the

higher and finer qualities that should

characterize a marked intellect.

Highly, indeed, must they have
been reverenced, and justly too,

when such as a Socrates pronounces
them "the only wise men." But

if they who studied and applied
themselves to the giving appearance

of life, and imitating nature's beau-

ties on canvas were revered for the

sacvedness of their office, how much
more should they be, who, in the

forming of noble qualities for them-
selves are imitating not nature, but

nature's God; and, who are actually

employed in forming with beauty
and symmetry, that which is the

very embodiment of life itself.

For, we too, are painters. Our
brush is time, our paint is indeli-

ble, and on a canvas as durable as

the very God who holds it in his

own hands, as it is illuminated by
rays of celestial light, streaming
forth from the eternal throne, we
are forming first the outline, and
afterwards the peculiar i[ualities of

a character, upon the correctness,

the beauty and the symmetry of

which, depends our reputation be-

fore men and angels. It is true that

man's real excellence, be it much or

none, is what he makes it. It is the

statue of the man, of his own con-

ception, first painted in brilliant col-

ors in the studio of his own mind.

God makes the soul, but man makes
the character. While others draw
the first rude delineation, man with

his own hands adds those appenda
ges, which continue to endure un-

tarnished, through "the war of ele-

ments, the wreck of matter, and the

crush of worlds.
"

It is with him to

make it a dark picture of vice and

woe, breathing the milaria of guilt

and shame, or brighten it with a

living beauty and glory, that shall

adorn the highest positions of earth,
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and become an ornament for the

parlor of heaven. Some say that

circumstances make character. True;

to some life, is big with sublime

beauties, its very doorway is hung
around with laurels, its channel is

paved with diamonds, it is over-

arched with stars; around it is spread

the glories of the universe, suns,

moons, worlds, constellations and

systems, all that is magnificent and

sublime. From others these things

are withheld
;

life is everywhere
saddened with disappointment and

sorrow ;
its fascinating beauties and

satisfying pleasures are to them un-

known. Such are circumstances,

and their influence may be mild or

mighty. Yet, it is man's will to do
or not to do. It is man's own mind
that conceives the picture, and his

own hand that transmits it to can-

vas, for it is with him to close his

eyes to his surroundings, and refuse

to be governed by the influence of

circumstances.

Glorious thought ! Man the de-

terminer of his own destiny ! Man
the architect of his own excellence !

Man the former of his own charac-

ter ! It truly then is his own. If

noble, he has the joyful conscious-

ness that he formed it by industrious

exertions in behalf of the good, the

true and the beautiful ! formed it

in eff"orts of wisdom, virtue and de-

votion. And as a reward for his

incessant application of the brush

of self-culture, as the parts of a

flower are unfolded one by one, so

the different qualities of excellence

in his nature appear in harmonious
union on the canvas of his soul.

But are we not painters in yet a

more extended sense ? While we
are drawing the design, and paint-

ing the future for ourselves, are we
not also, though sometimes uncon-

sciously to us, making impressions
on the characters of our fellows?

The genial and refreshing rays of

light from that man possessed of

true nobility cannot be confined to

the sunny chamber of its possessor.

—32

If he has a pure nature, he gives

something of its ]jurity to all with
whom he associates. If his soul is

radiant with the light of virtue, that

light emanating from him illumin-

ates the hearts of others. There ap-

pears to be an invisible telegraph
between soul and soul

;
a mysterious

fraternity between mind and mind,
convincing us that

"We are all but parts of one stupendous
whole,

Whose body nature is, and God the soul."

As well attempt to chain the light-

nings within the dark caverns of the

clouds, or cover up the bright face

of the great "orb of day," as at-

tempt to lock up this silent influ-

ence, or retard it in its onward
tread. As the pebble, thrown into

the deep, moves all the waters of

the great ocean, so the influence ex-

erted by us silently, makes impres-
sions upon another, which he in his

turn communicates to still another,
and another, onward and onward,

generation from generation, until

even through eternal ages will be
felt the wave of influence we set in

motion. If that influence is noble,
calculated to raise humanity to a

higher standard of culture and ex-

cellence, how pleasing the thought
that there has emanated from us,

out on the waves of virtuous influ-

ence, tide after tide of benignity
and munificence.

Extend the application still fur-

ther. Individuals compose a nation.

The future destiny of a nation is

within the hands of her subjects.
The strength of a nation is their

united strength. The mind of a

nation is their adherent minds. And
as each one of us is almost uncon-

sciously adding new embellishments

to, or subtracting previously gained
excellence from, the painting we are

forming for ourselves, with the same
stroke we are adding to, or dimin-

ishing, the beauties and perfectness
of the great image of our nation.

As Americans, we may justly cher-

ish feelings of pride,
—nobler than
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mere vanity,
—when we behold the

reflection of this, our toiorr ofgreat-
ness, side by side with that of other

nations. Who, with sanity of judg-
ment and without prejudice, look-

ing upon this mo/iument of admira-

tion, as she appears in the freedom
of all her institutions, can otherwise

than pronounce it the most perfect

picture ever painted on the canvas
of history. Already as it hangs in

the galleries of other nations, though
yet scarcely more than a rude out-

line, it is eliciting their admiration.
In the winter of 1620 there stood

on the cold bleak rock of Plymouth,
the little crew of the Mayflower.
Viewed in its actual aspect it was a

cheerless, pitiable sight. What sym-
pathetic heart in the Old World
would not have bled, could it have
.seen that famishing and wearied
band of exiles as they climbed up
that inhospitable shore, with the

rolling ocean behind them which

they could not recross, with the wild

savage world before, and the cold

winter gathering around them.
Scarcely, yet, was merely the rude
sketch of this image completed.
Its outline was here drawn in praver.
As that injured, yet hopeful band of

pilgrims left the deck of the vessel

which had borne them safely above
the angry, and almost unknown At-

lantic, and stepped upon a strange
shore, they first on bended knees
asked the blessings of that God who
alone can infallibly direct the minds
of men, upon a land which would
henceforth be a home to themselves
and children. Since that time many
new beauties have been added to

the nation's image. And, although
sometimes the smoke of war has

darkened the beautiful scenery on
the back ground, the dissipation of

her subjects has occasionally marred
the otherwise perfect outline

; yet

gazing upon the picture, the defects

which may have been produced by
past dissipation, are scarcely noticed

as we behold such as a Washington,
a Clay and a Lincoln seated at the

foot of the tree of /i/>erty, from the

top of which waves
, majestically in

the breeze, our beloved national etn-

hlem. But these flaws which must

necessarily appear in every nation's

image,
—

though few in that of our

own,^are fast disappearing through
the virtue and intelligence of her

present subjects. Once this beauti-

ful picture was marred because free-

dom beamed not forth in its purity.
The slave trade was abolished, and
the flaw was removed. The cloudy
vaporemanating from intemperance,
with its dissipation, has in the past
concealed from our view some of

its beauties. But very soon will this

black spot be removed, and we shall

see the image of a virtuous nation

free from intemperance. Scarcely
now can we perceive an error. But
one flaw more apijears. Let e([uality
of sexes be made one of the under-

lying principles of our government;
let women handle the ballot, and
where then shall we look for the

next flaw ? Already are eager hands
raised to wipe from off the canvas

this first stain upon our nation's

image. Beautiful picture I Glori-

rious nation ! But even yet thou

art not resplendent with all the

beauty thou wilt acquire by the

faithfulness of thy sons and daugh-
ters ! The completeness and excel-

lence of this national image depend
upon the manner in which individual

subjects apply the brush in the
formation of their own character.

O, glorious canvas I O, responsible

painter. Handle with care that
brush of thine, for the i)icture thou

art painting on thy own soul, and
the national image thou art forming
on the great page of history, must

hang in the very galleries of eternity.
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FAS H I O N

W. A. SMITH.

Ho FOR Fashion ! the great en-

chantress ! All the world is on a

rampage, smirking, wheezing, cari-

caturing, and, with outstretched

necks, grimaced visages, and legs

elongated till all the body is con-

verted into these appendages for

locomotion, taking elephantine
strides to overtake and catch a

glimpse of this renowned goddess.
All are eager, all are anxious for a

look
;
and woe to him whom penu-

ry stares in the face, for it requires

glittering gold to give acuteness to

the vision and dexterity to the

limbs, and he who is destitute of

this indispensible accompaniment,
keenly looks and eagerly runs, but

looks and runs in vain. Ye, whose
income scarcely affords sustenance

to a famishing family, becjueath it

it all to Fashion. Ye rich, ye grand-
ees of the world, lead the van in

this impetuous advance. Stand
back ! ye moneyless, and give way
to those devotees of Fashion, who
lavish their millions at her feet. Ye
fools and semi-imbeciles, simper-

ingly make your obeisance to her

royalty, and although impotent in

every other respect, let not the world
accuse you of imbecility in this, for

this indicates an intellect of con-

summate soundness. Let every in-

habitant of the civilized world,
whether lord or beggar, philosopher
or fool, manifest his civilization and
refinement by becoming a votary of

this ecumenical goddess. O illus-

trious Fashion, thou queenly per-

sonage, let his lips be forever sealed,
who exhales his noxious breath in

censuring thee, and let everlasting
condemnation be heaped on his im-

pious pate.
So wags the world : so public

opinion runs, and so let it run, for

whoever would have it otherwise is

an ignoble misanthropist, a whimsi-
cal old fogy. Fashion is, indeed,
a universal blessing. It takes but

a glance to convince us of its in-

trinsic worth. It prevents the ac-

cumulation of that pestiferous lucre

called money, which all men regard
as an intolerable incumbrance. It

gives the ostentatious a mien which
is perfectly killing. It enables men
and women,—especially women—
to convert their natural bodies of

superlative ugliness into forms of
such artistic beauty, undulating and

diversified, that we are almost in-

clined to give credence to the Dar-
winian theory of development.

Fashion has decreed that grace-
fulness of form depends upon slen-

derness in the waist
; consequently

a mania for wasp-like bodies per-
vades society everywhere, and wo-
men of every description, whether
lank and lean or fat and fleshy, put
themselves inside such narrow con-

fines, that they see the sun, moon
and stars simultaneously.
The ingenuity of the world has

been expended in devising inven-

tions for the reduction of the waist,
and the only reason why the human

body has not l)een completely bi-

sected at this point, is because of a

lack of strength in the instrument

employed. Owing to the natural-

ness of nature, the dissimilarity be-

tween man and beast is too marked :

but Fashion at once supplies the

desideratum by affixing mammoth
posterior appendages to the body,
which give such a graceful curvature

and obliquity to the spine, that this

natural defect is at once remedied,
and human beings strongly resemble

perambulating kangaroos.
Fashion is not so fastidious as to
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scruple about either decency or re-

finement, and decrees that frocks

shall be worn that are economical

at the neck, and immediately a fren-

zy to be economical becomes uni-

versal. Since miniature feet are

indispensable to beauty and symme-
try, in obeying the dictates of Fash-

ion, the feet are at once compressed

in pedal encasements of incredible

smallness. Another \x\.%\.2i.ViC& ofecon-

omy. Dispense with Fashion, and
life would become monotonous;while

society would be devoid of those

Chinese-footed, wasp-bodied, kan-

garoo-shaped specimens of feminine

beauty.

THE EFFECTS OF WORRY.

That the effects of worry are

more to be dreaded than those of

simple hard work, is evident from

noticing the classes of persons who
suffer most from mental overstrain.

The case-book of the physician shows
that it is the speculator, the betting

man, the railway manager, the great

merchant, the superintendent of

large manufacturing or commercial
works who most frequently exhibits

the symptoms of cerebral exhaustion .

Mental cares accompanied with

suppressed emotion, occupations
liable to great vicissitudes of for-

tune, and those which involve the

bearing on the mind of a multipli-

city of intricate details, eventually
break down the lives of the strong-
est. In estimating what may be

called the staying powers of different

minds under hard work, it is always

necessary to take early training
into account. A young man, cast

suddenly into a position involving

great care and responsibility, will

break down in circumstances i n

which, had he been gradually ha-

bituated to the position, he would

have performed its duties without

difficulty. It is probably for

this reason that the professional

classes, generally suffer less from

the effects of overstrain than others.

They have a long course of prelim-

inary training, and their work comes

on them by degrees ; therefore,

when it does come in excessive

quantity, it finds them prepared for

it. Those on the other hand, who

suddenly vault into a position re-

quiring severe mental toil, generally
die before their time.— Oiamhers' y^oi/nia/.

While Adam slept, God from him took

A bone
; and, as an omen

He made it like a seraph look,

And thus created woman.
He took this bone not from his pate,
To show her power ample ;

Nor from his feet, to designate
That he on her might trample ;

Bnt 'neath his arm, to clearly show
He always should protect her

;

And near his heart, to let him know,
How much he should respect her.

He took this bone, crooked enough,
Most crooked of the human.

To show him how much crooked stuff

He'd always find in woman.
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS.

DELIVERED OCT. 3RD. R. H. BOSWORTH.

Members of the Belles Lettres So-

ciety : It is not my purpose to at-

tempt to express in words my ap-

preciation of the honor conferred

upon me by the Society in choosing
me as its chief Executive

; rather, I

would strive to exhibit that virtue

in a faithful and impartial service

during my term of office.

In the prosecution of the work
before us I ask the hearty co-opera-
tion of each individual member.
To secure the greatest possible

results, it is important to remember
that we meet in this capacity, not

for pleasure merely, but for pleasant
endeavors toward the attainment of

a higher and nobler life
;
not to wear

away so much time, but to wear the

garb of earnest laborers in attempt-

ing to wear off the rough and for-

bidding edges of our inherent na-

tures and to mould them into ob-

jects of beauty and inviting come-

liness
;
not to excel our fellow mem-

bers in attractive efforts and in sharp

parliamentary practice for the time

being only, but to equip ourselves

fully for the work of the coming
years. Time cannot limit the pos-
sible results of our earnest and unit-

ed efforts thus directed. This Soci-

ety is our opportunity and a faithful

improvement of the advantages it

affords will prove our certain exal-

tation.

That the exercises in which we
here engage are of incalculable ben-

efit, is fully confirmed by the history
of the past

—and the future awaits

us all alike. The success of our

Society rests with the individual

efforts of the members composing
it. It is not required, that any
course of action be pursued which

is inconsistent with true nobility of

character, but only that we be true

men and women, always, and in

all things. True manhood is ever

successful. Actuated by its charac-

teristic spirit of diligence, it fixes

upon a noble purpose in life, which

is pursued with that degree of gen-

erosity which always grants to a

brother a brother's place and a

brother's honor without any attempt
to basely rob him of either. Rest-

ing on his own merit, its possessor

proves himself to be a mamwd a pos-
itive power for good in the society
in which he moves.

With a comprehensive view of the

greatness and divinity of life, such

exalt their work instead of laboring
to elevate themselves, thus causing
the world to appreciate their pres-

ence while they remain in it and to

lament their loss after they are gone.

Fellow-members, as we gather

again in our beloved hall to renew
our efforts in literary culture

;
let

us resolve upon a more earnest en-

deavor than ever, to forward our

noble cause. And as the artist saw,

in the rough block of marble by the

wayside, an angel form struggling
to be free, so I would that each of

us might realize, that in his own
soul there exists a God-given ele-

ment, which, by proper efforts in
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self-culture, may be developed into

an agent for the accomplishment of

good more valuable than the angel
form of the artist's conception

—
yea, grander even than the bright-
est seraph that glitters before the

Throne.
The material is furnished us; the

chisel placed within our hand, and
the Master commands us to shape the

crude mass after the perfect models
which he provides. Emphatically
do we maintain that, it is ours to

do—it is ours to be
;
and we may

be what we will, if heart be true.

Here in this common field of effort

may we each arm himself for the

duties of actual conflict. Let none
mistake, by allowing the spectre

timidity to rob him of the laurels

which might have been his, since we
have nothing to fear but God and
our fellow-man.

Fellow-members and student-

friends : encouraged by this thought
shall we not, then, enter with re-

newed strength of purpose upon the

performance of the duties awaiting
us, having hearts united as in one,
and "eye steadily fixed on the star

of hope dawning on the horizon of

destiny."

THEORY.

ANGIE MORRISON.

All will at times indulge in the-

orizing. Some have made it a life

work, and, while buried in deepest

thought, have with redoubled ener-

\ gy, developed theories which will

pass, unscathed, the keenest criti-

cisms to the latest hour of time, and
forced from their secluded retreats

some gems of truth which shine as

diamonds in the coronet of knowl-

edge.
Let us follow the theorist a little

while in his musings. First with

the ardor of youthful ambition he

treads the golden path of early life,

and in his day-dreams, with in tens-

est eagerness, tries to picture all the

possibilities of his boyish specula-
tions. The subject of his reveries

may not be grand ;
his top, his kite,

his various toys may be the theme.
Yet busied with these thoughts, who
knows but that his little brain is

worried more than those great minds,
the product of whose efforis we are

wont to call stupendous. And then

the contemplation of these minor

things may be the preparation for

still grander efforts upon a nobler

theme. For a few steps more may
bring him to a time in life when his

very soul is stirred by the concep-
tion of some wondrous possibility,

perhaps never to be realized
;
and

if realized, how great may be the

sacrifice,
—

years of weary toil and

patient waiting, and a life of sordid

selfishness. For not only hour after

hour is wasted in useless theorizing,
but moments that should be em-

ployed in making others happy are

all monopolized in useless effort to

accomplish the impracticable, if not

the impossible.
And yet we would not seem to

scorn the theorist. We only claim

that in his dreamy seclusion his life

is destined to be selfish, all because

he needs must make it so. His very
life is buried with his thoughts and
all is centered in his one work ; and

the trivial but kindly acts which

help to make our earth-life doubly

pleasing are passed by, as though

they were vices of the deepest dye.
We all know that the varied "lit-
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tie things" of life are what most

please and interest. No one can

love a life so devoted to some selfish

end that a kindly word cannot be

spoken or a bit of pleasantry enjoy-
ed through fear of losing some

stray passing thought. Would we
not naturally conclude that such a

life would end in sad regrets rather

than ripen for the other shore,
brimful of happiness.
And what has he gained by his

earnest, boldly earnest efforts, who
thus devotes himself to such seclu-

sive reveries. Is he not compelled to

say "I have lived for self alone, and

nought but the vague theorizing of

my life remains to leave a trace of

my existence in the world." Is it

not evident that "'tis not all of life

to live" for self alone.

A theory once advanced has l)ut

begun its career, and many sad de-

fects may lie in wait to seal the fate

of what perhaps is only the product
of a wild or maddened brain. On,
on the work may pass in form of

pamphlet, book or paper, and if re-

ceived with general favor it is well

indeed. But if otherwise the one

grand effort and the pride and strug-

gle of that life must prove a failure,

and naught remains to the unfortun-

ate dreamer but an obscure grave
and a rejected theory. For though
the idol of his life may ride the

storms of opposition for a time,
some new opponent with clearer

and more searching power of thought
will overwhelm it by some stupend-
ous wave, and sink it to oblivion.

Shall those be counted wise who
in one continuous struggle for re-

nown, in separation from the world,
devote their lives to useless theor-

izing, regardless of what depriva-
tion it may cost, what utter selfish-

ness they manifest, and reckless of

their common interest in humanity?
Is it not wiser, far, to live to enjoy
God's beautiful world and all there-

in, endeavoring to fill that sphere
in life best suited to the talents giv-

en, thus scattering loving" remem-
brances to all along life's pathway
and securing a sweet and peaceful
transit in the hour of dissolution.

GLEANINGS.

—Miss Laura Birney, Belles Let-

tres, (ill fond dii cociir, is now pros-

ecuting the high school course.

—Word from Mr. J. B. Ricks

informs us that he is practicing law

with magic success, having lost but

one case out of the many that he

has entered.

—The Leader says that all \\\\o

desire to attend the Chicago expo-
sition will have to pay full fare here-

after. It certainly is not fair that

one should pay for that which he

simply desires but docs not enjoy.

—Prof. Donaldson, in his late

aerial voyage, having been driven

tcrrafirmaward by a rain storm that

caused too great an accumulation of

water upon his balloon, the Scien-

tific American suggests that in the

future he provide his balloon with

an umbrella.

—Miss Mercy White, Belles Let-

tres, tout a^ fait, has returned from

the Iron Mountain state where she

has been spending a few weeks with

her friends. The Society and its

visitors well know Miss W.'s ability
as a pianist, and when we promise
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that she will from time to time favor

the Society with instrumental music,

there will be no need of soliciting

an audience.

—Ethereal voyagers tell us that

no better view of the city can be

obtained than from the lofty centre

dome of the University.

—If we attend carefully to our

duty, and keep both beams and
motes out of our own eye, those of

others will not seriously trouble us.

—Ex.

—
Cerebro-spinal-meningitis is a

tough word for telegraphers to get
hold of on the wires. A Sioux City

lightning-jerker wrote it out " Car-

abo Spencer's Menagerie."
—Ex.

—The anticipated contest be-

tween the two societies will have

lieu soon and give a few monoma-
niacs a chance to display their lit-

erary ability.

—A Pennsylvania preacher,while

holding services recently,gave thanks

in a fervent prayer for the prosper-
ous condition of their crops,

" ex-

cepting, O Lord, the corn, which
is backward, and the oats, which
are mighty thin in spots."

—Ex.

—The Belles Lettres Society has

accepted from its sister so many
challenges to a public literary con-

test, that the word challenge with

the members of the former has be-

come thread-bare ; and the hope of

bringing about such a meeting soon

hangs on a bare thread.

—At the request of the Society,
Prof. DeMotte has consented to lec-

ture in the Belles Lettres Hall, on

Friday evening, Nov. 7th, 1873.
His subject will be "Twelve Days
with the Broncos." The Prof. 's

ability to lecture, and especially on
themes relating to nature, is well

appreciated by all who have hereto-

fore heard him. Therefore a crowd-
ed house may be expected.

—Two Irishmen, on a sultry night,
took refuge under the bed-clothes

from a party of mosquitoes. At
last one of them, gasping from heat,

ventured to peep 'beyond the bul-

warks, and espied a fire-fly which
had strayed into the room. Arous-

ing his companion, with a punch, he

said: "Fergus, Fergus, it's no use.

Ye might as well come out. Here's

one of the craythers searching for

us wid a lantern !" —Ex.

—A singular description of a li-

brary exists at Warsenstein, near

Cassel ;
the books composing it, or

rather the substitutes for them, are

made of wood, and every one of

them is a specimen of some different

tree. The back is formed of its

bark, and the sides are constructed

of polished pieces of the same stock.

When put together, the whole forms

a box, and inside of it are stored

the fruit, seed and leaves, together
with the moss that grows upon the

tree
; every volume corresponds in

size, and the collection altogether
has an excellent effect. —Ex.

—Still another eastern individual

has the hardihood to claim that he

has discovered perpetual motion,
which he will sell in "plat" for two

million dollars
;
but in case he is

obliged to take it to Washington he

wants the additional sum of three

millioiis of dollars. He may have

it
;
but the only perpetual motion

that sensible people have as yet been

able to see is the movement made

by blockheads who purchase such

pretending devices. If people could

only be made to thoroughly under-

stand that for every lever there must
be a fulcrum, and (roughly speak-

ing,) that one pound of power is

not quite (owing to friction,) equal
to one pound of matter to be moved,—it would be such a full-crum of

knowledge to them that they would

certainly be inclined to leave her

(perpetual motion) alone.
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LIBERAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN.

In discussing the general question
of liberal education for women, the

first thing is to settle the meaning
of the term "liberal education."

What do we mean when we speak
of a liberal education ? The term

has a significancy, even if some-
what vague and indefinite, in the

apprehension of men generally. It

is clearly distinguished from a tech-

nological or professional education.

All that study, instruction, and

training which aims directly at prep-
aration for some specific calling or

pursuit, is excluded from the idea

of liberal education. The instruc-

tion and the training may be, in

many respects the same : the dis-

tinction runs precisely along the

line which separatesthe special train-

ing for a profession or art, from that

which is common to all culture. The

study of English and American

History is necessary to the student

of law as a profession and practice;
it is alike necessary to general cul-

ture. But just so far as the study of

history puts on the character of be-

ing special for the proficient in law,

it ceases to be a liberal study. The

knowledge of botany is indispensa-
ble to the physician, and equally to

the man of culture; the special

study of botany for the uses of med-

icine, running for a while along the

l)ath common to that prescribed by
liberal culture, after a while di-

verges from it, and is no longer a

proper liberal study. A liberal ed-

ucation thus is opposed to a tech-

nological or professional education,
it is general, as opposed to what is

special : it is common to all culture,
as opposed to what is peculiar to a

particular pursuit.
The term "liberal education" is

distinguished further from that
which is deemed necessary for all

professions and trades. It is op-

posed thus to all rudimentary edu-

cation, such as is furnished by the

public schools of the State. There
is an education which it is needful

for the citizens of a republic gener-
all\' to obtain. This education is

ever advancing with the progress of

civilization; and so is ever treading

upon ground before regarded as

properly liberal. Yet Ave under-

stand by this term something high-
er, more advanced, more complete
and perfect than what is thus com-
mon to the mass.

A truly liberal education certainly
excludes none ;

it invites all. But
the necessities of life prevent the

many from accepting its proffers.

A liberal education is accordingly,
not from its own promptings or

spirit, but from the necessities of

the many, limited to the compara-
tively few.

It is in the interest of all, that as

many as possible receive this liberal

education, although necessarily lim-

ited to the few. For all the lower
and the special education derives its

nourishing life and support from
these few. They have ever been
found to be the chief patrons and

supporters of all education. They
furnish also its models and aims,
and effect its advancement and ele-

vation. They are the necessary con-

ditions of culture generally.
The notion of a liberal educa-

tion, then, as opposed to the special

technological and professional on
the one hand, and to the univer-

sally necessary for all callings and
conditions on the other, and as thus

limited to the comparatively few,
is a prevalent one so far as the edu-

cation of men are concerned. Few,
if any, question its reality, or its

necessity for them, or much mistake

its proper nature or character. The
term is equally significant in its ap-

plication to the education of the

other sex. There is a culture which
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is neither professional nor rudiment-

ary, nor universally attainable, alike

for women. This liberal culture for

them may have certain peculiarities

which distinguish it from that which

is proper for man. But the proper
character and the practicability of a

true liberal culture for women, are

as demonstrable as in the case of

men. It is ecjually desirable in it-

self, for those who may obtain it

and also for society at large. Some
considerations would show it to be

even more desirable. It is unques-
tionable that educated mothers and
sisters will secure more certainly
than any thing else, intelligence and

culture in men.— College Couraiif.

MISCELLANY
The University Press at Madison,

Wis., in publishing the course of

study at the State University, print-

ed "comic lectures" in the list of

studies for the first term of the Soph-
omore year, where the professor had

written "conic sections."

—The gentleman who asserted

that his friend never opened his

mouth without putting his foot in

it, being called upon to apologize,
said he was very sorry, but when he

made the assertion he did not see

the size of his friend's foot.

—
Ignorance is named the mother

of devotion, yet if it falls in a hard

ground, it is the mother of atheism ;

if in a soft ground, it is the parent
of superstition ;

but if it proceeds
from evil or mean opinions of God,
it is an evil of a great impiety, and,
in some sense, is as bad as atheism.
—

^yeremy Taylor.

—Some men spend their lives in

picking off dead leaves from the

tree of their being. They think

they are growing better because they
take out their wdl, like a pruning

knife, to cut off this and that bough.

They imagine they are self-denying
because they dust themselves over

with unpleasant sulphur; but, all

the while, they never go to the root,

where the worm of selfishness is

working.
—Beecher.

—
Jonathan Edwards was pre-em-

nentlya student. He allotted, it is

said, twelve or thirteen hours every

day to study, and wherever he went
took his pen with him, as the means
of preserving his thoughts. If, by
chance he failed to have it with him
in his walks or rides, he would fasten

pieces of paper to various parts of

his clothing by means of pins, and
associate with each some train of

thought, or some important conclu-

sion to be preserved until he could

get to ink and paper. So, also, at

night, he would fasten pins into his

bed-curtains as the mementoes of

his thoughts during his wakeful

hours.

—The number of birthplaces of

noted men that are in sight from

the top of Kearsarge, in New
Hampshire, is remarkable. On the

eastern side you look almost directly
down upon a district ten miles

square in which were born Ezekiel

and Daniel Webster, Wm. Pitt

Fessenden, John A. Dix, Farmer,
the electrician, and the Bartlett

family (including Ichabod, ) famous

in New Hampshire. Vice President

Wilson was Ijorn in Farmington ;

Lewis Cass in Exeter; LT. S. Sena-

tor Grimes, in Ueering ;
U. S.

Senator Chandler, in Bedf o r d
;

Levi Woodbury, in Portsmouth ;

Horace Greeley, in Amherst
;
Gen.

Butler, in Deerfield
;
Franklin

Pierce, in Hillsborough ;
Chief

Justice Chase, in Cornish ;
and

Chief Justice Chase, of Maine, in

Rumney—and all these places may
be seen from Kearsarge.
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—Socrates, when once passing

through the market, said :

" How-

much is there here that I do not

need !" Nature is content with lit-

tle
;
and that little is easily provid-

ed. Most of our wants are artificial.

And artificial wasts are the most

imperious masters that have ever

domineered over mankind. That

explains why it is that the rich are

oftener embarrassed by the want of

money, than are those who, because

their means have been always limit-

ed have long learned to live within

them.

Of "Getting Up."—Once you
have fixed your hour of rising, keep
it with more firmness because of the

difficulties to be overcome ;
for this

troublesome couch of ours contains

in the morning such an amount of

magnetic fluid that it keeps us back,
1 do not say against our will, but

with a not unpleasing force which

seems to fasten us to the pillow. I

acknowledge we are now in the pres-

ence of our most terrible enemy,
and our pillow is that enemy. When
we would quit it in the morning, it

lulls us with the artful tones of a si-

ren, and caresses us with the utmost

tenderness. It seems to say : Why
leave me ? Are you not well off

here ?
* * It is so cold out of

bed !

* * There is but one way
to secure a victory, and that is a

prompt, decisive act, a jump out of

bed. Rout the enemy by a vigor-
ous sortie and the victory is yours.
* * * When I meet a man who
has the courage to rise at an early
hour every morning, I straightway
conceive a high idea of the firmness

of his character. — Archbishop of
Rhcinis.

The World Does Move —A
circumstance occurred in the Circuit

Court of McLean county, yester-

day, which shows the progress that

has been made within the past few

years. The Deputy Clerk of the

Court Department was called away
from his duties to attend the funeral

of a child, and Miss Belle Murray,
Deputy of the Recording Depart-
ment, was called upon to preside as

Clerk of the Court, and to say that

the position lost nothing in dignity,

grace, or correctness in the dis-

charge of the duties, is detracting

nothing from the merit of the reg-
ular clerk. Who would have thought,
ten years ago, that in the year of

our Lord 1873, ^ lady would, with-

out challenge and without question
be recognized as Clerk of a Circuit

Court, and in that capacity issue

legal documents and perform legal
functions. Yet such is the case.

But this is not the only evidence

of progress furnished by this cir-

cumstance. One of the first duties

devolving on Miss Murray was to

issue a juror's certificate to a negro

juror. Only think of it ! A lady
as Clerk of a Court issuing a juror's
certificate to a darkey ! We venture

that such a thing has not before

happened in these United States.

The Judge of the Court, struck

by the singular features thus pre-

sented, commented upon the fact as

an evidence of the mighty revolu-

tion that has taken place in this

country within the past decade.

And truly that change has been

wonderful. It is but a few years

since, that the colored man was out-

lawed by the laws of Illinois, and
woman was in a legal sense a non-

enity. Now the colored man is

clothed with all the rights and dig-

nity of a free citizen, and woman
has already traveled more than half

the distance to the same proud em-
inence. Truly, the world does move,
and McLean county leads the van.

Here it was, that the Republican

party of the nation was born, and
here it is that woman receives the

recognition to which she is entitled

by her talents.—Daily Leader.

—In Wood's HousehohiMagazine
for November, the table of contents

seems spread for a Thanksgiving
feast, and gives evidence that no
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efforts have been spared that could

add to its excellence "A Sermon
on a Skimmer," is not onl)^ pleas-

ing in its (|uaintness and original-

ity, but contains sound logic.
"Mrs. Pomeroy's Pin Money," is

capital. "Upon the Stand," is

another meritorious sketch, by our

popular Bloomington writer, Kate
W. Hamilton, who is a regular con-

tributor to its columns. "Codfish
and Potatoes," by Elleanor Kirk,
is a short serial which opens well.

"Growing Aged Together," by
the Rev. Robert Collyer, is well

worth the price of the year's sub-

scription ;
it is full of this great

man's eloquence
—

powerful in its

very simplicity. There are many
other interesting articles had we

space to mention them. The poetry
in this number is unusually good.
A new feature of the magazine is

the introduction of pictures, and
the illustration, "Past, Present and
Future" here given, is exceedingly

pretty.
We will furnish the above Maga-

zine and the Alumni Journal, to-

gether with the magnificent chromo,
"Yosemite," for $2.00. Address

Alumni Journ.\l.

Bloomington, Ills.

Industrial Occupations of
Women.—The following notes of

avocations followed by women in

the United States, taken from the

last census returns, give a curious ex-

hibit of the extent to which woman
is now invading provinces of indus-

try which once were supposed to be-

long exclusively to the other sex ;

Agricultural laborers, 373,332 ;

stock-herders and stock-raisers, 75 ;

architect, i
; auctioneers,. 12

;
bar-

bers and hair-dressers, 1,179; cler-

gy, 67; dentists, 24; hostlers, 2;
hunters and trappers, 2

; lawyers, 5;

livery-stable keepers, 11; midwives,

1,186; physicians and surgeons,

525; scavengers, 2; sculptors, 4;

teachers, 84,097; whitewashers,

391 ;
bankers and brokers, 15 ;

bar-

keepers, 70 ;
boat hands, 30 ;

canal-

boat hands, 10; dray drivers, team-

sters, etc., 196 ; newspaper carriers,

7; pilot, I" undertakers, 20; bell-

foundry operatives, 4 ; brass found-

ers, 102; brewers, 8; brickmakers,

74; carriage trhiimers, 32; char-

coal and lime burners, 5 ; cigar
makers, 1,844; clock-makers, 75;
curriers and tanners, 60

; distillers,

6
; engravers, 29 ; fishers, 35 ; gas-

works employes, 4 ; gun and lock-

smiths, 33 ; printers, 1,495; shin-

gle and lath makers, 84; tinners,

17 ; wood-turners and carvers, 44.

—We take pleasure in devoting a

portion of our columns each month
to the interests of the two flourish-

ing literary societies of the Univer-

sity. Those columns are under the

supervision of the editors of the

respective departments, who are

responsible for what may there

appear, the propr i e t o r s of the

Journal exercising no further pre-

rogative than to prevent the ]jubli-

cation of anything that might be of

an unpleasant personal, or impro])-
er character. Whatever of literary
merit may be displayed in those

columns from time to time should

be credited to the Society in whose

department it appears. We point
with just pride to the columns of

the societies, feeling assured that

the earnest literary efforts by whicli

their pages have hitherto been filled

are far more commendable than the

racking of brains to perpetrate a

few lame conundrums, and gather

together a rehash of hackneyed
jokes and senseless college gossip.
Those who have time and, in their

own estimation, brain sufficient may
estimate the comparative merits
of college publications and rank the

Journal third class, because it

lacks this useless copying of the

stereotyped smvs of the day, but

we prefer to attempt to establish a

reputation for that which is solid

and substantial, and of real literary
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merit, esteeming it infinitely better

for young men and women, as well

as those of riper years to be busy
with that which will enable and be

productive of true culture rather

than while away the hours of college
life in the mastery of the merest

nonsense. We do not forget that

"A little nonsense now and then

Is relished l)y the wisest men,"

but we do deny that the wisest men
can possibly relish much of the

sickly sentimentalism and merest

apology for witticisms which form

the staple of many college publica-
tions. We are in favor of college

journalism, but we insist that filling

tlie pages of such journals with the

simplest and silliest "local squibs."
sandwitched with thread-bare jokes
and impure English, isasubversionof

that which if rightly employed may
become a great power for good in

our institutions of learning. We
plead for a higher literary standard

in college journalism, and we sin-

cerely hope that our literary socie-

ties which have sustained their de-

partments so nobly in the past will

not suffer themselves to be led astray

by a desire to appear as foolish as

the students of some other institu-

tions which we might name.

—The Bates Student thus delivers

itself upon the question of co-edu-

tion.
'' We believe that woman is

called upon in this age to do a great
work—but not man's work. She
therefore needs the advantages of a

higher education. We say let her

have that development of her pow-
ers, that broad culture that shall en-

able her to accomplish her work

successfully. We say further, let her

get into the proper place. Throw
wide open the doors of Vassar Col-

lege and Packer University to males,
and let the question of co-education

be fairly leveled. A yell
—a feminine

yell of horror breaks upon the air

at the idea of so iniquitous a thing,
and that is the way it will be for-

ever. We hope Vassar 7C'///keep her

doors closed against females. We be-

lieve this is the true principle : Let

males be educated in male colleges
and females at their own colleges.
And we hope the time will soon

come when the doors of male col-

leges will be shut in the faces of fe-

males with an ominous clang indic-

ative of something more than refus-

al and disapprobation."
The above sentiment may find a

responsive chord in the hearts of

the people of Maine, but it is too

far behind the civilization of the

nineteenth century to find sympathy
or support in the broad and gener-
ous prairies of Illinois. Indeed, all

over our country, unless it be in the

far northeast, the idea that our in-

stitutions of learning are to be turned

into monastic cells and nunneries is

exploded. A broader view of cul-

ture prevails and a more liberal pol-

icy in reference to student life is

rapidly being adopted. No valid

reason can be assigned in support
of the theory, that young men cease

to be young men, and young ladies

cease to be young ladies, by apply-

ing at the door of some university
for admission. And if they are

capable of self-government in social,

civil and political circles, certainly
their sanity must be as unquestioned
and their ability to exercise proper
self-control none the less, when busy
in the classic shades of some thriv-

ing institution of learning. When
those who have the care of our col-

leges and universities shall be will-

ing to grant to those under their

charge the ability to govern them-

selves, and concede that they still

possess the elements of manhood or

womanhood, the question of the

separation of the sexes, in the work
of education, must receive a final

and emphatic negative. Exclu-

sive education had its birth in the

idea that boys and girls are incapa-
ble of self-government, and that

having to be controlled by rigid

laws, the work is more easily accom-

plished when they are separated.
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SCIENTIFIC.

—Mr. Krupp has insured his steel fac-

tory in twelve German companies, to the

amount of $5,697,912.
—There is reported from Missouri, the

discovery of a fossil corn shuck. It was

found 30 feet below the surface imbedded

in clay.

—The extensive collections and prepa-

rations of mosses, made by the late Wm.
S. .Sullivant, were bequeathed to Harvard

University.
—The opinion appears to be gaining

ground that there is at least one intra-Mer-

curial planet, the so-called Vulcan, if not

a zone of small bodies like the asteroids

between Mars and Jupiter ;
but the ques-

tion must be viewed as still an open one.

—The cast steel works of Mr. Krupp,
at Essen, Prussia, now cover an area of

1,000 acres, larger than the Central Park,

New York city. Nearly 18,000 men are

employed in connection with the works.

The area under roof is 200 acres.

—Old Probabilities, the modern clerk of

the weather, proposes to establish a station

on Pike's Peak. This will give hmi in-

formation as to what is going on at a

height of 11,497 feet above the level of

the sea.

—M. Paul Bert communicates to the

Paris Academy of Sciences the results of

his ol)servations on the poisonous action

of oxygen underpressure upon living bodies.

His startling conclusion is that oxygen is

the mostfearful poison knozon.

—Of the 35,170,294 passengers carried

over the railroads of Pennsylvania last

year, only thirty-three were killed, less

than one in a million. But the English
lines make a far more favorable showing,
the number killed in the year 1871 being

only twelve, or one in 31,000,000.

—Scoresby and other Arctic voyagers
and whale hunters have observed that

whales have some means of communicat-

ing with one another at great distances.

It is probable that the animals bellow in a

tone too grave for the human ear, but

quite within the reach of the cetacean ear.

—At various points on the river Thames,
between Woolwich and Erith, there are

visible at low water, the remains of a sub-

merged forest, over which the river now
flows. This fact has led geologists to con-

clude that the present outlet of the Thames
to the North sea, is of quite recent origin,

the waters having formerly passed south-

ward into the Weald by channels which

still remain.

—A new route has been suggested from

New York to London, by means of which

the time between the two places need not

exceed seven days and three hours. It is

proposed to make as much as possible of

the route from New York to St. Johns.

Newfoundland, by rail. The longest

steaming, viz : between St. Johns and Va-

lencia, would occupy only four days. The
idea seems quite a practicable one.

—Recently in New York city, at the

dedication of the new and splendid Jew-
ish synagogue, corner of Lexington Ave-

nue and 53d street, a portion of the first

chfTpter of Genesis was sung by the choir;

and as the words "Let there be light and

there was light," were uttered with a

grand burst of melody, the whole church

was instantaneously lighted up by elec-

tricity, the effect of which is said to have

been exceedingly grand.

—One of the great dangers attending
the use of the various sedatives employed
in the nursery is that they tend to produce
the opium-habit. These quack medicines

owe their soothing and quieting effects to

the action of opium, and the infant is by
them given a morbid appetite for narcotic

stimulants. The offering tor sale of such

nostrums should be prohibited, as tending
to the physical and moral deterioration of

the race. In India mothers give to their

infants sugar pills containing opium, and

the result" is a languid, sensual race of

hopeless debauchees. In the United States

the poisonous dose is administered under

another name, but the consequences will

probably be the same.—Pop. Sci. Monthly.

—M. I'Abbe Plessis, in an article in

Les Mondfs on the Muscular Force of In-

sects, says that, by way of experiment, he

placed a large horned beetle, weighing
some fifty grains, on a srnooth plank; and

then in a light box, adjusted on the cara-

pace of the insect, added weight up to

2.2 pounds. In spite of the comparatively
enormous burden, being 315 times its own

weight, the beetle managed to lift it and

move it along. A man of ordinary mus-

cular power is fully a hundred times feebler

in proportion; and had an elephant
such comparative strength, it could run

away with the Obelisk of Luxor, a load

of 5,000,000 pounds. Similarly the flea,

scarcely .03 of an inch in height, man-

ages to leap without difficulty over a bar-

rier fully 500 times its own altitude. For

a man, six feet is an unusually high l?;.p;

imagine his jumping 3,000 feet in the air,

nearly three-fifths of a mile.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.
—Contrilmtioiis lo our paper from the

])en of President Fallows are promised for

the coming year.

—We will furnish the Alumni Journal
for 1872, bound in neat, substantial style,
mailed to any address for $1.25.

—We are under obligations to C. Ray-
burn, of '75, for late Kansas papers. Mr.

Rayburn is at present at Chelsea, Kansas.

—Students wishing anything for the
toilet will find an e.xcellent assortment at

Ira Lackey & Bro's, south side of the Pub-
lic .Square.

—We gladly welcome our old friend
and former pupil, W. H. Graves, back to

his place in college halls. He takes his

seat with '74.

—C. S. Ludlam, of '74, is pursuing the

study of law in the office of E. M. Prince,

Esq. It is his present intention to enter

the class of '75 next year.

—There is no pleasanter light for the

student than that produced by Danforth's

Burning Fluid, and no lamp superior to

the celebrated Safety Metalic Lamp. For
sale by Beard, Beath & Co., 404 N. Main
street.

—The pidilication of the Alumni Jour-
nal will be continued during the cominof

year. Subscription price one dollar, in-

variably in advance. To all who subscribe
before the first of December we will send
the November and the December number
free.

—The numerous readers of the Jour-
nal, and friends of the University gener-
ally, will be pleased to learn that the Trus-
tees have elected Mrs. Jennie Y . Willing,
A. M., to the chair of Enrrlish Lanfjuarie
and Literature. She accepts the position
thus tendered and will enter upon its ap-
jiropriate duties in January.

—In order that the Alumni Journal
may be placed upon a firm financial basis

it becomes necessary for its proprietors to

adopt a cash policy. Consequently those
who may desire the regular visits of the

Journal during the coming year will

please send one dollar to the Alumni
Journal, Bloomington, Ills.

—Our studcnt^l will rind it tu their in-

terest to examine our advertising columns
before purchasing, and then to patroni/.e
those who patronize us. None but first-

class, reliable firms are represented in our

pages, and to all who patronize them we
can safely guarantee fair and honoraljle

dealing.

—Many of our students live in the

country, and have files of magazines and

pamphlets which if bound would make
elegant and valuable volumes for their

home libraries. Should any who may
read these lines desire to act upon the
above suggestion, they will find it to their

interest to call upon Amos Kemp, 216 N.
Centre St., proprietor of the oldest book

bindery in the city, where such work will

be promptly done at the lowest figures
and in the best'style.

—Among the distinguished visitors who
were present at the session of the Illinois

Annual Conference, and who found time
to look in upon us in our busy hours of
labor in the University, were Governor

Beveridge of our own State ; Rev. Daniel

Cuny, D. D., of New York, Editor of the

Christian Advocate; Rev. Arthur Edwards,
D. D., of Chicago, Editor of the North-
IVcsteni Christian Achwcate ; Rev. Benja-
min St. James Fry, D. D., of St. Louis,
Editor of the Central Christian Advocate,
and Rev. J. M. Reid, D. D., of New
York, one of the Missionary Secretaries of
the Methodist Episcopal Church.

—
Early in the year we inserted in our

prospectus column an advertisement of
TIic American Land and La7v Advisor,

published by Croft and Phillips, Pittsburg,
Pa., and proposed to receive subscriptions
to the same, presenting as an inducement
the superb chromo which that publication
was offering as a premium. We made the

insertion at the solicitation of the publish-
ers, supposing their proposition to be in

good faith. After continuing the adver-
tisement for three months and repeatedly
sending marked copy of the Journal, as

per contract, prepaying postage upon some
of them to insure certain delivery, and
then writing a somewhat positive letter we
succeeded, after five months, in educing
the following reply: "Send us marked

copy and we will carry out our contract."
As we had exhausted the ordinary means
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of sending marked copy, and as we did

not care to make a special journey to

Pittsburj^ to insure the safe delivery of

said marked copy, we were compelled to

yield to the force of superidr circumstances,

and now confess to our patrons that we have

L)een slightly
" taken in." There is some

consolation, however, in the thought that

we have given Messrs. Croft and Phillips

three months' advertising free of charge,
and that we have some applications for

their paper on condition that we present a

copy of their premium chromo.

—St. Nicholas, the new illustrated mag-
azine for girls and boys has been received

from the publishers, Messrs. Scribner &
Co., New York. Since Lhe appearance of

the first promise of such a publication,
made in the everywhere popular Scribner'' s

Monlhly, we have looked for a really val-

uable work in the shape of a Youths'

Monthly, and now we are prepared to say
that if the initial number is a fair repre-
sentative of its successors our best antici-

pations are fully realized. There is a vi-

vacity and ring of originality about the

magazine in all its parts that is truly re-

freshing. The illustrations are of a high
order, evidently prepared by skillful artists

and are unusually suggestive to the en-

quiring minds of the little folks. The

reading matter, distributed over forty-eight

broad, open pages, is admirably adapted
to the varied wants of those for whom it

is intended, and, at the same time, cannot
fail to claim the attention of "children (jf

a larger growth." Among its contribu-

tors we notice the name of Donald G. Mit-

chel, Rebecca Harding Davis,and othertal-

ented writers of the times. The publish-
ers have manifested their usual sagacity in

securing, as conductor of the magazine,
the services of so popular a writer for the

young as Mrs. Mary Mapes Dodge. We
bespeak for it a hearty welcome to the

fireside of American homes, and would

suggest to parents everywhere that they
cannot more certainly secure a "Merry
Christmas" and a "Happy New Year" for

the children than by sending in their su])-

scriptions to "St. Nicholas," and thus in-

sure his monthly visits. Subscription price,

$3.00 per year.
As an inducement to our friends to sub-

scribe for this truly valuable magazine and
Scribner''s Monthly, we will send the Al-
umni Journal for 1873 and St. A'icliolas

for $3.00, and the Monthly with the JoirR-
NAL for $4.00, or both and the Journal
for $7.00, payable strictly in advance.

Send in subscriptions at once.

BOOK tablb:.

THE ANABASIS OF XExNOPHON,
WrrH NOTES, MAP AND VOCAB-
ULARY. By A. C. Hendrick, LL.

D., Prof, of Greek in the University of

Rochester.

Dr. Kendrick has brought the resources

of his great Greek scholarship to bear up-

on the exposition of the Anabasis—leav-

ing little to be desired in a text-book for

Preparatory and Freshman classes, for

which it is designed. The name of Ken-
thick will insure the success of this new
text-book. There are three different edi-

tions of this book, as follows : Notes,

Map and Complete Vocabulaiy (i) with

the entire Seven Books of the Anabasis ;

(2) with the First Four Books; (3) with-

out the Text. This is an admirable plan
—

thus fitting the work for all who may de-

sire to use it.

OCEAN'S STORY, OR TRIUMPHS OF
THIRTY CENTURIES. A graphic

description of maritime adventures,
achievements, exploration, discoveries

and inventions, and of the rise and pro-

gress of ship-building and ocean navi-

gation, from the Ark to the iron steam-

ships, by Frank B.Goodrich. To which
is added an account of adventures be-

neath the sea, diving, dredging, deep-
sea sounding, latest sub-marine explora-

tions, &c., &c., by Edward Howland.

John Fleeharty, publisher.

In reference to the above work, it is

sufficient commendation to say that it is all

that its lengthy title claims for it. It is

one of the many popular subscription books
offered Ijy the above house, and is having
an unprecedented large sale. The work
has great fascination, and when once its

jierusal is begun it is laid aside with diffi-

culty and regrets, to be resumed as soon

as opportunity offers. Any one wishing
the agency of a rapidly selling book and
one which is worth five times its cost to

any purchaser should at once secure
Ocean'' s Story, by addressing John Flee-

harty, Davenport, Iowa.
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Of all things in this world, a man
believes most implicitly in his own

eyes. What he sees, he does and

must believe in. To disbelieve, is

to deny his own eyes and to doubt

himself. Yes, to doubt himself;

for sight brings in the soul as a wit-

ness to itself. The same witness

which has seen and testifies, sits al-

so on the judge's bench to judge ;

—
and, believing as a witness, it can-

not help believing as a judge. When
the mind comes to consider wheth-

er it shall believe or not, it finds it

has already believed. To see is to

l)elieve. And this is no more true

of the physical than of the mental

world. In that inner world the mind
feels that one clear view is sufficient

to establish it against the universe,

if need l)e. Hence the fixedness

of men in their opinions. To at-

tempt to move them is to try to per-
suade them against their own eyes,

and to ask them to doubt themselves.

But the mind tends to go farther,

and not to stop here. So final and
so satisfactory is a clear view of

things, that a man goes on his way
not only persuaded that there is a

reality corresponding to his impres-

—34

sion, but, unless some higher hand
has checked this natural tendency,
settled in the conviction that he has

seen things as they absolutely are

and must always appear to all ob-

servers. This conviction grows with

his familiarity with the things he

sees, until it is as strong as the as-

surance of his own existence. And,
indeed, what greater reason for be-

lieving one of our familiar truths

has more than a single face, than

for believing that one of our famil-

iar friends has other than the one
we know. Now, to a man possessed

by this conviction, a contrary view

is left without a pretext or a shadow
of excuse. There is no particle of

ground for a different belief. It is

left without a ghost of a palliation.
An opposite opinion means blind-

ness, madness, folly. To hold it

is the very height of unreasonable-

ness
;

to push it upon others is a

towering and impudent assumption
which our souls cannot tolerate.

There is no arrogance which strikes

us as so ^reat as that which assumes
to itself the right of holding an opin-
ion without a reason for it. Our
souls flame up in indignation against
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it. By the very laws of our nature,
we cannot tolerate it. This is the

origin of intolerance in us all.

Nursed by self-conceit, and fed by
ignorance that there is aught out-

side of the little world we see, it

grows into the monster of habitual

bigotry. We plead our case against
both the child and its more mon-
strous growth.
We plead for toleration, first, be-

cause truth has many sides. The
common saying, that there are two

sides to every question, does not

tell the half that may be said. He
who has not seen the ///«;/)'-sidedness

of truth, is either he who has not

sufficient strength of intellectual

limb to walk to and fro in the im-

material world, so as to give him
more than a single point of obser-

vation
;
or else he is a man whose

intellectual eyes suffer under a de-

ranijement which would be con-

sidered most calamitous in physi-
cal sight,

—that of having the first

impression of an object so impressed

upon the vision as to paralyze it to

all others, and thus to make that

phantasm ever present before the

mind in looking at that object, no

matter how different it may lie from

different stand-points. There is

scarcely a question which does not,

in its various aspects, give ground
and a degree of justification to a

wide variety of opinions. Not at

all, that all of these opinions are

right. The reasons against the ma-

jority of them may greatly over-

balance the reasons for them. Yet

there is a sufficient basis for the mind
to rest upon, enough of ground to

give a reason for its belief. Now, a

thorough appreciation of this sim-

l)lc fact will go fer toward making
us all tolerant. It is, as we have

said, the utter unreasonableness of

opi)osite opinions as it seems to us,

and their utter lack of anything to

justify them, which makes them so

lire])OSterous in our eyes. As soon

as we appreciate that that differing

mind has a reason for its belief,

though that reason might be greatly
overbalanced by others, we grant it

a degree of justifiableness, and feel

a leniency toward it which is incom-

patible with the severity of intoler-

ance. Now, it may be said that a
man has no right to an opinion upon
such an imperfect consideration of
a question and such a partial view
of a subject, and that therefore we
have a right to hold him responsible,
and censure him if he errs.

We reply that we have no right
to be intolerant upon such an im-

perfect consideration and partial
view of a subject. Then, too, what
is not right, is often excusable. To
ask of men that they shall have iden-

tical opinions, is like demanding of
those who look in succession at the

magic panorama of a kaleidoscope,
that they shall all see the same fig-

ures. In that little instrument the

few fragments assume a thousand
different forms. Turn it but a hair's-

breadth, and figure chases away fig-
ure and shape gives place to shape.
Introduce a single element not pres-
ent before, and you have an inter-

minable series of still new pictures
for the eye. But it cannot rival the

kaleidoscope of the mind, with its

myriad of elements of truth flitting
from figure to figure and perplexing
the mind which would look beneath
the multitude of forms and see the

true elements which hide themselves

beneath them. Truth is a Proteus

in its shapes. The constant tenden-

cy of experience in thinking, is to

impress upon a man the complexity
of the world of thought, or rather

the universe of thought. The tyro
in thinking (and most men remain

tyros through life) has no more con-

ception of that complexity than the

untutored savage whose world is

bounded by the horizon that girts
him round, has of the universe he
lives in. There is much more in

the world of thought than the most
of men imagine. Many a man has

flattered himself that he has read

the whole secret of nature, when lo !
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he has caught but one flitting expres-
sion on her face. Many a tyro has

fancied that he has discovered the

key to the whole iniiverse of truth,

forgetting that if by any chance he

had discovered it, it would be en-

tirely too large for him to carry,
—

and ignorant of the fact that there

are myriads of small keys out

of which that great one must be

forged, if it be had at all. More-

over, there are innumerable sham

keys, and keys to false doors, and

keys forged of the brittle metal of

untruth. Thus the thinker whose

eyes have had the fingers of experi-
ence upon them, gets to have some
consideration for the man who does

not, without hesitation, accept his

guidance into the realms of knowl-

edge, and who does not readily ac-

knowledge that he possesses the front

and back door key to all the uni-

verse. He who has patiently scru-

tinized the many sides of a truth

and carefully traced out its many
lines of relation to other truths, can

not but be tolerant toward the man
who has read but an imperfect lesson

in one of its faces or followed a sin-

gle line of relation to a false conclu-

sion. But he who has read the im-

perfect lesson and reached the false

conclusion will naturally be intole-

rant—as naturally as the world in

its ignorance, condemned a Cralileo

and scouted a Pythagoras.
But we are not done yet. Every

man is born with his own kaleido-

scope, through which he looks in

life. Every soul looks out on the

world outside through stained win-

dows, and sees all objects dyed in

the colors of its glass. It is said

that the inhabitants (if there be

any) of some far-distant spheres
have for their enjoyment days of

various hues, and dwell continually
in colored worlds. It is not more
true than that we all dwell in col-

ored worlds. We color them our-

selves; and every man lives in his

own. There are a multitude of

spheres in this same space. Or, to

change the figure, conclusions and
beliefs are constructed things, built

up of many thoughts ;
and men are

no more equal architects of thoughts
than they are e(iual architects of

stone. So that there is that in man
himself as well as that in the many-
sidedness of truth, which justifies

and necessitates a difference of view

among men. Besides these, there

is yet another agent at work to

build up different systems for differ-

ent men. That agent is chance.

Circumstances are continually con-

spiring to reveal to each man cer-

tain principles with particular clear-

ness and power ;
and so they rise

up in his mind with an unmerited

pre-eminence over others whose
claims have by chance been left in

obscurity to him. A fanatic is a

man in whose mind a particular
idea stands out in such clear light,
and rises to such large proportions,
as to over-shadow all others in his

thoughts. We are all, to a greater
or less degree, fanatics in our

thoughts, though we may not be in

zeal. What wonder that Newton,
with his mind overwhelmed by the

universal sway of his newly-discov-
ered law of gravitation, should have

given it dominion beyond its prop-
er realm ! What wonder that we
find Prof. Tyndall saying: "Per-

haps that great mind was too deep-
ly and too freshly imbued with
these notions (of gravitation) to

form an unbiased opinion regarding
the nature of light !

" How much
less remarkable is it that men, in

the domain of pure thought, where
their ideas and conclusions are not

continually regulated and tested by
sensible facts, should give pre-emi-
nence to those principles which have
been revealed to them with partic-
ular power (they are pre-eminent to

them), and, by -them, rule and

judge the whole world of thought !

Who is not conscious of his roval

junta of important principles, by
which he judges and decides all

(questions ? and who that has looked
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honestly into his history has not

found that chance has placed the

crown upon many of those truths.

It may be that each head deserved

a crown
;
but when the partisans of

a rightful king extend his domin-
ion beyond his lawful realm, they
do violence to truth and right.

Lastly, what are we, that we
should assume a lordly air and be
intolerant. The much that we do
not know, should keep us from as-

suming a domineering spirit over
the little that we do. That wise

man who felt that he was gathering
a tew pebbles on the sea-shore,
while the great ocean of truth rolled

unexplored beyond, could not be

intolerant. In the presence of the

mighty universe of truth, the true

thinker has been overawed into a

certain modesty of mind. He has

put off the garb of teacher for that

of learner. He may have made
discoveries, and may seek to lead

others to them by the hand
;
but

he has lost his domineering spirit.

The most broadly-learned men
have ever been the meekest of the

earth.

And now, what is toleration ?

We wish to right ourselves by say-

ing that we do not plead that men
shall have no positive opinion.
We have not said a word, and have
not a word to say, in favor of inde-

cision of mind. Weakness is not

gentleness ; looseness is not tolera-

tion. That man who looks gra-

ciously upon every belief and half

accejjts it as his own, can no more
be tolerant than that warrior can be

magnanimous toward his enemies,
who through timidity never has a

foe to fight. A timid man can
never exhibit magnanimity ;

an un-

decided man can never exercise tol-

eration. Positiveness is a pre-re-

quisite to toleration. To plead with
the undecided man to be tolerant

toward those who differ, would be
like praying of the lamb that he
would be merciful to the wolf, or

asking the palpitating dove to spare
the" hawk. We advocate decision

of mind and positive opinions, and
then we plead for magnanimity of
soul and chivalry of spirit ;

and
that is toleration. There is noth-

ing incompatible between a kindly
spirit and a decided mind. Toler-

ation is simply charity in thought.
It does not cut the sinews of the

friends of truth. It does send them
forth more as healers than as war-

riors
;
but if they have need to use

the bone-saw and the surgeon's
knife it does not take away their

nerve. It may be urged that a

righteous intolerance has ever been
a terror to all upholders of error,

and the strong right arm of truth.

We reply that all persecutions of

body or mind in the name of truth

and right have recoiled upon their

cause.

We plead for toleration, and hail

its peaceful victories.

COMMON SENSE.

Rational legislation depends
upon the rationality of the legislator.
And it seems to me that at least

one reason why so many laws are

enacted one \ear onlv to be re-

pealed the next, and why so man\
laws are only so much dead letter

on the pages of the statute book, is

that we, as a people are not at all

(I will not say sufficiently) careful
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that the men wlioni we elect to

make our laws shall be men of com-
mon sense, wisdom and experience.
We have only to read the reports

of our Congress and State Legisla-
tures to see how few matters are de-

termined by the wisdom or unwis-

dom of the measures proposed, and
how many are tried only by the

test of party origin and political
benefit. So the acts of this session

are at the mercy of an opposing

party in the next, and rightly so, if

this is to be the only and proper
test of their passage or repeal. At
the same time, we cheerfully ac-

knowledge that such fate is deserv-

edly suffered by any enactment
which owes its origin to mere party

feeling or a desire to prolong or

perpetuate party supremacy.
I am not in the way of knowing

exactly how many acts of (say) the

Illinois Legislature from 1840 to

1850 are now in force, or how-

many are left to lie without effect.

Or how many statutes of Congress
during the same ])eriod are still in

force. I am sure the number
would astonish many a careless

reader of the signs of the times.

One thing I would like to know
about the acts repealed either by
legislatures or Congress, and that

is, how many of them failed to ac-

complish the purposes for which all

laws ought to be designed, viz.,

the promotion of social welfare and

security, and individual happiness.

And, how many of them were ever

passed with such objects in view.

It is a fact well understood by
men who have studied the politics
of our country that the strife in re-

gard to the tariff, that vitalized two

great parties for a quarter of a cen-

tury, was only a strife of sections.

As a party question it has ceased to

be a war cry. But when I read the

s]:)eeches that are delivered now,
and the articles that are in the

newspapers, I think the strife is still

a sectional one; only that the lines

of division have revolved ninety

degrees, run perijentliculai to the

e(|uator instead of parallel.

It is the interest of political dem-

agogues and wire-workers, and

place-seekers that these things .

should be so. For whenever the

people of our land arrive at tliat

advanced state of progress that they
are ready to judge of the fitness of

measures by their general and not

by their particular interest, the time

for such men as now are seen press-

ing to the front, will have passed

by. Such men will be sought for

as can be trusted, not merely be-

cause they are individually honest,
and are not likely to be bought,
but because they have studied these

matters well and know something
about justice, equity and truth; be-

cause they have carefully prepared
themselves by investigation, by ex-

perience, by observation for the po-
sition of legislator, just as the med-
ical student prepares himself to de-

cide questions of death and life by
previous careful study, prolonged
application and thorough dissec-

tions.

Why should we put an almost un-

fledged tyro in the place of legisla-

tor simply because he is a good fel-

low and can make capital stiunp

speeches, any more than we would

bring to the bedside of our sick

child a man who has never looked

into a hospital, or seen the location

of the vital organs or arteries of the

human system ? The very best men
in either House of our National

Congress are not too well acquaint-
ed with the various emotions which
constitute motives to human con-

duct, nor do they more thoroughly
understand the nature and results

of legislation than they should.

Yet even these are often compelled,
if I may use a familiar expression,
to go back upon themselves. And
the more thorough their study and
the wider their experience, the bet-

ter are they fitted for their station.

But how often do we see them
thrust aside from their position to
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give place to a man whose ideas

are crude, whose experience is noth-

ing, and whose only claim to pro-
motion is fidelity to party, and suc-

cess in promoting its advantages.
To this we owe the prevailing dis-

position on the part of so many leg-
islators to pander to the interests of

Romanism; or, on the other hand,
to enact sweeping laws at the de-

mand of some moral enthusiasts
;

or, by the very common error of

our time to legislate men into vir-

tue and morality ; or to educate

them into the same. When our

citizens study political economy in

the book of common sense they
will learn to place men in the house
of legislation because they have
studied the book of human inter-

ests and emotions and responsibili-
ties.

Because a man has been a suc-

cessful merchant is no good reason

why he should be a good judge.
Because he has maintained a spot-
less rejmtation as a banker does not

entitle him to take charge of the

law department of our national ex-

ecutive. Because he has succeeded
in the practice of law will not make
us think him qualified to direct the

interests of our army and navy.
Because he has a large circle of pa-
tients as a physician, and cures

more than die on his hands, is no

reason why he should preside over
our State department, and deter-

mine our relations with foreign na-

tions. And yet if we should judge
precisely the contrary in all these

instances, we would scarcely act

differently from what we do when
at each election we go to the polls
and vote for men, not because they
are fitted for the office, but because

they belong to our party and have
been put on the ticket.

I have said nothing about elect-

ing men, who, otherwise fitted,

have the added qualification that

the)-* fear God, and regard their ac-

countability to him for their con-
duct in every position. This is

often enough dwelt upon in these

columns, though not often enough
regarded by our people. If I must
vote for a man who knows nothing
of the duties of the position he is to

occupy, let me have a man who
holds himself responsible to God.
I can trust his conscientious rever-

ence for the Divine will, and his

earnest effort to please his God far

longer than I can any one else. He
may not be so ready to make ex-

periments in legislation, but he will

be more careful of the interests of

each individual, and the least like-

ly to antagonize the interests of the

class and of the whole people.
—L.

in Central Christian Advocate.

POTTTENESS.
[For the Alumni Joiininl

Man is a social being. He is nat-

urally so constituted ;
and may be

an ornament to society if rightly
cultivated in elegance of manners.

No circumstances, however fine and

honorable; no attainments in scien-

tific researches, can atone for want
of siood manners. An article of

furniture or wear may be of small

value, but becomes attractive and
desirable bv the nice polish upon it.

A young man may have limited at-

tainments as to scholarship, and may
not be numbered among those whom
fortune has lavished its pearly hon-

ors, but if polished by ease and
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gracefulness in hi.s intercourse with

those around him, may become the

charm of society.
But an attainment so valuable—

an adornment so desirable, is not

easily possessed. Effort, constant

effort, is essential. It will not do
to let the rough corners of human
nature grow as they may be inclined.

They must be filed off by a careful

study of common sense propriety.
All fashionable etiquette must respect
and submit to common sense pro-

priety. And wherein we might ap-

pear to great disadvantage in socie-

ty, we must specially guard ourselves.

A lady once said: "I never open
my mouth but I put my foot in it."

Young gentlemen should be careful

and not put their foot in their mouth,
nor their fingers either.

But how shall a voung man become

polite in the social circle? By cul-

tivating refinement and gentleness
in spirit as well as practice, in every-

day life,
—at home with brothers,

sisters, neighbors and friends—with

all he may meet, whether superiors
or inferiors. General Washington,
in his day, was distinguished for

manners and gracefulness, for polite-

ness and attractions ;
and his nice

bows were often lavished upon the

hard, sun-burnt field laborers whose
relation to white men led them to

call him "Master." A polished

spirit will burst forth like the clear

mountain brookwith glittering grace-
fulness. To be easy and gracefiil
in society, we must be courteous and

obliging in ourselves. We cannot

put flu. politeness for an occasion.

The rough, like "murder, will out."

Nothing is more disgusting to intel-

ligence, than artificial manners, or

an attempt to be polite when the

heart floats every day in the muddy
stream of unkind and depraved
thoughts.

It is with us in politeness, as in

the use of good language. If a young
man wishes to speak correctly on
certain occasions, let him speak al-

ways correctly, and then, without

and apparent effort, he will speak
with propriety on all occasions. If

we would be polite and refined, let

us cultivate kindness and good will

toward all men and possess in our-

selves that loving heart which, like

our Great Exampler, is full of love

and sympathy for an erring world.

J. Montgomery.
Rantoul, 111., Nov. 19, '73.

HYMN.
We meet, a band of Christian brothers,

In Jesus' sweet, inspirinj^ name,
And crave the gift above all others,

Of meek devotion's holiest frame.

Hover o'er these, our sacred meetings,
Thou Dove Divine, and fan our love ;

C'live us in these fraternal greetings,
.\n antepast of joys above.

The field of labor broadly scanning.
Where Satan rules with ruthless niighl.

While work for early manhood planning.
Give us the grace to plan aright.

In all our counsels, Lord, presiding.
Direct our thoughts in wisdom's way :

Though fierce the foe, in Thee confiding,
We shall not falter in the fray.

Give courage while the battle rages,'

And power, ere long, the day to win :

(J hasten. Lord, the brighter ages,

When every soul has vanquished sin.

Jesse Clement.
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THE LOTUS-EATERS.

MILLIE R. CLARK.

l-'oR days a gallant shij) had toss-

ed amid the' .sullen roar of rushing
waves and broken surges. At times

the black heavens seemed rent asun-

der by flashes of lightning that

quivered along the foaming billows

making the succeeding darkness

doubly terrible. The thunders bel-

lowed over the wild waters and

were echoed and prolonged by the

moaning waves. At last the fury
of the storm seemed spent, but to

the strained vision of the weary
sea-worn crew, no land was visible

and well they knew their storm-

racked bark could not withstand

the ocean's gentlest lashings for a

single day. At length from one

the cry of "courage !" came. "See

yonder's land, this mounting wave

will roll us shoreward soon." By
times they came unto a land where

it seemed to be forever afternoon.

At mid-night the full orb hung tri-

umphantly above the waves and

the most gorgeous coloring lit up
the ocean, mountains and heavens,
and nothing seemed to change.
The mild-eyed, melancholy islan-

ders gathered around the keel, their

dark faces seeming pale against the

rosy light which surrounded them.

In their hands they bore branches

of their enchantecl Lotus ladened

with flowers and fruit which they
most kindly proflered to the weary

strangers. But each one that tast-

ed did more weary seem, seemed to

be fast asleep yet wide 'awake, his

comrades' voices sounding thin as

those that issue from the grave and

slowly measured music fell upon
his ear.

They all sat down upon the yel-
low sand along the shore and sweet

it was to dream of fatherland, yet
ever more so weary did they feel,

the sea, the oar, the fields beyond,
all former ties, seemed very distant

things and but as trifles balanced
with the Lotus-eaters sweet repose,
and all at once they sang :

"We have had enough of action, ami

enough of motion we,
RoHVl to starboard, roll'd to larboard

when the surije was seething free.

Where the wallowing monster spouted
his foam-fountains to the sea.

Let us swear an oath, and keep it with

an equal mind,
In the hollow Lotus land to live and lie

reclined.
On the hills like gods together careless

of mankind.

Surely, surely, slumlier is more sweet

than toil, the shore

Than labor in the deep mid-ocean wind
and wave and oar,

O rest ye, brother mariners, we will not

wander mure."

We are often taught by similes,

and draw rare lessons from the

blindest themes, and may we not

with profit consider the story of the

Lotus-eaters and find in it some use-

ful warnings for our own lives?

Are we not a band of mariners,
these college halls the planks be-

tween us and the surging world?
Each one has some particular duty,
which faithfully performed, helps to

keep our ship in her direct course

and ride with safety through the

storms that will and must come.
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Our society is uixler uur own pe-
culiar guidance, and to our labors

alone must we look for her prosper-
ity. She needs earnest, unselfish,

faithful workers. Inclination ever

points us to the ijuieting nectar of

indolence, the usage of which ])ro-

duces a lethargy as fatal as the Lo-

tus-blooms, without adding the land

of everlasting rest. Our world and

age is one of intense activity ;
the

people upon the surface are not less

in constant motion than the whirl-

ing globe itself : the sluggard, there-

fore, must needs be left behind and

soon forgotten. Whose are the

names that are remembered and

honored, even in our little society?

Surely not those that shrink from
every irksome dutv and are always
listeners. You may fnul tlieir

names in the secretary's book but

never engraven in the memory of

their fellow members. .\nd this is

no mean tvi)e of the broader life l)e-

yond that most of us are so anxious

to enter. Then

Rest not hidllier mariners,
Diir haven's vel afar.

15. L. S. EDITOR'S CORNER.

—It is with pleasure that our mem-
bers are from time to time remind-

ed of the pride that our donors take

in the tasty and economical design
of our new hall. Such is not always
the delight of donors.

—All Belles Lettres and their

friends will be pleased to learn that

the Society has been placed upon a

firm financial basis. We now invite

to membership all earnest students

wlio seek the advantages of such as-

sociation, with the assurance that

they will thereby be assuming no

especial financial burden.

Thf, SociETv Lecture. —On
Friday Evening, Nov. 7th, a large
and appreciative audience was pres-

ent at the Belles Lettres hall to listen

to the interesting lecture of Prof.

De Motte, on the subject of " Twelve

Days with the Broncos," (/. c. with

the mules). The Prof. 's masterly
treatment of the subject is only ex-

celled by the extreme patience he

entertained for the mules. And if

mule drivers would only reaj) the

benefit of the lesson that may be

drawn from it, there would be less

—35

need in our cities of societies for

the prevention of cruelty to ani-

mals.

Titles.—If there is one thing-

more than another for which the

framers of the constitution deserve

credit, it is for that clause which

prohibits the conferring of titles of

nobility. Though we are free to

discountenance nobility we are ev-

ery day sorely disgusted with the

innumerable army of individuals

tiiat spring up from every side witli

unaccountable appendages to their

names. It is so easy a matter in

this country for an individual to

obtain some title, that we dare not

dispute anybody's claims to such

distinction lest they prove the val-

idity thereof. If a man has drilled

a company of village boys for two
or three weeks he is called Captain.
If he has succeeded in arresting a

few innocent complaints he is call-

ed Doctor of Medicine. If he has

preached a couple of times to coun-

try audience she is called Reverend.

Soitgoeth tiiroughout all the call-

ings that confer a4titlc. We would
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that this unlimited appropriation of

titles yvere checked. A title is no
more than one who has labored

assiduously and successfully in a

good cause deserves. But let it be

given him through some undevia-

ting process. Let certain defined

qualifications be retjuisite and then

each one who aspires to a])pend one
of these ap-par-ent-ly-in-dis-pen-sa-
bles to his cognomen may estab-

lish his claims to such by good, sub-

stantial evidence, before a title-

conferring tribunal which should
fiu-nish their subject of titular dis-

tinction with papers showing its

bestowal. 'I'hen from one claim-

ing honorable regard we might de-

mand the written indorsement and
in case of his failure to produce the

same we could justly look upon him
witli contem])t. Of course this
means is employed to a certain ex-

tent, but what is desirable, is that

it be universally employed. A ti-

tle is nothing unless it be a token
of respect, but how can we respect
it when every other individual le-

gitimately or illegitimately bears

one.

Conundrum.—Does Great Brit-

ain urge our government to declare

hostilities against Spain because she

is interested in our welfare? Or is

it becau.se she seeks to be revenged
upon Spain who is likely, first of the

two, to establish a republican form
of government ? Or, to interrogate
a little farther, is it not presuma-
Ijle that she seeks the maianing of

both ? Great Britain with Flngland
as its head shows decidedly, by its

steps during the last quarter of a

century, that it has learned how in-

consistent with civilization is any
other form of government than a

republic. Sooner or later she wiH
l)e absolutely a re])ublic, but she

must then admit that the U. S. took

the lead, that even unsettled France

and Spain in their efforts preceded
her. War with Spain or her rela-

tions seems inevitable. No true

American can otherwise than in-

dorse a declaration of war against
the blood-thirsty butchers of Cuba,
who have not for the first time mur-
dered our citizens, lowered our flag
and insulted our nation. With the

same l)reath that we .said execute

the wicked Modocs we appeal to

the })roper power to bring to ac-

count the hasty, heartless Spaniards.
There certainly could be no better

time for such a combat so far as we
are concerned. We have thous-

ands of men at present who are un-

employed and who would gladly
volunteer their services in the de-

fense of their beloved countr}-.
The government is able to emjjloy
these men and even if the conflict

does involve an enormous expense
to the nation, the latter would be

doubly recompensed upon gaining
undivided possession of Cuba.
There is no reason why the entire

group of the West Indies shall not

be the property of the U. S. in

time and why not commence with

Cuba? Let the war come if it will,

but if there be one objection to it,

it is, that England urges it.

—Amon(; the ])rominent failures

during the late panic we have to

record that of John Paul; "For,"
says he, in a withering tone, "what
man or men, what firm or un-firm,
could stand a 'run,' if he had noth-

ing to pay with?" But he remem-
bers Bruce and the spider and takes

heart. His taiU^r having dunned
and deserted him, he has sent his

linen duster to an obscure place to

have a fur collar put on it ; and,

hearing there is warmth in newspa-

pers, he has ordered it lined with

the 7"/v7v///r supplements, so "that

when I am called to ioin the innu-

merable caravan that moves on the

horse cars this winter, I may wra])
the drapery of my Evangelical
Alliance about'me and sit me down
to scientific dreams." —Ex.
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MUNSELLIAN DKPARTMEN T.

M. V. CRUMBAKER, Editor.

MARCH OF INTELLECT.

\V. C. GILBREATH.

Before the founding of the Ro-
man Empire, war and devastation

were the principal employments of

mankind. Amid the din of in-

cessant conflict the rage for blood-

shed, plunder and intestine broils,

it is not strange that intellectual

development was slow and feeble,

but after the lapse of centuries it

manifested itself in the brilliancy
of the Grecian and Roman litera-

ture, the wonderful discoveries
made in science and the almost

perfection of art. But never since

the creation of man was literature

so completely lost, every vestige of

science obscured and every monu-
ment of art destroyed, as after the

fall of the Roman Empire. Added
to this, barbarism with its fearful

consequences took possession of

the country, thus destroying for a

time even the traditions of former

advancements in the civilized arts

and depriving the people of the ad-

vantages of past experience and

discoveries, until ignorance and su-

perstition were ushered in amid
this dark scene. During this time

wars were waged for the worst and
best purposes. Mighty conquerors
arose and swept awa\' all former

progression and hoisted their flag

over the ruins of these desolated

countries to mark the onward
march of their tyrannical power.
Barbarism broke loose from its

moorings and spread devastation

and desolation, destroying temjjles
of justice and religion and inaug-

urating over this chaotic mass its

own superstitions and silly idolatry.

Bigotry traced out the march of its

persecutions in footsteps of bloo<l.

Superstition arose like a dark cloud,

sweeping like a tornado amid the

people and distilling its false relig-
ion. When feudal anarchy had
distracted the civil government and
the flood of superstition had de-

luged the church, Christianity was
banished from the seal's empires
and compelled to seek some seques-
tered valley. There it was onl\-

that the true christian could wor-

ship God according to the dictates

of his own conscience.

Yet over this dark and dreadful

scene, the glorious triumphs of in-

tellect are such as to shine forth in

resplendant brilliancy and excite

the wonder and admiration of man-
kind.

The intellectual progress may be
divided into a number of epochs,
each succeeding and surpassing the

other. Greece was surpassed by
the Augustan age of Rome. Rome
by the Italians, this nation by the

Germans, the latter by the French,
then England took the sovereiscn

reign, far surpassing those of for-

mer ages until this glorious repub-
lic America sheds its light and lus-

tre over those former ages ;
lan-

guage fails to picture her solemn

grandeur and vastness. Who can

tell of her great progress, noble

deeds and great sacrifices, breath-

ing forth from every shore, swelling
with every breeze, echoing from

every hillside, Freedom I Freedom
to all, blending personal liberty,
freedom of opinion and equal
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rights with national power and dig-

nity, such as had existed before

onfy in the Utopian dreams of

philosophy.
Run your eyes over, the annals

of heroic Greece and classic Rome,

glance at the history of middle and

modern ages, then turn your gaze

upon our own fair land and ad-

mire as you will the grand triumphs
of intellect. Greece astonished the

world by her literature and wisdom.

Rome, by her indomitable energy

spread liberty over the land and

her language over the world. Each
of the succeeding ages successfully

amazed itself and mankind by its

immortal works of genius, bril-

liant discoveries, grand achieve-

ments and by an enterprise that for

a time gave it undisputed sway
over the whole empire of mankind.

There has been a continuous

progress in morals and government
in arts and sciences. The various

societies organized for benevolent

purposes have succeeded in diffusing
a beneficial influence in elevating
man's moral nature.

The science of a true government
and the just rights of man are more

fully understood and appreciated by
the masses; particularly is this true

in our own country, where.men have

arisen in the majesty of their strength
and proclaimed in unmistakable

terms the equality of man and have

succeeded in forming a constitution

and laws to protect these inaliena-

ble rights. Wonderful have been

the developments made in science
;

this speaks in audible tones of the

rapid progress of intellect,
— for

mental improvement is promoted
just in proportion as new forces are

brought into use to mitigate man's
labors and new truths are discover-

ed for his mental consideration.

How eagerly has mind sought to

explore the earth in search of those

hidden mysteries which lie locked

within her bosom. And this ever

active mind of man has succeeded
in wresting many sublime truths

from her, antl in the light of its

progress ap])ropriated them to the

use of mankind. One of man's

great discoveries is the electro mag-
netic telegraph by which the flash-

ing lightnings of heaven are united

and made subservient to man's use,

so that now no sooner are startling

facts evolved, new truths elicited,

than they are heralded forth with

lightning speed to other nations,

and when these truths are discover-

ed the mind of man finds a place
for them and soon they are placed
as the corner-stone upon which may
be seen a stable edifice towering

nobly aloft, which will ever remain,
as it were, a pyramid of mind's

power, majestic, even in the midst

of ruins, gilded with light and the

admiration of future ages. Note

the sublime triumphs of philosophy
from the time of Thales to the pres-

ent time. Because untrue systems

prevailed at times, this was not suffi-

cient to destroy it, for the mind of

man, warmed by the touch of the

magical hand of Thales, determined

to have a just conception of the true

philosophy, and now it raises its

head aloft, over exploded systems
and false speculations of philosophy,
almost perfect. Behold poetry, as

it has been handed down from Ho-
mer to our modern bards, transport-

ing the ear of mortals and holding
the world's mute attention by its

seraphic sweetness and power to

charm. Still mind is marching on

and on to grander and nobler
achievements, erecting here and

there cloud-capped towers to desig-

nate its immortal triumphs. Yes,

the moving power of the age is in-

tellect
;

its dignity and strength lie

in the bright coinage of immortal

thought. In former ages physical

strength obtained prominence. In

the age of chivalry the prowess of

the military chieftain monopolized
the world's brightest and sweetest

smiles. But in this age the products
of intellect, from speaking lips,

printing press, or in its noble and
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grand discoveries, wields ''with its

omnipotent strength a force that is

omnipresent," and stands proudly
to receive the world's warmest plaud-
its. It is the same to-day as in days
gone by, the world is marching on-

ward and he who has tuned his in-

strument so that it may be in sweet

harmony with nature, and so that

each note may ring out clear and

loud, may expect to be followed by
the strongest host.

REFORM IN RESPECT TO WAR.

As a general thing, there is some
one subject, or another, being re-

volved in the public mind, and

calling for the public sentence.
These questions, usually, bear close

relation to human economy in some
form. They arise either from a

gradual development of public sen-

timent to a point at which an issue

is inevtiable, or else they arise to

meet some contingent emergency.
More than one great revolution

may be in course of preparation at

once
;
but for each there is a point

just when the turn is made, when
all the importance of the whole
movement seems concentrated in

one grand thought, or one ruling
effort. This marks an era. The

present age has witnessed the first

significant and near steps toward
the consummation of a great re-

form . The ' ' Geneva Arbitration
' '

has embodied and given expression
to its central thought ;

that inter-

national difficulties may be satisfac-

torily settled without resort to armed
force.

The almost universal favor with

whicli such measures have met, de-

monstrates the extent of the revo-

lution. The education of public

opinion is a very mysterious and

complicated matter. How that the

preaching of reformers, and the

disseminaton of news, through the

press and from the platform, pre-

pare men to act in case of emer-

gency, is wonderful I

VANPELT.

The time was when there was less

objection, in the public mind, to

war, than now. Indeed, war was
the most honorable occupation.
Military glory was every man's am-
bition. We honor the ancients for

their literary excellence
;

but we

despise them for the vices which

brought on their ruin,
—vices which

followed in the track of long cam-

paigns, disastrous sieges, bloody
battles and many victories. We
like better this modern type of civ-

ilization, in which we are making
such rapid progress, and which un-

folds to us the higher, purer, nobler

qualities and possibilities.

Notwitstanding the many proofs
we have that the desire of the na-

tions is for peace, still there are

those who favor encouraging a mil-

itary spirit, as a security against
sudden and poAverful foreign in-

vasions upon our territory.

But, considering the advanced
state of civilization of the most

powerful nations of the world, con-

sidering the friendly feeling which
exists between these nations and the

United States, regarding the inter-

national laws, binding upon national

honor, and remembering the ad-

vance steps recently taken, and see-

ing their popularity, are the proba-
bilities of incursions sufficient to

warrant the expending of our na-

tional or individual force in prep-
aration for dangers which are not

threatening?
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At times there seems to be con-

flicting interests which might en-

gender trouble, but all the parts of

the great commonwealths are learn-

ing to harmonize. Each exists in

the best condition associated with

all the rest in proper adjustment.
'1 his is an essential part in a perfect

])lan of economy. This the world
is beginning to understand.

We could not, if we would, stop
the great, triumphal car of civiliza-

tion as it moves on in its conquest
of the world ; we must file in, or
be left behind.

MUNSELLIAN NOTES.

—
J. H. Scott, of '77, is teach-

ing near Pontiac.

—W. R. Wiley, of '77, is teach-

ing near Lexington.

—
J- W. Coultas, of '65, is Prin-

cipal of the school at Auburn.

—If our sister society has worn

the word challenge "thread-bare,"
let her try contest for a change.

—The office of Chorister having
been left vacant by the resignation
of Mr. W. A. Smith, was filled by
the election of Miss Josie Hall.

—
J. Oliver Wilson, of '76, is

giving special lessons in Elocution

in the University, to a class of 4c,

and we understand is having niarked

success.

—A committee has been appoint-
ed to draft a special programme for

December 19th, at which time a

treat in the way of a jollification

may be expected.

—A Rhode Island jury were five

days debating on a hog case involv-

ing seven dollars, and then recom-

mended both men to the mercy of

the court.

—A Pekin, 111., coroner's jury

rendered a verdict that a man,
whose body was found in the river,

came t(; his death by a blow on the

head, "which was given either be-

fore or after drowning."
—The custodian of what had

been Garibaldi's straw-stuffed bed
in Ischia, was heard to mutter, on

seeing a lady carrying away a few-

straws as a relic, "They will do it ;

I've stuffed it six times already since

the general left."

—The Munsellian Society con-

curs with its sister in the opinion
that the hope of bringing about a

contest soon "hangs on a bare

thread," judging from the time

chosen bv the latter for said contest.

—Interest in Society work is in-

creasing ; and, while the exercises

do not deteriorate in literary merit,

they are becoming more interesting,

and that they are appreciated, we
want no better evidence than the

crowded houses with which vve are

greeted on Friday evening of each

week.

—The officers of the Society for

the present term are as follows :

Pres., W. C. Gilbreath; VicePres.,
S. VanPelt

; Sec, Lillie Lyon;
Asst. Sec, Mary Dent

; Treasurer,

Geo. Hutchin; Atty., S. T. Fullen-

wider ; Chorister, Josie Hall ; Chap-
lain, j. Oliver Wilson ; Court, G.

W. Metz, John Moore and M. V.

Crumbaker.
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COLLEGE TEACHERS VS. COLLEGE STUDENTS.

Under the aliove caption in the

editorial columns of the National

Normal, some thing.*? are aptly said

which we can most heartily endorse;
and yet in reference to some other

statements we are inclined to think

that the writer, in riding his hobby,
just as the wisest are disposed to do
at times, has passed beyond the

bounds of a just comparison of the

teacher and the professor, thereby

causing him to make some asser-

tions to which we should hesitate

to yield assent.

When he says,
" There are plenty

of college professors, real or would-
be, but very few college teachers"
we readily and heartily agree ;

bu
Avhen he affirms that "Teaching to

a professor is drudgery," we hesitate

to follow, and are disposed to call

for a definition of terms. If in this

latter statement are included only
those woiild-be professors, to whom
reference is made in the first c[uo-
tation we can again readily assent.

But if the /'((?'/ professor is also in-

cluded we must be un^ierstood as

entering a demurrer.

After a pointed criticism \\\)o\\

the lecture svstem in colleges and
universities the writer goes on to

.say. "Every college professor,
who teaches, should remember that

the busine.ss of teaching" is as much
as one man can manage. Teach-

ing should be his specialty. He
should surrender to this one noble

calling every other ambition. He
cannot be a scientist and teacher.

More than this, he has no right to

pretend to be a teacher a n d t o

elaiin to be a scholar or a! scientist.

He cannot be both, he must be but

one. Scholarship (we use the term
in its professional sense) is the
worst foe to teachershi]). The
teacher studies the minds of his pu-

pils and manages to meet their

needs. The^ scholar studies his

subject, and forgets his pupils.
He loves his subject, not his pupils.
He delights to discuss in technical

terms the minute quiddities of'his

specialty, forgetting that what is so

attractive to him is entirely beyond
the comprehension of his pupils.
What is attractive to him is repug-
nant to his pupils, because they do
not understand. What they can
understand and is therefore a'ttract-

i\e to them, is axiomatic humdrum
to the professor. There is an una-

voidable incompatibility between

teachership and scholarship. It is

frequently said that to be a teacher

of any subject one must l)e a spe-
cialist in that subject. Just the re-

verse of this is true. It is next to

an impossibilit} that a specialist
can be a good teacher. It is just
as impossible that a teacher can be
a specialist in anv thing but teach-

ing."
Now if this be true and is to be

accepted as the "
iieio departure''''

in the educational world, then it

comes to pass that the plan of or-

ganizing our colleges with s])ecial

departments and placing in the va-

rious chairs men who not only in

the past have devoted especial at-

tention to the i^articular subject

upon which they are expected to

give instruction, but who are ex-

pected to continue to devote them-
selves especiall}' to that same par-
ticular field of investigation, thus

becoming ])re-eminently specialists,

is all wrong, and we ought at once
to begin a reform by transposing
the occupants of the various chairs

in our institutions of learning. The
mathematician who has devoted
years of study to his especial work
should take classes in the Latin

and (rreek languages. The Pro-

fessor of ethics should, for fear of
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becoming a specialist, give instruc-

tion in the natural sciences, while

those who have devoted their lives

thus far to the study of philology
should by all means be placed at

once in charge of the department
of mathematics.

And then again, in this "new de-

parture" it would seem that the

discipline and real culture which
are acquired by the careful study
of methods of instruction and the

insitrht into human nature which
is secured to the true professor,
in the close and careful observation

of the multiform varieties of mind
with which he daily conies in con-

tact are to go for naught, in our es-

timate of the scholar. Now if such

discipline does not tend to pro-
duce true scholarship and real, gen-
uine culture, then will some one

please to rise and explain the na-

ture of true scholarship and genuine
culture and the proper means by
which it may be secured.

In the closing paragraph of the

article some sweeping assertions

are made which lead us to conclude

that, in the opinion of the writer,

not only those who are appointed
to teacli in our colleges are failing

in the work to which they are call-

ed, but those who have the super-
vision and the appointing power
are dishonest. Quoting again from

the Normal, he says : "The great
\\^^(\ of colleges \sfeaeliers—profes-
sional teachers. It is unjust and

dishonest in colleges to encourage

])arents to send their children to

them to be taught, when teaeliiiig

is despised and slighted by every
teacher within their walls. This

anomally exists to-day. Parents

send their children to colleges to

be taught, but colleges, though in-

viting attendance for just such pur-

])ose, complain of teaching as

drudgery and degrading slavery.

That the teaching done in colleges
is as it is, cannot, therefore, be

wondered at. Now, in order to

be consistent and honest, colleges
should sec that all their teaching is

done by professional teachers—
men and women who have chosen

teaeliiiig as their life studv and
work. More than this, they should

heap ujjon these just as great in-

ducements in the way of honors
and emoluments as they do upon
any chair within their patronage.
If colleges would but set this mat-
ter right, they would confer a new
and merited power and dignity

upon our profession. Things are

upside down. Did we but have

good teachers we could have good
scientists, and good scholars. On
every side comes in the cry for

good teachers. No demand is so

urgent, no need so great. This

has been so through all time. Yet

less inducement is offered to-day
for young men and women to con-

secrate themselves to teaching as a

life work, than is offered for any
other profession or calling. And
colleges, to make matters worse,

intentionally or unintentionally

heap all sorts of indignity and

odium upon this, the calling they
should most encourage. What

colleges need most and cultivate

least is teachership.
"

It may be that some of the work,
indeed much of the work of our

colleges is not beyond criticism,

yet we claim that college professors
and college boards of trustees are

about as honest as other people and

we seriously object to snch sweep-

ing assertions as bring them all un-

der the ban of dishonesty.
Much of the article from which

we have quoted is excellent and we

only regret that any one who uni-

formly has such valuable lessons for

the public should this once give
utterance to principles which we"

regard as unsound, and affirm of a

class of honest laborers what we
think is certainly liable to be in-

terpreted to their injury. Our
criticisms are offered in a kind

spirit, we having simply given ex-

pression to our honest convictions

in reference to the points in ques-
tion.
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WHAT TO DO IN HARD TIMES.

Wk clip the following appropriate
and sensible advice from the Scien-

tific American: "Inconsequence of

the present inactive state of the fi-

nancial world, many persons are

deprived of their usual employments
and know not what to do with them-

selves, or how to occupy their time

to advantage. They are also made

tosufferby the croakings concerning
the lack of money and the gloomy
prosjjects ahead, which now so con-

stantly form the staple of conversa-

tion. This sort of talk is on every-

body's lips, spread like an infection,

and tends to depress the feelings of

even the most bouyant persons.
But we advise our readers to resist'

and disperse its influence. It is only
an incubus, a passing cloud, which
must soon break away, revealing
new prospects for business and en-

terprise better than ever before ex-

])erienced. The country never was

in a more healthy or prosperous
condition than at this moment, and
the present financial blockade is

only of a temporary nature. The
curtailment of work or the suspen-
ion of industrial establishments

cannot long continue ;
for money

holders must employ their capital,

which stands idle and unproductive
when factories and mills cease to

work. A healthy re-action will

soon set in, and in a few weeks the

hum of industry and the clatter of

progress will be heard throughout
the land. Meanwhile we urge upon
every man or woman wlio happens
at this juncture to be unemployed,
to seize the golden oppertunity for

self improvement of some sort or

the working out of something use-

ful at home. To young m e n

especially we say ! Do not become
loafers and topers. Keep away
from grog shops and idle compan-
ions. Go to the libraries and read

good books. Supply your minds
with useful and ennobling subjects
of thought. Hunt up your arith-

metics and re-fresh your mathemat-
ics. Improve your penmanship.
Learn to draw. Study the history
of your own and other countries.

In short, make efibrt to keep your-
self busy about something that is

profitable."

A VISIT TO EL PASO.

One scarce thinks, at the jjresent,

of writing of his travels unless in-

deed the ocean has been crossed and
the highest mountain ]jeak scaled.

But we have clearly demonstrated,
at least to our own satisfaction, that

there is true enjoyment for travelers

in the "land of the free and the

home of the brave."

Permit us to set our minds at rest

before we proceed by saying that

our journey was not one of those

-36

wild inexcusable ones sometimes in-

dulged in by collegians, but was of
the most proper and approved kind,
since we carried with us our leave of
absence duly signed by the proper
officer.

Desiring to take the early train

upon Saturday morning, we arose

from our slumbers long before the

first faint beams l)rightened the east,
but when old King Sol did step
forth in his royal way, the splendor
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of his coming told what a bright
and beautiful day he ushered in, and
thus the question of weather, always
so important to pleasure seekers, was

satisfactorily settled. A rapid walk

to the depot and a few minutes of

rushing over frosty rails at a speed
not exactly pleasant to contemplate
and we were at our destination.

Here we were met by our host, who,

assisting with our basket, satchel,

and bundle,—we had no band-box,
no bird cage, no little dog, no—in

fact, we were model travelers—con-

ducted us to his home, where we
were received in the most cordial

and hospitable manner by our host-

ess, Mrs. Shur. We are proud to

mention this lady as the first of our

sex to stand before the awarding
powers of our Alma Mater and re-

ceive the pledge of true disciple-

ship which all faithful sons and

daughters share who persevere along
the course until the goal is reached.

We found the hearts of our friends

warm with love for the Wesleyan
and with interest undiminished for

its welfare.

While enjoying the hospitality of

our hostess we could not help think-

ing of the erroneous but, we fear,

by far too prevalent idea that a col-

legiate education necessarily unfits

woman for the active duties belong-

ing to her so-called '^splicre,'''
—

home life. Such a theory we never

have believed, and are glad to have

met in our travels one more home
which goes to prove the correctness

of our own views, viz : that a study
of Greek and Latin, a knowledge
of the higher mathematics, an ac-

quaintance with the natural sciences

and additional discipline of mind

by study of mental science need
render woman no less proficient in

the discharge of any home duty,
however humble, or make her less

mindful of the thousand little cares

and attentions so necessary to the

true home.

Upon Saturday afternoon we en-

joved a delightful drive through the

town and surrounding countrv.
Having reached a small elevation

some distance away, our horses
heads were turned, and raiang the

telescope with which we had been

provided, we were surprised at the

charming view before us,
—a splen-

did school building of which El
Paso is justly proud, stood out in

grand proportions ; there were the
churches with tall spires pointing
heavenward, and upon a clear day,
we were told, might even have been
seen away in the distance the faint

outline of the Wesleyan I'niversity

buildings.
A-visit to the City Hall, Masonic

Hall and library room ended our

sight seeing for the day. Sabbath

morning's sunlight promised a day
as fair as the previous one, and we
repaired with our friends to the M.
E. Church where we were much in-

terested in a discourse by the Rev.
Mr. Gue. On Monday, we must
not omit to mention, that we spent
the entire morning visiting the west-

side public school, remaining for

the most part in the rooms of Mr.
Laiken, the principal, where we
were much pleased with both teacher
and taught.

Returning at noon we partook
with our friends of a bountiful repast
after which we visited the bankowned

by Mr. Shur and were initiated

somewhat into the banking business;
we entered the vault, we turned the

leaves of massive ledgers, we saw
the piles of checks, and last, but

not least, the ponderous safe door
was unlocked and the wonders there-

in explained. We suppose most of

our fellow-suffers in the mechanic
class have seen this wonderful com-
bination of bolts and locks, but if

any have not, we will remark to

them that it is even more compound
than the "compound balances,"

"compound pulley,
""'

or any of the

other compounds. Imagine with

what despair we gazed upon it 1 As
we were slowly coming to the con-

clusion that the inventor of this safe
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was better versed in
" mechanics

"

than we, the arrival of our train

Avas announced. Hastening to the

depot and bidding f\irewell to our

friends, with iieart felt thanks for

their hospitality and wishes for their

prosi)erit)' we were " homeward
bound," feeling refreshed and

strengthened {ox the performance
of future dut\' by this little episode
in college life.

[OSIE AND K.VrE.

MISCELLANY.
—We have just received the first

number of Vick's Floral Guide for

1874. It contains many valuable

suggestions in reference to the ar-

rangement of grounds and the cul-

tivation of flowers and vegetables,
besides being unusually full in its

illustrations and descriptions. No
lover of flowers should be without

this reliable Guide. It is to be is-

sued quarterly during the year and
will be sent to any address for the

small sum of twenty-five cents.

The December number of Wooif s

Household Alagazinc is replete with

good reading
—

entertaining sketch-

es, stories, poems, &c.,&c. Its table

of contents embraces the following
articles: "A Better Country," Mary
Hartwell

;
An Engineer's Yarn,

Albert Williams, Jr.; Our Party at

Sea, Rev. J. S. Breckinridge; Two
Enthusiasts, H. M. Newtral

;
Pres-

ence of Mind, Rev. F. W. Holland;
Our Babies, D. A. Gorton, M D.

;

Blessedness of Riches, Tenoroon
;

Hans Uoodledee, Rudolph Mentel;
installment of Max Kromer, author

of Jessica's First Prayer; Codfish

and Potatoes, Chapter II, by Elea-

nor Kirk; Misery jippeau, Chapter
ATI, VIII, H. V. Osborne. In ad-

dition to these articles are several

pretty poems, a charming little Cot-

tage Design, and editorial depart-
ments embracing Our Housekeeper,
Correspondence, Literary Notices,

Laughing Stock, (S:c., (S:c. The

engraving for this month is entitled

"Old B^olks."

All the above with chromo Yo-

scinite and Alumni Journ.\l for on-

ly $2.00 per year. Address,
Alumni Journal,

Bloomington, 111.

St. Nicholas for December.—
The second number of Scribner's

new magazine for the young is as

bright and as full of good things as

the first issue—in fact, it contains

more matter and pictures, for it has

eight additional pages. There are

forty-four pictures this month, and

they include drawings by Moran

(who contributes a very eftective

frontispiece), Stephens, Sheppard,

Beard, and other American artists.

There are six wonderfully funny

pictures of learned cats, and the

article which describes them is as

lively as the cats. A curious picture
of a giant examining a man througli

a microscope ;
one of a sailor danc-

ing with white bears; and another

of a courageous youth riding awhale

into port, will excite the curiosity

of every real boy and girl. Celia

Thaxter has a seasonable poem,
"Jack Frost ;" Mrs. R. H. Davis

contributes one of her first-class

stories, "Naylor 'o the Bowl;" and
there are several short stories, one
of which—"The Water Dolly," by
Sarah O. Jewett

—is as sea-breezy as
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the coast it tells about. "
i'he Criant

Watabore
"

is a capital hit at cer-

tain follies, and will be appreciated

by the older readers of the maga-
zine ;

who will also enjoy Donald
G. Mitchell's story of " How a

Tinker Wrote a Novel." The serial,
•' What Might Have Been Expect-

ed," by Frank R. Stockton, prom-
ises plenty of live adventure. At
the conclusion of the installment in

this number, the hero is left at night
behind a "turkey-blind" in the

depths of a Virginia forest, and

something
—we should like to know

what—is just about to happen. The
French story, for young translators,

is very amusing. It is as good as a sto-

ry as it is as a lesson. "The Yellow

Cottage
"

is an exquisite little po-
em by Marion Douglas. The dreams
of girlhood are seldom more deli-

cately told than in these verses. C.

C. Haskins offers some excellent

and humane propositions regarding
the relations of boys and birds; and
"
Jack-in-the-Pulpit," who is fast

becoming a general favorite, has a

fund of lively and useful matter to

talk about. The page for little folks

is very good this month
;
and "The

Riddle Box" is crammed with good
things.

' Oliver Optic's Magazine for

December.—The closing number
of the year is as bright and attrac-

tive as anv which have preceded it.

Oliver Optic's third "Yacht Club"

story,
"
Money-Maker," is brought

to a happy conclusion. Elijah Kel-

logg's story of "A Stout Heart"
is finished, as is also Miss Douglas'

very successful story, "Seven Daugh-
ters." All handsomely illustrated.

Among the other attractive features

are a Christmas Entertainment, by
(;eo. M. Baker, entitled, "The Mer-

ry Christmas of the Old W^oman
who lived in a Shoe." A thrilling

story,
"
Only a Fireman," by Mrs.

M. L. Moodey. The "Six Lessons

in Wax Work" are com])leted in

good shape, as is also Paul Cobden's

story of "
Hopty Baldjtop." "Ma-

rie" has a poem,
"
Homeless,"

with a full page-illustration. Mary
N. Prescott contributes a Poem, and
the various departments of The Or-

ator, Pigeon Hole Papers, Head-
work, etc., are filled with attractive*

matter. The illustrations are profuse
and fine. Oliver Optic opens the

new 3'ear with his story of " The
Coming War." We will furnish

the above excellent magazine and
the Alumni Journal, one year,
with a beautiful picture, for ^3.50.
Address, Alu.mni Journal,

Bloomington, 111.

What a Pair ok Sparrows can'
Do.—By careful investigation, it

has been ascertained that a single

pair of European sparrows, during
the infancy of their brood, feed

their little ones an average about
three thoiisa/id tlircr hundred and

sixty caterpillars in a week ! Now,
take your slates and pencils, my
friends, and see how many cater-

pillars in a month the sparrows
killed by that Sussex county club

would have destroyed if they had
been permitted. Think what quan-
tities of pretty leaves, how many
bushels of grain, and what an abun-

dance of nice fruit must be destroy-
ed by the taking off of seventeen

thoussnd worm-eating birds \-Froin

St. N'icholas for Deeember.

"The Green Isle of Erin" has

become the property of a very lim-

ited number of individuals. Its

entire area is owned by less than

20,000 persons, and nearly 6,000
of this number own less than a hun-

dred acres. One thousand four •

hundretl and forty-three own one-

seventh of the soil. It is no great
wonder that the island is fast being

depopulated by the working classes,

who can never become land propri-

etors, or in fiict, the possessrs of

anything save a leasehold of a few

acres of land and a thatch-roofed

shanty.
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EDrrORIAL NOTES.

— ])() not foryct tu subscribe for the Al
TMNi Journal for 1874.

—Renew your subscriptions for 1874.

Only one dollar.

—For six pre-pnid suhscrijHion^ to the

Alumni Journal for 1874, we will send

the bound volumes of 1870-72, or of 1873
as a premium.
—For ten pre-paid subscriptions to the

.\HMM [ui'RNAL we will send the bound
volumes of 1870-72 and 1873 ^^ ^

P'"*^'

miuni.

—The .\li'mni Journal for 1870-72,
or for 1873, in neat and substantial bind-

ing, will be mailed to any address uixm
the receipt of $1.25; or the two volumes

complete for $2.25.

—We are under obligations to Rev. R.

D. Russell, of Forrest,' for a copy of the

Minutes of the Eighteenth Session of the

Central Illinois Conference held recently
in Galesburg, Fil.

—The examination of classes in the

I'niversity for the Fall Term will occur

on Monday and Tuesday, the 22d and 23d
of December. All our friends and patrons
are cordially invited to be present.

—The first session of the Winter Term
of the University will be held Monday,
June 5th, 1S74, at 9 a. m. All who ex-

])ect to enter classes during the term are

urged to be present the first day.

—President Fallows and Prof. Jennie
F. Willing, A. M., will both be present
and enter upon the especial duties of the

respective positions to which, by the action

of the Board of Trustees, they have been

called.

—President Fallows arrived in our city

on the 8th, and was joined by his family
on the nth of last month. By the time

of this writing they are snugly settled in

their new home, and the address of the

Dr. hereafter, will be 306 West Chestnut

St., Bloomington, Ills.

—Col. H. D. Cook, well and favorably
known as one of McLean county's most

esteemed and respected citizens and Chair-

man of the Railroad and Warehouse Com-
missioners of the State, died suddenly at

his home in Normal on the loth of No-
vember of Biliary Calculi. He leaves a

large circle of relatives and friends to

mourn his sudden decease.

—
Jennie F. Willing, A. M., I'rdfessor

elect of English Language and Literature

in the University, recently made us f. short

visit preparatory to entering upon her reg-

ular work at the beginning of the "NVinter

Term, Jan. 5th. She expressed hevselt as

being highly gratified with the present en-

couraging condition and flattering pros-

pects of the University.

—The Alumni Journal is to be, spe-

cifically, the organ of the University dur-

ing the coming year, and we therefore call

upon all the friends of the cause to aid us

in extending its circuli.tion. We particu-

larly ask our ministerial brethren to aid us

in placing a copy in every house within

the bounds of the two patronizing confer-

ences.

— Married, Octol'er ist. 1S73, near Se-

dalia. Mo., Rev. J.
V. Willis, A. B., of

'71, and Miss H. M. Wadleigh, a gradu-
ate of [he State Normal University, of '6g.

The happy couple are now making their

home at Twin Grove, their present field

of labor. Who dare presume from this

time henceforth to assert that there is any

antagonism between the Wesleyans and
Normalites.

—The lecture at the First M. E. Church
on the evening of the 13th ult., delivered

by President Fallows was largely attend-

ed. "Idols, or the Prejudices of man and

men" was the theme, and to-a very pleas-

ing and pointed discussion of the subject
the audience gave undivided attention for

an hour. Thus before our people the Dr.

has fully sustained his reputation as an

original and vigorous thinker and careful

and eloquent speaker.

—A musical association has Ijcen or-

ganized at the University during the pres-

ent term, under the name of "The Men-
delssohn Choral Society." A large num-
lier of both students and citizens already

participate in the exercises, and the society

is growing in ]3opularity and favor with

the people. The following named jiersons

form the present board of officers :

J. B. Dunham, Pres't ;
Miss LilaRead,

Vice Pres. ; Prof. B. S. Potter, Sec'y and

Treas. ; O. W. Gray, Librarian ; Prof.

Geo. R. Crow, Mrs. H. C. DeMotte, E.

P. Penniman, Ex. Com ;
Prof. F. A. Par-

ker, Musical Conductor, and Franc Gum-

ming, organist.

—The law lectures before the Univer-

sity this term have, thus far, proved to be
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very popuhii'. The lirst one was delivered

Nov. r5tli, hy Judge T. F. Tipton, sub-

ject : "The Cuiistitution of the United
States in its Judicial Department." Sound-
ness of views and clearness of expression
were leading characteristics of the lecture.

These, added to the judge's easy and nat-

ural yet forcible delivery, rendered the

lecture not only highly instructive but en

tertaining. On the 20th James S. Ewing,
spoke upon "The Necessity of the Study
of the Law as a part of a Liberal Educa
tion." This lecture fairly bristled all over
with sharp points and excellent hits, and
was withal full of information and valua-

l,)le suggestions. A. E. Stevenson, Esq.,
followed on the 25th with the third lecture.

He gave a very interesting and pleasing
discussion of "The Practice of Law as a

Profession; its Duties and Recpurements."
The path of the defender and dispenser
of justice was clearly mapped out, and the

line between the true lawyer and the mere

pettifogger very distinctly drawn. Given
in Mr. .Stevenson's attractive style, this

was one of the most popular lectures of

the course. Ex-Gov. Palmer being present
was introduced to the students of the Uni-

versity, and entertained them a short time

by some very amusing as well as instruc-

tive remarks. These lectures have proved
to be of great advantage to the University,
and show at the same time the wisdom of
Prof. Williams in their design, and tlie

ability of the McLean county bar in their

preparation and delivery.

—The J'afeii/ Rig/i( Gazclfe for Octo-
ber is upon our talkie, and like its prede-
cessors contains much that is of interest

and really valuable to inventors. The Gn-
zetie is published by the United States Pat-

ent Right Association, under the leader-

ship of Henry (Jerner, Capt. of Engineers,
liimself an inventor of recognized ability.
While the Gazette is devoted in part to

art and science, industry, commerce, etc.,

it makes the description and illustration

of vamable patents a specialty, in fact is

published in the interest of the inventoi-,
and iaithfujiy so. The number before us

contains a novel proposition tt) practical
mechanics for forming a stock company
on the co-operation plan that is at least

worthy an investigation. The subscription

price of the Gnzcttr is Si. 25 per year,

jostage pre-paid. Address U. S. Patent

Right Association, P. O. Box 4544, New
York City.

BOOK TABLE
PRONOUNCING HAND-BOOK OF
WORDS OFTEN MLSPROXOUNC-
El), AND OF WORDS AS TO
WHICH A CHOICE OF PRONUN-
CIATION IS ALLOWED. By Rich-
ard SouLE and LooMis J. Ca.mpbell.

Published by Lee& Shepherd, Boston.

This is a .small work of 98 pag^s, con-

venient for pocket use, and contains 3,000
words which arefre([uently mis|ironounced,
or in regard to the ])ronunciation of which
authorities differ. In the introduction are

some valuable suggestions and cautions in

regard to pronunciation ; and indeed the

entire work is a little gem dug from the

ponderous volumes of Worcester, Web-
ster, Smart, Cull, Corley, and other stand-

ard Lexicographers. We predict for this

little hand-book a large and ready sale.

It is an admirable little volunre and should

be placed in the hands of every student in

the land. Were it in one's possession it

would frequently l)e consulted when in its

absence the greater difliculty or labor of

referring to an unwieldy unabridged would

pre\-ent any examination of tlie word in

question.

KINDERGARTEN CULTURE IN
THE FAMILY AND KINDERGAR-
TEN. A complete sketch of P'roebel's

System of Early Education, adapted to

American Institutions. For the use of

Mothers and Teachers. By W. N.

Hailman, a. M. Puljlished by Wil-
son, HiNKLE & Co., Cincinnati and
New York.

This attractive little volume is design-
ed to become very popular with American"
mothers and primary teachers. In the in-

troductory chapters the true aim and prox-
imate ends and methods of education are

admirably set forth; and then follows Kin-

dergarten culture in the family and in the

Kindergarten, closing with a chapter upon
the adaptation of this peculiar form of

culture to American .institutions. The

style in which the work comes from the

popular press of Wilson, Ilinkle & Co.,
is all that can be desired.
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Pronouncing Hand-Book ol Words.
Soii.le and Campbell, 195

Student's Plant Record.—A/brj^rtn,.... 72

The Anthem C\\oiv.—Ogden, 144

The Critical Speller.—^aWjer, 144

The Logic of Accounts.—/''ofeo?«, 114

The School Stage.— Vcnahle, 240

Xenophon's Anabasis.—Kendrick, 2t)-i

Zoology.—y^ichol.'son, !)6

College Teachers vs. College Students, 279

(Concerning Gold, 245

Compulsory Education, 77

Conservation of Forces, loi;

G. E. Scrimger.
Contagions Spread by Flies,., 9>i

Common Sense, ,
268

Dispensers of the Divine Bounty, 115

Rev. R. M. Barns.
Do we Love?—i^ev. W. N. Rutledye, 91

Elegance Does Not Make a Home, 114

Editorial Notes, 22, 47, 71, 95, 119, 143, 167

191, 216, 239, 263, 285
Education in Arts and Trades, 19
I.—Evenings with the Micro.scope, T-i

II.—Evenings with the Microscope, 97

Fifteenth Annual Commencement, 160

First Gun of tlie Rebellion 189

From the Pahria to Kanata, 39
Golden Deeds.—A'aie B Ross, 154

Gradatim.—Holland, 29
HamiU's Klocntiow.-Rrof. J. R. Jaques 16
Hero Worship.—Z))-. E. Duis, lio
How to Read, 140

Hymn, 271
leonoclasm 17

Ideality.—James W. Holder, 174

Illinois Wesleyan University, 213

In the Hundreds, 79
Jack in the FnlpiU— Whittier, 152

Language and Race, 203
Liberal Education of Women 257

Life, 80
Medical Lecture Course, 24

Miscellany, 234, 258, 283
Mission of History.— C. H. Long, 178
Mission of Poetry.—Z. W. CouUa-s, 183
Mountains.—2>r. E. Duis, 24

MUNSELLIAN SOCIETY DEPARTM'T-
A Few Thoughis on Labor, 13u

G. E. Scri)itger.
An Ode to the Absent Ones, 109
A Smoking Chimney vs. a Scolding

Wife, .32

Be Brief, 134
Belshazzar.—7. W. Coidtas, 82
Be True, 14

Carlyle's Study,..- 62

Chios, Chops and Chunks, 108, 133
Crumbs Swept Up, 33, 63, 83
Munsellian Notes, 278
Fashion.— IT. A. Smith, 251
Heaven.—^. H. Davies 131

Intemperance.—./. O. Wilson 60
Mission of Peace.—A. H. Davies, 11

Moral Courage.—./. E. Scott, 107
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Mysteries of Nature,
March of Intellect,
Nej^lected Luxury of Spelling,
One Golden Hour,— W. <S'. Marquis,....
Reform in Respect to War,

iS'. VxnPclf.
The Efl'octs of Worry,
We too, are Painters.—T I. CouUas,...
Wir and Humor.— ir. ^4. Smith,

Necrology for 1872,
Ocean Pathways,
Oh, Why Should the Spirit of Mortal

be Proud?
One Hundred Miles an Hour,
I. On Music—Z»/-. A'. Dxis,
II. On Music.—Dr. E. Diiis,
Our Homes,
Our New President,
in. Our University.-O.&JV/imse^^.AI).
IV. "

Outward Bound,
Pi'.gauinni's V^iolins,
Physical Exercises,
Pioneer Civilization.—Dr. E. Dui.s
Plants in our Sleeping Apartments,....
Popular Errors,
Preventive for Sea Sickness,
Procuring Books
Professorial Tenure of Office,
Public Speaking.—Ji. H. Bosworth,
Politeness.—Kev. J. MonU/omcry,
Queries,
Scientific, 'Zl, 46, 70, 94, 118, i42, 190,

-.'A

270
V.i

•.'A

277

202
248
81

2S
225

223
211

125
149
230
228

1

25
49

241
9.1

229
217
2:i6

2;!2

44
117
19:5

180
270
40

2(!2

Seeing the Invisible.—Phoehe Carn, 189
Stomach and Brains, 18
The Castle of Boncourt, 129

Prof. J. R. .Taques.
The Demands of the Times, 200

\\. H. Booth,
The First Daily Newspaper 117

The First Prayer in Congress 11(>

The Genius of Liberty.- H'. H. Winder, 190

The Good Old Timesin McLean County 221
Dr. E. Diiis.

The Great Revival in liloomington,.... 89
The Greeley Memorial Volumes, 20
The Jordan and the Dead Sea, 04

Dr.E.Dui.1,
The Little White Soul.—ii. B. Boslwick 11:5

The Ministry of Sorrow.—A. H. Duvies 197
The Outlook 109

I. TheStudy of the Classic Languages 121

Prof. J. R. Jaques.
II.

" " " " " 140

The Uuivcrsity Grounds, 141

The Unknown.—iier- W. N. Rvtlcdgc,.. 100

The Wonum of Shunem.-iJec. H.Bacon 204

Twe Beauty.—ieeo. W. .X. RiMedf/e, 124

True Culture.—J. A. Kelly, 1S6

Uses of Difficulty.—X E. Scott 172

Velocipedes, 30
War and Peace— C. A. Haxrnwinkle,.... 176

What-Not, 215

What the Leaf Does, 55

What to Do in Hard Times, 281

Yosemite Valley, 233

Your Evening's, Young Man, IS














